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Preface

MIMO-OFDM is a key technology for next-generation cellular communications (3GPP-LTE,

Mobile WiMAX, IMT-Advanced) as well as wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11n),

wireless PAN (MB-OFDM), and broadcasting (DAB, DVB, DMB). This book provides a

comprehensive introduction to the basic theory and practice of wireless channel modeling,

OFDM, and MIMO, with MATLAB� programs to simulate the underlying techniques on

MIMO-OFDM systems. This book is primarily designed for engineers and researchers who are

interested in learning various MIMO-OFDM techniques and applying them to wireless

communications. It can also be used as a textbook for graduate courses or senior-level

undergraduate courses on advanced digital communications. The readers are assumed to have

a basic knowledge on digital communications, digital signal processing, communication

theory, signals and systems, as well as probability and random processes.

The first aim of this book is to help readers understand the concepts, techniques, and

equations appearing in the field of MIMO-OFDM communication, while simulating various

techniques used in MIMO-OFDM systems. Readers are recommended to learn some basic

usage of MATLAB� that is available from the MATLAB� help function or the on-line

documents at the website www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral. However, they are not required

to be an expert onMATLAB� since most programs in this book have been composed carefully

and completely, so that they can be understood in connection with related/referred equations.

The readers are expected to be familiar with the MATLAB� software while trying to use or

modify the MATLAB� codes. The second aim of this book is to make even a novice at both

MATLAB� and MIMO-OFDM become acquainted with MIMO-OFDM as well as

MATLAB�, while running the MATLAB� program on his/her computer. The authors hope

that this book can be used as a reference for practicing engineers and students who want to

acquire basic concepts and develop an algorithm on MIMO-OFDM using the MATLAB�

program. The features of this book can be summarized as follows:

. Part I presents the fundamental concepts andMATLAB� programs for simulation ofwireless

channel modeling techniques, including large-scale fading, small-scale fading, indoor and

outdoor channel modeling, SISO channel modeling, and MIMO channel modeling.
. Part II presents the fundamental concepts andMATLAB� programs for simulation of OFDM

transmission techniques including OFDM basics, synchronization, channel estimation,

peak-to-average power ratio reduction, and intercell interference mitigation.
. Part III presents the fundamental concepts and MATLAB� programs for simulation of

MIMO techniques includingMIMO channel capacity, space diversity and space-time codes,



signal detection for spatially-multiplexed MIMO systems, precoding and antenna selection

techniques, and multiuser MIMO systems.

Most MATLAB� programs are presented in a complete form so that the readers with no

programming skill can run them instantly and focus on understanding the concepts and

characteristics ofMIMO-OFDM systems. The contents of this book are derived from theworks

of many great scholars, engineers, researchers, all of whom are deeply appreciated.

We would like to thank the reviewers for their valuable comments and suggestions, which

contribute to enriching this book. Wewould like to express our heartfelt gratitude to colleagues

and former students who developed source programs: Dr. Won Gi Jeon, Dr. Kyung-Won Park,

Dr.Mi-HyunLee, Dr. Kyu-In Lee, andDr. Jong-Ho Paik. Special thanks should be given to Ph.D

candidates who supported in preparing the typescript of the book: Kyung SooWoo, Jung-Wook

Wee, Chang Hwan Park, Yeong Jun Kim, Yo Han Ko, Hyun Il Yoo, Tae Ho Im, and many MS

students in theDigital CommunicationLabatChung-AngUniversity.We also thank the editorial

and production staffs, including Ms. Renee Lee of John Wiley & Sons (Asia) Pte Ltd and

Ms. Aparajita Srivastava of Thomson Digital, for their kind, efficient, and encouraging

guidance.

Program files can be downloaded from http://comm.cau.ac.kr/MIMO_OFDM/index.html.
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Limits of Liability and Disclaimer
of Warranty of Software

The authors and publisher of this book have used their best efforts and knowledge in preparing

this book aswell as developing the computer programs in it. However, theymake nowarranty of

any kind, expressed or implied, with regard to the programs or the documentation contained in

this book. Accordingly, they shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages in

connectionwith, or arising out of, the readers’ use of, or reliance upon, thematerial in this book.

The reader is expressly warned to consider and adopt all safety precautions that might be

indicated by the activities herein and to avoid all potential hazards. By following the

instructions contained herein, the reader willingly assumes all risks in connection with such

instructions.





1

The Wireless Channel: Propagation
and Fading

The performance of wireless communication systems is mainly governed by the wireless

channel environment. As opposed to the typically static and predictable characteristics of a

wired channel, thewireless channel is rather dynamic and unpredictable, whichmakes an exact

analysis of the wireless communication system often difficult. In recent years, optimization of

the wireless communication system has become critical with the rapid growth of mobile

communication services and emerging broadband mobile Internet access services. In fact, the

understanding of wireless channels will lay the foundation for the development of high

performance and bandwidth-efficient wireless transmission technology.

In wireless communication, radio propagation refers to the behavior of radio waves when

they are propagated from transmitter to receiver. In the course of propagation, radio waves are

mainly affected by three different modes of physical phenomena: reflection, diffraction, and

scattering [1,2]. Reflection is the physical phenomenon that occurs when a propagating

electromagnetic wave impinges upon an object with very large dimensions compared to the

wavelength, for example, surface of the earth and building. It forces the transmit signal power to

be reflected back to its origin rather than being passed all theway along the path to the receiver.

Diffraction refers to various phenomena that occur when the radio path between the transmitter

and receiver is obstructed by a surfacewith sharp irregularities or small openings. It appears as a

bending of waves around the small obstacles and spreading out of waves past small openings.

The secondary waves generated by diffraction are useful for establishing a path between the

transmitter and receiver, evenwhen a line-of-sight path is not present. Scattering is the physical

phenomenon that forces the radiation of an electromagneticwave to deviate from a straight path

by one or more local obstacles, with small dimensions compared to the wavelength. Those

obstacles that induce scattering, such as foliage, street signs, and lamp posts, are referred to as

the scatters. In other words, the propagation of a radio wave is a complicated and less

predictable process that is governed by reflection, diffraction, and scattering, whose intensity

varies with different environments at different instances.

A unique characteristic in a wireless channel is a phenomenon called ‘fading,’ the variation

of the signal amplitude over time and frequency. In contrast with the additive noise as the most

MIMO-OFDM Wireless Communications with MATLAB� Yong Soo Cho, Jaekwon Kim, Won Young Yang
and Chung G. Kang
� 2010 John Wiley & Sons (Asia) Pte Ltd



common source of signal degradation, fading is another source of signal degradation that is

characterized as a non-additive signal disturbance in thewireless channel. Fadingmay either be

due to multipath propagation, referred to as multi-path (induced) fading, or to shadowing from

obstacles that affect the propagation of a radio wave, referred to as shadow fading.

The fading phenomenon in the wireless communication channel was initially modeled for

HF (High Frequency, 3�30MHz), UHF (Ultra HF, 300�3000GHz), and SHF (Super HF,

3�30GHz) bands in the 1950s and 1960s. Currently, themost popular wireless channelmodels

have been established for 800MHz to 2.5GHz by extensive channel measurements in the field.

These include the ITU-R standard channel models specialized for a single-antenna communi-

cation system, typically referred to as a SISO (Single Input Single Output) communication,

over some frequency bands. Meanwhile, spatial channel models for a multi-antenna commu-

nication system, referred to as the MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) system, have been

recently developed by the various research and standardization activities such as IEEE 802,

METRA Project, 3GPP/3GPP2, and WINNER Projects, aiming at high-speed wireless

transmission and diversity gain.

The fading phenomenon can be broadly classified into two different types: large-scale fading

and small-scale fading. Large-scale fading occurs as themobilemoves through a large distance,

for example, a distance of the order of cell size [1]. It is caused by path loss of signal as a

function of distance and shadowing by large objects such as buildings, intervening terrains, and

vegetation. Shadowing is a slow fading process characterized by variation of median path loss

between the transmitter and receiver in fixed locations. In other words, large-scale fading is

characterized by average path loss and shadowing. On the other hand, small-scale fading refers

to rapid variation of signal levels due to the constructive and destructive interference ofmultiple

signal paths (multi-paths) when the mobile station moves short distances. Depending on the

relative extent of a multipath, frequency selectivity of a channel is characterized (e.g., by

frequency-selective or frequency flat) for small-scaling fading. Meanwhile, depending on the

time variation in a channel due to mobile speed (characterized by the Doppler spread), short-

term fading can be classified as either fast fading or slow fading. Figure 1.1 classifies the types

of fading channels.

Fading channel

Large-scale fading Small-scale fading

Path loss Shadowing Multi-path fading Time variance

Frequency-selective
fading 

Flat fading Fast fading Slow fading

Figure 1.1 Classification of fading channels.
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The relationship between large-scale fading and small-scale fading is illustrated in

Figure 1.2. Large-scale fading is manifested by the mean path loss that decreases with distance

and shadowing that varies along the mean path loss. The received signal strength may be

different even at the same distance from a transmitter, due to the shadowing caused by obstacles

on the path. Furthermore, the scattering components incur small-scale fading, which finally

yields a short-term variation of the signal that has already experienced shadowing.

Link budget is an important tool in the design of radio communication systems. Accounting

for all the gains and losses through the wireless channel to the receiver, it allows for predicting

the received signal strength along with the required power margin. Path loss and fading are the

twomost important factors to consider in link budget. Figure 1.3 illustrates a link budget that is

affected by these factors. Themean path loss is a deterministic factor that can be predicted with

the distance between the transmitter and receiver. On the contrary, shadowing and small-scale

Figure 1.2 Large-scale fading vs. small-scale fading.

Figure 1.3 Link budget for the fading channel [3]. (� 1994 IEEE. Reproduced fromGreenwood, D. and

Hanzo, L., “Characterization of mobile radio channels,” in Mobile Radio Communications, R. Steele

(ed.), pp. 91–185,� 1994,with permission from Institute of Electrical andElectronics Engineers (IEEE).)
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fading are random phenomena, which means that their effects can only be predicted by their

probabilistic distribution. For example, shadowing is typically modeled by a log-normal

distribution.

Due to the random nature of fading, some power margin must be added to ensure the desired

level of the received signal strength. In other words, we must determine the margin that

warrants the received signal power beyond the given threshold within the target rate (e.g.,

98–99%) in the design. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, large-scale and small-scalemarginsmust be

set so as to maintain the outage rate within 1�2%, which means that the received signal power

must be below the target design level with the probability of 0.02 or less [3]. In this analysis,

therefore, it is essential to characterize the probabilistic nature of shadowing as well as the path

loss.

In this chapter, we present the specific channel models for large-scale and small-scale fading

that is required for the link budget analysis.

1.1 Large-Scale Fading

1.1.1 General Path Loss Model

The free-space propagationmodel is used for predicting the received signal strength in the line-

of-sight (LOS) environment where there is no obstacle between the transmitter and receiver. It

is often adopted for the satellite communication systems. Let d denote the distance in meters

between the transmitter and receiver. When non-isotropic antennas are used with a transmit

gain ofGt and a receive gain ofGr, the received power at distance d, PrðdÞ, is expressed by the
well-known Friis equation [4], given as

PrðdÞ ¼ PtGtGrl
2

ð4pÞ2d2L
ð1:1Þ

wherePt represents the transmit power (watts), l is thewavelength of radiation (m), andL is the

system loss factor which is independent of propagation environment. The system loss factor

represents overall attenuation or loss in the actual system hardware, including transmission

line, filter, and antennas. In general, L > 1, but L ¼ 1 if we assume that there is no loss in the

system hardware. It is obvious from Equation (1.1) that the received power attenuates

exponentially with the distance d. The free-space path loss, PLFðdÞ, without any system loss

can be directly derived from Equation (1.1) with L ¼ 1 as

PLFðdÞ dB½ � ¼ 10 log
Pt

Pr

� �
¼ �10 log

GtGrl
2

ð4pÞ2d2

 !
ð1:2Þ

Without antenna gains (i.e., Gt ¼ Gr ¼ 1), Equation (1.2) is reduced to

PLFðdÞ dB½ � ¼ 10 log
Pt

Pr

� �
¼ 20 log

4pd
l

� �
ð1:3Þ
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Figure 1.4 shows the free-space path loss at the carrier frequency of fc ¼ 1:5 GHz for

different antenna gains as the distance varies. It is obvious that the path loss increases by

reducing the antenna gains. As in the aforementioned free-space model, the average received

signal in all the other actual environments decreases with the distance between the transmitter

and receiver, d, in a logarithmicmanner. In fact, amore generalized form of the path loss model

can be constructed by modifying the free-space path loss with the path loss exponent n that

varies with the environments. This is known as the log-distance path loss model, in which the

path loss at distance d is given as

PLLDðdÞ dB½ � ¼ PLFðd0Þþ 10n log
d

d0

� �
ð1:4Þ

where d0 is a reference distance at which or closer to the path loss inherits the characteristics of

free-space loss in Equation (1.2). As shown in Table 1.1, the path loss exponent can vary from 2

to 6, depending on the propagation environment. Note that n¼ 2 corresponds to the free space.

Moreover, n tends to increase as there aremore obstructions.Meanwhile, the reference distance

100 101 102 103
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Free path loss model, fc = 1500MHz
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P
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h 
lo

ss
 [d

B
]

Gt=1, Gr=1

Gt=1, Gr=0.5

Gt=0.5, Gr=0.5

Figure 1.4 Free-space path loss model.

Table 1.1 Path loss exponent [2].

Environment Path loss exponent (n)

Free space 2

Urban area cellular radio 2.7–3.5

Shadowed urban cellular radio 3–5

In building line-of-sight 1.6–1.8

Obstructed in building 4–6

Obstructed in factories 2–3

(Rappaport, Theodore S., Wireless Communications: Principles and Practice, 2nd Edition, � 2002,

pg. 76. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.)
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d0 must be properly determined for different propagation environments. For example, d0 is

typically set as 1 km for a cellular system with a large coverage (e.g., a cellular system with a

cell radius greater than 10 km). However, it could be 100m or 1m, respectively, for a macro-

cellular system with a cell radius of 1km or a microcellular system with an extremely small

radius [5].

Figure 1.5 shows the log-distance path loss by Equation (1.5) at the carrier frequency of

fc ¼ 1:5 GHz. It is clear that the path loss increases with the path loss exponent n. Even if

the distance between the transmitter and receiver is equal to each other, every path may

have different path loss since the surrounding environments may vary with the location of

the receiver in practice. However, all the aforementioned path loss models do not take

this particular situation into account. A log-normal shadowing model is useful when dealing

with a more realistic situation. Let Xs denote a Gaussian random variablewith a zero mean and

a standard deviation of s. Then, the log-normal shadowing model is given as

PLðdÞ dB½ � ¼ PLðdÞþXs ¼ PLFðd0Þþ 10n log
d

d0

� �
þXs ð1:5Þ

In other words, this particular model allows the receiver at the same distance d to have a

different path loss, which varies with the random shadowing effect Xs. Figure 1.6 shows the

path loss that follows the log-normal shadowing model at fc ¼ 1:5 GHz with s ¼ 3 dB and

n ¼ 2. It clearly illustrates the random effect of shadowing that is imposed on the deterministic

nature of the log-distance path loss model.

Note that the path loss graphs in Figures 1.4–1.6 are obtained by running Program 1.3

(“plot_PL_general.m”),whichcallsPrograms1.1 (“PL_free”)and1.2 (“PL_logdist_or_norm”)

to compute the path losses by using Equation (1.2), Equation (1.3), Equation (1.4), and

Equation (1.5), respectively.
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Figure 1.5 Log-distance path loss model.
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MATLAB� Programs: Generalized Path Loss Model

Program 1.1 “PL_logdist_or_norm” for log-distance/normal shadowing path loss model

function PL=PL_logdist_or_norm(fc,d,d0,n,sigma)

% Log-distance or Log-normal shadowing path loss model

% Inputs: fc : Carrier frequency[Hz]

% d : Distance between base station and mobile station[m]

% d0 : Reference distance[m]

% n : Path loss exponent

% sigma : Variance[dB]

lamda=3e8/fc; PL= -20*log10(lamda/(4*pi*d0))+10*n*log10(d/d0); % Eq.(1.4)

if nargin>4, PL = PL + sigma*randn(size(d)); end % Eq.(1.5)

Program 1.2 “PL_free” for free-space path loss model

function PL=PL_free(fc,d,Gt,Gr)

% Free Space Path Loss Model

% Inputs: fc : Carrier frequency[Hz]

% d : Distance between base station and mobile station[m]

% Gt/Gr : Transmitter/Receiver gain

% Output: PL : Path loss[dB]

lamda = 3e8/fc; tmp = lamda./(4*pi*d);

if nargin>2, tmp = tmp*sqrt(Gt); end

if nargin>3, tmp = tmp*sqrt(Gr); end

PL = -20*log10(tmp); % Eq.(1.2)/(1.3)
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Figure 1.6 Log-normal shadowing path loss model.
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Program 1.3 “plot_PL_general.m” to plot the various path loss models

% plot_PL_general.m

clear, clf

fc=1.5e9; d0=100; sigma=3; distance=[1:2:31].^2;

Gt=[1 1 0.5]; Gr=[1 0.5 0.5]; Exp=[2 3 6];

for k=1:3

y_Free(k,:)=PL_free(fc,distance,Gt(k),Gr(k));

y_logdist(k,:)=PL_logdist_or_norm(fc,distance,d0,Exp(k));

y_lognorm(k,:)=PL_logdist_or_norm(fc,distance,d0,Exp(1),sigma);

end

subplot(131), semilogx(distance,y_Free(1,:),’k-o’, distance,y_Free(2,:),

’k-^’, distance,y_Free(3,:),’k-s’), grid on, axis([1 1000 40 110]),

title([’Free Path-loss Model, f_c=’,num2str(fc/1e6),’MHz’])

xlabel(’Distance[m]’), ylabel(’Path loss[dB]’)

legend(’G_t=1, G_r=1’,’G_t=1, G_r=0.5’,’G_t=0.5, G_r=0.5’,2)

subplot(132)

semilogx(distance,y_logdist(1,:),’k-o’, distance,y_logdist(2,:),’k-^’,

distance,y_logdist(3,:),’k-s’), grid on, axis([1 1000 40 110]),

title([’Log-distance Path-loss Model, f_c=’,num2str(fc/1e6),’MHz’])

xlabel(’Distance[m]’), ylabel(’Path loss[dB]’),

legend(’n=2’,’n=3’,’n=6’,2)

subplot(133), semilogx(distance,y_lognorm(1,:),’k-o’, distance,y_lognorm

(2,:),’k-^’, distance,y_lognorm(3,:),’k-s’)

grid on, axis([1 1000 40 110]), legend(’path 1’,’path 2’,’path 3’,2)

title([’Log-normal Path-loss Model, f_c=’,num2str(fc/1e6),’MHz,

’, ’\sigma=’, num2str(sigma), ’dB, n=2’])

xlabel(’Distance[m]’), ylabel(’Path loss[dB]’)

1.1.2 Okumura/Hata Model

The Okumura model has been obtained through extensive experiments to compute the

antenna height and coverage area for mobile communication systems [6]. It is one of the most

frequently adopted path loss models that can predict path loss in an urban area. This particular

modelmainly covers the typical mobile communication system characteristics with a frequency

band of 500–1500MHz, cell radius of 1–100 km, and an antenna height of 30 m to 1000 m.

The path loss at distance d in the Okumura model is given as

PLOkðdÞ½dB� ¼ PLF þAMUðf ; dÞ�GRx�GTxþGAREA ð1:6Þ
where AMUðf ; dÞis the medium attenuation factor at frequency f, GRx and GTx are the antenna

gains ofRx andTx antennas, respectively, andGAREA is the gain for the propagation environment

in the specific area. Note that the antenna gains, GRx and GTx, are merely a function of the

antenna height, without other factors taken into account like an antenna pattern. Meanwhile,

AMUðf ; dÞ andGAREA can be referred to by the graphs that have been obtained empirically from

actual measurements by Okumura [6].

The Okumura model has been extended to cover the various propagation environments,

including urban, suburban, and open area, which is now known as the Hata model [7]. In fact,
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the Hata model is currently the most popular path loss model. For the height of transmit

antenna, hTX[m], and the carrier frequency of fc[MHz], the path loss at distance d [m] in an

urban area is given by the Hata model as

PLHata;UðdÞ½dB� ¼ 69:55þ26:16 log fc�13:82 loghTX�CRXþ 44:9�6:55 loghTXð Þlogd ð1:7Þ

where CRX is the correlation coefficient of the receive antenna, which depends on the size of

coverage. For small to medium-sized coverage, CRX is given as

CRx ¼ 0:8þ 1:1 log fc�0:7ð ÞhRx�1:56 log fc ð1:8Þ
where hRX [m] is the height of transmit antenna. For large-sized coverage, CRX depends on the

range of the carrier frequency, for example,

CRX ¼ 8:29ðlogð1:54hRXÞÞ2�1:1 if 150MHz� fc � 200MHz

3:2 logð11:75hRXÞð Þ2�4:97 if 200MHz� fc � 1500MHz

(
ð1:9Þ

Meanwhile, the path loss at distance d in suburban and open areas are respectively given by

the Hata model as

PLHata;SUðdÞ dB½ � ¼ PLHata;UðdÞ�2 log
fc

28

� �2

�5:4 ð1:10Þ
and

PLHata;OðdÞ½dB� ¼ PLHata;UðdÞ�4:78 log fcð Þ2 þ 18:33 log fc�40:97 ð1:11Þ

Figure 1.7presents the path loss graphs for the three different environments – urban, suburban,

and open areas – given by the models in Equations (1.7), (1.10), and (1.11), respectively. It is

clear that the urban area gives the most significant path loss as compared to the other areas,
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Figure 1.7 Hata path loss model.
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simply due to the dense obstructions observed in the urban area. Note that these path loss graphs

inFigure 1.7 are obtained by runningProgram1.4 (“plot_PL_Hata.m”),which calls Program1.5

(”PL_Hata”) to compute the path losses for various propagation environments by using

Equations (1.7)�(1.11).

MATLAB� Programs: Hata Path Loss Model

Program 1.4 “plot_PL_Hata.m” to plot the Hata path loss model

% plot_PL_Hata.m

clear, clf

fc=1.5e9; htx=30; hrx=2; distance=[1:2:31].^2;

y_urban=PL_Hata(fc,distance,htx,hrx,’urban’);

y_suburban=PL_Hata(fc,distance,htx,hrx,’suburban’);

y_open=PL_Hata(fc,distance,htx,hrx,’open’);

semilogx(distance,y_urban,’k-s’, distance,y_suburban,’k-o’, distance,

y_open,’k-^’)

title([’Hata PL model, f_c=’,num2str(fc/1e6),’MHz’])

xlabel(’Distance[m]’), ylabel(’Path loss[dB]’)

legend(’urban’,’suburban’,’open area’,2), grid on, axis([1 1000 40 110])

Program 1.5 “PL_Hata” for Hata path loss model

function PL=PL_Hata(fc,d,htx,hrx,Etype)

% Inputs: fc : Carrier frequency[Hz]

% d : Distance between base station and mobile station[m]

% htx : Height of transmitter[m]

% hrx : Height of receiver[m]

% Etype : Environment type(’urban’,’suburban’,’open’)

% Output: PL : path loss[dB]

if nargin<5, Etype = ’URBAN’; end

fc=fc/(1e6);

if fc>=150&&fc<=200, C_Rx = 8.29*(log10(1.54*hrx))^2 - 1.1;

elseif fc>200, C_Rx = 3.2*(log10(11.75*hrx))^2 - 4.97; % Eq.(1.9)

else C_Rx = 0.8+(1.1*log10(fc)-0.7)*hrx-1.56*log10(fc); % Eq.(1.8)

end

PL = 69.55 +26.16*log10(fc) -13.82*log10(htx) -C_Rx ...

+(44.9-6.55*log10(htx))*log10(d/1000); % Eq.(1.7)

EType = upper(Etype);

if EType(1)==’S’, PL = PL -2*(log10(fc/28))^2 -5.4; % Eq.(1.10)

elseif EType(1)==’O’

PL=PL+(18.33-4.78*log10(fc))*log10(fc)-40.97; % Eq.(1.11)

end

1.1.3 IEEE 802.16d Model

IEEE 802.16d model is based on the log-normal shadowing path loss model. There are three

different types of models (Type A, B, and C), depending on the density of obstruction between
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the transmitter and receiver (in terms of tree densities) in a macro-cell suburban area. Table 1.2

describes these three different types of models in which ARTand BRT stand for Above-Roof-

Top and Below-Roof-Top. Referring to [8–11], the IEEE 802.16d path loss model is given as

PL802:16ðdÞ dB½ � ¼ PLF d0ð Þþ 10g log10
d

d0

� �
þCf þCRX for d > d0 ð1:12Þ

In Equation (1.12), d0 ¼ 100m and g ¼ a�bhTx þ c=hTX where a, b, and c are constants that

vary with the types of channel models as given in Table 1.3, and hTX is the height of transmit

antenna (typically, ranged from 10m to 80m). Furthermore,Cf is the correlation coefficient for

the carrier frequency fc [MHz], which is given as

Cf ¼ 6 log10ðfc=2000Þ ð1:13Þ

Meanwhile, CRX is the correlation coefficient for the receive antenna, given as

CRX ¼ �10:8 log10ðhRX=2Þ for Type A and B

�20 log10ðhRX=2Þ for Type C

�
ð1:14Þ

or

CRX ¼ �10 log10ðhRX=3Þ for hRX � 3m

�20 log10ðhRX=3Þ for hRX > 3m

�
ð1:15Þ

The correlation coefficient in Equation (1.14) is based on themeasurements byAT&Twhile the

one in Equation (1.15) is based on the measurements by Okumura.

Table 1.2 Types of IEEE 802.16d path loss models.

Type Description

A Macro-cell suburban, ART to BRT for hilly terrain with moderate-to-heavy tree densities

B Macro-cell suburban, ART to BRT for intermediate path loss condition

C Macro-cell suburban, ART to BRT for flat terrain with light tree densities

Table 1.3 Parameters for IEEE 802.16d type A, B, and C models.

Parameter Type A Type B Type C

a 4.6 4 3.6

b 0.0075 0.0065 0.005

c 12.6 17.1 20
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Figure 1.8 shows the path loss by the IEEE 802.16dmodel at the carrier frequency of 2GHz,

as the height of the transmit antenna is varied and the height of the transmit antenna is fixed at

30m. Note that when the height of the transmit antenna is changed from 2m to 10m, there is a

discontinuity at the distance of 100m, causing some inconsistency in the prediction of the

path loss. For example, the path loss at the distance of 101m is larger than that at the distance

of 99m by 8dB, even without a shadowing effect in the model. It implies that a new

reference distance d 0
0 must be defined to modify the existing model [9]. The new reference

distance d 0
0 is determined by equating the path loss in Equation (1.12) to the free-space loss in

Equation (1.3), such that

20 log10
4pd 0

0

l

� �
¼ 20 log10

4pd 0
0

l

� �
þ 10g log10

d 0
0

d0

� �
þCf þCRX ð1:16Þ

Solving Equation (1.16) for d 0
0, the new reference distance is found as

d 0
0 ¼ d010

� Cf þCRX

10g ð1:17Þ
Substituting Equation (1.17) into Equation (1.12), a modified IEEE 802.16d model follows as

PLM802:16ðdÞ dB½ � ¼
20 log10

4pd
l

0
@

1
A for d � d 0

0

20 log10
4pd 0

0

l

0
@

1
Aþ 10g log10

d

d0

0
@

1
AþCf þCRX for d > d 0

0

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð1:18Þ

Figure 1.8 IEEE 802.16d path loss model.
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Figure 1.9 shows the path loss by the modified IEEE 802.16d model in Equation (1.18),

which has been plotted by running the Program 1.7 (“plot_PL_IEEE80216d.m”), which calls

Program 1.6 (“PL_IEEE80216d”). Discontinuity is no longer shown in this modified model,

unlike the one in Figure 1.8.

MATLAB� Programs: IEEE 802.16d Path Loss Model

Program 1.6 “PL_IEEE80216d” for IEEE 802.16d path loss model

function PL=PL_IEEE80216d(fc,d,type,htx,hrx,corr_fact,mod)

% IEEE 802.16d model

% Inputs

% fc : Carrier frequency

% d : Distance between base and terminal

% type : selects ’A’, ’B’, or ’C’

% htx : Height of transmitter

% hrx : Height of receiver

% corr_fact : If shadowing exists, set to ’ATnT’ or ’Okumura’.

% Otherwise, ’NO’

% mod : set to ’mod’ to obtain modified IEEE 802.16d model

% Output

% PL : path loss[dB]

Mod=’UNMOD’;

if nargin>6, Mod=upper(mod); end

if nargin==6&&corr_fact(1)==’m’, Mod=’MOD’; corr_fact=’NO’;

elseif nargin<6, corr_fact=’NO’;

if nargin==5&&hrx(1)==’m’, Mod=’MOD’; hrx=2;

elseif nargin<5, hrx=2;

if nargin==4&&htx(1)==’m’, Mod=’MOD’; htx=30;

Figure 1.9 Modified IEEE 802.16d path loss model.
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elseif nargin<4, htx=30;

if nargin==3&&type(1)==’m’, Mod=’MOD’; type=’A’;

elseif nargin<3, type=’A’;

end

end

end

end

d0 = 100;

Type = upper(type);

if Type�=’A’&& Type�=’B’&&Type�=’C’

disp(’Error: The selected type is not supported’); return;

end

switch upper(corr_fact)

case ’ATNT’, PLf=6*log10(fc/2e9); % Eq.(1.13)

PLh=-10.8*log10(hrx/2); % Eq.(1.14)

case ’OKUMURA’, PLf=6*log10(fc/2e9); % Eq.(1.13)

if hrx<=3, PLh=-10*log10(hrx/3); % Eq.(1.15)

else PLh=-20*log10(hrx/3);

end

case ’NO’, PLf=0; PLh=0;

end

if Type==’A’, a=4.6; b=0.0075; c=12.6; % Eq.(1.3)

elseif Type==’B’, a=4; b=0.0065; c=17.1;

else a=3.6; b=0.005; c=20;

end

lamda=3e8/fc; gamma=a-b*htx+c/htx; d0_pr=d0; % Eq.(1.12)

if Mod(1)==’M’

d0_pr=d0*10^-((PLf+PLh)/(10*gamma)); % Eq.(1.17)

end

A = 20*log10(4*pi*d0_pr/lamda) + PLf + PLh;

for k=1:length(d)

if d(k)>d0_pr, PL(k) = A + 10*gamma*log10(d(k)/d0); % Eq.(1.18)

else PL(k) = 20*log10(4*pi*d(k)/lamda);

end

end

Program 1.7 “plot_PL_IEEE80216d.m” to plot the IEEE 802.16d path loss model

% plot_PL_IEEE80216d.m

clear, clf, clc

fc=2e9; htx=[30 30]; hrx=[2 10]; distance=[1:1000];

for k=1:2

y_IEEE16d(k,:)=PL_IEEE80216d(fc,distance,’A’,htx(k),hrx(k),’atnt’);

y_MIEEE16d(k,:)=PL_IEEE80216d(fc,distance,’A’,htx(k),hrx(k),

’atnt’, ’mod’);

end

subplot(121), semilogx(distance,y_IEEE16d(1,:),’k:’,’linewidth’,1.5)

hold on, semilogx(distance,y_IEEE16d(2,:),’k-’,’linewidth’,1.5)
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grid on, axis([1 1000 10 150])

title([’IEEE 802.16d Path-loss Model, f_c=’,num2str(fc/1e6),’MHz’])

xlabel(’Distance[m]’), ylabel(’Pathloss[dB]’)

legend(’h_{Tx}=30m, h_{Rx}=2m’,’h_{Tx}=30m, h_{Rx}=10m’,2)

subplot(122), semilogx(distance,y_MIEEE16d(1,:),’k:’,’linewidth’,1.5)

hold on, semilogx(distance,y_MIEEE16d(2,:),’k-’,’linewidth’,1.5)

grid on, axis([1 1000 10 150])

title([’ModifiedIEEE802.16d Path-loss Model,f_c=’,num2str(fc/1e6),’MHz’])

xlabel(’Distance[m]’), ylabel(’Pathloss[dB]’)

legend(’h_{Tx}=30m, h_{Rx}=2m’,’h_{Tx}=30m, h_{Rx}=10m’,2)

1.2 Small-Scale Fading

Unless confusedwith large-scale fading, small-scale fading is often referred to as fading in short.

Fading is the rapid variation of the received signal level in the short term as the user terminal

moves a short distance. It is due to the effect of multiple signal paths, which cause interference

when they arrive subsequently in the receive antenna with varying phases (i.e., constructive

interference with the same phase and destructive interference with a different phase). In other

words, the variation of the received signal level depends on the relationships of the relative

phases among the number of signals reflected from the local scatters. Furthermore, each of the

multiple signal paths may undergo changes that depend on the speeds of the mobile station and

surrounding objects. In summary, small-scale fading is attributed to multi-path propagation,

mobile speed, speed of surrounding objects, and transmission bandwidth of signal.

1.2.1 Parameters for Small-Scale Fading

Characteristics of amultipath fading channel are often specified by a power delay profile (PDP).

Table 1.4 presents one particular example of PDP specified for the pedestrian channel model by

ITU-R, in which four different multiple signal paths are characterized by their relative delay

and average power. Here, the relative delay is an excess delay with respect to the reference time

while average power for each path is normalized by that of the first path (tap) [12].

Mean excess delay and RMS delay spread are useful channel parameters that provide a

reference of comparison among the differentmultipath fading channels, and furthermore, show

a general guideline to design awireless transmission system. Let tk denote the channel delay of
the kth path while ak and PðtkÞ denote the amplitude and power, respectively. Then, the mean

Table 1.4 Power delay profile: example (ITU-R Pedestrian A Model).

Tab Relative delay (ns) Average power (dB)

1 0 0.0

2 110 �9.7

3 190 �19.2

4 410 �22.8
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excess delay �t is given by the first moment of PDP as

�t ¼

X
k

a2ktkX
k

a2k
¼

X
k

tk PðtkÞX
k

PðtkÞ
ð1:19Þ

Meanwhile, RMS delay spread st is given by the square root of the second central moment of

PDP as

st ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2�ð�tÞ2

q
ð1:20Þ

where

t2 ¼

X
k

a2kt
2
kX

k

a2k
¼

X
k

t2k PðtkÞX
k

PðtkÞ
ð1:21Þ

In general, coherence bandwidth, denoted as Bc, is inversely-proportional to the RMS delay

spread, that is,

Bc � 1

st
ð1:22Þ

The relation in Equation (1.22) may vary with the definition of the coherence bandwidth. For

example, in the case where the coherence bandwidth is defined as a bandwidth with correlation

of 0.9 or above, coherence bandwidth and RMS delay spread are related as

Bc � 1

50st
ð1:23Þ

In the case where the coherence bandwidth is defined as a bandwidth with correlation of 0.5 or

above, it is given as

Bc � 1

5st
ð1:24Þ

1.2.2 Time-Dispersive vs. Frequency-Dispersive Fading

Asmobile terminalmoves, the specific type of fading for the corresponding receiver depends on

both the transmission scheme and channel characteristics. The transmission scheme is specified

with signal parameters such as signal bandwidth and symbol period. Meanwhile, wireless

channels can be characterized by two different channel parameters, multipath delay spread and

Doppler spread, each of which causes time dispersion and frequency dispersion, respectively.

Depending on the extent of time dispersion or frequency dispersion, the frequency-selective

fading or time-selective fading is induced respectively.

1.2.2.1 Fading Due to Time Dispersion: Frequency-Selective Fading Channel

Due to time dispersion, a transmit signal may undergo fading over a frequency domain either

in a selective or non-selective manner, which is referred to as frequency-selective fading or
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frequency-non-selective fading, respectively. For the given channel frequency response,

frequency selectivity is generally governed by signal bandwidth. Figure 1.10 intuitively

illustrates how channel characteristics are affected by the signal bandwidth in the frequency

domain. Due to time dispersion according to multi-paths, channel response varies with

frequency. Here, the transmitted signal is subject to frequency-non-selective fading when

signal bandwidth is narrow enough such that it may be transmitted over the flat response. On the

other hand, the signal is subject to frequency-selective fading when signal bandwidth is wide

enough such that it may be filtered out by the finite channel bandwidth.

As shown in Figure 1.10(a), the received signal undergoes frequency-non-selective fading as

long as the bandwidth of the wireless channel is wider than that of the signal bandwidth, while

maintaining a constant amplitude and linear phase response within a passband. Constant

amplitude undergone by signal bandwidth induces flat fading, which is another term to refer to

frequency-non-selective fading. Here, a narrower bandwidth implies that symbol period Ts is

greater than delay spread t of the multipath channel hðt; tÞ. As long as Ts is greater than t, the
current symbol does not affect the subsequent symbol as much over the next symbol period,

implying that inter-symbol interference (ISI) is not significant. Even while amplitude is slowly

time-varying in the frequency-non-selective fading channel, it is often referred to as a

narrowband channel, since the signal bandwidth is much narrower than the channel bandwidth.

To summarize the observation above, a transmit signal is subject to frequency-non-selective

fading under the following conditions:

Bs � Bc and Ts � st ð1:25Þ

where Bs and Ts are the bandwidth and symbol period of the transmit signal, while Bc and st

denote coherence bandwidth and RMS delay spread, respectively.

As mentioned earlier, transmit signal undergoes frequency-selective fading when the

wireless channel has a constant amplitude and linear phase response only within a channel

bandwidth narrower than the signal bandwidth. In this case, the channel impulse response has a

larger delay spread than a symbol period of the transmit signal. Due to the short symbol duration

as compared to the multipath delay spread, multiple-delayed copies of the transmit signal is

(a) Frequency-non-selective fading channel (b) Frequency-selective fading channel
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Figure 1.10 Characteristics of fading due to time dispersion over multi-path channel [2]. (Rappaport,

Theodore S., Wireless Communications: Principles and Practice, 2nd Edition, � 2002, pgs. 130–131.

Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.)
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significantly overlappedwith the subsequent symbol, incurring inter-symbol interference (ISI).

The term frequency selective channel is used simply because the amplitude of frequency

response varies with the frequency, as opposed to the frequency-flat nature of the frequency-

non-selective fading channel. As illustrated in Figure 1.10(b), the occurrence of ISI is obvious

in the time domain since channel delay spread t is much greater than the symbol period. This

implies that signal bandwidth Bs is greater than coherence bandwidth Bc and thus, the received

signal will have a different amplitude in the frequency response (i.e., undergo frequency-

selective fading). Since signal bandwidth is larger than the bandwidth of channel impulse

response in frequency-selective fading channel, it is often referred to as awideband channel. To

summarize the observation above, transmit signal is subject to frequency-selective fading

under the following conditions:

Bs >Bc and Ts >st ð1:26Þ
Even if it depends on modulation scheme, a channel is typically classified as frequency-

selective when st > 0:1Ts.

1.2.2.2 Fading Due to Frequency Dispersion: Time-Selective Fading Channel

Depending on the extent of the Doppler spread, the received signal undergoes fast or slow

fading. In a fast fading channel, the coherence time is smaller than the symbol period and thus, a

channel impulse response quickly varieswithin the symbol period.Variation in the time domain

is closely related to movement of the transmitter or receiver, which incurs a spread in

the frequency domain, known as a Doppler shift. Let fm be the maximum Doppler shift. The

bandwidth of Doppler spectrum, denoted as Bd , is given as Bd ¼ 2fm. In general, the coherence

time, denoted as Tc, is inversely proportional to Doppler spread, i.e.,

Tc � 1

fm
ð1:27Þ

Therefore, Ts > Tc implies Bs <Bd . The transmit signal is subject to fast fading under the

following conditions:

Ts > Tc and Bs <Bd ð1:28Þ

On the other hand, consider the case that channel impulse response varies slowly as compared

to variation in the baseband transmit signal. In this case, we can assume that the channel does not

changeover thedurationofoneormore symbols and thus, it is referred to as a static channel.This

implies that the Doppler spread is much smaller than the bandwidth of the baseband transmit

signal. In conclusion, transmit signal is subject to slow fading under the following conditions:

Ts � Tc and Bs � Bd ð1:29Þ

In the case where the coherence time is defined as a bandwidth with the correlation of 0.5 or

above [1], the relationship in Equation (1.27) must be changed to

Tc � 9

16pfm
ð1:30Þ
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Note that Equation (1.27) is derived under the assumption that a Rayleigh-faded signal varies

very slowly,while Equation (1.30) is derived under the assumption that a signal varies very fast.

Themost common definition of coherence time is to use the geometric mean of Equation (1.27)

and Equation (1.30) [1], which is given as

Tc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9

16pf 2m

s
¼ 0:423

fm
ð1:31Þ

It is important to note that fast or slow fading does not have anything to do with time

dispersion-induced fading. In other words, the frequency selectivity of the wireless channel

cannot be judged merely from the channel characteristics of fast or slow fading. This is simply

because fast fading is attributed only to the rate of channel variation due to the terminal

movement.

1.2.3 Statistical Characterization and Generation of Fading Channel

1.2.3.1 Statistical Characterization of Fading Channel

Statisticalmodel of the fading channel is toClarke’s credit that he statistically characterized the

electromagnetic field of the received signal at a moving terminal through a scattering process

[12]. In Clarke’s proposed model, there are N planewaves with arbitrary carrier phases, each

coming from an arbitrary direction under the assumption that each planewave has the same

average power [13–16].

Figure 1.11 shows a planewave arriving from angle u with respect to the direction of a

terminal movement with a speed of v, where all waves are arriving from a horizontal direction

on x�y plane. As a mobile station moves, all planewaves arriving at the receiver undergo the

Doppler shift. Let xðtÞ be a baseband transmit signal. Then, the corresponding passband

transmit signal is given as

~xðtÞ ¼ Re xðtÞej2pfct� � ð1:32Þ

where Re½sðtÞ� denotes a real component of sðtÞ. Passing through a scattered channel of I

different propagation paths with different Doppler shifts, the passband received signal can be

v

λ
fi = fm cosθi =     cosθi

v

θ

x

z
y

x−y

Figure 1.11 Planewave arriving at the receiver that moves in the direction of x with a velocity of v.
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represented as

~yðtÞ ¼ Re
XI
i¼1

Cie
j2p fc þ fið Þðt�tiÞxðt�tiÞ

" #

¼ Re yðtÞej2pfct� � ð1:33Þ

where Ci, ti, and fi denote the channel gain, delay, and Doppler shift for the ith propagation

path, respectively. For the mobile speed of v and the wavelength of l, Doppler shift is given as

fi ¼ fm cos ui ¼ v

l
cos ui ð1:34Þ

where fm is the maximum Doppler shift and ui is the angle of arrival (AoA) for the ith

planewave. Note that the baseband received signal in Equation (1.33) is given as

yðtÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

Cie
�jfiðtÞxðt�tiÞ ð1:35Þ

where fiðtÞ ¼ 2pfðfc þ fiÞti�fitig. According to Equation (1.35), therefore, the correspond-

ing channel can bemodeled as a linear time-varying filter with the following complex baseband

impulse response:

hðt; tÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

Cie
�jfiðtÞdðt�tiÞ ð1:36Þ

where dð	Þ is a Dirac delta function. As long as difference in the path delay is much less than the

sampling period TS, path delay ti can be approximated as t̂. Then, Equation (1.36) can be

represented as

hðt; tÞ ¼ hðtÞdðt�t̂Þ ð1:37Þ
where hðtÞ ¼PI

i¼1 Cie
�jfiðtÞ. Assuming thatxðtÞ ¼ 1, the received passband signal~yðtÞ can be

expressed as

~yðtÞ ¼ Re yðtÞej2pfct� �
¼Re hIðtÞþ jhQðtÞ

� 	
ej2pfct

� �
¼ hIðtÞcos 2pfct�hQðtÞsin 2pfct

ð1:38Þ

where hIðtÞ and hQðtÞ are in-phase and quadrature components of hðtÞ, respectively given as

hIðtÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

Ci cos fiðtÞ ð1:39Þ

and

hQðtÞ ¼
XI
i¼1

Ci sinfiðtÞ ð1:40Þ
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Assuming that I is large enough, hIðtÞ and hQðtÞ in Equation (1.39) and Equation (1.40) can be
approximated as Gaussian random variables by the central limit theorem. Therefore, we

conclude that the amplitude of the received signal, ~yðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2I ðtÞþ h2QðtÞ

q
, over the multipath

channel subject to numerous scattering components, follows the Rayleigh distribution. The

power spectrum density (PSD) of the fading process is found by the Fourier transform of the

autocorrelation function of ~yðtÞand is given by [12]

S~y~yðf Þ ¼

Wp

4pfm

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f�fc

fm

0
@

1
A

2
vuuut

f�fcj j � fm

0 otherwise

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð1:41Þ

whereWp ¼ Efh2I ðtÞgþEfh2QðtÞg ¼PI
i¼1 C

2
i . The power spectrumdensity in Equation (1.41)

is often referred to as the classical Doppler spectrum.

Meanwhile, if some of the scattering components are much stronger than most of the

components, the fading process no longer follows the Rayleigh distribution. In this case, the

amplitude of the received signal, ~yðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2I ðtÞþ h2QðtÞ

q
, follows the Rician distribution and

thus, this fading process is referred to as Rician fading.

The strongest scattering component usually corresponds to the line-of-sight (LOS) compo-

nent (also referred to as specular components). Other than the LOS component, all the other

components are non-line-of-sight (NLOS) components (referred to as scattering components).

Let ~p uð Þ denote a probability density function (PDF) of AoA for the scattering components and

u0 denote AoA for the specular component. Then, the PDF of AoA for all components is

given as

p uð Þ ¼ 1

K þ 1
~p uð Þþ K

K þ 1
d u�u0ð Þ ð1:42Þ

where K is the Rician factor, defined as a ratio of the specular component power c2 and

scattering component power 2s2, shown as

K ¼ c2

2s2
ð1:43Þ

In the subsequent section, we discuss how to compute the probability density of the above

fading processes, which facilitate generating Rayleigh fading and Rician fading.

1.2.3.2 Generation of Fading Channels

In general, the propagation environment for any wireless channel in either indoor or

outdoor may be subject to LOS (Line-of-Sight) or NLOS (Non Line-of-Sight). As described

in the previous subsection, a probability density function of the signal received in the LOS

environment follows the Rician distribution, while that in the NLOS environment follows the
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Rayleigh distribution. Figure 1.12 illustrates these two different environments: one for LOS

and the other for NLOS.

Note that any received signal in the propagation environment for a wireless channel can be

considered as the sum of the received signals from an infinite number of scatters. By the central

limit theorem, the received signal can be represented by a Gaussian random variable. In other

words, a wireless channel subject to the fading environments in Figure 1.12 can be represented

by a complex Gaussian random variable,W1 þ jW2, whereW1 andW2 are the independent and

identically-distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables with a zero mean and variance of s2.

Let X denote the amplitude of the complex Gaussian random variable W1 þ jW2, such that

X ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
W2

1 þW2
2

p
. Then, note that X is a Rayleigh random variable with the following

probability density function (PDF):

fXðxÞ ¼ x

s2
e�

x2

2s2 ð1:44Þ

where 2s2 ¼ EfX2g. Furthermore, X2 is known as a chi-square (x2) random variable.

Below, we will discuss how to generate the Rayleigh random variable X. First of all, we

generate two i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with a zeromean and unit variance, Z1 and Z2, by

using a built-in MATLAB� function, “randn.” Note that the Rayleigh random variable X with

the PDF in Equation (1.44) can be represented by

X ¼ s 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Z2
1 þ Z2

2

q
ð1:45Þ

where Z1 � Nð0; 1Þ and Z2 � Nð0; 1Þ1. Once Z1 and Z2 are generated by the built-in

function “randn,” the Rayleigh random variable X with the average power of EfX2g ¼ 2s2

can be generated by Equation (1.45).

In the line-of-sight (LOS) environment where there exists a strong path which is not

subject to any loss due to reflection, diffraction, and scattering, the amplitude of the received

signal can be expressed asX ¼ cþW1 þ jW2 where c represents the LOS component whileW1

and W2 are the i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with a zero mean and variance of s2 as in

the non-LOS environment. It has been known that X is the Rician random variable with the

Figure 1.12 Non-LOS and LOS propagation environments.

1Nðm,s2Þ represents a Gaussian (normal) distribution with a mean of m and variance of s2.
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following PDF:

fXðxÞ ¼ x

s2
e
�x2 þ c2

2s2 I0
xc

s2


 �
ð1:46Þ

where I0ð 	 Þ is the modified zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind. Note that

Equation (1.46) can be represented in terms of the Rician K-factor defined in Equation (1.43).

In case that there does exist an LOS component (i.e., K¼ 0), Equation (1.46) reduces to the

Rayleigh PDF Equation (1.44) as in the non-LOS environment. AsK increases, Equation (1.46)

tends to be the Gaussian PDF. Generally, it is assumed that K��40dB for the Rayleigh fading

channel and K > 15dB for the Gaussian channel. In the LOS environment, the first path that

usually arrives with any reflection can be modeled as a Rician fading channel.

Figure 1.13 has been produced by running Program 1.8 (“plot_Ray_Ric_channel.m”),

which calls Program 1.9 (“Ray_model”) and Program 1.10 (“Ric_model”) to generate the

Rayleigh fading andRician fading channels, respectively. It also demonstrates that the Rician

distribution approaches Rayleigh distribution and Gaussian distribution when K¼�40dB

and K¼ 15dB, respectively.

Refer to [17–22] for additional information about propagation and fading in wireless

channels.

MATLAB� Programs: Rayleigh Fading and Rician Fading Channels

Program 1.8 “plot_Ray_Ric_channel.m” to generate Rayleigh and Rician fading channels

% plot_Ray_Ric_channel.m

clear, clf

N=200000; level=30; K_dB=[-40 15];

gss=[’k-s’; ’b-o’; ’r-^’];

% Rayleigh model

Figure 1.13 Distributions for Rayleigh and Rician fading channels.
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Rayleigh_ch=Ray_model(N);

[temp,x]=hist(abs(Rayleigh_ch(1,:)),level);

plot(x,temp,gss(1,:)), hold on

% Rician model

for i=1:length(K_dB);

Rician_ch(i,:) = Ric_model(K_dB(i),N);

[temp x] = hist(abs(Rician_ch(i,:)),level);

plot(x,temp,gss(i+1,:))

end

xlabel(’x’), ylabel(’Occurrence’)

legend(’Rayleigh’,’Rician, K=-40dB’,’Rician, K=15dB’)

Program 1.9 “Ray_model” for Rayleigh fading channel model

function H=Ray_model(L)

% Rayleigh channel model

% Input : L = Number of channel realizations

% Output: H = Channel vector

H = (randn(1,L)+j*randn(1,L))/sqrt(2);

Program 1.10 “Ric_model” for Rician fading channel model

function H=Ric_model(K_dB,L)

% Rician channel model

% Input : K_dB = K factor[dB]

% Output: H = Channel vector

K = 10^(K_dB/10);

H = sqrt(K/(K+1)) + sqrt(1/(K+1))*Ray_model(L);
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2

SISO Channel Models

In Chapter 1, we have considered the general large-scale fading characteristics of wireless

channels, including the path loss and shadowing. Furthermore,we have introduced the essential

channel characteristics, such as delay spread and coherence time, which are useful for

characterizing the short-term fading properties in general. In order to create an accurate

channel model in the specific environment, we must have full knowledge on the characteristics

of reflectors, including their situation and movement, and the power of the reflected signal, at

any specified time. Since such full characterization is not possible in reality, we simply resort to

the specific channel model, which can represent a typical or average channel condition in the

given environment. The channel model can vary with the antenna configuration in the

transmitter and receiver (e.g., depending on single antenna system ormultiple antenna system).

Especially in the recent development of the multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) systems, a

completely different channel model is required to capture their spatio-temporal characteristics

(e.g., the correlation between the different paths among the multiple transmit and receive

antennas). This chapter deals with the channel models for the single-input and single-output

(SISO) system that employs a single transmit antenna and a single receive antenna in the

different environments. We consider the short-term fading SISO channel models for two

different channel environments: indoor and outdoor channels. Meanwhile, the MIMO channel

models will be separately treated in Chapter 3.

2.1 Indoor Channel Models

The indoor channel corresponds to the small coverage areas inside the building, such as office

and shopping mall. Since these environments are completely enclosed by a wall, the power

azimuth spectrum (PAS) tends to be uniform (i.e., the scattered components will be received

from all directions with the same power). Furthermore, the channel tends to be static due to

extremely low mobility of the terminals inside the building. Even in the indoor channel

environments, however, the channel condition may vary with time and location, which still

requires a power delay profile (PDP) to represent the channel delays and their average power. In

general, a static channel refers to the environment inwhich a channel condition does not change

MIMO-OFDM Wireless Communications with MATLAB� Yong Soo Cho, Jaekwon Kim, Won Young Yang
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for the duration of data transmission at the given time and location. It is completely opposite to

the time-varying environment in which the scattering components (objects or people)

surrounding the transmitter or receiver are steadily moving even while a terminal is not in

motion. In thewireless digital communication systems, however, the degree of time variation in

the signal strength is relative to the symbol duration. In other words, the channel condition can

be considered static when the degree of time variation is relatively small with respect to the

symbol duration. This particular situation is referred to as a quasi-static channel condition. In

fact, the indoor channels are usually modeled under the assumption that they have either static

or quasi-static channel conditions. In this subsection, we discuss the useful indoor channel

models that dealwith themultipath delay subject to the static or quasi-static channel conditions.

2.1.1 General Indoor Channel Models

In this subsection, we consider the two most popular indoor channel models: 2-ray model and

exponential model. In the 2-ray model, there are two rays, one for a direct path with zero delay

(i.e., t0 ¼ 0), and the other for a path which is a reflection with delay of t1 > 0, each with the

same power (see Figure 2.1(a) for its PDP). In thismodel, themaximum excess delay is tm ¼ t1
and themean excess delay�t is given as�t ¼ t1=2. It is obvious that the RMS delay is the same as

the mean excess delay in this case (i.e., �t ¼ st ¼ t1=2). In other words, the delay of the second
path is the only parameter that determines the characteristics of this particular model. Due to its

simplicity, the 2-ray model is useful in practice. However, it might not be accurate, simply

because a magnitude of the second path is usually much less than that of the first path in

practice. This model may be acceptable only when there is a significant loss in the first path.

In the exponential model, the average channel power decreases exponentially with the

channel delay as follows:

PðtÞ ¼ 1

td
e�t=td ð2:1Þ
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Figure 2.1 2-ray model vs. exponential model: an illustration.
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where td is the only parameter that determines the power delay profile (PDP). Figure 2.1(b)

illustrates a typical PDP of the exponential model. This model is known to bemore appropriate

for an indoor channel environment. The mean excess delay and RMS delay spread turn out to

be equal to each other, that is, �t ¼ td and �t ¼ st ¼ td , in the exponential model. Meanwhile,

the maximum excess delay is given as

tm ¼ �td ln A ð2:2Þ
where A is a ratio of non-negligible path power to the first path power, that is,

A ¼ PðtmÞ=Pð0Þ ¼ expð�tm=tdÞ. Note that Equation (2.1) can be represented by the following
discrete-time model with a sampling period of TS:

PðpÞ ¼ 1

st
e�pTs=st ; p ¼ 0; 1; � � � ; pmax ð2:3Þ

wherep is the discrete time indexwithpmax as the index of the last path, that is,pmax ¼ ½tm=Ts�. A
total power for the PDP in Equation (2.3) is given as

Ptotal ¼
Xpmax

p¼0

PðpÞ ¼ 1

st
� 1�e�ðpmaxþ 1ÞTs=st

1�e�Ts=st
ð2:4Þ

In order to normalize the total power in Equation (2.4) by one, Equation (2.3) has beenmodified

as

PðpÞ ¼ Pð0Þe�pTs=st ; p ¼ 0; 1; � � � ; pmax ð2:5Þ
where Pð0Þ is the first path power, Pð0Þ ¼ 1=ðPtotal �stÞ by Equation (2.4) and Equation (2.5).

Figures 2.1(a) and (b) have been obtained by running Program 2.1 (“plot_2ray_exp_model.

m”), which calls Program 1.9 (“Ray_model”) with 10,000 channel realizations to get the 2-ray

model (as depicted in Figure 2.1(a)) and uses Program 2.2 (“exp_PDP”) with the RMS delay

spread of 30ns and sampling period of 10ns to get the exponential model (as depicted in

Figure 2.1(b)).

MATLAB� Programs: General Indoor Channel Model

Program 2.1 “plot_2ray_exp_model.m” to plot a 2-ray channel model and an exponential

model

% plot_2ray_exp_model.m

clear, clf

scale=1e-9; % nano

Ts=10*scale; % Sampling time

t_rms=30*scale; % RMS delay spread

num_ch=10000; % # of channel

% 2-ray model

pow_2=[0.5 0.5]; delay_2=[0 t_rms*2]/scale;

H_2 = [Ray_model(num_ch); Ray_model(num_ch)].’*diag(sqrt(pow_2));

avg_pow_h_2 = mean(H_2.*conj(H_2));

subplot(221)
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stem(delay_2,pow_2,’ko’), hold on, stem(delay_2,avg_pow_h_2,’k.’);

xlabel(’Delay[ns]’), ylabel(’Channel Power[linear]’);

title(’2-ray Model’);

legend(’Ideal’,’Simulation’); axis([-10 140 0 0.7]);

% Exponential model

pow_e=exp_PDP(t_rms,Ts); delay_e=[0:length(pow_e)-1]*Ts/scale;

for i=1:length(pow_e)

H_e(:,i)=Ray_model(num_ch).’*sqrt(pow_e(i));

end

avg_pow_h_e = mean(H_e.*conj(H_e));

subplot(222)

stem(delay_e,pow_e,’ko’), hold on, stem(delay_e,avg_pow_h_e,’k.’);

xlabel(’Delay[ns]’), ylabel(’Channel Power[linear]’);

title(’Exponential Model’); axis([-10 140 0 0.7])

legend(’Ideal’,’Simulation’)

Program 2.2 “exp_PDP” to generate an exponential PDP

function PDP=exp_PDP(tau_d,Ts,A_dB,norm_flag)

% Exponential PDP generator

% Inputs:

% tau_d : rms delay spread[sec]

% Ts : Sampling time[sec]

% A_dB : smallest noticeable power[dB]

% norm_flag : normalize total power to unit

% Output:

% PDP : PDP vector

if nargin<4, norm_flag=1; end % normalization

if nargin<3, A_dB=-20; end % 20dB below

sigma_tau=tau_d; A=10^(A_dB/10);

lmax=ceil(-tau_d*log(A)/Ts); % Eq.(2.2)

% compute normalization factor for power normalization

if norm_flag

p0=(1-exp(-Ts/sigma_tau))/(1-exp((lmax+1)*Ts/sigma_tau)); % Eq.(2.4)

else p0=1/sigma_tau;

end

% Exponential PDP

l=0:lmax; PDP = p0*exp(-l*Ts/sigma_tau); % Eq.(2.5)

2.1.2 IEEE 802.11 Channel Model

IEEE 802.11b Task Group has adopted the exponential model to represent a 2.4GHz indoor

channel [23]. Its PDP follows the exponential model as shown in Section 2.1.1. A channel

impulse response can be represented by the output of finite impulse response (FIR) filter. Here,

each channel tap is modeled by an independent complex Gaussian random variable with its

average power that follows the exponential PDP, while taking the time index of each channel

tap by the integermultiples of sampling periods. In other words, themaximum number of paths
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is determined by the RMS delay spread st and sampling period Ts as follows:

pmax ¼ d10 �st=Tse ð2:6Þ
Assuming that the power of the pth channel tap has the mean of 0 and variance of s2

p=2, its
impulse response is given as

hp ¼ Z1 þ j � Z2; p ¼ 0; � � � ; pmax ð2:7Þ

where Z1 and Z2 are statistically independent and identical Gaussian random variables, each

with Nð0;s2
p=2Þ.

Asopposedtotheexponentialmodel inwhich themaximumexcessdelay iscomputedbyapath

of the least non-negligiblepower level, themaximumexcessdelay in IEEE802.11channelmodel

is fixed to 10 times the RMS delay spread. In this case, the power of each channel tap is given as

s2
p ¼ s2

0e
�pTs=st ð2:8Þ

where s2
0 is the power of the first tap, which is determined so as to make the average received

power equal to one, yielding

s2
0 ¼

1�e�Ts=st

1�e�ðpmax þ 1ÞTs=st
ð2:9Þ

In the IEEE 802.11 channel model, a sampling period Ts must be at least as small as 1/4.

Figure 2.2 shows the average channel power and channel frequency response for the IEEE

802.11 channelmodel. It has been obtained by running Program2.3 (“plot_IEEE80211_model.

m”), which calls Program 1.9 (“Ray_model”) with 10,000 channel realizations and

Program 2.4 (“IEEE802_11_model”) with st ¼ 25 ns and Ts ¼ 50 ns. Since the RMS delay

spread is relatively small in this example, the power variation in the frequency domain is within

at most 15dB, which implies that frequency selectivity is not that significant.
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Figure 2.2 IEEE 802.11 channel model.
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MATLAB� Programs: IEEE 802.11 Channel Model

Program 2.3 “plot_IEEE80211_model.m” to plot an IEEE 802.11 channel model

% plot_IEEE80211_model.m

clear, clf

scale=1e-9; % nano

Ts=50*scale; % Sampling time

t_rms=25*scale; % RMS delay spread

num_ch=10000; % Number of channels

N=128; % FFT size

PDP=IEEE802_11_model(t_rms,Ts);

for k=1:length(PDP)

h(:,k) = Ray_model(num_ch).’*sqrt(PDP(k));

avg_pow_h(k)= mean(h(:,k).*conj(h(:,k)));

end

H=fft(h(1,:),N);

subplot(221)

stem([0:length(PDP)-1],PDP,’ko’), hold on,

stem([0:length(PDP)-1],avg_pow_h,’k.’);

xlabel(’channel tap index, p’), ylabel(’Average Channel Power[linear]’);

title(’IEEE 802.11 Model, \sigma_\tau=25ns, T_S=50ns’);

legend(’Ideal’,’Simulation’); axis([-1 7 0 1]);

subplot(222)

plot([-N/2+1:N/2]/N/Ts/1e6,10*log10(H.*conj(H)),’k-’);

xlabel(’Frequency[MHz]’), ylabel(’Channel power[dB]’)

title(’Frequency response, \sigma_\tau=25ns, T_S=50ns’)

Program 2.4 “IEEE802_11_model” for IEEE 802.11 channel model

function PDP=IEEE802_11_model(sigma_t,Ts)

% IEEE 802.11 channel model PDP generator

% Input:

% sigma_t : RMS delay spread

% Ts : Sampling time

% Output:

% PDP : Power delay profile

lmax = ceil(10*sigma_t/Ts); % Eq.(2.6)

sigma02=(1-exp(-Ts/sigma_t))/(1-exp(-(lmax+1)*Ts/sigma_t)); % Eq.(2.9)

l=0:lmax; PDP = sigma02*exp(-l*Ts/sigma_t); % Eq.(2.8)

2.1.3 Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) Channel Model

It has been verified by intense measurements of the indoor channel that arrivals of the multipath-

delayed components canbemodeled asaPoissonprocess.More specifically, Saleh andValenzuela

have proposed a new channel model (referred to as S-V channel model) after finding from the

indoor channelmeasurements that there aremultiple clusters, eachwithmultiple rays, in the delay

profile [24].
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the S-V channel model with multiple clusters, each of which is

associated with a set of rays. The arrival times of each cluster as well as rays in each cluster

follow an individual Poisson process. Therefore, the delay of each path is not spaced in the

multiple of sampling periods, but spaced in a rather arbitrary manner. More specifically, the

arrival time of the first ray in the mth cluster, denoted by Tm, is modeled by a Poisson process

with an average arrival rate of L while the arrival times of rays in each cluster is modeled by a

Poisson process with an average arrival rate of l. Then, it can be shown that a distribution of

inter-cluster arrival times and a distribution of inter-ray arrival times are given by the following

exponential distributions, respectively:

fTm Tm Tm�1j Þ ¼ L exp½�LðTm�Tm�1Þ�; m ¼ 1; 2; � � �ð ð2:10Þ

and

ftr;m tr;m tðr�1Þ;m
�� � ¼ l exp �l tr;m�tðr�1Þ;m

� �� �
; r ¼ 1; 2; � � �� ð2:11Þ

where tr;m denotes the arrival time of the rth ray in the mth cluster. In Equation (2.10) and

Equation (2.11), the arrival time of the first ray in themth cluster, t0;m, is defined as the arrival
time of themth cluster, Tm (i.e., t0;m ¼ Tm). Letbr;m and ur;m denote amplitude and phase of the

rth ray in the mth cluster, respectively. Then, a channel impulse response is given as

hðtÞ ¼
X1
m¼0

X1
r¼0

br;me
jur;mdðt�Tm�tr;mÞ ð2:12Þ

where ur;m is a random variable that is uniformly distributed over ½0; 2pÞ and br;m is an

independent random variable with the following Rayleigh distribution:

fbr;m
ðbr;mÞ ¼ ð2br;m=b

2
r;mÞe�b2

r;m=b
2
r;m ð2:13Þ

In Equation (2.13), b2
r;m is the average power of the rth ray in themth cluster, which is given as

b2
r;m ¼ b2

0;0e
�Tm=Ge�tr;m=g ð2:14Þ

where G and g denote time constants for exponential power attenuation in the cluster and ray,

respectively, while b2
0;0 denotes the average power of the first ray in the first cluster.

Path magnitude

T0 T1 T2 Time

Cluster 0

13β

Overall 
envelope

Cluster 
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Γ− /Te

γτ /−e

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Figure 2.3 Saleh-Valenzuela channel model: an illustration.
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As shown in Figure 2.3, the S-V channel model is a double exponential delay model in which

average cluster power decays exponentially by following a term e�Tm=G in Equation (2.14) while

average ray power in each cluster also decays exponentially by following a term e�tr;m=g in

Equation (2.14). Once the average power of the first ray in the first cluster, b2
0;0, is given, the

average power of the rest of rays can be determined by Equation (2.14), which subsequently

allows for determining the Rayleigh channel coefficients by Equation (2.13). In case that a path

loss is not taken into account, without loss of generality, the average power of the first ray in the

first cluster is set to one. Even if there are an infinite number of clusters and rays in the channel

impulse response of Equation (2.12), there exist only a finite number of the non-negligible

numbers of clusters and rays in practice. Therefore,we limit the number of clusters and rays toM

and R, respectively. Meanwhile, a log-normal random variable X, that is, 20 log10ðXÞ �
N ð0;s2

xÞ, can be introduced to Equation (2.12), so as to reflect the effect of long-term fading as

hðtÞ ¼ X
XM
m¼0

XR
r¼0

br;me
jur;mdðt�Tm�tr;mÞ ð2:15Þ

Figure 2.4 has been obtained by running Program 2.5 (“plot_SV_model_ct.m”), which calls

Program 2.6 (“SV_model_ct”) withL ¼ 0:023, l ¼ 0:023, G ¼ 7:4, g ¼ 4:3, and sx ¼ 3 dB to

generate the S-V channel model. Figures 2.4(a) and (b) show the distributions of cluster arrival

times and ray arrival times, respectively, including the simulation results to be comparedwith the

analytical ones where themth cluster arrival time Tm and the rth ray arrival time tr;m in themth

cluster are generated in such a way that each of them has an exponential distribution of

Equation (2.10) and Equation (2.11), respectively. Figure 2.4(c) shows the channel impulse

responseof theS-Vchannel. Figure2.4(d), showing the channel powerdistribution, is obtainedby

simulating 1,000 channels, from which it is clear that the channel power follows a log-normal

distribution.

MATLAB� Programs: S-V Channel Model

Program 2.5 “plot_SV_model_ct.m” to plot a Saleh-Valenzuela channel model

% plot_SV_model_ct.m

clear, clf

Lam=0.0233; lambda=2.5; Gam=7.4; gamma=4.3;

N=1000; power_nom=1; std_shdw=3; t1=0:300; t2=0:0.01:5;

p_cluster=Lam*exp(-Lam*t1); % ideal exponential pdf

h_cluster=exprnd(1/Lam,1,N); % # of random numbers generated

[n_cluster,x_cluster]=hist(h_cluster,25); % obtain distribution

subplot(221), plot(t1,p_cluster,’k’), hold on,

plot(x_cluster,n_cluster*p_cluster(1)/n_cluster(1),’k:’);% plotting

legend(’Ideal’,’Simulation’)

title([’Distribution of Cluster Arrival Time, \Lambda=’,num2str(Lam)])

xlabel(’T_m-T_{m-1}[ns]’), ylabel(’p(T_m|T_{m-1})’)

p_ray=lambda*exp(-lambda*t2); % ideal exponential pdf

h_ray=exprnd(1/lambda,1,1000); % # of random numbers generated

[n_ray,x_ray]=hist(h_ray,25); % obtain distribution

subplot(222), plot(t2,p_ray,’k’), hold on,

plot(x_ray,n_ray*p_ray(1)/n_ray(1),’k:’); legend(’Ideal’,’Simulation’)

title([’Distribution of Ray Arrival Time, \lambda=’,num2str(lambda)])
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xlabel(’\tau_{r,m}-\tau_{(r-1),m}[ns]’),

ylabel(’p(\tau_{r,m}|\tau_{(r-1),m})’)

[h,t,t0,np] = SV_model_ct(Lam,lambda,Gam,gamma,N,power_nom,std_shdw);

subplot(223), stem(t(1:np(1),1),abs(h(1:np(1),1)),’ko’);

title(’Generated Channel Impulse Response’)

xlabel(’Delay[ns]’), ylabel(’Magnitude’)

X=10.^(std_shdw*randn(1,N)./20); [temp,x]=hist(20*log10(X),25);

subplot(224), plot(x,temp,’k-’), axis([-10 10 0 120])

title([’Log-normal Distribution, \sigma_X=’,num2str(std_shdw),’dB’])

xlabel(’20*log10(X)[dB]’), ylabel(’Occasion’)

Program 2.6 “SV_model_ct” for Saleh-Valenzuela channel [25]

function

[h,t,t0,np]=SV_model_ct(Lam,lam,Gam,gam,num_ch,b002,sdi,nlos)

% S-V channel model

% Inputs

% Lam : Cluster arrival rate in GHz (avg # of clusters per nsec)

% lam : Ray arrival rate in GHz (avg # of rays per nsec)

% Gam : Cluster decay factor (time constant, nsec)

% gam : Ray decay factor (time constant, nsec)

% num_ch : Number of random realizations to generate

% b002 : Power of first ray of first cluster

% sdi : Standard deviation of log-normal shadowing

% of entire impulse response in dB

% nlos : Flag to specify generation of NLOS channels

% Outputs

% h : a matrix with num_ch columns, each column having a random

% realization of channel model (impulse response)

% t : Time instances (in nsec) of the paths

% whose signed amplitudes are stored in h

% t0 : Arrival time of the first cluster for each realization

% np : Bumber of paths for each realization.

if nargin<8, nlos=0; end % LOS environment

if nargin<7, sdi=0; end % 0dB

if nargin<6, b002=1; end %Power of 1st ray of 1st cluster

h_len=1000;

for k=1:num_ch % Loop over number of channels

tmp_h = zeros(h_len,1); tmp_t = zeros(h_len,1);

if nlos, Tc = exprnd(1/Lam);

else Tc = 0; % first cluster arrival occurs at time 0

end

t0(k) = Tc; path_ix = 0;

while (Tc<10*Gam) % Cluster loop

Tr=0;

while (Tr<10*gam) % Ray loop

t_val = Tc+Tr; % time of arrival of this ray

bkl2 = b002*exp(-Tc/Gam)*exp(-Tr/gam); % ray power, Eq.(2.14)

r = sqrt(randn^2+randn^2)*sqrt(bkl2/2);

h_val=exp(j*2*pi*rand)*r; % Uniform phase

path_ix = path_ix+1; % Row index of this ray
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tmp_h(path_ix) = h_val; tmp_t(path_ix) = t_val;

Tr = Tr + exprnd(1/Lam); % Ray arrival time based on Eq.(2.11)

end

Tc = Tc + exprnd(1/lam); % Cluster arrival time based on Eq.(2.10)

end

np(k)=path_ix; % Number of rays/paths for this realization

[sort_tmp_t,sort_ix] = sort(tmp_t(1:np(k))); % in ascending order

t(1:np(k),k) = sort_tmp_t;

h(1:np(k),k) = tmp_h(sort_ix(1:np(k)));

% Log-normal shadowing on this realization

fac = 10^(sdi*randn/20)/sqrt(h(1:np(k),k)’*h(1:np(k),k));

h(1:np(k),k) = h(1:np(k),k)*fac; % Eq.(2.15)

end

(Reproduced with permission from J. Foerster (ed.), � IEEE P802.15-02/490r1-SG3a,

“Channel modeling sub-committee report (final),” 2003. � 2003 IEEE.)
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Figure 2.4 Saleh-Valenzuela channel model.
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2.1.4 UWB Channel Model

According to measurements of broadband indoor channel, it has been found that amplitudes of

multipath fading follow the log-normal or Nakagami distribution rather than the Rayleigh

distribution, even if they also show the same phenomenon of clustering as in the Saleh-

Valenzuela (S-V) channelmodel. Based on these results, SG3aUWBmultipathmodel has been

proposed bymodifying the S-Vmodel in such away that themulti-cluster signals are subject to

independent log-normal fading while the multi-path signals in each cluster are also subject to

independent log-normal fading [25].

The ith sample function of a discrete-time impulse response in the UWBmulti-path channel

model is given as

hiðtÞ ¼ Xi

XM
m¼0

XR
r¼0

aðiÞr;md t�T ðiÞ
m �tðiÞr;m

� �
ð2:16Þ

whereXi, a
ðiÞ
r;m, T

ðiÞ
m , and tðiÞr;m are defined as the same as in Equation (2.15), nowwith the index i

to represent the ith generated sample function of the channel. For simplicity of exposition, the

index i in Equation (2.16) will be eliminated in the following discussion. As in the S-V

channel model, the arrival time distributions of clusters and rays are given by two different

Poisson processes of Equation (2.10) and Equation (2.11), respectively. The UWB channel

model is different from the S-V channel model in that clusters and rays are subject to

independent log-normal fading rather than Rayleigh fading. More specifically, a channel

coefficient is given as

ar;m ¼ pr;mjmbr;m ð2:17Þ

where jm represents log-normal fading of the mth cluster with the variance of s2
1 while

br;m represents log-normal fading of the rth ray with the variance of s2
2 in the mth cluster.

Note that independent fading is assumed for clusters and rays. In Equation (2.17), pr;m is a

binary discrete random variable to represent an arbitrary inversion of the pulse subject to

reflection, that is, taking a value of þ 1 or �1 equally likely. As compared to the channel

coefficients of the S-V channel model in Equation (2.12) which has a uniformly-

distributed phase over ½0; 2pÞ, those of UWB channel model have the phase of either

�p or p, making the channel coefficient always real. Furthermore, we note that amplitude

of each ray is given by a product of the independent log-normal random variables, jm and br;m.

Since a product of the independent log-normal random variables is also a log-normal random

variable, a distribution of the channel coefficient jmbr;m

�� �� ¼ 10ðmr;m þ z1 þ z2Þ=20 also follows a

log-normal distribution, that is, 20 log 10ðjmbr;mÞ � N mr;m;s
2
1 þs2

2

� �
, with its average power

given as

E jmbr;m

�� ��2h i
¼ W0e

�Tm=Ge�tr;m=g ð2:18Þ
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whereW0 represents the average power of the first ray in the first cluster.Meanwhile,mean of the

channel amplitude for the r th ray in the m th cluster can be found as

mr;m ¼ 10 lnðW0Þ�10 Tm=G�10 tr;m=g
lnð10Þ � s2

1 þs2
2

� �
lnð10Þ

20
ð2:19Þ

Besides the same set of channel parameters as in the S-V channel model, including the

cluster arrival rate L, ray arrival rate l, cluster attenuation constant G, ray attenuation

constant g, standard deviation sx of the overall multipath shadowing with a log-normal

distribution, additional channel parameters such as the standard deviations of log-normal

shadowing for the clusters and rays, denoted as s1 and s2, respectively, are required for

the UWB channel model. Note that a complete model of the multipath channel hðtÞ in

Equation (2.16) is given as a real number. Some proper modifications such as down-

conversion and filtering are required for implementing the UWB channel in simulation

studies, since its bandwidth cannot be limited due to arbitrary arrival times. All

the channel characteristics for UWB channel model, including mean excess delay, RMS

delay spread, the number of significant paths within 10dB of peak power (denoted as

NP10dB), and PDP, must be determined so as to be consistent with the measurements in

practice.

Table 2.1 summarizes the SG3a model parameters and characteristics that represent the

target UWB channel for four different types of channel models, denoted as CM1, CM2,

CM3, and CM4. Each of these channel models varies depending on distance and whether

LOS exists or not. Here, NP(85%) represents the number of paths that contain 85% of

the total energy. CM1 and CM2 are based on measurements for LOS and Non-LOS

environments over the distance of 0–4m, respectively. CM3 is based on measurement for a

Non-LOS environment over the distance of 4–10m. CM4 does not deal with any realistic

channel measurement, but it has been set up with the intentionally long RMS delay spread

so as to model the worst-case Non-LOS environment. CM1 shows the best channel

characteristics with the short RMS delay spread of 5.28 ns since it deals with a short

distance under an LOS environment. Due to the Non-LOS environment, CM2 shows the

longer RMS delay spread of 8.03 ns, even if it has the short range of distance as in the CM1.

Meanwhile, CM3 represents the worse channel with the RMS delay spread of 14.28; it has a

longer distance under a Non-LOS environment.

Figure 2.5 has been obtained by running Program 2.7 (“plot_UWB_channel_test.m”),

in which Program 2.8 (“UWB_parameters”), Program 2.9 (“convert_UWB_ct”), and

Program 2.10 (“UWB_model_ct”) are used to set the UWB channel parameters as listed

in Table 2.1, to convert the continuous-time UWB channel into the corresponding

discrete-time one, and to generate a UWB channel model, respectively. It shows the

UWB channel characteristics by simulating 100 CM1 channels. Here, the sampling

period has been set to 167 ps. In the current measurement, the RMS delay spread turns

out to be around 5 ns, which nearly coincides with the target value of CM1 channel in

Table 2.1. The same observation is made for the mean excess delay. In conclusion, it has

been verified that the current channel model properly realizes the target channel

characteristics.
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MATLAB� Programs: UWB Channel Model

Program 2.7 “plot_UWB_channel.m” to plot a UWB channel model

% plot_UWB_channel.m

clear, clf

Ts = 0.167; num_ch=100; randn(’state’,12); rand(’state’,12); cm = 1;

[Lam,lam,Gam,gam,nlos,sdi,sdc,sdr] = UWB_parameters(cm);

[h_ct,t_ct,t0,np]= ...

UWB_model_ct(Lam,lam,Gam,gam,num_ch,nlos,sdi,sdc,sdr);

[hN,N] = convert_UWB_ct(h_ct,t_ct,np,num_ch,Ts);

h = resample(hN,1,N); h = h*N; channel_energy = sum(abs(h).^2);

h_len = size(h,1); t = [0:(h_len-1)]*Ts;

for k=1:num_ch

sq_h = abs(h(:,k)).^2/channel_energy(k);

t_norm= t-t0(k); excess_delay(k) = t_norm*sq_h;

rms_delay(k) = sqrt((t_norm-excess_delay(k)).^2*sq_h);

temp_h = abs(h(:,k)); threshold_dB = -10;

temp_thresh = 10^(threshold_dB/20)*max(temp_h);

num_sig_paths(k) = sum(temp_h>temp_thresh);

temp_sort = sort(temp_h.^2);

cum_energy = cumsum(temp_sort(end:-1:1));

x = 0.85; index_e = min(find(cum_energy >= x*cum_energy(end)));

num_sig_e_paths(k) = index_e;

Table 2.1 UWB channel parameters and model characteristics [25].

Target channel characteristics CM 1 CM 2 CM 3 CM 4

Mean excess delay (nsec) (�t) 5.05 10.38 14.18

RMS delay (nsec) ðstÞ 5.28 8.03 14.28 25

NP10dB 35

NP (85%) 24 36.1 61.54

Model parameters

L (1/nsec) 0.0233 0.4 0.0667 0.0667

l (1/nsec) 2.5 0.5 2.1 2.1

G 7.1 5.5 14.00 24.00

g 4.3 6.7 7.9 12

s1 (dB) 3.3941 3.3941 3.3941 3.3941

s2 (dB) 3.3941 3.3941 3.3941 3.3941

sx (dB) 3 3 3 3

Model characteristics

Mean excess delay (nsec) (�t) 5.0 9.9 15.9 30.1

RMS delay (nsec) ðstÞ 5 8 15 25

NP10dB 12.5 15.3 24.9 41.2

NP (85%) 20.8 33.9 64.7 123.3

Channel energy mean (dB) �0.4 �0.5 0.0 0.3

Channel energy std (dB) 2.9 3.1 3.1 2.7

(Reproduced with permission from J. Foerster (ed.), � IEEE P802.15-02/490r1-SG3a, “Channel

modeling sub-committee report (final),” 2003. � 2003 IEEE.)
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end

energy_mean = mean(10*log10(channel_energy));

energy_stddev = std(10*log10(channel_energy));

mean_excess_delay = mean(excess_delay);

mean_rms_delay = mean(rms_delay);

mean_sig_paths = mean(num_sig_paths);

mean_sig_e_paths = mean(num_sig_e_paths);

temp_average_power = sum(h’.*h’)/num_ch;

temp_average_power = temp_average_power/max(temp_average_power);

average_decay_profile_dB = 10*log10(temp_average_power);

fprintf(1,[’Model Parameters\n’ ’ Lam=%.4f, lam=%.4f, Gam=%.4f, gam=%.4f\n

NLOS flag=%d, std_shdw=%.4f, td_ln_1=%.4f,td_ln_2=%.4f\n’],...

Lam, lam, Gam, gam, nlos, sdi, sdc, sdr);

fprintf(1,’Model Characteristics\n’);

fprintf(1,’ Mean delays: excess(tau_m)=%.1fns, RMS(tau_rms)=%1.f\n’, ...

mean_excess_delay, mean_rms_delay);

fprintf(1,’ # paths: NP_10dB = %.1f, NP_85%% = %.1f\n’, ...

mean_sig_paths, mean_sig_e_paths);

fprintf(1,’ Channel energy: mean= %.1fdB, std deviation = %.1fdB\n’,

... energy_mean, energy_stddev);

subplot(421), plot(t,h)

title(’Impulse response realizations’), xlabel(’Time[ns]’)

subplot(422), plot([1:num_ch], excess_delay, ’b-’, ...

[1 num_ch],mean_excess_delay*[1 1],’r–’ ); title(’Excess delay[ns]’) sub-

plot(423), title(’RMS delay[ns]’), xlabel(’Channel number’)

plot([1:num_ch],rms_delay,’b-’, [1 num_ch],mean_rms_delay*[1 1],’r–’);

subplot(424), plot([1:num_ch], num_sig_paths, ’b-’, ...

[1 num_ch], mean_sig_paths*[1 1], ’r–’);

grid on, title(’Number of significant paths within 10 dB of peak’)

subplot(425), plot(t,average_decay_profile_dB); grid on

title(’Average Power Decay Profile’), axis([0 t(end) -60 0])

subplot(426), title(’Channel Energy’);

figh = plot([1:num_ch],10*log10(channel_energy),’b-’, ...

[1 num_ch], energy_mean*[1 1], ’g–’, ...

[1 num_ch], energy_mean+energy_stddev*[1 1], ’r:’, ...

[1 num_ch], energy_mean-energy_stddev*[1 1], ’r:’);

legend(figh, ’Per-channel energy’, ’Mean’, ’\pm Std. deviation’, 0)

Program 2.8 “UWB_parameters” to set the parameters for UWB channel model

function [Lam,lam,Gam,gam,nlos,sdi,sdc,sdr]=UWB_parameters(cm)

% Table 2.1:

tmp = 4.8/sqrt(2);

Tb2_1= [0.0233 2.5 7.1 4.3 0 3 tmp tmp; 0.4 0.5 5.5 6.7 1 3 tmp tmp;

0.0667 2.1 14.0 7.9 1 3 tmp tmp; 0.0667 2.1 24 12 1 3 tmp tmp];

Lam=Tb2_1(cm,1); lam=Tb2_1(cm,2); Gam=Tb2_1(cm,3); gam=Tb2_1(cm,4);

nlos= Tb2_1(cm,5);

sdi= Tb2_1(cm,6); sdc= Tb2_1(cm,7); sdr= Tb2_1(cm,8);
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Program2.9 “convert_UWB_ct” to convert a continuous-time channel into a discrete-time one

function [hN,N] = convert_UWB_ct(h_ct,t,np,num_ch,Ts)

min_Nfs = 100; N=2^nextpow2(max(1,ceil(min_Nfs*Ts)));

Nfs = N/Ts; t_max = max(t(:));

h_len=1+floor(t_max*Nfs); hN = zeros(h_len,num_ch);

for k = 1:num_ch

np_k = np(k);

t_Nfs = 1+floor(t(1:np_k,k)*Nfs);

for n = 1:np_k

hN(t_Nfs(n),k) = hN(t_Nfs(n),k) + h_ct(n,k);

end

end

Program 2.10 “UWB_model_ct” for a continuous-time UWB channel model [25]

function [h,t,t0,np] = UWB_model_ct(Lam,lam,Gam,gam,num_ch,nlos,

sdc,sdr,sdi)

std_L=1/sqrt(2*Lam); std_lam=1/sqrt(2*lam);

mu_const=(sdc^2+sdr^2)*log(10)/20; h_len=1000;

for k = 1:num_ch

tmp_h = zeros(h_len,1); tmp_t = zeros(h_len,1);

if nlos

Tc = (std_L*randn)^2+(std_L*randn)^2;

else Tc = 0;

end

t0(k) = Tc; path_ix = 0;

while (Tc<10*Gam)

Tr = 0; ln_xi = sdc*randn;

while (Tr<10*gam)

t_val = Tc + Tr;

mu = (-10*Tc/Gam-10*Tr/gam)/log(10) - mu_const; % Eq.(2.19)

ln_beta = mu + sdr*randn;

pk = 2*round(rand)-1;

h_val = pk*10^((ln_xi+ln_beta)/20);

path_ix = path_ix + 1;

tmp_h(path_ix) = h_val;

tmp_t(path_ix) = t_val;

Tr = Tr + (std_lam*randn)^2+(std_lam*randn)^2;

end

Tc = Tc + (std_L*randn)^2+(std_L*randn)^2;

end

np(k) = path_ix;

[sort_tmp_t,sort_ix] = sort(tmp_t(1:np(k))); t(1:np(k),k) = sort_tmp_t;

h(1:np(k),k) = tmp_h(sort_ix(1:np(k)));

fac = 10^(sdi*randn/20)/sqrt(h(1:np(k),k)’*h(1:np(k),k));

h(1:np(k),k) = h(1:np(k),k)*fac;

end

(Reproduced with permission from J. Foerster (ed.), � IEEE P802.15-02/490r1-SG3a,

“Channel modeling sub-committee report (final),” 2003. � 2003 IEEE.)
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2.2 Outdoor Channel Models

As opposed to the static or quasi-static nature of the indoor channel, outdoor channels are

typically characterized by time variation of the channel gain, which is subject to the mobile
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Figure 2.5 Generation of UWB channel: example (CM1).
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speed of terminals. Depending on the mobile speed, time variation of channel gain is governed

byDoppler spectrum,which determines the time-domain correlation in the channel gain. In this

subsection, we discuss how to model the time-correlated channel variation as the mobile

terminal moves. Furthermore, we present some practical methods of implementing the outdoor

channel models for both frequency-flat and frequency-selective channels.

2.2.1 FWGN Model

The outdoor channel will be mostly characterized by Doppler spectrum that governs the time

variation in the channel gain. Various types of Doppler spectrum can be realized by a filtered

white Gaussian noise (FWGN) model. The FWGN model is one of the most popular outdoor

channel models. The Clarke/Gans model is a baseline FWGNmodel that can be modified into

various other types, depending on how a Doppler filter is implemented in the time domain or

frequency domain. We first discuss the Clarke/Gans model and then, its frequency-domain and

time-domain variants.

2.2.1.1 Clarke/Gans Model

The Clarke/Gans model has been devised under the assumption that scattering components

around amobile station are uniformly distributedwith an equal power for each component [26].

Figure 2.6 shows a block diagram for the Clarke/Gans model, in which there are two branches,

one for a real part and the other for an imaginary part. In each branch, a complexGaussian noise

is first generated in the frequency domain and then, filtered by a Doppler filter such that a

frequency component is subject to Doppler shift. Finally, the Doppler-shifted Gaussian noise is

transformed into the time-domain signal via an IFFT block. Since output of the IFFT block

must be a real signal, its input must be always conjugate symmetric. Constructing a complex

channel gain by adding a real part to an imaginary part of the output, a channel with the

Rayleigh distributed-magnitude is generated.

Figure 2.7 shows the time-domain characteristics of the frequency-non-selective fading

channel with a Doppler frequency of fm ¼ 100 Hz and a sampling period of Ts ¼ 50ms. From
these results, it is observed that the channel gain is time-varying with the Rayleigh-distributed

amplitude and uniformly-distributed phase. Variation of the channel amplitude becomes more

significant as the Doppler frequency increases, demonstrating the fast fading characteristics.
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Figure 2.6 Block diagram for Clarke/Gans model.
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Figure 2.7 has been obtained by running Program 2.11 (“plot_FWGN.m”), which calls

Program 2.12 (“FWGN_model”) and Program 2.13 (“Doppler_spectrum”) to generate the

FWGN model and Doppler spectrum, respectively.

MATLAB� Programs: FWGN Channel Model

Program 2.11 “plot_FWGN.m” to plot an FWGN model

% plot_FWGN.m

clear, clf

fm=100; scale=1e-6; % Maximum Doppler frequency and mu

ts_mu=50; ts=ts_mu*scale; fs=1/ts; % Sampling time/frequency

Nd=1e6; % Number of samples

% obtain the complex fading channel

[h,Nfft,Nifft,doppler_coeff] = FWGN_model(fm,fs,Nd);
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Figure 2.7 Generation of a time-varying channel with Clarke/Gans model.
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subplot(211), plot([1:Nd]*ts,10*log10(abs(h)))

str=sprintf(’Clarke/Gan Model, f_m=%d[Hz], T_s=%d[us]’,fm,ts_mu);

title(str), axis([0 0.5 -30 5])

subplot(223), hist(abs(h),50), subplot(224), hist(angle(h),50)

Program 2.12 “FWGN_model”

function [h,Nfft,Nifft,doppler_coeff]=FWGN_model(fm,fs,N)

% FWGN (Clarke/Gan) Model

% Input: fm= Maximum Doppler frquency

% fs= Sampling frequency, N = Number of samples

% Output: h = Complex fading channel

Nfft = 2^max(3,nextpow2(2*fm/fs*N)); % Nfft=2^n

Nifft = ceil(Nfft*fs/(2*fm));

% Generate the independent complex Gaussian random process

GI = randn(1,Nfft); GQ = randn(1,Nfft);

% Take FFT of real signal in order to make hermitian symmetric

CGI = fft(GI); CGQ = fft(GQ);

% Nfft sample Doppler spectrum generation

doppler_coeff = Doppler_spectrum(fm,Nfft);

% Do the filtering of the Gaussian random variables here

f_CGI = CGI.*sqrt(doppler_coeff); f_CGQ = CGQ.*sqrt(doppler_coeff);

% Adjust sample size to take IFFT by (Nifft-Nfft) sample zero-padding

Filtered_CGI=[f_CGI(1:Nfft/2) zeros(1,Nifft-Nfft) f_CGI(Nfft/2+1:Nfft)];

Filtered_CGQ=[f_CGQ(1:Nfft/2) zeros(1,Nifft-Nfft) f_CGQ(Nfft/2+1:Nfft)];

hI = ifft(Filtered_CGI); hQ= ifft(Filtered_CGQ);

% Take the magnitude squared of the I and Q components and add them

rayEnvelope = sqrt(abs(hI).^2 + abs(hQ).^2);

% Compute the root mean squared value and normalize the envelope

rayRMS = sqrt(mean(rayEnvelope(1:N).*rayEnvelope(1:N)));

h = complex(real(hI(1:N)),-real(hQ(1:N)))/rayRMS;

Program 2.13 “Doppler_spectrum”

function y=Doppler_spectrum(fd,Nfft)

% fd = Maximum Doppler frequency

% Nfft= Number of frequency domain points

df = 2*fd/Nfft; % frequency spacing

% DC component first

f(1) = 0; y(1) = 1.5/(pi*fd);

% The other components for one side of the spectrum

for i = 2:Nfft/2,

f(i)=(i-1)*df; % frequency indices for polynomial fitting

y([i Nfft-i+2]) = 1.5/(pi*fd*sqrt(1-(f(i)/fd)^2));

end

% Nyquist frequency applied polynomial fitting using last 3 samples

nFitPoints=3 ; kk=[Nfft/2-nFitPoints:Nfft/2];

polyFreq = polyfit(f(kk),y(kk),nFitPoints);

y((Nfft/2)+1) = polyval(polyFreq,f(Nfft/2)+df);
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2.2.1.2 Modified Frequency-Domain FWGN Model

Since the Clarke/Gans model employs two IFFT blocks, it has disadvantages of computational

complexity. Among many other variants of the Clarke/Gans model, we here describe one used

in I-METRA model.

Figure 2.8 describes a process of generating theDoppler spectrum. Let fm denote theDoppler

frequency. Since the spectrum repeats with respect to Nyquist frequency, 2fm, for normal

sampling, itmust be folded for an IFFT function to dealwith the positive frequency components

only (corresponding to “fft” function of MATLAB�) as shown in Figure 2.8(a). When

oversampled by a factor of NOS, the bandwidth of Doppler spectrum becomes

BD ¼ 2NOS fm as shown in Figure 2.8(b). Its inverse Dt ¼ 1=BD is the sample spacing in the

time domain, which corresponds to the coherence time of the fading channel. Dividing the

Doppler bandwidth into NFading subbands, each subband of the length Dfm ¼ BD=NFading leads

to the overall length of the fading channel, given by TFading ¼ 1=Dfm ¼ NFading=BD. Mean-

while, Figure 2.8(c) shows a discrete-frequency Doppler spectrum and its equivalent discrete-

time fading channel. For the IFFT size ofNFading, the frequency spacing of Doppler spectrum is
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Figure 2.8 Generation of Doppler spectrum.
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given by Dfm ¼ 2NOSfm=NFading. The number of discrete-time frequency samples in the overall

Doppler spectrum is given by ND ¼ fm=Dfm ¼ NFading=ð2NOSÞ. This particular method allows

for generating the fading signal with a given duration of TFading without taking the

maximum Doppler frequency into account. Furthermore, it is advantageous for simulation

since the time-domain signal can be obtained by interpolation with the maximum Doppler

frequency fm. More specifically, the number of discrete-frequency samples within the Doppler

bandwidth,ND, is determined by the number of samples for the fading channel,NFading, and the

oversampling factor NOS. Once the fading channel signal of NFading samples are generated

without taking the maximum Doppler frequency into account, the actual fading channel signal

for simulation can be generated by changing the sample spacing Dt according to the maximum

Doppler frequency fm. In fact, ND ¼ fm=Dfm ¼ NFading=ð2 �NOSÞ plays a role of the maximum

Doppler frequency, while fm is used only for determining the sample spacing

Dt ¼ 1=ð2 �NOS � fmÞ.
Here, a magnitude of channel response can be computed from the Doppler spectrumwith an

arbitrary phase. A channel response of each path in the time domain is given as

h½n� ¼
XNFading=2�1

k¼�NFading=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S½k�

p
ejuk e

j2pnk=NFading ð2:20Þ

where SðkÞ is the Doppler spectrum at a discrete frequency k ¼ f=Dfm, n ¼ t=Dt is the discrete
time index, and uk is a uniform random variable over [0,2p). By imposing a uniform phase

onto Doppler filter, it obtains amore flexible fading process in the time domain than the Clarke/

Gans model which is injected with the Gaussian random variables. If a complex Gaussian

random variable is imposed in Equation (2.20) rather than the uniform phase, low-pass filtering

is required for generating a flexible fading process.

According to the reports on channel measurements, the different channel environments are

subject to the different Doppler spectrum and furthermore, themaximumDoppler frequency as

well as Doppler spectrum may vary for each path. Figures 2.9(a) and (b) show two different

paths, with the maximum Doppler frequency of 100Hz and 10Hz, respectively, which

are generated by the modified frequency-domain and time-domain FWGN models with

the Classical Doppler spectrum, respectively. Figure 2.9(a) has been obtained by running
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Program 2.14 (“plot_modified_FWGN.m”) with NFading ¼ 1024 and NOS ¼ 8 where

Program 2.15 (“FWGN_ff”) and Program 2.17 (“FWGN_tf”) are called to generate the

modified frequency-domain and time-domain FWGN models. Note that Program 2.15

(“FWGN_ff”) deals with the different Doppler frequency in the different path and Program

2.16 (“Doppler_PSD_function”) provides the different types of Doppler spectrum to choose,

including Classical model and Laplacian model.

MATLAB� Programs: Modified Frequency-Domain FWGN Channel Model

Program 2.14 “plot_modified_FWGN.m” to plot modified FWGN channel models

% plot_modified_FWGN.m

clear, clf

Nfading=1024; % IFFT size for Npath x Nfading fading matrix

Nfosf=8; % Fading oversampling factor

Npath=2; % Number of paths

N=10000;

FadingType=’class’;

fm= [100 10]; % Doppler frequency

[FadingMatrix,tf]= FWGN_ff(Npath,fm,Nfading,Nfosf,FadingType);

subplot(211), plot([1:Nfading]*tf,10*log10(abs(FadingMatrix(1,:))),’k:’)

hold on, plot([1:Nfading]*tf,10*log10(abs(FadingMatrix(2,:))),’k-’)

title([’Modified FWGN in Frequency Domain, Nfading=’, num2str(Nfading),’,

Nfosf=’,num2str(Nfosf)]);

xlabel(’time[s]’), ylabel(’Magnitude[dB]’),

legend(’Path 1, f_m=100Hz’,’Path 2, f_m=10Hz’), axis([0 0.5 -20 10])

[FadingMatrix,tf]= FWGN_tf(Npath,fm,N,Nfading,Nfosf,FadingType);

subplot(212), plot([1:N]*tf,10*log10(abs(FadingMatrix(1,:))),’k:’)

hold on, plot([1:N]*tf,10*log10(abs(FadingMatrix(2,:))),’k-’)

title([’Modified FWGN in Time Domain, Nfading=’, num2str(Nfading),’,Nfosf=’,

num2str(Nfosf),’,T_s=’,num2str(tf),’s’]);

xlabel(’time[s]’), ylabel(’Magnitude[dB]’)

legend(’Path 1, f_m=100Hz’,’Path 2, f_m=10Hz’), axis([0 0.5 -20 10])

Program 2.15 “FWGN_ff” for a modfied frequency-domain FWGN channel

function [FadTime,tf]= FWGN_ff(Np,fm_Hz,Nfading,Nfosf,FadingType,varargin)

% Fadng generation based on FWGN method in the frequency domain

% FadTime= FWGN_ff(Np,fm_Hz,Nfading,Nfosf,FadingType,sigma,phi)

% Inputs:

% Np : number of multipaths

% fm_Hz : a vector of max. Doppler frequency of each path[Hz]

% Nfading : Doppler filter size (IFFT size)

% Nfosf : oversampling factor of Doppler bandwith

% FadingType: Doppler type, ’laplacian’/’class’/’flat’

% sigma : angle spread of UE in case of ’laplacian’ Doppler type

% phi : DoM-AoA in case of ’laplacian’ Doppler type

% Output:

% FadTime : Np x Nfading, fading time matrix

fmax_Hz= max(fm_Hz);
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% Doppler frequency spacing respect to maximal Doppler frequency

dfmax= 2*Nfosf*fmax_Hz/Nfading;

% Obtain a funtion corresponding to Doppler spectrum of "FadingType"

ftn_PSD= Doppler_PSD_function(FadingType);

err_msg= ’The difference between max/min Doppler frequencies is too large.\n

increase the IFFT size’;

if isscalar(fm_Hz), fm_Hz= fm_Hz*ones(1,Np); end

if strcmp(lower(FadingType(1:3)),’lap’) % Laplacian constrained PAS

for i=1:Np

Nd=floor(fm_Hz(i)/dfmax)-1; % Nd=fm_Hz/dfmax=Nfading/(2*Nfosf)

if Nd<1, error(err_msg); end

tmp= ftn_PSD([-Nd:Nd]/Nd,varargin{1}(i),varargin{2}(i));

tmpz= zeros(1,Nfading-2*Nd+1);

FadFreq(i,:)= [tmp(Nd+1:end-1) tmpz tmp(2:Nd)];

end

else % symmetric Doppler spectrum

for i=1:Np

Nd= floor(fm_Hz(i)/dfmax)-1;

if Nd<1, error(err_msg); end

tmp= ftn_PSD([0:Nd]/Nd); tmpz= zeros(1,Nfading-2*Nd+3);

FadFreq(i,:)= [tmp(1:Nd-1) tmpz fliplr(tmp(2:Nd-1))];

end

end

% Add a random phase to the Doppler spectrum

FadFreq = sqrt(FadFreq).*exp(2*pi*j*rand(Np,Nfading));

FadTime = ifft(FadFreq,Nfading,2);

FadTime=FadTime./sqrt(mean(abs(FadTime).^2,2)*ones(1,size(FadTime,2)));

% Normalize to 1

tf=1/(2*fmax_Hz*Nfosf); %fading sample time=1/(Doppler BW*Nfosf)

Program 2.16 “Doppler_PSD_function” for Doppler spectrum function

function ftn=Doppler_PSD_function(type)

% Doppler spectrum funtion for type =

% ’flat’ : S(f)=1, |f0(=f/fm)|

% ’class’ : S(f)=A/(sqrt(1-f0.^2)), |f0|<1 (A: a real number)

% ’laplacian’:

% S(f)=1./sqrt(1-f0.^2).*(exp(-sqrt(2)/sigma*abs(acos(f0)-phi))

% +exp(-sqrt(2)/sigma*abs(acos(f0)-phi)))

% with sigma(angle spread of UE) and phi(=DoM-AoA)

% in the case of ’laplacian’ Doppler type

% ’sui’ : S(f)=0.785*f0.^4-1.72*f0.^2+1, |f0|

% ’3gpprice’ : S(f)=0.41./(2*pi*fm*sqrt(1+1e-9-(f./fm).^2)) +

% 0.91*delta_ftn(f,0.7*fm), |f|<fm

% ’dr’, S(f)=inline(’(1./sqrt(2*pi*Dsp/2))*exp(-((f- Dsh).^2)/Dsp)’,

% ’f’,’Dsp’,’Dsh’);

% f0 : Normalized Doppler frequency defined as f0=f/fm

% fm : Maximum Doppler frequency
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switch lower(type(1:2))

case ’fl’, ftn=inline(’ones(1,length(f0))’);

case ’cl’, ftn=inline(’1./sqrt(1+1e-9-f0.^2)’);

case’la’,ftn=inline(’(exp(-sqrt(2)/sigma*abs(acos(f0)-phi))+exp(-sqrt(2)/

sigma*abs(acos(f0)+phi)))./sqrt(1+1e-9-f0.^2)’,’f0’,’sigma’,’phi’);

case’su’,ftn=inline(’0.785*f0.^4-1.72*f0.^2+1.’);

case’3g’,ftn=inline(’0.41./(2*pi*fm*sqrt(1+1e-9-(f./fm).^2))

+0.91*delta_ftn(f,0.7*fm)’,’f’,’fm’);

case’dr’,ftn=inline(’(1./sqrt(2*pi*Dsp/2))*exp(-((f-Dsh).^2)/Dsp)’,

’f’,’Dsp’,’Dsh’);

otherwise,error(’UnknownDopplertypeinDoppler_PSD_function()’);

end

2.2.1.3 Time-Domain FWGN Model

As shown in Figure 2.10, we can generate the fading channel by filtering the complex Gaussian

random process with the time-domain filter whose frequency response corresponds to the

Doppler spectrum. Due to the various advantages of the time-domain FWGN model, it is

frequently employed in the commercial channel simulators.

As opposed to the frequency-domain FWGNmodel in which the duration of fading channel

is determined by the IFFT size ofNFading and the frequency-domain oversampling factor ofNOS,

it is determined by the length of the complex Gaussian random signal in the time-domain

FWGNmodel. Since the simulation interval can be extended simply by increasing the number

of complex Gaussian random samples subject to the Doppler filter, it is flexible for simulation.

In case that the Doppler filter is implemented by an FIR filter, however, its computational

complexity may grow exponentially as the number of taps increases. In order to reduce the

number of taps, IIR filter can be used as in the TGn channelmodel of IEEE 802.11nTaskGroup.

Since the IIR filter does not warrant stability, the FIR filter is still frequently used.

Other than the classicalmodel described in Section 1.3, the FWGNchannelmodel allows for

employing various other types of Doppler spectrum, including the flat Doppler spectrum and

LaplacianDoppler spectrum.The flatDoppler spectrumhas the constant power spectral density

function, i.e.,
Sðf Þ / 1; jf j � fm ð2:21Þ

Meanwhile, the Laplacian Doppler spectrum is defined by the following power spectrum

density function:
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Figure 2.10 Time-domain FWGN model: an overview.
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where s is the standard deviation of PAS, and f is the difference between direction of

movement (DoM) and direction of arrival (DoA). Unlike the flat or classical Doppler spectrum

model, the mobile direction can be accounted into the Laplacian Doppler spectrum.

Note that Program 2.17 (“FWGN_tf”), which calls Program 2.18 (“gen_filter”) to generate

Doppler filter coefficients, can be used to make the (modified) time-domain FWGN channel

model as depicted in Figure 2.9(b).

MATLAB� Programs: Time-Domain FWGN Channel Model

Program 2.17 “FWGN_tf” for time-domain FWGN channel

function [FadMtx,tf]=FWGN_tf(Np,fm_Hz,N,M,Nfosf,type,varargin)

% fading generation using FWGN with fitering in the time domain

% Inputs:

% Np : Number of multipaths

% fm_Hz : A vector of maximum Doppler frequency of each path[Hz]

% N : Number of independent random realizations

% M : Length of Doppler filter, i.e, size of IFFT

% Nfosf : Fading oversampling factor

% type : Doppler spectrum type

% ’flat’=flat, ’class’=calssical, ’sui’=spectrum of SUI channel

% ’3gpprice’=rice spectrum of 3GPP

% Outputs:

% FadMtx : Np x N fading matrix

if isscalar(fm_Hz), fm_Hz= fm_Hz*ones(1,Np); end

fmax= max(fm_Hz);

path_wgn= sqrt(1/2)*complex(randn(Np,N),randn(Np,N));

for p=1:Np

filt=gen_filter(fm_Hz(p),fmax,M,Nfosf,type,varargin{:});

path(p,:)=fftfilt(filt,[path_wgn(p,:) zeros(1,M)]); %filtering WGN

end

FadMtx= path(:,M/2+1:end-M/2);

tf=1/(2*fmax*Nfosf); % fading sample time=1/(Max. Doppler BW*Nfosf)

FadMtx= FadMtx./sqrt(mean(abs(FadMtx).^2,2)*ones(1,size(FadMtx,2)));

Program 2.18 “gen_filter” for Doppler filter coefficients

function filt=gen_filter(fm_Hz,fmax_Hz,Nfading,Nfosf,type,varargin)

% FIR filter weights generation

% Inputs:

% Nfading : Doppler filter size, i.e, IFFT size

% Outputs:

% filt : Filter coefficients

% Doppler BW= 2*fm*Nfosf ==> 2*fmax_Hz*Nfosf

dfmax= 2*Nfosf*fmax_Hz/Nfading; % Doppler frequency spacing

% respect to maximal Doppler frequency

Nd= floor(fm_Hz/dfmax)-1;

if Nd<1, error(’The difference between max/min Doppler frequencies is too

large.\n increase the IFFT size?’);

end
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ftn_PSD=Doppler_PSD_function(type); % Corresponding Doppler function

switch lower(type(1:2))

case ’3g’, PSD=ftn_PSD([-Nd:Nd],Nd);

filt=[PSD(Nd+1:end-1) zeros(1,Nfading-2*Nd+1) PSD(2:Nd)];

case ’la’, PSD=ftn_PSD([-Nd:Nd]/Nd,varargin{:});

filt=[PSD(Nd+1:end-1) zeros(1,Nfading-2*Nd+1) PSD(2:Nd)];

otherwise, PSD=ftn_PSD([0:Nd]/Nd);

filt=[PSD(1:end-1) zeros(1,Nfading-2*Nd+3) PSD(end-1:-1:2)];

% constructs a symmetric Doppler spectrum

end

filt=real(ifftshift(ifft(sqrt(filt))));

filt=filt/sqrt(sum(filt.^2));

2.2.2 Jakes Model

ARayleigh fadingchannel subject toagivenDoppler spectrumcanbegeneratedbysynthesizing

the complex sinusoids. The number of sinusoids to addmust be large enough to approximate the

Rayleigh amplitude. Furthermore, each of the sinusoidal generators must be weighted to

generate the desired Doppler spectrum. This is the Jakes model that has been originally

developed for the hardware simulation, but now frequently used in the software simulation [27].

Figure 2.11 illustrates how the Jakes model is implemented. It has been assumed that all rays

of the scattered components arriving in the uniform directions are approximated by N plane

waves. DefineN0 ¼ ðN=2�1Þ=2whereN=2 is limited to an odd number. Let un denote an angle
of arrival for the nth planewave, which is modeled as un ¼ 2pn=N, n ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N0. As shown

in Figure 2.11, a sum of N0 complex oscillator outputs with the frequencies of wn ¼ wd cos un,
n ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N0, each corresponding to different Doppler shifts, is added to the output of a

complex oscillator with a frequency of wd ¼ 2pfm. The real and imaginary parts, hIðtÞ and

mf0cos(2 / )N Nπ cos(2 1 / )mfmf Nπ

)cos(cos2 twdNφ

( )tw11 coscos2 φ

( )Qh t

)cos(sin2 twdNφ

( )twNN coscos2 φ

( )twNN 11 coscos2 −−φ

( )tw11 cossin2

( )twNN cossin2 φ
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π
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( ) ( ) ( )h t h t jh t= +

φ

+

+

+

Figure 2.11 Implementation of the Jakes model.
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hQðtÞ, in the total sum of the complex oscillators can be represented respectively as

hIðtÞ ¼ 2
XN0

n¼1

cos fncoswntð Þþ
ffiffiffi
2

p
cos f Ncos wdt ð2:23aÞ

and

hQðtÞ ¼ 2
XN0

n¼1

sin fn coswntð Þþ
ffiffiffi
2

p
sin f N cos wdt ð2:23bÞ

where fn and fN are the initial phases of the n-th Doppler-shifted sinusoid and the maximum

Doppler frequency fm, respectively. The initial phase must be set to yield a uniform distribution

for the phase of fading channel [26]. For example, the initial phase can be set to

fN ¼ 0

fn ¼ pn=ðN0 þ 1Þ; n ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N0
ð2:24Þ

The complex output of the Jakes model can be represented as

hðtÞ ¼ E0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N0 þ 1

p hIðtÞþ jhQðtÞ
� � ð2:25Þ

where E0 is the average of the fading channel.

Note that the frequency of the Doppler-shifted sinusoid fwngN0

n¼1 can be expressed as

wn ¼ wd cos un ¼ 2pfm cosð2pn=NÞ; n ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N0 ð2:26Þ
The number of the Doppler-shifted sinusoids, N0, must be large enough to approximate the

amplitude of the fading channel with a Rayleigh distribution. It has been known that N0 ¼ 8 is

large enough. Note that the following properties can be shown for Equation (2.23):

E
E0hIðtÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N0 þ 1

p

 �2

( )
¼ E

E0hQðtÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N0 þ 1

p

 �2

( )
¼ E2

0

2
ð2:27Þ

E h2ðtÞ� � ¼ E2
0 ð2:28Þ

EfhðtÞg ¼ E0 ð2:29Þ

E hIðtÞhQðtÞ
� � ¼ 0 ð2:30Þ

Equation (2.28) and Equation (2.29) confirm that the Jake model generates the fading signal

with the average amplitude of E0 and average energy of E
2
0. Furthermore, Equation (2.27) and

Equation (2.30) show that the real and imaginary parts of the channel are statistically

independent with the average power of E2
0=2.

Figures 2.12(a)–(e) show the time-domain characteristics, magnitude/phase distributions,

autocorrelation, and Doppler spectrum of the Jakes fading channel. It has been obtained by

running Program 2.19 (“plot_Jakes_model.m”), which calls Program 2.20 (“Jakes_Flat”) to

generate the Jake channel model.
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Figure 2.12 Generation of a time-varying channel with Jakes model.
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MATLAB� Programs: Jakes Channel Model

Program 2.19 “plot_Jakes_model.m” to plot a Jakes channel model

% plot_Jakes_model.m

clear all, close all

% Parameters

fd=926; Ts=1e-6; % Doppler frequency and Sampling time

M=2^12; t=[0:M-1]*Ts; f=[-M/2:M/2-1]/(M*Ts*fd);

Ns=50000; t_state=0;

% Channel generation

[h,t_state]=Jakes_Flat(fd,Ts,Ns,t_state,1,0);

subplot(311), plot([1:Ns]*Ts,10*log10(abs(h))),

title([’Jakes Model, f_d=’,num2str(fd),’Hz, T_s=’,num2str(Ts),’s’]);

axis([0 0.05 -20 10]), xlabel(’time[s]’), ylabel(’Magnitude[dB]’)

subplot(323), hist(abs(h),50);

title([’Jakes Model, f_d=’,num2str(fd),’Hz, T_s=’,num2str(Ts),’s’]);

xlabel(’Magnitude’), ylabel(’Occasions’)

subplot(324), hist(angle(h),50);

title([’Jakes Model, f_d=’,num2str(fd),’Hz, T_s=’,num2str(Ts),’s’]);

xlabel(’Phase[rad]’), ylabel(’Occasions’)

% Autocorrelation of channel

temp=zeros(2,Ns);

for i=1:Ns

j=i:Ns;

temp1(1:2,j-i+1)=temp(1:2,j-i+1)+[h(i)’*h(j); ones(1,Ns-i+1)];

end

for k=1:M

Simulated_corr(k)=real(temp(1,k))/temp(2,k);

end

Classical_corr=besselj(0,2*pi*fd*t);

% Fourier transform of autocorrelation

Classical_Y=fftshift(fft(Classical_corr));

Simulated_Y=fftshift(fft(Simulated_corr));

subplot(325), plot(t,abs(Classical_corr),’b:’,t,abs(Simulated_corr),’r:’)

title([’Autocorrelation, f_d=’,num2str(fd),’Hz’])

grid on, xlabel(’delay \tau [s]’), ylabel(’Correlation’)

legend(’Classical’,’Simulation’)

subplot(326), plot(f,abs(Classical_Y),’b:’, f,abs(Simulated_Y),’r:’)

title([’Doppler Spectrum,f_d=’,num2str(fd),’Hz’])

axis([-1 1 0 600]), xlabel(’f/f_d’), ylabel(’Magnitude’)

legend(’Classical’,’Simulation’)

Program 2.20 “Jakes_Flat” for fading signal with Jakes model

function [h,tf]=Jakes_Flat(fd,Ts,Ns,t0,E0,phi_N)

% Inputs:

% fd,Ts,Ns : Doppler frequency, sampling time, number of samples

% t0, E0 : initial time, channel power

% phi_N : inital phase of the maximum Doppler frequency sinusoid
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% Outputs:

% h, tf : complex fading vector, current time

if nargin<6, phi_N=0; end

if nargin<5, E0=1; end

if nargin<4, t0=0; end

N0 = 8; % As suggested by Jakes

N = 4*N0+2; % an accurate approximation

wd = 2*pi*fd; % Maximum Doppler frequency[rad]

t = t0+[0:Ns-1]*Ts; tf = t(end)+Ts; % Time vector and Final time

coswt=[sqrt(2)*cos(wd*t); 2*cos(wd*cos(2*pi/N*[1:N0]’)*t)]; % Eq.(2.26)

h = E0/sqrt(2*N0+1)*exp(j*[phi_N pi/(N0+1)*[1:N0]])*coswt; % Eq.(2.23)

2.2.3 Ray-Based Channel Model

A ray-based model is frequently used in modeling a MIMO channel, since it can take a spatio-

temporal correlation into account [28]. However, it can be also used for a SISO channel. Its

fundamental principle is described in this subsection while its extension to the MIMO channel

is considered in Chapter 3.

As in the Jake’smodel, the ray-basedmodel is given by a sum of the arriving planewaves. As

shown in Figure 2.13, it canmodel the planewaves incoming from an arbitrary direction around

the mobile terminal, which can deal with the various scattering environments. In general, its

power azimuth spectrum (PAS) is not uniform. Unlike the Jakes model, therefore, its Doppler

spectrum is not given in the U-shape, but in various forms, depending on the scattering

environments.

Figure 2.13 Difference between Jakes model and ray-based model.
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Figure 2.14 shows one of the Ray-based channel models, known as a spatial channel model

(SCM) for aMIMOchannel in 3GPP [28]. Let hu;s;nðtÞ denote a channel impulse response of the

nth path (cluster) between the sth transmit antenna and uth receive antenna, which can be

represented as [28]

hu;s;nðtÞ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PnsSF

M

r XM
m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GBS un;m;AoD

� �q
exp j kds sin un;m;AoD

� �þFn;m

� �� ��ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GMS un;m;AoA

� �q
exp jkdu sinun;m;AoA

� �
exp jk vj jj jcos un;m;AoA�uv

� �
t

� �
0
@

1
A

ð2:31Þ

where

Pn: power of the nth path

sSF: standard deviation of log-normal shadowing

M: the number of subrays per path

un;m;AoD: angle of departure of the mth subray for the nth path

un;m;AoA: angle of arrival (AoA) of the mth subray for the nth path

Fn;m: random phase of the mth subray for the nth path

GBSðun;m;AoDÞ: BS antenna gain of each array element

GMSðun;m;AoAÞ: MS antenna gain of each array element

k: wave number 2p=l where l is the carrier wavelength

ds: distance between antenna element s and reference antenna element ðs ¼ 1Þ in BS

du: distance between antenna element u and reference antenna element ðu ¼ 1Þ in MS

vj jj j: magnitude of MS velocity vector

uv: angle of MS velocity vector
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Figure 2.14 Ray-based MIMO channel model. (Reproduced with permission from 3GPP TR 25.996

v7.0.0, “Spatial channel model for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) simulations (release 7),”

Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network, 2007. � 2007. 3GPP� TSs and TRs are the

property of ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TTA and TTC who jointly own the copyright in them.)
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Since the SISO channel does not have any spatial correlation, only the Doppler spectrum in

Equation (2.31) is meaningful [29]. While the SCM for MIMO channel in Equation (2.31) is

detailed in Chapter 3, only the Ray-based SISO channel model is described in this section.

Towards the end of this process, we drop all the parameters associated with the spatial

correlation and ignore the effect of the log-normal shadowing (i.e.,sSF ¼ 1), which leads to the

following impulse response for the SISO channel:

hnðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Pn

M

r XM
m¼1

expðjFn;mÞ � exp j
2p
l

vj jj jcos un;m;AoA�uv
� �

t


 �
 �
ð2:32Þ

In the ray-basedmodel, any channel with the given PAS can bemodeled by allocating the angle

and power to each subray in accordance with the PAS. Two different methods of angle and

power allocation to each subray have been considered in SCMAd-HocGroup (AHG) of 3GPP:

uniform power subray method and discrete Laplacian method. In fact, Equation (2.31) and

Equation (2.32) are the channel models that employ the uniform subray method.

2.2.3.1 Uniform Power Subray Method

This method allocates the same power to each subray while arranging the subray angles in a

non-uniform manner [30]. Equal power allocation usually simplifies the modeling process.

GivenM subrays, each of their angles is determined such that the area of each section subject to

each subray is equally divided under PAS. Figure 2.15 illustrates the case for two subrays (i.e.,

M ¼ 2Þ, in which three different sections divided by the offset angles have the same area under

PAS (i.e., equal power for each section).

Consider the Laplacian PASPðu;sÞwith the averageAoA of 0� and theRMS angular spread

(AS) of s. Let u1 and u2 denote the offset angles of adjacent subrays. In order to keep the areas
of sections divided by two subsequent offset angles equal to each other, the area of section

defined by u1 and u2 under the given PAS isðu2
u1

Pðu;sÞdu ¼
ðu2
u1

1ffiffiffi
2

p
s
e
�
ffiffi
2

p
juj

s du

¼ � 1

2
e
�
ffiffi
2

p
ju2 j
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�
ffiffi
2

p
ju1 j

s


 �

¼ 1

aðMþ 1Þ ð2:33Þ
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Figure 2.15 Allocation of offset angle in the uniform power subray method: example ðM ¼ 2Þ.
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where a is a normalization factor. IfM is odd, a ¼ 1 and the smallest absolute value of the angle

is 0� in Equation (2.33). Otherwise, a ¼ 2 for two symmetric angles with the smallest absolute

value and a ¼ 1 for all other subrays in Equation (2.33). In Figure 2.15 where M ¼ 2, for

example,

ðu
0

Pðu;sÞdu ¼ 1=6 such that a ¼ 2:

Given s in Equation (2.33), the offset angle with the same power is found as

umþ 1 deg½ � ¼ � sffiffiffi
2

p ln e
�
ffiffi
2

p
um

s � 2

aðMþ 1Þ

 �� �

;

m ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; M=2b c�1 and u0 ¼ 0� ð2:34Þ

In the case thatM is even,u1 is foundwith u0 ¼ 0� as an initial value,while not allocating any
subray to u0 ¼ 0�. All other subrays, u2; u3; � � � ; u M=2b c, are subsequently found by Equa-

tion (2.34). In case thatM is odd,meanwhile, there exists a single subraywith the smallest angle

at u0 ¼ 0� and then, all other subrays, u1; u2; � � � ; u M=2b c, are subsequently found by Equa-

tion (2.34). Note that Equation (2.34) is defined only for positive angles. The rest of the subrays

are defined at the negative symmetric angle, that is,�u1;�u2; � � � ;�u M=2b c. Figure 2.16 shows
the offset angles of subrays that are generated for M ¼ 20 with AS of s ¼ 1�. Note that the
offset angles vary with AS. For example, Table 2.2 shows the offset angles for the different AS

in the SCM channel.
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Figure 2.16 Allocation of offset angles in the uniform power subray method: example (M ¼ 20 and

s ¼ 1�).
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2.2.3.2 Sampled Laplacian Method

As opposed to the uniform power subray method in which each of the subrays has the same

power while their offset angles are non-uniformly distributed, the power of the subrays follows

the Laplacian PASwith their offset angles asymmetrically centered around the averageAoA, as

shown in Figure 2.17. First, M reference offset angles are generated by allocating them

uniformly with an equal distance of d ¼ 2a=M over the range of ½�a;a� centered around the

average AoA. Here, a varies with the given angular spread. For example, a ¼ 10�; 15�, and
179� for s ¼ 2�, 5�, and 35�, respectively. Once the reference offset angles are generated, the
actual offset angles are determined by adding an arbitrary random number selected over

½�0:5; 0:5� to the reference offset angles. A subray is allocated to each of the offset angles. In

summary, the offset angle allocation in the sampled Laplacian method is given as

um ¼ �aþm � dþf for m ¼ 0; 1; � � � ;M�1 ð2:35Þ
where f is a uniform random variable over ½�0:5; 0:5�.

Table 2.2 Offset angles for SCM [28].

Sub-path # (m) Offset for a 2 deg

AS at BS (Macrocell)

(degrees)

Offset for a 5 deg

AS at BS (Microcell)

(degrees)

Offset for a 35 deg

AS at MS

(degrees)

1, 2 	0.0894 	 0.2236 	1.5649

3, 4 	0.2826 	 0.7064 	4.9447

5, 6 	0.4984 	1.2461 	8.7224

7, 8 	0.7431 	1.8578 	13.0045

9, 10 	1.0257 	 2.5642 	17.9492

11, 12 	1.3594 	 3.3986 	 23.7899

13, 14 	1.7688 	 4.4220 	 30.9538

15, 16 	2.2961 	5.7403 	40.1824

17, 18 	3.0389 	7.5974 	53.1816

19, 20 	4.3101 	10.7753 	75.4274

(Reproduced with permission from 3GPP TR 25.996 v7.0.0, “Spatial channel model for multiple input

multiple output (MIMO) simulations (release 7),” Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network,

2007. � 2007. 3GPP� TSs and TRs are the property of ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TTA and TTC who

jointly own the copyright in them.)

Figure 2.17 Discrete Laplacian method of the offset angle allocation: an illustration (AoA ¼ 0�).
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A uniform power subray-based channel model can be generated using Program 2.21

(“plot_ray_fading.m”), which calls Program 2.22 (“equalpower_subray”), Program 2.23

(“assign_offset”), Program 2.24 (“gen_phase”), and Program 2.25 (“ray_fading”) to get an angle

spacing for equal power Laplacian PAS in SCM (spatial channel model), to assign the AoA/AoD

offset to mean AoA/AoD, to generate DoAs at BS/MS and a random phase at BS, and to combine

the phases of M subrays to generate complex channel coefficients for each path, respectively.

MATLAB� Programs: Ray-Based Channel with Uniform Power Subray Method

Program 2.21 “plot_ray_fading.m” to plot a ray-based channel model

% plot_ray_fading.m

clear, clf

fc=9e8; fs=5e4; speed_kmh=120; Ts=1/fs;

v_ms= speed_kmh/3.6; wl_m= 3e8/fc;

% Channel parameters setting: SCM case 2

PDP_dB=[0. -1. -9. -10. -15. -20]; t_ns=[0 310 710 1090 1730 2510];

BS_theta_LOS_deg=0; MS_theta_LOS_deg=0;

BS_AS_deg=2; % Laplacian PAS

BS_AoD_deg=50*ones(size(PDP_dB));

MS_AS_deg=35; % for Lapalcian PAS

DoT_deg=22.5; MS_AoA_deg=67.5*ones(size(PDP_dB));

% generates the phase of a subray

[BS_theta_deg,MS_theta_deg,BS_PHI_rad]=gen_phase(BS_theta_LOS_deg, ...

BS_AS_deg,BS_AoD_deg,MS_theta_LOS_deg,MS_AS_deg,MS_AoA_deg);

PDP=dB2w(PDP_dB);

% generates the coefficients

t= [0:1e4-1]*Ts;

h= ray_fading(20,PDP,BS_PHI_rad,MS_theta_deg,v_ms,DoT_deg,wl_m,t);

plot(t,10*log10(abs(h(1,:))))

title([’Ray Channel Model, f_c=’,num2str(fc),’Hz, T_s=’,num2str(Ts),’s’])

xlabel(’time[s]’), ylabel(’Magnitude[dB]’)

Program 2.22 “equalpower_subray”: Look-up table for uniform power subray-based offset

angles

function theta=equalpower_subray(AS_deg)

% Obtain angle spacing for equal power Laplacian PAS in SCM Text

% Input:

% AS_deg: angle spread with valid values of 2,5(for BS),35(for MS)

% Output:

% theta : offset angle with M=20 as listed in Table 2.2

if AS_deg==2

theta=[0.0894 0.2826 0.4984 0.7431 1.0257 1.3594 1.7688 2.2961 3.0389

4.3101];

elseif AS_deg==5

theta=[0.2236 0.7064 1.2461 1.8578 2.5642 3.3986 4.4220 5.7403 7.5974

10.7753];

elseif AS_deg==35

theta=[1.5649 4.9447 8.7224 13.0045 17.9492 23.7899 30.9538 40.1824

53.1816 75.4274];
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else error(’Not support AS’);

end

Program 2.23 “assign_offset” to allocate the offset angle for each subray

function theta_AoA_deg=assign_offset(AoA_deg,AS_deg)

% Assigns AoA/AoD offset to mean AoA/AoD

% Inputs: AoA_deg = mean AoA/AoD, AS is = angle spread

% Output: theta_AoA_deg = AoA_deg+offset_deg

offset=equalpower_subray(AS_deg);

theta_AoA_deg=zeros(length(AoA_deg),length(offset));

for n=1:length(AoA_deg)

for m=1:length(offset),

theta_AoA_deg(n,[2*m-1:2*m])= AoA_deg(n)+[offset(m) -offset(m)];

end

end

Program 2.24 “gen_phase” to generate the phase for each subray

function [BS_theta_deg,MS_theta_deg,BS_PHI_rad]=

gen_phase(BS_theta_LOS_deg,BS_AS_deg,BS_AoD_deg,

MS_theta_LOS_deg,MS_AS_deg,MS_AoA_deg,M)

% Generates phase at BS and MS

% Inputs:

% BS_theta_LOS_deg : AoD of LOS path in degree at BS

% BS_AS_deg : AS of BS in degree

% BS_AoD_deg : AoD of BS in degree

% MS_theta_LOS_deg : AoA of LOS path in degree at MS

% MS_AS_deg : AS of MS in degree

% MS_AoA_deg : AoA of MS in degree

% M : # of subrays

% Outputs:

% BS_theta_deg : (Npath x M) DoA per path in degree at BS

% MS_theta_deg : (Npath x M) DoA per path in degree at MS

% BS_PHI_rad : (Npath x M) random phase in degree at BS

if nargin==6, M=20; end

BS_PHI_rad=2*pi*rand(length(BS_AoD_deg),M); % uniform phase

BS_theta_deg=assign_offset(BS_theta_LOS_deg+BS_AoD_deg,BS_AS_deg);

MS_theta_deg=assign_offset(MS_theta_LOS_deg+MS_AoA_deg,MS_AS_deg);

% random pairing

index=randperm(M); MS1=size(MS_theta_deg,1);

for n=1:MS1, MS_theta_deg(n,:)= MS_theta_deg(n,index); end

Program 2.25 “ray_fading” to generate the fading for each subray

function h=

ray_fading(M,PDP,BS_PHI_rad,MS_theta_deg,v_ms,theta_v_deg,lam,t)

% Inputs:

% M : Number of subrays
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% PDP : 1 x Npath Power at delay

% BS_theta_deg : (Npath x M) DoA per path in degree at BS

% BS_PHI_rad : (Npath x M) random phase in degree at BS

% MS_theta_deg : (Npath x M) DoA per path in degree at MS

% v_ms : Velocity in m/s

% theta_v_deg : DoT of mobile in degree

% lam : Wavelength in meter

% t : Current time

% Output:

% h : length(PDP) x length(t) Channel coefficient matrix

MS_theta_rad=deg2rad(MS_theta_deg); theta_v_rad=deg2rad(theta_v_deg);

% To generate channel coefficients using Eq.(2.32)

for n=1:length(PDP)

tmph=exp(-j*BS_PHI_rad(n,:)’)*ones(size(t)).*

exp(-j*2*pi/lambda*v_ms*cos(MS_theta_rad(n,:)’-theta_v_rad)*t);

h(n,:)=sqrt(PDP(n)/M)*sum(tmph);

end

Program 2.26 “dB2W” for dB-to-watt conversion

function y=dB2w(dB)

y=10.^(0.1*dB);

2.2.4 Frequency-Selective Fading Channel Model

As described in Section 1.2.1, a power delay profile (PDP) for themulti-path channel is required

formodelingafrequency-selectivefadingchannel.ThePDPprovidesadistributionoftheaverage

power for the received signal over individual path, which is represented by the relative power of

eachpathwith respect to thepowerof theearliestpath.Tables2.3–2.6present thePDP’sforITU-R

and COST 207 models, which are most popular among many available PDP models [12, 13].

Table 2.3 Power delay profiles: ITU-R model [12].

Tab Pedestrian A Pedestrian B Vehicular A Vehicular B Doppler

spectrum

Relative

delay

[ns]

Average

power

[dB]

Relative

delay

[ns]

Average

power

[dB]

Relative

delay

[ns]

Average

power

[dB]

Relative

delay

[ns]

Average

power

[dB]

1 0 0.0 0. 0.0 0 0.0 0 �2.5 Classic

2 110 �9.7 200 �0.9 310 �1.0 300 0.0 Classic

3 190 �19.2 800 �4.9 710 �9.0 8900 �12.8 Classic

4 410 �22.8 1200 �8.0 1090 �10.0 12 900 �10.0 Classic

5 2300 �7.8 1730 �15.0 17 100 �25.2 Classic

6 3700 �23.9 2510 �20.0 20 000 �16.0 Classic

(Reproduced with permission fromRecommendation ITU-RM.1225, “Guidelines for evaluation of radio

transmission technologies for IMT-2000,” InternationalTelecommunicationUnion-Radiocommunication,

1997. � 1997 ITU.)
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Table 2.5 Power delay profile: COST 207 model (TU, BU) [31].

Tab Typical urban (TU) Bad urban (BU)

Relative

delay [us]

Average

power

Doppler

spectrum

Relative

delay [us]

Average

power

Doppler

spectrum

1 0.0 0.092 Classic 0.0 0.033 Classic

2 0.1 0.115 Classic 0.1 0.089 Classic

3 0.3 0.231 Classic 0.3 0.141 Classic

4 0.5 0.127 Classic 0.7 0.194 GAUS1

5 0.8 0.115 GAUS1 1.6 0.114 GAUS1

6 1.1 0.074 GAUS1 2.2 0.052 GAUS2

7 1.3 0.046 GAUS1 3.1 0.035 GAUS2

8 1.7 0.074 GAUS1 5.0 0.140 GAUS2

9 2.3 0.051 GAUS2 6.0 0.136 GAUS2

10 3.1 0.032 GAUS2 7.2 0.041 GAUS2

11 3.2 0.018 GAUS2 8.1 0.019 GAUS2

12 5.0 0.025 GAUS2 10.0 0.006 GAUS2

(Reproduced with permission from M. Failli, Digital land mobile radio communications - COST 207,

� ECSC-EEC-EAEC, Brussels-Luxembourg, 1989.)

Table 2.4 Power delay profile: COST 207 model (reduced TU, reduced BU) [31].

Tab Typical urban (TU) Bad urban (BU)

Relative

delay [us]

Average

power

Doppler

spectrum

Relative

delay [us]

Average

power

Doppler

spectrum

1 0.0 0.189 Classic 0.0 0.164 Classic

2 0.2 0.379 Classic 0.3 0.293 Classic

3 0.5 0.239 Classic 1.0 0.147 GAUS1

4 1.6 0.095 GAUS1 1.6 0.094 GAUS1

5 2.3 0.061 GAUS2 5.0 0.185 GAUS2

6 5.0 0.037 GAUS2 6.6 0.117 GAUS2

(Reproduced with permission from M. Failli, Digital land mobile radio communications - COST 207,

� ECSC-EEC-EAEC, Brussels-Luxembourg, 1989.)

Table 2.6 Power delay profile: COST 207 model (RA).

Tab Typical rural area (RA)

Relative delay [us] Average power Doppler spectrum

1 0.0 0.602 RICE

2 0.1 0.241 Classic

3 0.2 0.096 Classic

4 0.3 0.036 Classic

5 0.4 0.018 Classic

6 0.5 0.006 Classic

(Reproduced with permission from M. Failli, Digital land mobile radio communications - COST 207,

� ECSC-EEC-EAEC, Brussels-Luxembourg, 1989.)
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In the sequel, we describe how a frequency-selective fading channel can be implemented for

the given PDP.

2.2.4.1 Tapped Delay Line (TDL) Model

A TDL model is commonly used for implementing the multi-path channel. It employs a

multiple number of frequency-non-selective (flat) fading generators (e.g., using the FWGN

model or Jakes model), which are independent of each other, each with the average power of

one. As shown in Figure 2.18, the output of independent fading generator is multiplied by the

tap power, so as to yield a coefficient of TDL model. In fact, it is implemented as a FIR filter

with the following output:

yðnÞ ¼
XND�1

d¼0

hdðnÞxðn�dÞ ð2:36Þ

where ND is the number of the taps in the FIR filter. However, implementation of the FIR filter

structure is not straightforward if the tapped delay is not the integer multiples of the sampling

period ts. In the sequel, we discuss how to deal with this particular situation.

2.2.4.2 Tap Adjustment

Since the PDP of the general channel model is based on the actual measurements in the specific

environments (e.g., macrocell or indoor), it may not coincide with the integer multiples of the

sampling period ts. In this case, PDP must be adjusted for implementing the discrete-time

channel simulator. For example, the tapped delay can be forced into an integer multiple of

1−Z 1−Z 1−Z

ND−1

d=0
y(n)�= Σ hd�(n)x(n�− d )

)(0 nh

)(1 nh

)(1 nh
X

+

X

XFlat fading
generator

Flat fading
generator

Flat fading
generator

X

X

XDN −

)(nx
)1( −nx )1( +− DNnx

1P

2P

1−DNP

Figure 2.18 TDL-based frequency-selective fading channel model.
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the sampling period by oversampling, which however may make the number of taps too large

for the FIR filter. Instead, tap interpolation, rounding, or tap re-sampling can be used for

simpler implementation. In the sequel, we describe rounding and tap re-samplingmethods.We

have to make sure that the channel characteristics (e.g., RMS delay spread) are preserved even

after adjusting the tap.

A rounding method is to shift the tap into the closest sampling instance. It allows for

preserving the number of paths and the power for each path. Figure 2.19 illustrates the tap

adjustment by the rounding method. In this method, a new tap delay is expressed as

t0d ¼ floorðtd=ts þ 0:5Þ � ts ð2:37Þ

where ts is the sampling period and td is the channel delay. Note that Equation (2.37) can be

implemented by using the “round” function in MATLAB�.

Meanwhile, the tap interpolationmethod is to represent the original channel delay in terms of

two neighbor sampling instances, which are weighted by their relative distance with respect to

the channel delay. Let tr denote a relative distance of the channel delay from the discretized

delay index ti, that is,

tr ¼ td=ts�ti ð2:38Þ

where ti ¼ floorðtd=tsÞ, ti ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3; � � �. Let ~htiðnÞ denote is the temporary complex channel

coefficient for the new tap of delay ti and assume that ~h0ðnÞ ¼ 0. Meanwhile, let htd ðnÞ denote
the complex channel coefficient for the given delay of td . Distributing the complex channel

coefficient htd ðnÞ over two adjacent sampling times as illustrated in Figure 2.20, the new tap of

delay ti is updated as

h0tiðnÞ ¼ ~htiðnÞþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�tr

p
htd ðnÞ ð2:39Þ

New tap
Old tap

Delayts 2ts 3ts0

Figure 2.20 Tap adjustment by interpolation: an illustration.

0

Old tap New tap

Delayts 2ts 3ts

Figure 2.19 Tap adjustment by rounding: an illustration.
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and the temporary complex channel coefficient for the new tap of delay ti þ 1 is given as

~hti þ 1ðnÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
tr

p
htd ðnÞ ð2:40Þ

where tits < htd ðnÞ � ðti þ 1Þts. In case that there exists one or more taps between two

consecutive sampling times, they can be superposed at the same sampling instances by the

distribution of channel gains in Equation (2.39) and Equation (2.40).

2.2.5 SUI Channel Model

According to the IEEE 802.16d channel model in Section 1.1.3, a suburban path loss

environment has been classified into three different terrain types, depending on the tree

density and path-loss condition. The SUI (Stanford University Interim) channel model deals

with the same environment as in the IEEE 802.16d channel model. Using the different

combinations of the channel parameters, it identifies six different channel models that can

describe the typical three terrain types in North America [9, 10] (see Table 2.7). The details of

the channel parameters for the different SUI models are summarized in Table 2.8. Note that the

different K-factors and st are set for the different antenna types, for example, directional or

omni antennas [9, 10].

In the SUI channel models, the Doppler power spectrum (PSD) is modeled as the following

truncated form:

Sðf Þ ¼ 1�1:72 f 20 þ 0:785 f 40 f0 � 1

0 f0 > 1

�
ð2:41Þ

where f0 ¼ f=fm. Figure 2.21(a) shows the actual Doppler power spectrum that has

been measured in 2.5 GHz band. Meanwhile, the truncated Doppler power spectrum in

Equation (2.41) is shown in Figure 2.21(b).

Antenna correlation parameter rENV in Table 2.8 is applicable to the MIMO channel model

only. Since this chapter intends to deal with the SISO channel only, it will be described later in

Chapter 3. As shown in Figure 2.22, a SUI channel modeling process can be summarized into

three steps. Once the SUI channel parameters are set, a fading channel is generated by using the

FWGNmodel in Section 2.3.1. Finally, interpolation or re-sampling processes in Section 2.2.4

can be employed so that the fading channel may be suited to the wireless transmission system

under consideration.

Figure 2.23 shows the PDP, time-domain characteristic, and power spectra of a SUI channel

model. It has been obtained by running Program 2.27 (“plot_SUI_channel.m”), which calls

Table 2.7 SUI channel models for the different terrain types.

Terrain type SUI channels

A SUI-5, SUI-6

B SUI-3, SUI-4

C SUI-1, SUI-2
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Figure 2.21 Doppler PSD model.

Table 2.8 SUI channel parameters [10].

SUI 1/2/3/4/5/6 channel

Tap 1 Tap 2 Tap 3

Delay [ms] 0/0/0/0/0/0 0.4/0.4/0.4/1.5/4/14 0.9/1.1/0.9/4/10/20

Power (omni ant.) [dB] 0/0/0/0/0/0 -15/-12/-5/-4/-5/-10 -20/-15/-10/-8/-10/-14

90% K-factor (omni) 4/2/1/0/0/0 0/0/0/0/0/0 0/0/0/0/0/0

75% K-factor (omni) 20/11/7/1/0/0 0/0/0/0/0/0 0/0/0/0/0/0

50% K-factor (omni) -/-/-/-/2/1 -/-/-/-/0/0 -/-/-/-/0/0

Power (30� ant.) [dB] 0/0/0/0/0/0 -21/-18/-11/-10/-11/-16 -32/-27/-22/-20/-22/-26

90% K-factor (30� ant.) 16/8/3/1/0/0 0/0/0/0/0/0 0/0/0/0/0/0

75% K-factor (30� ant.) 72/36/19/5/2 0/0/0/0/0/0 0/0/0/0/0/0

50% K-factor (30� ant.) -/-/-/-/7/5 -/-/-/-/0/0 -/-/-/-/0/0

Doppler [Hz] 0.4/0.2/0.4/0.2/2/0.4 0.3/0.15/0.3/0.15/1.5/0.3 0.5/0.25/0.5/0.25/2.5/0.5

Antenna correlation rENV ¼ 0:7=0:5=0:4=0:3=0:5=0:3
Gain reduction factor GRF ¼ 0=2=3=4=4=4 dB

Normalization factor Fomni ¼ �0:1771=�0:3930=�1:5113=�1:9218=�1:5113=�0:5683dB
F30

� ¼ �0:0371=�0:0768=�0:3573=�0:4532=�0:3573=�0:1184dB

Terrain type C/C/B/B/A/A

Omni antenna: st ¼ 0:111=0:202=0:264=1:257=2:842=5:240 _ms
overall K K¼3.3/16/0.5/0.2/0.1/0.1(90%)

K¼ 10.4/5.1/1.6/0.6/0.3/0.3 (75%),

K¼ -/-/-/-/1.0/1.0 (50%)

30� antenna: st ¼ 0:042=0:69=0:123=0:563=1:276=2:370ms
overall K K¼ 14.0/6.9/2.2/1.0/0.4/0.4 (90%),

K¼ 44.2/21.8/7.0/3.2/1.3/1.3 (75%),

K¼ -/-/-/-/4.2/4.2 (50%)

(Reproduced with permission from V. Erceg et al., � IEEE P802.16.3c-01/29r4, “Channel models for

fixed wireless applications,” 2003.)
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Program 2.28 (“SUI_parameters”) and Program 2.29 (“SUI_fading”) to set the SUI channel

parameters as listed inTable 2.8 and to generate a SUI fadingmatrix using FWGN, respectively.

For further information on SISO channel modeling, the reader may consult the

references [32–37].

Figure 2.22 SUI channel modeling process.
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Figure 2.23 Channel characteristics for SUI-6 channel model.
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MATLAB� Programs: SUI Channel Model

Program 2.27 “plot_SUI_channel.m” to plot an SUI channel model

% plot_SUI_channel.m

clear, clf

ch_no=6;

fc=2e9; fs_Hz=1e7;

Nfading=1024; % Size of Doppler filter

N=10000;

Nfosf=4;

[Delay_us, Power_dB, K_factor, Doppler_shift_Hz, Ant_corr, Fnorm_dB] =SUI_

parameters(ch_no);

[FadTime tf]=SUI_fading(Power_dB, K_factor, Doppler_shift_Hz, Fnorm_dB, N,

Nfading, Nfosf);

c_table=[’b’,’r’,’m’,’k’];

subplot(311)

stem(Delay_us,10.^(Power_dB/10)), axis([-1 21 0 1.1])

grid on, xlabel(’Delay time[ms]’), ylabel(’Channel gain’);

title([’PDP of Channel No.’,num2str(ch_no)]);

subplot(312)

for k=1:length(Power_dB)

plot((0:length(FadTime(k,:))-1)*tf,20*log10(abs(FadTime(k,:))), c_table

(k)); hold on

end

grid on, xlabel(’Time[s]’), ylabel(’Channel Power[dB]’);

title([’Channel No.’,num2str(ch_no)]), axis([0 60 -50 10])

legend(’Path 1’,’Path 2’,’Path 3’)

idx_nonz=find(Doppler_shift_Hz);

FadFreq =ones(length(Doppler_shift_Hz),Nfading);

for k=1:length(idx_nonz)

max_dsp=2*Nfosf*max(Doppler_shift_Hz);

dfmax=max_dsp/Nfading;
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Figure 2.23 (Continued )
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% Doppler frequency spacing respect to maximal Doppler frequency

Nd=floor(Doppler_shift_Hz(k)/dfmax)-1;

f0 = [-Nd+1:Nd]/(Nd); % Frequency vector

f=f0.*Doppler_shift_Hz(k);

tmp=0.785*f0.^4 - 1.72*f0.^2 + 1.0; % Eq.(2.41)

hpsd=psd(spectrum.welch,FadTime(idx_nonz(k),:),’Fs’,max_dsp, ...

’SpectrumType’,’twosided’);

nrom_f=hpsd.Frequencies-mean(hpsd.Frequencies);

PSD_d=fftshift(hpsd.Data);

subplot(3,3,6+k), plot(nrom_f,PSD_d,’b’, f,tmp,’r’)

xlabel(’Frequency[Hz]’), % axis([-1 1 0 1.1*max([PSD_d tmp])])

title([’h_’,num2str(idx_nonz(k)),’ path’]);

end

Program 2.28 “SUI_parameters” to set the SUI channel model parameters

function [Delay_us,Power_dB,K,Doppler_shift_Hz,Ant_corr,Fnorm_dB]=

SUI_parameters(ch_no)

% SUI Channel Parameters from Table 2.8

% Inputs:

% ch_no : channel scenario number

% Ouptuts:

% Delay_us : tap delay[us]

% Power_dB : power in each tap[dB]

% K : Ricean K-factor in linear scale

% Doppler_shift_Hz: Doppler frequency [Hz]

% Ant_corr : antenna (envelope) correlation coefficient

% Fnorm_dB : gain normalization factor[dB]

if ch_no<1||ch_no>6, error(’No such a channnel number’); end

Delays= [0 0.4 0.9; 0 0.4 1.1; 0 0.4 0.9; 0 1.5 4; 0 4 10; 0 14 20];

Powers= [0 -15 -20;0 -12 -15;0 -5 -10;0 -4 -8;0 -5 -10;0 -10 -14];

Ks = [4 0 0; 2 0 0; 1 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 0; 0 0 0];

Dopplers = [0.4 0.3 0.5; 0.2 0.15 0.25; 0.4 0.3 0.5;

0.2 0.15 0.25; 2 1.5 2.5; 0.4 0.3 0.5];

Ant_corrs = [0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.3];

Fnorms = [-0.1771 -0.393 -1.5113 -1.9218 -1.5113 -0.5683];

Delay_us= Delays(ch_no,:); Power_dB= Powers(ch_no,:); K=Ks(ch_no,:);

Doppler_shift_Hz= Dopplers(ch_no,:);

Ant_corr= Ant_corrs(ch_no); Fnorm_dB= Fnorms(ch_no);

Program 2.29 “SUI_fading”: FWGN (filtered white Gaussian noise) for SUI channel

model

function [FadMtx,tf]=

SUI_fading(Power_dB,K_factor,Doppler_shift_Hz, Fnorm_dB, N, M, Nfosf)

% SUI fading generation using FWGN with fitering in frequency domain

% FadingMatrixTime=SUI_fading(Power_dB, K_factor,...

% Doppler_shift_Hz, Fnorm_dB, N, M, Nfosf)

% Inputs:
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% Power_dB : power in each tap in dB

% K_factor : Rician K-factor in linear scale

% Doppler_shift_Hz : a vector containing maximum Doppler

% frequency of each path in Hz

% Fnorm_dB : gain normalization factor in dB

% N : # of independent random realizations

% M : length of Doppler filter, i.e, size of IFFT

% Nfosf : fading oversampling factor

% Outputs:

% FadMtx : length(Power_dB) x N fading matrix

% tf : fading sample time=1/(Max. Doppler BW * Nfosf)

Power = 10.^(Power_dB/10); % calculate linear power

s2 = Power./(K_factor+1); % calculate variance

s=sqrt(s2);

m2 = Power.*(K_factor./(K_factor+1)); % calculate constant power

m = sqrt(m2); % calculate constant part

L=length(Power); % # of tabs

fmax= max(Doppler_shift_Hz);

tf=1/(2*fmax*Nfosf);

if isscalar(Doppler_shift_Hz)

Doppler_shift_Hz= Doppler_shift_Hz*ones(1,L);

end

path_wgn= sqrt(1/2)*complex(randn(L,N),randn(L,N));

for p=1:L

filt=gen_filter(Doppler_shift_Hz(p),fmax,M,Nfosf,’sui’);

path(p,:)=fftfilt(filt,[path_wgn(p,:) zeros(1,M)]); % filtering WGN

end

FadMtx= path(:,M/2+1:end-M/2);

for i=1:L , FadMtx(i,:)=FadMtx(i,:)*s(i)+m(i)*ones(1,N); end

FadMtx = FadMtx*10^(Fnorm_dB/20);
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3

MIMO Channel Models

InChapter 3, wewill first present an overview of a statistical channel model forMIMO system.

Then, we will describe a correlation-based I-METRA channel model and a ray-based 3GPP

spatial channel model (SCM) as specific methods of implementing the MIMO channel. While

the correlation-based channel model can be implemented with a spatial correlation matrix for

the spatial channel, temporal correlation must also be generated independently by using the

specified Doppler spectrum. On the other hand, the ray-based channel model combines the

multiple rays distributed in the angular domain for the given Power Azimuth Spectrum (PAS).

This requires neither Doppler spectrum nor spatial correlation matrix, but rather involves a

complex computational operation.

3.1 Statistical MIMO Model

Recall that delay spread and Doppler spread are the most important factors to consider in

characterizing the SISO system. In theMIMOsystemwhich employsmultiple antennas in the

transmitter and/or receiver, the correlation between transmit and receive antenna is an

important aspect of the MIMO channel. It depends on the angle-of-arrival (AoA) of each

multi-path component. Consider a SIMO channel with a uniform linear array (ULA) in

which M antenna elements are equally spaced apart, with an inter-distance of d as shown in

Figure 3.1. Let yiðtÞ denote a received signal at the ith antenna element with the channel gain

ai, delay ti, and angle of arrival (AoA)fi. As shown in Figure 3.2(a), theAoA is defined as the

azimuth angle of incoming path with respect to the broadside of the antenna element. Note

that the received signal of each path consists of the enormous number of unresolvable signals

received around the mean of AoA in each antenna element. A vector of the received signals

yðtÞ ¼ ½y1ðtÞ; y2ðtÞ; � � � ;yMðtÞ�T in the uniform linear array (ULA) of M elements can be

expressed as

yðtÞ ¼
XI

i¼1

aicðfiÞxðt�tiÞþNðtÞ ð3:1Þ
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where I denotes the number of paths in each antenna element and cðfÞ is an array steering

vector. The array steering vector is defined as

cðfÞ ¼ ½c1ðfÞ; c2ðfÞ; � � � ; cMðfÞ�T
where

cmðfÞ ¼ fmðfÞe�j2pðm�1Þðd=lÞ sin f; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M ð3:2Þ
In Equation (3.2), fmðfÞ denotes a complex field pattern of themth array element and l is the
carrier wavelength. The received signal in Equation (3.1) can be expressed in the following

integral form:

yðtÞ ¼
ð ð

cðfÞhðf; tÞxðt�tÞdtdfþNðtÞ ð3:3Þ

where hðf; tÞ represents a channel as a function of ADS (Azimuth-Delay Spread) [38]. The

instantaneous power azimuth-delay spectrum (PADS) is given as

Pinstðf; tÞ ¼
XI

i¼1

aij j2dðf�fi; t�tiÞ ð3:4Þ

The average PADS is defined as an expected value of Equation (3.4), such that

Pðf; tÞ ¼ EfPinstðf; tÞg ð3:5Þ

By taking an integral of PADS over delay, PAS (Power Azimuth Spectrum or Power Angular

Spectrum) is obtained as

PAðfÞ ¼
ð
Pðf; tÞ dt ð3:6Þ

Meanwhile, AS (Azimuth Spread or Angular Spread) is defined by the central moment of

PAS, that is

sA ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið
ðf�f0Þ2PAðfÞ df

s
ð3:7Þ

where f0 is the mean AoA (i.e., f0 ¼
Ð
fPAðfÞ df) [38]. Similarly, by taking an integral of

PADS over AoA, PDS (Power Delay Spectrum) is obtained as

PDðtÞ ¼
ð
Pðf; tÞ df ð3:8Þ

Furthermore, DS (Delay Spread) is defined as the central moment of PDS, that is,

sD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið
ðt�t0Þ2PDðtÞ dt

s
ð3:9Þ

where t0 is an average delay spread (i.e., t0 ¼
Ð
tPDðtÞ dt).
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Once a joint PDF of AoA and delay is given by f ðf; tÞ, the marginal PDF of AoA and delay

spread is respectively given as

fAðfÞ ¼
ð
f ðf; tÞ dt ð3:10Þ

and

fDðtÞ ¼
ð
f ðf; tÞ df ð3:11Þ

While Clarke’s channel model assumes that AoA is uniformly distributed in the mobile station

(MS), its distribution is significantly different in the base station (BS). In general, spatial

correlation in the MS turns out to be almost zero for the antenna elements that are equally

spaced by l=2. In order to warrant a low spatial correlation in the BS, however, the antenna

elements must be spaced by roughly 10l � 40l, even if it depends on AS.Meanwhile, the PDF

of delay spread is typically approximated by an exponential function.

Figure 3.2(a) illustrates a MIMO channel model by magnifying a channel environment in

Figure 3.1. It shows three resolvable paths. Each path hasMr unresolvable paths, each of which

arrives centered around the mean AoA. The AoA for these unresolvable paths follow a

Gaussian distribution in the microcell or macrocell environment (See Figure 3.2(d)). Further-

more, a power distribution in AoA (i.e., PAS) follows a Laplacian distribution, even though it

varies with the cell environment. Note that the natures of AoA and PAS distributions are

different from each other. In other words, a distribution of AoA does not take the power of each

path into account, while PASdealswith a distribution of the powerwith respect toAoA. Finally,

a distribution of the power for the resolvable paths, that is, PDS or PDP (Power Delay Profile),

usually follows an exponential distribution (see Figure 3.2(b)).

3.1.1 Spatial Correlation

In general the received signals for each path of the different antenna elements may be

spatially correlated, especially depending on the difference in their distances traveled. In this

subsection, let us investigate the spatial correlation between the received signals in the

different antennas.

[α 2,φ 2,τ 2]

[α 3,φ 3,τ 3]

[α 1,φ 1,τ 1]
y1(t)

y2(t)

yM(t)

Building

House

House

Base
station

Figure 3.1 SIMO channel environment: an illustration.
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Consider two omni-directional antennas, a and b, that are spaced apart by d as shown in

Figure 3.3. For the baseband received signals with the mean AoA of f0, the difference in their

distance traveled is given by d sinf0 and the corresponding delay becomes t0 ¼ ðd=cÞ sinf0.

Let a and b denote the amplitude and phase of each path, which follow the Rayleigh

distribution and uniform distribution over ½0; 2pÞ, respectively. Assuming a narrowband
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(a) Multi-path signals in the multiple antenna elements: an illustration for ULA  
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Figure 3.2 MIMO channel model: an illustration.
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channel, their impulse responses can be respectively represented as

haðfÞ ¼ aejb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PðfÞ

p
ð3:12aÞ

and

hbðfÞ ¼ aejðbþ 2pd sinðfÞ=lÞ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PðfÞ

p
ð3:12bÞ

where PðfÞ denotes the PAS defined in Equation (3.6), such that P(f)¼PA(f).
Let us define a spatial correlation function of the received signalswith themeanAoAoff0 in

two antenna elements spaced apart by d as

rcðd;f0Þ¼ EffhaðfÞh*bðfÞg

¼
ðp
�p

haðfÞh*bðfÞPðf�f0Þdf:
ð3:13Þ

Consider an extreme case that has the mean AoA of f0 ¼ 0� and AS of sA ¼ 0�, that is,
Pðf�f0Þ ¼ dðfÞ, implying that there exists only one sub-ray in a perpendicular direction for

each antenna element. In this particular case, AoA does not incur any time difference between

ha and hb. Therefore, spatial correlation is always equal to 1, that is, rcðdÞ ¼ Ef hah
*
b

� � ¼
Efjaj2g ¼ 1. However, in the case that both AoA and AS are not equal to 0�, there is a time

difference between haðfÞ and hbðfÞ as shown in Equation (3.12). This yields the following

spatial correlation function:

rcðd;f0Þ ¼ EffhaðfÞh*bðfÞg

¼
ðp
�p

e
� j2pd sinðf�f0Þ

l Pðf�f0Þdf

¼ Rxxðd;f0Þþ jRxyðd;f0Þ ð3:14Þ
where we assume that PAS PðfÞ has been normalized as

Ð p
�p PðfÞ df ¼ 1 while Rxxðd;f0Þ

and Rxyðd;f0Þ represent correlations between real parts of two received signals and between

their real and imaginary parts, respectively [39]. Defining a normalized antenna distance by

D ¼ 2pd=l, the spatial correlation functions can be written as

RxxðD;f0Þ ¼ E ReðhaÞ �ReðhbÞf g

¼
ðp
�p

cosðD sin fÞPðf�f0Þdf
ð3:15Þ

and

RxyðD;f0Þ ¼ E ReðhaÞ � ImðhbÞf g

¼
ðp
�p

sinðD sin fÞPðf�f0Þdf
ð3:16Þ

As seen in Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16), spatial correlation between antenna

elements depends mainly on the mean AoA and PAS as well as antenna spacing d. In

particular, when AS of PAS is small, most sub-rays that compose each path arrive at each

antenna from the same angle. It implies that they are correlated with each other since while

the magnitudes of two signals become nearly equal, their phases are different by their AoAs.
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Since channel capacity and diversity gain decrease as the correlation between the antenna

elements increases (as will be discussed in Chapter 9), antenna spacing must be set large

enough to reduce the correlation.

3.1.2 PAS Model

As discussed in the previous subsection, PAS is an important factor in determining the spatial

correlation between antenna elements. It is clear from Equation (3.14) – Equation (3.16). In

fact, a mathematical analysis for spatial correlation requires a distribution of PAS for the real

environments. We find that there are various types of PAS models available from the actual

measurements of the different channel environments (e.g., indoor or outdoor, macrocell or

microcell), including those summarized in Table 3.1 [40]. A pattern of PAS depends mainly

on the distribution of the locally-scattered components. In general, enormous amounts

of locally-scattered components are observed by the MS in all different environments.

Therefore, its PAS usually follows a uniform distribution. For the BS, however, the different

PAS distributions are observed depending on the characteristics of terrain in a cell, which

is usually shown to have a small AS. Note that they still show a uniform PAS distribution for

the BS in picocells or indoor environments. In the sequel, we will explain in detail the other

type of PAS models in Table 3.1.

Meanwhile,Table3.2 shows theaverageASmeasured fromindoorandoutdoorenvironments

at different carrier frequencies. Even if multiple clusters may be observed in indoor environ-

ments, it presents the result for only one of them. It is clear fromTable 3.2 that AS is rather large

in the indoor environment while it is usually less than 10� in the outdoor environments.

3.1.2.1 PAS Models

n-th Power of a Cosine Function PASModel The PAS can be represented by the n-th power

of a cosine function as follows:

PðfÞ ¼ Q

p
cosnðfÞ; � p

2
þf0 � f � p

2
þf0 ð3:17Þ

where n is an even integer related to beamwidth, andQ is a factor used to normalize PAS into 1

[41]. Figure 3.4 illustrates PASwith themeanAoA of 0� (i.e.,f0 ¼ 0�) for n¼ 2, 4, and 8. Note

Table 3.1 PAS model for the different environments [40].

BS MS

Outdoor

Macrocell . Truncated Laplacian

Uniform

. n-th power of a cosine function

Microcell . Truncated Gaussian
. Uniform

Picocell Almost Uniform

Indoor Uniform

(Reproduced with permission from L. Schumacher et al., “MIMO channel characterisation,” Technical

Report IST-1999-11729 METRA, D2, 2001. � 2001 IST-METRA.)
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that the width of PAS becomes narrow as n increases. Substituting Equation (3.17) into

Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16), we find that the spatial correlation functions are given as

RxxðD;f0Þ ¼
ðp=2
�p=2

cosðD sin fÞ �Q
p
cosnðf�f0Þdf ð3:18Þ

and

RxyðD;f0Þ ¼
ðp=2
�p=2

sinðD sin fÞ �Q
p
cosnðf�f0Þdf ð3:19Þ

Table 3.2 Average AS for the different environments [40].

Outdoor

Macrocell Microcell

Reference Carrier frequency (MHz) Urban Suburban Rural LOS NLOS Indoor

[41] 1000 20–60�

[42] 1800 5–10�

[43] 1800 8� 5�

[44] 1845 <10�

[45] 1873 3–15�

[46] 2100 7–12� 13–18�

[47] 2154 10.3�

[48] 2200 3� <10� <20�

[49] 7000 22–26�

(Reproduced with permission from L. Schumacher et al., “MIMO channel characterisation,” Technical

Report IST-1999-11729 METRA, D2, 2001. � 2001 IST-METRA.)
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Figure 3.4 The n-th power of a cosine function PAS model.
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Due to the n-th power of cosine function, there are no explicit expressions for Equation (3.18)

and Equation (3.19) and thus, they can be solved only by numerical analysis.

Uniform PAS Model The uniform PAS model is suited for modeling a rich-scattering

environment, such as an indoor environment. It represents a situation with a uniform power

distribution over the specified range of angle as

PðfÞ ¼ Q � 1; �Dfþf0 � f � Dfþf0 ð3:20Þ

where Df ¼ ffiffiffi
3

p
sA [39] and Q is the normalization factor to PAS, which is found as

Q ¼ 1=ð2DfÞ ð3:21Þ

Substituting Equation (3.20) into Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16), we find the spatial

correlation functions given as

RxxðD;f0Þ ¼ J0ðDÞþ 4Q
X1
m¼1

J2mðDÞcosð2mf0Þsinð2m �DfÞ=2m ð3:22Þ

and

RxyðDÞ ¼ 4Q
X1
m¼1

J2mþ 1ðD;f0Þsinðð2mþ 1Þf0Þsinðð2mþ 1Þ �DfÞ=ð2mþ 1Þ ð3:23Þ

where Jmð � Þ is the first-kind mth order Bessel function. Note that RxxðDÞ! J0ðDÞ and

RxyðDÞ! 0 as sA !1.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the PAS distribution and spatial correlation coefficients for the

Uniform PASmodel. As shown in Figure 3.5(b), values of the spatial correlation coefficients

decrease as AS increases for the same antenna spacing. The spatial correlation coefficients

become nearly zero in a certain interval. In Figure 3.5(b), for example, we find that they
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become nearly zero at the integer multiples of 1:7l and 0:6l when AS is 10� and 30�,
respectively.

Truncated Gaussian PAS Model For the Truncated Gaussian PAS model, a power

distribution is given as

PðfÞ ¼ Qffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
s
e
�ðf�f0Þ2

2s2 ; �Dfþf0 � f � Dfþf0 ð3:24Þ

where s is the standard deviation of PAS and Df is uniformly distributed over ½�p; p�
(typically, it is set to Df ¼ p) [39]. The normalization factor Q can be found by the following

constraint:

ðp
�p

PðfÞdf ¼ Qffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
s

ðDf
�Df

e
� f2

2s2 df ¼ 1 ð3:25Þ

By solving Equation (3.25) for the normalization factor Q, it is found as

Q ¼ 1=erf
Dfffiffiffi
2

p
s

� �
ð3:26Þ

where erf ð � Þ denotes an error function1.

Substituting Equation (3.24) and Equation (3.26) into Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16),

the spatial correlation coefficients are found as

RxxðDÞ ¼ J0ðDÞþQ
X1
m¼1

J2mðDÞe�2s2m2

cosð2mf0Þ

�Re
�
erf

�
Df
s

ffiffiffi
2

p �jms
ffiffiffi
2

p �
�erf

�
� Df
s

ffiffiffi
2

p �jms
ffiffiffi
2

p �� ð3:27Þ

and

RxyðDÞ ¼Q
X1
m¼1

J2mþ1ðDÞe�2s2 mþ1=2ð Þ2 sin ð2mþ1Þf0ð Þ

�Re
�
erf

�
Df
s

ffiffiffi
2

p �js
ffiffiffi
2

p �
mþ 1

2

��
�erf

�
� Df
s

ffiffiffi
2

p �js
ffiffiffi
2

p �
mþ 1

2

��� ð3:28Þ

1The error function is defined as erf ðxÞ ¼ 2ffiffi
p

p
R x

0 e�t2dt.
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Figure 3.6 illustrates the PAS and spatial correlation coefficients for the Truncated Gaussian

PAS model. As shown here, a power distribution becomes broad over the large angle as AS

increases, which decreases the spatial correlation coefficient at the same antenna spacing.

Furthermore, the spatial correlation coefficient becomes nearly zero at the integer multiples

of 0:6l when AS is 30�.

Truncated Laplacian PAS Model The Truncated Laplacian PAS model is commonly

employed for macrocell or microcell environments. Its power distribution is given as

PðfÞ ¼ Qffiffiffi
2

p
s
e�

ffiffi
2

p
jf�f0 j
s ; �Dfþf0 � f � Dfþf0 ð3:29Þ

where s is the standard deviation of PAS [39]. The normalization factor Q can be

found by

ðp
�p

PðfÞdf ¼ Qffiffiffi
2

p
s

ðp
�p

e
�

ffiffi
2

p jf�f0j
s df

¼ 2Qffiffiffi
2

p
s

ðDf
0

e
�

ffiffi
2

p
f

s df

¼ Q 1�e�
ffiffi
2

p
Df=s

	 

¼ 1

ð3:30Þ

which gives

Q ¼ 1

1�e�
ffiffi
2

p
Df=s

ð3:31Þ
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Figure 3.6 PAS and spatial correlation coefficients for Truncated Gaussian PAS model.
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Substituting Equation (3.29) and Equation (3.31) into Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16),

the spatial correlation coefficients are found as

RxxðD;f0Þ ¼ J0ðDÞþ 4Q
X1
m¼1

J2mðDÞcosð2mf0Þ

�

ffiffiffi
2

p

s
þ e

� ffiffiffi
2

p
Df

s
2m � sinð2m �DfÞ�

ffiffiffi
2

p
cosð2m �DfÞ=s

n o
ffiffiffi
2

p
s

�� ffiffiffi
2

p

s

�2

þð2mÞ2
�

ð3:32Þ

and

RxyðD;f0Þ ¼ 4Q
X1
m¼1

J2mþ 1ðDÞsinðð2mþ 1Þf0Þ

�

ffiffiffi
2

p

s
þ e

� ffiffiffi
2

p
Df

s

�
ð2mþ 1Þ � sinðð2mþ 1ÞDfÞ�

ffiffiffi
2

p
cosðð2mþ 1ÞDfÞ=s

�

ffiffiffi
2

p
s

�� ffiffiffi
2

p

s

�2

þð2mþ 1Þ2
�

ð3:33Þ

Figure 3.7 illustrates the PAS and spatial correlation coefficient for the Truncated Laplacian

PAS model. It is obvious from Figure 3.7 that antenna spacing must be large enough to reduce

the spatial correlation. In order to ensure the spatial correlation coefficient below 0.1 when AS

is 30�, for example, antenna spacing must be set to be roughly greater than 1:3l. When AS is

reduced to 10�, the antenna spacing must be further increased beyond 4l so as to maintain the

spatial correlation coefficient below 0.1.

3.1.2.2 Relationship between Standard Deviation and AS in PAS Model

Note that the Truncated Gaussian or Laplacian PASmodel limits its range to a finite interval as

opposed to the general Gaussian or Laplacian distribution function which takes an interval of

[�1,1]. The standard deviation in the Gaussian or Laplacian PAS model corresponds to that

in the general Gaussian or Laplacian distribution, which is given as

s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1
�1

ðf�f00Þ2PðfÞdf
s

ð3:34Þ

where f00 ¼
Ð1
�1 fPðfÞdf. Recall that AS is defined by the central moment as in

Equation (3.7). AS in the Truncated Gaussian or Laplacian PAS model is truncated to

[�p,p] and thus,
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sA ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðp
�p

ðf�f0Þ2PðfÞdf
s

ð3:35Þ

where f0 ¼
Ð p
�p fPAðfÞdf. From Equation (3.34) and Equation (3.35), it is clear that the

standard deviation of PAS and AS are different only in their intervals of integral. Let us

assume that the mean AoA is zero. Since the Truncated Gaussian PAS and Truncated

Laplacian PAS are symmetric, the following relationship holds between PAS and AS:

s2 ¼
ð1
�1

f2PðfÞdf

¼
ðp
�p

f2PðfÞdfþ 2

ð1
p
f2PðfÞdf

¼ s2
A þ 2

ð1
p
f2PðfÞdf

ð3:36Þ

The relationship in Equation (3.36) is shown in Figure 3.8. It shows that the standard

deviation of PAS is almost equal to AS when AS is below 30�. However, their difference
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Figure 3.7 PAS and spatial correlation coefficients for Truncated Laplacian PAS model.
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becomes significant when AS increases beyond 30�. Note that the Laplacian PAS decreases

more dramatically further away from its mean and thus, the second term in Equation (3.36)

becomes less significant than the Gaussian PAS. It implies that the broader range of linearity

can be provided by the Laplacian PAS model.

3.1.2.3 Multiple Clusters

In cases that there exist the near-by major scattering components in addition to the local

scattering components in theMS, themultiple clusters of the signalswith the different angles of

arrival and PAS are received. In particular, this phenomenon is typically observed in the indoor

environments. Their characteristics of spatial correlation can be expressed in terms of a sum of

the spatial correlation coefficients associated with those clusters.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the Laplacian PAS model with two clusters. In Figure 3.9(a), the first

cluster has the AoA of�60�, AS of 30�, and a unity amplitude, while the second cluster has the
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Figure 3.9 PAS and spatial correlation coefficient for Truncated Laplacian PAS: two clusters.
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AoA of 60�, AS of 10�, and the amplitude of 0.5. Meanwhile, Figure 3.9(b) shows the

correlation coefficient of the received signal for these two clusters.

The MATLAB� programs for generating the PAS and computing the spatial correlation

coefficients can be downloaded from the web site [42].

3.2 I-METRA MIMO Channel Model

AMIMO fading channel can be implemented by using the statistical characteristics, including

spatial correlation for PAS, that are explained in Section 3.1. We first discuss the statistical

model of the correlated fading channel, which explains a general concept of implementing a

MIMO fading channel. Then, we present the I-METRA model which is often adopted for

MIMO channel modeling [42–45].

3.2.1 Statistical Model of Correlated MIMO Fading Channel

Consider a MIMO system with a base station of M antennas and the mobile stations of N

antennas as illustrated in Figure 3.10. A narrowband MIMO channel H can be statistically

expressed with an M � N matrix (i.e., H 2 CM�N) as

H ¼ Q1=2
R AiidQ

1=2
T ð3:37Þ

where QR and QT are the correlation matrices for the receive antennas and transmit

antennas, respectively, while Aiid represents an i.i.d. (independent and identically distrib-

uted) Rayleigh fading channel. The basic assumption behind the correlation matrix-based

MIMO channel model in Equation (3.37) is that the correlation matrices for the transmitter

and receiver can be separated. That particular assumption holds when antenna spacing in the

Scattering
medium

y2(t)

y3(t)

y1(t)s1(t)

s2(t)

s3(t)

sN(t)

Base station (BS)Mobile station (MS)

yM(t)

Figure 3.10 Antenna arrays for MIMO communication.
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transmitter and receiver is sufficiently smaller than a distance between the transmitter and

receiver, which is usually true for most of wireless communication environments. The

various types of MIMO channels can be generated by adjusting the correlation matrices QR

and QT . As an extreme case, a complete i.i.d. channel can be generated when QR and QT

are the identity matrices. Furthermore, other extreme types of MIMO channel, including a

rank-1 Rician channel and a Rician channel with an arbitrary phase, can also be easily

generated with this model.

Now, a broadbandMIMO channel can bemodeled by a tapped delay line (TDL), which is an

extension of the narrowband MIMO channel in Equation (3.37), as follows:

HðtÞ ¼
XL
l¼1

Aldðt�tlÞ ð3:38Þ

where Al is the complex channel gain matrix for the lth path with delay tl [46]. Let a
ðlÞ
mn

be the channel coefficient between the mth BS antenna and the nth MS antenna for

the lth path. Assume that a
ðlÞ
mn is zero-mean complex Gaussian-distributed, and thus,

jaðlÞ
mnj is Rayleigh-distributed. The complex channel gain matrix Al in Equation (3.38) is

given as

Al ¼

a
ðlÞ
11 a

ðlÞ
12 � � � a

ðlÞ
1N

a
ðlÞ
21 a

ðlÞ
22 � � � a

ðlÞ
2N

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

a
ðlÞ
M1 a

ðlÞ
M2 � � � a

ðlÞ
MN

2
66666664

3
77777775

ð3:39Þ

Let ymðtÞ denote the received signal at the mth antenna element in BS. Then, the received

signals at the BS antenna are denoted as yðtÞ ¼ ½y1ðtÞ; y2ðtÞ; � � � ; yMðtÞ�T . Similarly, the

transmitted signals at the MS are denoted as xðtÞ ¼ ½x1ðtÞ; x2ðtÞ; � � � ; xNðtÞ�T where xnðtÞ is
the signal transmitted at the nth antenna element. The relation between the MS and BS signals

can be expressed as

yðtÞ ¼
ð
HðtÞsðt�tÞdt ð3:40Þ

Consider a downlink of MIMO system in Figure 3.11. As the antenna spacing at BS is

relatively small when Tx and Rx are sufficiently apart, the spatial correlation at MS does not

depend on the Tx antenna. In other words, spatial correlation at MS is independent of BS

antennas. Then, the correlation coefficient of a channel gain for two different MS antennas, n1
and n2, can be expressed as

rMS
n1n2

¼ aðlÞ
mn1

 2; aðlÞ
mn2

 2D E
; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M ð3:41Þ
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where

x; yh i ¼ Efxyg�EfxgEfygð Þ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðEfx2g�Efxg2ÞðEfy2g�Efyg2Þ

q
ð3:42Þ

For the MS in an environment surrounded by local scatters, the spatial correlation becomes

negligible when the MS antennas are separated by more than l=2, which means

rMS
n1n2

¼ hjaðlÞ
mn1 j2; jaðlÞ

mn2 j2i	 0 for n1 6¼ n2,m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M. In spite of such a theory, however,

the experimental results often show that the channel coefficients with the antennas separated by

l=2 can be highly correlated in some situations, especially in an indoor environment. Let us

define a symmetric spatial correlation matrix for the MS as

RMS ¼

rMS
11 rMS

12 � � � rMS
1N

rMS
21 rMS

22 � � � rMS
2N

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

rMS
N1 rMS

N2 � � � rMS
NN

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð3:43Þ

where rMS
ij ¼ rMS

ij ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N. Note that a diagonal component of RMS corresponds

to the auto-correlation, which is always given by a correlation coefficient of one (i.e.,

rMS
ii ¼ 1; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N).
Meanwhile, consider a typical urban environment, where there are no local scatters in the

vicinity of the BS antennas, as opposed to MS antennas surrounded by the local scatters.

It is attributed to the fact that the BS antennas are usually elevated above the local

scatters so as to reduce the path loss. In this case, the PAS at the BS is subject to a relatively

narrow beamwidth. Consider an uplink MIMO system in Figure 3.12. As long as Tx and

Rx are sufficiently apart, all MS antennas that are closely co-located tend to have the

same radiation pattern, illuminating the same surrounding scatters [46]. Then, it also

makes the spatial correlation of BS antennas independent of MS antennas and thus, the

Base station (BS)Mobile station (MS)

n1

m1

m2n2

y2(t)

y3(t)

y1(t)s1(t)

s2(t)

s3(t)

sN(t) yM(t)

Figure 3.11 Downlink MIMO system.
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correlation coefficient of a channel gain for two different BS antennas, m1 and m2, can be

expressed as

rBSm1m2
¼ aðlÞ

m1n

 2; aðlÞ
m2n

 2D E
; n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N ð3:44Þ

Using Equation (3.44), let us define the spatial correlation matrix for the BS as

RBS ¼

rBS11 rBS12 � � � rBS1M

rBS21 rBS22 � � � rBS2M

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

rBSM1 rBSM2 � � � rBSMM

2
666664

3
777775 ð3:45Þ

which is again a symmetric matrix with the unit diagonal components as in Equation (3.43).

Note that the correlation coefficients, frMS
n1n2

g and frBSm1m2
g, in Equation (3.42) and

Equation (3.45), can be analytically determined by the spatial correlation function for the

givenPASmodel, for example, Equation (3.22) andEquation (3.23) for theUniformPASmodel.

In order to generate the channel gainmatrixAl in Equation (3.39), information on the channel

correlation between the Tx and Rx antennas is required. In fact, the spatial correlation matrices

at BS and MS, RBS and RMS, do not provide sufficient information to generate Al . In fact, as

illustrated in Figure 3.13, the correlation of coefficients between the pairs of Tx and Rx, a
ðlÞ
m1n1

and a
ðlÞ
m2n2 , is additionally required, i.e.,

rn1m1

n2m2
¼ aðlÞ

m1n1

 2; aðlÞ
m2n2

 2D E
ð3:46Þ

where n1 6¼ n2 and m1 6¼ m2. In general, there is no known theoretical solution to Equa-

tion (3.46). However, it can be approximated as

rn1m1

n2m2
ffi rMS

n1n2
rBSm1m2

ð3:47Þ

Base station (BS)Mobile station (MS)

n1

m1

m2n2

y2(t)

y3(t)

y1(t)s1(t)

s2(t)

s3(t)

sN(t) yM(t)

Figure 3.12 Uplink MIMO system.
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under the assumption that the average power of the channel coefficient a
ðlÞ
mn is the same for all

paths.

3.2.2 Generation of Correlated MIMO Channel Coefficients

Let the MIMO fading channel for the lth path be represented by an MN � 1 vector

al ¼ a
ðlÞ
1 ; a

ðlÞ
2 ; � � � ; aðlÞMN

h iT
, which is a vector-form representation of the uncorrelated MIMO

channel gain matrix Al in Equation (3.39). Here, a
ðlÞ
x is a complex Gaussian random variable

with a zero mean such that E a
ðlÞ
x

 2� �
¼ 1 and hjaðl1Þx1 j2; jaðl2Þx2 j2i ¼ 0 for x1 6¼ x2 or l1 6¼ l2

(i.e., {a
ðlÞ
x } are the uncorrelated channel coefficients). The correlatedMIMOchannel coefficients

can now be generated by multiplying the uncorrelated MIMO fading channel vector by an

MN �MN matrix C, which is referred to as the following correlation-shaping matrix or

symmetric mapping matrix, that is,

~Al ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Pl

p
Cal ð3:48Þ

where Pl is the average power of the lth path [40,46]. Note that ~Al is the correlated MN � 1

MIMO channel vector with the correlated MIMO fading channel coefficients, given as

~A ¼ a
ðlÞ
11 ;a

ðlÞ
21 ; � � � ;aðlÞ

M1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}; aðlÞ
12 ;a

ðlÞ
22 ; � � � ;aðlÞ

M2|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}; aðlÞ
13 ;|{z} � � � ;aðlÞ

MN|ffl{zffl}
� �T

ð3:49Þ

In fact, the correlation-shaping matrix C in Equation (3.48) defines the spatial correlation

coefficients. In the sequel, we describe how the correlation-shaping matrixC is generated. First

by using Equation (3.47), a spatial correlation matrix is given as

R ¼ RBS � RMS : downlink

RMS � RBS : uplink

�
ð3:50Þ

where� denotes the Kronocker product. Using R in Equation (3.50), a root-power correlation

matrix G is given as

(l)
m1n1

α

(l)
m2n2

α
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Figure 3.13 Correlation between Tx and Rx antennas.
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G ¼
ffiffiffiffi
R

p
; for field type

R; for complex type

�

where G is a non-singular matrix which can be decomposed into a symmetric mapping matrix

(or correlation-shaping matrix) with the Cholesky or square-root decomposition as follows:

G ¼ CCT ð3:51Þ

Note that C in Equation (3.51) can be obtained by Cholesky decomposition or square-root

decomposition, depending on whether RBS and RMS are given as the complex matrices or real

matrices, respectively [43].

MATLAB� Program: Generation of Correlated MIMO Fading Channel

The SUI channel model in Section 2.2.5 can be modified for generating a MIMO channel.

Note that the spatial correlation coefficients rENV are given by the real numbers in Section 2.2.5.

Therefore, C can be obtained by the square-root decomposition. Program 3.1

(“channel_coeff”) is a MATLAB� code to generate the correlated MIMO fading channel.

Program 3.1 “channel_coeff” to generate a correlated MIMO fading channel

function hh=channel_coeff(NT,NR,N,Rtx,Rrx,type)

% correlated Rayleigh MIMO channel coefficient

% Inputs:

% NT : number of transmitters

% NR : number of receivers

% N : length of channel matrix

% Rtx : correlation vector/matrix of Tx

% e.g.) [1 0.5], [1 0.5;0.5 1]

% Rrx : correlation vector/matrix of Rx

% type : correlation type: ’complex’ or ’field’

% Outputs:

% hh : NR x NT x N correlated channel

% uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel, CN(1,0)

h=sqrt(1/2)*(randn(NT*NR,N)+j*randn(NT*NR,N));

if nargin, hh=h; return; end % Uncorrelated channel

if isvector(Rtx), Rtx=toeplitz(Rtx); end

if isvector(Rrx), Rrx=toeplitz(Rrx); end

% Narrow band correlation coefficient

if strcmp(type,’complex’)

C =chol(kron(Rtx,Rrx))’; % Complex correlation

else

C =sqrtm(sqrt(kron(Rtx,Rrx))); % Power (field) correlation

end

% Apply correlation to channel matrix

hh=zeros(NR,NT,N);

for i=1:N, tmp=C*h(:,i); hh(:,:,i)=reshape(tmp,NR,NT); end
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3.2.3 I-METRA MIMO Channel Model

I-METRA (Intelligent Multi-element Transmit and Receive Antennas) MIMO channel model

has been proposed by a consortium of the industries and universities, including Nokia [42–45].

It is based on a stochastic MIMO channel model discussed in Section 3.2.2, which generates a

correlated MIMO fading channel using the spatial correlation derived for ULA (Uniform

Linear Array) subject to a single or multiple cluster with the Uniform Truncated Gaussian, or

Truncated Laplacian PAS. In the current discussion, the Truncated Gaussian and Truncated

Laplacian PAS models are simply referred to as Gaussian and Laplacian PAS, respectively.

The overall procedure for the I-METRAMIMOchannelmodeling consists of twomain steps

as shown in Figure 3.14. In the first step, the BS and MS spatial correlation matrices (RBS and

RMS) and normalization factor are determined for the specified channel configuration,

including the number of BS and MS antennas, antenna spacing, the number of clusters, PAS,

AS, and AoA. The spatial correlation matrix R for uplink or downlink is determined by

Equation (3.50). In the second step, a symmetric mappingmatrixC is found by Equation (3.51)

and then, the correlated fading MIMO channel is generated by multiplying it by the power per

path and the uncorrelated fading signal as in Equation (3.48).

Once the correlatedMIMO channel coefficients are generated for each path by following the

procedure in Figure 3.14, the overall MIMO channel is simulated by using a tapped delay line.

Figure 3.14 I-METRA MIMO channel modeling procedure: an overview.
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Figure 3.15 shows a functional block diagram that implements the overall MIMO channel

characteristics, taking the delay and power profiles into account [40]. Here, an uncorrelated

fading channel is generated with the pre-stored Doppler spectrum. It is multiplied by a spatial

correlation mapping matrix to generate a correlated fading channel as detailed in Figure 3.14.

The given PDP characteristics are implemented by passing the correlated fading signal through

a FIR filter that is designed to satisfy the given average power and delay specification for each

path. Furthermore, antenna radio pattern can be adjusted by generating a steeringmatrix. Some

of these attributes are detailed in the sequel.

3.2.3.1 Doppler Spectrum

Afading process is independently generated by any fading channelmodel for the SISOchannel.

Among many different methods of generating the independent fading process, the FWGN

channel model will be useful, simply because it easily accommodates various types of Doppler

spectrum, for example, flat, classical, Laplacian Doppler spectrum that is provided with the

I-METRAMIMO channel. Furthermore, theMIMO channels with different Doppler spectrum

models can also be generated by modifying the I-METRA MIMO channel as desired.

3.2.3.2 Rician Fading for a MIMO Channel

In contrast with Rician fading in the SISO channel, a phase change in each LOS path between

the different antennas must be taken into account for modeling a Rician fading process in the

FIR filter
(L tapes)

Fading
characteristics

Spatial correlation
mapping matrix

Steering matrix

Delay profile

Radiation
pattern 

Power profile

RBS

RMS

M BS
antennas

N MS
antennas

Optional

Figure 3.15 Functional block diagram for I-METRA MIMO channel model. (Reproduced with

permission from L. Schumacher et al., “MIMO channel characterisation,” Technical Report IST-

1999-11729 METRA, D2, 2001. � 2001 IST-METRA.)
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MIMO channel. As shown in Figure 3.16, the Rician fading process can bemodeled by the sum

of two matrices, each of which are weighed by the power ratio between the LOS signal and the

scattered signal, respectively. Amatrix for the Rician fading channel of the first path,H1, can be

represented as

H1 ¼
ffiffiffiffi
K

p ffiffiffiffiffi
P1

p
HLOS þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
P1

p
HRayleigh ð3:52Þ

where P1 denotes the average power of the first path and K is a power ratio of the LOS to

Rayleigh components. Furthermore, HLOS represents the LOS component [45,54], which is

defined as

HLOSðtÞ ¼ ej2pfd t

1

e
j2pdRxl sinðAoARxÞ

..

.

e
j2pdRxl ðM�1ÞsinðAoARxÞ

2
6666664

3
7777775
�

1

e
j2pdTxl sinðAoDTxÞ

..

.

e
j2pdTxl ðN�1ÞsinðAoDTxÞ

2
6666664

3
7777775

T

ð3:53Þ

In Equation (3.53), fd ¼ ðv=lÞ cosa, where a is an angle between the Direction-of-Move-

ment (DoM) and LOS component (see Figure 3.16). Meanwhile, drx and dtx denote the

antenna spacing in the receiver and transmitter, respectively. Furthermore, AoArx and AoDtx

represent the Angle-of-Arrival at the receiver and the Angle-of-Departure at the transmitter,

respectively. Note thatHLOSðtÞ has been constructed by multiplying ej2pfd t by a matrix of the

unit-magnitude components with an AoA-specific phase.

3.2.3.3 Steering Matrix

Letw denote aDirection-of-Arrival (DoA). Referring to Figure 3.17,AoA is the angle of arrival

for each individual multipath component, while mean DoA refers to the mean of these AoAs.

When w 6¼ 0�, and thus, mean DoA of the incidental field is not on a broadside, an antenna

radio pattern incurs a phase difference of d sin w between two adjacent antenna elements. Up to

this point, we have just described how a correlation matrix and fading signal are generated

without taking this particular aspect into account. In the beamforming systemwhich deals with

Figure 3.16 Signal model for a Rician fading MIMO channel.
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the phase difference between antenna elements, however, it must be reflected into the channel

model.

Let us consider the effects of the mean DoA when all scatters are located near the MS

as illustrated in Figure 3.17(a). It shows that the impinging field at the BS tends to be

confined to a narrow azimuth region with well-defined mean DoA [46]. When w 6¼ 0�,
the received signals in two adjacent antenna elements of BS are subject to the delay of

t ¼ ðd=cÞsin w. By modifying Equation (3.40) for this situation, the received signal can be

represented as

yðtÞ ¼ WðwBSÞ
ð
HðtÞsðt�tÞdt ð3:54Þ

where WðwÞ is the steering diagonal matrix for the given mean DoA of w. The steering

diagonal matrix is defined as

WðwÞ ¼
w1ðwÞ 0 � � � 0

0 w2ðwÞ � � � 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 � � � wMðwÞ

2
6664

3
7775
M�M

ð3:55Þ

where wmðwÞ represents the average phase shift relative to the first antenna element for the

mean azimuth DoA of the impinging field equal to w. For a uniform linear antenna (ULA)

array with element spacing of d, wmðwÞ is given as

wmðwÞ ¼ fmðwÞe�j2pðm�1Þðd=lÞ sinw ð3:56Þ

where fmðwÞ is the complex radiation pattern of the mth antenna element. Note that

Equation (3.56) represents the combined effect of the phase differences due to DoA and

the antenna radiation pattern. When the antenna signals at the array are statistically

independent (uncorrelated), we expect random variation in phase between two antennas.

Figure 3.17 Effect of DoA. (Reproduced with permission from L. Schumacher et al., “MIMO channel

characterisation,” Technical Report IST-1999-11729 METRA, D2, 2001. � 2001 IST-METRA.)
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In this case, it is not necessary to definemeanDoA and introduce the steering diagonal matrix

as in Equation (3.55), that is, Equation (3.40) is still applicable without any modification.

3.2.4 3GPP MIMO Channel Model

Table 3.3 presents the channel parameters for the I-METRA MIMO channel that had been

proposed in 3GPP. UE (User Equipment) and Node B in this table refers to the MS (mobile

station) and BS (base station), respectively. Case A corresponds to the frequency-non-

selective Rayleigh fading environment without any correlation among all antenna elements,

which can be used as a simple referencemodel. Case B and Case C deal with the typical urban

macrocell environment with the different delay spread, in which each delay component is

coming from the same AoA.

Case D models the microcell and bad urban environments with each delay component from

the different AoA. We assume that all channel taps (paths) are subject to Rayleigh fading. In

order to model the LOS situation, however, the first tap of the channel models for Case B and

Case Cmay be subject to Rician fading. Meanwhile, the different PDPs of ITUmobility model

are employed for the different cases.

For 4� 4 MIMO channel model with antenna spacing of 0:5l in Table 3.3, the complex

spatial correlation matrices in the BS and MS are found by Equation (3.15) and Equa-

tion (3.16). For the different cases in Table 3.3 where BS and MS have the different spatial

characteristics in terms of PAS and AoA, the specific spatial correlation matrices are given

as follows:

. Case B: BS with Laplacian PAS for AS ¼ 5� and AoA ¼ 20�, MS with Uniform PAS for

AoA ¼ 22:5�

RBS¼

1 0:4640þ j0:8499 �0:4802þ j0:7421 �0:7688�j0:0625

0:4640�j0:8499 1 0:4640þ j0:8499 �0:4802þ j0:7421

�0:4802�j0:7421 0:4640�j0:8499 1 0:4640þ j0:8499

�0:7688þ j0:0625 �0:4802�j0:7421 0:4640�j0:8499 1

2
666664

3
777775

ð3:57Þ

RMS¼

1 �0:3043 0:2203 �0:1812

�0:3043 1 �0:3043 0:2203

0:2203 �0:3043 1 �0:3043

�0:1812 0:2203 �0:3043 1

2
66664

3
77775 ð3:58Þ

. Case C: BSwith Laplacian PAS for AS ¼ 10� and AoA ¼ 20�, MSwith Laplacian PAS for

AS ¼ 35� and AoA ¼ 67:5�
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Table 3.3 I-METRA channel parameters in 3GPP [47].

Case A Rayleigh

uncorrelated

Case B macrocell Case C macrocell Case D microcell/

bad-urban

Number of paths 1 4 6 6

PDP N/A ITU Pedestrian A ITU Vehicular A ITU Pedestrian B

Doppler spectrum Classical Classical Laplacian Laplacian

Speed (km/h) 3/40/120 3/40/120 3/40/120 3/40/120

UE (MS)

Topology N/A 0.5l spacing 0.5l spacing 0.5l spacing

PAS N/A

Path #1, Rician,

K¼ 6 dB (uniform

over 360�)

Laplacian,

AS¼ 35� (uniform
over 360�)

Laplacian,

AS¼ 35� (uniform
over 360�)

DoM (deg) N/A 0 22.5 �22.5

AoA (deg) N/A 22.5 (all paths) 67.5 (all paths) 22.5 (odd paths)

�67.5 (even paths)

Node B (BS)

Topology N/A

ULA: ULA: ULA:

(1) 0.5l spacing (1) 0.5l spacing (1) 0.5l spacing

(2) 4.0l spacing (2) 4.0l spacing (2) 4.0l spacing

PAS N/A Laplacian, AS¼ 5� Laplacian, AS¼ 10� Laplacian, AS¼ 15�

AoA (deg) N/A 20,50a 20,50a 2,�20,10,�8,�3,31b

aAoA identical to all paths for Case B and Case C: 20� for Case B and 50� for Case C.
bAoA varying with each path for Case D, for example, 2� for the first path and 31� for the last path.
(Reproduced with permission from 3GPP TR25.876 v1.1.0, “Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna processing for HSDPA,” Technical

Specification Group Radio Access Network, 2002. � 2002. 3GPP� TSs and TRs are the property of ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TTA and TTC who

jointly own the copyright in them. They are subject to further modifications and are therefore provided to you “as is” for information purposes only. Further

use is strictly prohibited.)
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RBS ¼

1 0:4290þ j0:7766 �0:3642þ j0:5472 �0:4527�j0:0521

0:4290�j0:7766 1 0:4290þ j0:7766 �0:3642þ j0:5472

�0:3642�j0:5472 0:4290�j0:7766 1 0:464þ j0:8499

�0:4527þ j0:0521 �0:3642�j0:5472 0:4290�j0:7766 1

2
66664

3
77775

ð3:59Þ

RMS ¼

1 �0:6906þ j0:3419 0:4903�j0:3626 �0:3733þ j0:3450

�0:6906�j0:3419 1 �0:6906þ j0:3419 0:4903�j0:3626

0:4903þ j0:3626 �0:6906�j0:3419 1 �0:6906þ j0:3419

�0:3733�j0:3450 0:4903þ j0:3626 �0:6906�j0:3419 1

2
66664

3
77775

ð3:60Þ

. Case D: BS with Laplacian PAS for AS ¼ 15� and AoA ¼ 2�, MS with Laplacian PAS for

AS ¼ 35� and AoA ¼ 22:5�=�67:5� (even path/odd path)

RBS ¼

1 0:7544þ j0:0829 0:4109þ j0:0938 0:2313þ j0:0803

0:7544�j0:0829 1 0:7544þ j0:0829 0:4109þ j0:0938

0:4109�j0:0938 0:7544�j0:0829 1 0:7544þ j0:0829

0:2313�j0:0803 0:4109�j0:0938 0:7544�j0:0829 1

2
66664

3
77775

ð3:61Þ

RMS¼

1 0:0819þ j0:4267 �0:0719þ j0:0124 �0:0863þ j0:0124

0:0819�j0:4267 1 0:0819þ j0:4267 �0:0719þ j0:0124

�0:0719�j0:0124 0:0819�j0:4267 1 0:0819þ j0:4267

�0:0863�j0:0124 �0:0719�j0:0124 0:0819�j0:4267 1

2
66664

3
77775

ð3:62Þ

The spatial correlation functions for Equations (3.57)–(3.62) follow from Equation (3.22)

and Equation (3.23) for the Uniform PASmodel, and fromEquation (3.32) and Equation (3.33)

for the Truncated Laplacian PAS model. It is clear that the smaller the AS, the larger the

correlation coefficient at the BS (e.g., Case B with the smallest AS has the largest value of the

correlation coefficient at the BS).

Figures 3.18–3.21 present the downlink simulation results for Case B with two transmit and

two receive antennas at mobile speed of 120km/h, which have been generated by the

MATLAB� program provided by I-METRA [45]. Figure 3.18 shows the time-varying channel

coefficients between each pair of transmit and receive antennas. Figure 3.19 shows the average
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PDP (denoted by circles) and ideal PDP subject to ITU-R Pedestrian A model (denoted by

squares) for each pair of transmit and receive antennas. Figure 3.20 shows the correlation

coefficients for each pair of multipaths between the transmit and receive antennas. Figure 3.21

shows the Doppler spectrum over the transmit and receive antennas. We observe the Laplacian

Doppler spectrum for the first path which is subject to Rician fading with K ¼ 6 dB while all

other paths show the classical Doppler spectrum.

MATLAB� program for the I-METRA MIMO channel model is available from a web

site [42].

3.3 SCM MIMO Channel Model

SCM has been proposed by a joint work of Ad Hoc Group (AHG) in 3GPP and 3GPP2, which

aimed at specifying the parameters for spatial channel model and developing a procedure for

channel modeling [28,48]. It is a ray-based channel model, which superposes sub-ray

components on the basis of PDP, PAS, and antenna array structure.

Even if it is applicable to both SISO and MIMO channel modeling as discussed in Section

2.2.3, the ray-basedmodel, which generates the sub-ray components based up on the PDP, PAS,

and a structure of antenna array, is more useful with the following advantages:
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Figure 3.18 Time-varying channel coefficients: 2Tx-2Rx Case B channel. (Reproduced with permis-

sion from L. Schumacher et al., “Channel characterisation,” Technical Report IST-2000-30148

I-METRA, D2, v1.2, 2002. � 2002 IST-METRA.)
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. Directly models the statistical characteristics of MIMO channel.

. Maintains the statistical characteristics in the time, space, and frequency domains.

. Simple to implement.

. Flexible in changing the various types of PDP and PAS.

. Supports both LOS and NLOS channels.

. Its effective rank of channel matrixH depending on the number of sub-rays in each path,M.

3.3.1 SCM Link-Level Channel Parameters

Since only one snapshot of the channel characteristics can be captured by the link-level channel

model, link-level simulations are not enough for understanding the typical behavior of the

system and evaluating the system-level performance, such as average system throughput and

outage rate. For example, the functional processes of system-level attributes, such as schedul-

ing and HARQ, cannot be represented by the link-level simulation. In fact, the link-level

simulation is used for the purpose of calibration, which compares the performance results from

different implementations of the given algorithm [28].

Note that both SCM link-level channel model and I-METRA channel model employ a

similar set of parameters. Table 3.4 presents the parameters for a link-level channel model in
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Figure 3.19 Normalized PDP: 2Tx-2Rx Case B channel. (Reproduced with permission from L.

Schumacher et al., “Channel characterisation,” Technical Report IST-2000-30148 I-METRA, D2,

v1.2, 2002. � 2002 IST-METRA.)
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SCM. It is obvious that the SCM model follows the existing 3GPP and 3GPP2 MIMO models

while assuming the uniform linear array (ULA).

The Power Azimuth Spectrum (PAS) of a path arriving at the BS follows a Laplacian

distribution [28]. For an AoD (Angle of Departure) �u and RMS angular spread s, the per-path
BS PAS at an angle u is given by

Pðu;s; �uÞ ¼ Noe
� ffiffi

2
p ju��uj

s GðuÞ ð3:63Þ

where GðuÞ is the BS antenna gain and N0 is the normalization constant given as

1

N0

¼
ðpþ �u

�pþ �u

e
�
ffiffi
2

p
ju��uj
s GðuÞdu;�pþ �u � u � pþ �u ð3:64Þ

In case that a sector antenna (e.g., 3-sector or 6-sector antenna) is employed in the BS, the

antenna gain must be taken into account for computing the PAS. A typical antenna pattern for

the BS is given as

AðuÞ ¼ �min 12
u

u3 dB

� �2

;Am

" #
dB½ �; for �180� � u � �180� ð3:65Þ
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Figure 3.20 Correlation coefficients for individual paths: 2Tx-2Rx Case B channel. (Reproduced with

permission from L. Schumacher et al., “Channel characterisation,” Technical Report IST-2000-30148

I-METRA, D2, v1.2, 2002. � 2002 IST-METRA.)
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where u3 dB and Am denote the 3dB beamwidth and the maximum attenuation, respectively

[28]. Note that the antenna gain is defined as GðuÞ ¼ 10AðuÞ=10. For the 3-sector antenna with
u3 dB ¼ 70�;Am ¼ 20 dB. It has the antenna pattern as shown in Figure 3.22 and antenna gain of

14dBi. For 6-sector antenna with u3 dB ¼ 35�, meanwhile, Am ¼ 23 dB and its antenna gain is

17dBi. For AoA ¼ 22.5 and AS ¼ 35, Figure 3.22 shows the overall PAS, which is given by a

product of PAS and antenna gain as varying the direction of sub-ray, u.
On the other hand, the PAS of a path arriving at the MS is assumed to follow a Laplacian

distribution or uniform distribution over ð0; 2p�. As an omnidirectional antenna is used by the

MS, no antenna gain is taken into PAS.Consider an incoming path that arrives at anAoA (Angle

of Arrival) �uwith RMS angular spread s. Then, the Laplacian PAS of the sub-ray arriving at an
angle u for MS is given by

Pðu;s; �uÞ ¼ Noe
� ffiffi

2
p ju��uj

s ; �pþ �u � u � pþ �u ð3:66Þ

where N0 is the normalization constant given by

1

N0

¼
ðpþ �u

�pþ �u

e
�
ffiffi
2

p
ju��uj
s du ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
s 1�e�

ffiffi
2

p
p=s

	 

ð3:67Þ
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Figure 3.21 Doppler spectrum for each path: 2Tx-2Rx Case B channel. (Reproduced with permission

fromL. Schumacher et al., “Channel characterisation,” Technical Report IST-2000-30148 I-METRA,D2,

v1.2, 2002. � 2002 IST-METRA.)
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Table 3.4 SCM link-level parameters for calibration purpose [28].

(Reproduced with permission from 3GPP TR 25.996 v7.0.0, “Spatial channel model for multiple input

multiple output (MIMO) simulations (release 7),” Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network,

2007. � 2007. 3GPP� TSs and TRs are the property of ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TTA and TTC who

jointly own the copyright in them.)
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Meanwhile, the uniform PAS of the sub-ray arriving at an angle u for MS is given by

Pðu;s; �uÞ ¼ N0 � 1; �
ffiffiffi
3

p
sþ �u � u �

ffiffiffi
3

p
sþ �u ð3:68Þ

where N0 ¼ 1=2
ffiffiffi
3

p
s. The PAS in Equations (3.66) and (3.68) do not take the antenna gain

into account.

3.3.2 SCM Link-Level Channel Modeling

Figure 3.23 shows the overall procedure of implementing the ray-based SCM link-level

channel model [28]. Generation of the channel with a specific PAS has been described in

Section 3.3.3. Figure 3.23 also includes the channel parameters that are specific to the ray-based

SCM model. Ray-based SCM model parameters are defined in Figure 3.24.

Consider the transmit antenna with S array elements and receive antenna with U array

elements. Then, the channel coefficient of the nth path between the sth element and the uth

element can be conceptually represented as

hs;u;nðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nth Path

Power

r XM
m¼1

BS

PAS

� �
� Phase due to

BS Array

� �
� MS

PAS

� �
� Phase due to

MS Array

� �� �

ð3:69Þ
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7),” Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network, 2007.� 2007. 3GPP� TSs and TRs are the
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Figure 3.23 SCM link-level channel model: an overview.
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where M denotes the number of sub-rays in each path and the quantities in the bracket

correspond to the attributes for each sub-ray. More specifically for the uniform-power sub-ray

case, Equation (3.69) is given as

hu;s;nðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Pn

M

r XM
m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GBS un;m;AoD

� �q
exp j kds sin un;m;AoD

� �þFn;m

� �� ��
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GMS un;m;AoA

� �q
exp jkdu sin un;m;AoA

� �� ��
exp jk vk kcos un;m;AoA�uv

� �
t

� �

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

ð3:70Þ

where k ¼ 2p=l, ds is the distance (in meters) from BS antenna element s with respect to the

reference element (s¼ 1), du is the distance (in meters) from MS antenna element u

with respect to the reference element (u¼ 1), un;m;AoD and un;m;AoA denote the AoD and

AoA of the mth sub-ray in the nth path, respectively, Fn;m is a random phase of the mth sub-

ray in the nth path, and uv is the Direction of Travel (DoT) with the magnitude of the MS

velocity vk k [28].

For the case of the discretized (sampled) Laplacian model, the channel coefficient

Equation (3.69) is given as

hu;s;nðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Pn

p XM
m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PBS un;m;AoD

� �
GBS un;m;AoD

� �q
exp j kds sin un;m;AoD þFn;m

� �� ��
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PMS un;m;AoD

� �
GMS un;m;AoA

� �q
exp jkdu sin un;m;AoA

� �

�exp jk vk kcos un;m;AoA�uv
� �

t
� �

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

ð3:71Þ

For the Rician channel model [28], the channel coefficients of the line-of-sight (LOS) and

non-line-of-sight (NLOS) components are respectively given as

hLOSs;u;n¼1ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

Kþ 1

r
hs;u;1ðtÞþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K

K þ 1

r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GBSðuBSÞ

p
exp jkds sin uBSð Þ�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GMSðuMSÞ

p
exp jkdu sin uMS þFLOSð Þ�

exp jk vk kcosðuMS�uvÞtð Þ

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA
ð3:72Þ
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and

hLOSs;u;nðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

Kþ 1

r
hs;u;nðtÞ; for n 6¼ 1 ð3:73Þ

whereK denotes the Rician factor. As indicated in Equation (3.72), only one sub-ray in the first

path is subject to LOS while Equation (3.70) or (3.71) is still applicable to all paths except the

first one.

3.3.3 Spatial Correlation of Ray-Based Channel Model

In general, the channel coefficients of two antenna elements can be correlated both in the

temporal and spatial domains. Spatial correlation is the cross-correlation of the signals that

originate from the same source and are received at two spatially separated antenna

elements [49]. Consider a spatial channel model for the uniform linear array antenna in

which all antenna elements are equally spaced apart with a distance of d, as illustrated in

Figure 3.25. Here, spatial correlation between two adjacent antenna elements for the nth

path is given by

rðdÞ ¼ E h1;u;nðtÞ � h*2;u;nðtÞ
n o

¼
ðp
�p

e
j2pd sin u

l PðuÞdu ð3:74Þ

In the case where all sub-rays have equal power, Equation (3.74) can be simplified into

rscSCMðdÞ ¼
1

M

XM
m¼1

e
j2pd sin un;m;AoA

l ð3:75Þ

where un;m;AoA is the AoA of themth sub-ray [58]. For the mean AoA of �u, the AoA of themth

sub-ray can be represented as un;m;AoA ¼ �uþDn;m;AoA where Dn;m;AoA is the offset angle

associated with the desired Angular Spread (AS).

Figure 3.25 Signal model for uniform linear array (ULA) antenna.
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Figure 3.26 shows the spatial correlation for the uniformpower sub-raymethod asmeanAoA

and antenna spacing are varied. It is clear that the correlation decreases as AS or antenna

spacing increases. Furthermore, the correlation value is close to 1 for the mean AoA of
�u ¼ �90� since each antenna experiences almost the same wave-front while it decreases as

themeanAoA approaches zero. Figure 3.27 illustrates these two extreme cases of AoA: �u ¼ 0�

and �u ¼ 90�. Note that the spatial correlation is equal to 1 when AoA is �90� and antenna

space d is l=2. In case where the MSmoves, the channel correlation is time-varying due to the

Doppler spread. Figure 3.28 shows the phase difference between antenna elements as the

direction of travel (DoT) varies.Meanwhile, the temporal correlation cannot be derived directly

from the PAS, but can be derived for the uniform-power sub-ray as

rtcSCMðtÞ ¼ E hs;u;nðtþ tÞ � h*s;u;nðtÞ
n o

¼ 1

M

XM
m¼1

e
j2ptjjvjjcosðun;m;AoA�uvÞ

l ð3:76Þ
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Figure 3.26 Spatial correlations for the varying mean AoA and antenna spacing.
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Figure 3.29 Temporal correlation for the varying distance traveled (AS s¼ 35�).
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Table 3.5 Simulation results for the link-level SCM MIMO channel model [28].

Normalized

antenna

spacing

AS

(deg)

AoA

(deg)

(1) Reference in

SCM text

(2) Numerical integral

of Laplacian PAS

(3) Discrete integral using

equal power subray

in SCM text

(4) Simulation result using

equal power subray

in SCM text

Mag. Complex Mag. Complex Mag. Complex Mag. Complex

0.5 5 20 0.9688 0.4743 þ 0.8448i 0.9683 0.4640 þ 0.8499i 0.9676 0.4640 þ 0.8491i 0.9678 0.4652 þ 0.8487i

0.5 2 50 0.9975 �0.7367 þ 0.6725i 0.9975 �0.7390 þ 0.6700i 0.9975 �0.7390 þ 0.6700i 0.9976 �0.7388 þ 0.6703i

BS
4 5 20 0.3224 �0.2144 þ 0.2408i 0.3198 �0.2203 þ 0.2318i 0.1968 �0.1433 þ 0.1350i 0.2008 �0.1434 þ 0.1406i

4 2 50 0.8624 0.8025 þ 0.3158i 0.8631 0.7954 þ 0.3350i 0.8530 0.7872 þ 0.3285i 0.8541 0.7891 þ 0.3268i

10 5 20 0.0704 �0.0617 þ 0.034i 0.5020 �0.0619 þ 0.0327i 0.0708 �0.0590 þ 0.0391 i 0.0655 �0.0529 þ 0.0386i

10 2 50 0.5018 �0.2762 � 0.4190i 0.0700 �0.2615 � 0.4285i 0.3858 �0.1933 � 0.3339i 0.3885 �0.1972 � 0.3347i

0.5 104 0 0.3042 �0.3042

0.5 35 �67.5 0.7744 �0.6948 � 0.342i 0.7771 0.6966 � 0.3445i 0.7326 �0.6324 � 0.3697i 0.7313 �0.6310 � 0.3696i
MS 0.5 35 22.5 0.4399 0.0861 þ 0.431i 0.4397 0.0858 þ 0.4312i 0.3426 0.0238 þ 0.3418i 0.3394 0.0227 þ 0.3386i

0.5 35 67.5 0.7744 �0.6948 þ 0.342i 0.7771 �0.6966 þ 0.3445i 0.7326 �0.6324 þ 0.3697i 0.7313 �0.6310 þ 0.3696i

(Reproduced with permission from 3GPP TR 25.996 v7.0.0, “Spatial channel model for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) simulations (release 7),”

Technical SpecificationGroupRadioAccessNetwork, 2007.� 2007. 3GPP�TSs andTRs are the property ofARIB,ATIS,CCSA,ETSI, TTAandTTCwho

jointly own the copyright in them.)
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where uv and jjvjj denote the DoT and mobile speed, respectively [49]. Note that if DoT

uv ¼ 90�, the temporal correlation is equal to the spatial correlation. It can then be shown as

rtcSCMðtÞ ¼ 1

M

XM
m¼1

e
j2ptjjvjjcosðun;m;AoA�uvÞ

l

¼ 1

M

XM
m¼1

e
j2ptjjvjjsin un;m;AoA

l

¼d¼tjjvjj 1
M

XM
m¼1

e
j2pd sin un;m;AoA

l

¼ rscSCMðdÞ

ð3:77Þ

Figure 3.29 shows that the temporal correlation for the different DoT and mean AoA as the

distance traveled varies with respect to the wavelength. It is clear that the temporal correlation

increases as �u�uv is reduced.
Table 3.5 presents the simulation results for the link-level channel model, which are

compared with the reference values of correlation provided by SCM text in the column (1).

Column (2) in Table 3.5 corresponds to the result of the numerical integral of Equa-

tion (3.74) for Laplacian PAS while the column (3) is the result of the discrete integral of

Equation (3.75).

Finally, column (4) in Table 3.5 is generated by simulating the Ray-based channel model

with the given offset angles. As the SCM approximates the Laplacian PAS with 20 sub-rays

with equal power, the correlation coefficients almost coincide with the simulation results as

long as they are large enough (e.g., greater than 0.3).

The MATLAB� program for the SCM channel model can be downloaded from the web site

[50]. See [51–67] for additional information about MIMO channel modeling.
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4

Introduction to OFDM

4.1 Single-Carrier vs. Multi-Carrier Transmission

4.1.1 Single-Carrier Transmission

4.1.1.1 Single-Carrier Baseband Transmission: System Model

Figure 4.1 shows a typical end-to-end configuration for a single-carrier communication system.

Consider a band-limited channel hðtÞwith a bandwidth ofW . The transmit symbols fang, each
with a symbol period of T seconds, that is, a data rate of R ¼ 1=T , are pulse-shaped by a

transmit filter gTðtÞ in the transmitter. After receiving them through the channel, they are

processed with the receive filter, equalizer, and detector in the receiver. Let gTðtÞ, gRðtÞ, and
h�1ðtÞ denote the impulse response of the transmit filter, receive filter, and equalizer,

respectively. The output of the equalizer can be expressed as

yðtÞ ¼
X1

m¼�1
amgðt�mTÞþ zðtÞ ð4:1Þ

where zðtÞ is an additive noise and gðtÞ is the impulse response of overall end-to-end system

given as

gðtÞ ¼ gTðtÞ � hðtÞ � gRðtÞ � h�1ðtÞ ð4:2Þ

The equalizer is designed to compensate the effect of channel. In this section, we just assume

that the effect of the channel is perfectly compensated by the equalizer as given inEquation (4.2).

Therefore, the overall impulse response is subject to transmit and receive filters only. When the

noise term is ignored, the sampled output signal of the equalizer can be expressed as

yðtnÞ ¼
X1

m¼�1
amgððn�mÞTÞ with tn ¼ nT ð4:3Þ

MIMO-OFDM Wireless Communications with MATLAB� Yong Soo Cho, Jaekwon Kim, Won Young Yang
and Chung G. Kang
� 2010 John Wiley & Sons (Asia) Pte Ltd



Isolating the nth sample to detect an, Equation (4.3) can be written as

yðtnÞ ¼ angð0Þþ
X1

m¼�1;m 6¼ n

amgððn�mÞTÞ ð4:4Þ

Note that gðtÞ cannot be time-limited due to the finite channel bandwidth. In case that

gððn�mÞTÞ 6¼ 0 for 8m 6¼ n, the second term in Equation (4.4) remains as an inter-symbol

interference (ISI) to an. In fact, the ISI is caused by a trail of the overall impulse response, which

could degrade the performance of a digital communication system. Therefore, the transmit

filter and receive filter must be designed deliberately so as to minimize or completely eliminate

the ISI in a practical system. Figure 4.2 illustrates how the ISI is incurred by the trail of the

overall impulse response in the receiver. As illustrated here, the extent of ISI depends on the

duration of a symbol periodT: the shorter the symbol period is, the larger the influence of the ISI

may become. This implies that unless gððn�mÞTÞ 6¼ 0 for 8m 6¼ n, the ISI becomes

significant as the data rate increases (i.e., decreasing T in Figure 4.2) in a single-carrier system.

4.1.1.2 ISI and Nyquist Criterion

In Equation (4.4), ISI can be completely eliminated by fulfilling the following time-domain

condition on the overall impulse response:

gðnTÞ ¼ d½n� ¼ 1; n ¼ 0

0; n 6¼ 0

�
ð4:5Þ

Note that the condition in Equation (4.5) is equivalent to the following frequency-domain

condition:

Transmit filterna

(t)Tg

Channel Receive filter

z(t)

x(t) y(t)
Decision

AWGN

(T: Symbol duration)
nt =nT(t)Rg

ˆna

h(t)

Equalizer

(t)h−1

y(t) )ny(t

Figure 4.1 Single-carrier baseband communication system model.

Time Time

ISIImpulse

Filter response : Sampling instances

(a) Long symbol period (b) Short symbol period

g(t)

T

T T ' T, T ' : Symbol duration (T>T ')

T '

n−1

n+1
n

n+1

nn−1

Figure 4.2 Illustration: inter-symbol interference (ISI) and symbol period.
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X1
i¼�1

G f� i

T

� �
¼ T ð4:6Þ

where Gðf Þ is the Fourier transform of gðtÞ, which represents the overall frequency response.

The condition Equation (4.5) or Equation (4.6) is known as theNyquist criterion [68,69], which

guarantees an ISI-free communication even with a short symbol period T for high-rate

transmission in a single-carrier transmission system. Note that filters satisfying the Nyquist

criterion are referred to as Nyquist filters. One obvious Nyquist filter is an ideal LPF (Low Pass

Filter), which has a sinc function-type of impulse response or equivalently, rectangular pulse

(or brick-wall) type of frequency response as described by

GIðf Þ ¼ 1

2W
rect

f

2W

� �
¼

T ; jf j � 1

2T

0; jf j > 1

2T

8>>><
>>>:

ð4:7Þ

where W ¼ R=2 ¼ 1=ð2TÞ. In Equation (4.7), R and W correspond to the Nyquist rate and

Nyquist bandwidth, respectively. Note that the Nyquist bandwidthW is the minimum possible

bandwidth that is required to realize the date rate R without ISI. However, the ideal filter in

Equation (4.7) is not physically realizable because its impulse response is not causal (i.e.,

gðtÞ 6¼ 0 for some t < 0 and its duration is infinite). Another well-known, yet physically

realizableNyquist filter is the raised-cosine filter, which is specified by the following frequency

response:

GRCðf Þ ¼

T ; jf j � 1�r

2T

T

2

�
1þ cos

pT
r

�
jf j� 1�r

2T

��
;

1�r

2T
< jf j � 1þ r

2T

0; jf j > 1þ r

2T

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð4:8Þ

where r is the roll-off factor that tailors the total bandwidth and 0 � r � 1. It is clear that

Equation (4.8) satisfies the ISI-free conditionEquation (4.6), but is not as sharp as the frequency

response of an ideal LPF. Note that the raised cosine frequency response in Equation (4.8)

occupies a frequency range wider than the Nyquist bandwidth. The actual bandwidth is

governed by the roll-off factor r. Figures 4.3(a1) and (a2) show the impulse and frequency

responses of raised cosine filters with the roll-off factors of r ¼ 0, 0.5, and 1, respectively. Note

that the raised cosine filter with r ¼ 0 happens to be identical to the ideal LPF, and the raised

cosine filter with r ¼ 1 occupies twice the Nyquist bandwidth. In the special case where the

channel is ideal, we requireGRðf Þ ¼ G*
Tðf ÞwhereGTðf Þ andGRðf Þ are the frequency response

of the transmit filter gTðtÞ and receive filter gRðtÞ, respectively. Since GRðf Þ ¼ G*
Tðf Þ,

GRCðf Þ ¼ jGTðf Þj2 or GTðf Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GRCðf Þ

p
and thus, the transmit filter gTðtÞ must have the

following frequency response, which is known as the square-root raised cosine filters:
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GSRRCðf Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffi
T

p
; jf j � 1�r

2Tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T

2

�
1þ cos

pT
r

�
jf j� 1�r

2T

��s
;

1�r

2T
< jf j � 1þ r

2T

0; jf j > 1þ r

2T

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð4:9Þ

Figures 4.3(b1) and (b2) show the impulse and frequency responses of square-root raised

cosine filters with the roll-off factors of r ¼ 0, 0.5, and 1, respectively. Note that if two identical

square-root raised cosine filters are used as transmit and receive filters, respectively, the latter

plays the role of the matched filter for the former [70] and thus, the combined frequency

response satisfies the Nyquist criterion even though each of them does not.

4.1.1.3 Limitation of Single-Carrier Transmission for High Data Rate

In order to support the symbol rate ofRs symbols per second, theminimum required bandwidth

is the Nyquist bandwidth, which is given by Rs=2½Hz�. It implies that wider bandwidth is

(a1) Impulse responses of raised
cosine filters

(a2) Frequency responses of raised
cosine filters

(b1) Impulse responses of square-root
raised cosine filters

(b2) Frequency responses of square-root
raised cosine filters
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Figure 4.3 Raised cosine and square-root raised cosine filters.
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required to support a higher data rate in a single-carrier transmission. So far, it has been

assumed that the channel is perfectly compensated by the equalizer. However, as the symbol

rate increases, the signal bandwidth becomes larger. When the signal bandwidth becomes

larger than the coherence bandwidth in the wireless channel, the link suffers from multi-path

fading, incurring the inter-symbol interference (ISI). In general, adaptive equalizers are

employed to deal with the ISI incurred by the time-varying multi-path fading channel.

Furthermore, the complexity of an equalizer increases with the data rate. More specifically,

adaptive equalizers are implemented by finite impulse response (FIR) filters with the adaptive

tap coefficients that are adjusted so as to minimize the effect of ISI. In fact, more equalizer taps

are required as the ISI becomes significant, for example, when the data rate increases.

The optimum detector for the multi-path fading channel is a maximum-likelihood sequence

detector (MLSD), which bases its decisions on the observation of a sequence of received

symbols over successive symbol intervals, in favor of maximizing the posteriori probability.

Note that its complexity depends on the modulation order and the number of multi-paths. LetM

andL denote the number of possible signal points for eachmodulation symbol and the span of ISI

incurred over the multi-path fading channel, respectively. Due to a memory of length L for the

span of ISI,ML corresponding Euclidean distance path metrics must be evaluated to select the

best sequence in theMLSD.When amore efficient transmission is sought by increasingM and a

high data rate is implemented, the complexity of the optimum equalizer becomes prohibitive,

for example,ML ¼ 6416 forL � 16with 64-QAMat the data rate of 10Mbps over themulti-path

fading channelwith a delay spread of 10 ms.WhenM andL are too large, othermore practical yet

suboptimum equalizers, such as MMSE or LS equalizer, can be used. However, the complexity

of these suboptimum equalizers is still too enormous to be implemented as the ISI increases with

the data rate. This particular situation can be explained by the fact that the inverse function

(a frequency-domain response of equalizer) becomes sharper as the frequency-selectivity of the

channel increases [1,17]. In conclusion, a high data rate single-carrier transmission may not be

feasible due to too much complexity of the equalizer in the receiver.

4.1.2 Multi-Carrier Transmission

4.1.2.1 Basic Structure of a Multi-Carrier Transmission Scheme

To overcome the frequency selectivity of the wideband channel experienced by single-carrier

transmission, multiple carriers can be used for high rate data transmission. Figure 4.4(a) shows

the basic structure and concept of a multi-carrier transmission system [72–74]. Here, a

wideband signal is analyzed (through multiple narrowband filter Hkðf Þ’s) into several

narrowband signals at the transmitter and is synthesized (through multiple narrowband filter

Gkðf Þ’s, each being matched toHkðf Þ) at the receiver so that the frequency-selectivewideband
channel can be approximated by multiple frequency-flat narrowband channels as depicted in

Figure 4.4(b). Note that the frequency-nonselectivity of narrowband channels reduces the

complexity of the equalizer for each subchannel. As long as the orthogonality among the

subchannels is maintained, the ICI (inter-carrier interference) can be suppressed, leading to

distortionless transmission [72,83,84].

In themultichannel system, let thewidebandbedividedintoN narrowbandsubchannels,which

have the subcarrier frequencyof fk,k ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1.Figure4.5(a) showsthebasicstructure

of a multi-carrier communication scheme, which is one specific form of the multichannel
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system [75],where the different symbols are transmittedwith orthogonal subchannels in parallel

form. Let Xl ½k� and Yl ½k� denote the transmitted and received signals carried at the carrier

frequency fk in the lth symbol interval, respectively. It implies thatmulti-carrier transmission can

be regarded as a kind of FDMA (frequency division multiple access) method. Figure 4.5(b)

illustrates a transmitted signal spectrum in the multi-carrier transmission system, which

occupiesmultiple subbands of equal bandwidth, each centered at the different carrier frequency.

If each subchannel is bandlimited as depicted in Figure 4.5(b), it becomes an FMT (Filtered

Multi-Tone) transmission, which will be discussed in Section 4.1.2.3.

While a FMT type of multicarrier transmission system can cope with the frequency-

selectivity of a wideband channel, its implementation becomes complex since it involves

more encoders/decoders and oscillators, and higher quality filters as the number of subcarriers

increases.

4.1.2.2 OFDM Transmission Scheme

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) transmission scheme is another type of a

multichannel system, which is similar to the FMT transmission scheme in the sense that it

employsmultiple subcarriers. As shown in Figure 4.6(a), it does not use individual bandlimited

filters and oscillators for each subchannel and furthermore, the spectra of subcarriers are

overlapped for bandwidth efficiency, unlike the FMT scheme where the wideband is fully

divided into N orthogonal narrowband subchannels. The multiple orthogonal subcarrier

signals, which are overlapped in spectrum, can be produced by generalizing the single-carrier

Nyquist criterion in Equation (4.6) into the multi-carrier criterion. In practice, discrete Fourier

transform (DFT) and inverse DFT (IDFT) processes are useful for implementing these

orthogonal signals. Note that DFT and IDFT can be implemented efficiently by using fast

Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), respectively. In the OFDM

transmission system, N-point IFFT is taken for the transmitted symbols fXl ½k�gN�1
k¼0 , so as

to generate fx½n�gN�1
n¼0 , the samples for the sum of N orthogonal subcarrier signals. Let y½n�

denote the received sample that corresponds to x½n� with the additive noise w½n� (i.e.,

y½n� ¼ x½n� þw½n�). Taking the N-point FFT of the received samples, fy½n�gN�1
n¼0 , the noisy

version of transmitted symbols fYl ½k�gN�1
k¼0 can be obtained in the receiver. Figure 4.6(c) shows

the OFDM transmission structure implemented by IDFT/DFT. The inherent advantages of the

OFDM transmission will be detailed later in this chapter. As all subcarriers are of the finite

duration T, the spectrum of the OFDM signal can be considered as the sum of the frequency-

shifted sinc functions in the frequency domain as illustrated in Figure 4.6(c), where the

overlapped neighboring sinc functions are spaced by 1=T. The discrete multi-tone (DMT)

scheme used in ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) and Zipper-based VDSL (Very

high-rate Data digital Subscriber Line) also has the same structure as OFDM [77].

Since each subcarrier signal is time-limited for each symbol (i.e., not band-limited), an

OFDM signal may incur out-of-band radiation, which causes non-negligible adjacent channel

interference (ACI). It is clearly seen from Figure 4.6(d) that the first sidelobe is not so small as

compared to the main lobe in the spectra. Therefore, OFDM scheme places a guard band at

outer subcarriers, called virtual carriers (VCs), around the frequency band to reduce the out-of-

band radiation. The OFDM scheme also inserts a guard interval in the time domain, called

cyclic prefix (CP), which mitigates the inter-symbol interference (ISI) between OFDM

symbols [78]. Details of these issues will be discussed in Section 4.2.
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4.1.2.3 FMT Transmission Scheme

The filtered multi-tone (FMT) scheme is another type of multichannel system. As shown

in Figure 4.7(a), each of the transmitted symbols fXl ½k�gN�1
k¼0 is ðNþ vÞ-times oversampled

and then filtered by a band pass filter (BPF) where v is a non-negative integer. Let hðtÞ denote
the impulse response of baseband filter. Then, the band pass filter of kth subchannel at

the transmitter is given by hkðtÞ ¼ hðtÞej2pfkt where fk is the center frequency of the kth

subchannel. Due to the oversampling at the transmitter, the sampling frequency is ðNþ vÞ=T
and thus, fk ¼ ðNþ vÞk=ðNTÞ. Note that the frequency spacing between subcarriers is

Df ¼ ðN þ vÞ=ðNTÞ. The received signal passes through each matched filter corresponding

to hkðtÞ and ðNþ vÞ-times downsampled to yield a received symbol fYl ½k�g.

There are two different types of realizations for FMT scheme. One is a direct realization,

which uses a bank of upsampler-filters for analysis at the transmitter and another bank of

downsampler-filters for synthesis at the receiver. The other is amore efficient realization, which

uses IDFT/DFT, together with polyphase filter banks for analysis/synthesis to reduce hardware

complexity [79,80].

Figure 4.7(b) shows that contiguous subchannels have been further separated out by the

bandlimited filters, reducing the spectral overlap between them. As opposed to the OFDM

schemes, therefore, it does not require employing the virtual carriers as a guard interval.
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4.1.3 Single-Carrier vs. Multi-Carrier Transmission

In the previous subsections, we have discussed the single-carrier andmulti-carrier transmission

schemes. It is clear that each of these schemes has its own advantages and disadvantages. The

single-carrier scheme may not be useful for a high rate wireless transmission, simply because

it requires a high-complexity equalizer to deal with the inter-symbol interference problem

in the multi-path fading channel or equivalently, frequency-selective fading channel. Mean-

while, the multi-carrier scheme is useful for a high rate wireless transmission, which does not

involve the complexity of channel equalization.

We have also discussed OFDM and FMT as two different types of multi-carrier schemes.

These schemes differ from each other in theway of dividing the frequency band into subbands.

OFDM does not need filters to separate the subbands since the orthogonality is kept among

subcarriers, but it requires a guard band such as VCs (Virtual Carriers) to combat the ACI. In

contrast, FMTuses filters to separate the subbands to reduce the ACI at the sacrifice of spectral

efficiency, but it does not need the guard band. From the spectral efficiency viewpoint, FMT is

known to be advantageous over OFDM only in a case where the number of subcarriers is less

than 64. FMT has been classified as a scalable adaptive/advanced modulation (SAM) series,

which can change the number of subcarriers and accordingly, the data rate. It has been

adopted as the transmission scheme in the TETRA (TErrestrial Trunked RAdio) II standard in

the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). Other than OFDM and FMT,

there are different types of multi-carrier transmission schemes, including DWMT (Discrete

Wavelet Multi-Tone), OFDM/OQAM-IOTA, and so on [81,82]. Table 4.1 summarizes the

differences between the single-carrier and multi-carrier transmission schemes, including their

advantages and disadvantages.

Table 4.1 Comparison between the single-carrier and multi-carrier transmission schemes.

Single-carrier

transmission

Multi-carrier transmission

OFDM/DMT FMT

Subcarrier spacing — 1/(symbol duration) �1/(symbol duration)

Pulse shaping Nyquist filter (e.g.,

raised-cosine filter)

Window (e.g., rectangular) Nyquist filter (e.g.,

raised-cosine filter)

Subchannel

separation

— Orthogonality Bandpass filter

Guard interval Not required Required (CP) Not required

Guard band Not required Required (VC) Not required

Advantages Simple in flat fading

channels

High bandwidth efficiency

for a large number of

subcarriers (�64)

Small ACI

Disadvantages High-complexity

equalizer required for

frequency-selective

channels

Low bandwidth efficiency

and large ACI for a

small number of

subcarriers

High bandwidth

efficiency for a small

number of subcarriers

(<64)
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4.2 Basic Principle of OFDM

4.2.1 OFDM Modulation and Demodulation

4.2.1.1 Orthogonality

Consider the time-limited complex exponential signals fej2pfktgN�1

k¼0 which represent the

different subcarriers at fk ¼ k=Tsym in the OFDM signal, where 0 � t � Tsym. These signals

are defined to be orthogonal if the integral of the products for their common (fundamental)

period is zero, that is,

1

Tsym

ðTsym
0

e j2pfkte�j2pfi tdt ¼ 1

Tsym

ðTsym
0

e
j2p k

Tsym
t
e
�j2p i

Tsym
t
dt

¼ 1

Tsym

ðTsym
0

e
j2pðk�iÞ

Tsym
t
dt

¼ 1; 8 integer k ¼ i

0; otherwise

�
ð4:10Þ

Taking the discrete samples with the sampling instances at t ¼ nTs ¼ nTsym=N,
n ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1, Equation (4.10) can be written in the discrete time domain as

1

N

XN�1

n¼0

e
j2p k

Tsym
� nTse�j2p i

T
� nTs ¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

e
j2p k

Tsym
� nT
N e

�j2p i
Tsym

� nTsym
N

¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

e j2pðk�iÞ
N

n

¼ 1; 8 integer k ¼ i

0; otherwise

�
ð4:11Þ

The above orthogonality is an essential condition for the OFDM signal to be ICI-free.

MATLAB� Program: Checking the Orthogonality

To get familiar with the concept of orthogonality, let us check the orthogonality among the

following six time-limited sinusoidal signals, along with their discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs):

x1ðtÞ ¼ expðj2ptÞ; Refx1½n� ¼ expðj2pnTsÞ; Ts ¼ 0:1 sg ð4:12:a1Þ
!X1½k� ¼ DFT16fx1ðnTsÞ; n ¼ 0 : 15g ð4:12:b1Þ

x2ðtÞ ¼ expðj2p2tÞ;Refx2½n� ¼ expðj2p2nTsÞ; Ts ¼ 0:1 sg ð4:12:a2Þ
!X2½k� ¼ DFT16fx2ðnTsÞ; n ¼ 0 : 15g ð4:12:b2Þ

x3ðtÞ ¼ expðj2p3ðt�0:1ÞÞ;Refx3½n� ¼ expðj2p3ðn�1ÞTsÞ; Ts ¼ 0:1 sg ð4:12:a3Þ
!X3½k� ¼ DFT16fx3ðnTsÞ; n ¼ 0 : 15g ð4:12:b3Þ

x4ðtÞ ¼ expðj2p4ðt�0:1ÞÞ;Refx4½n� ¼ expðj2p4ðn�1ÞTsÞ; Ts ¼ 0:1 sg ð4:12:a4Þ

!X4½k� ¼ DFT16fx4ðnTsÞ; n ¼ 0 : 15g ð4:12:b4Þ
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x5ðtÞ ¼ expðj2p3:9tÞ;Refx5½n� ¼ expðj2p3:9nTsÞ; Ts ¼ 0:1 sg ð4:12:a5Þ

!X5½k� ¼ DFT16fx5ðnTsÞ; n ¼ 0 : 15g ð4:12:b5Þ

x6ðtÞ ¼ expðj2p4ðt�dÞÞ;Refx6½n� ¼ expðjð2p4nTs�2p4dÞÞ; Ts ¼ 0:1 sg ð4:12:a6Þ

with d ¼ 0:1; if t � 1:4
0:15; elsewhere

�

!X6½k� ¼ DFT16fx6ðnTsÞ; n ¼ 0 : 15g ð4:12:b6Þ

The above signals and their DFT spectra in Equation (4.12) are depicted in Figures 4.8(a1)–(a6)

and (b1)–(b6). Program 4.1 (“test_orthogonality.m”) intends to check the orthogonality among

these different signals. It generates a matrix of the sample signal vectors xi ¼ fxiðnTsÞ;
n ¼ 0 : 15g in each row, then computes the product of itself and its transpose, which checks the

orthogonality among the signal vectors. Running this program yields

>> test_orthogonality

ans =

1.00 -0.00+0.00i 0.00-0.00i -0.00-0.00i -0.02- 0.03i 0.06-0.08i

-0.00-0.00i 1.00 -0.00-0.00i -0.00+0.00i -0.04- 0.03i -0.01-0.11i

0.00+0.00i -0.00+0.00i 1.00 0.00+0.00i -0.08+0.07i -0.11+0.03i

-0.00+0.00i -0.00-0.00i 0.00-0.00i 1.00 0.29-0.94i -0.76-0.58i

0.02+0.03i -0.04+0.03i -0.08-0.07i 0.29+0.94i 1.00 0.33-0.85i

0.06+0.08i -0.01+0.11i -0.11-0.03i -0.76+0.58i 0.33+0.85i 1.00]]>

The upper-left 4	 4 submatrix is a diagonal (identity) matrix, which implies that the first

four signals x1; x2; x3; and x4 (with radian frequency of an integer times the fundamental

frequency 2p=Tsym (rad/sec) and for duration T ¼ 1:6½s�) are orthogonal to each other

regardless of some delay. In contrast, all the entries in the fifth/sixth rows and columns are

not zero, which implies that the four signals x1; x2; x3; x4 and the last two signals x5; x6 are not
mutually orthogonal since the frequency of x5 is not a multiple of the fundamental frequency

and x6 has a discontinuity as can be seen from Figures 4.8(a5) and (a6), respectively. Such

orthogonality can be also revealed from the DFT spectra of x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; and x6 in

Figures 4.8(b1)–(b6). Note that the DFT spectra of x1; x2; x3; and x4 in Figures 4.8

(b1)–(b4) are so clear as to show the frequency 2pk=Tsymðk ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ of each signal.1

However, those of x5 and x6 in Figures 4.8(b5)–(b6) are not clear due to spectral leakage.

1 In Figures 4.8(b1)–(b6), the discrete frequencies are normalized by 2p=Tsym.
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Program 4.1 “test_orthogonality.m” to test the orthogonality among sinusoidal signals

% test_orthogonality.m

% To check the orthogonality among some sinusoidal signals

% with different frequencies/phases

clear, clf

T=1.6; ND=1000; nn=0:ND; ts=0.002; tt=nn*ts; % Time interval

Ts = 0.1; M = round(Ts/ts); % Sampling period in continuous/discrete-time

nns = [1:M:ND+1]; tts = (nns-1)*ts; % Sampling indices and times

ks = [1:4 3.9 4]; tds = [0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0.15]; % Frequencies and delays

K = length(ks);

for i=1:K

k=ks(i); td=tds(i); x(i,:) = exp(j*2*pi*k*(tt-td)/T);

if i==K, x(K,:) = [x(K,[302:end]) x(K-3,[1:301])]; end

subplot(K,2,2*i-1), plot(tt,real(x(i,:))),

hold on, plot(tt([1 end]),[0 0],’k’), stem(tts,real(x(i,nns)),’.’)

end

N = round(T/Ts); xn = x(:,nns(1:N));

xn*xn’/N % check orthogonality

Xk = fft(xn.’).’; kk = 0:N-1;

for i=1:K,

k=ks(i); td=tds(i); subplot(K,2,2*i), stem(kk,abs(Xk(i,:)),’.’);

end
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Figure 4.8 Sinusoidal signals with different frequencies/phases and their DFTs.
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4.2.1.2 OFDM Modulation and Demodulation

OFDM transmitter maps the message bits into a sequence of PSK or QAM symbols which will

be subsequently converted into N parallel streams. Each of N symbols from serial-to-parallel

(S/P) conversion is carried out by the different subcarrier. Let Xl ½k� denote the lth transmit

symbol at the kth subcarrier, l ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;1, k ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1. Due to the S/P

conversion, the duration of transmission time for N symbols is extended to NTs, which

forms a single OFDM symbol with a length of Tsym (i.e., Tsym ¼ NTs). LetYl:kðtÞ denote the lth
OFDM signal at the kth subcarrier, which is given as

Yl:kðtÞ ¼ ej2pfkðt�lTsymÞ; 0 < t � Tsym
0; elsewhere

�
ð4:13Þ

Then the passband and baseband OFDM signals in the continuous-time domain can be

expressed respectively as

xlðtÞ ¼ Re
1

Tsym

X1
l¼0

XN�1

k¼0

Xl ½k�Yl:kðtÞ
( )( )

ð4:14Þ

and

xlðtÞ ¼
X1
l¼0

XN�1

k¼0

Xl ½k�ej2pfkðt�lTsymÞ

The continuous-time baseband OFDM signal in Equation (4.14) can be sampled at t ¼ lTsymþ
nTs with Ts ¼ Tsym=N and fk ¼ k=Tsym to yield the corresponding discrete-time OFDM

symbol as

xl ½n� ¼
XN�1

k¼0

Xl ½k�ej2pkn=N for n ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;N�1 ð4:15Þ

Note that Equation (4.15) turns out to be the N-point IDFT of PSK or QAM data symbols

fXl ½k�gN�1
k¼0 and can be computed efficiently by using the IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform)

algorithm.

Consider the received baseband OFDM symbol ylðtÞ ¼
PN�1

k¼0 Xl ½k�ej2pfkðt�lTsymÞ,
lTsym < t � lTsym þ nTs, from which the transmitted symbol Xl ½k� can be reconstructed by

the orthogonality among the subcarriers in Equation (4.10) as follows:

Yl ½k� ¼ 1

Tsym

ð1
�1

ylðtÞ e�j2pkfkðt�lTsymÞdt

¼ 1

Tsym

ð1
�1

XN�1

i¼0

Xl ½i�ej2pfiðt�lTsymÞ
( )

e�j2pfkðt�lTsymÞdt

¼
XN�1

i¼0

Xl i½ � 1

Tsym

ðTsym
0

ej2pðfi�fkÞðt�lTsymÞdt

8<
:

9=
; ¼ Xl k½ �

ð4:16Þ
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where the effects of channel and noise are not taken into account. Let fyl ½n�gN�1
n¼0 be the sample

values of the received OFDM symbol ylðtÞ at t ¼ lTsym þ nTs. Then, the integration in the

modulation process of Equation (4.16) can be represented in the discrete time as follows:

Yl ½k� ¼
XN�1

n¼0

yl ½n�e�j2pkn=N

¼
XN�1

n¼0

1

N

XN�1

i¼0

Xl ½i�ej2pin=N
8<
:

9=
;e�j2pkn=N

¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

XN�1

i¼0

Xl ½i�ej2pði�kÞn=N ¼ Xl k½ �

ð4:17Þ

In fact, Equation (4.17) is the N-point DFT of fyl ½n�gN�1
n¼0 and can be computed efficiently by

using the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm.

According to the above discussion, OFDMmodulation and demodulation can be illustrated

by the block diagram in Figure 4.9, which shows that the frequency-domain symbol X½k�
modulates the subcarrier with a frequency of fk ¼ k=Tsym, for N ¼ 6 (i.e., k ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; 5),
while it can be demodulated by using the orthogonality among the subcarriers in the receiver.

Note that the original symbol X½k� has a duration of Ts, but its length has been extended to

Tsym ¼ NTs by transmitting N symbols in a parallel form. The OFDM symbol corresponds to a

composite signal ofN symbols in a parallel form,which nowhas a duration ofTsym.Meanwhile,

Figure 4.9(b) illustrates a typical realization of orthogonality among all subcarriers. Further-

more, it has been shown that this multi-carrier modulation can be implemented by IFFT and

FFT in the transmitter and receiver, respectively. Figure 4.10 shows a complete block diagram

(a) OFDM modulation/demodulation 

(b) Realization of subcarrier orthogonality  

f
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Figure 4.9 Illustrative block diagram of OFDM modulation and demodulation: N ¼ 6.
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of the typical OFDM transmitter and receiver, including the IFFT and FFT operations. Each

detail of blocks in this diagram will be discussed in the following subsections.

4.2.2 OFDM Guard Interval

4.2.2.1 Effect of Multipath Channel on OFDM Symbols

Consider the lth OFDM signal, xlðtÞ ¼
PN�1

k¼0 Xl ½k�ej2pfkðt�lTsymÞ, lTsym < t � lTsym þ nTs. For

the channel with an impulse response of hlðtÞ, the received signal is given as

ylðtÞ ¼ xlðtÞ*hlðtÞþ zlðtÞ ¼
ð1
0

hlðtÞxlðt�tÞdtþ zlðtÞ; lTsym < t � lTsym þ nTs ð4:18Þ

where zlðtÞ is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process. Taking the samples

of Equation (4.18) at nTs ¼ nTsym=N, Equation (4.18) can be represented in a discrete time

as follows:

yl ½n� ¼ xl ½n�*hl ½n� þ zl ½n� ¼
X1
m¼0

hl ½m�xl ½n�m� þ zl ½n� ð4:19Þ

where xl ½n� ¼ xlðnTsÞ, yl ½n� ¼ ylðnTsÞ, hl ½n� ¼ hlðnTsÞ, and zl ½n� ¼ zlðnTsÞ.
In order to understand an ISI effect of the multipath channel, we consider the illustrative

examples for the discrete-time channel in Figure 4.11, where two impulse responses with

different lengths are shown along with their frequency responses. Figure 4.12 illustrates an ISI

effect of the multipath channel over two consecutive OFDM symbols. Let Tsub denote the

duration of the effective OFDM symbol without guard interval. Since W ¼ 1=Ts and thus,

Df ¼ W=N ¼ 1=ðNTsÞ and Tsub ¼ NTs ¼ 1=Df . By extending the symbol duration by N times

(i.e., Tsub ¼ NTs), the effect of the multipath fading channel is greatly reduced on the OFDM

symbol. However, its effect still remains as a harmful factor that may break the orthogonality
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Figure 4.10 Block diagram of transmitter and receiver in an OFDM system.
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Figure 4.11 Impulse/frequency responses of a discrete-time channel: examples.
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Figure 4.12 Effect of a multipath channel on the received signal without guard interval.
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among the subcarriers in the OFDM scheme. As shown in Figure 4.12(b), the first received

symbol (plotted in a solid line) is mixed upwith the second received symbol (plotted in a dotted

line), which incurs the ISI. It is obvious that all subcarriers are no longer orthogonal over the

duration of each OFDM symbol. To warrant a performance of OFDM, there must be some

means of dealing with the ISI effect over the multipath channel. As discussed in the sequel, a

guard interval between two consecutive OFDM symbols will be essential.

4.2.2.2 Cyclic Prefix (CP)

The OFDM guard interval can be inserted in two different ways. One is the zero padding (ZP)

that pads the guard interval with zeros. The other is the cyclic extension of the OFDM symbol

(for some continuity) with CP (cyclic prefix) or CS (cyclic suffix). CP is to extend the

OFDM symbol by copying the last samples of the OFDM symbol into its front. Let TG denote

the length of CP in terms of samples. Then, the extendedOFDMsymbols nowhave the duration

of Tsym ¼ Tsub þ TG. Figure 4.13(a) shows two consecutive OFDM symbols, each of which has

the CP of length TG, while illustrating the OFDM symbol of length Tsym ¼ Tsub þ TG.

Meanwhile, Figure 4.13(b) illustrates them jointly in the time and frequency domains.

Figure 4.13(c) shows the ISI effects of a multipath channel on some subcarriers of the OFDM

symbol. It can be seen from this figure that if the length of the guard interval (CP) is set longer

than or equal to the maximum delay of a multipath channel, the ISI effect of an OFDM

symbol (plotted in a dotted line) on the next symbol is confinedwithin the guard interval so that

it may not affect the FFTof the next OFDM symbol, taken for the duration of Tsub. This implies

that the guard interval longer than the maximum delay of the multipath channel allows for

maintaining the orthogonality among the subcarriers. As the continuity of each delayed

subcarrier has been warranted by the CP, its orthogonality with all other subcarriers is

maintained over Tsub, such that

1

Tsub

ðTsub
0

ej2pfkðt�t0Þe�j2pfiðt�t0Þdt ¼ 0; k 6¼ i

for the first OFDM signal that arrives with a delay of t0, and

1

Tsub

ðTsub
0

ej2pfkðt�t0Þe�j2pfiðt�t0�TsÞdt ¼ 0; k 6¼ i

for the second OFDM signal that arrives with a delay of t0 þ Ts.

Figure 4.14 shows that if the length of the guard interval (CP) is set shorter than themaximum

delay of a multipath channel, the tail part of an OFDM symbol (denoted by a quarter circle)

affects the head part of the next symbol, resulting in the ISI. In practice, symbol timing offset

(STO) may occur, which keeps the head of an OFDM symbol from coinciding with the FFT

window start point. In this context, Figure 4.15 shows that even if the length of CP is set longer

than the maximum delay of the multipath channel, ISI and/or ICI may occur depending on the

timing of the FFTwindow start point. More specifically, if the FFTwindow start point is earlier

than the lagged end of the previous symbol, ISI occurs; if it is later than the beginning of a

symbol, not only ISI (caused by the next symbol), but ICI also occurs [78].
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Nowwe suppose that the CP length is set not shorter than the maximum delay of the channel

and the FFTwindow start point of an OFDM symbol is determined within its CP interval (i.e.,

unaffected by the previous symbol). Then the OFDM receiver takes the FFT of the received

samples fyl ½n�gN�1
n¼0 to yield
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Figure 4.13 Effect of a multipath channel on OFDM symbols with CP.
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Yl ½k� ¼
XN�1

n¼0

yl ½n�e�j2pkn=N

¼
XN�1

n¼0

X1
m¼0

hl ½m�xl ½n�m� þ zl ½n�
( )

e�j2pkn=N

¼
XN�1

n¼0

X1
m¼0

hl m½ �
�

1

N

XN�1

i¼0

Xl ½i�ej2piðn�mÞ=N
�8<

:
9=
;e�j2pkn=N þ Zl k½ �

¼ 1
N

XN�1

i¼0

X1
m¼0

hl ½m�e�j2pim=N

( )
Xl ½i�

X1
n¼0

e�j2pðk�iÞn=N
( )

e�j2pkn=N þ Zl ½k�

¼ Hl ½k�Xl ½k� þ Zl ½k�

ð4:20Þ

where Xl ½k�, Yl ½k�, Hl ½k�, and Zl ½k� denote the kth subcarrier frequency components of the lth

transmitted symbol, received symbol, channel frequency response, and noise in the frequency

domain, respectively. The last identity in Equation (4.20) implies that the OFDM system can be

simply thought of as multiplying the input (message) symbol by the channel frequency

response in the frequency domain. In other words, it can be equivalently represented as

in Figure 4.16. Since Yl ½k� ¼ Hl ½k�Xl ½k� under no noise condition, the transmitted symbol

can be detected by one-tap equalization, which simply divides the received symbol by the

channel (i.e., Xl ½k� ¼ Yl ½k�=Hl ½k�). Note that Yl ½k� 6¼ Hl ½k�Xl ½k� without CP, since

DFTfyl ½n�g 6¼ DFTfxl ½n�g �DFTfhl ½n�gwhen fyl ½n�g ¼ fxl ½n�g � fhl ½n�g for the convolution
operation �. In fact, Yl ½k� ¼ Hl ½k�Xl ½k�when fyl ½n�g ¼ fxl ½n�g 
 fhl ½n�gwhere
 denotes the

operation for circular convolution. In other words, insertion of CP in the transmitter makes

the transmit samples circularly-convolved with the channel samples, which yields Yl ½k� ¼
Hl ½k�Xl ½k� as desired in the receiver.

l th  OFDM symbol (l+1)th OFDM symbol

FFT window FFT window

t0

|h[n]|

From 
previous 
symbol

n th OFDM symbol (n+1)th OFDM symbol

Figure 4.14 ISI effect of a multipath channel on OFDM symbols with CP length shorter than the

maximum delay of the channel.
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4.2.2.3 Cyclic Suffix (CS)

Cyclic suffix (CS) is also a cyclic extension of the OFDM system. It is different fromCP only in

that CS is the copy of the head part of an effectiveOFDM symbol, and it is inserted at the end of

the symbol. CS is used to prevent the interference between upstream and downstream, and is

also used as the guard interval for frequency hopping or RF convergence, and so on. Both CP

and CS are used in Zipper-based VDSL systems in which the Zipper duplexing technique is a

form of FDD (Frequency-Division Duplexing) that allocates different frequency bands

(subcarriers) to downstream or upstream transmission in an OFDM symbol, allowing for

bidirectional signal flow at the same time. Here, the purpose of CP and CS is to suppress the ISI

effect of the multipath channel, while ensuring the orthogonality between the upstream and
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Figure 4.16 Frequency-domain equivalent model of OFDM system.
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nth OFDM symbol (n+1)th OFDM symbol
nth OFDM symbol (n+1)th OFDM symbol

l th OFDM symbol (l+1)th OFDM symbol
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If FFT window start point is in this period, there exists ISI.

If FFT window start point is in this period, there exists no ISI and ICI.

If FFT window start point is in this period, there exist ISI and ICI.

|h[n]|

Figure 4.15 ISI/ICI effect depending on the FFT window start point.
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downstream signals. Therefore, the length of CP is set to cover the time dispersion of the

channel, while the length of CS is set according to the difference between the upstream transmit

time and downstream receive time. Figure 4.17 shows the structure of the OFDM symbol used

in Zipper-based VDSL systems, where the length of the guard interval is the sum of CP length

TCP and CS length TCS [85].

4.2.2.4 Zero Padding (ZP)

We may insert zero into the guard interval. This particular approach is adopted by multiband-

OFDM (MB-OFDM) in an UltraWide-band (UWB) system [86]. Figures 4.18(a) and (b) show

OFDM symbols with ZP and the ISI effect of a multipath channel on OFDM symbols for each

subcarrier, respectively. Even with the length of ZP longer than the maximum delay of the

multipath channel, a small STO causes the OFDM symbol of an effective duration to have a

discontinuity within the FFTwindow and therefore, the guard interval part of the next OFDM

symbol is copied and added into the head part of the current symbol to prevent ICI as described

in Figure 4.19.

Since the ZP is filled with zeros, the actual length of an OFDM symbol containing ZP is

shorter than that of an OFDM symbol containing CP or CS and accordingly, the length of a

rectangular window for transmission is also shorter, so that the corresponding sinc-type

spectrum may be wider. This implies that compared with an OFDM symbol containing CP

or CS, an OFDM symbol containing ZP has PSD (Power Spectral Density) with the smaller in-

band ripple and the larger out-of-band power as depicted in Figure 4.20, allowing more power

to be used for transmission with the peak transmission power fixed.

Note that the data rate of the OFDM symbol is reduced by Tsub=Tsym ¼ Tsub=ðTsub þ TGÞ
times due to the guard interval.

4.2.3 OFDM Guard Band

Each subcarrier component of an OFDM symbol with the effective duration Tsub can be

regarded as a single-tone signal multiplied by a rectangular window of length Tsub, whose

spectrum is a sinc function with zero-crossing bandwidth of 2=Tsub. Therefore, the power

spectrum of an OFDM signal is the sum of many frequency-shifted sinc functions, which has

large out-of-band power such that ACI (adjacent channel interference) is incurred. As a result, a

guard band is required to reduce the effect of ACI in the OFDM system.

l th OFDM symbol (l+1)th OFDM symbol

subT

Copy

Cyclic prefix

sym CSCPsub TTTT ++=

Copy

Cyclic suffix

CPT CST

Figure 4.17 OFDM symbol with both CP and CS.
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To reduce the out-of-band power of OFDM symbols, a BPF can be used, but it may require

enormous computation and high complexity to make the filtering performance acceptable. As

an alternative, a time-domain shaping function like raised cosine (RC) windowing can be used.

The passband and baseband signals for the lthOFDMsymbol, shaped by anRCwindowYl:kðtÞ
with a roll-off factor b, can be written respectively as follows:

xlðtÞ ¼ Re hRCðt�lTsymÞ
XN�1

k¼0

Xl;kYl:kðtÞ
( )

ð4:21Þ

and

xrcl ðtÞ ¼ hRCðt�lTsymÞ
XN�1

k¼0

Xl;ke
j2pkDf ðt�lTsymÞ ð4:22Þ

l th OFDM symbol (l+1)th OFDM symbol

subTGT

sym Gsub TTT +=

ZeroZero

(a) OFDM symbols with ZP 

t0 t0+Ts t0 t0+Ts

f0

f1

f2

t

t

t

l th OFDM symbol

(l+1)th OFDM symbolsubTGT

sym Gsub TTT +=

|h[n]|

(b) The ISI effect of a multipath channel for each subcarrier 

Figure 4.18 Effect of a multipath channel on OFDM symbols with ZP.
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where

Yl:kðtÞ ¼ ej2pfkðt�lTsymÞ for �ðTG þ TW=2Þ � t � ðTsub þ TW=2Þ
0 otherwise

�
ð4:23Þ

and

hRCðtÞ¼
0:5þ0:5cosðpðtþbTsymþTGÞ=bTsymÞ for �ðTGþbTsym=2Þ� t<�ðTG�bTsym=2Þ
1:0 for �ðTGþbTsym=2Þ� t< ðTsub�bTsym=2Þ
0:5þ0:5cosðpðt�TsubþbTsymÞ=bTsymÞ for ðTsub�bTsym=2Þ� t�ðTsubþbTsym=2Þ

8<
:

ð4:24Þ
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FFT window
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Copy and add
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Figure 4.19 Copying-and-adding the guard interval of the next symbol into the head part of the current

symbol to prevent ICI.
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Figure 4.20 Power spectra of two OFDM symbols, one with ZP and one with CP.
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Figure 4.21 shows a raised cosine window that is used to shape OFDM symbols for

reducing their out-of-band powers. As the roll-off factor b increases, the transition part of

the RC window becomes smoother so that ACI can be reduced in return for a longer effective

guard interval.

Another measure against the ACI is to employ the virtual carriers (VCs), which are the

unused subcarriers at both ends of the transmission band. No additional processing is required

when the virtual carriers are employed. However, the spectral (bandwidth) efficiency is

reduced by Nused=N times due to the unused subcarriers, where Nused is the number of

subcarriers used for data transmission. The virtual carriers can be used in combination with

the (RC) windowing to reduce the out-of-band power and eventually to combat the ACI.

Figure 4.22 shows the power spectrum of RCwindows with different roll-off factors, where 54

out of the total 64 subcarriers (excluding 10 virtual subcarriers) are used for data transmission.

It can be seen from this figure that the out-of-band power decreases as the roll-off factor

becomes larger.

subT =1/ΔfGT

GW TT β=GW TT β=

t

sym subG TTT +=

Figure 4.21 Raised cosine window for OFDM symbol.
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4.2.4 BER of OFDM Scheme

The analytical BER expressions for M-ary QAM signaling in AWGN and Rayleigh channels

are respectively given as

Pe ¼ 2ðM�1Þ
M log2 M

Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6 Eb

N0

� log2 M
M2�1

r� �
: AWGN channel ð4:25Þ

Pe ¼ M�1

M log2 M
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3g log2 M=ðM2�1Þ

3g log2 M=ðM2�1Þþ 1

s !
: Rayleigh fading channel ð4:26Þ

where g and M denote Eb=N0 and the modulation order, respectively [87], while Qð � Þ is the
standard Q-function defined as

QðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
ð1
x

e�t2=2dt: ð4:27Þ

Note that if Nused subcarriers out of total N (FFT size) subcarriers (except Nvc ¼ N�Nused

virtual subcarriers) are used for carrying data, the time-domain SNR, SNRt, differs from the

frequency-domain SNR, SNRf , as follows:

SNRt ¼ SNRf þ 10 log
Nused

N
dB½ � ð4:28Þ

MATLAB� Programs: BER of OFDM-QAM System on Varying the Length of GI

Program 4.2 (“OFDM_basic.m”) can be used to simulate the effect of ISI as the length of a

guard interval (CP, CS, or ZP) varies. It considers the BER performance of an OFDM system

with 64-point FFT ðN ¼ 64Þ and 16 virtual carriers ðNvc ¼ N�Nsub ¼ 16Þ, for 16-QAM

signaling in the AWGNor amultipath Rayleigh fading channel (with the maximum delay of 15

samples). In Figure 4.23(a), it is clear that the BER performance with CP or ZP of length 16

samples is consistent with that of the analytic result in the Rayleigh fading channel. This

implies that theOFDM system is just subject to a flat fading channel as long as CP or ZP is large
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Figure 4.23 BER performance for OFDM system with 16-QAM.
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enough. It is also clear that the BER performance in an AWGN channel is consistent with the

analytical results. This is true regardless of how long GI is, because there is no multipath delay

in the AWGN channel. As illustrated in Figure 4.23(b), however, the effect of ISI on the BER

performance becomes significant in the multipath Rayleigh fading channel as the length of GI

decreases, which eventually leads to an error floor.

Program 4.2 “OFDM_basic.m” to simulate an OFDM transmission system

% OFDM_basic.m

clear all

NgType=1; % NgType=1/2 for cyclic prefix/zero padding

if NgType==1, nt=’CP’; elseif NgType==2, nt=’ZP’; end

Ch=0; % Ch=0/1 for AWGN/multipath channel

if Ch==0, chType=’AWGN’; Target_neb=100; else chType=’CH’; Target_neb=500; end

figure(Ch+1), clf

PowerdB=[0 -8 -17 -21 -25]; % Channel tap power profile ’dB’

Delay=[0 3 5 6 8]; % Channel delay ’sample’

Power=10.^(PowerdB/10); % Channel tap power profile ’linear scale’

Ntap=length(PowerdB); % Chanel tap number

Lch=Delay(end)+1; % Channel length

Nbps=4; M=2^Nbps; % Modulation order=2/4/6 for QPSK/16QAM/64QAM

Nfft=64; % FFT size

Ng=Nfft/4; % GI (Guard Interval) length (Ng=0 for no GI)

Nsym=Nfft+Ng; % Symbol duration

Nvc=Nfft/4; % Nvc=0: no VC (virtual carrier)

Nused=Nfft-Nvc;

EbN0=[0:5:30]; % EbN0

N_iter=1e5; % Number of iterations for each EbN0

Nframe=3; % Number of symbols per frame

sigPow=0; % Signal power initialization

file_name=[’OFDM_BER_’ chType ’_’ nt ’_’ ’GL’ num2str(Ng) ’.dat’];

fid=fopen(file_name, ’w+’);

norms=[1 sqrt(2) 0 sqrt(10) 0 sqrt(42)]; % BPSK 4-QAM 16-QAM

for i=0:length(EbN0)

randn(’state’,0); rand(’state’,0); Ber2=ber(); % BER initialization

Neb=0; Ntb=0; % Initialize the number of error/total bits

for m=1:N_iter

% Tx______________________________________________________________

X= randint(1,Nused*Nframe,M); % bit: integer vector

Xmod= qammod(X,M,0,’gray’)/norms(Nbps);

if NgType�=2, x_GI=zeros(1,Nframe*Nsym);

elseif NgType==2, x_GI= zeros(1,Nframe*Nsym+Ng);

% Extend an OFDM symbol by Ng zeros

end

kk1=[1:Nused/2]; kk2=[Nused/2+1:Nused]; kk3=1:Nfft; kk4=1:Nsym;

for k=1:Nframe

if Nvc�=0, X_shift= [0 Xmod(kk2) zeros(1,Nvc-1) Xmod(kk1)];

else X_shift= [Xmod(kk2) Xmod(kk1)];

end
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x= ifft(X_shift);

x_GI(kk4)= guard_interval(Ng,Nfft,NgType,x);

kk1=kk1+Nused; kk2= kk2+Nused; kk3=kk3+Nfft; kk4=kk4+Nsym;

end

if Ch==0, y= x_GI; % No channel

else % Multipath fading channel

channel=(randn(1,Ntap)+j*randn(1,Ntap)).*sqrt(Power/2);

h=zeros(1,Lch); h(Delay+1)=channel; % cir: channel impulse response

y = conv(x_GI,h);

end

if i==0% Only to measure the signal power for adding AWGN noise

y1=y(1:Nframe*Nsym); sigPow = sigPow + y1*y1’; continue;

end

% Add AWGN noise________________________________________________

snr = EbN0(i)+10*log10(Nbps*(Nused/Nfft)); % SNR vs. Eb/N0 by Eq.(4.28)

noise_mag = sqrt((10.^(-snr/10))*sigPow/2);

y_GI = y + noise_mag*(randn(size(y))+j*randn(size(y)));

% Rx_____________________________________________________________

kk1=(NgType==2)*Ng+[1:Nsym]; kk2=1:Nfft;

kk3=1:Nused; kk4=Nused/2+Nvc+1:Nfft; kk5=(Nvc�=0)+[1:Nused/2];

if Ch==1

H= fft([h zeros(1,Nfft-Lch)]); % Channel frequency response

H_shift(kk3)= [H(kk4) H(kk5)];

end

for k=1:Nframe

Y(kk2)= fft(remove_GI(Ng,Nsym,NgType,y_GI(kk1)));

Y_shift=[Y(kk4) Y(kk5)];

if Ch==0, Xmod_r(kk3) = Y_shift;

else Xmod_r(kk3)=Y_shift./H_shift; % Equalizer - channel compensation

end

kk1=kk1+Nsym; kk2=kk2+Nfft; kk3=kk3+Nused; kk4=kk4+Nfft;

kk5=kk5+Nfft;

end

X_r=qamdemod(Xmod_r*norms(Nbps),M,0,’gray’);

Neb=Neb+sum(sum(de2bi(X_r,Nbps)�=de2bi(X,Nbps)));

Ntb=Ntb+Nused*Nframe*Nbps; %[Ber,Neb,Ntb]=ber(bit_Rx,bit,Nbps);

if Neb>Target_neb, break; end

end

if i==0, sigPow= sigPow/Nsym/Nframe/N_iter;

else

Ber = Neb/Ntb;

fprintf(’EbN0=%3d[dB], BER=%4d/%8d =%11.3e\n’, EbN0(i), Neb,Ntb,Ber)

fprintf(fid, ’%d\t%11.3e\n’, EbN0(i), Ber);

if Ber<1e-6, break; end

end

end

if (fid�=0), fclose(fid); end

plot_ber(file_name,Nbps);
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Program 4.3 Routines for GI (guard interval) insertion, GI removal, and BER plotting

function y = guard_interval(Ng,Nfft,NgType,ofdmSym)

if NgType==1, y=[ofdmSym(Nfft-Ng+1:Nfft) ofdmSym(1:Nfft)];

elseif NgType==2, y=[zeros(1,Ng) ofdmSym(1:Nfft)];

end

function y=remove_GI(Ng,Lsym,NgType,ofdmSym)

if Ng�=0

if NgType==1, y=ofdmSym(Ng+1:Lsym); % cyclic prefix

elseif NgType==2 % cyclic suffix

y=ofdmSym(1:Lsym-Ng)+[ofdmSym(Lsym-Ng+1:Lsym) zeros (1,Lsym-2*Ng)];

end

else y=ofdmSym;

end

function plot_ber(file_name,Nbps)

EbN0dB=[0:1:30]; M=2^Nbps;

ber_AWGN = ber_QAM(EbN0dB,M,’AWGN’);

ber_Rayleigh = ber_QAM(EbN0dB,M,’Rayleigh’);

semilogy(EbN0dB,ber_AWGN,’r:’), hold on,

semilogy(EbN0dB,ber_Rayleigh,’r-’)

a= load(file_name); semilogy(a(:,1),a(:,2),’b–s’); grid on

legend(’AWGN analytic’,’Rayleigh fading analytic’, ’Simulation’);

xlabel(’EbN0[dB]’), ylabel(’BER’); axis([a(1,1) a(end,1) 1e-5 1])

function ber=ber_QAM(EbN0dB,M,AWGN_or_Rayleigh)

% Find analytical BER of M-ary QAM in AWGN or Rayleigh channel

% EbN0dB=EbN0dB: Energy per bit-to-noise power[dB] for AWGN channel

% =rdB : Average SNR(2*sigma Eb/N0)[dB] for Rayleigh channel

% M = Modulation order (Alphabet or Constellation size)

N= length(EbN0dB); sqM= sqrt(M);

a= 2*(1-power(sqM,-1))/log2(sqM); b= 6*log2(sqM)/(M-1);

if nargin<3, AWGN_or_Rayleigh=’AWGN’; end

if lower(AWGN_or_Rayleigh(1))==’a’

ber = a*Q(sqrt(b*10.^(EbN0dB/10))); % ber=berawgn(EbN0dB,’QAM’,M) Eq.(4.25)

else % diversity_order=1; ber=berfading(EbN0dB,’QAM’,M,diversity_order)

rn=b*10.^(EbN0dB/10)/2; ber = 0.5*a*(1-sqrt(rn./(rn+1))); % Eq.(4.26)

end

function y=Q(x)

% co-error function: 1/sqrt(2*pi) * int_x^inf exp(-t^2/2) dt. % Eq.(4.27)

y=erfc(x/sqrt(2))/2;

4.2.5 Water-Filling Algorithm for Frequency-Domain Link Adaptation

In general, a data rate can be adaptively varied with the channel variation. Such link adaptation

is a useful means of maximizing the system bandwidth efficiency. One particular example of

link adaptation is time-domain AMC (Adaptive Modulation and Coding) technique. It has

been widely adopted for the packet data systems (e.g., cdma2000 1x EV-DO), in which a

multiple number of time slots with different channel gains are dynamically shared among the
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different users in an opportunistic manner which allows for increasing the average system

throughput. In addition to time-domain link adaptation, the AMC technique can also be applied

to the frequency domain in theOFDMsystem. In fact, it allows for fully taking advantage of the

time-varying characteristics of the subcarriers in the frequency-selective channel for link

adaptation. The underlying key principle in the frequency-domainAMC technique is thewater-

filling (or water pouring) algorithm that allocates more (or less) bits and power to some

subcarriers with larger (or smaller) SNR for maximizing the channel capacity.

Consider theOFDM systemwithNused subcarriers, each with a subcarrier spacing ofDf . The
capacity of a subchannel corresponding to the kth subcarrier, fk, is given by the Hartley-

Shannon channel capacity, such that

CðfkÞ ¼ Df log2 1þ jH k½ �j2 P½k�
N0

� �
ð4:29Þ

where H½k�, P½k�, and N0 denote the frequency response, transmission power, and noise

variance of the kth subchannel, respectively. Then, the total channel capacity is given by the

sum of the capacity for individual subcarriers, that is,

C ¼
XNused�1

k¼0

CðfkÞ ð4:30Þ

If Nused is large enough, which means Df is small enough to be narrower than the coherence

bandwidth,H½k� can be considered constant for each subcarrier k. In other words, SNR can be

approximated as a constant for each subcarrier. Given the SNR for each subcarrier, we may

allocate different powers to different subcarriers so as tomaximize the total system capacity. In

other words, it can be formulated as the following optimization problem:

max
P0;...;PNused�1

XNused�1

k¼0

CðfkÞ ¼
XNused�1

k¼0

log 1þ H½k�j j2P½k�
N0

 !
ð4:31Þ

subject to

XNused�1

k¼0

P½k� ¼ Nused �P ð4:32Þ

where P is the average power per subcarrier available in the transmitter. Employing the

Lagrange multiplier method for optimization with equality constraint in Equation (4.32), the

following solution is obtained:

P* k½ � ¼ 1

l
� N0

H½k�j j2
 !þ

¼
1

l
� N0

H½k�j j2 ; if
1

l
� N0

H½k�j j2 � 0

0; otherwise

8<
: ð4:33Þ

where l is the Lagrange multiplier that is chosen to meet the power constraint in Equation

(4.32). This solution implies that the sums of power and NSR (noise-to-signal ratio) for each
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subcarrier must be the same for all subcarriers (i.e., P*½k� þN0= H½k�j j2 ¼ 1=l ¼ constant),

except for the subcarriers that have been assigned no power just because 1=l�N0= H½k�j j2 < 0

[87]. According to this algorithm, a subcarrier with larger SNR is allocated more transmission

power. Figure 4.24 presents a graphical description of the optimal power allocation solution in

Equation (4.33). The NSR N0= H½k�j j2, given in a function of the subcarrier index k, can be

considered as the bottom of a water tank with an irregular shape. If each subcarrier is poured

with P units of water in the tank, the depth of thewater at subcarrier n corresponds to the power

allocated to that subcarrier, while 1=l is the height of the water level. Since the algorithm has

been described by filling a tank with water, it is called a water-filling algorithm. In this water-

filling analogy, it is interesting to note that no power must be allocated to subcarriers with the

bottom of the tank above the givenwater level. In fact, this corresponds to a situation in which a

poor channel must not be used for transmitting data.

As discussed by thewater-filling algorithm, the total data rate and BER in the OFDM system

can be varied by the power allocation to the subcarriers. In other words, the data rate, average

transmission power, and BER are design parameters that are tightly associated with each other.

Therefore, one or two parameters among data rate, average transmission power, and BER can

be optimized, subject to the constraint associated with the rest of the parameters [88–91]. For

example, if the transmission power and BER should be the same over all subcarriers, the

number of bits that can be allocated to each subcarrier is given by

b k½ � ¼ log2 1þ SNRk

G

� �
ð4:34Þ

where SNRk is the received SNR of the kth subcarrier and G is the SNR gap2. Figure 4.25

illustrates an adaptive bit-loading situation where different numbers of bits are allocated to

different subcarriers subject to the frequency-selective characteristics. According to Equation

(4.34), more bits can be allocated to the subcarriers with better SNR.

λ1/

2

0 / [ ]N H k

Subcarrier k

…

P*
k

Figure 4.24 Optimal power allocation with the water-filling algorithm.

2 The SNR gap is defined as a ratio of ideal SNR at which the system can transmit at C (channel capacity) bits/

transmission to a practical SNR at which the system can transmit R bits/transmission.
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As explained above, the transmission power or bit allocation to each subcarrier can be

optimized by taking its SNR into account [72]. This implies that the water-filling algorithm

requires a full knowledge of channel state information for each subcarrier on the transmitter

side. In other words, the channel quality information must be exchanged between the

transmitter and receiver through a feedback loop. In general, however, this is not straightfor-

ward, especially in mobile environments where the channel may be steadily time-varying.

4.3 Coded OFDM

As depicted in Figure 4.26, some consecutive subcarriers in the OFDM systemmay suffer from

deep fading, inwhich the received SNR is below the required SNR level. This is still true even if

the required SNR is set much below the average SNR. In order to deal with the burst symbol

errors due to deep fading in this multi-carrier situation, it may be essential to employ FEC

(Forward Error Correction) codes. In other words, unless the OFDM system is protected by

FEC coding, the required SNRmust be set too low, unnecessarily reducing the overall data rate.

Therefore, most of the practical OFDM systems are the coded OFDM systems. The popular

FEC codes associated with the coded OFDM systems include RS (Reed-Solomon) code,

convolutional code, TCM (Trellis-Coded Modulation), concatenated code, turbo code, and

LDPC code. The FEC codes can make error corrections only as far as the errors are within the

error-correcting capability (that is defined as the maximum number of guaranteed correctable

errors per codeword), but they may fail with burst symbol errors. In practice, interleaving is

often employed to convert the burst errors into random errors. There are two types of

interleaving: block interleaving and convolutional interleaving. Bit-wise, data symbol-wise,

or OFDM symbol-wise interleavings can be used for block interleaving. Interleaving type and
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Figure 4.25 Adaptive bit loading to subcarriers in an OFDM system.
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Figure 4.26 Burst errors subject to frequency selectivity.
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size (depth) must be determined by the type of FEC code, degree of frequency and time fading,

and delay due to interleaving.

Figure 4.27 shows FEC codes and interleaving techniques used in Eureka-147-based DAB

(digital audio broadcasting), which is a typical example of the coded OFDM system. Here,

concatenated coding is used for FEC. More specifically, an RS code is used for the outer code

while TCM is used for the inner code. The outer interleaver and inner interleaver are used to

separate error bursts from inner coding and to interleave bits/symbols in the time/frequency

domain, respectively.

4.4 OFDMA: Multiple Access Extensions of OFDM

In general, OFDM is a transmission technique in which all subcarriers are used for transmitting

the symbols of a single user. In other words, OFDM is not a multiple access technique by itself,

but it can be combinedwith existingmultiple access techniques such as TDMA (TimeDivision

Multiple Access), FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access), and CDMA (Code Division

MultipleAccess) for amulti-user system. As depicted in Figure 4.28 [97], all subcarriers can be
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Figure 4.27 Example of coded OFDM: Eureka-147-based DAB.
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Figure 4.28 Multiple access techniques used in OFDM systems.
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shared by multiple users in the forms of OFDM-TDMA, OFDMA (OFDM-FDMA), or MC-

CDMA (OFDM-CDMA).

The OFDM-TDMA system allocates all subcarriers only to a single user for the duration of

several OFDM symbols, where the number of OFDM symbols per user can be adaptively

changed in each frame (Figure 4.28(a)). In this case, the resource allocation among the users is

orthogonal in time. The OFDMA system assigns a subset of subcarriers (not all subcarriers in

each OFDM symbol) to each user, where the number of subcarriers for a specific user can be

adaptively varied in each frame (Figure 4.28(b)). In other words, the subcarriers in each OFDM

symbol are orthogonally divided among the multiple users. Meanwhile, an OFDM-CDMA

system allows for sharing both time and subcarriers among all users (not in an orthogonal

manner) where a subset of orthogonal codes is assigned to each user and the information

symbols are spread in the frequency domain (Figure 4.28(c)).

Among thesemultiple access techniques associatedwithOFDM,OFDMA is one of themost

useful approaches in the mobile cellular system. As users in the same cell may have different

signal-to-noise and interference ratios (SINRs), it would be more efficient to allow multiple

users to select their own subset of subcarriers with better channel conditions, rather than

selecting a single user that uses all the subcarriers at the same time. In otherwords, theremay be

one or more users with significantly better channel conditions, especially when the number of

users increases. Improvement in the bandwidth efficiency, achieved by selecting multiple users

with better channel conditions, is referred to as multi-user diversity gain. OFDMA is a

technique that can fully leverage the multi-user diversity gain inherent to the multi-carrier

system. The amount of physical resources (i.e., time slots, subcarrier, and spreading codes,

assigned to each user in these techniques) depends not only on the required data rate of each

user, but also on themulti-user diversity gain among the users. A concept ofmulti-user diversity

will be further detailed in Section 4.5. Note that the aforementionedmultiple access techniques

associated with OFDM systems differ from each other in many aspects (e.g., flexibility and

multiple access interference (MAI)), as compared in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Multiple access techniques associated with OFDM: comparison.

Attributes TDMA FDMA CDMA

Method One user/subset of time slots/

all subcarriers

Multiple users/same

time/subset of

subcarriers

All users/same

time/all subcarriers

Flexibility Variable number of time slots Variable number

of subcarriers

Variable number

of spreading code

MAI
Intra-cell None None Present

Inter-cell Present Present Present

MAI suppression Interference avoidance Interference avoidance Multi-user detection

(low frequency reuse factor) Interference averaging Interference averaging

Others Small FFT size

Isolated cell (wireless LAN)

Large FFT size Inherent frequency

diversityCellular system

Multi-user diversity

Power concentration
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4.4.1 Resource Allocation – Subchannel Allocation Types

As mentioned before, a subset of subcarriers is allocated to each user in OFDMA and thus, the

number of subcarriers to be allocated to each usermust be scheduled by the system.To facilitate

a basic unit of resource allocation inOFDMA, a group of subcarriers is defined as a subchannel.

Depending on how the subcarriers are allocated to construct each subchannel, the resource

allocationmethods are classified into a block type, a comb type, and a random type. As depicted

in Figure 4.29, the different types of resource allocation differ in their distribution of the

subcarriers.

In a block type of resource allocation, each subchannel is constructed by a set of adjacent

subcarriers. It is also called a cluster type, a localized type, or a band type. This type is often

used in an environment of low mobility and stable channel condition. It allows for link

adaptation by an adaptivemodulation and coding (AMC) scheme for the different subchannels,

subject to their own instantaneous channel conditions. Furthermore, the average system

throughput can be improved by allowing users to select their own preferred subchannels,

which fully leverages the multi-user diversity gain of OFDMA. Another advantage of using a

block type of resource allocation is the simplicity of channel estimation, since each block is

constructedwithin the coherence bandwidth. In spite of the contiguous allocation of subcarriers

in block type subchannels, diversity gain can still be introduced by frequency-hopping the

subchannels throughout the whole frequency band.

In a comb type of resource allocation, each subchannel is composed of a set of equi-spaced

subcarriers. Since the subcarriers are regularly interleaved throughout the whole frequency

band in this case, it is sometimes referred to as an interleaved type. In fact, a diversity gain is

sought by distributing the subcarriers over the whole band.

In a random type of resource allocation, each subchannel is composed of a set of subcarriers

distributed randomly over thewhole frequencyband. It is also referred to as a distributed type. If

a random type of subchannels is used, an interference averaging effect can be achieved in

addition to a diversity gain. In this case, all pilots located over the whole bandwidth shall be

f
Block  type

f
Comb  type

f
Random type (cell A)

f
Random type (cell B)

Figure 4.29 Types of resource allocation in OFDMA system.
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used for channel estimation. This type of subchannels tends to average out the channel quality

over the whole band. Therefore, it can accommodate high mobility, even when the quality of

each subcarrier steadily varies from one symbol (or frame) to the other. In the cellular system,

furthermore, it is useful for reducing the co-channel interference by randomly distributing

subcarriers in such a way that the probability of subcarrier collision among adjacent cells is

minimal. Figure 4.29 illustrates the case of a collision (filled in black) between the subcarriers

of two adjacent cells, cell A and cell B, using a random type of subchannel.

Three types of resource allocation are compared to each other in Table 4.3.We note that each

type has its own advantages and disadvantages in many different aspects.

4.4.2 Resource Allocation – Subchannelization

In the practical system, a specific subchannelization scheme is specified in terms of the resource

allocation types discussed in the above. For example, let us take a look at subchannels defined in

the Mobile WiMAX system [298–302]. Depending on whether the subcarriers are scattered

(distributed) or clustered (localized in a unit of band), the subchannelization is broadly

classified into two different classes, a diversity subchannel and a band AMC subchannel. As

shown in Table 4.4, there are three different types of diversity subchannels in the downlink,

PUSC (Partial Usage SubChannel), FUSC (Full Usage SubChannel), and OFUSC (Optional

Full Usage SubChannel), depending on whether each subchannel is constructed by the

Table 4.3 Resource allocation types in OFDMA: comparison.

Type Block (cluster) Comb (interleaved) Random

Method Adjacent subcarriers Equidistant subcarriers Random subcarriers

Diversity Frequency hopping

required

Frequency diversity gain Frequency diversity gain

Mobility Slow Fast Fast

Channel estimation Simple (coherence BW) Whole band Whole band

Inter-cell interference Coordination required Coordination required Interference averaging

Table 4.4 Diversity subchannels and band AMC subchannels in mobile WiMAX system.

Subchannels Name Configuration Usage

Diversity subchannel:

downlink

PUSC Scattered 48 tones FCH/DL-MAP (reuse 3), data

transmission

FUSC Scattered 48 tones Data transmission, broadcasting

OFUSC Scattered 48 tones Data transmission, broadcasting

Diversity subchannel:

uplink

PUSC 6 distributed tiles Data transmission, broadcasting

8 tones/tiles

OPUSC 6 distributed tiles Data transmission, broadcasting

8 tones/tiles

Band AMC:

downlink/uplink

AMC 6 adjacent bins

8 tones/bins

Data transmission,

AMC, AAS
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subcarriers that are scattered throughout the whole band or not. Similarly, there are two

different types of diversity subchannels in the uplink, PUSC andOPUSC. Band AMC channels

are used in both uplink and downlink. In all types of subchannels, one subchannel is composed

of 48 subcarriers.

Table 4.5 shows major parameters for downlink subchannels used in the Mobile WiMAX

system. As an example, the procedure for FUSC subchannel generation is described. One

FUSC symbol uses 851 subcarriers (including DC subcarriers), 768 data subcarriers and 82

pilot subcarriers, out of 1024 subcarriers. In one FUSC symbol, there are 16 subchannels, each

consisting of 48 subcarriers. In order to generate FUSC subchannels, 768 data subcarriers are

divided into 48 groups as shown in Figure 4.30. Then, one subcarrier is selected from each

group to construct a subchannel. The specific rule for allocating subcarriers to subchannels is

determined by the permutation formula with the parameter “DL_PermBase.” The subchannels

constructed in this way have all the subcarriers distributed over the entire band. They are

designed such that collision (hit) between the subcarriers in the adjacent cells does not occur

when different subchannels generated by the permutation formula with the same DL_Perm-

Base are used. However, collision (hit) between two subcarriers may occur when each cell uses

different DL_PermBase to produce FUSC symbols. Figure 4.31 shows the hit distribution at the

cell boundary when FUSC symbols are used at both cells. Here, DL_PermBases used for cell A

and cell B are 13 and 7, respectively. Hit distribution varies depending on the DL_PermBase,

cell loading factor (the number of subchannels allocated), and the indices of subchannels

allocated.

Table 4.5 Parameters for downlink subchannels in mobile WiMAX system.

Parameters PUSC FUSC OFUSC Band AMC

No. of left guard subcarriers 92 87 80 80

No. of right guard subcarriers 91 86 79 79

No. of used subcarriers (no DC) 840 850 864 864

No. of DC subcarrier (#512) 1 1 1 1

No. of pilot subcarriers 120 82 96 96

No. of data subcarriers 720 768 768 468

No. of subcarriers per subchannel 48 48 48 48

No. of symbols per subchannel 2 1 1 2, 3, 6

No. of subchannels/symbols 30 16 16 48

Pilot configuration Common Common Common Dedicated

Data configuration Distributed Distributed Distributed Adjacent

768 data subcarriers

0 1 2 3 4 5 45 46 47Groups

0 1 2 15Subchannel

Figure 4.30 Structure for FUSC subchannel generation.
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The band-AMC subchannel corresponds to the block-type resource allocation type, which

allows each user to select its own preferred blocks. Depending on the channel SNR, different

AMC will be implemented for a different user (see Figure 4.32). When the channel varies

rapidly with time, however, channel information may not be matched with the actual channel

condition due to the feedback delay. Such degradation in reliability of channel feedback

informationmay degrade the system throughput. Therefore, the band-AMCsubchannelmay be

useful only in the environment of low mobility and a stable channel condition.

From a viewpoint of frequency- and time-domain resources available in OFDMA systems,

subchannel mapping can be classified into one-dimensional mapping or two-dimensional

mapping. Also, depending on the priority between the time and frequency domainmappings, it

is classified into vertical mapping or horizontal mapping [99].

Figure 4.33(a) illustrates one-dimensional vertical mapping. In this mapping scheme,

subchannels are mapped along the frequency axis first, where the offset and length of a

subchannel are the mapping parameters to specify the subchannel allocation for data region.

Also, all subcarriers in a slot are used first so that transmission time and decoding delay can be

as short as possible at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. However, it requires a

Figure 4.31 Hit distribution at the cell boundary when FUSC symbols are used.
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high power concentrated instantly. Therefore, this mapping scheme is often used for

transmitting the control information that must be decoded as fast as possible in the downlink

transmission.

Figure 4.33(b) illustrates one-dimensional horizontal mapping. In this mapping scheme,

subchannels are mapped along the time axis first, where the offset and length of a subchannel

are the mapping parameters as in one-dimensional vertical mapping. Also, a minimum number

of subcarriers are used for transmission during a long time slot and consequently, it takes a long

decoding delay corresponding to the number of slots used in subchannel mapping to decode

each data burst at the receiver. Accordingly, it has a disadvantage of long transmission time and

decoding delay. Since it spends a low transmit power, however, it is appropriate for uplink

transmission at the mobile station where power consumption is a critical issue.
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f: Subchannels of user A : Subchannels of user B 

: Channel state of user B: Channel state of user A

3/4 CC
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Figure 4.32 User diversity effect in a band-AMC subchannel: an illustration.

Figure 4.33 Subchannel mapping schemes in OFDMA system.
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Figure 4.33(c) illustrates a two-dimensional mapping scheme. Since the data region can be

dynamically configured in both time and frequency domains, it has more resource allocation

flexibility over a one-dimensional mapping scheme. However, additional mapping para-

meters are required to specify actual data region allocated to each burst. They include the

subchannel offset, the number of used symbols, and symbol offset. Therefore, it incurs

additional overhead to provide the mapping parameters associated with each data burst. We

note that two-dimensional subcarrier mapping scheme is often used for transmitting

downlink data burst.

For a robust transmission of OFDMA signals, frequency- or time-domain spreading can be

applied. Consider aQPSKdata burst encodedwith a forward error correction code (FEC) of 1/2

coding rate in Figure 4.34(a). It can be repeated three times by frequency-domain spreading as

shown in Figure 4.34(b), which yields a QPSK data burst with a FEC of 1/6 coding rate. From

this frequency-domain spreading, frequency diversity can be obtained at the expense of a

reduced coding rate. In a similar manner, time diversity can be obtained, now by time-domain

spreading as shown in Figure 4.34(c).

4.5 Duplexing

Duplexing refers to the mechanism of dividing a communication link for downlink and uplink.

Two different duplexing schemes are mainly used for cellular systems: FDD (Frequency

Division Duplexing) and TDD (Time Division Duplexing). Besides FDD and TDD, there exist

some variants, for example, Zipper and HDD (Hybrid Division Duplexing). Zipper is a digital

duplexing technique that performs downlink and uplink transmissions simultaneously. HDD

(Hybrid Division Duplexing) is a technique that combines TDD and FDD in a single unified

frame structure, so as to inherit their own individual advantage in different environments.
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Figure 4.34 Repetition in OFDMA system.
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FDD uses different bands (separated by a guard band) for simultaneous downlink and uplink

signal transmission, respectively. Although it requires downlink and uplink RF parts separately

and has a disadvantage of low flexibility, FDD has been widely used in cellular systems since it

enables a mobile station to move with high speed due to its short delay time and wide cell

coverage.

TDD is a duplexing technique that allocates different time slots (separated by a guard time)

and uses a common frequency band for downlink and uplink. In TDD, downlink and uplink

transmissions cannot be performed simultaneously, but it has an advantage of high flexibility

when downlink and uplink transmissions have different traffic loads because assignment of

downlink and uplink time slots can be controlled dynamically. Besides, many techniques such

asMIMO, smart antenna, link adaptation, pre-compensation, and so on, can easily be applied to

FDD, owing to the reciprocity between downlink and uplink channels. However, TDD requires

accurate time synchronization because its downlink and uplink are separated in time. In cellular

systems, TDD requires synchronization in Tx/Rx timing between cells so as to minimize

interferences from adjacent cells. Table 4.6 summarizes a comparison between FDD and TDD.

Table 4.6 Comparison between FDD and TDD.

FDD TDD

Spectrum 2 separate band for each link (guard band) Single channel (guard time)

Duplexing Full duplex Half duplex

Flexibility (DL/UL) Low High

Complexity/cost High (RX filter, etc.) Low

Coverage Wide coverage Small coverage

Mobility High Low

Etc. Low latency Symmetric channel
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5

Synchronization for OFDM

As discussed in Chapter 4, the OFDM system carries the message data on orthogonal

subcarriers for parallel transmission, combating the distortion caused by the frequency-

selective channel or equivalently, the inter-symbol-interference in the multi-path fading

channel. However, the advantage of the OFDM can be useful only when the orthogonality

is maintained. In case the orthogonality is not sufficiently warranted by any means, its

performance may be degraded due to inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-channel

interference (ICI) [1]. In this chapter, we will analyze the effects of symbol time offset (STO)

and carrier frequency offset (CFO), and then discuss the synchronization techniques to handle

the potential STO and CFO problems in OFDM systems. Let e and d denote the normalized

CFO and STO, respectively. Referring to Equation (4.20), the received baseband signal under

the presence of CFO e and STO d can be expressed as

yl ½n� ¼ IDFTfYl ½k�g ¼ IDFTfHl ½k� Xl ½k� þ Zl ½k�g

¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

Hl ½k� Xl ½k� ej2pðkþ eÞðnþ dÞ=N þ zl n½ � ð5:1Þ

where zl ½n� ¼ IDFTfZl ½k�g.

5.1 Effect of STO

IFFT and FFT are the fundamental functions required for the modulation and demodulation

at the transmitter and receiver of OFDM systems, respectively. In order to take the N-point FFT

in the receiver, we need the exact samples of the transmitted signal for the OFDM symbol

duration. In other words, a symbol-timing synchronization must be performed to detect the

starting point of each OFDM symbol (with the CP removed), which facilitates obtaining

the exact samples. Table 5.1 shows how theSTOofd samples affects the received symbols in the

timeand frequencydomainwhere the effects of channel andnoise are neglected for simplicityof

exposition. Note that the STO of d in the time domain incurs the phase offset of 2pkd=N in the

frequency domain, which is proportional to the subcarrier index k as well as the STO d.
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Depending on the location of the estimated starting point of OFDM symbol, the effect

of STO might be different. Figure 5.1 shows four different cases of timing offset, in which the

estimated starting point is exact, a little earlier, too early, or a little later than the exact timing

instance. Here, we assume that the multi-path delay spread incurs the lagged channel response

of tmax. In the current analysis, the effects of the noise and channel are ignored. Referring to

Figure 5.1, let us discuss the effects of STO for these four different cases below.

. Case I: This is the case when the estimated starting point of OFDM symbol coincides with

the exact timing, preserving the orthogonality among subcarrier frequency components. In

this case, the OFDM symbol can be perfectly recovered without any type of interference.
. Case II: This is the case when the estimated starting point of OFDM symbol is before the

exact point, yet after the end of the (lagged) channel response to the previous OFDM symbol.

In this case, the lth symbol is not overlapped with the previous (l-1)th OFDM symbol, that is,

without incurring any ISI by the previous symbol in this case. In order to see the effects of the

STO, consider the received signal in the frequency domain by taking the FFT of the time-

domain received samples fxl ½nþ d�gN�1
n¼0 , given as

Yl ½k� ¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

xl ½nþ d� e�j2pnk=N

¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

XN�1

p¼0

Xl ½p� ej2pðnþ dÞp=N
( )

e�j2pnk=N

¼ 1

N

XN�1

p¼0

Xl ½p� ej2ppd=N
XN�1

n¼0

e
j2p p�kð Þ

N
n

¼ Xl ½k� ej2pkd=N

ð5:2Þ

CP CP (l + 1)th symbol

Case I

Case II

Case III

Case IV

GT

maxτ

GT TsubTsub

lth symbol

Figure 5.1 Four different cases of OFDM symbol starting point subject to STO.

Table 5.1 The effect of symbol time offset (STO).

Received signal STO (d)

Time domain y½n� x½nþ d�
Frequency domain Y½k� ej2pkd=NX½k�
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where the last line follows from the following identity:

XN�1

n¼0

e
j2p p�kð Þ

N
n

¼ e
jp p�kð ÞN�1

N � sin p k�pð Þ½ �
sin p k�pð Þ=N½ �

¼ N for k ¼ p

0 for k 6¼ p

�
The expression in Equation (5.2) implies that the orthogonality among subcarrier frequency

components can be completely preserved. However, there exists a phase offset that is

proportional to the STOd and subcarrier indexk, forcing the signal constellation to be rotated
around the origin. Figure 5.2(a) and (b) show the received symbols in the signal constellation

for Case I and Case II, respectively. As expected, the phase offset due to STO is observed in

Case II. Note that it is straightforward to compensate for the phase offset simply by a single-

tap frequency-domain equalizer.

. Case III: This is the case when the starting point of the OFDM symbol is estimated to exist

prior to the end of the (lagged) channel response to the previous OFDM symbol, and thus, the

symbol timing is too early to avoid the ISI. In this case, the orthogonality among subcarrier

components is destroyed by the ISI (from the previous symbol) and furthermore, ICI (Inter-

Channel Interference) occurs.
. Case IV: This is the case when the estimated starting point of the OFDM symbol is after the

exact point, whichmeans the symbol timing is a little later than the exact one. In this case, the

signal within the FFT interval consists of a part of the current OFDM symbol xl ½n� and a part
of next one xlþ 1½n�; more specifically,

yl ½n� ¼ xl ½nþ d� for 0 � n � N�1�d
xlþ 1½nþ 2d�Ng� for N�d � n � N�1

�
ð5:3Þ

where Ng is the GI length. Taking the FFT of this composite signal fyl ½n�gN�1
n¼0 for

demodulation,

(a) Case I: δ = 0
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(b) Case II: 3δ = −

Figure 5.2 Signal constellation subject to STO.
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Yl ½k� ¼ FFTfyl ½n�g

¼
XN�1�d

n¼0

xl ½nþ d� e�j2pnk=N þ
XN�1

n¼N�d

xlþ 1½nþ 2d�Ng� e�j2pnk=N

¼
XN�1�d

n¼0

1

N

XN�1

p¼0

Xl ½p� ej2pðnþ dÞp=N

0
@

1
A e�j2pnk=N

þ
XN�1

n¼N�d

1

N

XN�1

p¼0

Xlþ 1½p� ej2pðnþ 2d�NgÞp=N

0
@

1
A e�j2pnk=N

¼ 1

N

XN�1

p¼0

Xl ½p� ej2ppd=N
XN�1�d

n¼0

e
j2p p�kð Þ

N
n

þ 1

N

XN�1

p¼0

Xlþ 1 p½ � ej2pp 2d�Ngð Þ=N XN�1

n¼N�d

e
j2p p�kð Þ

N
n

¼ N�d

N
Xl p½ �ej2ppd=N þ

XN�1

p¼0;p 6¼k

Xl ½p� ej2ppd=N
XN�1�d

n¼0

e
j2p p�kð Þ

N
n

þ 1

N

XN�1

p¼0

Xlþ 1 p½ � ej2pp 2d�Ngð Þ=N XN�1

n¼N�d

e
j2p p�kð Þ

N
n

ð5:4Þ

Considering the following identity:

XN�1�d

n¼0

ej2p
p�kð Þ
N

n ¼ ejp p�kð ÞN�1�d
N � sin ðN�dÞpðk�pÞ=N½ �

sin pðk�pÞ=N½ � ¼ N�d for p ¼ k

Nonzero for p 6¼ k

�

the second term in the last line of Equation (5.4) corresponds to ICI, which implies that the

orthogonality has been destroyed. Furthermore, it is also clear from the third term in the last line

of Equation (5.4) that the received signal involves the ISI (from the next OFDM symbol

Xlþ 1½p�).

Figures 5.3(a) and (b) show the signal constellation for Case III and Case IV, respectively.

Note that the distortion (including the phase offset) in Case IV is too severe to be compensated.

It implies that a symbol timing scheme is essential for preventing STOs in this case.

5.2 Effect of CFO

The baseband transmit signal is converted up to the passband by a carrier modulation and then,

converted down to the baseband by using a local carrier signal of (hopefully) the same carrier

frequency at the receiver. In general, there are two types of distortion associatedwith the carrier

signal [94]. One is the phase noise due to the instability of carrier signal generators used at the

transmitter and receiver, which can be modeled as a zero-mean Wiener random process

[100–102]. The other is the carrier frequency offset (CFO) caused by Doppler frequency
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shift fd . Furthermore, even if we intend to generate exactly the same carrier frequencies in

the transmitter and receiver, there may be an unavoidable difference between them due to the

physically inherent nature of the oscillators. Let fc and f
0
c denote the carrier frequencies in the

transmitter and receiver, respectively. Let foffset denote their difference (i.e., foffset ¼ fc�f 0cÞ.
Meanwhile, Doppler frequency fd is determined by the carrier frequency fc and the velocity v of

the terminal (receiver) as

fd ¼ v � fc
c

ð5:5Þ

where c is the speed of light. Let us define the normalized CFO, e, as a ratio of the CFO to

subcarrier spacing Df , shown as

e ¼ foffset

Df
ð5:6Þ

Let ei and ef denote the integer part and fractional part of e, respectively, and therefore,

e ¼ ei þ ef , where ei ¼ eb c. Table 5.2 presents examples of the Doppler frequency and

normalized CFO at the mobile speed of 120 km/h for different commercial systems, each

of which employs different carrier frequency. For the time-domain signal x½n�, a CFO of e
causes a phase offset of 2pne, that is, proportional to the CFO e and time index n. Note that it is

equivalent to a frequency shift of�e on the frequency-domain signal X½k�. For the transmitted

signal x½n�, the effect of CFO e on the received signal y½n� is summarized in Table 5.3.

(a) Case III: 26δ = − (b) Case IV: 20δ =
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Figure 5.3 Signal constellation subject to STO: Case III and Case IV.

Table 5.2 Doppler frequency and normalized CFO: an example.

System Carrier

frequency (fc)

Subcarrier

spacing ( Df )
Velocity (v) Maximum

Doppler

frequency (fd )

Normalized

CFO (e)

DMB 375MHz 1 kHz 120 km/h 41.67Hz 0.042

3GPP 2GHz 15 kHz 120 km/h 222.22Hz 0.0148

Mobile WiMAX 2.3GHz 9.765 kHz 120 km/h 255.55Hz 0.0263
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Figure 5.4 shows that the frequency shift of�e in the frequency-domain signal X½k� subjects
to the CFO of e and leads to an inter-carrier interference (ICI), which means a subcarrier

frequency component is affected by other subcarrier frequency components. To look into the

effect of CFO, we assume that only a CFO of e exists between transmitter and receiver, without

any phase noise [100,103]. From Equation (5.1), the time-domain received signal can be

written as

yl n½ � ¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

H½k�Xl ½k� ej2pðkþ eÞn=N þ zl n½ � ð5:7Þ

Figures 5.5(a), (b), and (c) show that the phase of a time-domain signal is affected by theCFO

as can be anticipated fromTable 5.3 or Equation (5.7). Here, we assume the FFT size ofN ¼ 32

with QPSKmodulation subject to no noise. The solid and dotted lines in the graphs on the left-

hand side of Figure 5.5 represent the ideal casewithout CFO (i.e., e ¼ 0) and the casewith CFO

(i.e., e 6¼ 0), respectively. Thegraphs on the right-hand side show the phase differences between

them. From these figures, we can see that the received signal rotates faster in the time domain as

CFO increases. Meanwhile, the phase differences increase linearly with time, with their slopes

increasing with the CFO. As illustrated in Figure 5.5(c), if e > 0:5, the phase difference exceeds
p within an OFDM symbol, which results in a phase ambiguity. This is related to the range of

CFO estimation, which will be discussed in Section 5.4.1.

Recall that the normalized CFO can be divided into two parts: integer CFO (IFO) ei and
fractional CFO (FFO) ef (i.e., e ¼ ei þ ef ). In the following subsections, let us take a look at how
each of these affects the frequency-domain received signal.

Table 5.3 The effect of CFO on the received signal.

Received signal Effect of CFO e on the

received signal

Time-domain signal y½n� ej2pne=Nx½n�
Frequency-domain signal Y ½k� X½k�e�

Frequency

Amplitude ε

Figure 5.4 Inter-carrier interference (ICI) subject to CFO.
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5.2.1 Effect of Integer Carrier Frequency Offset (IFO)

Figure 5.6 illustrates how the transmit samples fxl ½n�gN�1
n¼0 experience the IFO of ei. This leads

to the signal of ej2pein=Nx½n� in the receiver. Due to the IFO, the transmit signal X½k� is cyclic-
shifted by ei in the receiver, and thus producingX½k�ei� in the kth subcarrier. Unless the cyclic-
shift is compensated, it will incur a significant degradation in the BER performance. However,

we note that the orthogonality among the subcarrier frequency components is not destroyed and

thus, ICI does not occur.
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Figure 5.5 Effects of CFO e on the phase of the time-domain signal.
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Figure 5.6 Effect of integer CFO on the received signal.

5.2.2 Effect of Fractional Carrier Frequency Offset (FFO)

Taking the FFTof fyl ½n�g in Equation (5.7), the frequency-domain received signal with an FFO

of ef can be written as follows [100]:

Yl ½k� ¼ FFTfyl ½n�g ¼
XN�1

n¼0

yl ½n�e�j2pkn=N

¼
XN�1

n¼0

1

N

XN�1

m¼0

H½m�Xl ½m� ej2pðmþ ef Þn=Ne�j2pkn=N þ
XN�1

n¼0

zl ½n�e�j2pkn=N

¼ 1

N

XN�1

m¼0

H½m�Xl ½m�
XN�1

n¼0

ej2pðm�kþ ef Þn=N þ Zl k½ �

¼ 1

N
H k½ �Xl k½ �

XN�1

n¼0

ej2pef n=N þ 1

N

XN�1

m¼0;m 6¼k

H½m�Xl ½m�
XN�1

n¼0

ej2pðm�kþ ef Þn=N þ Zl k½ �

¼ 1

N

1�ej2pef

1�ej2pef =N
H k½ �Xl k½ � þ 1

N

XN�1

m¼0;m 6¼k

H½m�Xl ½m� 1�ej2pðm�kþ ef Þ

1�ej2pðm�kþ ef Þ=N þ Zl k½ �

¼ 1

N

ejpef ðe�jpef�ejpef Þ
ejpef =Nðe�jpef =N�ejpef =NÞH k½ �Xl k½ �

þ 1

N

XN�1

m¼0; m 6¼k

H½m�Xl ½m� ejpðm�kþ ef Þðe�jpðm�kþ ef Þ�ejpðm�kþ ef ÞÞ
ejpðm�kþ ef Þ=Nðe�jpðm�kþ ef Þ=N�ejpðm�kþ ef Þ=NÞ þ Zl k½ �

¼ ejpef ðN�1Þ=N sinðpef Þ
Nsinðp ef =NÞ

8<
:

9=
;Hl k½ �Xl k½ �

þ ejpef ðN�1Þ=N XN�1

m¼0; m 6¼k

sinðpðm�kþ ef ÞÞ
Nsinðpðm�kþ ef Þ=NÞH m½ �Xl m½ � ejpðm�kÞðN�1Þ=N þ Zl k½ �

¼ sinpef
Nsinðpef =NÞ � e

jpef ðN�1Þ=NHl k½ �Xl k½ � þ Il k½ � þ Zl k½ � ð5:8Þ
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where

Il k½ � ¼ ejpef ðN�1Þ=N XN�1

m¼0; m 6¼k

sinðpðm�kþ ef ÞÞ
Nsinðpðm�kþ ef Þ=NÞH m½ �Xl m½ � ejpðm�kÞðN�1Þ=N ð5:9Þ

The first term of the last line in Equation (5.8) represents the amplitude and phase distortion of

the kth subcarrier frequency component due to FFO. Meanwhile, Il ½k� in Equation (5.8)

represents the ICI from other subcarriers into kth subcarrier frequency component, which

implies that the orthogonality among subcarrier frequency components is not maintained any

longer due to the FFO. Figure 5.7 shows three consecutively received OFDM symbols with

different FFO values where the effects of channel, STO, and noise are ignored. It is clear from

this figure that amplitude and phase distortion becomes severe as FFO increases, which is

attributed to the ICI term in Equation (5.9).

The routine “add_STO()” in Program 5.1 and “add_CFO()” in Program 5.2 can be used to

add the effects of STO and CFO to the received signal, respectively.

MATLAB� Programs: Adding STO and CFO

Program 5.1 “add_STO” for adding STO to the received signal

function y_STO=add_STO(y, nSTO)

% add STO (symbol time offset)

% y : Received signal

% nSTO : Number of samples corresponding to STO

if nSTO>=0, y_STO=[y(nSTO+1:end) zeros(1,nSTO)]; % advance

else y_STO=[zeros(1,-nSTO) y(1:end+nSTO)]; % delay

end

Program 5.2 “add_CFO” for adding CFO to the received signal

function y_CFO=add_CFO(y,CFO,Nfft)

% add CFO (carrier frequency offset)

% y : Received signal

% CFO = IFO (integral CFO) + FFO (fractional CFO)

% Nfft = FFT size

nn=0:length(y)-1; y_CFO = y.*exp(j*2*pi*CFO*nn/Nfft); % Eq.(5.7)
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Figure 5.7 Constellation of received symbols with CFO e.
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5.3 Estimation Techniques for STO

As shown in Section 5.1, an STOmay cause not only phase distortion (that can be compensated

by using an equalizer) but also ISI (that cannot be corrected once occurred) in OFDM systems.

In order to warrant its performance, therefore, the starting point of OFDM symbols must be

accurately determined by estimating the STOwith a synchronization technique at the receiver.

In this section, we discuss how to estimate the STO. In general, STO estimation can be

implemented either in the time or frequency domain.

5.3.1 Time-Domain Estimation Techniques for STO

Consider an OFDM symbol with a cyclic prefix (CP) of NG samples over TG seconds and

effective data of Nsub samples over Tsub seconds. In the time domain, STO can be estimated by

using CP or training symbols. In the sequel, we discuss the STO estimation techniques with CP

or training symbols.

5.3.1.1 STO Estimation Techniques Using Cyclic Prefix (CP)

Recall that CP is a replica of the data part in the OFDM symbol. It implies that CP and the

corresponding data part will share their similarities that can be used for STO estimation.

Figure 5.8 denotes NG samples of CP and another NG samples of the data part by B and B0,
respectively. Note that the two identical blocks of samples in B and B0 are spaced Nsub samples

apart. As shown in Figure 5.8, consider two sliding windows, W1 and W2, which are spaced

Nsub samples apart. These windows can slide to find the similarity between the samples within

W1 and W2. The similarity between two blocks of NG samples in W1 and W2 is maximized

when CP of an OFDM symbol falls into the first sliding window. In fact, this maximum point

can be used to identify the STO.

Since the similarity between two blocks in W1 and W2 is maximized when the difference

between them is minimized, the STO can be found by searching the point where the difference

between two blocks of NG samples within these two sliding windows is minimized [104],

that is,

d̂ ¼ argmin
d

XNG�1þ d

i¼d

yl ½nþ i��yl ½nþN þ i�j j
( )

ð5:10Þ

CP CPsymbollth

subTGT

CP

W1 W2

GT

B'CB

GT

DA

Shift

windowsSliding

(l − 1)th symbol (l + 1)th symbol

Figure 5.8 STO estimation technique using double sliding windows.
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In spite of the simplicity of this technique, its performance can be degradedwhenCFO exists

in the received signal. Another STO estimation technique, which can also deal with CFO, is to

minimize the squared difference between a NG-sample block (seized in window W1) and the

conjugate of another NG-sample block (seized in window W2) [105], shown as

d̂ ¼ argmin
d

XNG�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ i½ �j j� y*l nþNþ i½ ��� ��� �2( )
ð5:11Þ

Another approach is to consider the correlation between those two blocks in W1 and W2.

Toward this end, a maximum-likelihood estimation scheme can be applied to yield

d̂ ¼ argmax
d

XNG�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ i½ �y*l nþNþ i½ ��� ��( )
ð5:12Þ

which corresponds to maximizing the correlation between a block of NG samples (seized in

window W1) and another block of NG samples (seized in window W2). However, the

performance of Equation (5.12) is degraded when CFO exists in the received signal. To deal

with the CFO in the received signal, we utilize another ML technique that maximizes the log-

likelihood function, given as

d̂ML ¼ argmax
d

XNG�1þd

i¼d

2ð1�rÞRe yl nþ i½ �y*l nþNþ i½ �� ��r
XNG�1þd

i¼d

yl nþ i½ ��yl nþNþ i½ �j j
" #

ð5:13Þ

where r ¼ SNR=ðSNRþ 1Þ[106]. We can also think of another ML technique that estimates

both STO and CFO at the same time as derived in [107]. In this technique, the STO is estimated

as

d̂ML ¼ argmax
d

f g ½d�j j�rF ½d�g ð5:14Þ

where

g m½ � ¼
XmþL�1

n¼m

yl n½ �y*l nþN½ �;

and F m½ � ¼ 1

2

XmþL�1

n¼m

yl n½ �j j2þ yl nþN½ �j j2
n o

ð5:15Þ

using L to denote the actual number of samples used for averaging in windows. Taking the

absolute value of the correlation g m½ �, STO estimation in Equation (5.14) can be robust even

under the presence of CFO.

5.3.1.2 STO Estimation Techniques Using Training Symbol

Training symbols can be transmitted to be used for symbol synchronization in the receiver. In

contrast with CP, it involves overhead for transmitting training symbols, but it does not suffer
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from the effect of the multi-path channel. Two identical OFDM training symbols, or a single

OFDM symbol with a repetitive structure can be used. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate the

example of a single OFDM symbol with a repetitive structure of different repetition periods,

which are periods of Tsub=2 and Tsub=4, respectively. The repetitive pattern in the time domain

can be generated by inserting 0s between subcarriers. Once the transmitter sends the repeated

training signals over two blocks within the OFDM symbol, the receiver attempts to find the

CFO by maximizing the similarity between these two blocks of samples received within two

sliding windows. The similarity between two sample blocks can be computed by an auto-

correlation property of the repeated training signal.

For the structure with a period of Tsub=2 in Figure 5.9, using the fact that the parts of the

received signal, denoted by A, B, and D, are different from that in the other part, denoted by C,

two sliding windows, W1 and W2, can be formed to estimate STO. As in the STO estimation

technique using CP, for example, STO can be estimated by minimizing the squared difference

between two blocks of samples received in W1 and W2 [108,109], such that

d̂ ¼ argmin
d

XN2�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ i½ ��y*l nþ N

2
þ i

� 	����
����
2

8<
:

9=
; ð5:16Þ

or by maximizing the likelihood function [109], that is,

d̂ ¼ argmax
d

PN
2
�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ i½ �yl* nþ N
2
þ i


 ������
�����
2

PN
2
�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ N
2
þ i


 ������
�����
2

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

ð5:17Þ

Due to the effect of multi-path channel, the minimum-squared difference or the maximum

correlation can occur in the interval, denoted by C. In order to avoid such erroneous STO

estimation, we can set a threshold. For example, STO can be located by finding the first dip

(although it is not the minimum) where the squared difference is below the given threshold, or

by finding the first peak (although it is not the maximum) where the correlation is above the

given threshold. The techniques in Equation (5.16) and Equation (5.17) have advantage of

estimating STOwithout being affected byCFO. Since the slidingwindows have a length ofN/2,

CP CP

symbolDatasymbolTraining

subTGT

CB

GT

DA

W1 W2

/2subT

C

Shift

windowSliding

t

Figure 5.9 STO estimation using the repetitive training symbol (period¼ Tsub=2).
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however, the estimated difference or correlation has a flat interval (plateau) over the length of

CP corresponding to interval B, which does not lend itself to locating the STO. The difficulty in

locating STO due to the flat interval can be handled by taking the average of correlation values

over the length of CP [103], shown as

d̂ ¼ argmax
d

1

NG þ 1

Xi
m¼�NG þ i

sl nþm½ �
 !

ð5:18Þ

where

sl n½ � ¼

PN=2�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ i½ �yl* nþ N

2
þ i

� 	�����
�����
2

1
2

PN�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ i½ �
����

����
2

 !2
ð5:19Þ

Meanwhile, the accuracy of STO estimation can be improved by changing the period of the

repetitive pattern of the training symbol as in Figure 5.10. In this example, the training signal is

repeated four times, yet inverting the signs of training signals in the third and fourth period

[103]. Now, the accuracy of STO estimation in Equation (5.17) can be further improved with

d̂ ¼ argmax
d

PN=4�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ iþ N

2
m

� 	
y*l nþ iþ N

4
þ N

2
m

� 	�����
�����
2

P1
m¼0

PN=4�1þ d

i¼d

yl nþ iþ N

4
þ N

2
m

� 	����
����
2

 !2
ð5:20Þ

Another type of STO estimation technique is to use the cross-correlation between the

training symbol and received signal, since the training symbol is known to the receiver. In this

case, we do not need to use two sliding windows, W1 and W2, in Figure 5.9. In fact, only one

sliding window which corresponds to the locally generated training symbol with a period of

Tsub=2 is enough. Its performance can be degraded when CFO exists. In general, however, it

provides better accuracy than the one using the auto-correlation property when the effect of

CFO is not significant.

Training symbol Data symbol

Sliding

GT GT

Tsub /4

tCB DA C

CP CP-A-AAA

W1 W2

Figure 5.10 STO estimation using the repetitive training symbol (period¼ Tsub=4).
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MATLAB� Programs: STO Estimation

‘Program 5.3 (“STO_estimation.m”) performs STO estimation using CP. It employs the

maximum correlation-based technique by Equation (5.12) in Program 5.4 and the minimum

difference-based technique by Equation (5.11) in Program 5.5. Figure 5.11 illustrates the

results obtained by these programs, in which CFO is located at the point of minimizing the

difference between the sample blocks of CP and that of data part or maximizing their

correlation.

Program 5.3 “STO_estimation.m”: CP-based symbol timing offset (STO) estimation

% STO_estimation.m

clear, clf

nSTOs = [-3 -3 2 2]; % Number of samples corresponding to STO

CFOs = [0 0.5 0 0.5]; SNRdB=40; MaxIter=10; % CFOs, SNR, # of iteration

Nfft=128; Ng=Nfft/4; % FFT size and GI (CP) length

Nofdm=Nfft+Ng; % OFDM symbol length

Nbps=2; M=2^Nbps; % Number of bits per (modulated) symbol

mod_object = modem.qammod(’M’,M, ’SymbolOrder’,’gray’);

Es=1; A=sqrt(3/2/(M-1)*Es); % Signal energy and QAM normalization factor

N=Nfft; com_delay=Nofdm/2; Nsym=100;

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1);

for i=1:length(nSTOs)

nSTO=nSTOs(i); CFO=CFOs(i);

x = []; % Initialize a block of OFDM signals

for m=1:Nsym % Transmit OFDM signals

msgint=randint(1,N,M);

Xf = A*modulate(mod_object,msgint);

xt = ifft(Xf,Nfft); x_sym = [xt(end-Ng+1:end) xt]; % IFFT & Add CP

x = [x x_sym];

end

y = x; % No channel effect

y_CFO= add_CFO(y,CFO,Nfft); y_CFO_STO= add_STO(y_CFO,-nSTO);

Mag_cor= 0; Mag_dif= 0;

for iter=1:MaxIter

y_aw = awgn(y_CFO_STO,SNRdB,’measured’); % AWGN added

% Symbol Timing Acqusition

[STO_cor,mag_cor]=STO_by_correlation(y_aw,Nfft,Ng,com_delay);

[STO_dif,mag_dif]=STO_by_difference(y_aw,Nfft,Ng,com_delay);

Mag_cor= Mag_cor+mag_cor; Mag_dif= Mag_dif+mag_dif;

end % End of for loop of iter

[Mag_cor_max,ind_max] = max(Mag_cor); nc= ind_max-1-com_delay;

[Mag_dif_min,ind_min] = min(Mag_dif); nd= ind_min-1-com_delay;

nn=-Nofdm/2+[0:length(Mag_cor)-1];

subplot(220+i), plot(nn,Mag_cor,’b:’, nn,Mag_dif,’r’), hold on

str1=sprintf(’Cor(b-)/Dif(r:) for nSTO=%d, CFO=%1.2f’,nSTO,CFO);

title(str1); xlabel(’Sample’), ylabel(’Magnitude’);

stem(nc,Mag_cor(nc+com_delay+1),’b’) % Estimated STO from correlation
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stem(nd,Mag_dif(nd+com_delay+1),’r’) % Estimated STO from difference

stem(nSTO,Mag_dif(nSTO+com_delay+1),’k.’) % True STO

end % End of for loop of i

Program 5.4 “STO_by_correlation”: CP-based symbol synchronization using the

correlation

function [STO_est, Mag]=STO_by_correlation(y,Nfft,Ng,com_delay)

% estimates STO by maximizing the correlation between CP (cyclic prefix)

% and rear part of OFDM symbol

% Input: y = Received OFDM signal including CP

% Ng = Number of samples in Guard Interval (CP)

% com_delay = Common delay

% Output: STO_est= STO estimate

% Mag = Correlation function trajectory varying with time

Nofdm=Nfft+Ng; % OFDM symbol length

if nargin<4, com_delay = Nofdm/2; end

nn=0:Ng-1;

yy = y(nn+com_delay)*y(nn+com_delay+Nfft)’; % Correlation

maximum=abs(yy);

for n=1:Nofdm

n1 = n-1;

yy1 = y(n1+com_delay)*y(n1+com_delay+Nfft)’;

yy2 = y(n1+com_delay+Ng)*y(n1+com_delay+Nfft+Ng)’;

yy = yy-yy1+yy2; Mag(n)=abs(yy); % Eq.(5.12)

if Mag(n)>maximum, maximum=Mag(n); STO_est=Nofdm-com_delay-n1; end

end
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Figure 5.11 Performance of CP-based STO estimation: maximum correlation-based vs. minimum

difference-based estimation.
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Program 5.5 “STO_by_difference”: CP-based symbol synchronization using the difference

function [STO_est,Mag]=STO_by_difference(y,Nfft,Ng,com_delay)

% estimates STO by minimizing the difference between CP (cyclic prefix)

% and rear part of OFDM symbol

% Input: y = Received OFDM signal including CP

% Ng = Number of samples in CP (Guard Interval)

% com_delay = Common delay

% Output: STO_est = STO estimate

% Mag = Correlation function trajectory varying with time

Nofdm=Nfft+Ng; minimum=100; STO_est=0;

if nargin<4, com_delay = Nofdm/2; end

for n=1:Nofdm

nn = n+com_delay+[0:Ng-1]; tmp0 = abs(y(nn))-abs(y(nn+Nfft));

Mag(n) = tmp0*tmp0’; % Squared difference by Eq.(5.11)

if Mag(n), minimum=Mag(n); STO_est=Nofdm-com_delay-(n-1); end

end

5.3.2 Frequency-Domain Estimation Techniques for STO

As implied by Equation (5.2), the received signal subject to STO suffers from a phase rotation.

Since the phase rotation is proportional to subcarrier frequency, the STO can be estimated

by the phase difference between adjacent subcarrier components of the received signal in

the frequency domain. For example, if Xl ½k� ¼ Xl ½k�1� and Hl ½k� � Hl ½k�1� for all k,

Yl ½k�Y*
l ½k�1� � jXl ½k�j2ej2pd=N and thus, the STO can be estimated as

d̂ ¼ N

2p
arg

XN�1

k¼1

Yl ½k�Yl*½k�1�
 !

ð5:21Þ

Figure 5.12 shows another technique for STOestimation by using the effect of phase rotation

[110]. More specifically, an STO can be estimated from the (delayed) channel impulse

response, which is obtained by multiplying the received symbol (with STO) by the conjugated

training symbol X*
l k½ � as follows:

d̂ ¼ argmax
n

yXl n½ �� �

OFDM symbol OFDM symbol

FFT window

Phase rotation

FFT output
IFFT output

f

t

Figure 5.12 STO estimation using the channel impulse response.
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where
yXl n½ � ¼ IFFT Yl k½ �ej2pdk=NXl

* k½ �� �
¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

Yl k½ �ej2p dk=NXl
* k½ �ej2pnk=N

¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

Hl k½ �Xl k½ �Xl
* k½ �ej2p dþ nð Þk=N

¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

Hl k½ �ej2p dþ nð Þk=N

¼ hl nþ d½ �

ð5:22Þ

In Equation (5.22), it is assumed that the power of training symbol Xl ½k� is equal to one (i.e.,

Xl k½ �Xl
* k½ � ¼ Xl k½ �j j2 ¼ 1Þ. Figure 5.13 shows two examples of STO estimation using the

channel impulse response, one with d ¼ 0 and the other with d ¼ 10 [samples]. In this figure,

the first channel impulse response, indicated by a solid line, starts at 0th sampling point and the

second channel impulse response, indicated by a dotted line, starts at 10th sampling point. The

STOcan be correctly estimated from this. The frequency-domain STOestimation techniques as

discussed above can be used for fine symbol synchronization, since they usually produce fairly

accurate STO estimates.

TheSTOcanbecompensated differently, dependingon the detection scheme (coherent or non-

coherent) when the value of STO is small, that is, less than a fraction of sampling interval. In the

case of coherent detection using pilot symbols, the channel estimate includes the phase rotation

caused by STO as well as the channel itself. Since the frequency-domain equalizer, designed to

compensate the effect of channel, can absorb the effect of STO as long as the STO is small, a

separate symbol synchronizer may not be needed in the case of coherent detection. In the case of
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Figure 5.13 Examples of STO estimation using channel impulse response.
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non-coherent detection, however, the phase difference among the subcarrier components in the

received signal can be used for detecting the transmitted symbols. Since the STO causes a phase

rotation proportional to subcarrier frequency, the STO effect should be removed by a symbol

synchronizer before symbol detection is made in this case.

5.4 Estimation Techniques for CFO

Like STO estimation, CFO estimation can also be performed either in the time or the

frequency domain.

5.4.1 Time-Domain Estimation Techniques for CFO

For CFO estimation in the time domain, cyclic prefix (CP) or training symbol is used. Each of

these techniques is described as below.

5.4.1.1 CFO Estimation Techniques Using Cyclic Prefix (CP)

With perfect symbol synchronization, a CFO of e results in a phase rotation of 2pne=N in the

received signal (Table 5.3). Under the assumption of negligible channel effect, the phase

difference between CP and the corresponding rear part of an OFDM symbol (spacedN samples

apart) caused by CFO e is 2pNe=N ¼ 2pe. Then, the CFO can be found from the phase angle of

the product of CP and the corresponding rear part of an OFDM symbol, for example,

ê ¼ ð1=2pÞargfy*l ½n�yl ½nþN�g, n ¼ �1;�2; . . . ;�Ng. In order to reduce the noise effect, its

average can be taken over the samples in a CP interval as

ê ¼ 1

2p
arg

X�1

n¼�NG

y*l ½n�yl ½nþN�
( )

ð5:23Þ

Since the argument operation argð Þ is performed byusing tan�1ð Þ, the range ofCFOestimation

in Equation (5.23) is [�p,þ p)/2p¼[�0:5,þ 0:5) so that ĵej < 0:5 and consequently, integral

CFO cannot be estimated by this technique.

Note that y*l ½n�yl ½nþN� becomes real only when there is no frequency offset. This implies

that it becomes imaginary as long as the CFO exists. In fact, the imaginary part of y*l ½n�yl ½nþN�
can be used for CFO estimation [111]. In this case, the estimation error is defined as

ee ¼ 1

L

XL
n¼1

Imfy*l ½n�yl ½nþN�g ð5:24Þ

where L denotes the number of samples used for averaging. Note that the expectation of the

error function in Equation (5.24) can be approximated as

E eef g ¼ s2
d

N
sin

2pe
N

�  XL
k corresponding to useful carriers

Hkj j2 � Ke ð5:25Þ
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where s2
d is the transmitted signal power, Hk is the channel frequency response of the kth

subcarrier, and K is a term that comprises transmit and channel power. Figure 5.14 shows that

the error function in Equation (5.25) has an S-curve around the origin, which is required for

synchronization. Note that frequency synchronization can be maintained by controlling VCO

in accordancewith the sine function in Equation (5.25). This particular approach also provides

ĵej < 0:5 as with Equation (5.23).

5.4.1.2 CFO Estimation Techniques Using Training Symbol

We have seen that the CFO estimation technique using CP can estimate the CFO only within

the range {jej � 0:5}. Since CFO can be large at the initial synchronization stage, we may

need estimation techniques that can cover a wider CFO range. The range of CFO estimation

can be increased by reducing the distance between two blocks of samples for correlation. This

is made possible by using training symbols that are repetitivewith some shorter period. LetD

be an integer that represents the ratio of the OFDM symbol length to the length of a repetitive

pattern. Let a transmitter send the training symbols with D repetitive patterns in the time

domain, which can be generated by taking the IFFT of a comb-type signal in the frequency

domain given as

Xl ½k� ¼ Am; if k ¼ D � i; i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; ðN=D�1Þ
0; otherwise

�
ð5:26Þ

where Am represents an M-ary symbol and N=D is an integer. As xl ½n� and xl ½nþN=D� are
identical (i.e., y*l ½n�yl ½nþN=D� ¼ jyl ½n�j2ejpeÞ, a receiver can make CFO estimation as
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Figure 5.14 Characteristic curve of the error function Equation (5.25).
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follows [108, 109]:

ê ¼ D

2p
arg

XN=D�1

n¼0

y*l ½n�yl ½nþN=D�
( )

ð5:27Þ

The CFO estimation range covered by this technique is {jej � D=2}, which becomes wider

as D increases. Note that the number of samples for the computation of correlation is

reduced by 1/D, which may degrade the MSE performance. In other words, the increase in

estimation range is obtained at the sacrifice of MSE (mean square error) performance.

Figure 5.15 shows the estimation range of CFO vs. MSE performance for D¼ 1 and 4. Here,

a trade-off relationship between the MSE performance and estimation range of CFO is

clearly shown. As the estimation range of CFO increases, the MSE performance becomes

worse. By taking the average of the estimates with the repetitive patterns of the shorter

period as

ê ¼ D

2p
arg

XD�2

m¼0

XN=D�1

n¼0

y*l ½nþmN=D�yl ½nþðmþ 1ÞN=D�
( )

ð5:28Þ

the MSE performance can be improved without reducing the estimation range of CFO.
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Figure 5.15 Estimation range of CFO vs. MSE performance.
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5.4.2 Frequency-Domain Estimation Techniques for CFO

If two identical training symbols are transmitted consecutively, the corresponding signals with

CFO of e are related with each other as follows:

y2 n½ � ¼ y1 n½ �ej2pNe=N $ Y2 k½ � ¼ Y1 k½ �ej2pe ð5:29Þ

Using the relationship in Equation (5.29), the CFO can be estimated as

ê ¼ 1

2p
tan�1

XN�1

k¼0

Im Y*
1 k½ �Y2 k½ �
 �,XN�1

k¼0

Re Y*
1 k½ �Y2 k½ �
 �( )

ð5:30Þ

which is a well-known approach by Moose [112]. Although the range of CFO estimated by

Equation (5.30) is jej � p=2p ¼ 1=2, it can be increasedD times by using a training symbolwith

D repetitive patterns. The repetitive patterns in the time-domain signal can be generated by

Equation (5.26). In this case, Equation (5.30) is applied to the subcarriers with non-zero value

and then, averaged over the subcarriers. As discussed in the previous subsection, the MSE

performancemaydeteriorate due to the reducednumberof non-zero samples taken for averaging

in the frequency domain. Note that this particular CFO estimation technique requires a special

period, usually known as a preamble period, in which the consecutive training symbols are

provided for facilitating the computation in Equation (5.30). In other words, it is only applicable

during the preamble period, for which data symbols cannot be transmitted.

We can think about another technique that allows for transmitting the data symbols while

estimating the CFO. As proposed by Classen [113], pilot tones can be inserted in the frequency

domain and transmitted in every OFDM symbol for CFO tracking. Figure 5.16 shows a

structure of CFO estimation using pilot tones. First, two OFDM symbols, yl ½n� and ylþD½n�, are
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saved in the memory after synchronization. Then, the signals are transformed into fYl k½ �gN�1
k¼0

and fYlþD k½ �gN�1
k¼0 via FFT, from which pilot tones are extracted. After estimating CFO from

pilot tones in the frequency domain, the signal is compensated with the estimated CFO in the

time domain. In this process, two different estimation modes for CFO estimation are

implemented: acquisition and tracking modes. In the acquisition mode, a large range of CFO

including an integer CFO is estimated. In the tracking mode, only fine CFO is estimated. The

integer CFO is estimated by

êacq ¼ 1

2p � Tsub max
e

XL�1

j¼0

YlþD p½j�; e½ �Y�
l ½p½j�; e� X�

lþD½p½j��Xl ½p½j��
�����

�����
( )

ð5:31Þ

where L, p½j�, andXl ½p½j�� denote the number of pilot tones, the location of the jth pilot tone, and

the pilot tone located at p½j� in the frequency domain at the lth symbol period, respectively.

Meanwhile, the fine CFO is estimated by

êf ¼ 1

2p � Tsub �D arg
XL�1

j¼1

YlþD½p½j�; êacq�Y�
l ½p½j�; êacq� X�

lþD½p½j��Xl ½p½j��
( )

ð5:32Þ

In the acquisition mode, êacq and êf are estimated and then, the CFO is compensated by their

sum. In the tracking mode, only êf is estimated and then compensated.

MATLAB� Programs: CFO Estimation

Program 5.6 (“CFO_estimation.m”) performs CFO estimation by using three different

techniques, once by using Equation (5.28) or the corresponding routine “CFO_CP” in Program

Figure 5.17 MSE of CFO estimation techniques (obtained by running “CFO_estimation.m”).
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5.7 using the phase difference betweenCPand the corresponding rear part of anOFDMsymbol,

once by using Equation (5.30) or the corresponding routine “CFO_Moose” in Program 5.8

using the phase difference between two repetitive preambles, and once by usingEquation (5.31)

or the corresponding routine “CFO_Classen” in Program 5.9 using the phase difference

between pilot tones in two consecutiveOFDMsymbols. Interested readers are recommended to

run the program and see the mean squared CFO estimation errors decrease as the SNR of

received signal increases (see Figure 5.17). Performances of estimation techniques vary

depending on the number of samples in CP, the number of samples in preamble, and the

number of pilot tones, used for CFO estimation.

Program 5.6 “CFO_estimation.m” using time/frequency-domain techniques

%CFO_estimation.m

%Time-domain CP based method and Frequency-domain (Moose/Classen) method

clear, clf

CFO = 0.15;

Nfft=128; % FFT size

Nbps=2; M=2^Nbps; % Number of bits per (modulated) symbol

h = modem.qammod(’M’,M, ’SymbolOrder’,’gray’);

Es=1; A=sqrt(3/2/(M-1)*Es); % Signal energy and QAM normalization factor

N=Nfft; Ng=Nfft/4; Nofdm=Nfft+Ng; Nsym=3;

x=[]; % Transmit signal

for m=1:Nsym

msgint=randint(1,N,M);

if i<=2, Xp= add_pilot(zeros(1,Nfft),Nfft,4); Xf=Xp; % add_pilot

else Xf = A*modulate(h,msgint);

end

xt = ifft(Xf,Nfft); % IFFT

x_sym = add_CP(xt,Ng); % add CP

x = [x x_sym];

end

y=x; % No channel effect

sig_pow= y*y’/length(y); % Signal power calculation

SNRdBs= 0:3:30; MaxIter = 100;

for i=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB = SNRdBs(i);

MSE_CFO_CP = 0; MSE_CFO_Moose = 0; MSE_CFO_Classen = 0;

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1); % Initialize seed for random number

y_CFO= add_CFO(y,CFO,Nfft); % Add CFO

for iter=1:MaxIter

y_aw = awgn(y_CFO,SNRdB,’measured’); % AWGN added

CFO_est_CP = CFO_CP(y_aw,Nfft,Ng); % CP-based

MSE_CFO_CP = MSE_CFO_CP + (CFO_est_CP-CFO)^2;

CFO_est_Moose = CFO_Moose(y_aw,Nfft); % Moose

MSE_CFO_Moose = MSE_CFO_Moose + (CFO_est_Moose-CFO)^2;

CFO_est_Classen = CFO_Classen(y_aw,Nfft,Ng,Xp); % Classen

MSE_CFO_Classen = MSE_CFO_Classen+(CFO_est_Classen-CFO)^2;

end % End of (iter) loop
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MSE_CP(i)=MSE_CFO_CP/MaxIter; MSE_Moose(i)=MSE_CFO_Moose/MaxIter;

MSE_Classen(i)=MSE_CFO_Classen/MaxIter;

end % End of SNR loop

semilogy(SNRdBs,MSE_CP,’-+’), grid on, hold on

semilogy(SNRdBs,MSE_Moose,’-x’), semilogy(SNRdBs,MSE_Classen,’-*’)

xlabel(’SNR[dB]’), ylabel(’MSE’); title(’CFO Estimation’);

legend(’CP-based technique’,’Moose’,’Classen’)

Program 5.7 “CFO_CP”: Time-domain technique using CP

function CFO_est=CFO_CP(y,Nfft,Ng)

% Time-domain CFO estimation based on CP (Cyclic Prefix)

nn=1:Ng; CFO_est = angle(y(nn+Nfft)*y(nn)’)/(2*pi); % Eq.(5.27)

Program 5.8 “CFO_Moose”: Frequency-domain technique using preamble

function CFO_est=CFO_Moose(y,Nfft)

% Frequency-domain CFO estimation using Moose method

% based on two consecutive identical preambles (OFDM symbols)

for i=0:1, Y(i+1,:)=fft(y(Nfft*i+1:Nfft*(i+1)),Nfft); end

CFO_est = angle(Y(2,:)*Y(1,:)’)/(2*pi); % Eq.(5.30)

Program 5.9 “CFO_Classen”: Frequency-domain technique using pilot tones

function CFO_est=CFO_Classen(yp,Nfft,Ng,Nps)

% Frequency-domain CFO estimation using Classen method

% based on pilot tones in two consecutive OFDM symbols

if length(Nps)==1, Xp=add_pilot(zeros(1,Nfft),Nfft,Nps); % Pilot signal

else Xp=Nps; % If Nps is an array, it must be a pilot sequence Xp

end

Nofdm=Nfft+Ng; kk=find(Xp�=0); Xp=Xp(kk); % Extract pilot tones

for i=1:2

yp_without_CP = remove_CP(yp(1+Nofdm*(i-1):Nofdm*i),Ng);

Yp(i,:) = fft(yp_without_CP,Nfft);

end

CFO_est = angle(Yp(2,kk).*Xp*(Yp(1,kk).*Xp)’)/(2*pi); % Eq.(5.31)

CFO_est = CFO_est*Nfft/Nofdm; % Eq.(5.31)

Program 5.10 “add_pilot” to generate and insert a pilot sequence

function xp=add_pilot(x,Nfft,Nps)

% CAZAC (Constant Amplitude Zero AutoCorrelation) sequence –> pilot

% Nps : Pilot spacing

if nargin <3, Nps¼4; end

Np=Nfft/Nps; % Number of pilots

xp=x; % Prepare an OFDM signal including pilot signal for initialization

for k=1:Np
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xp((k-1)*Nps+1)=exp(j*pi*(k-1)^2/Np); % Eq.(7.17) for Pilot boosting

end

Program 5.11 “add_CP” to add CP

function y=add_CP(x,Ng)

% Add CP (Cyclic Prefix) of length Ng

y = [x(:,end-Ng+1:end) x];

Program 5.12 “remove_CP” to remove CP

function y=remove_CP(x,Ng,Noff)

% Remove CP (Cyclic Prefix) of length Ng

if nargin<3, Noff=0; end

y=x(:,Ng+1-Noff:end-Noff);

5.5 Effect of Sampling Clock Offset

In this section, we will investigate the effect of the sampling clock offset, which includes the

phase offset in the sampling clocks and frequency offset in the sampling clocks.

5.5.1 Effect of Phase Offset in Sampling Clocks

The phase offset in the sampling clocks can be viewed as the symbol timing error, which occurs

when the sampling rates or frequencies at the transmitter and receiver are identical. In the

presence of phase offset, their sampling times do not coincidewith each other. In this situation,

the sampling instants at the receiver differ from the optimal ones by some constant time [114].

Figure 5.18 illustrates a phase offset in the sampling clocks.

Just like the STO discussed in Section 5.1, a phase rotation is incurred in the frequency

domain due to the phase offset in the sampling clocks. It is proportional to the timing

offset and subcarrier index. Since the effect of phase offset in the sampling clocks is usually

small, it is often considered just as a part of STO, without requiring any additional

compensator.
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Ts Ts Ts Ts
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Figure 5.18 Phase offset in sampling clocks: an illustration.
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5.5.2 Effect of Frequency Offset in Sampling Clocks

The SFO (frequency offset in the sampling clocks) between the transmitter and receiver occurs

due to mismatch between the transmitter and receiver oscillators, or due to Doppler frequency

shift [115]. Figure 5.19 illustrates the SFO that causes the phase offset in clocks to vary with

time, resulting in an ICI (Inter-Carrier Interference).

The frequency-domain received signal with SFO can be written as

~Y k½ � ¼ Y k½ � � sinðpDkÞ
sinðpDk=NÞ � e

�jpDkðN�1Þ
N þ zICI k½ � with D ¼ Ts�T 0

s

Ts
ð5:33Þ

where zICI ½k� denotes the ICI caused by SFO. The first term in Equation (5.33) corresponds to

the amplitude and phase distortion of the signal received at each subcarrier. In [114], the

variance of zICI ½k� is given by

varfzICI k½ �g ¼ p2

3
ðDkÞ2 ð5:34Þ

When SFO is present, the sampling timing offset may vary in every OFDM symbol and a

periodic insertion or loss of one sample may occur in one symbol period. Figure 5.19 shows an

example of one sample loss occurring in the case where the sampling clock frequency of the

receiver is lower than that of the transmitter.

5.6 Compensation for Sampling Clock Offset

A digital OFDM receiver samples the received continuous-time signal at instants determined

by the clock in the receiver [116]. Depending on the presence of control mechanism of the

sampling clock, the compensation scheme of the sampling clock offset can be divided into two

types: synchronous sampling and non-synchronous sampling schemes. The synchronous

sampling scheme controls the sampling timing instants in the analog domain via VCXO

(Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator) and DPLL (Digital Phase Locked Loop). Meanwhile,

the non-synchronous sampling scheme compensates the sampling clock offset in the digital

domain after free-running sampling. Figure 5.20(a) shows a synchronous sampling system

Tx samples

Rx samples

sT sT sT sT sT

′
sT ′

sT ′
sT ′

sT

Figure 5.19 Frequency offset in the sampling clocks: an illustration.
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where the phase rotation at pilot tones, measured by TED (Timing Error Detector), is used to

control a VCXO via DPLL for alignment of the receiver clock with the transmitter clock.

Figure 5.20(b) shows a non-synchronous sampling systemwhere the sampling rate is fixed and

the sampling time offset is compensated by using digital devices such as an FIR interpolating

filter. Since it does not require a feedback signal for adjusting the sampling frequency (at ADC),

it is simpler to implement than the synchronous sampling systems. However, the non-

synchronous sampling scheme is more vulnerable to SFO if it is not compensated properly.

Since a sample can be inserted or lost in one OFDM symbol when SFO is present, the non-

synchronous sampling scheme performs the operations of skip/duplication/interpolation

before the FFT operation and compensates for the effect of phase rotation by using FEQ

(Frequency-domain EQualizer). Table 5.4 shows a comparison between synchronous and non-

synchronous sampling schemes in OFDM systems.

Table 5.4 Synchronous sampling vs. non-synchronous sampling in OFDM systems.

Synchronous sampling Non-synchronous sampling

Required components VCXO (NCO) XO

PLL (DPLL) FIR interpolation filter

Disadvantages Usage of VCXO is undesirable Performance degradation
* Higher cost and noise jitter than XO * Slowly time varying ICI
* Discrete component * Usually requires oversampling or

high-order interpolation filter

Synchronization scheme & Pilot tone-based synchronization & Discrete time-domain correction
& Hybrid time-domain/frequency-

domain correction

ADC FFT

TEDDPLLVCXO

Received
signal

Data

(a) OFDM receiver with synchronous sampling 

ADC

Fixed
Xtal

Received
signal

Skip/duplicate

TED

Data
FFT FEQ

DPLL

Interpolator

(b) OFDM receiver with non-synchronous sampling 

Figure 5.20 Block diagrams for OFDM receivers with synchronous/non-synchronous sampling.
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5.7 Synchronization in Cellular Systems

This section presents the synchronization techniques between the BS (Base Station) and MS

(Mobile Station) in cellular systems. In TDD (Time Division Duplexing) systems, the

information on synchronization and channel estimation, obtained by downlink, can be applied

to uplink since downlink and uplink channels tend to be symmetric. In FDD (Frequency

Division Duplexing) cellular systems, however, synchronization and channel estimation are

performed separately for downlink and uplink since they operate in different frequency bands.

Figure 5.21 shows a basic flow of information between the BS andMS for cell searching and

synchronization. Referring to Figure 5.21, the detailed procedure is as follows:

*1 BS broadcasts a downlink preamble periodically, which can be used for maintaining a

connection to any MS with alignment in time and frequency.

*2 MS acquires frame timing, symbol timing, carrier frequency, and Cell ID by using the

preamble transmitted from BS. MS also acquires information on timing and resource for

random access.

*3 MS transmits a random access preamble using the resource information (time, frequency,

code) broadcasted by BS.

*4 Upon reception of the random access preamble, BS estimates the uplink symbol timing

offset, carrier frequency offset (only for FDD case), and power level for MS.

*5 BS sends a ranging response (as a response to random access) indicating the value of timing

advance (TA), carrier frequency offset, and power level for MS.

*6 MS compensates the uplink timing, carrier frequency offset, and power level by using the

information in the ranging response.

*7 MS transmits a compensated uplink signal.

5.7.1 Downlink Synchronization

Downlink synchronization for OFDM-based communication and broadcasting systems can

be either preamble-based or pilot-based. For example, DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting;

Eureka-147) systems use a null symbol and phase reference symbol for synchronization.

MS
modem

TX RF
front-end

RX RF
front-end

BS
modem

RX RF
front-end

TX RF
front-end

Downlink sync. channel

Control channel:
uplink sync. info
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Random access signal

1
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5

7
Uplink estimation:

time, frequency, and 
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4

Downlink sync:
frame, time, frequency sync

cell searching 
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time, frequency, and
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2

6

Figure 5.21 Cell search and synchronization process in a cellular system.
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Since DAB employs non-coherent transmission scheme (DQPSK), pilots or channel

estimation is not needed. In DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial) and

DVB-H (Digital Video Broadcasting – Handheld) systems, pilot tones are used for

synchronization and channel estimation. Meanwhile, IEEE 802.11a wireless LAN (Local

Area Network) employs the OFDM burst modem, which uses the short/long preambles for

synchronization and channel estimation. Once synchronization and channel estimation are

performed at the beginning of transmission in wireless LAN, the estimated parameters are

used during transmission of the burst. Unlike the wireless LAN, the cellular system

requires a process of cell searching in addition to synchronization and channel estimation.

After initial synchronization, MS searches for the target BS with the best link connection

among adjacent BSs, and continues to search for the possibility of handover. Depending on

the standards in the cellular systems, slightly different terminologies are used for cell

searching and downlink synchronization: preamble in Mobile WiMAX systems, and PSS

(Primary Synchronization Signal) and SSS (Secondary Synchronization Signal) in 3GPP-

LTE systems.

In the design of the preamble, the following must be taken into consideration. The preamble

sequence for cellular systems should have a low PAPR as well as good (low) cross-correlation

and (impulse-like) auto-correlation characteristics. Well-known preamble sequences for

cellular systems include PN sequence, Gold sequence, and CAZAC sequence [117]. Also,

the period of preamble depends on the range of CFO to be estimated. As discussed in

Section 5.4, there exists a trade-off relationship between the MSE performance and estimation

range ofCFO.Other system requirements such as the number of cells to be distinguished should

be also considered along with the required performance and complexity when the preamble

sequence needs to be designed for cell searching and synchronization. In the sequel, we

consider specific synchronization procedures for the commercial cellular systems, including

the mobile WiMAX and 3GPP LTE systems.

Consider the Mobile WiMAX system in which each cell has three sectors [118,119]. The

orthogonal subsets of subcarriers are allocated at different sectors, that is, providing the

frequency reuse factor of 3, so that co-channel interference can be avoided. Figure 5.22(a)

shows the cell structure of the Mobile WiMAX system while Figure 5.22(b) shows the

corresponding preamble structure in the frequency domain where preamble sequences are

allocated at a different set of subcarriers for each segment in a cell. Here, the term segment

has a similar meaning to sector. Out of 114 different preamble sequences, 96 sequences are

used to identify 32 cells, each with three unique segments. The preamble repeats approxi-

mately three timeswithin theOFDMsymbol period in the time domain, because only one out

of three segments is used as shown in Figure 5.22(b). TheMS can detect the starting point of

a frame by using the auto-correlation property of the preamble. After the frame detection,

cyclic prefix is used to estimate FFO (Fractional carrier-Frequency Offset). After the time-

domain operation is completed, the next preamble is converted into a frequency-domain one,

where IFO (Integer carrier Frequency Offset), Cell ID, segment ID, and CINR (Carrier-to-

Interference and Noise Ratio) are estimated. After the initial synchronization process is

completed, fine symbol timing and carrier-frequency tracking are performed. In order to

improve the performance of synchronization at the cell boundary, two OFDM symbols can

be used for a preamble, as discussed in the upcoming standard for the next generationMobile

WiMAX (e.g., IEEE 802.16m standard).
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As another example, let us consider a downlink synchronization procedure for 3GPP LTE

(Long-Term Evolution) system [120,121]. Figure 5.23 shows a downlink frame structure in the

LTEsystemfor thenormal cyclicprefixcase.One frameofduration10msconsistsofagroupof10

subframes (corresponding to20slots).Dependingonwhether thenormalcyclic prefixorextended

cyclic prefix is used, a slot of duration 0.5ms consists of 6 or 7 OFDM symbols. A subset of

subcarriers for symbol #6 in the slot #0 and slot #10 are designated as a primary synchronization

channel (P-SCH).Furthermore, a subset of the subcarriers for symbol #5 in the slot #0and slot #10

are designated as secondary synchronization channel 1 (S-SCH1) and secondary synchronization

channel 2 (S-SCH2), respectively. The P-SCH and S-SCH are used to transmit the PSS (Primary

SynchronizationSignal) andSSS(SecondarySynchronizationSignal), respectively.ThePSSand

SSSare transmittedon thecentral 1.08MHzband, consistingof72subcarriers (subcarrier spacing

of 15 kHz) including guard band, no matter which bandwidth is used among the scalable

transmission bandwidths of 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 20MHz. In the 3GPP LTE system, 504

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Subframe #0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

P-SCH S-SCH1 S-SCH2

5
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1 frame = 10 ms

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
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One subframe = 1ms
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Figure 5.23 Downlink frame structure in 3GPP-LTE system (normal CP).
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Figure 5.22 Cell and preamble structures in Mobile WiMAX system.
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unique cells can be distinguished by combining three physical layer cell-identities, provided by

PSS, with 168 physical layer cell identity groups, provided by SSS.

As the first step of downlink synchronization in the 3GPP LTE system, theMS uses PSSwith

the period of 5ms, transmitted twice in a frame, to estimate symbol timing and CFO. PSS is also

used to detect the physical layer cell identity. As the second step of downlink synchronization,

SSS is used to detect the physical layer cell ID group and frame timing. As shown in

Figure 5.23, the physical layer cell ID group is identified by combining SSS1 in the S-SCH1

with SSS2 in the S-SCH2.

5.7.2 Uplink Synchronization

In downlink transmission, the MS is synchronized with BS in an open loop control mechanism

as discussed in Section 5.7.1. Once downlink synchronization is complete, theMS receives the

signal transmitted fromBS after propagation delay between BS andMS. Since the propagation

speed is 3.33ms/km, the MS located 3km away from BS will receive the transmitted signal

16.7ms later. For broadcasting systemswhere no interaction takes place between downlink and

uplink, such a small propagation delay does not cause any performance degradation. Unlike

downlink synchronization, however, uplink synchronization needs to be carried out in a closed

loop control mechanism for cellular systems. Since the MS cannot estimate the propagation

delay from the downlink preamble, the MS sends a random access preamble to BS. Upon

reception of the random access preamble, BS estimates the round-trip propagation delay by

using the techniques discussed in Section 5.3.2. Then, the BS sends back to the MS a ranging

response indicating the value of timing advance (TA).

In the OFDMA system, multiple MSs may transmit their uplink bursts. Each burst uses a

different frequency band (resource unit) allocated by the scheduler in BS. Although the

resources are allocated in an orthogonalmanner,multiple access interference (MAI)may occur

due to the loss of orthogonality if the bursts transmitted from MSs do not arrive at the BS

simultaneously. Figure 5.24 illustrates timing misalignment among MS bursts due to the

different distances between the different users and BS. Once MAI occurs, it is difficult to

CP User 1

CP User 2

CP User 3

CP User 4

CP−N 0 N −1
Sample

(: l -1)th symbol : lth symbol

Figure 5.24 Timing misalignments among MS bursts received at BS in OFDMA system.
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recover the transmitted bursts, resulting in significant performance degradation. In theOFDMA

system, therefore, the BS needs to send back to eachMS the corresponding value of TA. At the

initial stage of uplink synchronization, the value of TA is not available to MS. In order for the

random access preamble to be detected at the BS, the length of the initial ranging preamble

should usually be longer than duration of one OFDM symbol. In order to increase the cell

coverage, we need to increase the length of the initial ranging preamble. As shown in

Figure 5.25, two repetitive OFDM symbols are used for initial ranging preamble in the Mobile

WiMAX system. In the 3GPP-LTE system, several different formats for random access

preamble are used to support the different sizes of cell coverage.

Figure 5.26 shows a procedure of uplink timing acquisition that uses the initial ranging

symbol in OFDMcellular systems.WhenMSwakes up from a sleepmode or performs handoff

from one cell to another, it acquires downlink synchronization by using downlink preamble.

Once downlink synchronization is completed, the MS receives the signal transmitted from BS

after propagation delay tp. The MS also receives the broadcast control channel from BS, and

acquires a set of cell and system-specific information. This information includes transmission

bandwidth, the number of transmit antenna ports, cyclic prefix length, and random access-

specific parameters. MS is advised regarding the availability of resources and which resource
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Figure 5.25 Initial ranging symbol in mobile WiMAX system.
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Figure 5.26 Uplink timing acquisition process.
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(time, frequency, code) to transmit the random access preamble. Then, since MS is not

synchronized with BS in uplink, a random access mechanism is used before actual data

transmission. The MS transmits the random access preamble so that the BS can estimate the

information on TA, power, and CFO, associated with the MS. Here, d denotes the estimated

symbol timing offset. Also, the BS determines whether the random access attempt was

successful or not by matching the random access preamble number (the matching process

can be performed at MS). If the BS successfully receives the random access preamble, it sends

an access grant message along with the TA information to the MS. Finally, the MS transmits a

data burst after compensating uplink timing with the TA information received from BS.

A flow diagram in Figure 5.27 summarizes an uplink synchronization procedure that has

been discussed above. After a successful connection with BS through the initial synchroniza-

tion process, the MS is required to maintain the quality of connection with the BS. After the

initial synchronization, periodic ranging is performed to allow the MS to adjust transmission

parameters such as symbol timing, CFO, and power, so that theMScan steadilymaintain uplink

communication with the BS.

See [122–125] for additional information about synchronization for ODFM systems.
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Figure 5.27 Uplink synchronization procedure.
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6

Channel Estimation

In an OFDM system, the transmitter modulates the message bit sequence into PSK/QAM

symbols, performs IFFT on the symbols to convert them into time-domain signals, and sends

them out through a (wireless) channel. The received signal is usually distorted by the channel

characteristics. In order to recover the transmitted bits, the channel effectmust be estimated and

compensated in the receiver [126–128]. As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, each subcarrier can

be regarded as an independent channel, as long as no ICI (Inter-Carrier Interference) occurs,

and thus preserving the orthogonality among subcarriers. The orthogonality allows each

subcarrier component of the received signal to be expressed as the product of the transmitted

signal and channel frequency response at the subcarrier. Thus, the transmitted signal can be

recovered by estimating the channel response just at each subcarrier. In general, the channel can

be estimated by using a preamble or pilot symbols known to both transmitter and receiver,

which employ various interpolation techniques to estimate the channel response of the

subcarriers between pilot tones. In general, data signal as well as training signal, or both,

can be used for channel estimation. In order to choose the channel estimation technique for the

OFDM system under consideration, many different aspects of implementations, including the

required performance, computational complexity and time-variation of the channel must be

taken into account.

6.1 Pilot Structure

Depending on the arrangement of pilots, three different types of pilot structures are considered:

block type, comb type, and lattice type [129–132].

6.1.1 Block Type

A block type of pilot arrangement is depicted in Figure 6.1. In this type, OFDM symbols with

pilots at all subcarriers (referred to as pilot symbols herein) are transmitted periodically for

channel estimation. Using these pilots, a time-domain interpolation is performed to estimate

MIMO-OFDM Wireless Communications with MATLAB� Yong Soo Cho, Jaekwon Kim, Won Young Yang
and Chung G. Kang
� 2010 John Wiley & Sons (Asia) Pte Ltd



the channel along the time axis. Let St denote the period of pilot symbols in time. In order to

keep track of the time-varying channel characteristics, the pilot symbols must be placed as

frequently as the coherence time is. As the coherence time is given in an inverse form of the

Doppler frequency fDoppler in the channel, the pilot symbol period must satisfy the following

inequality:

St � 1

fDoppler
ð6:1Þ

Since pilot tones are inserted into all subcarriers of pilot symbols with a period in time, the

block-type pilot arrangement is suitable for frequency-selective channels. For the fast-fading

channels, however, it might incur toomuch overhead to track the channel variation by reducing

the pilot symbol period.

6.1.2 Comb Type

Comb-type pilot arrangement is depicted in Figure 6.2. In this type, every OFDM symbol has

pilot tones at the periodically-located subcarriers, which are used for a frequency-domain

interpolation to estimate the channel along the frequency axis. Let Sf be the period of pilot tones

in frequency. In order to keep track of the frequency-selective channel characteristics, the pilot

symbols must be placed as frequently as coherent bandwidth is. As the coherence bandwidth

is determined by an inverse of the maximum delay spread smax, the pilot symbol period must

satisfy the following inequality:

Sf � 1

smax

ð6:2Þ

As opposed to the block-type pilot arrangement, the comb-type pilot arrangement is suitable

for fast-fading channels, but not for frequency-selective channels.
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Figure 6.1 Block-type pilot arrangement.
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6.1.3 Lattice Type

Lattice-type pilot arrangement is depicted in Figure 6.3. In this type, pilot tones are inserted

along both the time and frequency axes with given periods. The pilot tones scattered in both

time and frequency axes facilitate time/frequency-domain interpolations for channel estima-

tion. Let St and Sf denote the periods of pilot symbols in time and frequency, respectively.

In order to keep track of the time-varying and frequency-selective channel characteristics, the

pilot symbol arrangement must satisfy both Equations (6.1) and (6.2), such that

St � 1

fDoppler
and Sf � 1

smax

where fDoppler andsmax denote theDoppler spreading andmaximumdelay spread, respectively.
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Figure 6.3 Lattice-type pilot arrangement.
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6.2 Training Symbol-Based Channel Estimation

Training symbols can be used for channel estimation, usually providing a good performance.

However, their transmission efficiencies are reduced due to the required overhead of training

symbols such as preamble or pilot tones that are transmitted in addition to data symbols. The

least-square (LS) and minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) techniques are widely used for

channel estimation when training symbols are available [127–130,132,133].

We assume that all subcarriers are orthogonal (i.e., ICI-free). Then, the training symbols for

N subcarriers can be represented by the following diagonal matrix:

X ¼

X½0� 0 � � � 0

0 X½1� ..
.

..

. . .
.

0

0 � � � 0 X½N�1�

2
666664

3
777775

where X½k� denotes a pilot tone at the kth subcarrier, with EfX½k�g ¼ 0 and VarfX½k�g ¼ s2
x,

k ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1. Note that X is given by a diagonal matrix, since we assume that all

subcarriers are orthogonal. Given that the channel gain is H½k� for each subcarrier k, the

received training signal Y ½k� can be represented as

Y /

Y ½0�
Y ½1�
..
.

Y ½N�1�

2
66664

3
77775 ¼

X½0� 0 � � � 0

0 X½1� ..
.

..

. . .
.

0

0 � � � 0 X N�1½ �

2
666664

3
777775

H½0�
H½1�
..
.

H½N�1�

2
66664

3
77775þ

Z½0�
Z½1�
..
.

Z½N�1�

2
66664

3
77775

¼ XHþZ

ð6:3Þ

where H is a channel vector given as H ¼ ½H½0�;H½1�; � � � ;H½N�1��T and Z is a noise vector

given as Z ¼ ½Z½0�; Z½1�; � � � ; Z½N�1��T with EfZ½k�g ¼ 0 and VarfZ½k�g ¼ s2
z , k ¼ 0;

1; 2; � � � ;N�1. In the following discussion, let Ĥ denote the estimate of channel H.

6.2.1 LS Channel Estimation

The least-square (LS) channel estimation method finds the channel estimate Ĥ in such a way

that the following cost function is minimized:

JðĤÞ ¼ Y�XĤ
�� ��2

¼ ðY�XĤÞHðY�XĤÞ
¼ YHY�YHXĤ�ĤHXHYþ ĤHXHXĤ

ð6:4Þ

By setting the derivative of the function with respect to Ĥ to zero,

qJðĤÞ
qĤ

¼ �2 XHY
� �* þ 2 XHXĤ

� �* ¼ 0 ð6:5Þ
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we have XHXĤ ¼ XHY, which gives the solution to the LS channel estimation as

ĤLS ¼ ðXHXÞ�1
XHY ¼ X�1Y ð6:6Þ

LetusdenoteeachcomponentoftheLSchannelestimateĤLS byĤLS½k�,k ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1.

SinceX isassumedtobediagonalduetotheICI-freecondition, theLSchannelestimateĤLS canbe

written for each subcarrier as

ĤLS½k� ¼ Y ½k�
X½k� ; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1 ð6:7Þ

The mean-square error (MSE) of this LS channel estimate is given as

MSELS ¼ EfðH�ĤLSÞHðH�HLSÞg
¼ EfðH�X�1YÞHðH�X�1YÞg
¼ EfðX�1ZÞHðX�1ZÞg
¼ EfZHðXXHÞ�1Zg
¼ s2

z

s2
x

ð6:8Þ

Note that theMSE in Equation (6.8) is inversely proportional to the SNRs2
x=s

2
z , which implies

that it may be subject to noise enhancement, especially when the channel is in a deep null.

Due to its simplicity, however, the LS method has been widely used for channel estimation.

6.2.2 MMSE Channel Estimation

Consider the LS solution in Equation (6.6), ĤLS ¼ X�1Y/~H. Using the weight matrix W,

define Ĥ/W~H, which corresponds to theMMSE estimate. Referring to Figure 6.4,MSEof the

channel estimate Ĥ is given as

JðĤÞ ¼ Efjjejj2g ¼ EfjjH�Ĥjj2g ð6:9Þ

Then, the MMSE channel estimation method finds a better (linear) estimate in terms of W

in such a way that the MSE in Equation (6.9) is minimized. The orthogonality principle states

W

Weight

H

H ˆ =H WH

ˆ= −e H H

~~

Figure 6.4 MMSE channel estimation.
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that the estimation error vector e ¼ H�Ĥ is orthogonal to ~H, such that

Efe~HHg ¼ EfðH�ĤÞ~HHg
¼ EfðH�W~HÞ~HHg
¼ EfH~HHg�WEf~H~HHg
¼ RH~H�WR~H~H ¼ 0

ð6:10Þ

where RAB is the cross-correlation matrix of N � N matrices A and B (i.e., RAB ¼ E½ABH �),
and ~H is the LS channel estimate given as

~H ¼ X�1Y ¼ HþX�1Z ð6:11Þ
Solving Equation (6.10) for W yields

W ¼ RH~HR
�1
~H~H

ð6:12Þ

where R~H~H is the autocorrelation matrix of ~H given as

R~H~H ¼ Ef~H~HHg
¼ EfX�1YðX�1YÞHg
¼ EfðHþX�1ZÞðHþX�1ZÞHg
¼ EfHHH þX�1ZHH þHZHðX�1ÞH þX�1ZZHðX�1ÞHÞg
¼ EfHHHgþEfX�1ZZHðX�1ÞHg
¼ EfHHHgþ s2

z

s2
x

I

ð6:13Þ

andRH~H is the cross-correlationmatrix between the true channel vector and temporary channel

estimate vector in the frequency domain. Using Equation (6.13), the MMSE channel estimate

follows as

Ĥ ¼ W~H ¼ RH~HR
�1
~H~H

~H

¼ RH~H RHH þ s2
z

s2
x

I

� ��1

~H ð6:14Þ

The elements of RH~H and RHH in Equation (6.14) are

E hk;l ~h
*
k0;l0

n o
¼ E hk;l h

*
k0;l0

n o
¼ rf ½k�k0�rt½l�l0� ð6:15Þ

where k and l denote the subcarrier (frequency) index and OFDM symbol (time) index,

respectively. In an exponentially-decreasing multipath PDP (Power Delay Profile), the

frequency-domain correlation rf ½k� is given as

rf k½ � ¼ 1

1þ j2ptrmskDf
ð6:16Þ
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where Df ¼ 1=Tsub is the subcarrier spacing for the FFT interval length of Tsub. Meanwhile, for

a fading channel with the maximum Doppler frequency fmax and Jake’s spectrum, the time-

domain correlation rt½l� is given as

rt½l� ¼ J0 2pfmaxlTsym
� � ð6:17Þ

where Tsym ¼ Tsub þ TG for guard interval time of TG and J0ðxÞ is the first kind of 0th-order

Bessel function. Note that rt½0� ¼ J0ð0Þ ¼ 1, implying that the time-domain correlation for the

same OFDM symbol is unity. Figure 6.5 shows the time-domain correlation of channel in

the unit of OFDM symbol depending on the maximum Doppler frequency fmax when the

bandwidth is 10MHz and the OFDM symbol duration is 115.2us. It can be seen from Figure 6.5

that the magnitude of rt½l� decreases as the maximum Doppler frequency fmax increases.

To estimate the channel for data symbols, the pilot subcarriers must be interpolated. Popular

interpolation methods include linear interpolation, second-order polynomial interpolation,

and cubic spline interpolation [128–131,134].

MATLAB� Programs: For Channel Estimation and Interpolation

ThreeMATLAB� routines are provided. The first two, Program 6.1 (“LS_CE”) and Program

6.2 (“MMSE_CE”), perform the LS and MMSE channel estimation, respectively. In

“MMSE_CE,” the channel impulse response is given as the sixth input argument. Also, the

time-domain correlation rt½l� of channel is set to unity, such that rt½0� ¼ J0ð0Þ ¼ 1, since the

pilot symbol is inserted in every OFDM symbol. The third routine Program 6.3 (“interpolate”)

uses the MATLAB� built-in routine “interp1” to perform the linear or cubic spline interpola-

tion, depending on whether the fourth input argument (method) is “linear” or “spline.” These

routines will be used in “channel_estimation.m” (Program 6.4) to test their validity.
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Figure 6.5 Time-domain correlation characteristic of channel (BW¼ 10MHz, Tsym ¼ 115:2 us).
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Program 6.1 “LS_CE” for LS channel estimation method

function [H_LS] = LS_CE(Y,Xp,pilot_loc,Nfft,Nps,int_opt)

% LS channel estimation function

% Inputs:

% Y = Frequency-domain received signal

% Xp = Pilot signal

% pilot_loc = Pilot location

% N = FFT size

% Nps = Pilot spacing

% int_opt = ’linear’ or ’spline’

% output:

% H_LS = LS Channel estimate

Np=Nfft/Nps; k=1:Np;

LS_est(k) = Y(pilot_loc(k))./Xp(k); % LS channel estimation

if lower(int_opt(1))==’l’, method=’linear’; else method=’spline’; end

% Linear/Spline interpolation

H_LS = interpolate(LS_est,pilot_loc,Nfft,method);

Program 6.2 “MMSE_CE” for MMSE channel estimation method

function [H_MMSE] = MMSE_CE(Y,Xp,pilot_loc,Nfft,Nps,h,SNR)

% MMSE channel estimation function

% Inputs:

% Y = Frequency-domain received signal

% Xp = Pilot signal

% pilot_loc = Pilot location

% Nfft = FFT size

% Nps = Pilot spacing

% h = Channel impulse response

% SNR = Signal-to-Noise Ratio[dB]

% output:

% H_MMSE = MMSE channel estimate

snr = 10^(SNR*0.1); Np=Nfft/Nps; k=1:Np;

H_tilde = Y(1,pilot_loc(k))./Xp(k); % LS estimate Eq.(6.12) or (6.8)

k=0:length(h)-1; %k_ts = k*ts;

hh = h*h’; tmp = h.*conj(h).*k; %tmp = h.*conj(h).*k_ts;

r = sum(tmp)/hh; r2 = tmp*k.’/hh; %r2 = tmp*k_ts.’/hh;

tau_rms = sqrt(r2-r^2); % rms delay

df = 1/Nfft; %1/(ts*Nfft);

j2pi_tau_df = j*2*pi*tau_rms*df;

K1 = repmat([0:Nfft-1].’,1,Np); K2 = repmat([0:Np-1],Nfft,1);

rf = 1./(1+j2pi_tau_df*Nps*(K1-K2)); % Eq.(6.17a)

K3 = repmat([0:Np-1].’,1,Np); K4 = repmat([0:Np-1],Np,1);

rf2 = 1./(1+j2pi_tau_df*Nps*(K3-K4)); % Eq.(6.17a)

Rhp = rf;

Rpp = rf2 + eye(length(H_tilde),length(H_tilde))/snr; % Eq.(6.14)

H_MMSE = transpose(Rhp*inv(Rpp)*H_tilde.’); % MMSE estimate Eq.(6.15)
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Program 6.3 “interpolate” for channel interpolation between pilots

function [H_interpolated] = interpolate(H,pilot_loc,Nfft,method)

% Input: H = Channel estimate using pilot sequence

% pilot_loc = Location of pilot sequence

% Nfft = FFT size

% method = ’linear’/’spline’

% Output: H_interpolated = interpolated channel

if pilot_loc(1)>1

slope = (H(2)-H_est(1))/(pilot_loc(2)-pilot_loc(1));

H = [H(1)-slope*(pilot_loc(1)-1) H]; pilot_loc = [1 pilot_loc];

end

if pilot_loc(end) <Nfft
slope = (H(end)-H(end-1))/(pilot_loc(end)-pilot_loc(end-1));

H = [H H(end)+slope*(Nfft-pilot_loc(end))];

pilot_loc = [pilot_loc Nfft];

end

if lower(method(1))==’l’, H_interpolated=interp1(pilot_loc,H,[1:Nfft]);

else H_interpolated = interp1(pilot_loc,H,[1:Nfft],’spline’);

end

6.3 DFT-Based Channel Estimation

The DFT-based channel estimation technique has been derived to improve the performance of

LS or MMSE channel estimation by eliminating the effect of noise outside the maximum

channel delay. Let Ĥ½k� denote the estimate of channel gain at the kth subcarrier, obtained by

either LS or MMSE channel estimation method. Taking the IDFT of the channel estimate

Ĥ½k�� �N�1

k¼0
,

IDFT Ĥ½k�� � ¼ h½n� þ z½n�/ĥ½n�; n ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;N�1 ð6:18Þ

where z½n� denotes the noise component in the time domain. Ignoring the coefficients fĥ½n�g
that contain the noise only, define the coefficients for the maximum channel delay L as

ĥDFT ½n� ¼ h½n� þ z½n�; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; L�1

0; otherwise

	
ð6:19Þ

and transform the remaining L elements back to the frequency domain as follows [135–138]:

ĤDFT½k� ¼ DFT ĥDFTðnÞ
n o

ð6:20Þ

Program 6.4 “channel_estimation.m” for DFT-based channel estimation

%channel_estimation.m

% for LS/DFT Channel Estimation with linear/spline interpolation

clear all; close all; clf
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Nfft=32; Ng=Nfft/8; Nofdm=Nfft+Ng; Nsym=100;

Nps=4; Np=Nfft/Nps; % Pilot spacing and number of pilots per OFDM symbol

Nbps=4; M=2^Nbps; % Number of bits per (modulated) symbol

mod_object = modem.qammod(’M’,M, ’SymbolOrder’,’gray’);

demod_object = modem.qamdemod(’M’,M, ’SymbolOrder’,’gray’);

Es=1; A=sqrt(3/2/(M-1)*Es); % Signal energy and QAM normalization factor

SNR = 30; sq2=sqrt(2); MSE = zeros(1,6); nose = 0;

for nsym=1:Nsym

Xp = 2*(randn(1,Np)>0)-1; % Pilot sequence generation

msgint=randint(1,Nfft-Np,M); % bit generation

Data = A*modulate(mod_object,msgint);

ip = 0; pilot_loc = [];

for k=1:Nfft

if mod(k,Nps)==1

X(k)=Xp(floor(k/Nps)+1); pilot_loc=[pilot_loc k]; ip = ip+1;

else X(k) = Data(k-ip);

end

end

x = ifft(X,Nfft); xt = [x(Nfft-Ng+1:Nfft) x]; % IFFT and add CP

h = [(randn+j*randn) (randn+j*randn)/2]; % A (2-tap) channel

H = fft(h,Nfft); ch_length=length(h); % True channel and its length

H_power_dB = 10*log10(abs(H.*conj(H))); % True channel power in dB

y_channel = conv(xt,h); % Channel path (convolution)

yt = awgn(y_channel,SNR,’measured’);

y = yt(Ng+1:Nofdm); Y = fft(y); % Remove CP and FFT

for m=1:3

if m==1, H_est = LS_CE(Y,Xp,pilot_loc,Nfft,Nps,’linear’);

method=’LS-linear’; % LS estimation with linear interpolation

elseif m==2, H_est = LS_CE(Y,Xp,pilot_loc,Nfft,Nps,’spline’);

method=’LS-spline’; % LS estimation with spline interpolation

else H_est = MMSE_CE(Y,Xp,pilot_loc,Nfft,Nps,h,SNR);

method=’MMSE’; % MMSE estimation

end

H_est_power_dB = 10*log10(abs(H_est.*conj(H_est)));

h_est = ifft(H_est); h_DFT = h_est(1:ch_length);

H_DFT = fft(h_DFT,Nfft); % DFT-based channel estimation

H_DFT_power_dB = 10*log10(abs(H_DFT.*conj(H_DFT)));

if nsym==1

subplot(319+2*m), plot(H_power_dB,’b’); hold on;

plot(H_est_power_dB,’r:+’); legend(’True Channel’,method);

subplot(320+2*m), plot(H_power_dB,’b’); hold on;

plot(H_DFT_power_dB,’r:+’);

legend(’True Channel’,[method ’ with DFT’]);

end

MSE(m) = MSE(m) + (H-H_est)*(H-H_est)’;

MSE(m+3) = MSE(m+3) + (H-H_DFT)*(H-H_DFT)’;

end

Y_eq = Y./H_est; ip = 0;

for k=1:Nfft

if mod(k,Nps)==1, ip=ip+1; else Data_extracted(k-ip)=Y_eq(k); end
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end

msg_detected = demodulate(demod_object,Data_extracted/A);

nose = nose + sum(msg_detected�=msgint);

MSEs = MSE/(Nfft*Nsym);

end

Figure 6.6 shows a block diagram of DFT-based channel estimation, given the LS channel

estimation. Note that the maximum channel delay Lmust be known in advance. Figures 6.7(a)

and (b) show the received signal constellation before and after channel compensation for the

OFDM system with 16-QAM, illustrating the effect of channel estimation and compensation.

Meanwhile, Figure 6.8 illustrates the channel estimates obtained by using the various types of

channel estimation methods with and without DFT technique discussed in the above.

Comparing Figures 6.8(a1), (b1), and (c1) with Figures 6.8(a2), (b2), and (c2) reveals that

the DFT-based channel estimation method improves the performance of channel estimation.
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Figure 6.6 DFT-based channel estimation.

Figure 6.7 Received signal constellation diagrams before and after channel compensation.
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Also, comparing Figures 6.8(a1) and (b1) with Figure 6.8(c1), it is clear that the MMSE

estimation shows better performance than the LS estimation does at the cost of requiring the

additional computation and information on the channel characteristics.

MATLAB� Programs: For Channel Estimation

Program 6.4 (“channel_estimation.m”) calls Program 6.1 (“LS_CE”) and Program 6.2

(“MMSE_CE”) for LS (with linear or spline interpolation) and MMSE channel estimations,

respectively, and applies the DFT technique to improve their performances. Running the

program yields Figure 6.7 in which the channel may be different every time the program is

run since the channel is generated using the MATLAB� built-in Gaussian random number

generator “randn.”

Figure 6.8 Illustration for performance improvement with DFT-based channel estimation.
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6.4 Decision-Directed Channel Estimation

Once initial channel estimation is made with the preamble or pilots, the coefficients of channel

can be updated with decision-directed (DD) channel estimation, which does not use the

preamble or pilots. As depicted in Figure 6.9, the DD technique uses the detected signal

feedback to track the possibly time-varying channel while subsequently using the channel

estimate to detect the signal [139–141].

Let Ĥl ½k� denote the channel estimatemade by using the l th OFDMsymbol. The lth received

OFDM symbol Yl ½k� can be compensated by Ĥl�1½k�, which is estimated by using the ðl�1Þth
OFDM symbol, that is,

Step 1: X̂l k½ � ¼ Yl ½k�
Ĥl�1½k�

Let Xl ½k� denote a hard-decision value for the channel-compensated signal X̂l ½k�. Then, the
channel estimate Ĥl ½k� is given by

Step 2: Ĥl k½ � ¼ Yl ½k�
Xl ½k�

Since Step 2 follows from the symbol decision made in Step 1, this particular approach is

referred to as the decision-directed channel estimation technique. In this decision-directed

process, any error in the detected symbol is propagated to degrade its performance. Further

performance degradation is expected under fast fading, which is when channel variation is

faster as compared to the OFDM symbol period. In this case, the performance degradation can

be mitigated to some degree by taking the weighted average of the channel estimates between

adjacent subcarriers or successive OFDM symbols.

6.5 Advanced Channel Estimation Techniques

6.5.1 Channel Estimation Using a Superimposed Signal

Consider a superimposed signal which adds a training (pilot) signal of low power to the data

signal at the transmitter. Then the superimposed signal is used at the receiver for channel

Remove
CP

S/P FFT Equalizer Demod P/S

Decision-
directed
channel

estimation

[ ]lY k [ ]lX k

1
ˆ [ ]lH k−

ˆ [ ]lX k

Figure 6.9 Block diagram for an OFDM receiver with decision-directed channel estimation.
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estimation without losing a data rate. In this approach, however, a portion of power allocated

to the training signal is wasted [142,143]. Figure 6.10 illustrates a superimposed signal, which

consists of a pilot signal with power r �P and a data signal with power ð1�rÞ �P, assuming that

the total signal power is equal to P.

For the lth transmitted OFDM symbol at the kth subcarrier, the superposed signal can be

expressed as Sl ½k� þPl ½k� where Sl ½k� and Pl ½k� denote the data and pilot signals, respectively.
The corresponding received signal can be expressed as

Yl ½k� ¼ Hl ½k�Xl ½k� þ Zl ½k�
¼ Hl ½k�ðSl ½k� þPl ½k�Þ þ Zl ½k� ð6:21Þ

where Yl ½k� and Zl ½k� denote the received signal and noise at the kth subcarrier in the lth symbol

period, respectively, and Hl ½k� the corresponding channel frequency response. Here, the

coherence time or coherence bandwidth of channel is assumed to beM over which the channel

response is almost constant along the time or frequency axis. Also, the pilot signals are set to be

constant for the time or frequency interval of length M such that

Time domain :
Hl ½k� � Hlþ 1½k� � � � � � HlþM�1½k� � H

Pl ½k� ¼ Plþ 1½k� ¼ � � � ¼ PlþM�1½k� ¼ P

	
ð6:22Þ

or

Frequency domain:
Hl ½k� � Hl ½kþ 1� � � � � � Hl ½kþM�1� � H

Pl ½k� ¼ Pl ½kþ 1� ¼ � � � ¼ Pl ½kþM�1� ¼ P

	
ð6:23Þ

Under the assumption that the data signal Sl ½k� and noise Zl ½k� are the zero-mean independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) processes, the average received signal over time or frequency

interval of length M is given as

Time domain : E Yl ½k�f g ¼ 1

M

XM�1

m¼0

Ylþm½k�

¼ 1

M

XM�1

m¼0

Hlþm½k�Xlþm½k� þ Zlþm½k�ð Þ

� 1

M

XM�1

m¼0

H Slþm½k� þPlþm½k�ð Þþ Zlþm½k�f g � HP

ð6:24Þ

Data

Pilot

(1−ρ)·P

PρP

M

Quasi-static H 

}
} ·

Figure 6.10 A superimposed signal for channel estimation.
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or

Frequency domain : E Yl ½k�f g ¼ 1

M

XM�1

m¼0

Yl ½kþm�

¼ 1

M

XM�1

m¼0

Hl ½kþm�Xl ½kþm� þ Zl ½kþm�ð Þ

� 1

M

XM�1

m¼0

H Sl ½kþm� þPl ½kþm�ð Þþ Zl ½kþm�f g � HP

ð6:25Þ

In Equations (6.24) and (6.25), we have assumed that M is large enough to make the average

of data signals approximately zero, that is,

1

M

XM�1

m¼0

Sl ½kþm� � 0:

Using Equations (6.24) and (6.25), then, the channel estimate is obtained as

Ĥ ¼ E Yl ½k�f g
P

ð6:26Þ

Since no additional pilot tones are required, the channel estimation technique using the

superimposed signal is advantageous in the aspect of data rate. However, it requires an

additional power for transmitting pilot signals and a long time interval to make the average of

data signals zero. For rapidly moving terminals, the performance of channel estimation using

the superposed signal in the time domain may be degraded because a short coherence time

reduces M, which may be too short to make the average of data signals to zero. Similarly for

channel estimation using the superposed signal in the frequency domain, its performance may

be degraded because a narrow coherence bandwidth reduces M.

6.5.2 Channel Estimation in Fast Time-Varying Channels

The channel estimation methods discussed so far may be applicable only when the channel

characteristic does not change within an OFDM symbol period. However, the channel for

the terminals that move fast may vary with time within an OFDM symbol period, in which

longer OFDM symbol period has a more severe effect on the channel estimation performance.

The time-varying channel may destroy the orthogonality among subcarriers at the receiver,

resulting in ICI (Inter-Channel Interference). Due to the effect of ICI, it cannot be compensated

by the conventional one-tap equalizer. This section deals with the effect of ICI in the time-

varying channels [144–149].
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A transmitted OFDM signal can be written in the time domain as

x½n� ¼
XN�1

k¼0

X½k�e j2pkn=N ; N ¼ 0; 1; � � � ;N�1 ð6:27Þ

The corresponding signal received through a wireless channel with L paths can be

expressed as

y½n� ¼
XL�1

i¼0

hi½n�x½n�ti� þw½n� ð6:28Þ

where hi½n� and ti denote the impulse response and delay time for the ith path of the time-

varying channel, respectively, while w½n� is an AWGN. The received signal in the frequency

domain is obtained by taking the FFT of y½n�f g as

Y k½ � ¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

y½n�e�j2pkn=N

¼
XN�1

m¼0

XL�1

i¼0

X½m�Hi½k�m�e�j2pim=N þW k½ �; k ¼ 0; 1; � � � ;N�1 ð6:29Þ

whereW ½k� andHi½k� denote the FFTs of w½n�f g and the impulse response hi½n�f g; respectively
[145]. Note that Hi½k� can be written as

Hi k½ � ¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

hi½n�e�j2pnk=N ð6:30Þ

Define the signal vectors in the frequency domain as

Y ¼

Y ½0�
Y ½1�
..
.

Y ½N�1�

2
6664

3
7775; X ¼

X½0�
X½1�
..
.

X½N�1�

2
6664

3
7775; W ¼

W ½0�
W ½1�
..
.

W ½N�1�

2
6664

3
7775

Furthermore, the effect of channel can be represented by a channel matrixH;which is given as

H ¼

a0;0 a0;1 � � � a0;N�1

a1;0 a1;1 � � � a1;N�1

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

aN�1;0 aN�1;1 � � � aN�1;N�1

2
6664

3
7775

where

ak;m ¼ H0½k�m�þH1½k�m�e�j2pm=N þ � � � þHL�1½k�m�e�j2pmðL�1Þ=N ; m;k ¼ 0;1; � � � ;N�1:
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Then, Equation (6.29) can be expressed in a matrix-vector form as

Y ¼ HXþW ð6:31Þ

If the channel impulse response (CIR) hi½n� remains constant over oneOFDMsymbol period,

the channel matrix H becomes diagonal with ak;m ¼ 0; 8 k „m. In this case, the transmitted

signal can be recovered easily by a simple equalizer as follows:

X ¼ H�1Y ð6:32Þ

If hi½n� varies within one OFDM symbol period, H becomes no longer diagonal, making it

difficult to solve Equation (6.31). However, if the channel is slowly time-varying, hi½n� can be
approximated by a straight line. This can be illustrated from Figure 6.11(a) in which 3-path

channel is simulated with Jake’s model for three different Doppler frequencies

½20 Hz; 50 Hz; 100 Hz�. Note that the slope of the channel impulse response increases linearly

with the Doppler frequency. Figure 6.11(b) shows the corresponding magnitude responses in

which most energy is concentrated around the DC component. Note that the ICI increases with

the Doppler frequency as well. In cases where the channel frequency response has most of its

energy near the DC component (see Figure 6.11(b)), the channel frequency response matrixH

can be approximated by a band matrix with the size of q as

H ¼

a0;0

a1;0

..

.

aq=2;0
0

..

.

0

a0;1

a1;1

..

.

�
�
..
.

0

� � �
� � �
. .
.

� � �� � �
. .
.

0

a0;q=2
� � �
. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

aN�1;N�1�q=2

0

� � �
. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

..

.

� � �

0

0

. .
.

. .
.

. .
.

aN�2;N�2

aN�1;N�2

0

..

.

0

aN�1�q=2;N�1

..

.

aN�2;N�1

aN�1;N�1

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775
ð6:33Þ
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Figure 6.11 Channel characteristic in a slowly time-varying environment.
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with

ak;m ¼ 0 for k�mj j 	 q=2 ð6:34Þ

where q denotes the number of subcarriers that incur dominant ICIs. Especially, ifH is a sparse

matrix with q ¼ N, it can be transformed into a block-diagonal matrix. In this case, its inverse

matrix can be obtained more easily by a block-by-block operation with less computational

complexity as compared to the case of a full matrix [145].

In order to compensate for the effect of ICI under the fast-fading channels, we need an

accurate estimate of the channel frequency response H. Although extensive researches have

been performed on estimation of the time-varying channels, most of the proposed techniques

have been derived and verified under a limited condition [144,147–149]. Further research is

expected for data transmission in very fast-fading channel environments.

6.5.3 EM Algorithm-Based Channel Estimation

The EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm has been widely used in a large number of

areas that deal with unknown factors affecting the outcome, such as signal processing, genetics,

econometric, clinical, and sociological studies. The EM-based channel estimation is an

iterative technique for finding maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of a channel [150–

155]. It is classified as a semi-blind method since it can be implemented when transmit

symbols are not available. In this section, let us describe the channel estimation technique using

the EM algorithm in [151,153,154].

Suppose that X is one of the C-ary symbols in the constellation of size C, such that

X 2 fX1;X2; � � � ;XCg where Xi denotes the ith symbol in the constellation. Then, the received

signal for some subcarrier is given by

Y ¼ H �Xþ Z ð6:35Þ
The conditional probability density function of Y given H and X can be expressed as

f ðYjH;XÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ps2

p exp � 1

2s2
jY�H �Xj2

� �
ð6:36Þ

Assuming that fXigCi¼1 are transmitted with the same probability of 1=C, the conditional

probability density function of Y given H is

f ðY jHÞ ¼
XC

i¼1

1

C
� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

s
exp � 1

2s2
jY�H �Xij2

� �
ð6:37Þ

Assuming that the channel is not time-varying over D OFDM symbols, denote those

transmitted and received symbols in a vector form as

Y ¼ ½Y1; Y2; � � � ; YD�T ð6:38Þ

X ¼ ½X1;X2; � � � ;XD�T ð6:39Þ
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In the context of EMalgorithm,Y is called “incomplete” data since the transmitted (latent) data

X is hidden in the observed data Y. Meanwhile, ðY;XÞ is called “complete” data because the

observed and latent data are included in the set. Since it is difficult to estimate the channel with

“incomplete” data, the probability density function of “incomplete” data is converted into the

probability density function of “complete” data. The probability density function of

“incomplete” data is given by

f ðYjH;XÞ ¼
YD
d¼1

f ðYd jH;XdÞ ð6:40Þ

which can also be represented by using the log-likelihood function as

log f ðYjH;XÞ ¼
XD

d¼1
log f ðYd jH;XdÞ ð6:41Þ

Meanwhile, the probability density function of “complete” data can be rewritten by using the

log-likelihood function as

log f ðY;XjHÞ ¼
XD

d¼1
log

1

C
f ðYd jH;XdÞ

	 �
ð6:42Þ

In the conventional ML algorithm, H is estimated by maximizing the likelihood function

f ðY jHÞ in Equation (6.37). Due to the summation term of the exponential functions, however, it

is not easy to derive a closed-form solution for H. In the EM algorithm, H is estimated by

iteratively increasing the likelihood function in Equation (6.42). In fact, the EM algorithm

consists of two iterative steps: expectation (E) step and maximization (M) step. In the E-step,

the expected value of the log-likelihood function of H is computed by taking expectation over

X, conditioned on Y and using the latest estimate of H, as follows:

QðHjHðpÞÞ/EX f ðY;XjHÞjY ;HðpÞ
n o

¼
XC

i¼1

XD

d¼1
log

1

C
f ðYd jH;XiÞ

8<
:

9=
; f ðYd jHðpÞ;XiÞ

C f ðYd jHðpÞÞ
ð6:43Þ

where HðpÞ denotes the latest estimate of H. In the E-step, the log-likelihood functions of

“complete” data in Equation (6.42) are averaged over D OFDM symbols. In the subsequent

M-step, Hðpþ 1Þ is determined by maximizing Equation (6.43) over all possible values of H.

More specifically, it is obtained by differentiating Equation (6.43) with respect toH and setting

its derivative to zero, to yield the following result [154]:

Hðpþ 1Þ¼ argmax
H

QðHjHðpÞÞ

¼
XC

i¼1

XD

d¼1
jXij2 f ðY

d jHðpÞ;XiÞ
C f ðYd jHðpÞÞ

2
4

3
5
�1

�
XC

i¼1

XD

d¼1
jYdX*

i j
f ðYd jHðpÞ;XiÞ
C f ðYd jHðpÞÞ

2
4

3
5

ð6:44Þ
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where f ðYd jHðpÞ;XiÞ and f ðYd jHðpÞÞ can be obtained by Equation (6.36) and Equation (6.37),
respectively. Note that Equation (6.44) can be viewed as aweighted least-square solutionwhere

an estimate of cross-correlation function is divided by an estimate of auto-correlation function,

each being weighted by the corresponding probability density functions.

The EM algorithm is particularly useful for channel estimation when available data are

incomplete. Incomplete data may be problematic in the situations where the information on the

input (transmitted, training) signals is unavailable or insufficient. In MIMO OFDM systems,

for instance, channel state information between each transmit and receive antenna pair is

required for coherent decoding. However, classical channel estimation techniques cannot be

used in this situation since the received signal is a superposition of signals transmitted from

different antennas for each OFDM subcarrier. The EM algorithm can convert a multiple-input

channel estimation problem into a number of single-input channel estimation problems. Also,

the EM algorithm can be useful for channel estimation when amobile station (MS) is located at

the cell boundary subject to the inter-cell interference. In this situation, the received signal at

the MS is a superposition of signals transmitted from adjacent base stations (BSs) unknown to

MS. The performance of channel estimation at the cell boundary can be improved with

additional received data by using the EM algorithm as long as the channel is time-invariant

over D symbol periods.

Despite the advantages of the EM algorithm, its application to the channel estimation of

MIMO-OFDM systems is not straightforward, simply because the computational complexity

of the EM algorithm increases exponentially with the number of transmitted signals or the size

of the constellation. Furthermore, EM algorithm is not applicable to a time-varying channel.

There have been some attempts to reduce the computational complexity or to improve the

performance of the EM algorithm. For example, a decision-directed EM (DEM) estimation

technique has been proposed by combining the EM algorithm with the decision-directed (DD)

channel estimation, which presents a reduced computational complexity in slowly time-

varying channels [152].

6.5.4 Blind Channel Estimation

Using the statistical properties of received signals, the channel can be estimated without

resorting to the preamble or pilot signals. Obviously, such a blind channel estimation technique

has an advantage of not incurring an overhead with training signals. However, it often needs a

large number of received symbols to extract statistical properties. Furthermore, their perfor-

mance is usually worse than that of other conventional channel estimation techniques that

employ the training signal. As one of the blind channel estimation techniques, Bussgang

algorithm is widely used in single-carrier transmission systems [156–159]. It consists of a filter,

zero-memory nonlinear estimator, and adaptive algorithm. Depending on how the zero-

memory nonlinear estimator is constructed, it can be classified as Sato algorithm, CMA

(Constant Modulus Algorithm), or Godard algorithm. However, Bussgang algorithm is rarely

used in OFDM systems since it is not easy to find a nonlinear estimator appropriate for the

received signal in the OFDM system.

The subspace-based channel estimation technique is another type of the blind channel

estimation techniques developed for OFDM systems [158,160–162]. It is derived by using the
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second-order statistical properties and orthogonal properties of a received signal. Since the

received signal space can be divided into signal subspace and noise subspace, the channel can

be estimated by using the property of the noise subspace which is orthogonal to the signal

subspace. The subspace-based channel estimation technique needs a high computational

complexity to separate the signal subspace from noise subspace; this requires a computation

of correlation from the received signal and then, eigen-decomposition. Also, a large number

of received signals (i.e., a large number of equations) are required to estimate the statistical

properties of received signals. Different approaches, such as increasing the number of

equations by oversampling or employing a precoder matrix with full rank, have been

investigated for the subspace-based channel estimation.
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7

PAPR Reduction

The transmit signals in an OFDM system can have high peak values in the time domain since

many subcarrier components are added via an IFFT operation. Therefore, OFDM systems are

known to have a high PAPR (Peak-to-Average Power Ratio), compared with single-carrier

systems. In fact, the high PAPR is one of themost detrimental aspects in theOFDMsystem, as it

decreases the SQNR (Signal-to-Quantization Noise Ratio) of ADC (Analog-to-Digital Con-

verter) and DAC (Digital-to-Analog Converter) while degrading the efficiency of the power

amplifier in the transmitter. The PAPR problem is more important in the uplink since the

efficiency of power amplifier is critical due to the limited battery power in a mobile terminal.

7.1 Introduction to PAPR

In general, even linear amplifiers impose a nonlinear distortion on their outputs due to their

saturation characteristics caused by an input much larger than its nominal value. Figure 7.1

shows the input-output characteristics of high power amplifier (HPA) in terms of the input

power Pin and the output power Pout. Due to the aforementioned saturation characteristic of the

amplifier, themaximumpossible output is limited byPmax
out when the corresponding input power

is given byPmax
in . As illustrated in Figure 7.1, the input powermust be backed off so as to operate

in the linear region. Therefore, the nonlinear region can be described by IBO (Input Back-Off)

or OBO (Output Back-Off) [163]:

IBO ¼ 10 log10
Pmax
in

Pin
; OBO ¼ 10 log10

Pmax
out

Pout
ð7:1Þ

Note that the nonlinear characteristic of HPA (High Power Amplifier), excited by a large

input, causes the out-of-band radiation that affects signals in adjacent bands, and in-band

distortions that result in rotation, attenuation, and offset on the received signal [164].
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7.1.1 Definition of PAPR

Consider a baseband PAM signal for a complex data sequence fa½n�g:

~sðtÞ ¼
X
k

a½n�gðt�kTsÞ ð7:2Þ

where gðtÞ is a transmit pulse for each symbol and Ts is the symbol duration. Figure 7.2 shows a

PAM transmitter for Equation (7.2), in which the output of the passband quadrature modulator

is represented as

sðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
Re ~sIðtÞþ j~sQðtÞð Þe j2pfct� � ð7:3Þ

where~sIðtÞ and~sQðtÞ denote the in-phase and quadrature components of the complex baseband

PAMsignal~sðtÞ respectively [1] (i.e.,~sðtÞ ¼ ~sIðtÞþ j~sQðtÞÞ. In the sequel, we define the various
terms to describe the power characteristics of Equations (7.2) and (7.3).

7.1.1.1 Peak-to-Mean Envelope Power Ratio (PMEPR)

PMEPR is the ratio between the maximum power and the average power for the envelope of a

baseband complex signal ~sðtÞ [165], that is,

outP

inP

OBO

IBO
max

inP

max
outP

Figure 7.1 Input-output characteristic of an HPA.
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Figure 7.2 Passband PAM transmitter.
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PMEPR ~sðtÞf g ¼ max ~sðtÞj j2

E ~sðtÞj j2
n o ð7:4Þ

7.1.1.2 Peak Envelope Power (PEP)

PEP represents the maximum power of a complex baseband signal ~sðtÞ [165], that is,

PEP ~sðtÞf g ¼ max ~sðtÞj j2 ð7:5Þ

In the case that the average signal power is normalized (i.e., Efj~sðtÞj2g ¼ 1Þ, PMEPR is

equivalent to PEP.

7.1.1.3 Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR)

PAPR is the ratio between themaximumpower and the average power of the complex passband

signal sðtÞ [165], that is,

PAPR ~sðtÞf g ¼ max Re ~sðtÞe j2p fct� ��� ��2
E Re ~sðtÞe j2p fctð Þj j2
n o ¼ max sðtÞj j2

E sðtÞj j2
n o ð7:6Þ

The above power characteristics can also be described in terms of their magnitudes (not power)

by defining the crest factor (CF) as

Passband condition : CF ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PAPR

p
ð7:7aÞ

Baseband condition : CF ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PMEPR

p
ð7:7bÞ

In the PSK/OFDM system with N subcarriers, the maximum power occurs when all of the

N subcarrier components happen to be added with identical phases. Assuming that

Efjs tð Þj2g ¼ 1, it results in PAPR ¼ N, that is, the maximum power equivalent to N times

the average power. We note that more PAPR is expected forM-QAM withM > 4 thanM-ary

PSK. Meanwhile, the probability of the occurrence of the maximum power signal decreases

as N increases [166]. For example, suppose that there are M2 OFDM signals with the

maximum power among MN OFDM signals in M-ary PSK/OFDM system. Accordingly,

the probability of occurrence of the largest PAPR is M2=MN ¼ M2�N , which turns out to be

4:7� 10�38 in the case of QPSK/OFDM with N ¼ 64 subcarriers [167]. In other words, the

largest PAPR rarely occurs. We are often interested in finding the probability that the signal

power is out of the linear range of the HPA. Towards this end, we first consider the

distribution of output signals for IFFT in the OFDM system. While the input signals of

N-point IFFT have the independent and finite magnitudes which are uniformly distributed for

QPSK and QAM, we can assume that the real and imaginary parts of the time-domain
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complex OFDM signal sðtÞ (after IFFT at the transmitter) have asymptotically Gaussian

distributions for a sufficiently large number of subcarriers by the central limit theorem. Then

the amplitude of the OFDM signal sðtÞ follows a Rayleigh distribution. Let fZng be the

magnitudes of complex samples fjsðnTs=NÞjgN�1
n¼0 . Assuming that the average power of sðtÞ

is equal to one, that is, EfjsðtÞj2g ¼ 1, then fZng are the i.i.d. Rayleigh random variables

normalized with its own average power, which has the following probability density

function:

fZnðzÞ ¼
z

s2
e�

z2

2s2 ¼ 2ze�z2 ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1 ð7:8Þ

where EfZ2
ng ¼ 2s2 ¼ 1. Note that the maximum of Zn is equivalent to the crest factor (CF)

defined in Equation (7.7). Let Zmax denote the crest factor (i.e., Zmax ¼ maxn¼0;1;���;N�1 ZnÞ.
Now, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Zmax is given as

FZmax
ðzÞ ¼ P Zmax < zð Þ

¼ P Z0 < zð Þ �P Z1 < zð Þ . . .P ZN�1 < zð Þ
¼ 1�e�z2
� 	N ð7:9Þ

where PðZn < zÞ ¼ Ð z
0
fZnðxÞ dx; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1. In order to find the probability that the

crest factor (CF) exceeds z, we consider the following complementary CDF (CCDF):

~FZmax
ðzÞ ¼ P Zmax > zð Þ

¼ 1�P Zmax � zð Þ
¼ 1�FZmax

ðzÞ
¼ 1� 1�e�z2

� 	N ð7:10Þ

Since Equations (7.9) and (7.10) are derived under the assumption that N samples are

independent and N is sufficiently large, they do not hold for the bandlimited or oversampled

signals. It is due to the fact that a sampled signal does not necessarily contain the maximum

point of the original continuous-time signal. However, it is difficult to derive the exact CDF for

the oversampled signals and therefore, the following simplified CDF will be used:

FZ zð Þ � 1�e�z2
� 	aN

ð7:11Þ

where a has to be determined by fitting the theoretical CDF into the actual one [168]. Using

simulation results, it has been shown that a ¼ 2:8 is appropriate for sufficiently large N .

Figure 7.3 shows the theoretical and simulatedCCDFs ofOFDMsignalswithN¼ 64, 128, 256,

512, 1024 that are obtained by running Program 7.1 (“plot_CCDF.m”). Note that it calls

Program 7.2 (“PAPR”) for PAPR calculation and Program 7.3 (“mapper”) for PSK/QAM

modulation. Note that the simulation results deviate from the theoretical ones as N becomes

small, which implies that Equation (7.11) is accurate only when N is sufficiently large.
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MATLAB� Programs: CCDF of OFDM Signal

Program 7.1 “plot_CCDF.m” to plot CCDFs for some OFDM signals

% plot_CCDF.m: % Plot the CCDF curves of Fig. 7.3.

clear all; clc; clf

Ns=2.^[6:10]; b=2; M=2^b; Nblk=1e4; zdBs=[4:0.1:10];

N_zdBs=length(zdBs);

CCDF_formula=inline(’1-((1-exp(-z.^2/(2*s2))).^N)’,’N’,’s2’,’z’); %(7.9)

for n = 1:length(Ns)

N=Ns(n); x = zeros(Nblk,N); sqN=sqrt(N);

for k=1:Nblk

X=mapper(b,N); x(k,:)=ifft(X,N)*sqN; CFx(k)=PAPR(x(k,:));

end

s2 = mean(mean(abs(x)))^2/(pi/2);

CCDF_theoretical=CCDF_formula(N,s2,10.^(zdBs/20));

for i=1:N_zdBs, CCDF_simulated(i)=sum(CFx>zdBs(i))/Nblk; end

semilogy(zdBs,CCDF_theoretical,’k-’); hold on; grid on;

semilogy(zdBs(1:3:end),CCDF_simulated(1:3:end),’k:*’);

end

axis([zdBs([1 end]) 1e-2 1]); title(’OFDM system with N-point FFT’);

xlabel(’z[dB]’); ylabel(’CCDF’); legend(’Theoretical’,’Simulated’);

Program 7.2 “PAPR()” to find CCDF

function [PAPR_dB, AvgP_dB, PeakP_dB] = PAPR(x)

% PAPR_dB = PAPR[dB], AvgP_dB = Average power[dB]

% PeakP_dB = Maximum power[dB]

Nx=length(x); xI=real(x); xQ=imag(x); Power = xI.*xI + xQ.*xQ;

AvgP = sum(Power)/Nx; AvgP_dB = 10*log10(AvgP);

PeakP = max(Power); PeakP_dB = 10*log10(PeakP);

PAPR_dB = 10*log10(PeakP/AvgP);

Figure 7.3 CCDFs of OFDM signals with N¼ 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024.
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Program 7.3 “mapper()” for BPSK/QAM modulation

function [modulated_symbols,Mod] = mapper(b,N)

%If N is given, makes a block of N random 2^b-PSK/QAM modulated symbols

% Otherwise, a block of 2^b-PSK/QAM modulated symbols for [0:2^b-1].

M=2^b; % Modulation order or Alphabet (Symbol) size

if b==1, Mod=’BPSK’; A=1; mod_object=modem.pskmod(’M’,M);

elseif b==2, Mod=’QPSK’; A=1;

mod_object=modem.pskmod(’M’,M, ’PhaseOffset’,pi/4);

else Mod=[num2str(2^b) ’QAM’]; Es=1; A=sqrt(3/2/(M-1)*Es);

mod_object=modem.qammod(’M’,M,’SymbolOrder’,’gray’);

end

if nargin==2% A block of N random 2^b-PSK/QAM modulated symbols

modulated_symbols = A*modulate(mod_object,randint(1,N,M));

else

modulated_symbols = A*modulate(mod_object,[0:M-1]);

end

Before investigating the PAPR distribution of OFDM signal, we first take a look at that of the

single-carrier signal as a special case, that is, N¼ 1. Program 7.4 (“single_carrier_PAPR.m”)

plots Figures 7.4(a) and (b), which show a baseband QPSK-modulated signal and the

corresponding passband signal with a (single) carrier frequency of fc ¼ 1[Hz] and an over-

sampling factor of 8 (i.e., L¼ 8), respectively. Since the baseband signal in Figure 7.4(a) has the

same average and peak power, its PARR is 0dB.Meanwhile, the passband signal in Figure 7.4(b)

shows the PAPR of 3.01dB. Note that the PAPR of the single-carrier signal can vary with the

carrier frequency fc. Therefore, the carrier frequency of the passband signal must be taken into

account so as to accurately measure the PAPR of the single-carrier system. In general, the PAPR

Figure 7.4 Baseband/passband signals for QPSK-modulated symbols.
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of the single-carrier system can be predicted directly from the modulation scheme and

furthermore, it is not greatly significant, unlike the OFDM system. The PAPR characteristics

of theOFDMsignalwill be detailed in the subsequent subsection. Program7.4 also computes the

CCDFs for both baseband and passband signals.

MATLAB� Programs: PAPR Analysis of Single-Carrier Signal

Program 7.4 “single_carrier_PAPR.m” to get PAPRs of baseband/passband single-carrier

signals

%single_carrier_PAPR.m

clear, figure(1), clf

Ts=1; L=8; % Sampling period, Oversampling factor

Fc=1; % Carrier frequency

b=2; M=2^b; % Modulation order or Alphabet size

[X,Mod] = mapper(b); % M-PSK/QAM symbol for [0:M-1]

L_=L*4; % Oversampling factor to make it look like continuous-time

[xt_pass_,time_] = modulation(X,Ts,L_,Fc); % Continuous-time

[xt_pass,time] = modulation(X,Ts,L,Fc); % L times oversampling

for i_s=1:M, xt_base(L*(i_s-1)+1:L*i_s) = X(i_s)*ones(1,L); end

PAPR_dB_base = PAPR(xt_base);

subplot(311), stem(time,real(xt_base),’k.’); hold on; xlabel(’S_{I}’);

subplot(312), stem(time,imag(xt_base),’k.’); hold on; ylabel(’S_{Q}’);

subplot(313), stem(time,abs(xt_base).^2,’k.’); hold on;

title([’PAPR = ’ num2str(round(PAPR_dB_base*100)/100) ’dB’]);

xlabel(’samples’); ylabel(’|S_{I}(n)|^{2}+|S_{Q}(n)|^{2}’);

figure(2), clf

PAPR_dB_pass = PAPR(xt_pass);

subplot(211), stem(time,xt_pass,’k.’); hold on;

plot(time_,xt_pass_,’k:’); ylabel(’S(n)’);

subplot(212), stem(time,xt_pass.*xt_pass,’r.’); hold on;

plot(time_,xt_pass_.*xt_pass_,’k:’);

title([’PAPR = ’ num2str(round(PAPR_dB_pass*100)/100) ’dB’]);

xlabel(’samples’); ylabel(’|S(n)|^{2}’);

% PAPRs of baseband/passband signals

PAPRs_of_baseband_passband_signals=[PAPR_dB_base; PAPR_dB_pass]

Program 7.5 “modulation()” for modulation and oversampling

function [s,time] = modulation(x,Ts,Nos,Fc)

% modulates x(n*Ts) with carrier frequency Fc and

% Nos-times oversamples for time=[0:Ts/Nos:Nx*Ts-T]

% Ts: Sampling period of x[n]

% Nos: Oversampling factor

% Fc: Carrier frequency

Nx = length(x); offset = 0;

if nargin <5, % Scale and Oversampling period for Baseband

scale=1; T=Ts/Nos;

else % Scale and Oversampling period for Passband

scale=sqrt(2); T=1/Fc/2/Nos;
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end

t_Ts=[0:T:Ts-T]; time=[0:T:Nx*Ts-T]; % Sampling interval, Whole interval

tmp = 2*pi*Fc*t_Ts+offset; len_Ts=length(t_Ts);

cos_wct = cos(tmp)*scale; sin_wct = sin(tmp)*scale;

for n = 1:Nx

s((n-1)*len_Ts+1:n*len_Ts) = real(x(n))*cos_wct-imag(x(n))*sin_wct;

end

7.1.2 Distribution of OFDM Signal

Figure 7.5 shows the end-to-end block diagram of an OFDM system in which the discrete-time

signal fx½n�g after IFFT at the transmitter can be expressed as

x n½ � ¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

X k½ �e j2pN kn ð7:12Þ

for a sequence of PSK or QAM-modulated data symbols, fX½k�g. In other words, x½n� is given
by adding the N different time-domain signals fej2pkn=Ng, each of which corresponds to the

different orthogonal subcarriers, the kth one modulated with data symbol X½k�. Figure 7.6(a)
shows the individual time-domain QPSK-modulated subcarrier signals X½k�e j2pkn=N for N¼ 8

and their sum x½n�, in terms of its continuous-time version xðtÞ. The PAPR characteristics of the

OFDM signal is obvious from Figure 7.6(a). In general, we expect the PAPR to become

significant as N increases. Meanwhile, Figure 7.6(b) shows the distributions of jx½n�j including
the real and imaginary parts of them for N¼ 16, which again illustrates the PAPR character-

istics of OFDM signal. They show that the real and imaginary parts of x½n� follow a Gaussian

distribution while jx½n�j or jxðtÞj follows a Rayleigh distribution, which is consistent with the
discussion in Section 7.1.1.

Figure 7.5 Block diagram of OFDM system.
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MATLAB� Program: Probabilistic Analysis of Time-Domain OFDM Signals

Program7.6 (“OFDM_signal.m”) plots Figures 7.6(a) and (b), which show the real/imaginary

parts/magnitude of a baseband QPSK/OFDM signal and their distributions, respectively. Note

that the oversampling factor L¼ 16 is used to approximate the continuous-time signal.

Program 7.6 “OFDM_signal.m” to get time-domain OFDM signals and their PDFs

% OFDM_signal.m

clear

N=8; b=2; M=2^b; L=16; NL=N*L; T=1/NL; time = [0:T:1-T];

[X,Mod] = mapper(b,N); % A block of N=8 QPSK symbols

X(1)=0+j*0; % with no DC-subcarrier

for i = 1:N

if i<=N/2, x = ifft([zeros(1,i-1) X(i) zeros(1,NL-i+1)],NL);

else x = ifft([zeros(1,NL-N+i-1) X(i) zeros(1,N-i)],NL);

end

xI(i,:) = real(x); xQ(i,:) = imag(x);

end

sum_xI = sum(xI); sum_xQ = sum(xQ);

figure(1), clf, subplot(311)

plot(time,xI,’k:’), hold on, plot(time,sum_xI,’b’),

ylabel(’x_{I}(t)’);

subplot(312), plot(time,xQ,’k:’); hold on, plot(time,sum_xQ,’b’)

ylabel(’x_{Q}(t)’);

subplot(313), plot(time,abs(sum_xI+j*sum_xQ),’b’); hold on;

ylabel(’|x(t)|’); xlabel(’t’);

clear(’xI’), clear(’xQ’)

N=2^4; NL=N*L; T=1/NL; time=[0:T:1-T]; Nhist=1e3; N_bin=30;

for k = 1:Nhist

[X,Mod] = mapper(b,N); % A block of N=16 QPSK symbols
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Figure 7.6 Characteristics of time-domain QPSK/OFDM signals: N¼ 8 and 16.
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X(1)=0+j*0; % with no DC-subcarrier

for i = 1:N

if (i<= N/2) x=ifft([zeros(1,i-1) X(i) zeros(1,NL-i+1)],NL);

else x=ifft([zeros(1,NL-N/2+i-N/2-1) X(i) zeros(1,N-i)],NL);

end

xI(i,:) = real(x); xQ(i,:) = imag(x);

end

HistI(NL*(k-1)+1:NL*k)=sum(xI); HistQ(NL*(k-1)+1:NL*k)=sum(xQ);

end

figure(2), clf

subplot(311), [xId,bin]=hist(HistI,N_bin);

bar(bin,xId/sum(xId),’k’);

title([Mod ’, N=’ num2str(N)]); ylabel(’pdf of x_{I}(t)’);

subplot(312), [xQd,bin]=hist(HistQ,N_bin);

bar(bin,xQd/sum(xQd),’k’);

ylabel(’pdf of x_{Q}(t)’);

subplot(313), [xAd,bin]=hist(abs(HistI+j*HistI),N_bin);

bar(bin,xAd/sum(xAd),’k’); ylabel(’pdf of |x(t)|’); xlabel(’x_{0}’);

7.1.3 PAPR and Oversampling

The PAPR defined in Equation (7.6) deals with the passband signal with a carrier frequency of

fc in the continuous time domain. Since fc in general is much higher than 1=Ts, a continuous-
time baseband OFDM signal xðtÞwith the symbol period Ts and the corresponding passband

signal ~xðtÞ with the carrier frequency fc have almost the same PAPR [167]. However, the

PAPR for the discrete-time baseband signal x½n� may not be the same as that for the

continuous-time baseband signal xðtÞ. In fact, the PAPR for x½n� is lower than that for

xðtÞ, simply because x½n�may not have all the peaks of xðtÞ [164,169]. In practice, the PAPR
for the continuous-time baseband signal can be measured only after implementing the actual

hardware, including digital-to-analog convertor (DAC). In other words, measurement of the

PAPR for the continuous-time baseband signal is not straightforward. Therefore, there must

be some means of estimating the PAPR from the discrete-time signal x½n�. Fortunately, it is
known that x½n� can show almost the same PAPR as xðtÞ if it is L-times interpolated

(oversampled) where L � 4 [164].

L

Up-sampling

LPFx[n]

fs Lfs Lfs

y[m]
w[m]

Anti-imaging filter

Figure 7.7 Block diagram of L-times interpolator.
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Figure 7.7 shows the block diagram of interpolator with a factor of L [170]. It inserts ðL�1Þ
zeros between the samples of x½n� to yield w½m� as follows:

w½m� ¼ x½m=L�; form ¼ 0;	L;	2L; . . .
0; elsewhere




A low pass filter (LPF) is used to construct the L-times-interpolated version of x½n� from w½m�.
For the LPF with an impulse response of h½m�, the L-times-interpolated output y½m� can be

represented as

y½m� ¼
X1

k¼�1
h½k�w½m�k� ð7:13Þ

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 illustrate the signals and their spectra appearing in the oversampling

process with a sampling frequency of 2kHz to yield a result of interpolation with L ¼ 4.

Referring to these figures, the IFFToutput signal x½n� in Figure 7.5 can be expressed in terms of

n
0 1 2 3

x[n]

w[m]

y[m]

m0 4 8 121 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 14 15

m0 4 8 121 2 7653 9 10 11 13 14 15

Figure 7.8 Interpolation with L ¼ 4 in the time domain.
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Figure 7.9 Interpolation with L ¼ 4 in the frequency domain.
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the L-times interpolated version as

x0 m½ � ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L �Np

XL �N�1

k¼0

X0 k½ � � e j2pmDfk
�
L �N ; m ¼ 0; 1; . . .NL�1 ð7:14Þ

with

X0½k� ¼
X½k�; for 0 � k < N=2 and NL�N=2 < k < NL

0; elsewhere

(
ð7:15Þ

where N, Df , and X½k� denote the FFT size (or the total number of subcarriers), the subcarrier

spacing, and the complex symbol carried over a subcarrier k, respectively. For such an

L-times-interpolated signal, the PAPR is now redefined as

PAPR ¼
max

m¼0;1;���;NL
x0½m�j j2

E x0½m�j j2
n o ð7:16Þ

In order to see the effect of oversampling or interpolation onPAPR, let us consider the PAPRs

of the specific sequences, for example, Chu sequence and IEEE 802.16e preamble sequences.

Note that Chu sequence is defined in [171,172] as

XiðkÞ ¼ e
jp
N
i2k

if N is even

e
jp
N
iþ 1ð Þik

if N is odd

; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;N�1; gcdðk;NÞ ¼ 1

8><
>: ð7:17Þ

Figure 7.10(a) is obtained by running Program 7.7 (“PAPR_of_Chu.m”) to show the

magnitudes of N ¼ 16-point IFFTs of Chu sequence without oversampling and with

Figure 7.10 PAPR characteristics of Chu sequence and IEEE 802.16e preambles in the time domain.
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L ¼ 4-times oversampling. The values of PAPR without and with oversampling turn out

to be 0dB and 4.27dB, respectively, which illustrate a rather significant difference in the

PAPR by the sampling rate. Meanwhile, Figure 7.10(b) is obtained by running Program 7.9

(“PAPR_of_preamble.m”) to show the PAPRs of the 114 preambles defined in IEEE 802.16e

standard [119]. The values of PAPR with oversampling are just about 0.4dB greater than those

without oversampling. In fact, these preambles are originally designed to have the low PAPR,

since they are subject to power boosting in practice. That is why they do not show much

difference in the PAPR by the sampling rate. As shown for the Chu sequence, however,

oversampling can make a difference in general. Therefore, an oversampling process may be

required to make a precise measurement of PAPR in the baseband. Furthermore, the readers

must keep it in mind that the PAPR results appearing in this chapter may be different from the

actual one in the RF segment, since all the simulations herein deal with the baseband signal. In

fact, the PAPR of the passband signal in front of HPA is generally larger than that of the

baseband signal after the RF filtering and other processing.

MATLAB� Programs: PAPRs of Chu Sequence and IEEE 802.16e Preambles

Program 7.7 “PAPR_of_Chu.m” to see the PAPR of Chu sequence in the time-domain

% PAPR_of_Chu.m

% Plot Fig. 7.10(a)

clear, clf

N=16; L=4; i=[0:N-1]; k=3; X = exp(j*k*pi/N*(i.*i)); % Eq.(7.17)

[x,time] = IFFT_oversampling(X,N); PAPRdB = PAPR(x);

[x_os,time_os] = IFFT_oversampling(X,N,L); PAPRdB_os = PAPR(x_os);

plot(time,abs(x),’o’, time_os,abs(x_os),’k:*’)

PAPRdB_without_and_with_oversampling=[PAPRdB PAPRdB_os]

Program 7.8 “IFFT_oversampling()” for IFFT and oversampling (interpolation)

function [xt,time]=IFFT_oversampling(X,N,L)

% Zero-padding (Eq.(7.15)) & NL-point IFFT

% => N-point IFFT & interpolation with oversampling factor L

if nargin<3, L=1; end % Virtually, no oversampling

NL=N*L; T=1/NL; time = [0:T:1-T]; X = X(:).’;

xt = L*ifft([X(1:N/2) zeros(1,NL-N) X(N/2+1:end)], NL);

Program 7.9 “PAPR_of_preamble.m” to see the PAPR of IEEE802.16e preamble

% PARR_of_preamble.m

% Plot Fig. 7.10(b) (the PAPR of IEEE802.16e preamble)

clear, clf

N=1024; L=4; Npreamble=114; n=0:Npreamble-1;

for i = 1:Npreamble

X=load([’.\\Wibro-Preamble\\Preamble_sym’ num2str(i-1) ’.dat’]);

X = X(:,1); X = sign(X); X = fftshift(X);

x = IFFT_oversampling(X,N); PAPRdB(i) = PAPR(x);

x_os = IFFT_oversampling(X,N,L); PAPRdB_os(i) = PAPR(x_os);

end

plot(n,PAPRdB,’-o’, n,PAPRdB_os,’:*’), title(’PAPRdB with oversampling’)
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7.1.4 Clipping and SQNR

As discussed in Section 7.1.1, an OFDM signal with N subcarriers happens to exhibit the

maximumpowerwhen every subcarrier component coincidently has the largest amplitudewith

identical phases. As N increases, it is obvious that the maximum power becomes larger and

furthermore, the probability that maximum-power signal occurs decreases asN increases. This

is well supported by the statistical distributions of the time-domain OFDM signal as shown in

Figure 7.6(b). One simplest approach of reducing the PAPR is to clip the amplitude of the signal

to a fixed level. The pseudo-maximum amplitude in this approach is referred to as the clipping

level and denoted by m. In other words, any signal whose amplitude exceeds mwill saturate its

amplitude to the clipping level m. While reducing PAPR, the clipping approach helps improve

the signal-to-quantization noise ratio (SQNR) in analog-to-digital conversion (ADC).

Figure 7.11 illustrates a typical (Gaussian) distribution that the real or imaginary part of the

time-domain OFDM signal xðtÞ may have. If the clipping level is low, the signal will suffer

from a clipping distortion while the PAPR and quantization noise will decrease. If the clipping

level is high, a clipping distortion decreases while it suffers from the PAPR and quantization

noise. This trade-off relationship between the clipping distortion and quantization noise should

be taken into consideration in selecting the clipping level and the number of bits for

quantization. Figure 7.12 (obtained by running Program 7.10) shows the SQNR values of

OFDM signals quantized with 6, 7, 8, and 9 bits against the clipping level (normalized to the

deviation s of signal) where the maximum SQNR points are colored in black for the different

quantization levels. It can be seen from Figure 7.12 that the optimal clipping level to maximize

the SQNR varies with the quantization level, but it is around 4s in most cases. Note that

clipping distortion is dominant (i.e., low SQNR) on the left side of the maximum point of the

SQNR since the clipping level is set to a low value. The quantization noise is dominant (i.e., low

SQNR) on the right sides of the maximum point of SQNR because clipping distortion is less

significant.
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Figure 7.11 Probabilistic distribution of the real part of a time-domain OFDM signal.
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MATLAB� Program: SQNR Analysis Depending on the Clipping Level

Program 7.10 “SQNR_with_quantization_clipping.m” to obtain SQNR vs. clipping level

% SQNR_with_quantization_clipping.m

% Plot Fig. 7.12

clear, clf

N=64; b=6; % FFT size, Number of bits per QAM symbol

L=8; MaxIter=10000; % Oversampling factor, Maximum number of iterations

TWLs = [6:9]; IWL = 1; % Total WordLengths and Integral WordLength

mus=[2:0.2:8]; sq2=sqrt(2); % Clipping Ratio vector

sigma=1/sqrt(N); % Variance of x

gss=[’ko-’;’ks-’;’k^-’;’kd-’]; % Graphic symbols

for i = 1:length(TWLs)

TWL = TWLs(i); FWL = TWL-IWL; % Total/Fractional WordLength

for m = 1:length(mus)

mu = mus(m)/sq2; % To make the real & imaginary parts of x

% normalized to 1 (not 1/sqrt(2)) in fi() command below

Tx = 0; Te = 0;

for k = 1:MaxIter

X = mapper(b,N); x = ifft(X,N);

x = x/sigma/mu;

xq=fi(x,1,TWL,FWL,’roundmode’,’round’,’overflowmode’,’saturate’);

% Note that the fi() command with TWL=FWL+1 (fraction+sign bits,

% no integer bits) performs clipping as well as quantization

xq=double(xq); Px = x*x’; e = x-xq; Pe = e*e’;

Tx=Tx+Px; Te=Te+Pe; % Sum of Signal power and Quantization power

end

SQNRdB(i,m) = 10*log10(Tx/Te);

end

end

for i=1:size(gss,1), plot(mus,SQNRdB(i,:),gss(i,:)), hold on; end

xlabel(’mus(clipping level normalized to sigma)’); ylabel(’SQNR[dB]’);

Figure 7.12 SQNR of quantized OFDM signal against the clipping level.
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7.2 PAPR Reduction Techniques

PAPR reduction techniques are classified into the different approaches: clipping technique,

coding technique, probabilistic (scrambling) technique, adaptive predistortion technique, and

DFT-spreading technique.

. The clipping technique employs clipping or nonlinear saturation around the peaks to reduce

the PAPR. It is simple to implement, but it may cause in-band and out-of-band interferences

while destroying the orthogonality among the subcarriers. This particular approach includes

block-scaling technique, clipping and filtering technique, peak windowing technique, peak

cancellation technique, Fourier projection technique, and decision-aided reconstruction

technique [168,173,174].
. The coding technique is to select such codewords thatminimize or reduce the PAPR. It causes

no distortion and creates no out-of-band radiation, but it suffers from bandwidth efficiency as

the code rate is reduced. It also suffers from complexity to find the best codes and to store

large lookup tables for encoding and decoding, especially for a large number of subcarriers

[164]. Golay complementary sequence, Reed Muller code, M-sequence, or Hadamard code

can be used in this approach [175–184].
. The probabilistic (scrambling) technique is to scramble an input data block of the OFDM

symbols and transmit one of them with the minimum PAPR so that the probability of

incurring high PAPR can be reduced.While it does not suffer from the out-of-band power, the

spectral efficiency decreases and the complexity increases as the number of subcarriers

increases. Furthermore, it cannot guarantee the PAPRbelow a specified level [185–192]. This

approach includes SLM (SeLective Mapping), PTS (Partial Transmit Sequence), TR (Tone

Reservation), and TI (Tone Injection) techniques.
. The adaptive predistortion technique can compensate the nonlinear effect of a high power

amplifier (HPA) in OFDM systems [193]. It can cope with time variations of nonlinear HPA

by automatically modifying the input constellation with the least hardware requirement

(RAM and memory lookup encoder). The convergence time and MSE of the adaptive

predistorter can be reduced by using a broadcasting technique and by designing appropriate

training signals.
. The DFT-spreading technique is to spread the input signal with DFT, which can be

subsequently taken into IFFT. This can reduce the PAPR of OFDM signal to the level of

single-carrier transmission. This technique is particularly useful for mobile terminals in

uplink transmission. It is known as the Single Carrier-FDMA (SC-FDMA), which is adopted

for uplink transmission in the 3GPP LTE standard [194–197].

7.2.1 Clipping and Filtering

The clipping approach is the simplest PAPR reduction scheme, which limits the maximum of

transmit signal to a pre-specified level. However, it has the following drawbacks:

. Clipping causes in-band signal distortion, resulting in BER performance degradation.

. Clipping also causes out-of-band radiation, which imposes out-of-band interference signals

to adjacent channels. Although the out-of-band signals caused by clipping can be reduced by
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filtering, it may affect high-frequency components of in-band signal (aliasing) when the

clipping is performed with the Nyquist sampling rate in the discrete-time domain. However,

if clipping is performed for the sufficiently-oversampled OFDM signals (e.g., L � 4) in the

discrete-time domain before a low-pass filter (LPF) and the signal passes through a band-pass

filter (BPF), the BER performance will be less degraded [169].
. Filtering the clipped signal can reduce out-of-band radiation at the cost of peak regrowth. The

signal after filtering operation may exceed the clipping level specified for the clipping

operation [164].

Figure 7.13 shows a block diagram of a PAPR reduction scheme using clipping and filtering

where L is the oversampling factor and N is the number of subcarriers. In this scheme, the

L-times oversampled discrete-time signal x0½m� is generated from the IFFTof Equation (7.15)

(X0½k�withN � ðL�1Þ zero-padding in the frequency domain) and is thenmodulatedwith carrier

frequency fc to yield a passband signal xp½m�. Let xpc ½m� denote the clipped version of xp½m�,
which is expressed as

xpc m½ � ¼
�A xp m½ � � �A

xp m½ � xp m½ �j j < A

A xp m½ � � A

8>><
>>: ð7:18Þ

or

xpc m½ � ¼
xp m½ � if xp½m�j j < A

xp m½ �
xp m½ �j j �A otherwise

8>><
>>: ð7:19Þ

where A is the pre-specified clipping level. Note that Equation (7.19) can be applied to both

baseband complex-valued signals and passband real-valued signals, while Equation (7.18) can

be applied only to the passband signals. Let us define the clipping ratio (CR) as the clipping

level normalized by the RMS value s of OFDM signal, such that

CR ¼ A

s
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Figure 7.13 Block diagram of a PAPR reduction scheme using clipping and filtering.
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It has been known that s ¼ ffiffiffiffi
N

p
and s ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N=2
p

in the baseband and passband OFDM signals

with N subcarriers, respectively.

In general, the performance of PAPR reduction schemes can be evaluated in the following

three aspects [173]:

. In-band ripple and out-of-band radiation that can be observed via the power spectral density

(PSD)
. Distribution of the crest factor (CF) or PAPR, which is given by the corresponding CCDF
. Coded and uncoded BER performance.

Table 7.1 shows the values of parameters used in the QPSK/OFDM system for analyzing

the performance of clipping and filtering technique with Programs 7.11 and 7.12. Figure 7.14

shows the impulse response and frequency response of the (equiripple) finite-duration

impulse response (FIR) BPF used in the simulation where the sampling frequency fs ¼ 8

MHz, the stopband and passband edge frequency vectors are [1.4, 2.6][MHz] and [1.5, 2.5]

[MHz], respectively, and the number of taps is set to 104 such that the stopband attenuation

is about 40dB. Figure 7.15 shows the results for clipping and filtering of OFDM signals with

the parameter values listed in Table 7.1. Figures 7.15(a)–(d) show the histograms as

probability density functions (PDFs) and power spectra of the oversampled baseband

OFDM signal x0½m�, the corresponding passband signal xp½m�, the passband clipped signal

xpc ½m�, and its filtered signal ~xpc ½m�. It can be seen from Figure 7.15(b) that the OFDM signal

approximately follows a Gaussian distribution. Meanwhile, Figure 7.15(c) shows that the

Table 7.1 Parameters used for simulation of clipping and filtering.

Parameters Value

Bandwidth, BW 1MHz

Sampling frequency, fs ¼ BW � L
with oversampling factor, L ¼ 8 8MHz

Carrier frequency, fc 2MHz

FFT size, N 128

Number of guard interval samples (CP) 32

Modulation order QPSK

Clipping ratio (CR) 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6

Figure 7.14 Characteristics of an equiripple passband FIR filter.
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amplitude of the clipped signal is distributed below the clipping level. Finally, it can be seen

from Figure 7.15(d) that the filtered signal shows its peak value beyond the clipping level.

Comparing Figure 7.15(c) to Figure 7.15(d), it can also be seen that the out-of-band

spectrum increases after clipping, but decreases again after filtering. Figures 7.14 and 7.15

are obtained by running Program 7.11 (“PDF_of_clipped_and_filtered_OFDM_signal.m”).

MATLAB� Programs: Clipping and Filtering

Program 7.11 “PDF_of_clipped_and_filtered_OFDM_signal.m” to plot Figures 7.14

and 7.15

% PDF_of_clipped_and_filtered_OFDM_signal.m

% Plot Figs. 7.14 and 7.15

clear

CR = 1.2; % Clipping Ratio

b=2; N=128; Ncp=32; % Number of bits per QPSK symbol, FFT size, CP size

fs=1e6; L=8; % Sampling frequency and oversampling factor

Tsym=1/(fs/N); Ts=1/(fs*L); % Sampling frequency and sampling period

fc=2e6; wc=2*pi*fc; % Carrier frequency

t=[0:Ts:2*Tsym-Ts]/Tsym; t0=t((N/2-Ncp)*L); % Time vector

f=[0:fs/(N*2):L*fs-fs/(N*2)]-L*fs/2; % Frequency vector

Fs=8; Norder=104; dens=20; % Sampling frequency and Order of filter

Figure 7.15 Histograms (PDFs)andpower spectra ofOFDMsignalswith clipping andfiltering (CR¼ 1.2).
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dens=20; % Density factor of filter

FF=[0 1.4 1.5 2.5 2.6 Fs/2]; % Stop/Pass/Stop frequency edge vector

WW=[10 1 10]; % Stopband/Passband/Stopband weight vector

h=firpm(Norder,FF/(Fs/2),[0 0 1 1 0 0],WW,{dens}); %BPF coefficients

X = mapper(b,N); X(1) = 0; % QPSK modulation

x =IFFT_oversampling(X,N,L); % IFFT and oversampling

x_b = addcp(x,Ncp*L); % Add CP

x_b_os=[zeros(1,(N/2-Ncp)*L), x_b, zeros(1,N*L/2)]; % Oversampling

x_p = sqrt(2)*real(x_b_os.*exp(j*2*wc*t)); % From baseband to passband

x_p_c = clipping(x_p,CR); % Eq.(7.18)

X_p_c_f= fft(filter(h,1,x_p_c));

x_p_c_f = ifft(X_p_c_f);

x_b_c_f = sqrt(2)*x_p_c_f.*exp(-j*2*wc*t); % From passband to baseband

figure(1); clf

nn=(N/2-Ncp)*L+[1:N*L];

nn1=N/2*L+[-Ncp*L+1:0]; nn2=N/2*L+[0:N*L];

subplot(221)

plot(t(nn1)-t0,abs(x_b_os(nn1)),’k:’); hold on;

plot(t(nn2)-t0,abs(x_b_os(nn2)),’k-’);

xlabel(’t (normalized by symbol duration)’); ylabel(’abs(x”[m])’);

subplot(223)

XdB_p_os = 20*log10(abs(fft(x_b_os)));

plot(f,fftshift(XdB_p_os)-max(XdB_p_os),’k’);

xlabel(’frequency[Hz]’); ylabel(’PSD[dB]’); axis([f([1 end]) -100 0]);

subplot(222)

[pdf_x_p,bin]=hist(x_p(nn),50); bar(bin,pdf_x_p/sum(pdf_x_p),’k’);

xlabel(’x’); ylabel(’pdf’); title([’Unclipped passband signal’]);

subplot(224), XdB_p = 20*log10(abs(fft(x_p)));

plot(f,fftshift(XdB_p)-max(XdB_p),’k’);

xlabel(’frequency[Hz]’); ylabel(’PSD[dB]’); axis([f([1 end]) -100 0]);

figure(2); clf

subplot(221), [pdf_x_p_c,bin]=hist(x_p_c(nn),50);

bar(bin,pdf_x_p_c/sum(pdf_x_p_c),’k’); xlabel(’x’); ylabel(’pdf’);

title([’Clipped passband signal, CR=’ num2str(CR)]);

subplot(223), XdB_p_c = 20*log10(abs(fft(x_p_c)));

plot(f,fftshift(XdB_p_c)-max(XdB_p_c),’k’);

xlabel(’frequency[Hz]’); ylabel(’PSD[dB]’); axis([f([1 end]) -100 0]);

subplot(222), [pdf_x_p_c_f,bin] = hist(x_p_c_f(nn),50);

bar(bin,pdf_x_p_c_f/sum(pdf_x_p_c_f),’k’);

title([’Passband signal after clipping & filtering, CR=’ num2str(CR)]);

xlabel(’x’); ylabel(’pdf’);

subplot(224), XdB_p_c_f = 20*log10(abs(X_p_c_f));

plot(f,fftshift(XdB_p_c_f)-max(XdB_p_c_f),’k’);

xlabel(’frequency[Hz]’); ylabel(’PSD[dB]’); axis([f([1 end]) -100 0]);
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Program 7.12 “clipping” to clip a signal with CR (Clipping Ratio)

function [x_clipped,sigma]=clipping(x,CR,sigma)

% CR: Clipping Ratio, sigma: sqrt(variance of x)

if nargin<3

x_mean=mean(x); x_dev=x-x_mean;

sigma=sqrt(x_dev*x_dev’/length(x));

end

x_clipped = x; CL = CR*sigma; % Clipping level

ind = find(abs(x)>CL); % Indices to clip

x_clipped(ind)=x(ind)./abs(x(ind))*CL; % Eq.(7.18b) limitation to CL

Figure 7.16(a) shows the CCDFs of crest factor (CF) for the clipped and filtered OFDM

signals. Recall that the CCDF of CF can be considered as the distribution of PAPR since CF is

the square root of PAPR. It can be seen from this figure that the PAPR of the OFDM signal

decreases significantly after clipping and increases a little after filtering. Note that the smaller

the clipping ratio (CR) is, the greater the PAPR reduction effect is. Figure 7.16(b) shows the

BERperformancewhen clipping and filtering technique is used. Here, “C” and “C&F” denote

the casewith clipping only and the casewith both clipping and filtering, respectively. It can be

seen from this figure that the BER performance becomes worse as the CR decreases.

Figure 7.16 has been obtained by running Program 7.13 (“CCDF_of_clipped_filtered_

OFDM_signal.m”.).

MATLAB� Program: PAPR and BER Performance with Clipping and Filtering

Program 7.13 “CCDF_of_clipped_filtered_OFDM_signal.m” to obtain the PAPR and

BER performance for the clipping and filtering technique in Figure 7.16

Figure 7.16 PAPR distribution and BER performance with clipping and filtering.
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% CCDF_of_clipped_filtered_OFDM_signal.m

% Plot Fig. 7.16

clear, clf

SNRdBs=[0:10]; N_SNR=length(SNRdBs); % SNR[dB] vector

Nblk=100; CRs=[0.8:0.2:1.6]; N_CR=length(CRs); gss=’*^<sd’;

b = 2; M = 2^b; % Number of bits per QAM symbol and Alphabet size

N = 128; Ncp = 0; % FFT size and CP size (GI length)

fs = 1e6; L = 8; % Sampling frequency and Oversampling factor

Tsym=1/(fs/N); Ts=1/(fs*L); % OFDM symbol period and Sampling period

fc = 2e6; wc = 2*pi*fc; % Carrier frequency

t = [0:Ts:2*Tsym-Ts]/Tsym; % Time vector

A = modnorm(qammod([0:M-1],M),’avpow’,1); % Normalization factor

mdmod = modem.qammod(’M’,M, ’SymbolOrder’,’Gray’,’InputType’,’Bit’);

mddem = modem.qamdemod(’M’,M, ’SymbolOrder’,’Gray’,’OutputType’,’Bit’);

Fs=8; Norder=104; % Baseband sampling frequency and Order

dens=20; % Density factor of filter

FF=[0 1.4 1.5 2.5 2.6 Fs/2]; % Stopband/Passband/Stopband frequency edge

WW=[10 1 10]; % Stopband/Passband/Stopband weight vector

h = firpm(Norder,FF/(Fs/2),[0 0 1 1 0 0],WW,{dens}); % BPF coefficients

Clipped_errCnt = zeros(size(CRs));

ClippedFiltered_errCnt = zeros(size(CRs));

CF = zeros(1,Nblk); CF_c = zeros(N_CR,Nblk); CF_cf = zeros(N_CR,Nblk);

ber_analytic = berawgn(SNRdBs-10*log10(b),’qam’,M);

kk1=1:(N/2-Ncp)*L; kk2=kk1(end)+1:N/2*L+N*L; kk3=kk2(end)+[1:N*L/2];

z = [2:0.1:16]; len_z = length(z);

% -––––––––––––- Iteration with increasing SNRdB -––––––––––––-%

for i = 1:N_SNR

SNRdB = SNRdBs(i);

for ncf = 0:2% no/clip/clip&filter

if ncf==2, m=ceil(length(h)/2); else m=1; end

for cr = 1:N_CR

if ncf==0&cr>1, break; end

CR = CRs(cr); nobe = 0;

for nblk = 1:Nblk %(i)

msgbin = randint(b,N); % binary squences

X = A*modulate(mdmod,msgbin); % 4QAM (QPSK) mapper

X(1) = 0+j*0; % DC subcarrier not used

x = IFFT_oversampling(X,N,L);

x_b = addcp(x,Ncp*L);

x_b_os = [zeros(1,(N/2-Ncp)*L), x_b, zeros(1,N*L/2)];

x_p = sqrt(2)*real(x_b_os.*exp(j*2*wc*t));

if ncf>0, x_p_c = clipping(x_p,CR); x_p=x_p_c; % clipping

if ncf>1, x_p_cf = ifft(fft(h,length(x_p)).*fft(x_p)); x_p=x_p_cf;

end

end

if i==N_SNR, CF(nblk) = PAPR(x_p); end

y_p_n = [x_p(kk1) awgn(x_p(kk2),SNRdB,’measured’)

x_p(kk3)]; y_b = sqrt(2)*y_p_n.*exp(-j*2*wc*t);

Y_b = fft(y_b);
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y_b_z = ifft(zero_pasting(Y_b));

y_b_t = y_b_z((N/2-Ncp)*L+m+[0:L:(N+Ncp)*L-1]);

Y_b_f = fft(y_b_t(Ncp+1:end),N)*L;

Y_b_bin = demodulate(mddem,Y_b_f);

nobe = nobe + biterr(msgbin(:,2:end),Y_b_bin(:,2:end));

end % End of the nblk loop

if ncf==0, ber_no(i) = nobe/Nblk/(N-1)/b;

elseif ncf==1, ber_c(cr,i) = nobe/Nblk/(N-1)/b;

else ber_cf(cr,i) = nobe/Nblk/(N-1)/b;

end

if i==N_SNR

for iz=1:len_z, CCDF(iz) = sum(CF>z(iz))/Nblk; end

if ncf==0, CCDF_no = CCDF; break;

elseif ncf==1, CCDF_c(cr,:) = CCDF;

else CCDF_cf(cr,:) = CCDF;

end

end

end

end

end

subplot(221), semilogy(z,CCDF_no), grid on, hold on

for cr = 1:N_CR

gs = gss(cr);

subplot(221), semilogy(z,CCDF_c(cr,:),[gs ’-’],

z,CCDF_cf(cr,:), [gs ’:’]), hold on

subplot(222), semilogy(SNRdBs,ber_c(cr,:),[gs ’-’],

SNRdBs, ber_cf(cr,:),[gs ’:’]), hold on

end

semilogy(SNRdBs,ber_no,’o’, SNRdBs,ber_analytic,’k’), grid on

function y=zero_pasting(x)

% Paste zeros at the center half of the input sequence x

N=length(x); M=ceil(N/4); y = [x(1:M) zeros(1,N/2) x(N-M+1:N)];

7.2.2 PAPR Reduction Code

It was shown in [175] that a PAPR of the maximum 3dB for the 8-carrier OFDM system can be

achieved by 3/4-code rate block coding. Here, a 3-bit data word is mapped onto a 4-bit

codeword. Then, the set of permissible codewords with the lowest PAPRs in the time domain is

chosen. The code rate must be reduced to decrease the desired level of PAPR. It was also stated

in [175] that the block codes found through an exhaustive search are mostly based on Golay

complementary sequence.Golay complementary sequence is defined as a pair of two sequences

whose aperiodic autocorrelations sum to zero in all out-of-phase positions [176]. It is stated in

[177] that Golay complementary sequences can be used for constructing OFDM signals with

PAPR as low as 3dB. [178] showed the possibility of using complementary codes for both

PAPR reduction and forward error correction.Meanwhile, [180] shows that a large set of binary

length 2m Golay complementary pairs can be obtained from Reed-Muller codes. However, the
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usefulness of these coding techniques is limited to themulticarrier systemswith a small number

of subcarriers. In general, the exhaustive search of a good code for OFDM systems with a large

number of subcarriers is intractable, which limits the actual benefits of coding for PAPR

reduction in practical OFDM systems.

First, let us consider the basic properties of complementary sequence. Two sequences x1½n�
and x2½n� consisting of �1 or þ 1 with equal length N are said to be complementary if they

satisfy the following condition on the sum of their autocorrelations:

XN�1

n¼0

ðx1½n�x1½nþ i� þ x2½n�x2½nþ i�Þ ¼ 2N; i ¼ 0

0; i „ 0



ð7:20Þ

Taking the Fourier transform of Equation (7.20) yields

X1½k�j j2 þ X2½k�j j2 ¼ 2N ð7:21Þ

where Xi½k� is the DFT of fxi½n�g, such that

Xi½k� ¼
XN�1

n¼0

xi½n�e�2pnkTs ð7:22Þ

with the sampling period of Ts. The power spectral density of Xi½k� is given by DFT of the

autocorrelation of xi½n�. Note that Xi½k�j j2 is the power spectral density (PSD) of a sequence

fxi½n�g. According to Equation (7.21), the PSD Xi½k�j j2 is upper-bounded by 2N, which means

Xi½k�j j2 � 2N ð7:23Þ

Since the power ofxi½n� is 1, the average of Xi½k�j j2 in Equation (7.22) isN and thus, the PAPRof

Xi½k� is upper-bounded by

PAPR � 2N

N
¼ 2 ðor 3dBÞ ð7:24Þ

Suppose that a sequence is applied as the input to IFFT. Since the IFFT is equivalent to taking

the complex conjugate on the output of FFT and dividing it by N, we can replace X½k� by
the IFFTof x½n� so that the PAPR can be upper-bounded by 2 (i.e., 3dB). This implies that if the

complementary sequences are used as the input to IFFT for producingOFDMsignals, the PAPR

will not exceed 3dB. The first and second graphs in Figure 7.17 illustrate the PAPR of the

uncodedOFDMsignalwith 16-subcarriers and that of the complementary-codedOFDMsignal

with 16-subcarriers, respectively. It can be seen from these figures that the complementary

coding reduces the PAPR by about 9dB.
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7.2.3 Selective Mapping

Figure 7.18 shows the block diagram of selective mapping (SLM) technique for PAPR

reduction. Here, the input data block X ¼ X½0�;X½1�; . . . ;X½N�1�½ � is multiplied with U

different phase sequences Pu ¼ ½Pu
0;P

u
1; . . . ;P

u
N�1�T where Pu

v ¼ ejw
u
v and wu

v 2 0; 2p½ Þ for

v ¼ 0; 1; � � � ;N�1 and u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;U, which produce a modified data block

Xu ¼ ½Xu½1�;Xu½2�; . . . ;Xu½N�1��T . IFFT of U independent sequences fXu½v�g are taken to

produce the sequences xu ¼ ½xu½0�; xu½1�; . . . ; xu½N�1��T , amongwhich the one ~x ¼ x~uwith the

lowest PAPR is selected for transmission [185], as shown as

~u ¼ argmin
u¼1;2;���;U

max
n¼0;1;���;N�1

xu½n�j j
� 

ð7:25Þ
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Figure 7.17 Comparison of PAPR: uncoded vs. PAPR reduction-coded OFDM system with N¼ 16.
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Figure 7.18 Block diagram of selective mapping (SLM) technique for PAPR reduction.
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In order for the receiver to be able to recover the original data block, the information (index

u) about the selected phase sequence Pu should be transmitted as a side information [164].

The implementation of SLM technique requires U IFFT operations. Furthermore, it requires

log2 Ub c bits of side information for each data block where bxc denotes the greatest integer less
than x.

7.2.4 Partial Transmit Sequence

The partial transmit sequence (PTS) technique partitions an input data block ofN symbols into

V disjoint subblocks as follows:

X ¼ ½X0;X1;X2; . . . ;XV�1�T ð7:26Þ

whereXi are the subblocks that are consecutively located and also are of equal size. Unlike the

SLM technique in which scrambling is applied to all subcarriers, scrambling (rotating its phase

independently) is applied to each subblock [187] in the PTS technique (see Figure 7.19). Then

each partitioned subblock is multiplied by a corresponding complex phase factor bv ¼ ejfv,

v ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;V , subsequently taking its IFFT to yield

x ¼ IFFT
XV
v¼1

bvXv

( )
¼
XV
v¼1

bv � IFFTfXvg ¼
XV
v¼1

bvxv ð7:27Þ
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Figure 7.19 Block diagram of partial transmit sequence (PTS) technique for PAPR reduction.
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where fxvg is referred to as a partial transmit sequence (PTS). The phasevector is chosen so that

the PAPR can be minimized [188], which is shown as

½~b1; . . . ~bV � ¼ arg min
½b1;...;bV �

max
n¼0;1;���;N�1

XV
v¼1

bvxv½n�
�����

�����
 !

ð7:28Þ

Then, the corresponding time-domain signal with the lowest PAPR vector can be expressed as

~x ¼
XV
v¼1

~b
v
xv ð7:29Þ

In general, the selection of the phase factors fbvgVv¼1 is limited to a set of elements to reduce

the search complexity [164]. As the set of allowed phase factors is b ¼ fej2pi=W i ¼j
0; 1; . . . ;W�1g, WV�1 sets of phase factors should be searched to find the optimum set of

phase vectors. Therefore, the search complexity increases exponentially with the number of

subblocks.

The PTS technique requiresV IFFToperations for each data block and log2 W
Vb c bits of side

information. The PAPRperformance of the PTS technique is affected by not only the number of

subblocks, V , and the number of the allowed phase factors, W , but also the subblock

partitioning. In fact, there are three different kinds of the subblock partitioning schemes:

adjacent, interleaved, and pseudo-random. Among these, the pseudo-random one has been

known to provide the best performance [189].

As discussed above, the PTS technique suffers from the complexity of searching for the

optimumset of phasevector, especiallywhen the number of subblock increases. In the literature

[190,191], various schemes have been proposed to reduce this complexity. One particular

example is a suboptimal combination algorithm,which uses the binary phase factors of f1;�1g
[190]. It is summarized as follows:

r Partition the input data block into V subblocks as in Equation (7.26).
s Set all the phase factors bv ¼ 1 for v ¼ 1 : V, find PAPR of Equation (7.27), and set it as

PAPR_min.
t Set v ¼ 2.
u Find PAPR of Equation (7.27) with bv ¼ �1.
v If PAPR> PAPR_min, switch bv back to 1. Otherwise, update PAPR_min¼PAPR.
w If v < V , increment v by one and go back to Stepu. Otherwise, exit this process with the set

of optimal phase factors, ~b.

The number of computations for Equation (7.27) in this suboptimal combination algorithm

is V , which is much fewer than that required by the original PTS technique (i.e., V 
 WVÞ.
Figure 7.20 shows the CCDF of PAPR for a 16-QAM/OFDM system using PTS

technique as the number of subblock varies. It is seen that the PAPR performance improves

as the number of subblocks increases with V ¼ 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16. Figure 7.20 has been

obtained by running Program 7.14 (“compare_CCDF_PTS.m”), which calls Program 7.15
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(“CCDF_PTS”) and Program 7.16 (“CCDF_OFDMA”) to find the CCDF with the PTS

technique.

MATLAB� Programs: Performance Analysis of PTS Technique

Program 7.14 “compare_PTS_CCDF.m” to see PAPR when the number of subblocks varies

% compare_CCDF_PTS.m

% Plot Fig. 7.20

clear, figure(2), clf

N=256; Nos=4; NNos=N*Nos; % FFT size and oversampling factor

b=4; M=2^b; % Number of bits per QAM symbol and Alphabet size

Nsbs=[1,2,4,8,16]; gss=’*^v’; %Numbers of subblocks, Graphic symbols

dBs = [4:0.1:11]; dBcs = dBs+(dBs(2)-dBs(1))/2;

Nblk = 3000; % Number of OFDM blocks for iteration

rand(’twister’,5489); randn(’state’,0);

CCDF_OFDMa = CCDF_OFDMA(N,Nos,b,dBs,Nblk);

semilogy(dBs,CCDF_OFDMa,’k’), hold on

for k = 1:length(Nsbs)

Nsb=Nsbs(k); str(k,:)=sprintf(’No of subblocks=%2d’,Nsb);

CCDF=CCDF_PTS(N,Nos,Nsb,b,dBs,Nblk);

semilogy(dBs,CCDF,[’-’ gss(k)])

end

legend(str(1,:),str(2,:),str(3,:),str(4,:),str(5,:))

axis([dBs([1 end]) 1e-3 1]); grid on;

title([num2str(M),’-QAM CCDF of OFDMA signal with PTS’]);

xlabel(’PAPR_0[dB]’); ylabel(’Pr(PAPR>PAPR_0)’);
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Figure 7.20 PAPR performance of a 16-QAM/OFDM system with PTS technique when the number of

subblocks varies.
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Program 7.15 “CCDF_PTS()” to compute the CCDF of OFDM signal with PTS technique

function CCDF=CCDF_PTS(N,Nos,Nsb,b,dBs,Nblk)

% CCDF of OFDM signal with PTS (Partial Transmit Sequence) technique.

% N : Number of Subcarriers

% Nos : Oversampling factor

% Nsb : Number of subblocks

% b : Number of bits per QAM symbol

% dBs : dB vector, Nblk: Number of OFDM blocks for iteration

NNos = N*Nos; % FFT size

M=2^b; Es=1; A=sqrt(3/2/(M-1)*Es); % Normalization factor for M-QAM

mod_object=modem.qammod(’M’,M,’SymbolOrder’,’gray’);

for nblk=1:Nblk

w = ones(1,Nsb); % Phase (weight) factor

mod_sym = A*modulate(mod_object,randint(1,N,M)); % 2^b-QAM

[Nr,Nc] = size(mod_sym);

zero_pad_sym = zeros(Nr,Nc*Nos);

for k=1:Nr % zero padding for oversampling

zero_pad_sym(k,1:Nos:Nc*Nos) = mod_sym(k,:);

end

sub_block=zeros(Nsb,NNos);

for k=1:Nsb % Eq.(7.26) Disjoint Subblock Mapping

kk = (k-1)*NNos/Nsb+1:k*NNos/Nsb;

sub_block(k,kk) = zero_pad_sym(1,kk);

end

ifft_sym=ifft(sub_block.’,NNos).’; % IFFT

% -- Phase Factor Optimization – %

for m=1:Nsb

x = w(1:Nsb)*ifft_sym; % Eq.(7.27)

sym_pow = abs(x).^2; PAPR = max(sym_pow)/mean(sym_pow);

if m==1, PAPR_min = PAPR;

else if PAPR_min<PAPR, w(m)=1; else PAPR_min = PAPR; end

end

w(m+1)=-1;

end

x_tilde = w(1:Nsb)*ifft_sym; % Eq.(7.29): The lowest PAPR symbol

sym_pow = abs(x_tilde).^2; % Symbol power

PAPRs(nblk) = max(sym_pow)/mean(sym_pow);

end

PAPRdBs=10*log10(PAPRs); % measure PAPR

dBcs = dBs + (dBs(2)-dBs(1))/2; % dB midpoint vector

count=0; N_bins=hist(PAPRdBs,dBcs);

for i=length(dBs):-1:1, count=count+N_bins(i); CCDF(i)=count/Nblk; end

Program 7.16 “CCDF_OFDMA()” to compute the CCDF of OFDM signal without PAPR

reduction technique

function CCDF=CCDF_OFDMA(N,Nos,b,dBs,Nblk)

% CCDF of OFDM signal with no PAPR reduction technique.
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% N : Number of total subcarriers (256 by default)

% Nos : Oversampling factor (4 by default)

% b : Number of bits per QAM symbol

% dBs : dB vector

% Nblk : Number of OFDM blocks for iteration

NNos = N*Nos;

M=2^b; Es=1; A=sqrt(3/2/(M-1)*Es); % Normalization factor for M-QAM

mod_object=modem.qammod(’M’,M,’SymbolOrder’,’gray’);

for nblk=1:Nblk

mod_sym = A*modulate(mod_object,randint(1,N,M));

[Nr,Nc]=size(mod_sym);

zero_pad_sym=zeros(Nr,Nc*Nos);

for k=1:Nr % zero padding for oversampling

zero_pad_sym(k,1:Nos:Nc*Nos)=mod_sym(k,:);

end

ifft_sym=ifft(zero_pad_sym,NNos);

sym_pow=abs(ifft_sym).^2;

mean_pow(nblk)=mean(sym_pow); max_pow(nblk)=max(sym_pow);

end

PAPR=max_pow./mean_pow; PAPRdB=10*log10(PAPR); % measure PAPR

dBcs = dBs + (dBs(2)-dBs(1))/2; % dB midpoint vector

count = 0; N_bins = hist(PAPRdB,dBcs);

for i=length(dBs):-1:1, count=count+N_bins(i); CCDF(i)=count/Nblk; end

7.2.5 Tone Reservation

A tone reservation (TR) technique partitions the N subcarriers (tones) into data tones and

peak reduction tones (PRTs) [192]. Symbols in PRTs are chosen such that OFDM signal in

the time domain has a lower PAPR. The positions of PRTs are known to the receiver and

transmitter. Figure 7.21 shows the block diagram of the TR scheme for PAPR reduction.
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Figure 7.21 Block diagram of tone reservation (TR) technique.
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Since the data tones and PRTs are exclusively assigned, the input vector to IFFT block is

divided into data vectorX and PAPR reduction vectorC. LetR ¼ fi0; . . . ; iR�1g andRc denote

the set ofRPRTpositions and its complement, respectively,whereR denotes the number of tones

reserved for peak reduction. Then the input symbols to IFFT block can be expressed as

X½k� þC½k� ¼
C½k�; k 2 R

X½k�; k 2 Rc

(
ð7:30Þ

where X½k� andC½k� denote the data symbol and PRT symbol, respectively. By taking IFFTof

the symbols given by Equation (7.30), we obtain the OFDM symbol to be transmitted as

x n½ � þ c n½ � ¼ 1

N

X
k2Rc

X½n�e j2pkn=N þ 1

N

X
k2R

C½n�e j2pkn=N ð7:31Þ

Note that the PRT signal c½n� does not cause any distortion on the data signal x½n� in
Equation (7.31) due to the orthogonality among subcarriers. Under the assumption that CP

(Cyclic Prefix) is longer than the channel impulse response, the received OFDM symbol in the

frequency domain (i.e., the output of FFT at the receiver) can be expressed as

H½k�ðX½k� þC½k�Þ þ Z½k� ¼
H½k�C½k� þ Z½k�; k 2 R

H½k�X½k� þ Z½k�; k 2 Rc

(
ð7:32Þ

where H½k� is the channel frequency response and Z½k� is the DFT of the additive noise. The

receiver will decode only the data tones for k 2 Rc.

With the TR technique, additional power is required for transmitting the PRT symbols and

the effective data rate decreases since the PRT tones work as an overhead.

7.2.6 Tone Injection

While the TR technique can reduce the PAPR without additional complexity, it costs the

reduced data rate since the additional PRTs are required. A tone injection (TI) technique can be

used to reduce the PAPR without reducing the data rate. It allows the PRTs to be overlapped

with data tones [192]. Figure 7.22 shows a block diagram for the TI technique.

The basic idea of TI technique is to increase the constellation size so that each of the points in

the original constellation can be mapped into several equivalent points in the expanded

constellation where the extra degrees of freedom can be exploited for PAPR reduction. More

specifically, the time-domain transmit signal with a reduced PAPR can be produced by

combining the data signal and PAPR reduction signal as

~x n½ � ¼ x n½ � þ c n½ �

¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
N

p
XN�1

k¼0

X½k� þC½k�ð Þej2pkn=NL ð7:33Þ

where fC½k�gN�1
k¼0 and fc½n�gN�1

n¼0 denote the frequency-domain and the equivalent time-

domain sequences for PAPR reduction, respectively. Since the data tones and PRTs are not
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separated orthogonally in the frequency domain, we need means of removing the effect of

C½k� at the receiver. In this technique, the PAPR reduction signal is constructed as

C½k� ¼ p½k� � Dþ jq½k� �D where D is a fixed constant while p½k� and q½k� are chosen

to minimize the PAPR. The fixed constant D is chosen as a positive real number such that

C½k� can be removed at the receiver by performing a modulo-D operation on the real

and imaginary parts at the output of the frequency-domain equalizer (FEQ), which can be

shown as X½k� þC½k� þ Z½k� ¼ X½k� þ p½k� �Dþ q½k� �Dþ Z½k�.
Figure 7.23 shows an expanded 16-QAM constellation diagram used in the TI technique.

Here, the black and white points denote the original QAM symbols and the expanded QAM

symbols, respectively. Referring to Equation (7.33), the expanded QAM symbols can be

represented as

�X½k� ¼ X½k� þC½k� ¼ X½k� þ p½k� �Dþ jq½k� �D ð7:34Þ
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Figure 7.22 Block diagram of tone injection (TI) scheme.
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Figure 7.23 Expanded 16-QAM constellation for tone injection (TI) technique.
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Figure 7.24 shows a generalized constellation with p½k� ¼ ½�1; 0; 1� and q½k� ¼ ½�1; 0; 1�.
Here, the original 16-QAM constellation points are mapped to a generalized 9� 16-QAM

constellation, one of which must be chosen by the transmitter to carry the same information.

These extra degrees of freedom can be used to generate OFDM symbols with a lower PAPR.

Since the TI technique does not use additional subcarriers for PRTs, it does not incur any loss of

data rate. However, extra signal power is required to transmit the symbols in the expanded

constellation.

7.2.7 DFT Spreading

Before discussing the DFT-spreading technique, let us consider OFDMA (Orthogonal

Frequency-Division Multiple Access) system (see Section 4.4 and [193]). As depicted in

Figure 7.25, suppose that DFTof the same size as IFFT is used as a (spreading) code. Then, the

OFDMA system becomes equivalent to the Single Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) system

because the DFT and IDFT operations virtually cancel each other [195]. In this case, the

transmit signal will have the same PAPR as in a single-carrier system.
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Figure 7.24 Generalized 16-QAM constellation for a given value D:
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In OFDMA systems, subcarriers are partitioned and assigned to multiple mobile terminals

(users). Unlike the downlink transmission, each terminal in uplink uses a subset of subcarriers

to transmit its own data. The rest of the subcarriers, not used for its own data transmission, will

be filled with zeros. Here, it will be assumed that the number of subcarriers allocated to each

user isM. In the DFT-spreading technique,M-point DFT is used for spreading, and the output

of DFT is assigned to the subcarriers of IFFT. The effect of PAPR reduction depends on the

way of assigning the subcarriers to each terminal [196]. As depicted in Figure 7.26, there are

two different approaches of assigning subcarriers among users: DFDMA (Distributed

FDMA) and LFDMA (Localized FDMA). Here, DFDMA distributes M DFT outputs over

the entire band (of total N subcarriers) with zeros filled in ðN�MÞ unused subcarriers,

whereas LFDMA allocates DFToutputs toM consecutive subcarriers inN subcarriers.When

DFDMA distributes DFT outputs with equi-distance N=M ¼ S, it is referred to as IFDMA

(Interleaved FDMA) where S is called the bandwidth spreading factor.

Figure 7.27 illustrates the subcarriers allocated in the DFDMA and IFDMA with M ¼ 4,

S ¼ 3, and N ¼ 12. Furthermore, Figure 7.28 shows the examples of DFT spreading in

DFDMA, LFDMA, and IFDMA with N ¼ 12, M ¼ 4, and S ¼ 3. It illustrates a subcarrier

mapping relationship between 4-point DFT and 12-point IDFT.
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Figure 7.29 shows a block diagram of the uplink transmitter with the DFT-spreading

technique that employs IFDMA. Here, the input data x½m� is DFT-spread to generate X½i� and
then, allocated as

~X½k� ¼ X½k=S�; k ¼ S �m1; m1 ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;M�1

0; otherwise

(
ð7:35Þ

The IFFT output sequence ~x½n� with n ¼ M � sþm for s ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; S�1 and m ¼ 0; 1;
2; � � � ;M�1 can be expressed as

~x½n� ¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

~X k½ �e
j2p

n

N
k

¼ 1

S
� 1

M

XM�1

m1¼0

X m1½ �e
j2p

n

M
m1

¼ 1

S
� 1

M

XM�1

m1¼0

X m1½ �e
j2p

Msþm

M
m1

¼ 1

S
� 1

M

XM�1

m1¼0

X m1½ �e
j2p

m

M
m1

0
@

1
A

¼ 1

S
� x m½ �

; ð7:36Þ

which turns out to be a repetition of the original input signal x½m� scaled by 1=S in the time

domain [197]. In the IFDMA where the subcarrier mapping starts with the rth subcarrier
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Figure 7.28 Examples of DFT spreading for IFDMA, DFDMA and LFDMA: three users with

N ¼ 12; M ¼ 4, and S ¼ 3.
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ðr ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; S�1Þ, the DFT-spread symbol can be expressed as

~X½k� ¼
X½ðk�rÞ=S�; k ¼ S �m1 þ r; m1 ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;M�1

0; otherwise

(
ð7:37Þ

Then, the corresponding IFFT output sequence, f~x½n�g; is given by

~x½n� ¼ ~x½Msþm�

¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

~X k½ �e j2p
n

N
k �

¼ 1

S
� 1

M

XM�1

m1¼0

X m1½ �e j2p
� n

M
m1 þ n

N
r
	

¼ 1
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� 1
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XM�1
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X m1½ �e j2p
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m1e j2p n
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X m1½ �e j2p m
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@

1
A � e j2p n
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S
e j2p n

N
r �x m½ �

ð7:38Þ

Compared with Equation (7.36), one can see that the frequency shift of subcarrier allocation

starting point by r subcarriers results in the phase rotation of e j2pnr=N in IFDMA.
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In the DFT-spreading scheme for LFDMA, the IFFT input signal ~X½k� at the transmitter can

be expressed as

~X½k� ¼
X½k�; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ;M�1

0; k ¼ M;Mþ 1; � � � ;N�1

(
ð7:39Þ

The IFFToutput sequence ~x½n�with n ¼ S �mþ s for s ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; S�1 can be expressed as

follows [197]:

~x n½ � ¼ ~x Smþ s½ � ¼ 1

N

XN�1

k¼0

~X k½ �e j2pn
N
k ¼ 1

S
� 1

M

XM�1

k¼0

X k½ �e j2pSmþ s
SM

k ð7:40Þ

For s ¼ 0, Equation (7.40) becomes

~x n½ � ¼ ~x Sm½ � ¼ 1

S
� 1

M

XM�1

k¼0

X k½ �e j2pSm
SM
k ¼ 1

S
� 1

M

XM�1

k¼0

X k½ �e j2pm
M
k ¼ 1

S
x m½ � ð7:41Þ

For s „ 0, X k½ � ¼ PM�1

p¼0

x p½ �e�j2pp
N
k such that Equation (7.40) becomes
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ð7:42Þ

From Equations (7.41) and (7.42), it can be seen that the time-domain LFDMA signal

becomes the 1=S-scaled copies of the input sequence at the multiples of S in the time domain.

The values in-between are obtained by summing all the input sequences with the different

complex-weight factor. Figure 7.30 shows the examples of the time-domain signals when the

DFT-spreading technique for IFDMA and LFDMA is applied with N ¼ 12, M ¼ 4, and

S ¼ 3, where ~xIFDMA[n] and ~xLFDMA[n] represent the signals from Equations (7.38) and (7.42),

respectively.
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Figure 7.31 shows a comparison of PAPR performances when the DFT-spreading technique

is applied to the IFDMA, LFDMA, and OFDMA. Here, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM are

used for an SC-FDMA system with N ¼ 256, M ¼ 64, and S ¼ 4. It can be seen from

Figure 7.31 that the PAPR performance of the DFT-spreading technique varies depending

on the subcarrier allocationmethod. In the case of 16-QAM, the values of PAPRswith IFDMA,

LFDMA, and LFDMA for CCDF of 1% are 3.5dB, 8.3dB, and 10.8dB, respectively. It implies

that the PAPRs of IFDMAandLFDMAare lower by 7.3dB and 3.2dB, respectively, than that of

OFDMA with no DFT spreading. Figure 7.31 has been obtained by running Program 7.18

(“compare_DFT_spreading.m”), which calls Program 7.17 (“CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading”)

to find the PAPRs and their CCDFs for IFDMA, LFDMA, and OFDMA.

MATLAB� Programs: PAPR Analysis of DFT Spreading

Program 7.17 “CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading” to get CCDF and PAPR of OFDMA signals

function [CCDF,PAPRs]=

CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(fdma_type,Ndb,b,Nfft,dBcs,Nblk,psf,Nos)

% fdma_type: ’ofdma’/’lfdma’(localized)/’ifdma’(interleaved)

% Ndb : Data block size

% b : Number of bits per symbol
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where c[m, s, p] is a complex weight defined in Equation (7.42)
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Figure 7.30 Time-domain signals with DFT-spreading technique: examples for IFDMA and LFDMA.
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Figure 7.31 PAPR performances of DFT-spreading technique for IFDMA, LFDMA, and OFDMA.
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% Nfft : FFT size

% dBcs : dB midpoint vector

% Nblk : Number of OFDM blocks for iteration

% psf : Pulse shaping filter coefficient vector

% Nos : Oversampling factor

M=2^b; % Alphbet size

Es=1; A=sqrt(3/2/(M-1)*Es); % Normalization factor for QAM

mod_object=modem.qammod(’M’,M,’SymbolOrder’,’gray’);

S=Nfft/Ndb; % Spreading factor

for iter=1:Nblk

mod_sym = A*modulate(mod_object,randint(1,Ndb,M));

switch upper(fdma_type(1:2))

case ’IF’, fft_sym = zero_insertion(fft(mod_sym,Ndb),S); % IFDMA

case ’LF’, fft_sym = [fft(mod_sym,Ndb) zeros(1,Nfft-Ndb)]; % LFDMA

case ’OF’, fft_sym = zero_insertion(mod_sym,S); % No DFT spreading

otherwise fft_sym = mod_sym; % No oversampling, No DFT spraeding

end

ifft_sym = ifft(fft_sym,Nfft); % IFFT

if nargin>7, ifft_sym = zero_insertion(ifft_sym,Nos); end

if nargin>6, ifft_sym = conv(ifft_sym,psf); end

sym_pow = ifft_sym.*conj(ifft_sym); % measure symbol power

PAPRs(iter) = max(sym_pow)/mean(sym_pow); % measure PAPR

end

% Find the CCDF of OFDMA signal with DFT spreading

PAPRdBs = 10*log10(PAPRs);

N_bins = hist(PAPRdBs,dBcs); count = 0;

for i=length(dBcs):-1:1, count=count+N_bins(i); CCDF(i)=count/Nblk; end

function y=zero_insertion(x,M,N)

[Nrow,Ncol]=size(x);

if nargin<3, N=Ncol*M; end

y=zeros(Nrow,N); y(:,1:M:N) = x;

Program 7.18 “compare_DFT_spreading.m” to analyze PAPR of OFDMA/LFDMA/

IFDMA

% compare_DFT_spreading.m

% Plot Fig. 7.31

clear, clf

N=256; Nd=64; % FFT size and Data block size (# of subcarriers per user)

gss=’*^<sd>v.’; % Numbers of subblocks and graphic symbols

bs=[2 4 6]; N_b=length(bs);

dBs = [0:0.2:12]; dBcs = dBs+(dBs(2)-dBs(1))/2;

Nblk = 5000; % Number of OFDM blocks for iteration

for i=1:N_b

b=bs(i); M=2^b; rand(’twister’,5489); randn(’state’,0);

CCDF_OFDMa =

CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(’OF’,N,b,N,dBcs,Nblk); % CCDF of OFDMA

CCDF_LFDMa =

CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(’LF’,Nd,b,N,dBcs,Nblk); % CCDF of LFDMA
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CCDF_IFDMa =

CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(’IF’,Nd,b,N,dBcs,Nblk); % CCDF of IFDMA

subplot(130+i), xlabel([’PAPR_0[dB] for ’ num2str(M) ’-QAM’]);

semilogy(dBs,CCDF_OFDMa,’-o’,dBs,CCDF_LFDMa,’-<’,dBs,CCDF_IFDMa,’-*’)

legend(’OFDMA’,’LFDMA’,’IFDMA’), ylabel(’Pr(PAPR>PAPR_0)’); grid on;

end

Now, let us consider the effect of pulse shaping on the PAPR performance of DFT-spreading

technique. Figure 7.32 shows the PAPRperformance ofDFT-spreading techniquewith IFDMA

and LFDMA, varying with the roll-off factor a of the RC (Raised-Cosine) filter for pulse

shaping after IFFT. It can be seen from this figure that the PAPR performance of IFDMA can be

significantly improved by increasing the roll-off factor from a ¼ 0 to 1. This is in contrast with

LFDMAwhich is not so much affected by pulse shaping. It implies that IFDMAwill have a

trade-off between excess bandwidth and PAPR performance since excess bandwidth increases

as the roll-off factor becomes larger. Figure 7.32 has been obtained by running Program 7.19

(“compare_DFT_spreading_w_psf.m”), which calls Program 7.17 to find the PAPRs and their

CCDFs for IFDMA and LFDMA. The results here have been obtained with the simulation

parameters of N ¼ 256, M ¼ 64, S ¼ 4 (spreading factor), and Nos ¼ 8 (oversampling factor

for pulse shaping) for both QPSK and 16-QAM.

Now, let us see how the PAPR performance of DFT-spreading technique is affected by the

number of subcarriers, M, that are allocated to each user. Figure 7.33 shows that the PAPR

performance of DFT-spreading technique for LFDMA with a roll-off factor of a ¼ 0:4 is

degraded asM increases, for example,M¼ 4 to 128. Here, 64-QAM is used for the SC-FDMA

system with 256-point FFT (N¼ 256). Figure 7.33 has been obtained by running Program 7.19

(“compare_DFT_spreading_w_psf.m”).
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MATLAB� Program: PAPR Analysis of DFT Spreading with Pulse Shaping

Program 7.19 “compare_DFT_spreading_w_psf.m” to see the effect of pulse shaping filter

and the number of subcarriers per terminal (user)

% compare_DFT_spreading_w_psf.m

% To see the effect of pulse shaping using RC filter (Figs. 7.32 & 7.33)

clear, clf

N=256; Nd=64; % FFT size, # of subcarriers per user (Data block size)

S = N/Nd; % Spreading factor

Nsym=6; Nos=8; % RC filter length, Oversampling factor

rhos = [0:0.2:1]; % Roll-off factors of RC filter for pulse shaping

bs=[2 4]; % Numbers of bits per QAM symbol

dBs = [0:0.2:10]; dBcs = dBs+(dBs(2)-dBs(1))/2;

Nblk = 5000; % Number of OFDM blocks for iteration

figure(1), clf % To plot Fig. 7.32

gss=’*^<sd>v.’; % Numbers of subblocks and graphic symbols

str11=’IFDMA with no pulse shaping’;

str12=’LFDMA with no pulse shaping’;

for i_b=1:length(bs)

b=bs(i_b); M=2^b; % Number of bits per QAM symbol and Alphabet size

rand(’twister’,5489); randn(’state’,0);

CCDF_IF0 = CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(’IF’,Nd,b,N,dBcs,Nblk);

subplot(220+i_b), semilogy(dBs,CCDF_IF0,’k’), hold on

CCDF_LF0 = CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(’LF’,Nd,b,N,dBcs,Nblk);

semilogy(dBs,CCDF_LF0,’k’), hold on

for i=1:length(rhos)

rho = rhos(i); % Roll-off factor

psf = rcosfir(rho,Nsym,Nos,1,’norm’)*Nos; % RC filter coeff

CCDF_IF = CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(’IF’,Nd,b,N,dBcs,Nblk,psf,Nos);
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Figure 7.33 PAPR performance of DFT-spreading technique when M varies.
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CCDF_LF = CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(’LF’,Nd,b,N,dBcs,Nblk,psf,Nos);

semilogy(dBs,CCDF_IF,[’-’ gss(i)], dBs,CCDF_LF,[’:’ gss(i)])

str1(i,:)=sprintf(’IFDMA with a=%3.1f’,rho);

str2(i,:)=sprintf(’LFDMA with a=%3.1f’,rho);

end

legend(str11,str12,str1(1,:),str2(1,:),str1(2,:),str2(2,:)), grid on;

xlabel(’PAPR_0[dB]’); ylabel(’Pr(PAPR>PAPR_0)’);

end

figure(2), clf % To plot Fig. 7.33

Nds=[4 8 32 64 128]; N_Nds=length(Nds);

b=6; rho=0.4; % Number of bits per QAM symbol, Roll-off factor

psf = rcosfir(rho,Nsym,Nos,1,’norm’)*Nos; % RC filter coeff

for i=1:N_Nds

Nd=Nds(i); % Number of subcarriers per user (Data block size)

rand(’twister’,5489); randn(’state’,0);

CCDF_LFDMa = CCDF_PAPR_DFTspreading(’LF’,Nd,b,N,dBcs,Nblk,psf,Nos);

semilogy(dBs,CCDF_LFDMa,[’-’ gss(i)]), hold on

str(i,:)=sprintf(’LFDMA with a=%3.1f for Nd=%3d’,rho,Nd);

end

legend(str(1,:),str(2,:),str(3,:),str(4,:),str(5,:)), grid on;

xlabel(’PAPR_0[dB]’); ylabel(’Pr(PAPR>PAPR_0)’);

In conclusion, the SC-FDMA systems with IFDMA and LFDMA have a better PAPR

performance than OFDMA systems. This unique feature has been adopted for uplink

transmission in 3GPP LTE, which has been evolved into one of the candidate radio interface

technologies for the IMT-Advanced standards in ITU-R. Although the IFDMA has a lower

PAPR than LFDMA, the LFDMA is usually preferred for implementation. It is attributed to the

fact that subcarriers allocation with equi-distance over the entire band (IFDMA) is not easy to

implement, since IFDMA requires additional resources such as guard band and pilots.
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8

Inter-Cell Interference Mitigation
Techniques

The cellular TDMA system can be designed as virtually interference-free by planning the

frequency-reuse distance, which makes the same frequency channels reused sufficiently far

apart. In order to maintain a sufficient frequency-reuse distance, any cell site within the same

cluster cannot use the same frequency channel in the TDMA cellular network. Meanwhile, the

cellular CDMA system is also virtually interference-free due to its interference-averaging

capability with awide spreading bandwidth. As long as its spreading factor is sufficiently large,

the cellular CDMA system can be robust against co-channel interference, even when the same

frequency channels are assigned to all neighbor cell sites, that is, frequencies are fully reused.

Unlike the cellular CDMA system which has the interference-robust capability, the OFDMA-

based cellular system suffers from inter-cell interference at the cell boundary, especially when

all frequency channels are fully reused. In other words, somemeans of mitigating the inter-cell

interference is required to support a full frequency-reuse operation. According to standards and

literature, the inter-cell interference mitigation techniques include inter-cell interference

coordination technique, inter-cell interference randomization technique, and inter-cell inter-

ference cancellation technique.

8.1 Inter-Cell Interference Coordination Technique

8.1.1 Fractional Frequency Reuse

Figure 8.1 shows the basic frequency reuse schemes for OFDMA-based cellular systems with

the different frequency reuse factor (FRF), denoted by K. The FRF is defined as the number of

adjacent cells which cannot use the same frequencies for transmission. Its inverse, 1/K,

corresponds to the rate at which the same frequency can be used in the network. In other words,

1/K is a factor to indicate how efficiently the bandwidth is used in the cellular system. When

K¼ 1 as in Figure 8.1(a), the entire bandwidth available for transmission is used in all cells. In

this case, the users near the cell-center will experience high signal-to-interference and noise

Ratio (SINR) due to the large path loss from adjacent cells. However, the users at the cell

MIMO-OFDM Wireless Communications with MATLAB� Yong Soo Cho, Jaekwon Kim, Won Young Yang
and Chung G. Kang
� 2010 John Wiley & Sons (Asia) Pte Ltd



boundarywill suffer from a small SINR,whichmay increase an outage rate at the cell boundary.

In order to improve the SINR throughout the cell coverage areawhile reducing the outage rate at

the cell boundary, the whole bandwidth can be divided into three channels (Figure 8.1(b)) or

subbands (Figure 8.1(c)), each ofwhich is allocated to adjacent cells in an orthogonalmanner. It

corresponds to K¼ 3 and reduces the usable bandwidth for each cell. However, the users at the

cell boundary will experience high SINR, reducing inter-cell interference. Note that a subband

is a subset of subcarriers, which is derived from entire subcarriers of each channel in theOFDM

system. Unlike the multi-channel case of Figure 8.1(b), a single channel is divided into three

subbands to be assigned to each cell in Figure 8.1(c), even if both cases correspond to K¼ 3.

To improve the performance at the cell boundary, a concept of fractional frequency reuse

(FFR) has been proposed [198] for the OFDMA cellular system. By definition, FFR is a

subcarrier reuse scheme to allocate only a part of the total bandwidth, that is, a subset of

subcarriers, to each cell such that 1 <K < 3. In FFR schemes, the whole bandwidth is divided

into subbands, some of which are allocated to a different location in the cell. Figure 8.2(a)
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Figure 8.1 Examples of frequency reuse in an OFDMA cellular system.
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Figure 8.2 Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) in an OFDMA cellular system.
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illustrates the FFR scheme with K¼ 3/2, in which two of three subbands are assigned to each

cell while planning them to avoid interference from adjacent cells. As compared to the full

reuse case of K¼ 1, its efficiency is reduced to 2/3. Figure 8.2(b) illustrates the FFR scheme

with K¼ 7/6. In fact, this is the case when the best spectral efficiency can be achieved while

ensuring the cell-edge performance in the hexagonal cellular configuration. Eliminating only

one of seven subbands from each cell, orthogonal subband assignment can be still realized for

any two adjacent boundaries.

Figure 8.3 shows another type of FFR scheme where a different frequency reuse is used,

depending on the location in the cell. Since the users near the cell center experience a high

SINR, K¼ 1 can be maintained for them. In order to avoid interference however, the higher

frequency reuse factor needs to be used at the cell boundary. In Figure 8.3(a), K¼ 1 andK¼ 3

(a) K = 1 for center and K = 3 for boundary 

(b) K = 1 for center and K = 3/2 for boundary 
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are used at the inner region and boundary, respectively. In this case, the whole bandwidth is

divided into four different subbands, among which subband 0 is used by all cells (i.e., K¼ 1),

while the rest of them are orthogonally assigned to different cells, that is, K¼ 3. The same

idea can be extended to different configurations, for example, K¼ 1 for the inner region

(center) and K¼ 3/2 for the outer region (boundary), as shown in Figure 8.3(b). In general,

more than three frequency reuse factors can be used as in Figure 8.3(c).

8.1.2 Soft Frequency Reuse

In order to improve the bandwidth efficiency of the FFR schemes in Section 8.1.1, K¼ 1 can

be still realized while reducing the inter-cell interference in OFDMA cellular systems.

Toward this end, we allocate different levels of power to the subbands, depending on the user

location. High power is allocated to the subbands for the users at the cell boundary, and low

power is allocated to all other subbands for the users in the center (inner region), while

orthogonally planning the subband for those at the cell boundary of the adjacent cells as in

FFR. This particular concept is referred to as the soft frequency reuse (SFR) and it can be

illustrated with an example in Figure 8.4(a), in which the whole bandwidth is divided into

three subbands. In Figure 8.4(a), only one subband is orthogonally allocated to each cell for

the users at the boundary as in Figure 8.1(b), while the other two subbands are allocated to

each cell for those in the center. In order not to incur significant interference to the users at the

boundaries of the neighboring cells, the users in the inner regionmust use those two subbands

with lower power. Unlike the case in Figure 8.1(b), entire frequency bands can be fully reused

in all cells, that is, achieving K¼ 1. In fact, the full frequency reuse can be enabled by

allocating a lower power level to the center users. For example, Figures 8.4(a) and (b) are the

soft frequency reuse versions of Figures 8.1(b) and 8.3, respectively. Figure 8.5 illustrates the

soft frequency reuse scenario with nine subbands [199]. Dividing the whole bandwidth into

nine subbands, six subbands with lower power are allocated to the users in the inner region

and the remaining three subbands with higher power are allocated to the users at the cell

boundary. The essence of the soft frequency reuse schemes is to achieve a full frequency

reuse (K¼ 1) while reducing the inter-cell interference at the cell boundary of the cellular

OFDMA system.
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8.1.3 Flexible Fractional Frequency Reuse

Assume that the whole band is divided into many subchannels in a contiguous or distributed

manner. Each of these subchannels is primarily allocated to one of its adjacent cells. In other

words, the whole band is divided into multiple groups, each of which is primarily reserved for

one of the adjacent cells. Depending on the traffic demand in each cell, each cell can borrow

some of the subchannels reserved for the adjacent cells. In the case that resource allocation

information on adjacent cells is fully known, the subchannels that are not used in their primary

cell can be immediately borrowed. Furthermore, those borrowed subchannels can be allocated

to the users with better channel conditions, since they can use a lower power so as to reduce the

inter-cell interference. Thewhole band is fully reused in every cell by reducing the power of the

subchannels that are allocated to the users at the boundary of the adjacent cells. This approach is

similar to the soft frequency reuse (SFR) scheme, but more flexible than the existing FFR and

SFR schemes, and thus referred to as a flexible FFR. However, CQI information of the user

and resource allocation information in adjacent cells must be known for resource borrowing

and power allocation in this approach [200]. In fact, a special interface between the neighbor

base stations (known as X-interface in 3GPP LTE standard) has been specified to support the

current aspect of inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) by sharing information among

them.

Figure 8.6 illustrates the flexible FFR scheme for three cells, each with its own primary group

of subchannels. Here, cell A, B, and C are reserved with the primary group of five subchannels,

denoted as fAmg5m¼1, fBmg5m¼1, and fCmg5m¼1, respectively. Suppose that cell A requests more

resources than jfAmg5m¼1j, which requires additional subchannels, B5 and C5, to be borrowed

from other groups. The subchannels fAmg5m¼1 are allocated with high power to the users in low

SINRs while the borrowed subchannels, B5 and C5, are allocated with low power to the users in

high SINRs. On the other hand, suppose that cell B requests less resource than jfBmg5m¼1j. In this
example, high power is used for the subchannels in fBmg5m¼1 allocated to the user in a low SINR

region (i.e., a weak user). Meanwhile, low power is used for the subchannels in fBmg5m¼1
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Figure 8.5 Soft frequency reuse: example with nine subbands.
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allocated to the user in a high SINR region (i.e., a good user). Finally, it is illustrated that cell C is

fully overloaded; and thus, it is using all the subchannels with lower power, that belong to the

primary group of the adjacent cells, in addition to its own primary group fCmg5m¼1.

8.1.4 Dynamic Channel Allocation

In general, a fixed number of channels are allocated to each cell. Depending on the traffic load

and time-varying channel environment, the number of channels allocated to each cell can be

varied by dynamic channel allocation (DCA). DCA is known to perform better under light to

moderate traffic in a time-varying channel environment. However, the implementation cost for

DCA is high because it incurs a high signaling load among BSs and significant computational

effort. DCA schemes can be divided into two categories: centralized DCA and distributed

DCA. Although the centralized DCA provides optimal performance, a large amount of

communication among BSs leads to large system latencies, which is impractical. The

distributed DCA schemes, relying on the limited information shared among BSs, allocate

channels by using the results on signal strength or SNR.

In OFDM-based cellular systems, DCA schemes can be used more efficiently while

increasing spectral efficiency. Note that wideband channel estimation and rapid channel

re-allocation are required in DCA. Since the channel information and interference signal levels

on each subcarrier can be measured easily in OFDM systems, DCA schemes can be efficiently
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applied to the OFDM-based cellular systems. A measurement-based DCA scheme has been

applied to an OFDMA-based cellular system, known as Advanced Cellular Internet Service

(ACIS) [201]. In this system, interference sensing is performed at both MS and BS to avoid

selecting a channel that is already inuse in the adjacent cells.Also, fast channel reassignment can

be implemented to avoid rapidly changing interference.

As another inter-cell interference coordination technique, Hybrid Division Duplex scheme

(HDD)was proposed [202, 203]. By exploiting the advantages of bothTDDandFDD, theHDD

scheme is more flexible and efficient in providing asymmetric data service as well as managing

inter-cell interference. The HDD scheme has a pair of frequency bands as in the FDD,

performing a TDD operation using one of the bands in such a manner that allows for

simultaneous FDD and TDD operations.

8.2 Inter-Cell Interference Randomization Technique

8.2.1 Cell-Specific Scrambling

As long as intra-cell and inter-cell synchronization can be maintained in the OFDM-based

cellular systems, each subchannel can be considered independent due to the orthogonality

among subcarriers. However, the interferences from adjacent cells may cause significant

performance degradation; therefore, the interference signal can be randomized for enabling the

averaging effect of the inter-cell interference.More specifically, a cell-specific scrambling code

or cell-specific interleaver can be used for randomizing the interference signal [204]. Let

XðmÞ½k� and CðmÞ½k� denote the transmitted signal and a scrambling code of the mth cell for

subcarrier k, m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;M�1. The received OFDM signal in the frequency-domain can

be expressed by

Y½k� �
XM�1

m¼0

HðmÞ½k� CðmÞ½k� XðmÞ½k� þ Z½k� ð8:1Þ

where HðmÞ½k� is the channel gain and Z½k� is the additive noise for subcarrier k. In

Equation (8.1), OFDM symbol index is omitted for simplicity. Assuming that the cell index

m ¼ 0 denotes the serving cell, Equation (8.1) can be decomposed into the desired signal and

inter-cell interference components as follows:

Y½k� � Hð0Þ½k� Cð0Þ½k� Xð0Þ½k� þ
XM�1

m¼1

HðmÞ½k� CðmÞ½k� XðmÞ½k� þ Z½k� ð8:2Þ

Descrambling the received signal Y ½k� by the descrambling code
�
Cð0Þ½k��� of the serving cell

yields

Y ð0Þ½k� � �
Cð0Þ½k���Y ½k�

� Hð0Þ½k�Xð0Þ½k� þ
XM�1

m¼1

�
Cð0Þ½k���HðmÞ½k�CðmÞ½k�XðmÞ½k� þ Z½k� ð8:3Þ

where
��Cð0Þ½k���2 ¼ 1: Let us assume that XðmÞ½k� is an i.i.d. random signal with uniform

distribution while HðmÞ½k� has Gaussian distribution in real and imaginary parts (i.e., the

channel is Rayleigh-faded). As long as the scrambling codes are orthogonal, the second term
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can be approximated by an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In other words, the

interferences from adjacent cells have been whitened by the scrambling codes.

Figure 8.7 shows a block diagram of the cell-specific scrambling technique [205]. In this

technique, the transmitted signal from each cell is multiplied by the scrambling code that is

uniquely assigned to the cell. The signal may have been encoded and interleaved by a FEC

block. By multiplying the received signal with the same scrambling code as the one in the

transmitter, the cell-specific scrambling technique allows us to whiten the interferences from

adjacent cells in unicast transmission. Unlike spreading techniques, the scrambling technique

does not require to expand the bandwidth, since its spreading factor corresponds to one.

8.2.2 Cell-Specific Interleaving

A cell-specific interleaving technique is often referred to as Interleaved Division Multiple

Access (IDMA) technique [206]. The IDMA technique is similar to the cell-specific scrambling

technique for the case of single-user detection, in that it whitens the interferences from adjacent

cells. The IDMA technique whitens the inter-cell interference by using a specific interleaver at

each cell, while the cell-specific scrambling technique performs the same job by using a specific

scrambling code. Especially when the multi-user detection technique is employed in IDMA, it

can reduce inter-cell interference more effectively than the cell-specific scrambling technique,

by canceling interference iteratively with multiuser detector.

Figure 8.8 shows an example of a cell-specific interleaving technique applied to a downlink

of the OFDMA-based cellular system, in which we assume that MS1 in BS1 and MS2 in BS 2

share the same subchannel. BS1 and BS2 use interleaver pattern 1 and interleaver pattern 2,

respectively. EachMS decodes the signal by using its own interleaver pattern of the serving BS.

In this case, the interference from adjacent BSs can be approximated by AWGN.

8.2.3 Frequency-Hopping OFDMA

Consider a situation that transmits a data burst over many time slots, using a subband, which is

defined as a subset of contiguous subcarriers in the OFDMA system. Using different subbands

for transmitting the same data burst in different time slots, the burst error can be avoided, or
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Figure 8.7 Cell-specific scrambling technique.
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frequency diversity can be obtained in frequency-selective fading channels. It is the frequency-

hopping technique in theOFDMAsystem thatmakes the subband hop in the frequency domain,

in accordance with a predefined frequency hopping pattern [207]. In the cellular OFDMA

system, frequency hopping (FH) is a useful technique to average out inter-cell interferences

when a different hopping pattern is used for each cell. In other words, it can randomize the

collision between the subbands that are used in all adjacent cells. It is referred to as a frequency-

hopping OFDMA (FH-OFDMA) technique. From an implementation viewpoint, FH-OFDMA

technique usually requires a large memory, since all the data over a period of the hopping

pattern should be buffered for decoding at the receiver.

Figure 8.9(a) illustrates two different hopping patterns for the data bursts in two adjacent cells

over the consecutive time slots, denoting the burst A in one cell by a solid line and interference

from the cell by a dotted line.Note that a subband for the burstA falls into deep fading at time slot

5, while it is interfered with that of the neighbor cell at time slot 3. However, it is not interfered

with the subband of the neighbor cell at other time slots due to the different hopping patterns.

This subband-by-subband frequency-hopping technique allows us to perform both frequency

diversity and inter-cell interference randomization in theOFDMAcellular system. Figure 8.9(b)

shows an example of different hopping patterns for different bursts.
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Figure 8.8 Cell-specific interleaving technique.
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8.2.4 Random Subcarrier Allocation

In a random subcarrier allocation technique, we define a subchannel as a subset of subcarriers

that are spread out randomly over the whole band. Diversity gain can be achieved by randomly

allocating the subcarriers in each subchannel. The subcarriers can be distributed in such a way

that the probability of subcarrier collision among adjacent cells is minimal, randomizing inter-

cell interference in the cellular OFDMA system. Figure 8.10 illustrates an idea of the random

subcarrier allocation technique. Here, collisions occur only at one subcarrier in any two

adjacent cells chosen from eight different cells, minimizing inter-cell interference. In this

figure, only a few subcarriers subject to collision between cells (cell 1 and cell 4, cell 0 and cell

2, cell 3 and cell 6, etc.) are shown. Compared with the FH-OFDMA technique, the random

subcarrier allocation technique shows a comparable performance, as long as the number of total

subcarriers used in the random allocation technique is the same as the one used within a period

of the hopping pattern in the FH technique. The random subcarrier allocation technique has an

advantage of not requiring a large memory (or delay) for buffering, since data can be decoded

on the unit of the OFDM symbol at the receiver. Note that subchannelization in the Mobile

WiMAX system is a specific example of the random sub-carrier allocation, as detailed in

Section 4.5.1 [208].

8.3 Inter-Cell Interference Cancellation Technique

8.3.1 Interference Rejection Combining Technique

In order to cancel interferences from adjacent cells, we need to detect the interfering signals first

and cancel them from the received signal. It is usually difficult to detect the interfering signals

from adjacent cells in a practical situation. However, spatial characteristics can be used to

suppress interference when multiple antennas are available at the receiver. One example is the

interference rejection combining (IRC) technique, which takes advantage of the interference
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Figure 8.10 Example of random subcarrier allocation technique.
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statistics (correlation property of co-channel interference) received at multiple antennas [209].

The IRC technique can be viewed as a generalization of the maximum ratio combining (MRC)

technique that incorporates the spatial characteristics of the received signal for interference

rejection combining at the receiver.

As illustrated in Figure 8.11, consider the receiver withM antennas subject to the adjacent-

cell interference aswell as noise. LetHi½k� andZi½k� denote the channel gain and additive noise/
interference for the kth subcarrier of the ith antenna in the receiver, respectively (i ¼
1; 2; . . . ;M). We assume that Zi½k� is modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian random variable. For

the transmitted signal X½k�, the received signal at the ith antenna is expressed as

Yi½k� ¼ Hi½k�X½k� þ Zi½k�; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M ð8:4Þ

or in a vector form,

Y½k� ¼ H½k�X½k� þZ½k� ð8:5Þ

where

Y½k� ¼ ½Y1½k� Y2½k� � � � YM ½k��T

H½k� ¼ ½H1½k�H2½k� � � �HM ½k��T

Z½k� ¼ ½Z1½k� Z2½k� � � � ZM ½k��T :

Let Q½k� denote the covariance matrix of Z½k� (i.e., Q ¼ EfZ½k�ZH ½k�gÞ. For K subcarriers

within the coherence bandwidth, the covariance matrix can be approximated as

Q̂ ¼
XK
k¼1

ðY½k� � Ĥ½k�X½k�Þ � ðY½k� � Ĥ½k�X½k�ÞH ð8:6Þ

Transmitter

Radio
receiver  M

Radio
receiver  1

Detector

Noise

Adjacent cell
interference

X(k) Y1(k)

YM(k)

X̂( k )

Tx Rx1

RxM

Figure 8.11 System model for interference rejection combining (IRC) technique.
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Here, the estimated channels Ĥ½k� are assumed correct. The covariance matrix, estimated by

using a preamble (or pilot) at the initial stage, can be used for signal detection at data

transmission period as long as the channel does not vary. Assuming that all the received signals

have identical probability distributions, the maximum likelihood (ML) solution for the

transmitted signal is given by

X̂½k� ¼ argmax
X½k�

1

pM jQ̂j exp
�
��

Y½k� � Ĥ½k�X½k��HQ̂�1�
Y k½ � � Ĥ k½ �X k½ ���

¼ argmin
X½k�

�
Y½k��Ĥ½k�X½k��HQ̂�1�

Y½k� � Ĥ½k�X½k�� ð8:7Þ

Practical techniques for intercell interference cancellation can be developed by approximating

the ideal ML solution in Equation (8.7).

8.3.2 IDMA Multiuser Detection

In Section 8.2.3, we have discussed the IDMA technique for a single user, in which the

interference at the receiver is regarded as noise. In the IDMA technique with multi-user

receivers, the performance is improved by demodulating the interference signals as well as a

desired signal, and detecting iterativelywith a posteriori probability decoder [206]. Figure 8.12

shows a block diagram of the iterative multiuser detector in the OFDM-IDMA receiver.

In the transmitter side, the coded signals are first interleaved by the cell-specific interleaver

pm, and then modulated onto subcarriers via IFFT. In the receiver side, the received signal y

passes through the FFT block and then, a multiuser demodulator. In themultiuser demodulator,

the soft output, channel information, and extrinsic information for each user are calculated and

passed to a user decoder block, where decisions on the transmitted bit are made. The extrinsic

informationwith a decision bit is fed back to themultiuser demodulator. The same cell-specific

interleaver pm as in the transmitter, and the corresponding cell-specific de-interleaver p�1
m are

used to reduce correlation between the multiuser demodulator and user decoder block. The

decoded bits become more reliable as the number of iterations increases.

Decoder 0

Decoder M-1

M
ultiuser

dem
odulator

FFT

0
−1

M−1
−1

M−1

π

π

π

π

0

b(0)

b(M−1)

y

Figure 8.12 Block diagram for iterative multiuser detector in OFDM-IDMA receiver.
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MIMO: Channel Capacity

Compared to a conventional single antenna system, the channel capacity of a multiple antenna

systemwithNT transmit andNR receive antennas can be increased by the factor ofminðNT ;NRÞ,
without using additional transmit power or spectral bandwidth. Due to the ever increasing

demand of faster data transmission speed in the recent or future telecommunication systems, the

multiple antenna systems have been actively investigated [210, 211] and successfully deployed

for the emerging broadband wireless access networks (e.g., Mobile WiMAX) [212].

Even when a wireless channel with high channel capacity is given, we still need to find good

techniquestoachievehigh-speeddata transmissionorhighreliability.Multipleantennatechniques

can be broadly classified into two categories: diversity techniques and spatial-multiplexing

techniques [213].Thediversity techniques intend to receive the same information-bearing signals

in the multiple antennas or to transmit them from multiple antennas, thereby improving the

transmission reliability [214, 215]. A basic idea of the diversity techniques is to convert Rayleigh

fading wireless channel into more stable AWGN-like channel without any catastrophic signal

fading. We will address the diversity techniques in Chapter 10. In the spatial–multiplexing

techniques, on the other hand, the multiple independent data streams are simultaneously

transmitted by the multiple transmit antennas, thereby achieving a higher transmission speed.

Wewill address the spatial-multiplexing techniques inChapter 11.When the spatial-multiplexing

techniquesareused, themaximumachievabletransmissionspeedcanbethesameasthecapacityof

theMIMOchannel; however,when the diversity techniques are used, the achievable transmission

speed can be much lower than the capacity of the MIMO channel [216].

In this chapter, we discuss the capacity of the MIMO wireless channel. First, we address

useful matrix identities that are frequently used in the expression of the corresponding capacity.

In the subsequent sections, we derive the MIMO system capacities for deterministic and

random channels.

9.1 Useful Matrix Theory

The matrix H 2 C
NR�NT has a singular value decomposition (SVD), represented as

H ¼ USVH ð9:1Þ

MIMO-OFDM Wireless Communications with MATLAB� Yong Soo Cho, Jaekwon Kim, Won Young Yang
and Chung G. Kang
� 2010 John Wiley & Sons (Asia) Pte Ltd



where U 2 C
NR�NR and V 2 C

NT�NT are unitary matrices1, and S 2 C
NR�NT is a rectangular

matrix, whose diagonal elements are non-negative real numbers and whose off-diagonal

elements are zero. The diagonal elements ofS are the singular values of the matrixH, denoting

them by s1;s2; � � � ;sNmin
, where Nmin/minðNT ;NRÞ. In fact, assume that

s1 � s2 � . . . � sNmin
, that is, the diagonal elements of S, are the ordered singular values

of the matrix H. The rank of H corresponds to the number of non-zero singular values (i.e.,

rankðHÞ � NminÞ. In case of Nmin ¼ NT , SVD in Equation (9.1) can also be expressed as

H ¼ USVH

¼ UNmin
UNR�Nmin

½ �|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
U

SNmin

0NR�Nmin

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

S

VH

¼ UNmin
SNmin

VH

ð9:2Þ

where UNmin
2 C

NR�Nmin is composed of Nmin left-singular vectors corresponding to the

maximum possible nonzero singular values, and SNmin
2 C

Nmin�Nmin is now a square matrix.

Since Nmin singular vectors in UNmin
are of length NR, there always exist ðNR�NminÞ singular

vectors such that ½UNmin
UNR�Nmin

� is unitary. In case ofNmin ¼ NR, SVD inEquation (9.1) can be

expressed as

H ¼ U SNmin
0NT�Nmin

½ �|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
S

VH
Nmin

VH
NT�Nmin

" #
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

VH

¼ USNmin
VH

Nmin

ð9:3Þ

where VNmin
2 C

NT�Nmin is composed of Nmin right-singular vectors. Given SVD of H, the

following eigen-decomposition holds:

HHH ¼ USS
H
UH ¼ QLQH ð9:4Þ

where Q ¼ U such that QHQ ¼ INR
, and L 2 C

NR�NR is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal

elements given as

li ¼ s2
i ; if i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;Nmin

0; if i ¼ Nmin þ 1; � � � ;NR:

(
ð9:5Þ

As the diagonal elements of L in Equation (9.4) are eigenvalues fligNR

i¼1, Equation (9.5)

indicates that the squared singular values fs2
i g for H are the eigenvalues of the Hermitian

symmetric matrix HHH , or similarly, of HHH.

1 Recall that a unitary matrix U satisfies UHU¼ INR
where INR

is an NR�NR identity matrix.
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For a non-Hermitian square matrix H 2 C
n�n (or non-symmetric real matrix), the eigen-

decomposition is expressed as

H x1 x2 � � � xn½ �|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
X

¼ x1 x2 � � � xn½ �|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
X

Lnon-H ð9:6Þ

or equivalently,

H ¼ XLnon-HX
�1 ð9:7Þ

where fxigni¼1 2 C
n�1 are the right-side eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues in

Lnon-H 2 C
n�n. In Equation (9.7), linear independence of the eigenvectors is assumed.

Comparing Equation (9.4) to Equation (9.7), it can be seen that the eigenvectors of a non-

Hermitian matrix H 2 C
n�n are not orthogonal, while those of a Hermitian matrix HHH are

orthonormal (i.e., Q�1 ¼ QHÞ.
Meanwhile, the squared Frobenius norm of theMIMO channel is interpreted as a total power

gain of the channel, that is,

Hk k2F ¼ TrðHHHÞ ¼
XNR

i¼1

XNT

j¼1
hi;j
�� ��2: ð9:8Þ

Using Equation (9.4), the squared Frobenius norm in Equation (9.8) can also be represented in

various ways as follows:

Hk k2F ¼ QHH
�� ��2

F

¼ Tr QHHHHQ
� �

¼ Tr QHQLQHQ
� �

¼ Tr Lð Þ
¼ PNmin

i¼1 li

¼ PNmin

i¼1 s2
i

ð9:9Þ

In deriving Equation (9.9), we have used the fact that the Frobenious norm of a matrix does not

change by multiplication with a unitary matrix.

9.2 Deterministic MIMO Channel Capacity

For a MIMO system with NT transmit and NR receive antennas, as shown in Figure 9.1, a

narrowband time-invariant wireless channel can be represented by NR � NT deterministic

matrixH 2 C
NR�NT . Consider a transmitted symbol vector x 2 C

NT�1, which is composed of

NT independent input symbols x1; x2; � � � ; xNT
. Then, the received signal y 2 C

NR�1 can be

rewritten in a matrix form as follows:
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y ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

NT

s
Hxþ z ð9:10Þ

where z ¼ ðz1; z2; � � � ; zNR
ÞT 2 C

NR�1 is a noise vector, which is assumed to be zero-mean

circular symmetric complexGaussian (ZMCSCG). Note that the noise vector z is referred to as

circular symmetric when ejuz has the same distribution as z for any u. The autocorrelation of

transmitted signal vector is defined as

Rxx ¼ EfxxHg: ð9:11Þ

Note that TrðRxxÞ ¼ NT when the transmission power for each transmit antenna is assumed to

be 1.

9.2.1 Channel Capacity when CSI is Known to the Transmitter Side

The capacity of a deterministic channel is defined as

C ¼ max
f ðxÞ

Iðx; yÞ bits=channel use ð9:12Þ

in which f ðxÞ is the probability density function (PDF) of the transmit signal vector x, and

Iðx; yÞ is themutual information of random vectors x and y. Namely, the channel capacity is the

maximum mutual information that can be achieved by varying the PDF of the transmit signal

vector. From the fundamental principle of the information theory, themutual information of the

two continuous random vectors, x and y; is given as

Iðx; yÞ ¼ HðyÞ�Hðy xÞj ð9:13Þ

Transm
itter

R
eceiver

1x
11

h

h

h
1x

2x

TNx

1y

2y

RNy
R TNN

1RN

Figure 9.1 NR � NT MIMO system.
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in whichHðyÞ is the differential entropy of y andHðy xÞj is the conditional differential entropy

of y when x is given. Using the statistical independence of the two random vectors z and x in

Equation (9.10), we can show the following relationship:

Hðy xÞ ¼ HðzÞj ð9:14Þ

Using Equation (9.14), we can express Equation (9.13) as

Iðx; yÞ ¼ HðyÞ�HðzÞ ð9:15Þ

From Equation (9.15), given that HðzÞ is a constant, we can see that the mutual information is

maximized when HðyÞ is maximized. Using Equation (9.10), meanwhile, the auto-correlation

matrix of y is given as

Ryy ¼ E yyH

 � ¼ E

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

NT

s
Hxþ z

0
@

1
A ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ex

NT

s
xHHH þ zH

0
@

1
A

8<
:

9=
;

¼ E
Ex

NT

HxxHHH þ zzH

0
@

1
A

8<
:

9=
;

¼ Ex

NT

E HxxHHH þ zzH

 �

¼ Ex

NT

HE xxH

 �

HH þE zzH

 �

¼ Ex

NT

HRxxH
H þN0INR

ð9:16Þ

where Ex is the energy of the transmitted signals, and N0 is the power spectral density of the

additive noise fzigNR

i¼1. The differential entropyHðyÞ is maximized when y is ZMCSCG, which

consequently requires x to be ZMCSCG as well. Then, the mutual information of y and z is

respectively given as

HðyÞ ¼ log2 det peRyy

� �
 �
HðzÞ ¼ log2 det peN0INR

ð Þf g
ð9:17Þ

In [217], it has been shown that using Equation (9.17), the mutual information of Equa-

tion (9.15) is expressed as

Iðx; yÞ ¼ log2 det INR
þ Ex

NTN0

HRxxH
H

� 
bps=Hz: ð9:18Þ
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Then, the channel capacity of deterministic MIMO channel is expressed as

C ¼ max
TrðRxxÞ¼NT

log2 det INR
þ Ex

NTN0

HRxxH
H

� 
bps=Hz: ð9:19Þ

When channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter side, modal

decomposition can be performed as shown in Figure 9.2, in which a transmitted signal

is pre-processed with V in the transmitter and then, a received signal is post-processed with

UH in the receiver. Referring to the notations in Figure 9.2, the output signal in the receiver

can be written as

~y ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

NT

s
UHHV~xþ~z ð9:20Þ

where ~z ¼ UHz. Using the singular value decomposition in Equation (9.1), we can rewrite

Equation (9.20) as

~y ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

NT

s
S~xþ~z

which is equivalent to the following r virtual SISO channels, that is,

~yi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

NT

s ffiffiffiffi
li

p
~xi þ~zi; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; r: ð9:21Þ

The above equivalent representation can be illustrated as in Figure 9.3. If the transmit power for

the ith transmit antenna is given by g i ¼ Efjxij2g, the capacity of the ith virtual SISO channel is

Ciðg iÞ ¼ log2 1þ Exg i
NTN0

li

� 
; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; r: ð9:22Þ

Assume that total available power at the transmitter is limited to

E xHx

 � ¼

XNT

i¼1

E xij j2
n o

¼ NT : ð9:23Þ

x x y∼∼ y

z

HUHV

Transmitter Channel Receiver

Figure 9.2 Modal decomposition when CSI is available at the transmitter side.
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The MIMO channel capacity is now given by a sum of the capacities of the virtual SISO

channels, that is,

C ¼
Xr

i¼1

Ciðg iÞ ¼
Xr

i¼1

log2 1þ Exg i
NTN0

li

� 
ð9:24Þ

where the total power constraint in Equation (9.23) must be satisfied. The capacity in

Equation (9.24) can be maximized by solving the following power allocation problem:

C ¼ max
fg ig

Xr

i¼1

log2 1þ Exg i
NTN0

li

0
@

1
A

subject to
Pr

i¼1 g i ¼ NT :

ð9:25Þ

It can be shown that a solution to the optimization problem in Equation (9.25) is given as

gopti ¼ m� NTN0

Exli

� þ
; i ¼ 1; � � � ; r ð9:26Þ

Xr

i¼1

gopti ¼ NT : ð9:27Þ

where m is a constant and ðxÞþ is defined as

ðxÞþ ¼ x if x � 0

0 if x < 0
:

�
ð9:28Þ

The above solution in Equation (9.26) satisfying the constraint in Equation (9.27) is the well-

knownwater-pouring power allocation algorithm, which is illustrated in Figure 9.4 (also, refer

to Section 4.2.5). It addresses the fact that more power must be allocated to the mode with
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1y
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2x
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~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Figure 9.3 The r virtual SISO channels obtained from the modal decomposition of a MIMO channel.
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higher SNR. Furthermore, if an SNR is below the threshold given in terms of m, the
corresponding modes must not be used, that is, no power allocated to them.

9.2.2 Channel Capacity when CSI is Not Available at the Transmitter Side

When H is not known at the transmitter side, one can spread the energy equally among all

the transmit antennas, that is, the autocorrelation function of the transmit signal vector x is

given as

Rxx ¼ INT
ð9:29Þ

In this case, the channel capacity is given as

C ¼ log2 det INR
þ Ex

NTN0

HHH

� 
: ð9:30Þ

Using the eigen-decomposition HHH ¼ QLQH and the identity detðIm þABÞ ¼
detðIn þBAÞ, where A 2 C

m�n and B 2 C
n�m, the channel capacity in Equation (9.30)

is expressed as

C ¼ log2 det INR
þ Ex

NTN0

QLQH

0
@

1
A ¼ log2 det INR

þ Ex

NTN0

L

0
@

1
A

¼
Xr

i¼1

log2 1þ Ex

NTN0

li

0
@

1
A

ð9:31Þ
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Figure 9.4 Water-pouring power allocation algorithm.
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where r denotes the rank of H, that is, r ¼ Nmin/minðNT ;NRÞ. From Equation (9.31), we can

see that a MIMO channel is converted into r virtual SISO channels with the transmit power

Ex=NT for each channel and the channel gain of li for the ith SISO channel. Note that the result

in Equation (9.31) is a special case of Equation (9.23) with g i ¼ 1, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r, when CSI is
not available at the transmitter and thus, the total power is equally allocated to all transmit

antennas.

If we assume that the total channel gain is fixed, for example, Hk k2F ¼ Pr
i¼1 li ¼ z,H has a

full rank, NT ¼ NR ¼ N, and r ¼ N, then the channel capacity Equation (9.31) is maximized

when the singular values of H are the same for all (SISO) parallel channels, that is,

li ¼ z

N
; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N: ð9:32Þ

Equation (9.32) implies that theMIMO capacity is maximized when the channel is orthogonal,

that is,

HHH ¼ HHH ¼ z

N
IN ð9:33Þ

which leads its capacity to N times that of each parallel channel, that is,

C ¼ N log2 1þ zEx

N0 N

� 
: ð9:34Þ

9.2.3 Channel Capacity of SIMO and MISO Channels

For the case of a SIMO channel with one transmit antenna andNR receive antennas, the channel

gain is given as h 2 C
NR�1, and thus r ¼ 1 and l1 ¼ jjhjj2F . Consequently, regardless of the

availability of CSI at the transmitter side, the channel capacity is given as

CSIMO ¼ log2 1þ Ex

N0

hk k2F
� 

: ð9:35Þ

If hij j2 ¼ 1, i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;NR, and consequently hk k2F ¼ NR, the capacity is given as

CSIMO ¼ log2 1þ Ex

N0

NR

� 
: ð9:36Þ

From Equation (9.36), we can see that the channel capacity increases logarithmically as the

number of antennas increases. We can also see that only a single data stream can be transmitted

and that the availability of CSI at the transmitter side does not improve the channel capacity

at all.

For the case of a MISO channel, the channel gain is given as h 2 C
1�NT , thus r ¼ 1

andl1 ¼ hk k2F .WhenCSI is not available at the transmitter side, the channel capacity is given as
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CMISO ¼ log2 1þ Ex

NTN0

hk k2F
� 

: ð9:37Þ

If hij j2 ¼ 1, i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;NT , and consequently hk k2F ¼ NT, Equation (9.37) reduces to

CMISO ¼ log2 1þ Ex

N0

� 
: ð9:38Þ

From Equation (9.38), we can see that the capacity is the same as that of a SISO channel. One

might ask what the benefit ofmultiple transmit antennas is when the capacity is the same as that

of a single transmit antenna system. Although themaximum achievable transmission speeds of

the two systems are the same, there are various ways to utilize the multiple antennas, for

example, the space-time coding technique, which improves the transmission reliability as will

be addressed in Chapter 10.

When CSI is available at the transmitter side (i.e., h is known), the transmit power can be

concentrated on that particular mode of the current channel. In other words, ðhH=jjhjjÞx is

transmitted instead of x directly. Then the received signal can be expressed as

y ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

p
h � hH

hk k xþ z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

p
hk kxþ z ð9:39Þ

Note that the received signal power has been increased byNT times in Equation (9.39) and thus,

the channel capacity is given as

CMISO ¼ log2 1þ Ex

N0

hk k2F
� 

¼ log2 1þ Ex

N0

NT

� 
: ð9:40Þ

9.3 Channel Capacity of Random MIMO Channels

In Section 9.2, we have assumed that MIMO channels are deterministic. In general, however,

MIMO channels change randomly. Therefore, H is a random matrix, which means that its

channel capacity is also randomly time-varying. In other words, the MIMO channel capacity

can be given by its time average. In practice, we assume that the random channel is an ergodic2

process. Then, we should consider the following statistical notion of the MIMO channel

capacity:

C ¼ E CðHÞf g ¼ E max
TrðRxxÞ¼NT

log2 det INR
þ Ex

NTN0

HRxxH
H

� � �
ð9:41Þ

which is frequently known as an ergodic channel capacity. For example, the ergodic channel

capacity for the open-loop system without using CSI at the transmitter side, from Equa-

tion (9.31), is given as

2A randomprocess is ergodic if its time average converges to the same limit for almost all realizations of the process, for

example, for a discrete random process X½n�, 1NP
n ¼ 1NX½n�!EX½n� as N!¥.
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COL ¼ E
Xr

i¼1

log2 1þ Ex

NTN0

li

� ( )
: ð9:42Þ

Similarly, the ergodic channel capacity for the closed-loop (CL) system using CSI at the

transmitter side, from Equation (9.24), is given as

CCL ¼ E maxPr

i¼1
g i¼NT

Xr

i¼1

log2 1þ Ex

NTN0

g ili
� ( )

ð9:43Þ

¼ E
Xr

i¼1

log2 1þ Ex

NTN0

gopti li

� ( )
: ð9:44Þ

Another statistical notion of the channel capacity is the outage channel capacity. Define the

outage probability as

PoutðRÞ ¼ PrðCðHÞ <RÞ ð9:45Þ

In otherwords, the system is said to be in outage if the decoding error probability cannot bemade

arbitrarily small with the transmission rate of R bps/Hz. Then, the e-outage channel capacity is
defined as the largest possible data rate such that the outage probability in Equation (9.45) is less

than e. In other words, it is corresponding to Ce such that PðCðHÞ � CeÞ ¼ e.
Using Program 9.1 (“Ergodic_Capacity_CDF.m”), we can produce the cumulative distri-

bution function (CDF) of the capacity for the randomMIMO channel whenCSI is not available

at the transmitter side. Figure 9.5 shows the CDFs of the random 2� 2 and 4� 4 MIMO

channel capacitieswhen SNR is 10dB, inwhich e¼ 0.01-outage capacity is indicated. It is clear
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Figure 9.5 Distribution ofMIMOchannel capacity (SNR¼ 10dB;CSI is not available at the transmitter

side).
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from Figure 9.5 that the MIMO channel capacity improves with increasing the number of

transmit and receive antennas.

MATLAB� Program: Ergodic Channel Capacity

Program 9.1 “Ergodic_Capacity_CDF.m” for ergodic capacity of MIMO channel

% Ergodic_Capacity_CDF.m

clear all, close all

SNR_dB=10; SNR_linear=10.^(SNR_dB/10.);

N_iter=50000; sq2=sqrt(0.5); grps = [’b:’; ’b-’];

for Icase=1:2

if Icase==1, nT=2; nR=2; % 2x2

else nT=4; nR=4; % 4x4

end

n=min(nT,nR); I = eye(n);

for iter=1:N_iter

H = sq2*(randn(nR,nT)+j*randn(nR,nT));

C(iter) = log2(real(det(I+SNR_linear/nT*H’*H)));

end

[PDF,Rate] = hist(C,50);

PDF = PDF/N_iter;

for i=1:50

CDF(Icase,i) = sum(PDF([1:i]));

end

plot(Rate,CDF(Icase,:),grps(Icase,:)); hold on

end

xlabel(’Rate[bps/Hz]’); ylabel(’CDF’)

axis([1 18 0 1]); grid on; set(gca,’fontsize’,10);

legend(’{\it N_T}={\it N_R}=2’,’{\it N_T}={\it N_R}=4’);

Using Program 9.2 (“Ergodic_Capacity_vs_SNR.m”), we can compute the ergodic capacity

of the MIMO channel as SNR is varied, when CSI is not known at the transmitter side.

Figure 9.6 shows the ergodic channel capacity as varying the number of antennas, under the

same conditions as for Figure 9.5.

MATLAB� Program: Ergodic Channel Capacity for Various Antenna Configurations

Program 9.2 “Ergodic_Capacity_vs_SNR.m” for ergodic channel capacity vs. SNR in

Figure 9.6.

% Ergodic_Capacity_vs_SNR.m

clear all, close all

SNR_dB=[0:5:20]; SNR_linear=10.^(SNR_dB/10);

N_iter=1000; sq2 = sqrt(0.5);

for Icase=1:5

if Icase==1, nT=1; nR=1; % 1x1
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elseif Icase==2, nT=1; nR=2; % 1x2

elseif Icase==3, nT=2; nR=1; % 2x1

elseif Icase==4, nT=2; nR=2; % 2x2

else nT=4; nR=4; % 4x4

end

n=min(nT,nR); I = eye(n);

C(Icase,:) = zeros(1,length(SNR_dB));

for iter=1:N_iter

H = sq2*(randn(nR,nT)+j*randn(nR,nT));

if nR>=nT, HH = H’*H; else HH = H*H’; end

for i=1:length(SNR_dB) % Random channel generation

C(Icase,i) = C(Icase,i)+log2(real(det(I+SNR_linear(i)/nT*HH)));

end

end

end

C = C/N_iter;

plot(SNR_dB,C(1,:),’b-o’, SNR_dB,C(2,:),’b-’, SNR_dB,C(3,:),’b-s’);

hold on, plot(SNR_dB,C(4,:),’b->’, SNR_dB,C(5,:),’b-^’);

xlabel(’SNR[dB]’); ylabel(’bps/Hz’);

Using Programs 9.3 (“OL_CL_Comparison.m”) and Program 9.4 (“Water_Pouring”), the

ergodic capacities for the closed-loop and open-loop systems are computed and compared.

Figure 9.7 compares the ergodic capacities for 4� 4 MIMO channels with and without using

CSI at the transmitter side. It shows that the closed-loop system providesmore capacity than the

Figure 9.6 Ergodic MIMO channel capacity when CSI is not available at the transmitter.
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open-loop system. However, we can see that the CSI availability does not help to improve the

channel capacity when the average SNR is extremely high. It implies that even the lowest SNR

mode is good enough to get almost the same transmit power allocated as the highest SNRmode,

when the average SNR is extremely high.

MATLAB� Programs: Open-Loop vs. Closed-Loop MIMO Channel Capacity

Program 9.3 “OL_CL_Comparison.m” for Ergodic channel capacity: open-loop vs. closed-

loop

%OL_CL_Comparison.m

clear all, close all;

SNR_dB=[0:5:20]; SNR_linear=10.^(SNR_dB/10.);

rho=0.2;

Rtx=[1 rho rho^2 rho^3;

rho 1 rho rho^2;

rho^2 rho 1 rho;

rho^3 rho^2 rho 1];

Rrx=[1 rho rho^2 rho^3;

rho 1 rho rho^2;

rho^2 rho 1 rho;

rho^3 rho^2 rho 1];

N_iter=1000;

nT=4; nR=4; n=min(nT,nR);

I = eye(n); % 4x4

Figure 9.7 Ergodic channel capacity: NT ¼ NR ¼ 4.
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sq2 = sqrt(0.5);

C_44_OL=zeros(1,length(SNR_dB));

C_44_CL=zeros(1,length(SNR_dB));

for iter=1:N_iter

Hw = sq2*(randn(4,4) + j*randn(4,4));

H = Rrx^(1/2)*Hw*Rtx^(1/2);

tmp = H’*H/nT;

SV = svd(H’*H);

for i=1:length(SNR_dB) %random channel generation

C_44_OL(i) = C_44_OL(i)+log2(det(I+SNR_linear(i)*tmp)); %Eq.(9.41)

Gamma = Water_Pouring(SV,SNR_linear(i),nT);

C_44_CL(i) = C_44_CL(i) + log2(det(I+SNR_linear(i)/nT*diag(Gamma)

*diag(SV))); %Eq.(9.44)

end

end

C_44_OL = real(C_44_OL)/N_iter;

C_44_CL = real(C_44_CL)/N_iter;

plot(SNR_dB, C_44_OL,’-o’, SNR_dB, C_44_CL,’-’);

Program 9.4 “Water_Pouring” for water-pouring algorithm

function [Gamma]=Water_Pouring(Lamda,SNR,nT)

Gamma=zeros(1,length(Lamda));

r=length(Lamda); index=[1:r]; index_temp=index;

p=1;

while p<r
irp=1:r-p+1; temp = sum(1./Lamda(index_temp(irp)));

mu = nT/(r-p+1)*(1+1/SNR*temp);

Gamma(index_temp(irp)) = mu - nT./(SNR*Lamda(index_temp(irp)));

if min(Gamma(index_temp))<0
i=find(Gamma==min(Gamma));

ii=find(index_temp==i);

index_temp2=[index_temp([1:ii-1]) index_temp([ii+1:end])];

clear index_temp;

index_temp=index_temp2;

p=p+1;

clear Gamma;

else

p=r;

end

end

Gamma_t=zeros(1,length(Lamda));

Gamma_t(index_temp)=Gamma(index_temp);

Gamma=Gamma_t;
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In general, the MIMO channel gains are not independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).

The channel correlation is closely related to the capacity of the MIMO channel. In the sequel,

we consider the capacity of the MIMO channel when the channel gains between transmit and

received antennas are correlated.When the SNR is high, the deterministic channel capacity can

be approximated as

C � max
TrðRxxÞ¼N

log2 detðRxxÞþ log2 det
Ex

NN0

HwH
H
w

� 
ð9:46Þ

From Equation (9.46), we can see that the second term is constant, while the first term

involving detðRxxÞ is maximized whenRxx ¼ IN . Consider the following correlated channel

model:

H ¼ R1=2
r HwR

1=2
t ð9:47Þ

where Rt is the correlation matrix, reflecting the correlations between the transmit antennas

(i.e., the correlations between the columnvectors ofH),Rr is the correlationmatrix reflecting

the correlations between the receive antennas (i.e., the correlations between the row vectors

ofH), andHw denotes the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel gain matrix. The diagonal entries of

Rt and Rr are constrained to be a unity. From Equation (9.30), then, the MIMO channel is

given as

C ¼ log2 det INR
þ Ex

NTN0

R1=2
r HwRtH

H
wR

H=2
r

� 
: ð9:48Þ

If NT ¼ NR ¼ N, Rr and Rt are of full rank, and SNR is high, Equation (9.48) can be

approximated as

C � log2 det
Ex

NTN0

HwH
H
w

� 
þ log2 det Rrð Þþ log2 det Rtð Þ: ð9:49Þ

We find from Equation (9.49) that the MIMO channel capacity has been reduced, and the

amount of capacity reduction (in bps) due to the correlation between the transmit and receive

antennas is

log2 detðRrÞþ log2 detðRtÞ: ð9:50Þ

In the sequel, it is shown that the value in Equation (9.50) is always negative by the fact that

log2 det Rð Þ � 0 for any correlation matrix R. SinceR is a symmetric matrix, eigen-decompo-

sition in Equation (9.2) is applicable, that is, R ¼ QLQH . Since the determinant of a unitary

matrix is unity, the determinant of a correlation matrix can be expressed as

det Rð Þ ¼
YN

i¼1
li: ð9:51Þ
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Note that the geometric mean is bounded by the arithmetic mean, that is,

PN
i¼1li

� �1
N � 1

N

XN
i¼1

li ¼ 1: ð9:52Þ

From Equations (9.51) and (9.52), it is obvious that

log2 det Rð Þ � 0 ð9:53Þ

The equality in Equation (9.53) holds when the correlation matrix is the identity matrix.

Therefore, the quantities in Equation (9.50) are all negative.

Program 9.5 computes the ergodic MIMO channel capacity when there exists a correlation

between the transmit and receive antennas, with the following channel correlation matrices:

Rr ¼ I4 and

Rt ¼

1 0:76ej0:17p 0:43ej0:35p 0:25ej0:53p

0:76e�j0:17p 1 0:76ej0:17p 0:43ej0:35p

0:43e�j0:35p 0:76e�j0:17p 1 0:76ej0:17p

0:25e�j0:53p 0:43e�j0:35p 0:76e�j0:17p 1

2
666664

3
777775 ð9:54Þ

Rr ¼ I4 states that no correlation exists between the receive antennas. Figure 9.8 has been

generated byProgram9.5, fromwhich it can be shown that a capacity of 3.3 bps/Hz is lost due to

the channel correlation when SNR is 18dB.

MATLAB� Program: Ergodic MIMO Capacity for Correlated Channel

Program 9.5 “Ergodic_Capacity_Correlation.m:” Channel capacity reduction due to

correlation

% Ergodic_Capacity_Correlation.m

% Capacity reduction due to correlation of MIMO channels (Fig. 9.8)

clear all, close all;

SNR_dB=[0:5:20]; SNR_linear=10.^(SNR_dB/10.);

N_iter=1000; N_SNR=length(SNR_dB);

nT=4; nR=4; n=min(nT,nR); I = eye(n); sq2=sqrt(0.5); % 4x

R=[1 0.76*exp(0.17j*pi) 0.43*exp(0.35j*pi) 0.25*exp(0.53j*pi);

0.76*exp(-0.17j*pi) 1 0.76*exp(0.17j*pi) 0.43*exp(0.35j*pi);

0.43*exp(-0.35j*pi) 0.76*exp(-0.17j*pi) 1 0.76*exp(0.17j*pi);

0.25*exp(-0.53j*pi) 0.43*exp(-0.35j*pi) 0.76*exp(-0.17j*pi) 1]; %(9.54)

C_44_iid=zeros(1,N_SNR); C_44_corr=zeros(1,N_SNR);
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for iter=1:N_iter

H_iid = sq2*(randn(nR,nT)+j*randn(nR,nT));

H_corr = H_iid*R^(1/2);

tmp1 = H_iid’*H_iid/nT; tmp2 = H_corr’*H_corr/nT;

for i=1:N_SNR % Eq.(9.48)

C_44_iid(i) = C_44_iid(i) + log2(det(I+SNR_linear(i)*tmp1));

C_44_corr(i) = C_44_corr(i) + log2(det(I+SNR_linear(i)*tmp2));

end

end

C_44_iid = real(C_44_iid)/N_iter;

C_44_corr = real(C_44_corr)/N_iter;

plot(SNR_dB,C_44_iid, SNR_dB,C_44_corr,’:’);

Figure 9.8 Capacity reduction due to the channel correlation.
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10

Antenna Diversity and Space-Time
Coding Techniques

In Chapter 9, we have mentioned that the multiple antenna techniques can be broadly

classified into two categories: spatial multiplexing techniques or diversity techniques. In this

chapter, we will study the basic concepts of antenna diversity techniques. For AWGN

channel, the slope of BER versus SNR curve for AWGN channel goes to infinity as SNR

becomes large, that is, showing a water-falling type of BER performance as SNR increases.

For a Rayleigh fading wireless channel, however, the corresponding slope is linear in the log-

log scale. It implies that the transmission performance over the Rayleigh fading wireless

channel is significantly degraded, even at high SNR. The fundamental goal of the antenna

diversity techniques is to convert an unstable time-varying wireless fading channel into a

stable AWGN-like channel without significant instantaneous fading, thereby steepening the

BER versus SNR curve.

Among many different types of antenna diversity techniques, transmit diversity techniques

have beenwidely adopted in practice, since it is useful in reducing the processing complexity of

the receiver. Furthermore, it requires multiple antennas only on the transmitter side. In this

chapter, we will focus on the space-time coding techniques that are used for achieving the

antenna diversity gain.

10.1 Antenna Diversity

Diversity techniques are used to mitigate degradation in the error performance due to unstable

wireless fading channels, for example, subject to the multipath fading [218, 219]. Diversity in

data transmission is based on the following idea: The probability that multiple statistically

independent fading channels simultaneously experience deep fading is very low. There are

various ways of realizing diversity gain, including the following ones:

. Space diversity: sufficiently separated (more than 10l) multiple antennas are used to

implement independent wireless channels.

MIMO-OFDM Wireless Communications with MATLAB� Yong Soo Cho, Jaekwon Kim, Won Young Yang
and Chung G. Kang
� 2010 John Wiley & Sons (Asia) Pte Ltd



. Polarization diversity: independent channels are implemented using the fact that vertically

and horizontally polarized paths are independent.
. Time diversity: same information is repeatedly transmitted at sufficiently separated

(more than coherence time) time instances.
. Frequency diversity: same information is repeatedly transmitted at sufficiently separated

(more than coherence bandwidth) frequency bands.
. Angle diversity: multiple receive antennas with different directivity are used to receive the

same information-bearing signal at different angles.

Time, frequency and spatial diversity techniques are illustrated in Figure 10.1. In time

diversity, data is transmitted over multiple time slots. In frequency diversity, the same data is

transmitted at multiple spectral bands to achieve diversity gain. As shown in Figure 10.1(a) and

(b), time diversity and frequency diversity techniques require additional time resource and

frequency resource, respectively. However, antenna or space diversity techniques do not

require any additional time or frequency resource. Figure 10.1(c) illustrates a concept of the

space-time diversity that employs multiple transmit antennas, not requiring additional time

(c) Space-time diversity (d) Space-frequency diversity 
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Figure 10.1 Illustration of time, frequency, and space diversity techniques.
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resource as opposed to one in Figure 10.1(a). Similarly, Figure 10.1(d) illustrates a concept of

the space-frequency diversity that employs multiple transmit antennas, which do not require

additional frequency resource as opposed to the one in Figure 10.1(b). Although two transmit

antennas are illustrated for the antenna diversity in Figure 10.1, the concept can be extended to

various antenna configurations. Some examples of single input multiple output (SIMO),

multiple input single output (MISO), and multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antenna

configurations are illustrated in Figure 10.2.

10.1.1 Receive Diversity

Consider a receive diversity system with NR receiver antennas. Assuming a single transmit

antenna as in the single input multiple output (SIMO) channel of Figure 10.2, the channel is

expressed as

h ¼ ½h1h2 � � � hNR
�T ð10:1Þ

forNR independent Rayleigh fading channels. Let x denote the transmitted signal with the unit

variance in the SIMO channel. The received signal y 2 C
NR�1 is expressed as

y ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

N0

s
hxþ z ð10:2Þ

where z is ZMCSCG noise with EfzzHg ¼ INR
. The received signals in the different antennas

can be combined by various techniques. These combining techniques include selection

combining (SC), maximal ratio combining (MRC), and equal gain combing (EGC). In SC,

the received signal with the highest SNR amongNR branches is selected for decoding. Let gi be
the instantaneous SNR for the ith branch, which is given as

gi ¼ hij j2 Ex

N0

; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NR: ð10:3Þ
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Figure 10.2 Examples of various antenna configurations.
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Then the average SNR for SC is given as

rSC ¼ E

�
max

i
hij j2

� ��
� Ex

N0

; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NR ð10:4Þ

In MRC, all NR branches are combined by the following weighted sum:

yMRC ¼
h
w
ðMRCÞ
1 w

ðMRCÞ
2 � � �wðMRCÞ

NR

i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

wT
MRC

y ¼
XNR

i¼1

w
ðMRCÞ
i yi ð10:5Þ

where y is the received signal in Equation (10.2) and wMRC is the weight vector. As

yi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es=N0

p
hixþ zi from Equation (10.2), the combined signal can be decomposed into

the signal and noise parts, that is,

yMRC ¼ wT
MRC

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

N0

s
hxþ z

0
@

1
A

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

N0

s
wT

MRChxþ wT
MRCz

ð10:6Þ

Average power of the instantaneous signal part and that of the noise part in Equation (10.6) are

respectively given as

Ps ¼ E

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

N0

s
wT

MRChx

�����
�����
2

8<
:

9=
; ¼ Ex

N0

E wT
MRChx

�� ��2n o
¼ Ex

N0

wT
MRCh

�� ��2 ð10:7Þ

and

Pz ¼ E wT
MRCz

�� ��2n o
¼ wT

MRCk
2

2

			 ð10:8Þ

From Equations (10.7) and (10.8), the average SNR for the MRC is given as

rMRC ¼ Ps

Pz

¼ Ex

N0

wT
MRCh

�� ��2
wT

MRC

		 		2
2

ð10:9Þ

Invoking the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,

wT
MRCh

�� ��2 � wT
MRC

		 		2
2
hk k22 ð10:10Þ
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Equation (10.9) is upper-bounded as

rMRC ¼ Ex

N0

jwT
MRChj2

kwT
MRCk22

� Ex

N0

kwT
MRCk22khk22
kwT

MRCk22
¼ Ex

N0

khk22
ð10:11Þ

Note that the SNR in Equation (10.11) is maximized at wMRC ¼ h*, which yields

rMRC ¼ Exjjhjj22=N0. In other words, the weight factor of each branch in Equation (10.5)

must bematched to the corresponding channel formaximal ratio combining (MRC). Equal gain

combining (EGC) is a special case of MRC in the sense that all signals frommultiple branches

are combinedwith equal weights. In fact,MRC achieves the best performance, maximizing the

post-combining SNR. Running Program 10.1 (“MRC_scheme.m”) yields Figure 10.3, which

shows that the performance improves with the number of receiving antennas.

MATLAB� Programs: MRC Performance for a Rayleigh Fading Channel

Program 10.1 “MRC_scheme.m” for performance of MRC for Rayleigh fading channels

% MRC_scheme.m

clear, clf

N_frame=130; N_packet=4000;

b=2; % Set to 1/2/3/4 for BPSK/QPSK/16QAM/64QAM

NT=1; NR=2; % Numbers of Tx/Rx antennas

SNRdBs=[0:2:20]; sq_NT=sqrt(NT); sq2=sqrt(2);

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB=SNRdBs(i_SNR); sigma=sqrt(0.5/(10^(SNRdB/10)));

Figure 10.3 The performance of MRC for Rayleigh fading channels.
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for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_symbol=randint(N_frame*b,NT);

[temp,sym_tab,P]=modulator(msg_symbol.’,b);

X=temp.’;

Hr = (randn(N_frame,NR)+j*randn(N_frame,NR))/sq2;

H= reshape(Hr,N_frame,NR); Habs=sum(abs(H).^2,2); Z=0;

for i=1:NR

R(:,i) = sum(H(:,i).*X,2)/sq_NT ...

+ sigma*(randn(N_frame,1)+j*randn(N_frame,1));

Z = Z + R(:,i).*conj(H(:,i));

end

for m=1:P

d1(:,m) = abs(sum(Z,2)-sym_tab(m)).^2 ...

+ (-1+sum(Habs,2))*abs(sym_tab(m))^2;

end

[y1,i1] = min(d1,[],2); Xd=sym_tab(i1).’;

temp1 = X>0; temp2 = Xd>0;

noeb_p(i_packet) = sum(sum(temp1�=temp2));

end

BER(i_SNR) = sum(noeb_p)/(N_packet*N_frame*b);

end % end of FOR loop for SNR

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER), grid on, axis([SNRdBs([1 end]) 1e-6 1e0])

Program 10.2 “modulator” for BPSK, QPSK, 8-PSK, 16-QAM mapping function

function [mod_symbols,sym_table,M]=modulator(bitseq,b)

N_bits=length(bitseq);sq10=sqrt(10);

if b==1 % BPSK modulation

sym_table=exp(j*[0 -pi]); sym_table=sym_table([1 0]+1);

inp=bitseq; mod_symbols=sym_table(inp+1); M=2;

elseif b==2 % QPSK modulation

sym_table=exp(j*pi/4*[-3 3 1 -1]);sym_table=sym_table([0 1 3 2]+1);

inp=reshape(bitseq,b,N_bits/b);

mod_symbols=sym_table([2 1]*inp+1); M=4;

elseif b==3 % generates 8-PSK symbols

sym_table=exp(j*pi/4*[0:7]);

sym_table=sym_table([0 1 3 2 6 7 5 4]+1);

inp=reshape(bitseq,b,N_bits/b);

mod_symbols=sym_table([4 2 1]*inp+1); M=8;

elseif b==4 % 16-QAM modulation

m=0;

for k=-3:2:3 % Power normalization

for l=-3:2:3, m=m+1; sym_table(m)=(k+j*l)/sq10; end

end

sym_table=sym_table([0 1 3 2 4 5 7 6 12 13 15 14 8 9 11 10]+1); inp=reshape

(bitseq,b,N_bits/b);

mod_symbols=sym_table([8 4 2 1]*inp+1); M=16; %16-ary symbol sequence

else error(’Unimplemented modulation’);end
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10.1.2 Transmit Diversity

A critical drawback of receive diversity is that most of computational burden is on the receiver

side, which may incur high power consumption for mobile units in the case of downlink.

Diversity gain can also be achieved by space-time coding (STC) at the transmit side, which

requires only simple linear processing in the receiver side for decoding. In order to further

reduce the computational complexity in mobile units, differential space-time codes can be

used, which do not require CSI estimation at the receiver side [219–221].

10.2 Space-Time Coding (STC): Overview

In this section, we provide a mathematical description of space-time coded systems. Based on

the mathematical model, a pairwise error probability is derived. Finally, a space-time code

design criterion is described by using a pairwise error probability. Specific examples of STC

are provided in the subsequent discussion.

10.2.1 System Model

Figure 10.4 illustrates space-time-coded MIMO systems with NT transmit antennas and NR

receive antennas. In the space-time coded MIMO systems, bit stream is mapped into symbol

stream f~xigNi¼1. As depicted in Figure 10.4, a symbol stream of size N is space-time-encoded

into fxðtÞi gNT

i¼1, t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T , where i is the antenna index and t is the symbol time index. Note

that the number of symbols in a space-time codeword is NT � T (i.e., N ¼ NT � TÞ. In other

words, fxðtÞi gNT

i¼1, t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T , forms a space-time codeword. As N symbols are transmitted

by a codeword over T symbol times, the symbol rate of the space-time-coded system example

in Figure 10.4 is given as

R ¼ N

T
symbols=channel use½ � ð10:12Þ

At the receiver side, the symbol stream f~xigNi¼1 is estimated by using the received signals

fyðtÞj gNR

j¼1, t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T . Let h
ðtÞ
ji denote the Rayleigh-distributed channel gain from the ith

transmit antenna to the jth receive antenna over the tth symbol period (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT ,
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Figure 10.4 Space-time coded MIMO systems.
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j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NR, and t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T). If we assume that the channel gains do not change during

T symbol periods, the symbol time index can be omitted. Furthermore, as long as the transmit

antennas and receive antennas are spaced sufficiently apart,NR � NT fading gains fhðtÞji g can be
assumed to be statistically independent. If x

ðtÞ
i is the transmitted signal from the ith transmit

antenna during tth symbol period, the received signal at the jth receive antenna during tth

symbol period is

y
ðtÞ
j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

N0NT

s
h
ðtÞ
j1 h

ðtÞ
j2 � � � hðtÞjNT

h i x
ðtÞ
1

x
ðtÞ
2

..

.

x
ðtÞ
NT

2
66664

3
77775

|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
xðtÞ

þ z
ðtÞ
j ð10:13Þ

where z
ðtÞ
j is the noise process at the jth receive antenna during tth symbol period, which is

modeled as the ZMCSCG noise of unit variance, and Ex is the average energy of each

transmitted signal. Meanwhile, the total transmitted power is constrained as

XNT

i¼1

E x
ðtÞ
i

��� ���2� �
¼ NT ; t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T ð10:14Þ

Note that whenvariance is assumed to be 0.5 for real and imaginary parts of hji, the PDF of each

channel gain is given as

fHji
ðhjiÞ ¼ fHji

Re hji

 �

; Im hji

 �� 

¼ 1ffiffiffi
p

p exp � Re hji

 ��� ��2� �

� 1ffiffiffi
p

p exp � Im hji

 ��� ��2� �

¼ 1

p
exp � Refhjig

�� ��2� Im hji

 ��� ��2� �

¼ 1

p
exp � hji

�� ��2� �
:

ð10:15Þ

In a similar manner, the PDF of the additive noise can be expressed as

f
Z
ðtÞ
j

z
ðtÞ
j

� �
¼ 1

p
exp �jzðtÞj j2
� �

ð10:16Þ

Considering the relationship in Equation (10.13) during a period ofT symbols for the jth receive

antenna, we have

y
ðtÞ
1 y

ðtÞ
j � � � yðtÞj

h i
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

N0NT

s
h
ðtÞ
j1 h

ðtÞ
j2 � � � hðtÞjNT

h i
x
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1 x
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1 x

ðTÞ
1

x
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2 x
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2 . . . x
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x
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2
6666664
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7777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
X

þ z
ð1Þ
j z

ð2Þ
j � � �zðTÞj

h i

ð10:17Þ
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Again considering the relationship in Equation (10.17) forNR receive antennas, while assuming

quasi-static channel gains (i.e., h
ðtÞ
ji ¼ hji; t¼ 1;2; � � � ;T), the system equation is given as

y
ð1Þ
1 y
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1 � � � y

ðTÞ
1

y
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2 y
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ð10:18Þ

Based on the above relationship, a pairwise error probability is derived in the next section.

10.2.2 Pairwise Error Probability

Assuming that CSI is exactly known at the receiver side and the noise components are

independent, the conditional PDF of the received signal in Equation (10.18) is given as

fY YjH;Xð Þ ¼ fZ Zð Þ
¼
YNR

j¼1

YT
t¼1

1

p
exp � z

ðtÞ
j

��� ���2� �

¼ 1

pNRT
exp �
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j

��� ���2
 !
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pNRT
exp � Zk k2F
� �

¼ 1

pNRT
exp �tr ZZH

� � 
:

ð10:19Þ

Using the above conditional PDF, the ML codeword XML can be found by maximizing

Equation (10.19), that is,

XML ¼ argmax
X

fY YjH;Xð Þ

¼ argmax
X

1

pNRT
exp �tr Y�
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ð10:20Þ
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Note that the detected symbol X is erroneous (i.e., XML 6¼ X) when the following condition is

satisfied:

tr Y�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ex

N0NT

s
HX

0
@

1
A Y�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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4
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ð10:21Þ

The above condition of error can be re-expressed as
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from which we have the following inequality:

tr �2Re
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The left-hand side of Equation (10.23) is again expanded as

W/ tr �2Re
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ð10:24Þ
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where el¼ 01 � � � 0l�1 1 0lþ 1 � � � 0NR
½ �T , hl and zl are the lth row of H and the lth column of

ZH , respectively. Since Re zlf g and Im zlf g are the zero-mean independent Gaussian random

vectors, each term of summation in Equation (10.24), ImfhlðX�XMLÞgImfzlg�
Re hlðX�XMLÞf gRefzlg, is also a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with its variance

given as

1

2
Re hlðX�XMLÞf gk k2 þ Im hlðX�XMLÞf gk k2

h i
¼ 1

2
hlðX�XMLÞk k2 ð10:25Þ

Also, since zl and zm are statistically independent for l 6¼ m, the left-hand side of Equa-

tion (10.23) can be shown as a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with its variance given as

s2
0 ¼ VarfWg ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex
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s0
@
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1
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¼ 2Ex
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Normalizing the left-hand side of Equation (10.23) by
ffiffiffiffiffi
s2
0

p
, the inequality in Equa-

tion (10.23) can be re-expressed as

zunit/
Wffiffiffiffiffi
s2
0

p �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ex

2N0NT

s
HðX�XMLÞk kF ð10:27Þ

where zunit is a zero-mean real Gaussian random variable with unit variance. Therefore, the

probability that X is transmitted but XML 6¼ X is given as

PrðX!XMLÞ ¼ Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

2N0NT

s
HðX�XMLÞk kF

 !
ð10:28Þ

Invoking the Chernoff bound QðxÞ � ð1=2Þ expð�x2=2Þ, the pairwise error probability of

Equation (10.28) is upper-bounded as

PrðX!XMLÞ � 1

2
exp � Ex

N0NT

HðX�XMLÞk k2F
4

 !
ð10:29Þ
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10.2.3 Space-Time Code Design

Starting from the pairwise space-time codeword error probability in Equation (10.29), we

discuss design principles of space-time codes. The matrix norm on the right-hand side of

Equation (10.29) can be expressed as

HðX�X̂Þ		 		2
F
¼ tr HðX�X̂ÞðX�X̂ÞHHH

� 
¼
XNR

l¼1

hlðX�X̂ÞðX�X̂ÞHhHl
: ð10:30Þ

where hl is the lth row of H, l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT . Using eigen-decomposition that we have

discussed in Section 9.1, Equation (10.30) can be modified as

XNR

l¼1

hlðX�X̂ÞðX�X̂ÞHhHl ¼
XNR

l¼1

hlVLVHhHl ð10:31Þ

whereV is a unitary matrix with orthonormal eigenvector columns fvigNT

i¼1, andL is a diagonal

matrix defined as

L ¼ Diag l1 l2 � � � lNT
f g ð10:32Þ

where fligNT

i¼1 are the eigenvalues of ðX�X̂ÞðX�X̂ÞH . Using Equation (10.32), the right-hand
side of Equation (10.31) is expressed as

XNR

l¼1

hlVLVHhHl ¼
XNR

l¼1

XNT

i¼1

li hlvij j2 ð10:33Þ

Note that hl is a row vector and vi is a column vector of the same dimension. From

Equation (10.33), we can see that space-time codewords need to be designed such that

Equation (10.33) is maximized. Also note that the design parameters are the eigenvalues

fligNT

i¼1 and the corresponding eigenvectors fvigNT

i¼1. Using Equations (10.30)–(10.33), the

upper bound in Equation (10.29) can be expressed as

Pr X! X̂
� ��HÞ � 1

2
exp � Ex

4N0NT

XNR

l¼1

XNT

i¼1

li bl;i

�� ��2 !
ð10:34Þ

where bl;i ¼ hlvi. We assume that a channel gain matrixH is given and that if each gain hj;i is a

complex Gaussian random variable with zero-mean unit variance (i.e., corresponding to the

Rayleigh fading channel), then the PDF of random variable bl:ij j is given as

fjBl:i j jbl:ijð Þ ¼ 2jbl:ijexp �jbl:ij2
� �

ð10:35Þ
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Using the conditional probability of codeword error in Equation (10.34) and the distribution

in Equation (10.35), the unconditional upper bound of codeword error probability can be

obtained as

PrðX! X̂Þ �
YNT

i¼1

1

1þ Ex

4N0

li

0
BB@

1
CCA

NR

ð10:36Þ

If Ex=N0 is large enough, the right-hand side of Equation (10.36) can be further bounded by
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1
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NR

�
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Ex
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� ��1
( )NR

¼
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 !�NR

Ex

4N0

� ��rNR

: ð10:37Þ

where r ¼ rankfðX�X̂ÞðX�X̂ÞHg, which corresponds to the number of nonzero eigenvalues.

The error probability in Equation (10.37) is expressed in the log scale as follows:

logðPrðX! X̂ÞÞ � �NRlog
Yr
i¼1

li

 !
�rNRlog

Ex

4N0

� �
ð10:38Þ

Therefore, r and
Qr

i¼1 li must bemaximized so as tominimize the codeword error probability in

Equation (10.36)with respect to every pair ofXp andXq,q 6¼ p. Consider theminimumrankof r,

that is,

v ¼ min
p6¼q

rank ðXp�XqÞðXp�XqÞH

 � ð10:39Þ

From Equation (10.38), the diversity order is given by NRv. If T � NT , the maximum possible

value of v isNT , and the maximum achievable diversity gain ofNRNT is obtained when v ¼ NT .

This is the so-called rank criterion that critically governs the error performance. Assuming the

maximum diversity order, we have the following relationship:

YNT

i¼1

liðXp;XqÞ¼ ðXp�XqÞðXp�XqÞH
�� ��: ð10:40Þ

Note that Equation (10.40) is another factor to provide additional gain beyond the diversity

gain, which is referred to as a coding gain.

Considering all possible pairs of Xp and Xq, let Lmin represent the minimum value ofQr
i¼1 liðXp;XqÞ, that is,

Lmin ¼ min
p 6¼q

YNT

i¼1

liðXp;XqÞ: ð10:41Þ

Therefore, in order to further improve the performance, the minimum coding gain can be

achieved bymaximizing Equation (10.41) in the course of space-time code design. Figure 10.5

illustrates the coding gain as well as diversity gain that can be achieved with space-time codes.

As illustrated here, the diversity gain stands out by the slope of the error curves while coding

gain is measured by the amount of parallel shift in the log-log scale BER curves [222–224].
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In general, two different criteria for space-time code design can be considered: rank criterion

and determinant criterion [215, 219]. With emphasis on the rank criterion, more advanced

space-time codes were developed in [225, 226]. Furthermore, the performance of space-time

coding techniques was analyzed in [227, 222]. Space-time codes can be classified into space-

time block codes (STBC) and space-time trellis codes (STTC). Each of these codes is addressed

in Sections 10.3 and 10.4, respectively. In general, STTCs achieve better performance than

STBCs, at the expense of more complexity associated with the maximum likelihood (ML)

decoder in the receiver.

10.3 Space-Time Block Code (STBC)

The very first and well-known STBC is the Alamouti code, which is a complex orthogonal

space-time code specialized for the case of two transmit antennas [214]. In this section, we first

consider the Alamouti space-time coding technique and then, its generalization to the case of

three antennas or more [228].

10.3.1 Alamouti Space-Time Code

A complex orthogonal space-time block code for two transmit antennas was developed by

Alamouti [214]. In the Alamouti encoder, two consecutive symbols x1 and x2 are encodedwith

the following space-time codeword matrix:

X ¼ x1 �x*2
x2 x*1

� �
ð10:42Þ

As depicted in Figure 10.6, Alamouti encoded signal is transmitted from the two transmit

antennas over two symbol periods. During the first symbol period, two symbols x1 and x2 are
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Figure 10.5 Diversity gain vs. coding gain.
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simultaneously transmitted from the two transmit antennas. During the second symbol period,

these symbols are transmitted again, where �x*2 is transmitted from the first transmit antenna

and x*1 transmitted from the second transmit antenna.

Note that the Alamouti codeword X in Equation (10.42) is a complex-orthogonal matrix,

that is,

XXH¼ x1j j2 þ x2j j2 0

0 x1j j2 þ x2j j2
� �

¼ x1j j2 þ x2j j2
� �

I2 ð10:43Þ

where I2 denotes the 2� 2 identity matrix. Since N ¼ 2 and T ¼ 2, the transmission rate of

Alamouti code is shown to be unity by Equation (10.12). Consider two different Alamouti

codes,

Xp¼
x1;p �x*2;p
x2;p x*1;p

" #
and Xq ¼

x1;q �x*2;q
x2;q x*1;q

" #
ð10:44Þ

where ½x1;p x2;p�T 6¼ ½x1;q x2;q�T . Then the minimum rank in Equation (10.39) is evaluated as

v ¼min
p 6¼q

rank
x1;p�x1;q �x*2;p þ x*2;q

x2;p�x2;q x*1;p�x*1;q

" #
x1;p�x1;q �x*2;p þ x*2;q

x2;p�x2;q x*1;p�x*1;q

" #H8<
:

9=
;

¼min
p 6¼q

rank
e1 �e*2

e2 e*1

" #
e*1 e*2

�e2 e1

" #( )

¼min
p 6¼q

rank e1j j2 þ e2j j2
� �

I2

n o
¼ 2

ð10:45Þ

where e1 ¼ x1;p�x1;q and e2 ¼ x2;p�x2;q. Note that e1 and e2 cannot be zeros simultaneously.

From Equation (10.44), the Alamouti code has been shown to have a diversity gain of 2. Note

that the diversity analysis is based on ML signal detection at the receiver side. We now discuss

ML signal detection for Alamouti space-time coding scheme. Here, we assume that two

channel gains, h1ðtÞ and h2ðtÞ, are time-invariant over two consecutive symbol periods, that is,

h1ðtÞ ¼ h1ðtþ TsÞ ¼ h1 ¼ h1j je ju1

and h2ðtÞ ¼ h2ðtþ TsÞ ¼ h2 ¼ h2j je ju2 ð10:46Þ

1234x xxx

Tt =2T3T4T

**
1233x xxx −−
Tt =2T3T4T

**
2143x xxx• • •

• • •

• • •

Tt =2T3T4T
Alamouti encoder

Figure 10.6 Alamouti encoder.
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where hij j and ui denote the amplitude gain and phase rotation over the two symbol periods,

i ¼ 1; 2. Let y1 and y2 denote the received signals at time t and tþ Ts, respectively, then

y1 ¼ h1x1 þ h2x2 þ z1

y2 ¼ �h1x
*
2 þ h2x

*
1 þ z2

ð10:47Þ

where z1 and z2 are the additive noise at time t and tþ Ts, respectively. Taking complex

conjugation of the second received signal, we have the following matrix vector equation:

y1
y*2

� �
¼ h1 h2

h*2 �h*1

� �
x1
x2

� �
þ z1

z*2

� �
ð10:48Þ

In the course of time, from time t to tþ T , the estimates for channels, ĥ1 and ĥ2, are provided by

the channel estimator. In the following discussion, however, we assume an ideal situation in

which the channel gains, h1 and h2, are exactly known to the receiver. Then the transmit

symbols are now two unknown variables in the matrix of Equation (10.48). Multiplying both

sides of Equation (10.48) by the Hermitian transpose of the channel matrix, that is,

h*1 h2

h*2 �h1

" #
y1

y*2

" #
¼ h*1 h2

h*2 �h1

" #
h1 h2

h*2 �h*1

" #
x1

x2

" #
þ h*1 h2

h*2 �h1

" #
z1

z*1

" #

¼ jh1j2 þ jh2j2
� � x1

x2

" #
þ h*1z1 þ h2z

*
1

h*2z1�h1z
*
1

" # ð10:49Þ

we obtain the following input-output relations:

~y1
~y2

� �
¼ jh1j2 þ jh2j2
� �

x1
x2

� �
þ ~z1

~z2

� �
ð10:50Þ

where

~y1
~y2

� �
/ h*1 h2

h*2 �h1

� �
y1
y*2

� �

and
~z1
~z2

� �
/ h*1 h2

h*2 �h1

� �
z1
z*1

� �
ð10:51Þ

In Equation (10.50), we note that other antenna interference does not exist anymore, that is, the

unwanted symbolx2 dropped out of y1, while the unwanted symbolx1 dropped out of y2. This is

attributed to complex orthogonality of the Alamouti code in Equation (10.42). This particular

feature allows for simplification of the ML receiver structure as follows:

x̂i;ML ¼ Q
~yi

h1j j2 þ h2j j2
 !

; i ¼ 1; 2: ð10:52Þ

where Qð � Þ denotes a slicing function that determines a transmit symbol for the given

constellation set. The above equation implies that x1 and x2 can be decided separately, which
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reduces the decoding complexity of original ML-decoding algorithm from jCj2 to 2jCj where
C represents a constellation for the modulation symbols, x1 and x2. Furthermore, the scaling

factor ðjh1j2 þ jh2j2Þ in Equation (10.50) warrants the second-order spatial diversity, which is

one of the main features of the Alamouti code.

Figure 10.7 compares the Alamouti coding and MRC in terms of BER performance that is

obtained by using Program 10.3 (“Alamouti_scheme.m”). Here, we assume the independent

Rayleigh fading channels and perfect channel estimation at the receiver. Note that theAlamouti

coding achieves the same diversity order as 1� 2MRC technique (implied by the same slope of

the BER curves). Due to a total transmit power constraint (i.e., total transmit power split into

each antenna by one half in the Alamouti coding), however, MRC technique outperforms

Alamouti technique in providing a power combining gain in the receiver. Also shown is the

2� 2 Alamouti technique which achieves the same diversity order as 1� 4 MRC technique.

MATLAB� Program: Alamouti Space-Time Coding

Program 10.3 “Alamouti_scheme.m” for Alamouti space-time block coding

% Alamouti_scheme.m

N_frame=130; N_packet=4000;NT=2; NR=1; b=2;

SNRdBs=[0:2:30]; sq_NT=sqrt(NT); sq2=sqrt(2);

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB=SNRdBs(i_SNR); sigma=sqrt(0.5/(10^(SNRdB/10)));

for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_symbol=randint(N_frame*b,NT);

tx_bits=msg_symbol.’; tmp=[]; tmp1=[];

for i=1:NT

[tmp1,sym_tab,P]=modulator(tx_bits(i,:),b); tmp=[tmp; tmp1];

end

X=tmp.’; X1=X; X2=[-conj(X(:,2)) conj(X(:,1))];

for n=1:NT
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10-4
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100

SNR [dB]

B
E

R

SISO

Alamouti (2x1)

Alamouti (2x2)
MRC (1x2)

MRC (1x4)

Figure 10.7 Error performance of Alamouti encoding scheme.
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Hr(n,:,:)=(randn(N_frame,NT)+j*randn(N_frame,NT))/sq2;

end

H=reshape(Hr(n,:,:),N_frame,NT); Habs(:,n)=sum(abs(H).^2,2);

R1 = sum(H.*X1,2)/sq_NT+sigma*(randn(N_frame,1)+j*randn(N_frame,1));

R2 = sum(H.*X2,2)/sq_NT+sigma*(randn(N_frame,1)+j*randn(N_frame,1));

Z1 = R1.*conj(H(:,1)) + conj(R2).*H(:,2);

Z2 = R1.*conj(H(:,2)) - conj(R2).*H(:,1);

for m=1:P

tmp = (-1+sum(Habs,2))*abs(sym_tab(m))^2;

d1(:,m) = abs(sum(Z1,2)-sym_tab(m)).^2 + tmp;

d2(:,m) = abs(sum(Z2,2)-sym_tab(m)).^2 + tmp;

end

[y1,i1]=min(d1,[],2); S1d=sym_tab(i1).’; clear d1

[y2,i2]=min(d2,[],2); S2d=sym_tab(i2).’; clear d2

Xd = [S1d S2d]; tmp1=X>0 ; tmp2=Xd>0;

noeb_p(i_packet) = sum(sum(tmp1�=tmp2));% for coded

end % end of FOR loop for i_packet

BER(i_SNR) = sum(noeb_p)/(N_packet*N_frame*b);

end % end of FOR loop for i_SNR

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER), axis([SNRdBs([1 end]) 1e-6 1e0]);

grid on; xlabel(’SNR[dB]’); ylabel(’BER’);

10.3.2 Generalization of Space-Time Block Coding

In the previous section, we have shown that thanks to the orthogonality of the Alamouti space-

time code for two transmit antenna cases, ML decoding at the receiver can be implemented by

simple linear processing. This ideawas generalized for an arbitrary number of transmit antennas

using the general orthogonal design method in [215]. Twomain objectives of orthogonal space-

time code design are to achieve the diversity order ofNTNR and to implement computationally-

efficient per-symbol detection at the receiver that achieves the ML performance.

Figure 10.8 shows the general structure of space-time block encoder. The output of the space-

time block encoder is a codeword matrixXwith dimension ofNT � T , whereNT is the number

1x

1x2x~ ~~
Nx

1x

2x2x

TNx
TNx

01001110• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •
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Figure 10.8 Space-time block encoder.
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of transmit antennas and T is the number of symbols for each block. Let a row vector xi denote

the ith row of the codewordmatrixX (i.e., xi ¼ ½x1i x2i . . . xTi �, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT ). Then, xi will be

transmitted by the ith transmit antenna over the period of T symbols. In order to facilitate

computationally-efficient ML detection at the receiver, the following property is required:

XXH ¼ c x1i
�� ��2 þ x2i

�� ��2 þ � � � þ xTi
�� ��2� �

INT

¼ c xik k2INT

ð10:53Þ

where c is a constant. The above property implies that the row vectors of the codewordmatrixX

are orthogonal to each other, that is,

xix
H
j ¼

XT
t¼1

xtiðxtjÞ	 ¼ 0; i 6¼ j; i; j 2 f1; 2; . . . ;NTg ð10:54Þ

In the following sections, some examples of the space-time block codes will be provided.

10.3.2.1 Real Space-Time Block Codes

This section provides the examples of the space-time block codes with real entries. We

consider square space-time codes with the coding rate of 1 and diversity order of NT ¼ 2; 4; 8.
Following are the examples of those real space-time codes:

X2;real¼ x1 �x2
x2 x1

� �
ð10:55Þ

X4;real¼
x1 �x2 �x3 �x4
x2 x1 x4 �x3
x3 �x4 x1 x2
x4 x3 �x2 x1

2
664

3
775 ð10:56Þ

X8;real ¼

x1 �x2 �x3 �x4 �x5 �x6 �x7 �x8
x2 x1 �x4 x3 �x6 x5 x8 �x7
x3 x4 x1 �x2 �x7 �x8 x5 x6
x4 �x3 x2 x1 �x8 x7 �x6 x5
x5 x6 x7 x8 x1 �x2 �x3 �x4
x6 �x5 x8 �x7 x2 x1 x4 �x3
x7 �x8 �x5 x6 x3 �x4 x1 x2
x8 x7 �x6 �x5 x4 x3 �x2 x1

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

ð10:57Þ

Note that all the codes in the above have the coding rate of 1, because N ¼ T ¼ NT . For

example, the space-time code in Equation (10.56), T ¼ N ¼ 4, which yields the coding rate

of 1 as follows:

R ¼ N

T
¼ 4

4
¼ 1 ð10:58Þ
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There exists non-square space-time block codes with the coding rate of R ¼ 1, that is,

N ¼ T 6¼ NT . Following are the examples of the space-time block codes with real entries

for NT ¼ 3; 5; 6, achieving both the maximum diversity and the maximum coding rate

simultaneously:

x3;real ¼
x1 �x2 �x3 �x4
x2 x1 x4 �x3
x3 �x4 x1 x2

2
4

3
5 ð10:59Þ

x5;real ¼

x1 �x2 �x3 �x4 �x5 �x6 �x7 �x8
x2 x1 �x4 x3 �x6 x5 x8 �x7
x3 x4 x1 �x2 �x7 �x8 x5 x6
x4 �x3 x2 x1 �x8 x7 �x6 x5
x5 x6 x7 x8 x1 �x2 �x3 �x4

2
66664

3
77775 ð10:60Þ

x6;real ¼

x1 �x2 �x3 �x4 �x5 �x6 �x7 �x8
x2 x1 �x4 x3 �x6 x5 x8 �x7
x3 x4 x1 �x2 �x7 �x8 x5 x6
x4 �x3 x2 x1 �x8 x7 �x6 x5
x5 x6 x7 x8 x1 �x2 �x3 �x4
x6 �x5 x8 �x7 x2 x1 x4 �x3

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð10:61Þ

Let us check the diversity gain of x3;real in Equation (10.59) as an example. For two different

space-time codewords, we have the following difference matrix:

X3;real;p�X3;real;q ¼
x1;p�x1;q �x2;p þ x2;q �x3;p þ x3;q �x4;p þ x4;q

x2;p�x2;q x1;p�x1;p x4;p�x4;q �x3;p þ x3;q

x3;p�x3;q �x4;p þ x4;q x1;p�x1;q x2;p�x2;q

2
4

3
5

¼
e1 �e2 �e3 �e4

e2 e1 e4 �e3

e3 �e4 e1 e2

2
4

3
5

ð10:62Þ

where ei ¼ xi;p�xi;q, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4. Then the minimum rank in Equation (10.39) is evaluated as

v ¼ min
p 6¼q

rank ðX3;real;p�X3;real;qÞðX3;real;p�X3;real;qÞT

 �

¼ min
p 6¼q

rank

e1 �e2 �e3 �e4

e2 e1 e4 �e3

e3 �e4 e1 e2

2
4

3
5

e1

�e2

�e3

�e4

e2

e1

e4

�e3

e3

�e4

e1

e2

2
6664

3
7775

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;

¼ min
p 6¼q

rank e1j j2 þ e2j j2 þ e3j j2 þ e4j j2
� �

I3

n o
¼ 3:

ð10:63Þ

From Equation (10.63), it is clear that x3;real in Equation (10.59) achieves the maximum

diversity gain of 3 . Themaximum diversity gain of the other real space-time codewords can be

shown in a similar way.
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10.3.2.2 Complex Space-Time Block Codes

Recall that theAlamouti code is a complex space-time block codewithNT ¼ 2, which achieves

the maximum diversity order of 2 with the maximum possible coding rate (i.e.,R¼ 1), given as

X2;complex ¼ x1 �x*2
x2 x*1

� �
ð10:64Þ

WhenNT � 3, however, it has been known that there does not exist a complex space-time code

that satisfies two design goals of achieving the maximum diversity gain and the maximum

coding rate at the same time. Consider the following examples for NT ¼ 3 and NT ¼ 4:

X3;complex ¼
x1 �x2 �x3 �x4 x*1 �x*2 �x*3 �x*4
x2 x1 x4 �x3 x*2 x*1 x*4 �x*3
x3 �x4 x1 x2 x*3 �x*4 x*1 x*2

2
64

3
75 ð10:65Þ

X4;complex ¼
x1 �x2 �x3 �x4 x*1 �x*2 �x*3 �x*4
x2 x1 x4 �x3 x*2 x*1 x*4 �x*3
x3 �x4 x1 x2 x*3 �x*4 x*1 x*2
x4 x3 �x2 x1 x*4 x*3 �x*2 x*1

2
6664

3
7775 ð10:66Þ

Bothof the twospace-timeblockcodes in theabovehaveacoding rateof1/2,while satisfyinga full-

rank condition. For example, the space-time code in Equation (10.66) transmits N ¼ 4 symbols

(x1; x2; x3; x4) over T ¼ 8 symbol periods, thus yielding a coding rate of R ¼ 1=2.
If a decoding complexity at the receiver is compromised, however, higher coding rates can be

achieved by the following codes:

X
high rate
3;complex ¼

x1 �x*2
x*3ffiffiffi
2

p x*3ffiffiffi
2

p

x2 x*1
x*3ffiffiffi
2

p �x*3ffiffiffi
2

p

x3ffiffiffi
2

p x3ffiffiffi
2

p ð�x1�x*1 þ x2�x*2Þ
2

ðx2 þ x*2 þ x1�x*1Þ
2

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

ð10:67Þ

X
high rate
4;complex ¼

x1 �x2
x*3ffiffiffi
2

p x*3ffiffiffi
2

p

x2 x1
x*3ffiffiffi
2

p �x*3ffiffiffi
2

p

x3ffiffiffi
2

p x3ffiffiffi
2

p �x1�x*1 þ x2�x*2
� 

2

x2 þ x*2 þ x1�x*1
� 

2

x3ffiffiffi
2

p �x3ffiffiffi
2

p �x2�x*2 þ x1�x*1
� 

2

� x1 þ x*1 þ x2�x*2
� 

2

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

ð10:68Þ

Note that the above two space-time block codes provide a coding rate of R ¼ 3=4.
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10.3.3 Decoding for Space-Time Block Codes

In this section, we consider some examples of space-time block decoding for the various

codewords in the previous section. The space-time block codes can be used for various numbers

of receive antennas. However, only a single receive antenna is assumed in this section. Let us

first consider a real space-time block code X4;real in Equation (10.56). We express the received

signals as

y1 y2 y3 y4½ � ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

4N0

s
h1 h2 h3 h4½ �

x1 �x2 �x3 �x4
x2 x1 x4 �x3
x3 �x4 x1 x2
x4 x3 �x2 x1

2
664

3
775þ z1 z2 z3 z4½ �; ð10:69Þ

from which the following input-output relationship can be obtained:

y1
y2
y3
y4

2
664

3
775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
yeff

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

4N0

s h1 h2 h3 h4
h2 �h1 h4 �h3
h3 �h4 �h1 h2
h4 h3 �h2 �h1

2
664

3
775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Heff

x1
x2
x3
x4

2
664

3
775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
xeff

þ
z1
z2
z3
z3

2
664

3
775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
zeff

ð10:70Þ

Note that the columns of the effective channelmatrixHeff in Equation (10.70) are orthogonal to

each other. Using the orthogonality of the effective channel, we can decode Equation (10.70) as

~yeff ¼HT
effyeff

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

N04

s
HT

effHeffxeff þHT
effzeff

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

N04

s X4
i¼1

hij j2I4xeff þ~zeff :

ð10:71Þ

Using the above result, the ML signal detection is performed as

x̂i;ML ¼ Q
~yeff;iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ex

4N0

r P4
j¼1

hj
�� ��2

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4: ð10:72Þ

where ~yeff;i is the ith entry of ~yeff . Now, let us consider space-time decoding for the complex

space-time block code X3;complex in Equation (10.65). Then we express the received signals

from a single receive antenna as

y1 y2 y3 y4y5 y6 y7 y8½ � ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1 h2 h3½ �

x1 �x2 �x3 �x4 x*1 �x*2 �x*3 �x*4

x2 x1 x4 �x3 x*2 x*1 x*4 �x*3

x3 �x4 x1 x2 x*3 �x*4 x*1 x*2

2
64

3
75

þ z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8½ �
ð10:73Þ
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The above input-output relation can be also expressed as

y1

y2

y3

y4

y*5
y*6
y*7
y*8

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
yeff

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1 h2 h3 0

h2 �h1 0 �h3

h3 0 �h1 h2

0 h3 �h2 �h1

h*1 h*2 h*3 0

h*2 �h*1 0 �h*3
h*3 0 �h*1 h*2
0 h*3 �h*2 �h*1

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Heff

x1
x2
x3
x4

2
664

3
775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
xeff

þ

z1

z2

z3

z4

z*5
z*6
z*7
z*8

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
zeff

ð10:74Þ

Again, using the orthogonality of the above effective channel matrix, the received signal is

modified as

~yeff ¼HH
effyeff

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
HH

effHeffxeff þHH
effzeff

¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s X3
j¼1

hj
�� ��2I4xeff þ~zeff ð10:75Þ

Using the above result, the ML signal detection is performed as

x̂i;ML ¼ Q
~yeff;i

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

r P3
j¼1

hj
�� ��2

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; i ¼ 1;2;3;4 ð10:76Þ

Wenow consider the high rate space-time block codeX
high rate
3;complex in Equation (10.67). Thenwe

express the received signals as

y1 y2 y3 y4½ � ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1 h2 h3½ �

x1 �x*2
x*3ffiffiffi
2

p x*3ffiffiffi
2

p

x2 x*1
x*3ffiffiffi
2

p �x*3ffiffiffi
2

p

x3ffiffiffi
2

p x3ffiffiffi
2

p �x1�x*1 þ x2�x*2
� 

2

x2 þ x*2 þ x1�x*1
� 

2

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

þ z1 z2 z3 z4½ �
ð10:77Þ
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from which the following input-output relation can be obtained:

y1
y2
y3
y4

2
664

3
775 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1 h2

h3ffiffiffi
2

p 0 0 0

0 0
h3ffiffiffi
2

p h2 �h1 0

� h3

2

h3

2
0 � h3

2
� h3

2

h1 þ h2ffiffiffi
2

p

h3

2

h3

2
0 � h3

2

h3

2

h1�h2ffiffiffi
2

p

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

x1

x2

x3

x*1
x*2
x*3

2
66666664

3
77777775
þ

z1
z2
z3
z4

2
664

3
775 ð10:78Þ

From Equation (10.78), we can derive the following three equations:

y1

y*2
y4�y3ffiffiffi

2
p

y*4 þ y*3ffiffiffi
2

p

2
666666664

3
777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
y1
eff

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1 h2

h3ffiffiffi
2

p 0 0 0

h*2 �h*1 0 0 0
h*3ffiffiffi
2

p

h3ffiffiffi
2

p 0 0 0
h3ffiffiffi
2

p �h2

� h*3ffiffiffi
2

p 0 h*1 0
h*3ffiffiffi
2

p 0

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
H1

eff

x1

x2

x3

x*1
x*2
x*3

2
66666664

3
77777775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
xeff

þ

z1

z*2
z4�z3ffiffiffi

2
p

z*4 þ z*3ffiffiffi
2

p

2
666666664

3
777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
z1
eff

ð10:79Þ

y1

y*2
y3 þ y4ffiffiffi

2
p

y*4�y*3ffiffiffi
2

p

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
y2
eff

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1 h2

h3ffiffiffi
2

p 0 0 0

h*2 �h*1 0 0 0
h*3ffiffiffi
2

p

0
h3ffiffiffi
2

p 0 � h3ffiffiffi
2

p 0 h1

0
h*3ffiffiffi
2

p �h*2
h*3ffiffiffi
2

p 0 0

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
H2

eff

x1

x2

x3

x*1
x*2
x*3

2
66666664

3
77777775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
xeff

þ

z1

z*2
z3 þ z4ffiffiffi

2
p

z*4�z*3ffiffiffi
2

p

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
z2
eff

ð10:80Þ
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y1 þ y2ffiffiffi
2

p

y*3
y*4

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
y3
eff

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1ffiffiffi
2

p h2ffiffiffi
2

p h3
h2ffiffiffi
2

p � h2ffiffiffi
2

p 0

� h*3ffiffiffi
2

p � h*3ffiffiffi
2

p h*1 þ h*2ffiffiffi
2

p � h*3ffiffiffi
2

p h*3ffiffiffi
2

p 0

� h*3ffiffiffi
2

p h*3ffiffiffi
2

p h*1�h*2ffiffiffi
2

p h*3ffiffiffi
2

p � h*3ffiffiffi
2

p 0

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
H3

eff

x1

x2

x3

x*1
x*2
x*3

2
66666664

3
77777775

|fflffl{zfflffl}
xeff

þ

z1 þ z2ffiffiffi
2

p

z*3
z*4

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
z3
eff

ð10:81Þ

From Equations (10.79)–(10.81), the following decision statistics are derived:

~yeff;1¼ h1eff;1

� �H
y1eff ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1j j2 þ h2j j2 þ h3j j2

� �
x1 þ h1eff;1

� �H
z1eff ð10:82Þ

~yeff;2¼ h2eff;2

� �H
y2eff ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1j j2 þ h2j j2 þ h3j j2

� �
x2 þ h2eff;2

� �H
z2eff ð10:83Þ

~yeff;3¼ h3eff;3

� �H
y3eff ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

3N0

s
h1j j2 þ h2j j2 þ h3j j2

� �
x3 þ h3eff;3

� �H
z3eff ð10:84Þ

where hieff;i is the ith column ofHi
eff , i ¼ 1; 2; 3. Using the above results in Equations (10.82)–

(10.84), the ML signal detection is performed as

x̂i;ML ¼ Q
~yeff;iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Ex

3N0

r P3
j¼1

hj
�� ��2

0
BBB@

1
CCCA; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð10:85Þ

Although construction of the effective channel construction for X
high rate
3;complex is rather more

complex than the previous examples, the detection processes in Equations (10.82)–(10.85) still

have all simple linear processing structures.

Program10.4 (“STBC_3x4_simulation.m”) can be used to simulate the error performance of

various space-time block codes for the quasi-static Rayleigh fading channels. The simulation

results are depicted in Figure 10.9. As expected, a higher-order diversity is obtained with a

larger number of transmit antennas, that is, steepening the slope ofBER curves as the number of

transmit antenna increases. In fact, it confirms that all space-time block codes achieve the

maximum diversity order of NT .
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MATLAB� Program: Space-Time Block Coding

Program 10.4 “STBC_3x4_simulation.m” to simulate 3x4 Space-Time Block Coding

% STBC_3x4_simulation.m

clear; clf

Lfr=130; N_packet=4000; NT=3; NR=4; b=2; M=2^b;

SNRdBs=[0:2:30]; sq_NT=sqrt(NT); sq2=sqrt(2);

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB=SNRdBs(i_SNR); sigma=sqrt(0.5/(10^(SNRdB/10)));

for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_symbol = randint(Lfr*b,M);

tx_bits = msg_symbol.’; temp=[]; temp1=[];

for i=1:4

[temp1,sym_tab,P]=modulator(tx_bits(i,:),b); temp=[temp; temp1];

end

X=temp.’;

% Block signals in the l-th time slot % Block coding for G3 STBC

X1=X(:,1:3); X5=conj(X1);

X2=[-X(:,2) X(:,1) -X(:,4)]; X6=conj(X2);

X3=[-X(:,3) X(:,4) X(:,1)]; X7=conj(X3);

X4=[-X(:,4) -X(:,3) X(:,2)]; X8=conj(X4);

for n=1:NT

Hr(n,:,:)=(randn(Lfr,NT)+j*randn(Lfr,NT))/sq2;

end

for n=1:NT

H = reshape(Hr(n,:,:),Lfr,NT); Hc=conj(H);

Habs(:,n) = sum(abs(H).^2,2);

R1n = sum(H.*X1,2)/sq_NT +sigma*(randn(Lfr,1)+j*randn(Lfr,1));

R2n = sum(H.*X2,2)/sq_NT +sigma*(randn(Lfr,1)+j*randn(Lfr,1));
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Figure 10.9 BER performance of various space-time block codes.
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R3n = sum(H.*X3,2)/sq_NT +sigma*(randn(Lfr,1)+j*randn(Lfr,1));

R4n = sum(H.*X4,2)/sq_NT +sigma*(randn(Lfr,1)+j*randn(Lfr,1));

R5n = sum(H.*X5,2)/sq_NT +sigma*(randn(Lfr,1)+j*randn(Lfr,1));

R6n = sum(H.*X6,2)/sq_NT +sigma*(randn(Lfr,1)+j*randn(Lfr,1));

R7n = sum(H.*X7,2)/sq_NT +sigma*(randn(Lfr,1)+j*randn(Lfr,1));

R8n = sum(H.*X8,2)/sq_NT +sigma*(randn(Lfr,1)+j*randn(Lfr,1));

Z1_1 = R1n.*Hc(:,1) + R2n.*Hc(:,2) + R3n.*Hc(:,3);

Z1_2 = conj(R5n).*H(:,1) + conj(R6n).*H(:,2) + conj(R7n).*H(:,3);

Z(:,n,1) = Z1_1 + Z1_2;

Z2_1 = R1n.*Hc(:,2) - R2n.*Hc(:,1) + R4n.*Hc(:,3);

Z2_2 = conj(R5n).*H(:,2) - conj(R6n).*H(:,1) + conj(R8n).*H(:,3);

Z(:,n,2) = Z2_1 + Z2_2;

Z3_1 = R1n.*Hc(:,3)- R3n.*Hc(:,1)-R4n.*Hc(:,2);

Z3_2 = conj(R5n).*H(:,3)-conj(R7n).*H(:,1)-conj(R8n).*H(:,2);

Z(:,n,3) = Z3_1 + Z3_2;

Z4_1 = -R2n.*Hc(:,3) + R3n.*Hc(:,2) - R4n.*Hc(:,1);

Z4_2 = -conj(R6n).*H(:,3) + conj(R7n).*H(:,2)- conj(R8n).*H(:,1);

Z(:,n,4) = Z4_1 + Z4_2;

end

for m=1:P

tmp = (-1+sum(Habs,2))*abs(sym_tab(m))^2;

for i=1:4

d(:,m,i) = abs(sum(Z(:,:,i),2)-sym_tab(m)).^2 + tmp;

end

end

Xd = [];

for n=1:4, [yn,in]=min(d(:,:,n),[],2); Xd=[Xd sym_tab(in).’]; end

temp1=X>0; temp2=Xd>0;

noeb_p(i_packet) = sum(sum(temp1�=temp2));

end % End of FOR loop for i_packet

BER(i_SNR) = sum(noeb_p)/(N_packet*Lfr*b);

end % End of FOR loop for i_SNR

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER), axis([SNRdBs([1 end]) 1e-6 1e0])

10.3.4 Space-Time Trellis Code

The main advantage of space-time block codes is that a maximum diversity gain can be

achieved with a relatively simple linear-processing receiver. In general, however, its coding

gain can be further improved with another type of STC, known as a space-time trellis code

(STTC). It was first introduced in [219], and its performance in terms of coding gain, spectral

efficiency, and diversity gain was confirmed in [224, 229, 230]. In this section, we present an

example of the space-time trellis code using M-PSK.

10.3.4.1 Space-Time Trellis Encoder

Figure 10.10 shows a simplified encoder part of the space-time trellis-coded system that

employsM-PSKmodulationwithNT transmit antennas. Let bt ¼ b1t b
2
t � � � bmt

� �T
denote input
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data symbol ofm ¼ log2M bits, which is input to the encoder at time t, t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .. Then, a
sequence of input data symbols is represented as

B ¼ b0 b1 � � � bt � � �½ � ¼
b10 b11 � � � b1t � � �
b20 b21 � � � b2t � � �
..
. ..

. ��� ..
.

bm0 bm1 � � � bmt � � �

2
6664

3
7775: ð10:86Þ

The STTC encoder can be considered as a convolutional encoder with the memory size of vk
delay units for the kth branch for each output symbol. Let fvkgmk¼1 denote the size of memory

used to store the kth branch metrics that is calculated as

vk ¼ vþ k�1

log2 M

� �
ð10:87Þ
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Figure 10.10 Example of space-time trellis encoder: NT ¼ 2, m ¼ 3, n1 ¼ n2 ¼ n3 ¼ 2.
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where n is the size of total required memory for the space-time trellis code, that is,

n ¼
Xm
k¼1

vk: ð10:88Þ

Then, the output of the STTC encoder is specified by the following generator polynomials:

g1¼ g10;1; g
1
0;2; . . . ; g

1
0;NT

� �
; g11;1; g

1
1;2; . . . ; g

1
1;NT

� �
; . . . ; g1v1;1; g

1
v1;2

; . . . ; g1v1;NT

� �h i
g2¼ g20;1; g

2
0;2; . . . ; g

2
0;NT

� �
; g21;1; g

2
1;2; . . . ; g

2
1;NT

� �
; . . . ; g2v2;1; g

2
v2;2

; . . . ; g2v2;NT

� �h i
..
.

gm¼ gm0;1; g
m
0;2; . . . ; g

m
0;NT

� �
; gm1;1; g

m
1;2; . . . ; g

m
1;NT

� �
; . . . ; gmvm;1; g

m
vm;2

; . . . ; gmvm;NT

� �h i
ð10:89Þ

where gkj;i denotes M-PSK symbols, k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; vk; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT .

Let xit denote the outputs of the STTC encoder for the ith transmit antenna at time t,

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT , which are given as

xit ¼
Xm
k¼1

Xvk
j¼0

gkj;ib
k
t�j mod M ð10:90Þ

Space-time trellis-encoded M-PSK symbols are now expressed as

X ¼ x0 x1 � � � xt � � �½ � ¼

x10 x11 � � � x1t � � �
x20 x21 � � � x2t � � �
..
. ..

. ��� ..
.

xNT

0 xNT

1 � � � xNT

t � � �

2
666664

3
777775 ð10:91Þ

where xt ¼ x1t x2t � � � xNT
t

� �T
is the output of the encoder that is composed of NT M-PSK

symbols, t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .. Figure 10.10 shows an example of the STTC encoder for NT ¼ 2,

m ¼ 3, and n ¼ 6, that is, n1 ¼ v2 ¼ v3 ¼ 2 by Equation (10.88).

The Viterbi algorithm can be used for decoding the space-time trellis-coded systems. In the

Viterbi algorithm, the branch metric is given by the following squared Euclidian distance:

XT
t¼1

XNR

j¼1

y
j
t�
XNT

i¼1

hj;ix
i
t

�����
�����
2

ð10:92Þ

where y
j
t is the received signal at the jth receive antenna during tth symbol period, and hj;i is the

channel gain between the ith transmit antenna and jth receive antenna. Using the branchmetric

in Equation (10.92), a path with the minimum accumulated Euclidian distance is selected for

the detected sequence of transmitted symbols. Generator polynomials for STTC can be

designed with either rank-determinant or trace criterion [231]. They are summarized in

Tables 10.1 and 10.2, respectively.
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Table 10.2 Generator polynomials designed with trace criterion.

Modulation v NT Generator sequences Rank Det. Trace

QPSK 2 2 g1¼ 0; 2ð Þ 1; 0ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 2; 3ð Þ 2; 0ð Þ½ �

2 4.0 10.0

QPSK 4 2 g1¼ 1; 2ð Þ 1; 3ð Þ 3; 2ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 2; 0ð Þ 2; 2ð Þ 2; 0ð Þ½ �

2 8.0 16.0

QPSK 4 3 g1¼ 0; 2; 2; 0ð Þ 1; 2; 3; 2ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 2; 3; 3; 2ð Þ 2; 0; 2; 1ð Þ½ �

2 — 20.0

8PSK 3 2 g1¼ 2; 4ð Þ 3; 7ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 4; 0ð Þ 6; 6ð Þ½ �
g3¼ 7; 2ð Þ 0; 7ð Þ 4; 4ð Þ½ �

2 0.686 8.0

8PSK 4 2 g1¼ 2; 4; 2; 2ð Þ 3; 7; 2; 4ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 4; 0; 4; 4ð Þ 6; 6; 4; 0ð Þ½ �
g3¼ 7; 2; 2; 0ð Þ 0; 7; 6; 3ð Þ 4; 4; 0; 2ð Þ½ �

2 — 20.0

Table 10.1 Generator polynomials designed by rank-determinant criteria [231].

Modulation v NT Generator sequences Rank Det. Trace

QPSK 2 2 g1¼ 0; 2ð Þ 2; 0ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 0; 1ð Þ 1; 0ð Þ½ �

2 4.0

QPSK 4 2 g1¼ 0; 2ð Þ 2; 0ð Þ 0; 2ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 0; 1ð Þ 1; 2ð Þ 2; 0ð Þ½ �

2 12.0

QPSK 4 3 g1¼ 0; 0; 2ð Þ 0; 1; 2ð Þ 2; 3; 1ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 2; 0; 0ð Þ 1; 2; 0ð Þ 2; 3; 3ð Þ½ �

3 32 16

8PSK 3 2 g1¼ 0; 4ð Þ 4; 0ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 0; 2ð Þ 2; 0ð Þ½ �
g3¼ 0; 1ð Þ 5; 0ð Þ½ �

2 2 4

8PSK 4 2 g1¼ 0; 4ð Þ 4; 4ð Þ½ �
g2¼ 0; 2ð Þ 2; 2ð Þ½ �
g3¼ 0; 1ð Þ 5; 1ð Þ 1; 5ð Þ½ �

2 3.515 6

10.3.4.2 Space-Time Trellis Code: Illustrative Example

In this section, an example is provided for the space-time trellis code with two transmit

antennas (NT ¼ 2), 4-state (n ¼ 2) trellis, QPSK modulation, and the following generator

polynomials:

g1¼ g10;1; g
1
0;2

� �
g11;1; g

1
1;2

� �h i
¼ 0; 2ð Þ 2; 0ð Þ½ �

g2¼ g20;1; g
2
0;2

� �
g21;1; g

2
1;2

� �h i
¼ 0; 1ð Þ 1; 0ð Þ½ �

ð10:93Þ
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Figure 10.11 Example of space-time trellis encoder: NT ¼ 2, m ¼ 2, n1 ¼ n2 ¼ 2.

Figure 10.11 shows a structure of the STTC encoder for this example. The encoder state at

time t is b1t�1 b
2
t�1

� 
or 2b1t�1 þ b2t�1. The output for the ith transmit antenna at time t is

calculated as

x1t ¼ g10;1b
1
t þ g11;1b

1
t�1 þ g20;1b

2
t þ g21;1b

2
t�1

� �
mod 4

¼ 2b1t�1 þ b2t�1

� 
mod 4

¼ 2b1t�1 þ b2t�1

ð10:94Þ

and

x2t ¼ g10;2b
1
t þ g11;2b

1
t�1 þ g20;2b

2
t þ g21;2b

2
t�1

� �
mod 4

¼ 2b1t þ b2t
� 

mod 4

¼ 2b1t þ b2t

ð10:95Þ

FromEquations (10.94) and (10.95), it can be seen that x1t ¼ x1t�1, that is, the signal transmitted

from the first antenna is a delayed version of the transmitted signal from the second transmit

antenna. Note that the output x2t at time t becomes the encoder state at time ðtþ 1) in this

particular example. Figure 10.12 shows the corresponding trellis diagram, in which the branch

labels indicate two output symbols, x1t and x2t .

For example, consider the following input bit sequence:

B ¼ b10 b11 b12 b13 b14 � � �
b20 b21 b22 b23 b24 � � �

" #
¼ 1 0 1 0 0 � � �

0 1 1 0 1 � � �

" #
ð10:96Þ
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Equations (10.94) and (10.95) are used to generate the encoded symbols, represented

equivalently by the trellis diagram in Figure 10.12. Assuming that the initial state at

t ¼ 0 is 0, the input of b10 b20
�  ¼ 1 0ð Þ produces the output of x10 x20

�  ¼ 0 2ð Þ by

Equations (10.93) and (10.94), leading to the state of 2 at t ¼ 1. At t ¼ 1, the input

of b11 b21
�  ¼ 0 1ð Þ produces the output of x10 x20

�  ¼ 2 1ð Þ, leading to the state of 1 at

t ¼ 2. At t ¼ 2, the input of b12 b22
�  ¼ 1 1ð Þ produces the output of x10 x20

�  ¼ 1 3ð Þ, leading
to the state of 3 at t ¼ 3. Continuing the same encoding process, the trellis-encoded symbol

stream is represented as

X¼ x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 � � �
x20 x21 x22 x23 x24 � � �

" #
¼ 0 2 1 3 0 � � �

2 1 3 0 1 � � �

" #
ð10:97Þ

Figure 10.13 shows the error performance of the space-time trellis codes with various

numbers of states and antenna configurations under the quasi-static fading channels.

Figure 10.13(a) shows the performance for 2� 1 antenna configuration. We observe that

all the curves have the same slope, which implies that they have the same diversity gain, and

that the performance improves with the number of these states. Figure 10.13(b) shows the

performance for 2� 2 antenna systems. It is obvious that 2� 2 antenna systems outperform

2� 1 antenna systems. Program 10.5 (“STTC_simulation.m”) can be used to obtain

Figure 10.13.
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MATLAB� Programs: Space-Time Trellis Code

Program 10.5 “STTC_simulation.m” to simulate the STTC (Space-Time Trellis Coding)

% STTC_simulation.m

clear, clf

N_frame=130; N_packets=1000;

state=’4_State_4PSK’;

NT=1; NR=2; zf=3;

[dlt,slt,M] = STTC_stage_modulator(state,NR);

data_source = data_generator(N_frame,N_packet,M,zf);

data_encoded = trellis_encoder(data_source,dlt,slt);

mod_sig = STTC_modulator(data_encoded,M);

SNRdBs=5:2:15;

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

[signal,ch_coefs] = channel1(mod_sig,SNRdBs(i_SNR),NR);

[data_est,state_est] = STTC_detector(signal,dlt,slt,ch_coefs);

[N_frame1,space_dim,N_packets] = size(data_est);

FER(i_SNR) = sum(sum(data_source�=data_est)>0)/N_packets;

end

Program 10.6 “STTC_stage_modulator”

function [dlt,slt,M]=STTC_stage_modulator(state,NR)

switch state

case ’4_State_4PSK’, M=4; Ns=4; % Modulation order & Number of states

case ’8_State_4PSK’, M=4; Ns=8;

case ’16_State_4PSK’, M=4; Ns=16;

case ’32_State_4PSK’, M=4; Ns=32;

case ’8_State_8PSK’, M=8; Ns=8;

case ’16_State_8PSK’, M=8; Ns=16;

case ’32_State_8PSK’, M=8; Ns=32;

case ’DelayDiv_8PSK’, M=8; Ns=8;

case ’16_State_16qam’, M=16; Ns=16;

case ’DelayDiv_16qam’, M=16; Ns=16;

otherwise, disp(’Wrong option!!’);

end

base = reshape(1:Ns,M,Ns/M)’;

slt = repmat(base,M,1);

stc_bc16=[ 0 0;11 1; 2 2; 9 3; 4 4;15 5; 6 6;13 7; 8 8; 3 9;

10 10; 1 11;12 12; 7 13;14 14; 5 15];

for n=1:M

l=n-1;

ak=bitget(l,1); bk=bitget(l,2);dk=bitget(l,3);ek=bitget(l,4);

switch M

case 4 % 4 PSK

for m=1:Ns

k=m-1;ak_1=bitget(k,1); ak_2=bitget(k,3); ak_3=bitget(k,5);

bk_1=bitget(k,2);bk_2=bitget(k,4);bk_3=bitget(k,6);

switch Ns
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case 4%4state_4psk

if NR�=2

dlt(m,n,1) = mod(2*bk_1+ak_1,M);% Rank and Determinant

dlt(m,n,2) = mod(2*bk+ak,M);

else

dlt(m,n,1)=mod(2*bk_1+ak_1,M);dlt(m,n,2)=Smod(2*bk+ak,M);

end

case 8%8state_4psk

if NR�=2

dlt(m,n,1) = mod(2*ak_2+2*bk_1+ak_1,M);

dlt(m,n,2) = mod(2*ak_2+2*bk+ak,M);

else

dlt(m,n,1)= mod(2*bk_1+2*bk+ak_1+2*ak,M);

dlt(m,n,2)= mod(bk_1+2*ak_2+2*bk+2*ak_1,M);

end

case 16%16state_4psk

if NR�=2

dlt(m,n,1)=mod(2*ak_2+2*bk_1+ak_1,M);

dlt(m,n,2)=mod(2*bk_2+2*ak_1+2*bk+ak,M);

else

dlt(m,n,1)=mod(2*bk_3+2*ak_3+3*bk_2+3*bk_1+2*ak_1+2*ak,M);

dlt(m,n,2)=mod(2*bk_3+3*bk_2+bk_1+2*ak_1+2*bk+2*ak,M);

end

case 32%32state_4psk

dlt(m,n,1)=mod(2*ak_3+3*bk_2+2*ak_2+2*bk_1+ak_1,M);

dlt(m,n,2)=mod(2*ak_3+3*bk_2+2*bk_1+ak_1+2*bk+ak,M);

end% End of switch Ns

end% End of for m loop

case 8% ’rank & determinant’ criteria only

for m=1:Ns

k=m-1;ak_1=bitget(k,1); bk_1=bitget(k,2); dk_1=bitget(k,3);

ak_2 = bitget (k,4);bk_2 = bitget(k,5);

switch Ns

case 8

switch state

case ’8_State_8PSK’

dlt(m,n,1) = mod(4*dk_1+2*bk_1+5*ak_1,M);

dlt(m,n,2) = mod(4*dk+2*bk+ak,M);

case ’DelayDiv_8PSK’

dlt(m,n,1)=mod(4*dk_1+2*bk_1+ak_1,M);

dlt(m,n,2)=mod(4*dk+2*bk+ak,M);

end

case 16%16state_8psk

dlt(m,n,1)=mod(ak_2+4*dk_1+2*bk_1+5*ak_1,M);

dlt(m,n,2)=mod(5*ak_2+4*dk_1+2*bk_1+ak_1+4*dk+2*bk+ak,M);

case 32%32state_8psk

dlt(m,n,1)=mod(2*bk_2+3*ak_2+4*dk_1+2*bk_1+5*ak_1,M);

dlt(m,n,2)=mod(2*bk_2+7*ak_2+4*dk_1+2*bk_1+ak_1+4*dk+ ...

2*bk+ak,M);
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end% End of switch Ns

end% End of for m loop

case 16 % 16 QAM ’rank & determinant’ criteria only

for m=1:Ns

k = m-1;

ak_1=bitget(k,1); bk_1=bitget(k,2);

dk_1=bitget(k,3); ek_1=bitget(k,4);

switch Ns

case 16

switch state

case ’16_State_16qam’

dlt(m,n,1)=stc_bc16(k+1,1);

dlt(m,n,2)=stc_bc16(k+1,2)-m+n;

case ’DelayDiv_16qam’

dlt(m,n,1)=mod(8*ek_1+4*dk_1+2*bk_1+ak_1,M);

dlt(m,n,2)=mod(8*ek+4*dk+2*bk+ak,M);

end% End of switch state

end% End of switch Ns

end% End of for m loop

end% End of switch M

end% End of for n loop

Program 10.7 “data_generator”

function ]data]=data_generator(N_frame,N_packet,M,zf)

data = round((M-1)*rand(N_frame,1,N_packet));

[m,n,o] = size(data);

data(m+1:m+zf,:,1:o) = 0;

Program 10.8 “trellis_encoder”

function [enc_data]=trellis_encoder(data,dlt,slt)

[N_frame,l,N_packet] = size(data);

n_state = 1;

for k=1:N_packet

for i=1:N_frame

d = data(i,1,k) + 1;

enc_data(i,:,k) = dlt(n_state,d,:);

n_state = slt(n_state,d,:);

end

end

Program 10.9 “STTC_modulator”

function [sig_mod]=STTC_modulator(data,M,sim_options)

qam16=[1 1; 2 1; 3 1; 4 1; 4 2; 3 2; 2 2; 1 2; 1 3; 2 3; 3 3; 4 3; 4 4; 3 4; 2 4; 1 4];

[N_frame,space_dim,N_packets]=size(data); j2piM=j*2*pi/M;

for k=1:N_packets

switch M

case 16 % 16QAM
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for l=1:space_dim

k1(:,l) = qam16(data(:,l,k)+1,1);

k2(:,l) = qam16(data(:,l,k)+1,2);

end

q(:,:,k) = 2*k1-M-1 -j*(2*k2-M-1);

otherwise

q(:,:,k) = exp(j2piM*data(:,:,k));

end

sig_mod=q;

end

Program 10.10 “channel1”: channel generation for STTC (Space-Time Trellis Code)

function [varargout]=channel1(sig,SNRdB,NR)

ch_conf=[2 NR];

[N_frame,space_dim,N_packets]=size(sig);

spowr=sum(abs(sig(:,1,1)))/N_frame;

sigma =sqrt(0.5*spowr*(10^(-SNRdB/10)));

sq2 = sqrt(2);

ch_coefs=(randn(ch_conf(1),ch_conf(2),N_packets) +...

j*randn(ch_conf(1),ch_conf(2),N_packets))/sq2;

ch_noise= sigma*(randn(N_frame,ch_conf(2),N_packets) +...

j*randn(N_frame,ch_conf(2),N_packets));

for k=1:N_packets

sig_add(:,:,k) = sig(:,:,k)*ch_coefs(:,:,k);

end

sig_corr = sig_add + ch_noise;

varargout = {sig_corr,ch_coefs};

Program 10.11 “STTC_detector”: STTC (Space-Time Trellis Code) detector

function [data_est,state_est] = STTC_detector(sig,dlt,slt,ch_coefs)

[step_final,space_dim,N_packets] = size(sig);

[s,md,foo] = size(dlt);

qam16=[1 1;2 1;3 1;4 1;4 2;3 2;2 2;1 2;1 3;2 3;3 3;4 3;4 4;3 4;2 4;1 4];

for k=1:N_packets

metric(1,2:s) = realmax;

for l=1:step_final

for m=1:s % current m

[s_pre,foo] = find(slt==m);

pos = mod(m-1,md) + 1;

data_test = dlt(s_pre,pos,:);

data_test = reshape(data_test,[md 2]);

if md==16% 16QAM

for r=1:2

k1(:,r) = qam16(data_test(:,r)+1,1);

k2(:,r) = qam16(data_test(:,r)+1,2);

end

q_test = (2*k1-md-1) - j*(2*k2-md-1);

else % 4,8PSK
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expr = j*2*pi/md;

q_test = exp(expr*data_test);

end

metric_d=branch_metric(sig(l,:,k),q_test,ch_coefs(:,:,k));

metric_md = metric(l,s_pre)’ + metric_d;

[metric_min,metric_pos] = min(metric_md);

metric(l+1,m) = metric_min;

vit_state(l+1,m) = s_pre(metric_pos);

vit_data(l+1,m) = pos-1;

end

end

[foo,state_best] = min(metric(end,:));

state_est(step_final+1) = state_best;

for l=step_final:-1:1

state_est(l) = vit_state(l+1,state_est(l+1));

data_est(l,:,k) = vit_data(l+1,state_est(l+1));

end

end
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11

Signal Detection for Spatially
Multiplexed MIMO Systems

Spatially multiplexed MIMO (SM-MIMO) systems can transmit data at a higher speed than

MIMO systems using antenna diversity techniques in Chapter 10. However, spatial de-

multiplexing or signal detection at the receiver side is a challenging task for SM MIMO

systems. This chapter addresses signal detection techniques for SMMIMO systems. Consider

the NR � NT MIMO system in Figure 11.1. LetH denote a channel matrix with it ð j; iÞth entry
hji for the channel gain between the ith transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna,

j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NR and i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT . The spatially-multiplexed user data and the correspond-

ing received signals are represented by x ¼ ½x1; x2; . . . ; xNT
�T and y ¼ ½y1; y2; . . . ; yNR

�T ,
respectively, where xi and yj denote the transmit signal from the i th transmit antenna and

the received signal at the jth receive antenna, respectively. Let zj denote the white Gaussian

noise with a variance of s2
z at the jth receive antenna, and hi denote the ith column vector of

the channel matrix H. Now, the NR � NT MIMO system is represented as

y¼Hxþ z

¼ h1x1þ h2x2þ � � � þ hNT
xNT
þ z

ð11:1Þ

where z ¼ ½z1; z2; � � � ; zNR
�T .

11.1 Linear Signal Detection

Linear signal detection method treats all transmitted signals as interferences except for the

desired stream from the target transmit antenna. Therefore, interference signals from other

transmit antennas are minimized or nullified in the course of detecting the desired signal from

the target transmit antenna. To facilitate the detection of desired signals from each antenna,

the effect of the channel is inverted by a weight matrix W such that

~x ¼ ~x1~x2 � � � ~xNT
½ �T ¼Wy; ð11:2Þ
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that is, detection of each symbol is given by a linear combination of the received signals. The

standard linear detection methods include the zero-forcing (ZF) technique and the minimum

mean square error (MMSE) technique.

11.1.1 ZF Signal Detection

The zero-forcing (ZF) technique nullifies the interference by the following weight matrix:

WZF ¼ HHH
� ��1

HH : ð11:3Þ

where ð � ÞH denotes the Hermitian transpose operation. In other words, it inverts the effect of

channel as

~xZF ¼WZFy

¼ xþ HHH
� ��1

HHz

¼ xþ~zZF

ð11:4Þ

where ~zZF ¼WZFz ¼ HHH
� ��1

HHz. Note that the error performance is directly connected

to the power of ~zZF (i.e., ~zZFk k22). Using the SVD in Section 9.1, the post-detection noise power

can be evaluated as

~zZFk k22 ¼ HHH
� ��1

HHz
��� ���2
¼ VS

2
VH

� ��1
VSUHz

����
����
2

¼ VS
�2
VHVSUHz

��� ���2
¼ VS

�1
UHz

��� ���2
ð11:5Þ

Since Qxk k2 ¼ xHQHQx ¼ xHx ¼ xk k2 for a unitarymatrixQ, the expected value of the noise

power is given as
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Figure 11.1 Spatially multiplexed MIMO systems.
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E ~zZFk k22
n o

¼ E S
�1
UHz

��� ���2
2

� �

¼ E tr S
�1
UHzzHUS

�1� �n o
¼ tr S

�1
UHE zzH

	 

US
�1� �

¼ tr s2
zS
�1
UHUS

�1� �
¼ s2

z tr S
�2� �

¼
XNT

i¼1

s2
z

s2
i

:

ð11:6Þ

11.1.2 MMSE Signal Detection

In order to maximize the post-detection signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR), the

MMSE weight matrix is given as

WMMSE ¼ HHHþs2
zI

� ��1
HH : ð11:7Þ

Note that the MMSE receiver requires the statistical information of noise s2
z . Note that the

ith row vectorwi;MMSE of theweight matrix in Equation (11.7) is given by solving the following

optimization equation:

wi;MMSE ¼ arg max
w¼ðw1;w2;...;wNT

Þ

whij j2Ex

Ex

XNT

j¼1; j 6¼ i

whj
�� ��2þ wk k2s2

z

ð11:8Þ

Using the MMSE weight in Equation (11.7), we obtain the following relationship:

~xMMSE ¼ WMMSEy

¼ HHHþs2
zI

� ��1
HHy

¼ ~xþ HHHþs2
zI

� ��1
HHz

¼ ~xþ~zMMSE

ð11:9Þ

where ~zMMSE ¼ HHHþs2
zI

� ��1
HHz. Using SVD again as in Section 9.1, the post-detection

noise power is expressed as

~zMMSEk k22 ¼ HHHþs2
zI

� ��1
HHz

��� ���2
¼ VS

2
VH þs2

zI
� ��1

VSUHz

����
����
2

:

ð11:10Þ

Because VS
2
VH þs2

zI
� ��1

VS ¼ VS
2
VH þs2

zI
� ��1

S
�1
VH

� ��1
¼ SVH þs2

zS
�1
VH

� ��1
,

the noise power in Equation (11.10) can be expressed as

~zMMSEk k22 ¼ SVH þs2
zS
�1
VH

� ��1
UHz

����
����
2

¼ V Sþs2
zS
�1� ��1

UHz

����
����
2

ð11:11Þ
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Again by the fact that multiplication with a unitary matrix does not change the vector norm,

that is, Vxk k2 ¼ xk k2, the expected value of Equation (11.11) is given as

E ~zMMSEk k22
n o

¼ E Sþs2
zS
�1� ��1

UHz

����
����
2

( )

¼ E tr Sþs2
zS
�1� ��1

UHzzHU Sþs2
zS
�1� ��1� � �

¼ tr Sþs2
zS
�1� ��1

UHE zzH
	 


U Sþs2
zS
�1� ��1� 

¼ tr s2
z Sþs2

zS
�1� ��2� 

¼
XNT

i¼1
s2
z si þ s2

z

si

0
@

1
A
�2

¼
XNT

i¼1

s2
zs

2
i

s2
i þs2

z

� �2 :

ð11:12Þ

Noise enhancement effect in the course of linear filtering is significant when the condition

number of the channel matrix is large, that is, the minimum singular value is very small.

Referring to Equations (11.6) and (11.12), the noise enhancement effects due to the minimum

singular value for the ZF and MMSE linear detectors are respectively given as

E ~zZFk k22
n o

¼
XNT

i¼1

s2
z

s2
i

� s2
z

s2
min

for ZF ð11:13aÞ

E ~zMMSEk k22
n o

¼
XNT

i¼1

s2
zs

2
i

s2
i þs2

z

� �2 � s2
zs

2
min

s2
minþs2

z

� �2 for MMSE ð11:13bÞ

wheres2
min ¼ minfs2

1;s
2
2; :::;s

2
NT
g. ComparingEquation (11.13b) toEquation (11.13a), it is clear

that the effect of noise enhancement inMMSEfiltering is less critical than that in ZF filtering. Note

that ifs2
min � s2

z and thus,s
2
minþs2

z � s2
min, then the noise enhancement effect of the two linear

filters becomes the same. The diversity order achieved by the ZF technique is NR�NT þ 1. In the

case of the single transmit antenna and multiple receive antennas, a ZF receiver is equivalent to a

maximal ratio combining (MRC) receiver that achieves the diversity order of NR.

11.2 OSIC Signal Detection

In general, the performance of the linear detection methods is worse than that of other nonlinear

receiver techniques. However, linear detection methods require a low complexity of hardware

implementation. We can improve their performance without increasing the complexity signifi-

cantly by an ordered successive interference cancellation (OSIC) method. It is a bank of linear

receivers, each of which detects one of the parallel data streams, with the detected signal

components successively canceled from the received signal at each stage. More specifically,

the detected signal in each stage is subtracted from the received signal so that the remaining

signal with the reduced interference can be used in the subsequent stage [211, 213, 232].
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Figure 11.2 illustrates the OSIC signal detection process for four spatial streams. Let xðiÞ
denote the symbol to be detected in the ith order, which may be different from the transmit

signal at the ith antenna, since xðiÞ depends on the order of detection. Let x̂ðiÞ denote a sliced
value of xðiÞ. In the course of OSIC, either ZF method in Equation (11.3) or MMSE method in

Equation (11.7) can be used for symbol estimation. Suppose that the MMSEmethod is used in

the following discussion. The ð1Þst stream is estimated with the ð1Þst row vector of the MMSE

weight matrix in Equation (11.7). After estimation and slicing to produce x̂ð1Þ, the remaining

signal in the first stage is formed by subtracting it from the received signal, that is,

~yð1Þ ¼ y�hð1Þx̂ð1Þ
¼ hð1Þ xð1Þ�x̂ð1Þ

� �þ hð2Þxð2Þ þ � � � þ hðNT ÞxðNT Þ þ z:
ð11:14Þ

If xð1Þ ¼ x̂ð1Þ, then the interference is successfully canceled in the course of estimating x(2);

however, if xð1Þ 6¼ x̂ð1Þ, then error propagation is incurred because the MMSE weight that has

been designed under the condition of xð1Þ ¼ x̂ð1Þ is used for estimating xð2Þ.
Due to the error propagation caused by erroneous decision in the previous stages, the order of

detection has significant influence on the overall performance of OSIC detection. In the sequel,

we describe the different methods of detection ordering.

. Method 1 (SINR-Based Ordering): Signals with a higher post-detection signal-to-

interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) are detected first. Consider the linear MMSE detection

with the following post-detection SINR:

SINRi ¼
Ex wi;MMSEhi
�� ��2

Ex

X
l 6¼ i

wi;MMSEhl
�� ��þs2

z wi;MMSE

�� ��2 ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT ð11:15Þ

whereEx is the energy of the transmitted signals,wi;MMSE is the ith row of theMMSEweight

matrix in Equation (11.7), and hi is the ith columnvector of the channel matrix. Note that the

estimation

estimation

estimation

estimation
y (1)x̂(1) st stream 

(2) nd stream 
(1)(1)(1) x̂= − hyy (2)x̂(1)y

(2)(2)(1)(2) x̂= − hyy (3)x̂(2)y (3) rd stream

(4)x̂(3)y (4) th stream 
(3)(3)(2)(3) x̂= − hyy

Figure 11.2 Illustration of OSIC signal detection for four spatial streams (i.e., NT ¼ 4).
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mean-square error (MSE) is minimized and furthermore, the post-detection SINR is

maximized by the MMSE detection. Once NT SINR values are calculated by using the

MMSEweightmatrix of Equation (11.7), we choose the corresponding layerwith the highest

SINR. In the course of choosing the second-detected symbol, the interference due to the first-

detected symbol is canceled from the received signals. Suppose that ð1Þ ¼ l (i.e., the lth

symbol has been canceled first). Then, the channel matrix in Equation (11.7) is modified by

deleting the channel gain vector corresponding to the lth symbol as follows:

Hð1Þ ¼ h1 h2 � � � hl�1 hlþ 1 � � � hNT
½ � ð11:16Þ

Using Equation (11.16) in place of H in Equation (11.7), the MMSE weight matrix is

recalculated. Now, ðNT�1Þ SINR values, fSINRigNT

i¼1;i 6¼ l , are calculated to choose the

symbol with the highest SINR. The same process is repeated with the remaining signal after

canceling the next symbolwith the highest SINR. InMMSE-OSIC, the total number of SINR

values to be calculated is
XNT

j¼1 j ¼ NT NT þ 1ð Þ=2.
. Method 2 (SNR-Based Ordering): When ZF weight in Equation (11.3) is used, the

interference term in Equation (11.15) disappears, and the signal power jwi hl j2 ¼ 1, which

reduces the post-detection SINR to

SNRi ¼ Ex

s2
z wik k2

; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT : ð11:17Þ

The same procedure of detection ordering as in Method 1 can be used, now using the SNR

in Equation (11.17), instead of SINR in Equation (11.15). In this method, the number of SNR

values to be calculated is also given by
XNT

j¼1 j ¼ NT NT þ 1ð Þ=2.
. Method 3 (Column Norm-Based Ordering): Note that both Methods 1 and 2 involve

rather complex computation of a large number of SINR and SNR values, respectively, for

detection ordering. In order to reduce the ordering complexity, we can use the norm of the

column vectors in a channel matrix. Consider the following representation of the received

signal:

y ¼ Hxþ z ¼ h1x1þ h2x2þ � � � þ hNT
xNT
þ z ð11:18Þ

from which we observe that the received signal strength of the ith transmitted signal is

proportional to the norm of the ith column in the channelmatrix. Therefore, we can detect the

signal in the order of the norms jjhijj. In this method, we need to computeNT norms and then,

order them only once. Detection is performed in the decreasing order of norms. Since

ordering is required only once, complexity is significantly reduced as compared to the

previous two methods.

. Method 4 (Received Signal-Based Ordering): In Methods 1, 2, and 3, the channel gains

and noise characteristics were used for deciding an order of detection. However, the received

signals can also be incorporated into deciding a detection order [233]. This method achieves

the better performance than the above three methods. As opposed to the Methods 1,2, and 3,
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in which ordering required only once as long as the channel matrix is fixed, this method

involves the highest complexity as detection ordering is required every time a signal is

received.

Using the OSIC method, the diversity order can be larger than NR�NT þ 1 for all symbols.

Thanks to ordering, the diversity order of the first-detected symbol is also larger than

NR�NT þ 1. However, the rest of symbols have the diversity order that depends on whether

the previously-detected symbols are correct or not. If they are all correct, the diversity order of

the ith-detected symbol becomes NR�NT þ i. We note that the ðiÞth-detected symbol is

different from the one transmitted from the ith transmit antenna.

Program 11.1 (“OSIC_detector”), with Program 11.2 (“QAM16_slicer”) as a subroutine,

implements the OSIC detection methods. In this program, OSIC type can be selected by

assigning appropriate value to OSIC_type argument. Figure 11.3 compares the error perfor-

mance of OSIC detection for the different ordering methods for NR ¼ NT ¼ 4. It is observed

that the post-detection SINR-based ordering method achieves the best performance among

these three methods.

MATLAB� Programs: OSIC Detection Methods

Program 11.1 “OSIC_detector” implementing the various OSIC signal detection methods

function [X_hat]=OSIC_detector(y,H,sigma2,NT,OSIC_type)

% Input

% y : Received signal, NRx1

% H : Channel matrix, NRxNT

% sigma2: Noise variance
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Figure 11.3 Performance of OSIC methods with different detection ordering.
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% NT : Number of Tx antennas

% OSIC_type=1/2/3 for Post_detection_SINR/Column_max/Post_detection_SNR

% Output

% X_hat : Estimated signal, NTx1

if OSIC_type==1 % Post_detection_SINR

Order=[]; % Detection order

index_array=[1:NT]; % yet to be detected signal index

% V-BLAST

for stage=1:NT

Wmmse=inv(H’*H+sigma2*eye(NT+1-stage))*H’; % MMSE filter (Eq.(11.7))

WmmseH=Wmmse*H;

SINR=[];

for i=1:NT-(stage-1)

tmp= norm(WmmseH(i,[1:i-1 i+1:NT-(stage-1)]))^2 ...

+ sigma2*norm(Wmmse(i,:))^2;

SINR(i) = abs(Wmmse(i,i))^2/tmp; % SINR calculation Eq.(11.15)

end

[val_max,index_tmp] = max(SINR); % Ordering using SINR

Order = [Order index_array(index_tmp)];

index_array = index_array([1:index_tmp-1 index_tmp+1:end]);

x_tmp(stage) = Wmmse(index_tmp,:)*y; % MMSE filtering (Eq.(11.9))

X_hat(stage) = QAM16_slicer(x_tmp(stage),1); % Slicing

y_tilde = y-H(:,index_tmp)*X_hat(stage); % Interference subtraction

H_tilde = H(:,[1:index_tmp-1 index_tmp+1:NT-(stage-1)]); % new H

H = H_tilde; y = y_tilde;

end

X_hat(Order) = X_hat;

elseif OSIC_type==2% Column_norm ordering detection

X_hat=zeros(NT,1);

G = inv(H); % Inverse of H

for i=1:NT % Column_norm calculation

norm_array(i) = norm(H(:,i));

end

[sorted_norm_array,Order_tmp] = sort(norm_array);

Order = wrev(Order_tmp);

% V-BLAST

for stage=1:NT

x_tmp = G(Order(stage),:)*y; % Tx signal estimation

X_hat(Order(stage)) = QAM16_slicer(x_tmp,1); % Slicing

y_tilde = y-H(:,Order(stage))*X_hat(Order(stage));

end

else % OSIC with Post_detection_SNR ordering

Order=[];

index_array=[1:NT]; % Set of indices of signals to be detected

% V-BLAST

for stage=1:NT

G = inv(H’*H)*H’;
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norm_array=[];

for i=1:NT-(stage-1) % Detection ordering

norm_array(i) = norm(G(i,:));

end

[val_min,index_min] = min(norm_array); % Ordering in SNR

Order = [Order index_array(index_min)];

index_array = index_array([1:index_min-1 index_min+1:end]);

x_tmp(stage) = G(index_min,:)*y; % Tx signal estimation

X_hat(stage) = QAM16_slicer(x_tmp(stage),1); % Slicing

y_tilde = y-H(:,index_min)*X_hat(stage); % Interference subtraction

H_tilde = H(:,[1:index_min-1 index_min+1:NT-(stage-1)]); % New H

H = H_tilde; y = y_tilde;

end

X_hat(Order) = X_hat;

end

Program 11.2 “QAM16_slicer”

function [X_hat] = QAM16_slicer(X,N)

if nargin<2, N = length(X); end

sq10=sqrt(10); b = [-2 0 2]/sq10; c = [-3 -1 1 3]/sq10;

Xr = real(X); Xi = imag(X);

for i=1:N

R(find(Xr<b(1))) = c(1); I(find(Xi<b(1))) = c(1);

R(find(b(1)<=Xr&Xr<b(2))) = c(2); I(find(b(1)<=Xi&Xi<b(2))) = c(2);

R(find(b(2)<=Xr&Xr<b(3))) = c(3); I(find(b(2)<=Xi&Xi<b(3))) = c(3);

R(find(b(3)<=Xr)) = c(4); I(find(b(3)<=Xi)) = c(4);

end

X_hat = R + j*I;

11.3 ML Signal Detection

Maximum likelihood (ML) detection calculates the Euclidean distance between the received

signal vector and the product of all possible transmitted signal vectorswith the given channelH,

and finds the one with the minimum distance. Let C and NT denote a set of signal constellation

symbol points and a number of transmit antennas, respectively. Then,ML detection determines

the estimate of the transmitted signal vector x as

x̂ML ¼ argmin
x2CNT

y�Hxk k2 ð11:19Þ

where y�Hxk k2 corresponds to the ML metric. The ML method achieves the optimal

performance as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) detection when all the transmitted vectors

are equally likely. However, its complexity increases exponentially as modulation order

and/or the number of transmit antennas increases [234]. The required number of ML metric

calculation is jCjNT , that is, the complexity of metric calculation exponentially increases with

the number of antennas. Even if this particular method suffers from computational complexity,

its performance serves as a reference to other detectionmethods since it corresponds to the best
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possible performance. It has been shown that the number of ML metric calculations can be

reduced from jCjNT to jCjNT�1 by the modified ML (MML) detection method [234]. In other

words, it will be useful for reducing the complexity when NT ¼ 2. However, its complexity is

still too much for NT � 3.

Note that the linear detection methods in Section 11.1 and OSIC detection methods in

Section 11.2 require much lower complexity than the optimal ML detection, but their

performance is significantly inferior to the ML detection. The performances of the OSIC

detectionmethodwith post-detection SINR-based ordering and theMLdetection are compared

in Figure 11.4, which has been obtained by using Program 11.3. It is obvious that the ML

detection outperforms the OSIC detection. Therefore, there have been active researches to

develop the detectionmethods that still consider theML detection criterion in Equation (11.19)

while still achieving a near-optimal performance with less complexity.

MATLAB� Program: ML Signal Detection

Program 11.3 “ML_detector” for ML signal detection

function [X_hat]=ML_detector(y,H)

QAM_table = [-3-3j, -3-j, -3+3j, -3+j, -1-3j, -1-j, -1+3j, -1+j,

3-3j, 3-j, 3+3j, 3+j, 1-3j, 1-j, 1+3j, 1+j]/sqrt(10);

metric = 100000;

for l = 1:16

x_tmp(1) = QAM_table(l); Esti_y1(:,1) = y - H(:,1).*x1_tmp;

for m = 1:16

x_tmp(2) = QAM_table(m);

Esti_y2(:,1) = Esti_y1(:,1) - H(:,2).*x2_tmp;

for n = 1:16
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Figure 11.4 Performance comparison: OSIC vs. ML detection methods.
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x_tmp(3) = QAM_table(n);

Esti_y3(:,1) = Esti_y2(:,1) - H(:,3).*x3_tmp;

for o = 1:16

x_tmp(4) = QAM_table(o);

Esti_y4(:,1) = Esti_y3(:,1) - H(:,4).*x4_tmp;

metric_tmp = sqrt(Esti_y4(:,1)’*Esti_y4(:,1));

if metric_tmp<metric

X_hat = x_tmp; metric = metric_tmp;

end

end

end

end

end

11.4 Sphere Decoding Method

Sphere decoding (SD) method intends to find the transmitted signal vector with minimumML

metric, that is, to find the ML solution vector. However, it considers only a small set of vectors

within a given sphere rather than all possible transmitted signal vectors [235, 236]. SD adjusts

the sphere radius until there exists a single vector (ML solution vector) within a sphere. It

increases the radius when there exists no vector within a sphere, and decreases the radius when

there exist multiple vectors within the sphere.

In the sequel, we sketch the idea of SD through an example. Consider a square QAM in a

2� 2 complex MIMO channel. The underlying complex system can be converted into an

equivalent real system. Let yjR and yjI denote the real and imaginary parts of the received signal

at the jth receive antenna, that is, yjR ¼ Refyjg and yjI ¼ Imfyjg. Similarly, the input signal xi
from the ith antenna can be represented by xiR ¼ Refxig and xiI ¼ Imfxig. For the 2� 2

MIMO channel, the received signal can be expressed in terms of its real and imaginary parts

as follows:

y1Rþ jy1I

y2Rþ jy2I

" #
¼ h11Rþ jh11I h12Rþ jh12I

h21Rþ jh21I h22Rþ jh22I

" #
x1Rþ jx1I

x2Rþ jx2I

" #
þ z1Rþ jz1I

z2Rþ jz2I

" #
ð11:20Þ

where hij ¼ Refhijg, hij ¼ Imfhijg, zi ¼ Refzig, and zi ¼ Imfzig. The real and imaginary

parts of Equation (11.20) can be respectively expressed as

y1R

y2R

" #
¼ h11R h12R

h21R h22R

" #
x1R

x2R

" #
� h11I h12I

h21I h22I

" #
x1I

x2I

" #
þ z1R

z2R

" #

¼ h11R h12R �h11I �h12I
h21R h22R �h21I �h22I

" # x1R

x2R

x1I

x2I

2
66664

3
77775þ

z1R

z2R

" # ð11:21aÞ
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and

y1I

y2I

� �
¼ h11I h12I h11R h12R

h21I h22I h21R h22R

� � x1R

x2R

x1I

x2I

2
6664

3
7775þ z1I

z2I

� �
: ð11:21bÞ

The above two Equations (11.21a) and (11.21b) can be combined to yield the following

expression:

y1R

y2R

y1I

y2I

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
�y

¼

h11R h12R �h11I �h12I
h21R h22R �h21I �h22I
h11I h12I h11R h12R

h21I h22I h21R h22R

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
�H

x1R

x2R

x1I

x2I

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
�x

þ

z1R

z2R

z1I

z2I

2
6664

3
7775

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
�z

ð11:22Þ

For �y, �H, �x, and �z defined in Equation (11.22), the SD method exploits the following relation:

arg min
�x

�y��H�xk k2 ¼ arg min
�x

�x��̂x� �T �HT �H �x��̂x� � ð11:23Þ

where �̂x ¼ ð�HH �HÞ�1 �HH
�y, which is the unconstrained solution1 of the real system shown

in Equation (11.22). Equation (11.23) is proved in Appendix 11.A. It shows that the ML

solution can be determined by the different metric �x��̂x� �T �HT �H �x��̂x� �
. Consider the following

sphere with the radius of RSD:

�x��̂x� �T �HT �H �x��̂x� � 	 R2
SD: ð11:24Þ

The SD method considers only the vectors inside a sphere defined by Equation (11.24).

Figure 11.5 illustrates a sphere with the center of �̂x ¼ ð�HH �HÞ�1 �HH
�y and radius of RSD. In this

example, this sphere includes four candidate vectors, one of which is the ML solution vector.

We note that no vector outside the sphere can be the ML solution vector because their ML

metric values are bigger than the ones inside the sphere. If we were fortunate to choose the

closest one among the four candidate vectors, we can reduce the radius in Equation (11.24) so

thatwemay have a spherewithinwhich a single vector remains. In otherwords, theML solution

vector is now contained in this sphere with a reduced radius, as illustrated in Figure 11.5(b).

Note that the new metric in Equation (11.23) is also expressed as

�x��̂x� �T �HT �H �x��̂x� � ¼ �x��̂x� �T
RTR �x��̂x� � ¼ R �x��̂x� ��� ��2 ð11:25Þ

1 Being unconstrainedmeans that the entries of �x in Equation (11.23) are not constrained to be one of the symbol points

in signal constellation.
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where R is obtained from QR decomposition of the real channel matrix �H ¼ QR. When

NT ¼ NR ¼ 2, the metric in Equation (11.25) is given as

Rð�x��̂xÞ�� ��2 ¼
r11 r12 r13 r14

0 r22 r23 r24

0 0 r33 r34

0 0 0 r44

2
6664

3
7775

�x1��̂x1
�x2��̂x2
�x3��̂x3
�x4��̂x4

2
6664

3
7775

���������

���������

2

¼ r44 �x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2þ r33 �x3��̂x3

� �þ r34 �x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2

þ r22 �x2��̂x2
� �þ r23 �x3��̂x3

� �þ r24 �x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2

þ r11 �x1��̂x1
� �þ r12 �x2��̂x2

� �þ r13 �x3��̂x3
� �þ r14 �x4��̂x4

� ��� ��2

ð11:26Þ

From Equations (11.25) and (11.26), the sphere in Equation (11.24) can be expressed as

r44 �x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2þ r33 �x3��̂x3

� �þ r34 �x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2þ r22 �x2��̂x2

� �þ r23 �x3��̂x3
� �þ r24 �x4��̂x4

� ��� ��2
þ r11 �x1��̂x1

� �þ r12 �x2��̂x2
� �þ r13 �x3��̂x3

� �þ r14 �x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2 	 R2

SD

ð11:27Þ

Using the sphere in Equation (11.27), the details of SD method are now described with the

following four steps:

Step 1: Referring to Equation (11.27), we first consider a candidate value for �x4 in its own

single dimension, that is, which is arbitrarily chosen from the points in the sphere

jr44 �x4��̂x4
� �j2 	 R2

SD. In other words, this point must be chosen in the following range:

�̂x4�RSD

r44
	 �x4 	 �̂x4þ RSD

r44
ð11:28Þ

SDR

H x̂

adjusted
SDR

ML solution vector

(b) New sphere with the reduced radius (a) Original sphere 

H x̂

Figure 11.5 Illustration of the sphere in sphere decoding.
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Let ~�x4 denote the point chosen in Step 1. If there exists no candidate point satisfying the

inequalities, the radius needs to be increased. We assume that a candidate value was

successfully chosen. Then we proceed to Step 2.

Step 2: Referring to Equation (11.27) again, a candidate value for �x3 is chosen from the points

in the following sphere:

r44 ~�x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2þ r33 �x3��̂x3

� �þ r34 ~�x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2 	 R2

SD ð11:29Þ
which is equivalent to

�̂x3�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
SD� r44ð~�x4��̂x4Þ

�� ��2q
�r34ð~�x4��̂x4Þ

r33
	 �x3 	 �̂x3þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
SD� r44ð~�x4��̂x4Þ

�� ��2q
�r34ð~�x4��̂x4Þ

r33

ð11:30Þ
Note that ~�x4 in Equation (11.30) is the one already chosen in Step 1. If a candidate value for
�x3 does not exist, we go back to Step 1 and choose other candidate value ~�x4. Then search for
�x3 that meets the inequalities in Equation (11.30) for the given ~�x4. In case that no candidate
value �x3 exists with all possible values of ~�x4, we increase the radius of sphere, RSD, and

repeat the Step 1. Let ~�x4 and ~�x3 denote the final points chosen from Step 1 and Step 2,

respectively.

Step 3: Given ~�x4 and ~�x3, a candidate value for �x2 is chosen from the points in the following

sphere:

r44 ~�x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2þ r33 ~�x3��̂x3

� �þ r34 ~�x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2

þ r22 �x2��̂x2
� �þ r23 ~�x3��̂x3

� �þ r24 ~�x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2 	 R2

SD:
ð11:31Þ

Arbitrary value is chosen for �x2 inside the sphere of Equation (11.31). In choosing a point,

the inequality in Equation (11.31) is used as in the previous steps. If no candidate value for �x2
exists, we go back to Step 2 and choose another candidate value ~�x3. In case that no candidate
value for �x2 exists after trying all possible candidate values for ~�x3, we go back to Step 1 and

choose another candidate value for ~�x4. The final points chosen fromStep 1 throughStep 3 are

denoted as ~�x4, ~�x3, and ~�x2, respectively.
Step 4: Now, a candidate value for �x1 is chosen from the points in the following sphere:

r44 ~�x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2þ r33 ~�x3��̂x3

� �þ r34 ~�x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2þ r22 ~�x2��̂x2

� �þ r23 ~�x3��̂x3
� �þ r24 ~�x4��̂x4

� ��� ��2
þ r11 �x1��̂x1

� �þ r12 ~�x2��̂x2
� �þ r13 ~�x3��̂x3

� �þ r14 ~�x4��̂x4
� ��� ��2 	 R2

SD:

ð11:32Þ
An arbitrary value satisfying Equation (11.32) is chosen for �x1. If no candidate value for �x1
exists, we go back to Step 3 to choose other candidate value for ~�x2. In case that no candidate
value for �x1 exists after trying with all possible candidate values for ~�x2, we go back to Step 2
to choose another value for �x3. Let ~�x1 denote the candidate value for �x1. Once we find all

candidate values, ~�x4, ~�x3, ~�x2, and ~�x1, then the corresponding radius is calculated by using

Equation (11.32). Using the new reduced radius, Step 1 is repeated. If ~�x1 ~�x2 ~�x3 ~�x4
� �

turns out

to be a single point inside a sphere with that radius, it is declared as the ML solution vector

and our searching procedure stops.
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Program 11.4 (“SD_detector”) implements the SDmethod. Note that the performance of SD

is the same as that of ML, but the complexity is significantly reduced. Nowwe present a simple

example of sphere decoding to illustrate the above steps for 2� 2 MIMO system.

MATLAB� Programs: Sphere Decoding Method

Program 11.4 “SD_detector”

function [X_hat]=SD_detector(y,H,NT)

% Input parameters

% y : received signal, NRx1

% H : Channel matrix, NRxNT

% NT : number of Tx antennas

% Output parameter

% X_hat : estimated signal, NTx1

global x_list; % candidate symbols in real constellations

global x_now; % temporary x_vector elements

global x_hat; % inv(H)*y

global x_sliced; % sliced x_hat

global x_pre; % x vectors obtained in the previous stage

global real_constellation; % real constellation

global R; % R in the QR decomposition

global radius_squared; % radius^2

global x_metric; % ML metrics of previous stage candidates

global len; % NT*2

QAM_table2 = [-3-3j, -3-j, -3+3j, -3+j, -1-3j, -1-j, -1+3j, -1+j,3-3j,

3-j, 3+3j, 3+j, 1-3j, 1-j, 1+3j, 1+j]/sqrt(10); % 16-QAM

real_constellation = [-3 -1 1 3]/sqrt(10);

y =[real(y); imag(y)]; % y : complex vector -> real vector

H =[real(H) -(imag(H)) ; imag(H) real(H)];

% H : complex vector -> real vector

len = NT*2; % complex -> real

x_list = zeros(len,4); % 4 : real constellation length, 16-QAM

x_now = zeros(len,1);

x_hat = zeros(len,1);

x_pre = zeros(len,1);

x_metric = 0;

[Q,R] = qr(H); % NR x NT QR decomposition

x_hat = inv(H)*y; % zero forcing equalization

x_sliced = QAM16_real_slicer(x_hat,len)’; % slicing

radius_squared = norm(R*(x_sliced-x_hat))^2; % Radious^2

transition = 1; % meaning of transition

% 0 : radius*2, 1
len : stage number

% len+1 : compare two vectors in terms of norm values

% len+2 : finish

flag = 1; % transition tracing

% 0 : stage index increases by +1

% 1 : stage index decreases by -1

% 2 : 1->len+2 or len+1->1

while(transition<len+2)
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if transition == 0 % radius_squared*2

[flag,transition,radius_squared,x_list]

= radius_control(radius_squared,transition);

elseif transition <= len

[flag,transition] = stage_processing(flag,transition);

elseif transition == len+1 %

[flag,transition] = compare_vector_norm(transition);

end

end

ML = x_pre;

for i=1:len/2

X_hat(i) = ML(i)+j*ML(i+len/2);

end

Let us illustrate the complexity of SD with the example of 2� 2 MIMO system. As can be

observed in Figure 11.6, the complexity of SD depends on howwell the initial radius is chosen.

Although an initial radius can be determined in various ways, suppose that the initial radius

is determined as

R2
SD ¼

X4
i¼1

X4
k¼i

rik ��xk��̂xk
� ������

�����
2

ð11:33Þ

where �̂x ¼ �̂x1 �̂x2 �̂x3 �̂x4
� �T

is the unconstrained LS solution, and ��xi ¼ Q �̂xi
� �

, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4.
Note that computation of the initial radius in Equation (11.33) requires 14 real multi-

plications. Using this initial radius, the inequality conditions for candidate selection for �xi,
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Figure 11.6 The complexity of SD for 16-QAM, 2� 2MIMOchannel, and ZFmethod for initial radius

calculation.
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i ¼ 4�sþ 1 in Step s, s ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, can be generalized as

x̂i;LSþ �ai�bi
rii

	 xi 	 x̂i;LSþ ai�bi
rii

ð11:34Þ

where

ai ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
SD�

X4

k¼iþ 1

X4

p¼k rkp
~�xp��̂xp;LS
� ���� ���2

r
and bi ¼

X4

k¼iþ 1
rik ��xk��̂xk
� �

:

In Equation (11.34), f~�xkg4k¼iþ 1 are the selected symbols in the previous steps. Using the fact

that each symbol �xk is an integer, and reusing the results in the previous steps, one

multiplication, two divisions, and one square-root operations are required for calculating the

Equation (11.34). In the first step ðs ¼ 1Þ, b4 ¼ 0 and thus, one division and one square-root

operation are required. In order to calculate the new radius using a new vector of length

2� NRð¼ 4Þ, only one multiplication is required, because the results in the previous steps

can be reused. Table 11.1 summarizes the complexity of SD. In Table 11.1, the calculation

�̂x ¼ ð�HÞ�1�y refers to the multiplication of �H
�1

and �y, excluding the calculation of �H
�1
.

Program11.4 (“SD_detector”) can be used to evaluate the complexity of SD. Figure 11.6 shows

the complexity SD in terms of the sum of multiplication, division, and square-root operations,

as SNR varies. As the SNR increases, the ZF solution �̂x becomes more likely to coincide with

the ML solution vector. Therefore, the initial radius is properly chosen as in Figure 11.4b,

eliminating the necessity of adjusting the radius. Note that the complexity of the ML signal

detection corresponds to theMLmetric calculation of 162 ¼ 256 times.Assuming that four real

multiplications are required for each ML metric calculation, 256� 4 ¼ 1024 real multi-

plications are required in total. The main drawback of SD is that its complexity depends on

SNR. Furthermore, theworst-case complexity is the same as that ofML detection, although the

average complexity is significantly reduced as shown in Figure 11.6.

Program 11.5 “state_processing”

function [flag,transition] = stage_processing(flag,transition)

% Input

% flag : previous stage index

% flag = 0 : stage index decreased

-> x_now empty -> new x_now

Table 11.1 Complexity of sphere decoding in each step.

Multiplications Divisions Square roots

�̂x ¼ ð�HÞ�1�y 16 0 0

R2
SD in Equation (11.33) 14 0 0

Step 1 0 1 1

Step 2–4 each 1 2 1

R2
SD update 1 0 0
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% flag = 1 : stage index decreased -> new x_now

% flag = 2 : previous stage index =len+1

-> If R>R’> start from the first stage

% transition : stage number

% Output

% flag : stage number is calculated from flag

% transition : next stage number, 0 : R*2, 1: next stage,

len+2: finish

global x_list x_metric x_now x_hat R

global real_constellation radius_squared x_sliced

stage_index = length(R(1,:))-(transition-1);

if flag==2 % previous stage=len+1 : recalculate radius R’

radius_squared = norm(R*(x_sliced-x_hat))^2;

end

if flag
=0% previous stage=len+1 or 0

% -> upper and lower bound calculation, x_list(stage_index,:)

[bound_lower bound_upper] = bound(transition);

for i =1:4 % search for a candidate in x_now(stage_index),

% 4=size(real_constellation), 16-QAM assumed

if bound_lower <= real_constellation(i)

&& real_constellation(i) <= bound_upper

list_len = list_length(x_list(stage_index,:));

x_list(stage_index,list_len+1) = real_constellation(i);

end

end

end

list_len = list_length(x_list(stage_index,:));

if list_len==0 % no candidate in x_now

if x_metric == 0 || transition 
= 1

% transition >=2 > if no candidate > decrease stage index

flag = 0;

transition = transition-1;

elseif x_metric 
= 0 && transition == 1

% above two conditions are met> ML solution found

transition = length(R(1,:))+2; % finish stage

end

else % candidate exist in x_now > increase stage index

flag = 1;

transition = transition+1;

x_now(stage_index) = x_list(stage_index,1);

x_list(stage_index,:) = [x_list(stage_index,[2:4]) 0];

end

Program 11.6 “list_length”

function [len]=list_length(list)

% Input

% list : vector type

% Output
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% len : index number

len = 0;

for i=1:4

if list(i)==0, break; else len = len+1; end

end

Program 11.7 “bound”

function [bound_lower,bound_upper]=bound(transition)

% Input

% R : [Q R] = qr(H)

% radius_squared : R^2

% transition : stage number

% x_hat : inv(H)*y

% x_now : slicing x_hat

% Output

% bound_lower : bound lower

% bound_upper : bound upper

global R radius_squared x_now x_hat

len = length(x_hat);

temp_sqrt = radius_squared;

temp_k=0;

for i=1:1:transition-1

temp_abs=0;

for k=1:1:i

index_1 = len-(i-1);

index_2 = index_1+ (k-1);

temp_k = R(index_1,index_2)*(x_now(index_2)-x_hat(index_2));

temp_abs=temp_abs+temp_k;

end

temp_sqrt = temp_sqrt - abs(temp_abs)^2;

end

temp_sqrt = sqrt(temp_sqrt);

temp_no_sqrt = 0;

index_1 = len-(transition-1);

index_2 = index_1;

for i=1:1:transition-1

index_2 = index_2+1;

temp_i = R(index_1,index_2)*(x_now(index_2)-x_hat(index_2));

temp_no_sqrt = temp_no_sqrt - temp_i;

end

temp_lower = -temp_sqrt + temp_no_sqrt;

temp_upper = temp_sqrt + temp_no_sqrt;

index = len-(transition-1);

bound_lower = temp_lower/R(index,index) + x_hat(index);

bound_upper = temp_upper/R(index,index) + x_hat(index);

bound_upper = fix(bound_upper*sqrt(10))/sqrt(10);

bound_lower = ceil(bound_lower*sqrt(10))/sqrt(10);
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Program 11.8 “radius_control”

function [flag,transition,radius_squared,x_list]

=radius_control(radius_squared,transition)

% Input parameters

% radius_squared : current radius

% transition : current stage number

% Output parameters

% radius_squared : doubled radius

% transition : next stage number

% flag : next stage number is calculated from flag

global len;

radius_squared = radius_squared*2;

transition = transition+1;

flag = 1;

x_list(len,:)=zeros(1,4);

Program 11.9 “vector_comparison”

function [check]=vector_comparison(vector_1,vector_2)

% To check if the two vectors are the same

% Input

% pre_x : vector 1

% now_x : vector 2

% Output

% check : 1-> same vectors, 0-> different vectors

check = 0;

len1 = length(vector_1); len2 = length(vector_2);

if len1
=len2, error(’Vector size is different’); end

for column_num = 1:len1

if vector_1(column_num,1)==vector_2(column_num,1)

check = check + 1;

end

end

if check == len1, check = 1; else check = 0; end

Program 11.10 “compare_vector_norm”

function [flag,transition]=compare_vector_norm(transition)

% stage index increased(flag = 1) : recalculate x_list(index,:)

% stage index decreased(flag = 0) : in the previous stage,

no candidate x_now in x_list

% Input

% flag : previous stage

% transition : stage number

% Output
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% flag : next stage number is calculated from flag

% transition : next stage number

global x_list x_pre x_metric x_now x_hat R len radius_squared x_sliced

vector_identity = vector_comparison(x_pre,x_now);

% check if the new candidate is among the ones we found before

if vector_identity==1 % if 1 > ML solution found

len_total = 0;

for i=1:len % if the vector is unique > len_total = 0

len_total = len_total + list_length(x_list(i,:));

end

if len_total==0 % ML solution vector found

transition = len+2; % finish

flag = 1;

else % more than one candidates

transition = transition-1; % go back to the previous stage

flag =0;

end

else % if 0 > new candidate vector is different from the previous candidate

vector and norm is smaller > restart

x_sliced_temp = x_now;

metric_temp = norm(R*(x_sliced_temp-x_hat))^2;

if metric_temp<=radius_squared

% new candidate vector has smaller metric > restart

x_pre = x_now; x_metric = metric_temp; x_sliced = x_now;

transition = 1; % restart

flag = 2;

x_list=zeros(len,4); x_now=zeros(len,1); % initialization

else % new candidate vector has a larger ML metric

transition = transition-1; % go back to the previous stage

flag =0;

end

end

11.5 QRM-MLD Method

Assuming that the numbers of the transmit and receive antennas are equal, consider QR

decomposition of the channelmatrix, that is,H ¼ QR. Then, theMLmetric inEquation (11.19)

can be equivalently expressed as

y�Hxk k ¼ y�QRxk k
¼ QH y�QRxð Þ�� ��
¼ ~y�Rxk k:

ð11:35Þ

We note that QR decomposition also has been applied to sphere decoding in Equation (11.25)

where it is for an equivalent real system. In Equation (11.35), however, it is for a complex

channel matrix. In the following discussion, we will illustrate the QRM-MLD method [237,
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238] for NT ¼ NR ¼ 4, in which case Equation (11.35) can be expanded as

~y�Rxk k2 ¼

~y1

~y2

~y3

~y4

2
66664

3
77775�

r11 r12 r13 r14

0 r22 r23 r24

0 0 r33 r34

0 0 0 r44

2
66664

3
77775

x1

x2

x3

x4

2
66664

3
77775

����������

����������

2

¼ ~y4�r44x4j j2þ ~y3�r33x3�r34x4j j2þ ~y2�r22x2�r23x3�r24x4j j2

þ ~y1�r11x1�r12x2�r13x3�r14x4j j2

ð11:36Þ

Let C denote a signal constellation. To facilitate the following discussion, let
arg minM
ðx1;x2;���;xnÞ

f ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ operation to select M of candidate vector ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ that
correspond toM smallest values of f ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ. Referring to Equation (11.36), the QRM-
MLD method is detailed with the following four steps, one for each symbol:

Step 1: Among Cj j candidates for x4 2 C, select M of them that correspond to M smallest

values of f1ðx4Þ ¼ ~y4�r44x4j j2. Let ~x4;c;1 denote one of those M selected symbols,

c ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;M, that is,

~x4;c;1
	 
M

c¼1 ¼ arg minM
x42C

f1ðx4Þ ð11:37Þ

Step 2: Among M � Cj j candidate vectors for f½x3 ~x4;c;1�gMc¼1 where x3 2 C, select M of

them that corresponds to M smallest values of f2ðx3; ~x4;c;1Þ ¼ j~y4�r44~x4;c;1j2þ
j~y3�r33x3�r34~x4;c;1j2 for f~x4;c;1gMc¼1 given from Step 1. Let ½~x3;c;2 ~x4;c;2� denote one of

those M selected vectors, that is,

~x3;c;2 ~x4;c;2
� �	 
M

c¼1 ¼ arg minM
x32C;f~x4;c;1gMc¼1

f2 x3; ~x4;c;1
� �

: ð11:38Þ

Step 3: Among M � Cj j candidate vectors for f½x2 ~x3;c;2 ~x4;c;2�gMc¼1 where x2 2 C, select M

of them that corresponds to M smallest values of f3ðx2; ~x3;c;2; ~x4;c;2Þ ¼ j~y4�r44~x4;c;2j2þ
j~y3�r33~x3;c;2�r34~x4;c;2j2 þ j~y2�r22x2�r23~x3;c;2�r24~x4;c;2j2. Let f½~x2;c;3 ~x3;c;3 ~x4;c;3�gMc¼1
denote those M selected vectors, that is,

~x2;c;3 ~x3;c;3 ~x4;c;3
� �	 
M

c¼1 ¼ arg minM
x22C;f½x3;c;2;x4;c;2�gMc¼1

f3 x2; ~x3;c;2; ~x4;c;2
� �

: ð11:39Þ

Step 4: AmongM � Cj j candidate vectors for f½x1~x2;c;3 ~x3;c;3 ~x4;c;3�gMc¼1 where x1 2 C, select

M of them that corresponds to M smallest values of f4ðx1; ~x2;c;3; ~x3;c;3; ~x4;c;3Þ ¼
j~y4� r44~x4;c;3j2þ j~y3� r33~x3;c;3� r34~x4;c;3j2þ j~y2� r22~x2;c;3� r23~x3;c;3� r24~x4;c;3j2 þ j~y1�
r11x1�r12~x2;c;3�r13~x3;c;3�r14~x4;c;3j2. Let f½~x1;c;4 ~x2;c;4 ~x3;c;4 ~x4;c;4�gMc¼1 denote those M
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selected vectors, that is,

~x1;c;4 ~x2;c;4 ~x3;c;4 ~x4;c;4
� �	 
M

c¼1 ¼ argminM
x12C;f½~x2;c;3 ~x3;c;3 ~x4;c;3�gMc¼1

f4 x1; ~x2;c;3; ~x3;c;3; ~x4;c;3
� � ð11:40Þ

Among M candidate vectors found in the above, only one that minimizes the metric in

Equation (11.36) will be selected as the final detected symbol in the hard decision receiver,

while the rest of ðM�1Þ vectors are discarded. In casewe intend to provide soft decision values,
however, M � Cj j candidate vectors, f½x1 2 C~x2;c;3 ~x3;c;3 ~x4;c;3�gMc¼1, and their metric values

are stored and used. This soft decision approach will be extensively treated in Section 11.7.4.

The performance of QRM-MLD depends on the parameter M. As M increases, its

performance approaches ML performance at the sacrifice of the complexity. Program

11.11 (“QRM_MLD_detector”) can be used to perform the QRD-MLD method.

Figure 11.7 shows the performance of QRM-MLD for M ¼ 4 and 16. When M ¼ 16,

QRM-MLD achieves the same performance as SD which corresponds to the ML

performance. When M ¼ 4, however, QRM-MLD performance degrades at the benefit

of the reduced complexity. It implies that the optimal performance of QRM-MLD is

warranted only with a sufficiently large value of M. Note that the complexity of SD in

Section 11.4 depends on SNR, channel condition number, and method of initial radius

calculation. Regardless of SNR and channel condition number, however, the complexity

of QRM-MLD is fixed for the given value of M, which makes its hardware implementa-

tion simpler.

Figure 11.7 Performance comparison: SD vs. QRM-MLD.
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MATLAB� Programs: QRM-MLD Method

Program 11.11 “QRM_MLD_detector”

function [X_hat]=QRM_MLD_detector(Y,H)

% Input

% Y : Received signal, NRx1

% H : Channel matrix, NTxNT

% Output

% X_hat : Estimated signal, NTx1

global NT M; % NT=# of Tx antenna, M=M-algorithm parameter

QAM_table = [-3-3j, -3-j, -3+3j, -3+j, -1-3j, -1-j, -1+3j, -1+j, 3-3j,

3-j, 3+3j, 3+j, 1-3j, 1-j, 1+3j, 1+j]/sqrt(10); % QAM table

[Q,R] = qr(H); % QR-decomposition

Y_tilde = Q’*Y;

symbol_replica = zeros(NT,M,NT); % QAM table index

for stage = 1:NT

symbol_replica = stage_processing(symbol_replica,stage);

end

X_hat = QAM_table(symbol_replica(:,1));

Program 11.12 “stage_processing1”

function [symbol_replica] = stage_processing(symbol_replica,stage)

% Input

% symbol_replica : M candidate vectors

% stage : Stage number

% Output

% symbol_replica : M candidate vectors

global NT M; % NT=Number of Tx antennas, M=M-algorithm parameter

if stage==1; m = 1; else m = M; end

symbol_replica_norm = calculate_norm(symbol_replica,stage);

[symbol_replica_norm_sorted, symbol_replica_sorted]

= sort_matrix(symbol_replica_norm);

% sort in norm order, data is in a matrix form

symbol_replica_norm_sorted = symbol_replica_norm_sorted(1:M);

symbol_replica_sorted = symbol_replica_sorted(:,[1:M]);

if stage>=2

for i=1:m

symbol_replica_sorted([2:stage],i) = ...

symbol_replica([1:stage-1],symbol_replica_sorted(2,i),(NT+2)-stage);

end

end

if stage==1% In stage 1, size of symbol_replica_sorted is 2xM,

the second row is not necessary

symbol_replica([1:stage],:,(NT+1)-stage) =

symbol_replica_sorted(1,:);

else

symbol_replica([1:stage],:,(NT+1)-stage) = symbol_replica_sorted;

end
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Program 11.13 “calculate_norm”

function [symbol_replica_norm]=calculate_norm(symbol_replica,stage)

% Input

% symbol_replica : M candidate vectors

% stage : stage number

% Output

% symbol_replica_norm : Norm values of M candidate vectors

global QAM_table R Y_tilde NT M;

%[Q,R]=qr(H), Y_tilde=Q’*Y, NT=# of Tx antenna, M=M-algorithm parameter

if stage==1; m = 1; else m = M; end

stage_index = (NT+1)-stage;

for i=1:m

X_temp = zeros(NT,1);

for a=NT:-1:(NT+2)-stage

X_temp(a) = QAM_table(symbol_replica((NT+1)-a,i,stage_index+1));

end

X_temp([(NT+2)-stage:(NT)]) = wrev(X_temp([(NT+2)-stage:(NT)]));

% reordering

Y_tilde_now = Y_tilde([(NT+1)-stage:(NT)]);

% Y_tilde used in the current stage

R_now = R([(NT+1)-stage:(NT)],[(NT+1)-stage:(NT)]);

% R used in the current stage

for k=1:length(QAM_table) % norm calculation,

% the norm values in the previous stages can be used, however,

% we recalculate them in an effort to simplify the MATLAB code

X_temp(stage_index) = QAM_table(k);

X_now = X_temp([(NT+1)-stage:(NT)]);

symbol_replica_norm(i,k) = norm(Y_tilde_now - R_now*X_now)^2;

end

end

Program 11.14 “sort_matrix”

function [entry_sorted,entry_index_sorted]=sort_matrix(matrix)

% Input

% matrix : A matrix to be sorted

% Output

% entry_sorted : increasingly ordered norm

% entry_index_sorted : ordered QAM_table index

[Nrow,Ncol] = size(matrix);

flag=0; % flag = 1 > the least norm is found

matrix_T=matrix.’; vector=matrix_T(:).’; % matrix > vector form

entry_index_sorted =[];

for m=1:Nrow*Ncol

entry_min = min(vector); flag=0;

for i=1:Nrow

if flag==1, break; end

for k=1:Ncol

if flag==1, break; end
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entry_temp = matrix(i,k);

if entry_min==entry_temp

entry_index_sorted = [entry_index_sorted [k; i]];

entry_sorted(m) = entry_temp;

vector((i-1)*Ncol+k) = 10000000;

flag=1;

end

end

end

end

11.6 Lattice Reduction-Aided Detection

In general, the linear detection and OSIC methods may increase the noise component in the

course of linear filtering, thereby degrading the performance. Such noise enhancement problem

becomes critical, especially when the condition number of channel matrix increases as

discussed in Section 11.1. Lattice reduction method can be useful for reducing the condition

numbers of channel matrices [239, 240]. Figure 11.8 illustrates two different sets of basis

vectors that span the same space for two transmit antenna cases. Each vector corresponds to one

of two columns in the channel matrix.

Thebasis vector set inFigure 11.8(a) has a larger condition number than that in Figure 11.8(b).

A basis vector set with a small condition number reduces the noise enhancement in the linear

detection andOSICmethods.When the basis vectors are orthogonal as in Figure 11.8(b), there is

no noise enhancement at all in the process of linear filtering; thus ZF linear detection in

Section 11.1 achieves the same error performance as ML or SD. The simplicity of Alamouti

decoding in Section 10.3.1 is attributed to the fact that the virtual channel matrix is composed of

orthogonal column vectors.

Using QR decomposition �H ¼ QR, the system of Equation (11.22) is expressed as

�y ¼ �H�xþ�z ¼ QR�xþ�z: ð11:41Þ

1h

2h
1h

2h

(a) A basis vector set with a large condition number (b) An orthogonal basis vector set 

Figure 11.8 Two sets of basis vectors that span the same space.
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Multiplying both sides with QH , we have

~�y ¼ QH�y ¼ R�xþ~�z ð11:42Þ
where ~�z ¼ QH�z. SinceQ is unitary, the statistical characteristics of noise components does not

change, that is, ~�z and �z have the same statistics, while �H has the same condition number as R.

Since jjQRjj2 ¼ jjRQjj2 ¼ jjRjj2 for a unitary matrix Q where jj � jj2 denotes the matrix-

induced norm2, the condition numbers of �H and R are equal, that is, k2 �Hð Þ ¼
�Hk kk�H�1k ¼ QRk k R�1QH

�� �� ¼ Rk k R�1
�� �� ¼ k2 Rð Þ. We note that lattice reduction does

not necessarily require QR decomposition, but it will be much simpler with the triangular

matrix from the implementation perspective. In the following subsections, we show how the

condition number can be reduced for a triangular matrix by a lattice reduction technique.

11.6.1 Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz (LLL) Algorithm

Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz (LLL) algorithm can be used to reduce the condition number of a

triangular matrix [239, 240]. We consider a real system described in Equation (11.41). Our

objective is to build an equivalent system equation that is better conditioned than Equa-

tion (11.41) whose condition number depends on R. In the sequel, let us present the LLL

algorithm for 4� 4 matrixR ¼ r1 r2 r3 r4½ � where frig4i¼1 are the ith column vectors ofR. Let

rj;i denote the ð j; iÞth entry of matrix R. Consider another 4� 4 matrix T ¼ t1 t2 t3 t4½ � where
ftig4i¼1 is the ith column vector. At the time of initialization, T is set to an identity matrix (i.e.,

T ¼ I4�4). In general, it takes (N-1) steps in this algorithm for lattice reduction with an N � N

matrix. In our 4� 4 matrix example, we follow the three steps shown below, each of which

reduces the length of the second, third, and fourth column vectors of R.

Step 1 (Length reduction of the second column vector r2): Define m1;2 as

m1;2 ¼
r1;2

r1;1

� �
ð11:43Þ

where �h i denotes the integer closest to the argument. Using m1;2 in Equation (11.43), the

second column vectors of matrices R and T are modified as

r2 r2�m 1;2r1

t2 t2�m1;2 t1
ð11:44Þ

If m1;2 ¼ 0, the above two modifications must be skipped. If the modified matrix R does not

satisfy the following condition:

dr21;1 	 r21;2þ r22;2 ð11:45Þ
where 1=4 < d 	 1, the corresponding two column vectors of R and T are exchanged as

R r2 r1 r3 r4½ �
T t2 t1 t3 t4½ � ð11:46Þ

2 For a matrix A 2 Cm�n, the matrix-induced norm is defined as Ak k2 ¼ arg maxx
Axk k2
xk k2

.
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The above updatedmatrixR is not upper-triangular, requiring the followingGivens rotation so

that the new matrix may still be upper-triangular:

R Q1R ð11:47Þ

The modification is reflected on the unitary matrix Q as follows:

Q QQT
1 ð11:48Þ

where Q1 is an orthogonal rotation matrix that is defined as

Q1 ¼

a1 b1 0 0

�b1 a1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

2
6664

3
7775 ð11:49Þ

with a1 and b1 given as

a1 ¼ r1;1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r21;1þ r22;1

q and b1 ¼
r2;1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r21;1þ r22;1

q ð11:50Þ

Then we go back to the beginning of Step 1 and repeat the same process until the condition in

(11.45) is satisfied. Once the condition in (11.45) is satisfied, operations in (11.47) and (11.48)

are skipped on to Step 2.

Step 2 (Length reduction of the third column vector r3): Define m2;3 as

m2;3 ¼
r2;3

r2;2

� �
ð11:51Þ

Using m2;3 in Equation (11.51), the third column vectors of R and T are modified as

r3 r3�m2;3 r2
t3 t3�m2;3 t2

ð11:52Þ

Subsequently, define m1;3 as

m1;3 ¼
r1;3

r1;1

� �
ð11:53Þ

Using m1;3, the third column vectors of R and T are again modified as

r3 r3�m1;3 r1
t3 t3�m1;3 t1

ð11:54Þ
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Note that the calculation of m2;3 and the corresponding reduction in (11.52) are performed

prior to the calculation of m1;3 and the corresponding reduction in (11.54). The following

condition is then checked to decide whether the second and third column vectors need to be

exchanged:

dr22;2 	 r22;3þ r23;3 ð11:55Þ

In otherwords, if themodifiedmatrixRwith (11.54) does not satisfy the condition in (11.55),

the second and third column vectors of R and T are exchanged as

R r1 r3 r2 r4½ �
T t1 t3 t2 t4½ � ð11:56Þ

The above updated matrix R is not upper-triangular and requires the following Givens

rotation so that the new matrix may still be upper-triangular:

R Q2R ð11:57Þ

The modification is reflected on the unitary matrix Q as follows:

Q QQT
2 ð11:58Þ

where Q2 is an orthogonal rotation matrix that is defined as

Q2 ¼
1 0 0 0

0 a2 b2 0

0 �b2 a2 0

0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775 ð11:59Þ

with a2 and b2 given as

a2 ¼ r2;2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r22;2þ r23;2

q and b2 ¼
r3;2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r22;2þ r23;2

q : ð11:60Þ

Note that the length of the second column was reduced in Step 1. In the case where the

condition in (11.55) is not satisfied, in which consequently the second and third columns are

exchanged, it requires reduction of the length of the new second column vector. Thus, we go

back to Step 1 and repeat the same process until the condition in (11.55) is satisfied. Once

the condition in (11.55) is satisfied, we go on to the Step 3. In this example, the

above condition is assumed to be met, thus no column vector exchange is necessary.

Step 3 (Length reduction of the fourth column vector r4): Define m3;4 as

m3;4 ¼
r3;4

r3;3

� �
ð11:61Þ
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Using the above m3;4, the fourth column vectors of R and T are modified as

r4 r4�m3;4 r3

t4 t4�m3;4 t3
ð11:62Þ

Subsequently, we define m2;4 as

m2;4 ¼
r2;4

r2;2

� �
ð11:63Þ

Note that the above r2;4 has been modified in Equation (11.62). Using the above m2;4, the

fourth column vectors of R and T are again modified as

r4 r4�m2;4 r2

t4 t4�m2;4 t2
ð11:64Þ

Finally, we define m1;4 as

m1;4 ¼
r1;4

r1;1

� �
ð11:65Þ

which will be used to modify the fourth column vectors as

r4 r4�m1;4 r1

t4 t4�m1;4 t1
ð11:66Þ

Then the following condition is checked:

dr23;3 	 r23;4 þ r24;4 ð11:67Þ

If the condition (11.67) is satisfied, a procedure of the LLL lattice reduction is complete.

Otherwise, the two column vectors of R and T are exchanged as

R r1 r2 r4 r3½ �
T t1 t2 t4 t3½ � ð11:68Þ

We convert the matrix R into an upper-triangular matrix via the following Givens rotation:

R Q3R

Q QQT
3

ð11:69Þ
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where Q is the orthogonal rotation matrix that is defined as

Q3 ¼
1 1 0 0

1 1 0 0

0 0 a3 b3
0 0 �b3 a3

2
664

3
775 ð11:70Þ

with a3 and b3 given as

a3 ¼ r3;3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r23;3þ r24;3

q and b3 ¼
r4;3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r23;3þ r24;3

q ð11:71Þ

In case that the condition in (11.67) is not satisfied, in which consequently the third and fourth

columns are exchanged, it requires the reduction of the length of the new third column vector.

Thus, we go back to Step 2 and repeat the same procedure until the condition in (11.67) is

satisfied.

In the above procedure, we started with Q, R, and T ¼ I as inputs to the LLL algorithm.

According to the LLL algorithm, these matrices have been modified to yield a new set of

matrices,QLLL,RLLL, andTLLL. Note that the condition number ofRLLL is less than or equal to

that of R. Using the new matrix set, the system of Equation (11.41) can be re-written as

�y ¼ �H�xþ�z

¼ QR�xþ�z

¼ QLLLRLLLT
�1
LLL�xþ�z

ð11:72Þ

whereT�1LLL is used to recover Q and R from their modifications. Also note that the matrixQLLL

is still orthogonal, because the input matrixQ has been modified only by multiplications with

orthogonal rotation matrices whenever necessary.

11.6.2 Application of Lattice Reduction

The above lattice reduction can be combined with various signal detection methods. If the

lattice reduction is combined with the linear detection methods in Section 11.1, noise

enhancement can be mitigated, especially when the original condition number is too large.

The same is true for OSIC signal detection in Section 11.2. If the lattice reduction is made for

SD in Section 11.4, the initial guess becomes more likely to be an ML solution, thus providing

a smaller sphere radius. In this subsection, for instance, we consider the lattice reduction

associated with the linear MMSE detection method.

Multiplying both sides of Equation (11.72) with QH
LLL, we have

QH
LLL�y ¼ RLLLT

�1
LLL�xþQH

LLL�z ð11:73Þ
If we let ~�y ¼ QH

LLL�y, ~�x ¼ T�1LLL�x, and ~�z ¼ QH
LLL�z, Equation (11.73) is represented in a new form

of system equations:
~�y ¼ RLLL

~�x þ~�z ð11:74Þ
which is expected to be well-conditioned3. Suppose that the linear MMSE signal detection

technique is applied to the above well-conditioned system equation to yield the estimate of ~�x,

3 When the system matrix has a small condition number, the corresponding system is said to be well-conditioned.
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denoted as �̂x, that is,

�̂xMMSE ¼ RH
LLLRLLLþs2

zI
� ��1

RH
LLL

~�y ð11:75Þ

Note that �̂xMMSE is the estimate of ~�x ¼ T�1LLL�x. Since the entries of the matrix TLLL are integers

and its determinant is unity, the entries ofT�1LLL are also integers. Thus, if the entries of �̂xMMSE in

Equation (11.75) have non-integer parts, the entries can be sliced so that the estimated values

can be composed of the closest integer values. Let ~�xsliced denote the corresponding sliced value.
Then the estimate of �x is obtained as

�̂x ¼ T�1LLL
~�xsliced ð11:76Þ

Program 11.15 (“LRAD_MMSE”) implements the MMSE detection method subject to the

lattice reduction using Lenstrat-Lenstra-Lovasz (LLL) algorithm. Its BER performance is

shown in Figure 11.9, which has been obtained by running Program 11.15. It is clear that the

lattice reduction significantly improves the performance of the linear MMSE signal detection

method.

MATLAB� Programs: Lattice Reduction-Aided MMSE Detection

Program 11.15 “LRAD_MMSE” for Lattice Reduction-Aided Detector with MMSE

detection

function [X_estimate] = LRAD_MMSE(H_complex,y,sigma2,delta)

% Lattice Reduction-Aided Detector with MMSE

% Input

% H_complex : Complex channel matrix, NRxNT

% y : Complex received signal, NRx1

Figure 11.9 Performance improvement with lattice reduction: NT ¼ NR ¼ 4.
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% sigma2 : Noise variance

% delta : Scaling variable

% Output

% X_estimate : Estimated signal, NTx1

Nt = 4; Nr = 4; N = 2*Nt;

H_real=[[real(H_complex) -imag(H_complex)];

[imag(H_complex) real(H_complex)]]; % Complex to Real channel

H=[H_real; sqrt(sigma2)*eye(N)];

y_real=[real(y); imag(y)]; % Complex y -> Real y

y=[y_real;zeros(N,1)];

[Q,R,P,p] = SQRD(H); % sorted QR decomposition

[W,L,T] = original_LLL(Q,R,N,delta); % W*L = Q*R*T

H_tilde = H*P*T; % H*P = Q*R

X_temp = inv(H_tilde’*H_tilde)*H_tilde’*y; % MMSE detection

X_temp = round(X_temp); % Slicing

X_temp = P*T*X_temp;

for i=1:Nr % real x -> complex x

X_estimate(i) = X_temp(i)+j*X_temp(i+4);

end

Program 11.16 “original_LLL”

function [Q,R,T] = original_LLL(Q,R,m,delta)

% Input

% Q : Orthogonal matrix, NRxNT

% R : R with a large condition number

% m : Column size of H

% delta : Scaling variable

% Output

% Q : Orthogonal matrix, NRxNT

% R : R with a small condition number

% T : Unimodular matrix

P=eye(m); T=P; k=2;

while (k<=m)

for j=k-1:-1:1

mu = round(R(j,k)/R(j,j));

if mu
=0
R(1:j,k)=R(1:j,k)-mu*R(1:j,j); T(:,k)=T(:,k)-mu*T(:,j);

end

end

if (delta*R(k-1,k-1)^2 > R(k,k)^2+R(k-1,k)^2) % column change

R(:,[k-1 k])=R(:,[k k-1]); T(:,[k-1 k])=T(:,[k k-1]);

%calculate Givens rotation matrix such that R(k,k-1) becomes zero

alpha = R(k-1,k-1)/sqrt(R(k-1:k,k-1).’*R(k-1:k,k-1));

beta = R(k,k-1)/sqrt(R(k-1:k,k-1).’*R(k-1:k,k-1));

theta = [alpha beta; -beta alpha];

R(k-1:k,k-1:m)=theta*R(k-1:k,k-1:m);

Q(:,k-1:k)=Q(:,k-1:k)*theta.’;
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k=max([k-1 2]);

else k=k+1;

end

end

Program 11.17 “SQRD”

function [Q,R,P,p] = SQRD(H)

% Sorted QR decomposition

% Input

% H : complex channel matrix, NRxNT

% Output

% Q : orthogonal matrix, NRxNT

% P : permutation matrix

% p : ordering information

Nt=size(H,2); Nr=size(H,1)-Nt; R=zeros(Nt);

Q=H; p=1:Nt;

for i=1:Nt normes(i)=Q(:,i)’*Q(:,i); end

for i=1:Nt

[mini,k_i]=min(normes(i:Nt)); k_i=k_i+i-1;

R(:,[i k_i])=R(:,[k_i i]);

p(:,[i k_i])=p(:,[k_i i]);

normes(:,[i k_i])=normes(:,[k_i i]);

Q(1:Nr+i-1,[i k_i])=Q(1:Nr+i-1,[k_i i]);

% Wubben’s algorithm: does not lead to

% a true QR decomposition of the extended MMSE channel matrix

% Q(Nr+1:Nr+Nt,:) is not triangular but permuted triangular

R(i,i)=sqrt(normes(i));

Q(:,i)=Q(:,i)/R(i,i);

for k=i+1:Nt

R(i,k)=Q(:,i)’*Q(:,k);

Q(:,k)=Q(:,k)-R(i,k)*Q(:,i);

normes(k)=normes(k)-R(i,k)*R(i,k)’;

end

end

P=zeros(Nt); for i=1:Nt, P(p(i),i)=1; end

11.7 Soft Decision for MIMO Systems

In the previous sections, we discussed only hard-decision detection techniques. However, its

performance can be further improved by using soft-decision values. If soft-input soft-output

channel decoders are used, the output of signal detector must be given by soft-decision values.

In this section, we study how the soft-output values can be produced by the signal detectors for

the previous sections. Let us first briefly review how to generate soft-output values in single-

input single-output (SISO) systems.
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11.7.1 Log-Likelihood-Ratio (LLR) for SISO Systems

The received signal for the SISO system, y, can be represented by

y ¼ h xþ z ð11:77Þ
where x is the transmitted signal, h is the complex flat fading channel gain, and z is the additive

white Gaussian noise. In this SISO system, the signal can be detected by the simple inverse

processing on the received signal, that is,

~x ¼ y

h
¼ xþ z

h
¼ xþ~z ð11:78Þ

where ~z ¼ z=h. If z is Gaussian-distributed with zero mean and variance of s2
z , ~z is also a

Gaussian random variable ~z 
 Nð0;s2/s2
z= hj j2Þ. Then the conditional PDF that ~x is received

given that a symbol x was transmitted is

f~X ~xjxð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ps2
p exp � ~x�xj j2

2s2

 !
ð11:79Þ

In the following discussion, we consider the soft-decision detection for the gray-encoded

16-QAM symbols as an example. Figure 11.10 illustrates two different gray-encoded 16-QAM

constellations.

Let Sþl and S�l denote a set of the symbols whose lth bit is 1, and a set of symbols whose lth

bit is 0, respectively. Referring to 16-QAM constellations in Figure 11.10(a), for example, Sþl
and S�l are given as

Sþl ¼ �3þ 3j;�1þ 3j; 1þ 3j; 3þ 3j;�3þ j;�1þ j; 1þ j; 3þ jf g
S�l ¼ �3�3j;�1�3j; 1�3j; 3�3j;�3�j;�1�j; 1�j; 3�jf g ð11:80Þ
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Figure 11.10 Gray-encoded 16-QAM constellations: examples.
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The log likelihood ratio (LLR) value or soft output for the lth bit is defined as

LLR blð Þ ¼ ln

X
x2Sþl

fX xj~xð Þ
X
x2S�l

fX xj~xð Þ ¼ ln

X
x2Sþl

f~X ~xjxð Þp xð Þ=f~Xð~xÞ
X
x2S�l

f~X ~xjxð Þp xð Þ=f~Xð~xÞ
ð11:81Þ

If all symbols are equally likely (i.e., p(x) is a constant), Equation (11.81) can be approximated

as

LLR blð Þ ¼ ln

X
x2Sþl

f~X ~xjxð Þ
X
x2S�l

f~X ~xjxð Þ

� ln

max
x2Sþl

f~X ~xjxð Þ

max
x2S�l

f~X ~xjxð Þ

¼ 1

2s2
~x�x�l;opt
��� ���2� ~x�xþl;opt

��� ���2� 
ð11:82Þ

where xþl;opt and x�l;opt are defined as

xþl;opt ¼ arg min
x2Sþl

~x�xj j2

x�l;opt ¼ arg min
x2S�l

~x�xj j2
ð11:83Þ

If s2 is constant over a coding block, the LLR value in Equation (11.82) can be further

simplified as

LLR blð Þ � ~x�x�l;opt
��� ���2� ~x�xþl;opt

��� ���2 ð11:84Þ

The constant s2 indicates that the complex channel gain h is constant during a coding block. In

the sequel, let us provide an example of LLR calculation for the 16-QAM constellation in

Figure 11.10(a). Figure 11.11 shows that for a given value of ~x ¼ ~xRþ j~xI , LLR computation

for each bit is involved with two distances.

Considering the location of ~x ¼ ~xRþ j~xI and assuming a constants2 over a coding block, the

LLR values in approximation in (11.84) for all 4 bits are calculated as

LLRðb1Þ ¼
~xI� 3ð Þð Þ2� ~xI� �1ð Þð Þ2 ¼ �8~xI þ 8; 2 	 ~xI

~xI� 1ð Þð Þ2� ~xI� �1ð Þð Þ2 ¼ �4~xI ; 0 	 ~xI < 2

~xI�1ð Þ2� ~xI� �1ð Þð Þ2 ¼ �4~xI ; �2 	 ~xI < 0

~xI�1ð Þ2� ~xI� �3ð Þð Þ2 ¼ �8~xI�8; ~xI < �2

8>>><
>>>:

ð11:85Þ

LLR b2ð Þ ¼
~xI�3ð Þ2� ~xI�1ð Þ2 ¼ �4~xI þ 8; 2 	 ~xI

~xI�3ð Þ2� ~xI�1ð Þ2 ¼ �4~xI þ 8; 0 	 ~xI < 2

~xI� �3ð Þð Þ2� ~xI� �1ð Þð Þ2 ¼ 4~xI þ 8; �2 	 ~xI < 0

~xI� �3ð Þð Þ2� ~xI� �1ð Þð Þ2 ¼ 4~xI þ 8; ~xI < �2

8>>><
>>>:

ð11:86Þ
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LLR b3ð Þ ¼

~xR� �1ð Þð Þ2� ~xR� 3ð Þð Þ2 ¼ 8~xR�8; 2 	 ~xR

~xR� �1ð Þð Þ2� ~xR� 1ð Þð Þ2 ¼ 4~xR; 0 	 ~xR < 2

~xR� �1ð Þð Þ2� ~xR�1ð Þ2 ¼ 4~xR; �2 	 ~xR < 0

~xR� �3ð Þð Þ2� ~xR�1ð Þ2 ¼ 8~xRþ 8; ~xR < �2

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð11:87Þ

LLR b4ð Þ ¼

~xR�3ð Þ2� ~xR�1ð Þ2 ¼ �4~xRþ 8; 2 	 ~xR

~xR�3ð Þ2� ~xR�1ð Þ2 ¼ �4~xRþ 8; 0 	 ~xR < 2

~xR� �3ð Þð Þ2� ~xR� �1ð Þð Þ2 ¼ 4~xRþ 8; �2 	 ~xR < 0

~xR� �3ð Þð Þ2� ~xR� �1ð Þð Þ2 ¼ 4~xRþ 8; ~xR < �2

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð11:88Þ

From Equations (11.85)–(11.88), it can be seen that the LLR values of the first and second

bits depend on the imaginary part ~xI , while the values of the third and fourth bits depend on the
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Figure 11.11 LLR calculations for each bit of 16-QAM constellation in Figure 11.10(a).
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real part ~xR. Figure 11.12 plots the LLR values of the 4 bits for 16-QAM constellations in

Figure 11.10a.

Program 11.18 (“soft_hard_SISO.m”) can be used to compare the performances of hard-

decision and soft-decision detection where it is assumed that a packet has a length of 1200 bits,

forward-error-corrected by convolutional coderwith a coding rate of 1/2 and constraint length of

7, implemented by the generator polynomials [1001111] and [1101101]. Therefore, the encoded

data sequence is mapped into 600 16-QAM symbols. Furthermore, each symbol is subject to

independent Rayleigh fading. The performance difference between hard-decision and soft-

decision detection is shown in Figure 11.13. It is clear that soft-decision detection provides

a significant performance gain in the packet error rate (PER) over the hard-decision one.
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Figure 11.12 LLR as functions of ~xI or ~xR for 16-QAM constellation in Figure 11.10(a).
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Figure 11.13 Packet error performance for SISO: hard decision vs. soft decision.
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MATLAB� Programs: Performance of Soft/Hard-Decision Detection for SISO System

Program 11.18 “soft_hard_SISO.m”: Hard/soft-decision detection for SISO system

% soft_hard_SISO.m

clear all, close all

decision = 0; % Set to 0/1 for hard/soft decision

G = [1 0 1 1 0 1 1; 1 1 1 1 0 0 1]; K=1; N=2; Rc=K/N;

L_packet=1200; b=4; N_symbol=(L_packet*N+12)/b;

EbN0dBs = 0:19; sq05 = sqrt(1/2);

for i=1:length(EbN0dBs)

EbN0dB=EbN0dBs(i); nope = 0;

for N_packet = 1:1e10

bit_strm = randint(1,L_packet);

coded_bits = convolution_encoder(bit_strm); %2*(7-1)=12 tail bits

symbol_strm = QAM16(coded_bits); % 16 QAM mapper

h = sq05*(randn(1,N_symbol) + j*randn(1,N_symbol));

faded_symbol = symbol_strm.*h; % Channel

P_b = mean(abs(faded_symbol).^2)/b;

noise_amp = sqrt(P_b/2*10^(-EbN0dB/10));

faded_noisy_symbol = faded_symbol + noise_amp* ...

(randn(1,N_symbol) + j*randn(1,N_symbol)); % Noise

channel_compensated = faded_noisy_symbol./h;

if decision==0

sliced_symbol = QAM16_slicer(channel_compensated);

hard_bits = QAM16_demapper(sliced_symbol);

Viterbi_init; bit_strm_hat = Viterbi_decode(hard_bits);

else

soft_bits = soft_decision_sigma(channel_compensated,h);

Viterbi_init; bit_strm_hat = Viterbi_decode_soft(soft_bits);

end

bit_strm_hat = bit_strm_hat(1:L_packet);

nope = nope+(sum(bit_strm
=bit_strm_hat)>0); % # of packet errors

if nope>50, break; end

end

PER(i) = nope/i_packet; if PER(i)<1e-2, break; end

end

semilogy(EbN0dBs,PER,’k-o’); xlabel(’Eb/N0[dB]’); ylabel(’PER’); grid on

set(gca,’xlim’,[0 EbN0dBs(end)],’ylim’,[1e-3 1])

Program 11.19 “soft_decision_sigma”: soft Viterbi decoding for SISO system

function [x4_soft]=soft_decision_sigma(x,h)

x=x(:).’; xr=real(x); xi=imag(x);

X=[xr; 2-abs(xr); xi; 2-abs(xi)]; H=repmat(abs(h(:)).’,4,1);

XH = X.*H; x4_soft = XH(:).’;
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11.7.2 LLR for Linear Detector-Based MIMO System

Linear signal detection in Section 11.1 intends to separate each of fxigNT

i¼1 from the other

symbols. Once they are separated, the bit-level LLR calculation for each symbol becomes

similar to that of SISOsystems.For example, let us consider the following 2� 2MIMOsystems:

y ¼ h1x1þ h2x2þ z ð11:89Þ
Then a linear detector such as linearMMSE or ZF detector can be applied to the received signal

vector. Let fwi;MMSEg2i¼1 denote the ith row vector of the MMSE weight in Equation (11.7).

Then, the output of the MMSE detector for fxig2i¼1 is given as

~xi;MMSE ¼ wi;MMSEy

¼ wi;MMSEh1x1þwi;MMSEh2x2þwi;MMSEz

¼ rxi þ Ij þ~z

; j 6¼ i ð11:90Þ

where ri ¼ wi;MMSEhixi, Ij ¼ wi;MMSEhjxj , and ~z ¼ wi;MMSEz. From the perspective of ~xi;MMSE,

rxi corresponds to the signal component, Ij ¼ w1;MMSEh2xj is the interference component,

and~z ¼ wi;MMSEz is the noise component. Assuming statistical independence among these three

components, the post-detection SINR of xi is expressed as

SINRi ¼
E rxij j2
n o

E Ij
�� ��2n o

þE ~zj j2
n o ¼ rj j2Ex

wi;MMSEhj
�� ��2Exþ wi;MMSE

�� ��2s2
z

; j 6¼ i ð11:91Þ

If the interference and noise components in Equation (11.90) are assumed independent and

Gaussian-distributed, I1þ~z can be approximated by aGaussian randomvariablewith zeromean

and variance of s2
i ¼ jwi;MMSEhj j2Exþ jjwi;MMSEjj2s2

z . Using this approximation, we have the

following conditional PDF:

f~X ~xi;MMSEjxi
� � ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2ps2
i

p exp � ~xi;MMSE� rxi
�� ��2

2s2
i

 !
ð11:92Þ

As SNR becomes high, the value r approaches unity. Let Sþl;i and S�l;i denote the set of vectors
with their lth bit value of the ith symbols being either 1 or 0, respectively. UsingEquation (11.92)

for high SNR, the lth bit LLR of xi is expressed as

LLR bl;i
� � ¼ ln

X
x2Sþl;i

f~X ~xi;MMSEjx
� �

X
x2S�l;i

f~X ~xi;MMSEjx
� �

� ln

max
x2Sþl;i

f~X ~xi;MMSEjx
� �

max
x2S�l;i

f~X ~xi;MMSEjx
� �

¼ 1

2s2
i

~xi;MMSE� x�i;l;opt
��� ���2� ~xi;MMSE� xþi;l;opt

��� ���2� 
; i ¼ 1; 2

ð11:93Þ
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where xþi;l;opt and x�i;l;opt are defined as

xþi;l;opt ¼ arg min
x2Sþl

~xi;MMSE�x
�� ��2

x�i;l;opt ¼ arg min
x2S�l

~xi;MMSE�x
�� ��2 ð11:94Þ

We see a clear similarity between the bit-level LLR calculation for MIMO systems in

Equation (11.89) and that for SISO systems in Equation (11.77). In Equation (11.93), however,

the bit-level LLR values for xi is a function of s
2
i . As opposed to the case in Equation (11.82)

where s2 is constant, s2
1 6¼ s2

2 in general, the simplification in (11.84) for the SISO systems

cannot be applied to the MIMO system in Equation (11.89) (i.e., see the simplification in

Equation (11.93)).

Program 11.20 (“MMSE_detection_2x2.m”) can be run to evaluate the performance of hard-

decision and soft-decision linear MMSE detector for 2� 2 MIMO systems. It simulates a block

Rayleigh fading channelwith eachblockof 81 symbols. Figure11.14 shows theperformanceof the

linearMMSEdetector-based2� 2MIMOsystemswith 16-QAMsymbols that canbeobtainedby

runningProgram11.8.BlockRayleigh fadingchannelswere simulated,where ablock is composed

of 81 symbol periods. A length of the coding block, excluding the 6 tail bits, is (2592–6) bits.

MATLAB� Programs: Hard/Soft-Decision MMSE Detector for 2�2 MIMO System

Program 11.20 “MMSE_detection_2x2.m”: MMSE detection for 2� 2 MIMO system

% MMSE_detection_2x2.m

clear all; close all;

%%%%%%% option %%%%%%%
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10-1

100

SNR [dB]

B
E

R

MMSE hard
MMSE soft

Figure 11.14 BER performance for MIMO with the MMSE linear detection: hard decision vs. soft

decision.
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bits_option = 2; %% 0 : all zeros, 1 : all ones, 2: random binary

noise_option = 1; %% 0 : no noise addition, 1 : noise added

decision_scheme = 1;%% 0 : Hard decision, 1 : soft decision

b = 4; NT = 2;

SNRdBs =[0:2:25]; sq05=sqrt(0.5);

nobe_target = 500; BER_target = 1e-3;

raw_bit_len = 2592-6;

interleaving_num = 72; deinterleaving_num = 72;

N_frame = 1e8; %% maximum generated bits #

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB=SNRdBs(i_SNR); sig_power=NT;

sigma2=sig_power*10^(-SNRdB/10)*noise_option;

sigma1=sqrt(sigma2/2);

nobe = 0; % Number of bit errors

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1); Viterbi_init;

for i_frame=1:N_frame

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Random data generation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%

switch (bits_option)

case {0} bits=zeros(1,raw_bit_len);

case {1} bits=ones(1,raw_bit_len);

case {2} bits=randint(1,raw_bit_len);

end

%%% Convolutional encoding %%%%%

encoding_bits = convolution_encoder(bits);

% Interleaving %%

interleaved=[];

for i=1:interleaving_num

interleaved=[interleaved

encoding_bits([i:interleaving_num:end])];

end

temp_bit =[];

for tx_time=1:648

tx_bits=interleaved(1:8);

interleaved(1:8)=[];

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% QAM16 modulation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%

QAM16_symbol = QAM16_mod(tx_bits, 2);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% S/P %%%%%%%%%%%%%%

x(1,1) = QAM16_symbol(1); x(2,1) = QAM16_symbol(2);

%%%%% Channel H and received y %%%%%%%%%%%%

if rem(tx_time-1,81)==0,

H = sq05*(randn(2,2)+j*randn(2,2));

end

y = H*x;

%%% AWGN addition %%%

noise=sigma1*(randn(2,1)+j*randn(2,1));

if noise_option==1, y = y + noise; end

%%%%%%%%%%%%% MMSE Detector %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

W = inv(H’*H+sigma2*diag(ones(1,2)))*H’;

X_tilde = W*y;

if decision_scheme==0% Hard decision
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X_hat = QAM16_slicer(X_tilde, 2);

temp_bit = [temp_bit QAM16_demapper(X_hat, 2)];

else % Soft decision

soft_bits = soft_output2x2(X_tilde); Ps=1;

SINR1=(Ps*(abs((W(1,:)*H(:,1)))^2)) / (Ps*(

abs((W(1,:)*H(:,2)))^2 + W(1,:)*W(1,:)’*sigma2));

SINR2=(Ps*(abs((W(2,:)*H(:,2)))^2)) / (Ps*(

abs((W(2,:)*H(:,1)))^2 + W(2,:)*W(2,:)’*sigma2));

soft_bits(1:4)=soft_bits(1:4)*SINR1;

soft_bits(5:8)=soft_bits(5:8)*SINR2;

temp_bit=[temp_bit soft_bits];

end

end

%% Deinterleaving

deinterleaved=[];

for i=1:deinterleaving_num

deinterleaved=[deinterleaved

temp_bit([i:deinterleaving_num:end])];

end

%% Viterbi

received_bit=Viterbi_decode(deinterleaved);

%%%%% Error check %%%%%%

for EC_dummy=1:1:raw_bit_len,

if bits(EC_dummy)
=received_bit(EC_dummy), nobe=nobe+1; end

if nobe>=nobe_target, break; end

end

if nobe>=nobe_target, break; end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%% save BER data & Display %%%%%%%%%%%%%

BER(i_SNR) = nobe/((i_frame-1)*raw_bit_len+EC_dummy);

fprintf(’\t%d\t\t%1.4f\n’,SNR,BER(i_SNR));

if BER(i_SNR)<BER_target, break; end

end

Program 11.21 “soft_output2x2”: Soft output of MMSE detector for 2� 2 MIMO system

function [x_soft] = soft_output2x2(x)

sq10=sqrt(10); sq10_2=2/sq10;

x=x(:).’; xr=real(x); xi=imag(x);

X=sq10*[-xi; sq10_2-abs(xi); xr; sq10_2-abs(xr)]; x4_soft = X(:).’;

11.7.3 LLR for MIMO System with a Candidate Vector Set

Consider the NR � NT MIMO system subject to the AWGN noise:

y ¼ Hxþ z ð11:95Þ
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from which the noise can be expressed as

z ¼ y�Hx: ð11:96Þ

Note that the PDF of Gaussian noise vector z is given as

fZ zð Þ ¼ 1

2pD1=2
exp � 1

2
z�mð ÞTS�1 z�mð Þ

� 
ð11:97Þ

where m is the mean vector, S is the covariance matrix of z, and D is the determinant of the

covariance matrix S. Assuming that the noise vector is a zero-mean circularly symmetric white

Gaussian random vector, the PDF in Equation (11.97) can be re-expressed as

fZðzÞ ¼ 1

2pD1=2
exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxk k2
� 

¼ fY yjxð Þ: ð11:98Þ

Starting from the above PDF, we derive an expression for soft output. We first investigate

the soft output at the symbol vector level, considering a pair of symbol vectors, xi and xj . By

Bayes’ theorem, the following relation holds for log-likelihood ratio (LLR):

ln
pðxijyÞ
pðxjjyÞ ¼ ln

fYðyjxiÞpðxiÞ=fYðyÞ
fYðyjxjÞpðxjÞ=fYðyÞ ¼ ln

fYðyjxiÞpðxiÞ
fYðyjxjÞpðxjÞ ð11:99Þ

If all the transmitted symbol vectors are equally likely (i.e., pðxiÞ ¼ 1=jCjNT , 8 i),
Equation (11.99) is reduced to

ln
pðxijyÞ
pðxjjyÞ ¼ ln

fYðyjxiÞ
fYðyjxjÞ : ð11:100Þ

Using the PDF in Equation (11.98), the above log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for two symbol

vectors is given as

ln
pðxijyÞ
pðxjjyÞ ¼ ln

exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxik k2
� 

exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxj
�� ��2�  ð11:101Þ

Note that Equation (11.101) can be simplified as

ln
p xijyð Þ
p xjjy
� � ¼ 1

2s2
z

y�Hxj
�� ��2� 1

2s2
z

y�Hxik k2 ð11:102Þ

Positive value of Equation (11.102) indicates that transmission of xi is more probable than

that of xk. In fact, the larger the positive LLR value is, the more probable xi is than xk.
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Now let us discuss the calculation of a bit-level LLR. Let bl;i denote the lth bit of the

symbol transmitted from the ith transmit antenna. If all bits are equally likely (i.e.,

p bl;i ¼ 1
� � ¼ p bl;i ¼ 0

� � ¼ 1=2), the bit-level LLR is given as

ln
p bl;i ¼ 1jy� �
p bl;i ¼ 0jy� �¼ ln

fY yjbl;i ¼ 1
� �

fY yjbl;i ¼ 0
� �

¼ ln

X
x2Sþl:i

fY yjxð Þ
X
x2S�l;i

fY yjxð Þ

¼ ln

X
x2Sþl:i

exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxk k2
0
@

1
A

X
x2S�l;i

exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxk k2
0
@

1
A

ð11:103Þ

whereSþl;i andS�l;i denote the set of vectors with their lth bit value of the ith symbol being either

1 or 0, respectively. Using the following max-log approximation,

log eX1 þ eX2 þ . . . þ eXn
� � � max

i
Xi ð11:104Þ

the LLR in Equation (11.103) can be approximated as

ln
p yjbl;i ¼ 1
� �
p yjbl;i ¼ 0
� �¼ ln

X
x2Sþl:i

exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxk k2
0
@

1
A

8<
:

9=
;�ln

X
x2S�l;i

exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxk k2
0
@

1
A

8<
:

9=
;

� ln max
x2Sþl;i

exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxk k2
0
@

1
A

8<
:

9=
;�ln max

x2S�l;i
exp � 1

2s2
z

y�Hxk k2
0
@

1
A

8<
:

9=
;

ð11:105Þ
Using the fact that e�gðxÞ is a monotone decreasing function as long as gðxÞ> 0, Equation

(11.103) can be approximated as

LLRðbl;ijyÞ/ ln
p bl;i ¼ 1jy� �
p bl; i ¼ 0jy� �

� 1

2s2
z

min
x2S�l;i

y�Hxk k2� 1

2s2
z

min
x2Sþl;i

y�Hxk k2

¼ min
x2S�l;i

DðxÞ� min
x2Sþl;i

DðxÞ

ð11:106Þ

where D xð Þ ¼ y�Hxk k2.
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11.7.4 LLR for MIMO System Using a Limited Candidate Vector Set

For the MIMO system, the number of elements in the candidate vector set, jSþl;i j ¼ jS�l;ij,
depends on the number of transmit antennas as well as the constellation size jCj. Note that

the complexity of computing the LLR can be prohibitively high as the number of transmit

antennas and/or constellation size increases. For example, if we assume 16-QAMconstellation

and NT ¼ NR ¼ 3, jSþl;i j ¼ jS�l;ij ¼ jCjNT=2 ¼ 163=2. It implies that too much complexity is

required for computing the LLR of Equation (11.106) in practice. We now discuss how the bit-

level LLR can be computed for the complexity-reducedML detection methods such as SD and

QRM-MLD.

In the complexity-reducedML detection methods such as SD and QRM-MLDmethods,ML

metric values for all the possible transmitted vectors are not available. Since theML vector can

be found after calculatingMLmetric values for a small set of vectors in SD, complexity can be

reduced without hard-decision performance degradation. When soft output or LLR values are

required, however, the SDperformance isworse than that ofMLdetection, because only a small

set of vectors is considered. Let B denote a set of candidate vectors obtained from the

complexity-reduced ML detection methods. Recall that Sþl;i and S�l;i denote the set of vectors
that the lth bit value of the ith symbol is 1 or 0, respectively. If the ML metric values are

available only for a subset of the transmitted vectors, the bit-level LLR values in Equa-

tion (11.106) must be approximated as

LLRðbl;ijyÞ � min
x2S�l;i;B

DðxÞ� min
x2Sþl;i;B

DðxÞ ð11:107Þ

where S�l;i;B ¼ S�l;i \ B and Sþl;i;B ¼ Sþl;i \ B. The LLR value approximated by Equation

(11.107) may face the following two problems [241]:

Problem 1: There is a case that a candidate vector set can be empty, that is,

S�l;i;B ¼ S�l;i \ B ¼ f or Sþl;i;B ¼ Sþl;i \ B ¼ f ð11:108Þ

In this case, either one of the two terms in approximation in (11.107) cannot be computed.

Meanwhile, note that at least one of the twoMLmetric values in (11.107) always exists, that is,

S�l;i;B andSþl;i;B cannot be the empty sets at the same time, for a given l and i. Let xML;B be defined

as
xML;B ¼ arg min

x2B
y�Hxk k2 ¼ arg min

x2S�l;i;B [Sþl;i;B

y�Hxk k2 ð11:109Þ

Let us represent all the bit values of xML;B by

½b1;1;ML;B b2;1;ML;B � � � bk;1;ML;B|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl} b1;2;ML;B � � � bk;2;ML;B|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl} b1;3;ML;B � � �|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl} � � � � � � bk;NT ;ML;B|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}�
ð11:110Þ

where bl;i;ML;B denotes the lth bit value of the ith symbol, l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT .

In the course of calculating the LLR in Equation (11.107), the following relation holds:

min
x2S�l;i;B

DðxÞ ¼ y-HxML;B
�� ��2 or min

x2Sþl;i;B
DðxÞ ¼ y-HxML;B

�� ��2 ð11:111Þ
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To handle Problem 1, the ML metric value not available for a specific bit can be replaced

with an arbitrarily large number G.

Problem2:Even ifS�l;i;B 6¼ f andSþl;i;B 6¼ f, the correspondingMLmetric valuesmay not be

correct due to a reduced set of candidate vectors. Let xML denote theML solution vector among

all possible transmit vectors and xML;B an ML solution vector among candidate vectors in B.
Similarly, let bl;i;ML and bl;i;ML;B denote the bit values of xML and xML;B, respectively, for

l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NT . We first consider the bit-level LLR valuewhen xML ¼ xML;B,

and thus bl;i;ML ¼ bl;i;ML;B. As DðxMLÞ ¼ minx2S�l;i;B DðxÞ for bl;i;ML ¼ bl;i;ML;B ¼ 0 when

xML ¼ xML;B, the bit-level LLR is given as

LLRðbi;jjyÞ ¼ min
x2S�l;i;B

DðxÞ� min
x2Sþl;i;B

DðxÞ

¼ DðxMLÞ�minx2Sþl;i;B
DðxÞ < 0:

ð11:112Þ

when bl;i;ML ¼ bl;i;ML;B ¼ 0 is assumed. Since it is probable that minx2Sþl;i;B
DðxÞ �

minx2Sþl;i
DðxÞ, the LLR value in Equation (11.112) might not be reliable. Now, we consider

the bit-level LLR when xML 6¼xML;B. Again assuming that bi;j;ML;B ¼ 0, then the bit-level LLR

is given as

LLRðbi;jjyÞ¼DðxML;BÞ� min
x2Sþl;i;B

DðxÞ < 0 ð11:113Þ

The negativity in Equation (11.113) is attributed to the fact that for any l and i, the following

inequality holds by the definition of xML;B in Equation (11.108):

y-HxML;B
�� ��2 	 min

x2S�l;i;B
y-Hxk k2 and y-HxML;B

�� ��2 	 min
x2Sþl;i;B

y-Hxk k2 ð11:114Þ

Since DðxML;BÞ � DðxMLÞ and minx2Sþl;i;B
DðxÞ � minx2Sþl;i

DðxÞ, both terms in (11.113) are

subject to the positive errors and thus, the LLR value might not be reliable. The underlying

unreliability problem can be handled by replacing each term (ML metric value) in Equation

(11.113) with the predetermined value whenever it exceeds the given threshold. In other words,

each term in Equation (11.113) can be truncated by an arbitrarily large number G. By limiting

the ML metric value within the threshold, a critical performance degradation can be avoided.

MATLAB� Programs: Soft-Decision QRM-MLD Detector for 4�4 MIMO System

Program 11.22 (“QRM_MLD_simulation.m”) can be used to evaluate the performance

of hard/soft-decision with QRM-MLD detector for 4� 4 MIMO system using 16-QAM

ðM ¼ 16Þ. It implements the multi-path channel with the power delay profile (PDP) as given

in Figure 11.15. Figure 11.16 shows the performance of QRM-MLD with hard decision and

soft decision. Table 11.2 summarizes the simulation parameters used for the results in

Figure 11.16. In this example, there exists Cj j �M ¼ 256 candidate vectors in B, and the

LLR values are calculated using Equation (11.107). When Problem 1 occurs, G¼ 2 has been

used as the non-existing ML metric values in the simulation.
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Figure 11.16 Performance of hard/soft-decision detection with QRM-MLD detector for 4� 4 MIMO

system using 16-QAM.
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Figure 11.15 Power delay profile (PDP) for simulation.

Table 11.2 Simulation parameters.

Multiplications

FFT size 64

CP size 16

Antenna configuration 4� 4

Packet length 10 OFDM symbols

Symbol mapping 16-QAM

Channel coding Convolutional coding

- Rate: 1/2

- Constraint length: K¼ 7

- Generating polynomials: [1001111] and [1101101].
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Program 11.22 “QRM_MLD_simulation.m”

% QRM_MLD_simulation.m

clear all;

Rc=0.5; % Code rate

N_frame=100000; Nfft=64;

NT=4; NR=NT; b=4; N_block=10;

L_frame=NT*N_block*Nfft*b/2-6;

PDP=[6.3233e-001 2.3262e-001 8.5577e-002 3.1482e-002 1.1582e-002

4.2606e-003 1.5674e-003 5.7661e-004];

N_candidate=16; sq05=sqrt(0.5); sq05PDP=sq05*PDP.^(1/2);

LPDP=length(PDP);

SNRdBs=[12:2:20];

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB=SNRdBs(i_SNR); nofe=0; % Number of frame errors

sig_power=NT; sigma2=sig_power*10^(-SNRdB/10); sigma1=sqrt(sigma2/2);

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1); Viterbi_init;

for i_frame=1:N_frame

LLR_estimate = zeros(N_block, NT, 4, Nfft);

X_estimate_sym = zeros(N_block, NT, Nfft);

s = randint(1,L_frame);

coded_bits = transpose(convolution_encoder(s));

interleaved = [];

for i=1:128, interleaved=[interleaved coded_bits([i:128:end])]; end

%ss = zeros(N_block,NT,Nfft,b);

for i_bk=1:N_block

for i_str=1:NT

for i_sc=1:Nfft

ss(i_bk,i_str,i_sc,:)=interleaved(1:b);interleaved(1:b)=[];

end

end

end

for i_bk=1:N_block

for i_str=1:NT

for i_sc=1:Nfft

X(i_bk,i_str,i_sc)=QAM16_mod(ss(i_bk,i_str,i_sc,:),1);

end

end

end

for p=1:NR

for q=1:NT

tmp = sq05PDP.*(randn(1,LPDP)+j*randn(1,LPDP));

Frame_H(p,q,:)=fft(tmp,Nfft);

end

end

for i_bk=1:N_block

for i_Rx=1:NR
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temp=0;

for i_str=1:NT

temp = temp + Frame_H(i_Rx,i_str,:).*X(i_bk,i_str,:);

end

Y(i_Rx,:)=reshape(temp,1,Nfft)+ ...

sigma1*(randn(1,Nfft)+j*randn(1,Nfft));

end

for i_sc=1:Nfft

H=Frame_H(:,:,i_sc); y=Y(:,i_sc);

x_test=X(i_bk,:,i_sc);

LLR_estimate(i_bk,:,:,i_sc)=QRM_MLD_soft(y,H,N_candidate);

end

end

soft_bits=[]; hard_bits=[]; s_hat=[];

for i_bk=1:N_block

for i_str=1:NT

for i_sc=1:Nfft

soft_bits=[soft_bits LLR_estimate(i_bk,i_str,1,i_sc),...

LLR_estimate(i_bk,i_str,2,i_sc),...

LLR_estimate(i_bk,i_str,3,i_sc),...

LLR_estimate(i_bk,i_str,4,i_sc)];

end

end

end

deinterleaved=[];

for i=1:80

deinterleaved=[deinterleaved soft_bits([i:80:end])];

end

s_hat=Viterbi_decode(deinterleaved);

temp=find(xor(s,s_hat([1:L_frame]))==1);

if length(temp)
=0, nofe=nofe+1; end

if (nofe>200)&(i_frame>200), break; end

end % End of frame index

FER(i_SNR)=nofe/i_frame;

if FER(i_SNR)<1e-3, break; end

end % End of for loop with i_SNR

Program 11.23 “QRM_MLD_soft”: Soft decision performance of QRM-MLD

function [LLR]=QRM_MLD_soft(y,H,M)

QAM_table=[-3-3j, -3-j, -3+3j, -3+j, -1-3j, -1-j, -1+3j, -1+j, 3-3j, ...

3-j, 3+3j, 3+j, 1-3j, 1-j, 1+3j, 1+j]/sqrt(10);

norm_array=[norm(H(:,1)) norm(H(:,2)) norm(H(:,3)) norm(H(:,4))];

[X,I]=sort(norm_array); Reversed_order=wrev(I);

H_original=H; H=H(:,Reversed_order);

X_hat=zeros(4,1); X_hat_tmp=zeros(4,1);
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X_LLR=zeros(4,4); LLR=zeros(4,4); X_LLR2=zeros(4,4);

% QR decomposition

[Q,R]=qr(H); y_tilde=Q’*y;

% 1st stage

for i=1:16, norm_array(i)=abs(y_tilde(4)-R(4,4)*QAM_table(i))^2; end

[T,sorted_index]=sort(norm_array); M_best_index_1=sorted_index(1:M);

% 2nd stage

M16_index=zeros(M*16,3); norm_array=zeros(M*16,1);

y_tmp=[y_tilde(3); y_tilde(4)];

R_tmp=[R(3,3) R(3,4); 0 R(4,4)];

count=1;

for i=1:M

x4_tmp=QAM_table(M_best_index_1(i));

for k=1:16

x3_tmp=QAM_table(k);

norm_array(count)=norm(y_tmp-R_tmp*[x3_tmp; x4_tmp])^2;

M16_index(count,2:3) = [k M_best_index_1(i)];

count=count+1;

end

end

clear sorted_index;

[T,sorted_index]=sort(norm_array);

M_best_index_2=M16_index(sorted_index(1:M),:);

% 3rd stage

norm_array=zeros(M*16,1);

y_tmp=[y_tilde(2); y_tilde(3); y_tilde(4)];

R_tmp=[R(2,2) R(2,3) R(2,4); 0 R(3,3) R(3,4); 0 0 R(4,4)];

count=1;

for i=1:M

x4_tmp=QAM_table(M_best_index_2(i,3));

x3_tmp=QAM_table(M_best_index_2(i,2));

for k=1:16

x2_tmp=QAM_table(k);

norm_array(count)=norm(y_tmp-R_tmp*[x2_tmp;x3_tmp;x4_tmp])^2;

M16_index(count,1:3) = [k M_best_index_2(i,2:3)];

count=count+1;

end

end

clear sorted_index;

[T,sorted_index]=sort(norm_array);

M_best_index_3=M16_index(sorted_index(1:M),:);

% 4th stage

y_tmp=y_tilde; R_tmp=R;

cost0=ones(16,1)*100; cost1=ones(16,1)*100;

LLR=zeros(4,4); X_bit=zeros(16,1);

LLR_0=zeros(16,1); LLR_1=zeros(16,1);

for i=1:M

x4_tmp = QAM_table(M_best_index_3(i,3));

x3_tmp = QAM_table(M_best_index_3(i,2));
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x2_tmp = QAM_table(M_best_index_3(i,1));

X_bit(5:8) = QAM16_slicer_soft(x2_tmp);

X_bit(9:12) = QAM16_slicer_soft(x3_tmp);

X_bit(13:16) = QAM16_slicer_soft(x4_tmp);

for k=1:16

x1_tmp=QAM_table(k);

X_bit(1:4)=QAM16_slicer_soft(x1_tmp);

distance=norm(y_tmp-R_tmp*[x1_tmp;x2_tmp;x3_tmp;x4_tmp])^2;

for kk=1:length(X_bit)

if X_bit(kk)==0

if distance<cost0(kk)

LLR_0(kk)=distance; cost0(kk)=distance;

end

elseif X_bit(kk)==1

if distance<cost1(kk)

LLR_1(kk)=distance; cost1(kk)=distance;

end

end

end

end

end

LLR_0(find(LLR_0==0))=2; %2 is used for non-existing bit values

LLR_1(find(LLR_1==0))=2; %2 is used for non-existing bit values

LLR(Reversed_order(1),:)=(LLR_0(1:4)-LLR_1(1:4))’;

LLR(Reversed_order(2),:)=(LLR_0(5:8)-LLR_1(5:8))’;

LLR(Reversed_order(3),:)=(LLR_0(9:12)-LLR_1(9:12))’;

LLR(Reversed_order(4),:)=(LLR_0(13:16)-LLR_1(13:16))’;

Program 11.24 “QAM16_slicer_soft”

function [X_bits]=QAM16_slicer_soft(X);

QAM_table=[-3-3j, -3-j, -3+3j, -3+j, -1-3j, -1-j, -1+3j, -1+j, 3-3j,

...

3-j, 3+3j, 3+j, 1-3j, 1-j, 1+3j, 1+j]/sqrt(10);

X_temp=dec2bin(find(QAM_table==X)-1,4);

for i=1:length(X_temp)

X_bits(i) = bin2dec(X_temp(i));

end

Appendix 11.A Derivation of Equation (11.23)

We prove

argmin
x

y�Hxk k2 ¼ argmin
x

x�x̂ð ÞTHTH x�x̂ð Þ ð11:A:1Þ

where x̂ is the unconstrained LS solution (i.e., x̂ ¼ HHH
� ��1

HHy). Since this relationship

holds for both complex and real systems, H, y, and x are used in place of �H, �y, and �x,
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respectively. Consider the following expansion:

y�Hxk k2 ¼ y�Hx�Hx̂þHx̂k k2
¼ y�Hx�Hx̂þHx̂ð ÞT y�Hx�Hx̂þHx̂ð Þ
¼ y�Hx̂ð ÞT þ Hx̂�Hxð ÞT	 


y�Hx̂ð Þþ Hx̂�Hxð Þf g
¼ y�Hx̂ð ÞT y�Hx̂ð Þþ Hx̂�Hxð ÞT Hx̂�Hxð Þ
þ Hx̂�Hxð ÞT y�Hx̂ð Þþ y�Hx̂ð ÞT Hx̂�Hxð Þ

ð11:A:2Þ

Since x̂ is the LS solution, Hx̂�Hxð ÞT y�Hx̂ð Þ ¼ y�Hx̂ð ÞT Hx̂�Hxð Þ ¼ 0 and thus,

Equation (11.A.2) reduces to

y�Hxk k2 ¼ y�Hx̂ð ÞT y�Hx̂ð Þþ Hx̂�Hxð ÞT Hx̂�Hxð Þ ð11:A:3Þ

Substituting x̂ with HHH
� ��1

HHy, Equation (11.A.3) is expressed as

y�Hxk k2 ¼ y�H HTH
� ��1

HTy
n oT

y�H HTH
� ��1

HTy
n o

þ x̂� xð ÞTHTH x̂� xð Þ:
ð11:A:4Þ

Since y�H HTH
� ��1

HTy ¼ I�H HTH
� ��1n o

y, the first term in Equation (11.A.4) becomes

yT I�H HTH
� ��1

HT
n oT

I�H HTH
� ��1

HT
n o

y

¼ yT I�H HTH
� ��T

HT
n o

I�H HTH
� ��1

HT
n o

y

¼ yT I�H HTH
� ��1

HT�H HTH
� ��T

HT þH HTH
� ��T

HTH HTH
� ��1

HT
n o

y

¼ yT I�H HTH
� ��1

HT
n o

y:

ð11:A:5Þ

which turns out to be constant with respect to x. From Equations (11.A.4) and (11.A.5), our

relationship in Equation (11.A.1) immediately follows:

argmin
x

y�Hxk k2 ¼ argmin
x

x� x̂ð ÞHTH x� x̂ð Þ: ð11:A:6Þ
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12

Exploiting Channel State
Information at the Transmitter Side

In Chapters 10 and 11, we assumed that only the receiver can track the channel. In this chapter,

wewill address transmission techniques that exploit the channel state information (CSI) on the

transmitter side. The CSI can be completely or partially known on the transmitter side.

Sometimes, only statistical information on the channel state may be available. Exploitation of

such channel information allows for increasing the channel capacity, improving error perfor-

mance, while reducing hardware complexity [242]. In the 4� 2 MIMO system, for example,

exploitation of the completeCSImay improve the system capacity by asmuch as 1.5 bps/Hz. In

practice, however, full CSI may not be directly available due to feedback overhead and

feedback delay. In particular, CSI for the time-varying channel cannot be tracked completely by

the transmitter and thus, only partial information (e.g., the statistical information) can be

exploited. In this chapter, we will first discuss how to obtain such channel information.

Furthermore, we will mainly consider the precoding techniques and antenna selection

techniques as the typical approaches that exploit CSI on the transmitter side.

12.1 Channel Estimation on the Transmitter Side

In general, a transmitter does not have direct access to its own channel state information.

Therefore, some indirect means are required for the transmitter. In time division duplexing

(TDD) system, we can exploit the channel reciprocity between opposite links (downlink and

uplink). Based on the signal received from the opposite direction, it allows for indirect channel

estimation. In frequency division duplexing (FDD) system, which usually does not have

reciprocity between opposite directions, the transmitter relies on the channel feedback

information from the receiver. In other words, CSI must be estimated at the receiver side

and then, fed back to the transmitter side.
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12.1.1 Using Channel Reciprocity

As long as the channel gains in both directions are highly correlated (i.e., reciprocal as shown in

Figure 12.1), channel condition in one direction can be implicitly known from the other

direction. In TDD systems, forward and backward channels tend to be reciprocal. There exists a

non-negligible difference in their transmission time. However, if the difference is small relative

to the coherence time, the reciprocity can be a useful property to exploit. In FDD systems,

however, the two channels use different radio frequencies. Thus channel reciprocity does not

hold.

The actual effect of thewireless channels must include the characteristics of RF elements. In

general, the RF characteristics in forward channels is different from those in backward

channels. Such a difference must be compensated somehow in the course of taking advantage

of the channel reciprocity.

12.1.2 CSI Feedback

One other possible approach in obtaining the channel condition in the transmit side is to use the

explicit feedback from the receiver side, as illustrated in Figure 12.2. As opposed to exploiting

the reciprocity, compensation for the RF difference is not necessary in this method. In order to

warrant timely channel information, however, the feedback delay Dt must be less than the

coherence time Tc, that is,

Dt ¼ Tc ð12:1Þ

Its main drawback is that additional resource is required for transmitting the feedback

information. The amount of feedback information increases with the number of antennas.

Therefore, the overhead problem can become critical when it comes to multiple antenna

Transmitter
A

Receiver
B

H A→B

H B→A

H A→B H B→A≈

Figure 12.1 Reciprocity of wireless channel.

Transmitter
A

Receiver
B

H A→B

H
∼

A→B

Feedback

Figure 12.2 Feedback of channel state information.
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systems. When channels are subject to fast fading, the coherence time is small, which requires

more frequent feedback to meet the constraint in Equation (12.1). The estimated CSI at the

receiver can be compressed to reduce the feedback overhead. One particular approach is to

quantize the channel gains. Let QquanðHÞ represent the quantization function of the channel

gain H. Then, the channel gain can be quantized so as to minimize the mean square error

EfjjH�QquanðHÞjj2g. Another approach is to use the codebook that is shared by the transmitter

and receiver. The codebook is a set of codewords, which are the quantized vectors to represent

the states of channel condition. In this approach, channel gains are estimated at the receiver

side. Then, the index of the appropriate codeword is selected to represent a state of estimated

channel gain. Rather than the full CSI, only the corresponding index is fed back to the

transmitter side. Each index can be represented with FB bits, which allows for a total number of

L ¼ 2FB codewords in the codebook.Note thatL is referred to as a codebook size. LetWi denote

the ith codeword, i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; L. For a given codebook F ¼ fW1;W2;W3; � � � ;WLg, the
codeword is selected by a mapping function f ð � Þ. For a given channel condition H, the

codebook method can be represented as

Wopt ¼ f ðHÞ 2 F ¼ fW1;W2;W3; � � � ;WLg ð12:2Þ

whereWopt is the codeword that best representsH for a givenmapping function f ð � Þ. However,
the issue of designing a codebook remains. We are supposed to determine the codewords that

quantize the channel space with the least distortion. We will discuss the codebook design

methods in the following sections.

12.2 Precoded OSTBC

Consider theMISO systemwithNT antennas, that is,h 2 C
1�NT . LetC 2 C

M�T denote a space-

time codeword with a length of M, which is represented as

C ¼ ½c1 c2 � � � cT �

where ck ¼ ½ck;1 ck;2 � � � ck;M�T , k ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; T , and M � NT . In the precoded OSTBC sys-

tems, the space-time codeword C is multiplied by a precoding matrix W 2 C
NT�M , which is

chosen from the codebook F ¼ W1;W2;W3; � � � ;WLf g. The objective is to choose an appro-

priate codeword that improves the overall systemperformance such as channel capacity or error

performance. Assuming thatNT channels remain static overT, the received signal y 2 C
1�Tcan

be expressed as

y ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

NT

s
hWCþ z ð12:3Þ

Comparing the above equation with Equation (10.17), we can see that X 2 C
NT�T in Equation

(10.17) is replaced by the product ofW 2 C
NT�M andC 2 C

M�T in Equation (12.3).We also note

that in Equation (10.17), space-time codeword is composed of T columnvectors, and the length of

eachvector isNT . InEquation (12.3), however, the lengthof eachvector isM � NT while the space-

time codeword is still composed of T column vectors. The probability of codeword error for

Equation (12.3) can be derived in a similar manner as Equation (10.17). For a given channel h
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and precoding matrix W, we consider the pairwise codeword error probability Pr Ci !Cj

� ��HÞ.
This is the probability that the space-time codeword Ci is transmitted whereas Cj with j 6¼ i is

decoded. Following the derivation in Section 10.2.2, the upper bound of the pairwise error

probability is given as

Pr Ci !Cj

� ��HÞ ¼ Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r HWEi;j

�� ��2
F

2NT

s0
@

1
A � exp � r HWEi;j

�� ��2
F

4NT

 !
ð12:4Þ

where r is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), given as r ¼ Ex=N0, andEi;j is the errormatrix between

the codewords Ci and Cj , which is defined as Ei;j ¼ Ci�Cj for a given STBC scheme. From

Equation (12.4), we see that HWEi;j

�� ��2
F
needs to bemaximized in order to minimize the pairwise

error probability [243, 244]. This leads us to the following codeword selection criterion:

Wopt ¼ arg max
W2F;i 6¼j

HWEi;j

�� ��2
F

¼ arg max
W2F;i 6¼j

Tr HWEi;jE
H
i;jW

HHH
� �

¼ arg max
W2F

Tr HWWHHH
� �

¼ arg max
W2F

HWk k2F

ð12:5Þ

In the course of deriving Equation (12.5), we have used the fact that the error matrix of OSTBC

has the property ofEi;jE
H
i;j ¼ aIwith constant a.When the constraintW 2 F is not imposed, the

above optimum solution Wopt is not unique, because jjHWoptjj2F ¼ jjHWoptZjj2F where Z is a

unitary matrix. The unconstrained optimum solution of Equation (12.5) can be obtained by a

singular value decomposition (SVD) of channelH ¼ USVH , where the diagonal entry ofS is in
descending order. It has been shown that the optimum solution of Equation (12.5) is given by

the leftmost M columns of V [245], that is,

Wopt ¼ v1 v2 � � � vM½ �/�V ð12:6Þ

Since �V is unitary, liðWoptÞ ¼ 1, i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;M, where li(A) denotes the ith largest eigen-

value of the matrixA. In case that a channel is not deterministic, the following criterion is used

for the codebook design:

E min
W2F

HWopt

�� ��2
F
� HWk k2F

� �	 

: ð12:7Þ

where the expectation is with regards to the random channelH [245].Wopt in Equation (12.7)

follows from Equation (12.6) for the given channel H. The above expected value in Equation

(12.7) is upper-bounded as

E min
W2F

HWopt

�� ��2
F
� HWk k2F

� �	 

� E l21fHg� �

E min
W2F

1

2
�V�V

H�WWH
��� ���2

F

	 

ð12:8Þ
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Since l21fHg is given, the codebook must be designed so as to minimize

E min
W2F

1

2
�V�V

H�WWH
��� ���2

F

	 

in Equation (12.8). The corresponding minimization problem

can be formulated into the Grassmannian subspace packing problem [245–247]. The

performance measure in Grassmannian subspace packing is the chordal distance, which is

defined as

dðWk;WlÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p WkW
H
k �WlW

H
l

�� ��
F

ð12:9Þ

For random channels, the optimum codebook is designed to maximize the minimum chordal

distance dmin ¼ mink 6¼l;1�k;l�L dðWk;WlÞ [245]. This particular situation is illustrated in

Figure 12.3.

Solving the Grassmannian packing problem for arbitrary NT, codeword length M, and

codebook size L is quite time-consuming and not straightforward [246, 248]. Instead, we

will consider a suboptimal yet practical design method. One particular design method is to use

DFT matrices given as [249]

F ¼ fWDFT;uWDFT; � � � ;uL�1WDFTg ð12:10Þ

The first codewordWDFT is obtained by selectingM columns ofNT � NT DFTmatrix, ofwhich

the ðk; lÞth entry is given as ej2pðk�1Þðl�1Þ=NT=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
NT

p
, k; l ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;NT . Furthermore, u is the

diagonal matrix given as

u ¼ diag ej2pu1=NT ej2pu2=NT � � � ej2puNT =NT

h i� �
ð12:11Þ

with free variables fuigNT

i¼1 to be determined. Given the first codeword WDFT, the remaining

(L�1) codewords are obtained by multiplying WDFT by ui, i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; L�1. The free

Channel

1W

3W

2W

minδ

Figure 12.3 Precoding matrix and chordal distance.
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variables fuigNT

i¼1 in Equation (12.11) is determined such that the minimum chordal distance is

maximized, that is,

u ¼ arg max
fu1;u2���uNT g

min
l¼1;2;���;N�1

dðWDFT; u
lWDFTÞ ð12:12Þ

Note that IEEE 802.16e specification for theMobileWiMAX system employs this particular

design method. Table 12.1 shows the values of u ¼ ½u1; u2 � � � uNT
�1 that are adopted in IEEE

802.16e for various values ofNT ,M, andL. For example,whenNT ¼ 4,M ¼ 3, andL ¼ 64,W1

is given as

W1 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
4

p

1 1 1

1 ej2p � 1 � 2=4 ej2p � 1 � 3=4

1 ej2p � 2 � 2=4 ej2p � 2 � 3=4

1 ej2p � 3 � 2=4 ej2p � 3 � 3=4

2
666664

3
777775 ð12:13Þ

The remaining precoding matrices Wi are obtained as

Wi ¼ diag ej2p � 1=4 ej2p � 8=4 ej2p � 61=4 ej2p � 45=4
h i� �i�1

W1 ; i ¼ 2; 3; � � � ; 64 ð12:14Þ

Program 12.1 (“codebook_generator”) generates the codebook using the design

method in Equation (12.10) with NT ¼ 4, M ¼ 2, and L ¼ 64 as shown in Table 12.1.

To simulate the BER performance of the precoded OSTBC using the Alamouti coding

scheme, Program 12.2 (“Alamouti_2x1_precoding.m”) has been run to yield Figure 12.4,

which compares the performance of STBCwith and without precoding forNT ¼ 2 andNR ¼ 1

in a block flat Rayleigh fading channel. It demonstrates that the precoded STBC scheme

outperforms the traditional STBC scheme without increasing transmit power or increasing

spectral bandwidth.

Table 12.1 Codebook design parameters for OSTBC in IEEE 802.16e specification.

NT

number of

Tx antennas

M

number of

data streams

L=FB

codebook size

(feedback bits)

c

column indices

u

rotation vector

2 1 8/(3) [1] [1,0]

3 1 32/(5) [1] [1,26,28]

4 2 32/(5) [1,2] [1,26,28]

4 1 64/(6) [1] [1,8,61,45]

4 2 64/(6) [0,1] [1,7,52,56]

4 3 64/(6) [0,2,3] [1,8,61,45]

1The free variable vector u ¼ ½u1; u2 � � � uNT
� in Equation (12.11) is referred to as the rotation vector in IEEE 802.16e

specification.
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MATLAB� Programs: Codebook Generation and Precoding

Program 12.1 “codebook_generator” for codebook generation

function [code_book]=codebook_generator

% N_Nt: number of Tx antennas

% N_M : codeword length

% N_L : codebook size

N_Nt=4; N_M=2; N_L=64;

cloumn_index=[1 2]; rotation_vector=[1 7 52 56];

kk=0:N_Nt-1; ll=0:N_Nt-1;

w = exp(j*2*pi/N_Nt*kk.’*ll)/sqrt(N_Nt);

w_1 = w(:,cloumn_index([1 2]));

theta = diag(exp(j*2*pi/N_L*rotation_vector));

code_book(:,:,1) = w_1 ;

for i=1:N_L-1, code_book(:,:,i+1) = theta*code_book(:,:,i); end

Program 12.2 “Alamouti_2x1_precoding.m” for Alamouti coding with precoded OSTBC

% Alamouti_2x1_precoding.m

clear all; clf

%%%%%% Parameter Setting %%%%%%%%%

N_frame=1000; N_packet=100; %Number of frames/packet and Number of packets

b=2; M=2^b; % Number of bits per symbol and Modulation order

4 6 8 10 12 14

10
-4

10
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10
-2

10
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10
0

SNR [dB]
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R

Alamouti 2x1
Precoded Alamouti

Figure 12.4 BER performance of OSTBC with and without precoding in Rayleigh fading channel.
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mod_obj=modem.qammod(’M’,M,’SymbolOrder’,’Gray’,’InputType’,’bit’);

demod_obj = modem.qamdemod(mod_obj);

% MIMO Parameters

T_TX=4; code_length=64;

NT=2; NR=1; % Numbers of transmit/receive antennas

N_pbits=NT*b*N_frame; N_tbits=N_pbits*N_packet;

code_book = codebook_generator;

fprintf(’====================================================\n’);

fprintf(’ Precoding transmission’);

fprintf(’\n %d x %d MIMO\n %d QAM’, NT,NR,M);

fprintf(’\n Simulation bits : %d’, N_tbits);

fprintf(’\n====================================================\n’);

SNRdBs = [0:2:10]; sq2=sqrt(2);

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB = SNRdBs(i_SNR);

noise_var = NT*0.5*10^(-SNRdB/10); sigma = sqrt(noise_var);

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1); N_ebits=0;

for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_bit = randint(N_pbits,1); % Bit generation

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transmitter %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

s = modulate(mod_obj, msg_bit );

Scale = modnorm(s,’avpow’,1); % Normalization

S = reshape(Scale*s,NT,1,N_frame); % Transmit symbol

Tx_symbol = [S(1,1,:) -conj(S(2,1,:)); S(2,1,:) conj(S(1,1,:))];

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Channel and Noise %%%%%%%%%%%%%

H = (randn(NR,T_TX)+j*randn(NR,T_TX))/sq2;

for i=1:code_length

cal(i) = norm(H*code_book(:,:,i),’fro’);

end

[val,Index] = max(cal);

He = H*code_book(:,:,Index);

norm_H2 = norm(He)^2; % H selected and its norm2

for i=1:N_frame

Rx(:,:,i)=He*Tx_symbol(:,:,i)+sigma*(randn(NR,2)+j*randn(NR,2));

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Receiver %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for i=1:N_frame

y(1,i) = (He(1)’*Rx(:,1,i)+He(2)*Rx(:,2,i)’)/norm_H2;

y(2,i) = (He(2)’*Rx(:,1,i)-He(1)*Rx(:,2,i)’)/norm_H2;

end

S_hat = reshape(y/Scale,NT*N_frame,1);

msg_hat = demodulate(demod_obj,S_hat);

N_ebits = N_ebits + sum(msg_hat�=msg_bit);

end

BER(i_SNR) = N_ebits/N_tbits;

end

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER,’-k^’, ’LineWidth’,2); hold on; grid on;

xlabel(’SNR[dB]’), ylabel(’BER’); legend(’Precoded Alamouti’);
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12.3 Precoded Spatial-Multiplexing System

As in Section 12.2, CSI can be exploited at the transmitter not only forOSTBCsystems, but also

for spatial-multiplexing MIMO systems with the channel gain of H 2 C
NR�NT with NR � NT .

An obvious method to use CSI on the transmitter side is the modal decomposition in Section

9.2.1. For the modal decomposition, the matrixV 2 C
NT�NT in Equation 9.16must be used as a

precoding matrix on the transmitter side. Then, the interference-free modes are obtained as

described in Equation 9.17.

Among various possible methods that use CSI for the spatial-multiplexing system, we will

focus on the linear pre-equalization method. As illustrated in Figure 12.5, it employs pre-

equalization on the transmitter side, which is equivalent to precoding in the previous section.

The pre-equalization can be represented by a pre-equalizer weight matrixW 2 C
NT�NT and

thus, the precoded symbol vector x 2 C
NT�1 can be expressed as

x ¼ W~x ð12:15Þ
where ~x is the original symbol vector for transmission. In case where the zero-forcing (ZF)

equalization is employed, the correspondingweightmatrix (assuming that the channelmatrix is

square) is given as

WZF ¼ bH�1 ð12:16Þ
whereb is a constant tomeet the total transmitted power constraint after pre-equalization and it

is given as

b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

NT

Tr H�1 H�1
� �H� �

vuut : ð12:17Þ

To compensate for the effect of amplification by a factor of b at the transmitter, the received

signal must be divided by b via automatic gain control (AGC) at the receiver, as illustrated in

Figure 12.5. The received signal y is given by

y ¼ 1

b
HWZF~xþ zð Þ

¼ 1

b
HbH�1~xþ z
� �

¼ ~xþ 1

b
z

¼ ~xþ~z:

ð12:18Þ

Other than ZF pre-equalization, MMSE pre-equalization can also be used. In this case, the

weight matrix is given as

W

z

x
H

y

1 / β

x

Pre-equalization

AGC

Figure 12.5 Linear pre-equalization.
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WMMSE ¼ b� arg min
W

E b�1ðHW~xþ zÞ�~x
�� ��2n o

¼ b�HH HHH þ s2
z

s2
x

I

 ��1 ð12:19Þ

where the constantb is used again tomeet the total transmitted power constraint. It is calculated

by Equation (12.17), but we now replaceH�1 withHH HHH þ s2
z

s2
x
I

� ��1

[250].We note that the

pre-equalization scheme on the transmitter side outperforms the receiver-side equalization. It is

attributed to the fact that the receiver-side equalization suffers from noise enhancement in the

course of equalization.

To simulate the BER performance of the pre-MMSE equalization, Program 12.3

(“pre_MMSE.m”) has been run to yield Figure 12.6, which shows the performances of ZF/

MMSE-based equalizations on the receiver side and MMSE-based pre-equalization with

Equation (12.19). It is clear that pre-MMSE equalization outperforms the receiver-side

equalization schemes.

MATLAB� Program: Pre-MMSE Equalization

Program 12.3 “pre_MMSE.m” for Pre-MMSE equalization

% pre_MMSE.m

clear all; clf

%%%%%% Parameter Setting %%%%%%%%%
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Figure 12.6 Performance comparison: receiver-side ZF/MMSE equalization vs. pre-MMSE

equalization.
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N_frame=100; N_packet=1000; %Number of frames/packet & Number of packets

b=2; M=2^b; % Number of bits per symbol and Modulation order

mod_obj=modem.qammod(’M’,M,’SymbolOrder’,’Gray’,’InputType’,’bit’);

demod_obj = modem.qamdemod(mod_obj);

NT=4; NR=4; sq2=sqrt(2); I=eye(NR,NR);

N_pbits = N_frame*NT*b;

N_tbits = N_pbits*N_packet;

fprintf(’====================================================\n’);

fprintf(’ Pre-MMSE transmission’);

fprintf(’\n %d x %d MIMO\n %d QAM’, NT,NR,M);

fprintf(’\n Simulation bits : %d’,N_tbits);

fprintf(’\n====================================================\n’);

SNRdBs = [0:2:20];

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB = SNRdBs(i_SNR);

noise_var = NT*0.5*10^(-SNRdB/10);

sigma = sqrt(noise_var);

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1); N_ebits = 0;

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transmitter %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_bit = randint(N_pbits,1); % bit generation

symbol = modulate(mod_obj,msg_bit).’;

Scale = modnorm(symbol,’avpow’,1); % normalization

Symbol_nomalized = reshape(Scale*symbol,NT,N_frame);

H = (randn(NR,NT)+j*randn(NR,NT))/sq2;

temp_W = H’*inv(H*H’+noise_var*I);

beta = sqrt(NT/trace(temp_W*temp_W’)); % Eq.(12.17)

W = beta*temp_W; % Eq.(12.19)

Tx_signal = W*Symbol_nomalized;

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Channel and Noise %%%%%%%%%%%%%

Rx_signal=H*Tx_signal+sigma*(randn(NR,N_frame)+j*randn(NR,N_frame));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Receiver %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

y = Rx_signal/beta; % Eq.(12.18)

Symbol_hat = reshape(y/Scale,NT*N_frame,1);

msg_hat = demodulate(demod_obj,Symbol_hat);

N_ebits = N_ebits + sum(msg_hat�=msg_bit);

end

BER(i_SNR) = N_ebits/N_tbits;

end

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER,’-k^’,’LineWidth’,2); hold on; grid on;

xlabel(’SNR[dB]’), ylabel(’BER’);

legend(’Pre-MMSE transmission’)

12.4 Antenna Selection Techniques

The advantage of MIMO systems is that better performance can be achieved without

using additional transmit power or bandwidth extension. However, its main drawback is
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that additional high-cost RF modules are required as multiple antennas are employed. In

general, RF modules include low noise amplifier (LNA), frequency down-converter, and

analog-to-digital converter (ADC). In an effort to reduce the cost associated with the multiple

RF modules, antenna selection techniques can be used to employ a smaller number of RF

modules than the number of transmit antennas. Figure 12.7 illustrates the end-to-end

configuration of the antenna selection in which only Q RF modules are used to support NT

transmit antennas ðQ < NTÞ. Note that Q RF modules are selectively mapped to Q of NT

transmit antennas.

Since Q antennas are used among NT transmit antennas, the effective channel can now be

represented by Q columns of H 2 C
NR�NT . Let p

i
denote the index of the ith selected column,

i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;Q. Then, the corresponding effective channel will be modeled by NR � Qmatrix,

which is denoted by Hfp1;p2;���;pQg 2 C
NR�Q. Let x 2 C

Q�1 denote the space-time-coded or

spatially-multiplexed stream that is mapped intoQ selected antennas. Then, the received signal

y is represented as

y ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

Q

s
Hfp1;p2;���;pQgxþ z ð12:20Þ

where z 2 C
NR�1 is the additive noise vector. The channel capacity of the system in

Equation (12.20) will depend on which transmit antennas are chosen as well as the number

of transmit antennas that are chosen. In the following subsections, we will discuss how the

channel capacity can be improved by the antenna selection technique.

12.4.1 Optimum Antenna Selection Technique

A set ofQ transmit antennasmust be selected out ofNT transmit antennas so as tomaximize the

channel capacity. When the total transmitted power is limited by P, the channel capacity of the

system using Q selected transmit antennas is given by

C ¼ max
Rxx;fp1;p2;���;pQg

log2 det INR
þ Ex

QN0
Hfp1;p2;���;pQg RxxH

Hfp1;p2;���;pQg

 �
bps=Hz ð12:21Þ
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Figure 12.7 Antenna selections with Q RF modules and NT transmit antennas ðQ < NTÞ.
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where Rxx is Q� Q covariance matrix. If equal power is allocated to all selected transmit

antennas, Rxx ¼ IQ, which yields the channel capacity for the given fpigQi¼1 as

Cfp1;p2;���;pQg/log2 det INR
þ Ex

QN0
Hfp1;p2;���;pQgH

Hfp1;p2;���;pQg

 �
bps=Hz ð12:22Þ

The optimal selection ofP antennas corresponds to computing Equation (12.22) for all possible

antenna combinations. In order to maximize the system capacity, one must choose the antenna

with the highest capacity, that is,

fpopt1 ; popt2 ; � � � ; poptQ g ¼ arg max
fp1;p2;���;pQg2AQ

Cfp1;p2;���;pQg ð12:23Þ

where AQ represents a set of all possible antenna combinations with Q selected antennas.

Note that AQ

�� �� ¼ NT

Q

 �
, that is, considering all possible antenna combinations in Equa-

tion (12.23) may involve the enormous complexity, especially when NT is very large.

Therefore, some methods of reducing the complexity need to be developed. In the following

subsection, we will consider this particular issue. Figure 12.8 shows the channel capacity with

antenna selection for NT ¼ 4 and NR ¼ 4 as the number of the selected antennas varies by

Q ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4. It is clear that the channel capacity increases in proportion to the number of the

selected antennas. When the SNR is less than 10dB, the selection of three antennas is enough

to warrant the channel capacity as much as the use of all four antennas. Program 12.4

(“MIMO_channel_cap_ant_sel_optimal.m”) can be used to compute the MIMO channel

capacity using optimal antenna selection scheme. The number of selected antennas can be

set by varying the parameter sel_ant¼1,2,3,4.
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Figure 12.8 Channel capacity with optimal antenna selection: NT ¼ NR ¼ 4, and Q ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4.
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MATLAB� Program: Channel Capacity with Optimal Antenna Selection

Program 12.4 “MIMO_channel_cap_ant_sel_optimal.m” for channel capacity with the

optimal antenna selection method

% MIMO_channel_cap_ant_sel_optimal.m

clear all; clf

NT=4; NR=4; MaxIter=1000;

sel_ant=1; I=eye(NR,NR); sq2=sqrt(2);

SNRdBs=[0:2:20];

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB = SNRdBs(i_SNR);

SNR_sel_ant = 10^(SNRdB/10)/sel_ant;

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1); cum = 0;

for i=1:MaxIter

H = (randn(NR,NT)+j*randn(NR,NT))/sq2;

if sel_ant>NT|sel_ant<1

error(’sel_ant must be between 1 and NT!’);

else indices = NCHOOSEK([1:NT],sel_ant);

end

for n=1:size(indices,1)

Hn = H(:,indices(n,:));

log_SH(n)=log2(real(det(I+SNR_sel_ant*Hn*Hn’))); % Eq.(12.22)

end

cum = cum + max(log_SH);

end

sel_capacity(i_SNR) = cum/MaxIter;

end

plot(SNRdBs,sel_capacity,’-ko’, ’LineWidth’,2); hold on;

xlabel(’SNR[dB]’), ylabel(’bps/Hz’), grid on;

12.4.2 Complexity-Reduced Antenna Selection

As mentioned in the previous subsection, optimal antenna selection in Equation (12.23) may

involve too much complexity depending on the total number of available transmit antennas.

In order to reduce its complexity, we may need to resort to the sub-optimal method. For

example, additional antenna can be selected in ascending order of increasing the channel

capacity. More specifically, one antenna with the highest capacity is first selected as

p
subopt
1 ¼ arg max

p1
Cfp1g

¼ arg max log
p1

2 det INR
þ Ex

QN0
Hfp1gH

Hfp1g

 � ð12:24Þ

Given the first selected antenna, the second antenna is selected such that the channel capacity

is maximized, that is,

p
subopt
2 ¼ arg max

p2 6¼p
subopt

1

Cfpsubopt
1

;p2g

¼ arg max log
p2 6¼p

subopt

1

2 det INR
þ Ex

QN0
Hfpsubopt

1
;p2gH

H
fpsubopt

1
; p2g

 � ð12:25Þ
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After the nth iteration which provides fpsubopt1 ; psubopt2 ; . . . ; psuboptn g, the capacity with an

additional antenna, say antenna l, can be updated as

Cl ¼ log2 det INR
þ Ex

QN0
Hfpsubopt

1
;���;psuboptn gH

H

fpsubopt
1

;���;psuboptn gþHflgHH
flg

� �8<
:

9=
;

¼ log2det INR
þ Ex

QN0
Hfpsubopt

1
;���;psuboptn gH

H

fpsubopt
1

;���;psuboptn g

8<
:

9=
;

þ log2 1þ Ex

QN0
Hflg INR

þ Ex

QN0
Hfpsubopt

1
;���;psuboptn gH

H

fpsubopt
1

;���;psuboptn g

0
@

1
A
�1

HH
flg

8<
:

9=
;

ð12:26Þ

It can be derived using the following identities:

detðAþ uvHÞ ¼ ð1þ vHA�1uÞdetðAÞ
log2 detðAþ uvHÞ ¼ log2ð1þ vHA�1uÞdetðAÞ ¼ log2 detðAÞþ log2ð1þ vHA�1uÞ

ð12:27Þ

where

A ¼ INR
þ Ex

QN0
Hfpsubopt

1
;���;psuboptn gH

H

fpsubopt
1

;���;psuboptn g

and u ¼ v ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex

QN0

s
Hflg:

The additional ðnþ 1Þth antenna is the one that maximizes the channel capacity in Equa-

tion (12.26), that is,

p
subopt
nþ 1 ¼ arg max

l =2fpsubopt
1

;...;psuboptn g
Cl

¼ arg max
l =2fpsubopt

1
;...;psuboptn g

Hflg
QN0

Ex
INR

þHfpsubopt
1

;���;psuboptn gH
H

fpsubopt
1

;���;psuboptn g

0
@

1
A
�1

HH
flg

ð12:28Þ

This process continues until all Q antennas are selected (i.e., continue the iteration Equa-

tion (12.28) until nþ 1 ¼ Q). Note that only one matrix inversion is required for all

l 2 f1; 2; � � � ;NTg�fpsubopt1 ; psubopt2 ; � � � ; psuboptn g in the course of the selection process.

Meanwhile, the same process can be implemented by deleting the antenna in descending

order of decreasing channel capacity. LetSn denote a set of antenna indices in the nth iteration.

In the initial step, we consider all antennas, S1 ¼ f1; 2; � � � ;NTg, and select the antenna that

contributes least to the capacity, that is,

pdeleted1 ¼ arg max log
p12S1

2 det INR
þ Ex

QN0
HS1�fp1gH

H
S1�fp1g

 �
ð12:29Þ

The antenna selected from Equation (12.29) will be deleted from the antenna index set, and the

remaining antenna set is updated to S2 ¼ S1� pdeleted1

� �
. If S2j j ¼ NT�1 > Q, we choose
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another antenna to delete. This will be the one that contributes least to the capacity now for the

current antenna index set S2, that is,

pdeleted2 ¼ arg max log
p22S2

2 det INR
þ Ex

QN0
HS2�fp2gH

H
S2�fp2g

 �
: ð12:30Þ

Again, the remaining antenna index set is updated to S3 ¼ S2� pdeleted2

� �
. This process will

continue until allQ antennas are selected, that is, jSnj ¼ Q. Note that the complexity of selection

method in descending order is higher than that in ascending order. From the performance

perspective, however, the selection method in descending order outperforms that in ascending

order when 1 < Q < NT . This is due to the fact that the selection method in descending order

considers all correlations between the column vectors of the original channel gain before

choosing the first antenna to delete.WhenQ ¼ NT�1, the selectionmethod in descending order

produces the same antenna index set as the optimal antenna selection method produces

Equation (12.23). When Q ¼ 1, however, the selection method in ascending order produces

the same antenna index as the optimal antenna selection method in Equation (12.23) and

achieves better performance than any other selection methods. In general, however, all these

methods are just suboptimal, except for the above two special cases.

The channel capacities with two suboptimal selection methods can be computed by using

Program 12.5 (“MIMO_channel_cap_subopt_ant_sel.m”), where sel_ant¼1,2,. . .,
NT�1 is used for setting the number of selected antennas, and variable sel_method ¼ 0

or 1 indicateswhether selection is done in descending or ascending order. Figure 12.9 shows the

channel capacity with the selectionmethod in descending order for various numbers of selected

antennas with NT ¼ 4 and NR ¼ 4. Comparing the curves in Figure 12.9 with those in

Figure 12.8, we can see that the suboptimal antenna selection method in Equation (12.28)

achieves almost the same channel capacity as the optimal antenna selection method in

Equation (12.23).
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Figure 12.9 Channel capacities for antenna selection method in descending order.
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MATLAB� Program: Channel Capacity with Suboptimal Antenna Selection

Program 12.5 “MIMO_channel_cap_ant_sel_subopt.m” for channel capacity with the

suboptimal antenna selection method

% MIMO_channel_cap_ant_sel_subopt.m

clear all; clf

sel_ant=2; % Number of antennas to select

sel_method=0; % 0/1 for increasingly/decreasingly ordered selection

NT=4; NR=4; % Number of transmit/receive antennas

I=eye(NR,NR); sq2=sqrt(2);

SNRdBs = [0:10]; MaxIter=1000;

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB = SNRdBs(i_SNR);

SNR_sel_ant = 10^(SNRdB/10)/sel_ant;

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1);

cum = 0;

for i=1:MaxIter

if sel_method==0

sel_ant_indices=[]; rem_ant_indices=[1:NT];

else

sel_ant_indices=[1:NT]; del_ant_indices=[];

end

H = (randn(NR,NT)+j*randn(NR,NT))/sq2;

if sel_method==0 % increasingly ordered selection method

for current_sel_ant_number=1:sel_ant

clear log_SH;

for n=1:length(rem_ant_indices)

Hn = H(:,[sel_ant_indices rem_ant_indices(n)]);

log_SH(n)=log2(real(det(I+SNR_sel_ant*Hn*Hn’)));

end

maximum_capacity = max(log_SH);

selected = find(log_SH==maximum_capacity);

sel_ant_index = rem_ant_indices(selected);

rem_ant_indices = [rem_ant_indices(1:selected-1) ...

rem_ant_indices(selected+1:end)];

sel_ant_indices = [sel_ant_indices sel_ant_index];

end

else % decreasingly ordered selection method

for current_del_ant_number=1:NT-sel_ant

clear log_SH;

for n=1:length(sel_ant_indices)

Hn = H(:,[sel_ant_indices(1:n-1) sel_ant_indices(n+1:end)]);

log_SH(n)=log2(real(det(I+SNR_sel_ant*Hn*Hn’)));

end

maximum_capacity = max(log_SH);

selected = find(log_SH==maximum_capacity);

sel_ant_indices = [sel_ant_indices(1:selected-1) ...

sel_ant_indices(selected+1:end)];
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end

end

cum = cum + maximum_capacity;

end

sel_capacity(i_SNR) = cum/MaxIter;

end

plot(SNRdBs,sel_capacity,’-ko’, ’LineWidth’,2); hold on;

xlabel(’SNR[dB]’), ylabel(’bps/Hz’), grid on;

title(’Capacity of suboptimally selected antennas’)

12.4.3 Antenna Selection for OSTBC

In the previous subsection, channel capacity has been used as a design criterion for

antenna selection. Error performance can also be used as another design criterion. In other

words, transmit antennas can be selected so as to minimize the error probability. Let

PrðCi !CjjHfp1;p2;���;pQgÞ denote the pairwise error probability when a space-time codeword

Ci is transmitted but Cj is decoded for the given channel Hfp1;p2;���;pQg, j 6¼ i. For an effective

channel Hfp1;p2;���;pQg with Q columns of H chosen, an upper bound for the pairwise error

probability for orthogonal STBC (OSTBC) is given as

Pr Ci !Cj

� ��Hfp1;p2;���;pQg Þ ¼ Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r Hfp1;p2;���;pQgEi;j

�� ��2
F

2NT

vuut
0
@

1
A � exp � r Hfp1;p2;���;pQgEi;j

�� ��2
F

4NT

0
@

1
A

ð12:31Þ

The above upper bound follows from a similar way as in Section 10.2.2. The Q transmit

antennas can be selected to minimize the upper bound in Equation (12.31), or equivalently

p
opt
1 ; popt2 ; � � � ; poptQ

n o
¼ arg max

p1;p2;���;pQ2AQ

Hfp1;p2;���;pQgEi;j

�� ��2
F

¼ arg max
p1;p2;���;pQ2AQ

tr Hfp1;p2;���;pQgEi;jE
H
i;jH

H
fp1;p2;���;pQg

h i
¼ arg max

p1;p2;���;pQ2AQ

tr Hfp1;p2;���;pQgH
H
fp1;p2;���;pQg

h i
¼ arg max

p1;p2;���;pQ2AQ

Hfp1;p2;���;pQg
�� ��2

F

ð12:32Þ

In deriving Equation (12.32), we have used the fact that the error matrix Ei;j has the property

Ei;jE
H
i;j ¼ aIwith constant a. From Equation (12.32), we can see that the antennas correspond-

ing to high column norms are selected for minimizing the error rate. The average SNR on the

receiver side with Q selected antennas of fpigQi¼1 is given as

hfp1;p2;���;pQg ¼
r

Q
Hfp1;p2;���;pQg
�� ��2

F
ð12:33Þ
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Equations (12.32) and (12.33) imply that the antennaswith the highest SNRon the receiver side

must be chosen. Denoting the indices with the highest Q column norms of H by

p
opt
1 ; popt2 ; � � � ; poptQ

n o
, we have the following inequality:

Hfpopt
1

;popt
2

;���;popt
Q

g
��� ���2

F

Q
� Hk k2F

NT

ð12:34Þ

Since Q � NT , we also have the following inequality:

Hfpopt
1

;p
opt

2
;���;popt

Q
g

��� ���2
F
¼ Hfpopt

1
g

��� ���2 þ Hfpopt
2

g
��� ���2 þ � � � þ Hfpopt

Q
g

��� ���2
� Hf1g
�� ��2 þ Hf2g

�� ��2 þ � � � þ HfNTg
�� ��2

¼ Hk k2F

ð12:35Þ

where H{k} represents the kth column of H. From Equations (12.34) and (12.35), the average

SNR on the receiver side with the optimally selected antennas is ranged by

r

Q
Hk k2F � hfpopt

1
;popt

2
;���;popt

Q
g �

r

NT

Hk k2F ð12:36Þ

From the inequality in (12.36), we can see that the upper and lower bounds of the average

received SNR are functions of Hk k2F . This implies that a diversity order of NTNR is achieved

with optimal antenna selection in Equation (12.23) when the entries of H are i.i.d. Gaussian-

distributed.

To simulate the antenna selection method in Equation (12.32) for the Alamouti STBC

scheme, Program 12.6 (“Alamouti_2x1_ant_selection.m”) has been run to yield Figure 12.10,
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Figure 12.10 BER performance of Alamouti STBC schemewith antenna selection:Q ¼ 2 andNT ¼ 4.
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which shows its BER performancewithQ ¼ 2 andNT ¼ 4. Note that the further diversity gain

has been achieved without using additional RF modules on the transmitter side. It is also

interesting to compare the results in Figure 12.4 with those in Figure 12.10, which demonstrate

that the antenna selection method provides more gain over the precoding method.

MATLAB� Program: Antenna Selection for OSTBC

Program 12.6 “Alamouti_2x1_ant_selection.m”: Antenna selection for OSTBC

% Alamouti_2x1_ant_selection.m

clear all; clf

%%%%%% Parameter Setting %%%%%%%%%

N_frame=100; N_packet=100; %Number of frames/packet & Number of packets

b=2; M=2^b;

mod_obj=modem.qammod(’M’,M,’SymbolOrder’,’Gray’,’InputType’,’bit’);

demod_obj = modem.qamdemod(mod_obj);

% MIMO Parameters

T_TX=4; NT=2; NR=1;

N_pbits=NT*b*N_frame; N_tbits=N_pbits*N_packet;

fprintf(’====================================================\n’);

fprintf(’ Ant_selection transmission’);

fprintf(’\n %d x %d MIMO\n %d QAM’, NT,NR,M);

fprintf(’\n Simulation bits : %d’,N_tbits);

fprintf(’\n====================================================\n’);

SNRdBs = [0:2:20]; sq2=sqrt(2);

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB= SNRdBs(i_SNR);

noise_var = NT*0.5*10^(-SNRdB/10); sigma = sqrt(noise_var);

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1); N_ebits = 0;

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Transmitter %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_bit = randint(N_pbits,1); % Bit generation

s = modulate(mod_obj,msg_bit);

Scale = modnorm(s,’avpow’,1); % Normalization factor

S=reshape(Scale*s,NT,1,N_frame);

Tx_symbol=[S(1,1,:) -conj(S(2,1,:));

S(2,1,:) conj(S(1,1,:))];

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Channel and Noise %%%%%%%%%%%%%

H = (randn(NR,T_TX)+j*randn(NR,T_TX))/sq2;

for TX_index=1:T_TX

ch(TX_index)=norm(H(:,TX_index),’fro’);

end

[val,Index] = sort(ch,’descend’);

Hs = H(:,Index([1 2]));

norm_H2=norm(Hs,’fro’)^2; % H selected and its norm2

for i=1:N_frame

Rx(:,:,i) = Hs*Tx_symbol(:,:,i) + ...

sigma*(randn(NR,2)+j*randn(NR,2));

end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%% Receiver %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for i=1:N_frame

y(1,i) = (Hs(1)’*Rx(:,1,i)+Hs(2)*Rx(:,2,i)’)/norm_H2;

y(2,i) = (Hs(2)’*Rx(:,1,i)-Hs(1)*Rx(:,2,i)’)/norm_H2;

end

S_hat = reshape(y/Scale,NT*N_frame,1);

msg_hat = demodulate(demod_obj,S_hat);

N_ebits = N_ebits + sum(msg_hat�=msg_bit);

end

BER(i_SNR) = N_ebits/N_tbits;

end

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER,’-k^’, ’LineWidth’,2); hold on; grid on;

xlabel(’SNR[dB]’), ylabel(’BER’);

legend(’Ant-selection transmission’);
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13

Multi-User MIMO

In Chapter 9, we have shown that the channel capacity of the single-user NR � NT MIMO

systems is proportional toNmin ¼ minðNT ;NRÞ [211, 251–253]. In fact, MIMO technique is an

essential means of increasing capacity in the high SNR regime, providing at most Nmin spatial

degrees of freedom. In the single-user MIMO system, a point-to-point high data rate

transmission can be supported by spatial multiplexing while providing spatial diversity gain.

However, most communication systems deal with multiple users who are sharing the same

radio resources. Figure 13.1 illustrates a typical multi-user communication environment

in which the multiple mobile stations are served by a single base station in the cellular system.

In Figure 13.1, three out of four users are selected and allocated communication resource such

as time, frequency, and spatial stream. Suppose that the base station and eachmobile station are

equipped with NB and NM antennas, respectively. As K independent users form a virtual set of

K �NM antennas which communicate with a single BS with NB antennas, the end-to-end

configuration can be considered as a ðK �NMÞ � NB MIMO system for downlink, or

NB � ðK �NMÞ MIMO system for uplink. In this multi-user communication system, multiple

antennas allow the independent users to transmit their own data stream in the uplink (many-to-

one) at the same time or the base station to transmit themultiple user data streams to be decoded

by each user in the downlink (one-to-many). This is attributed to the increase in degrees of

freedom with multiple antennas as in the single-user MIMO system.

In the multi-user MIMO system, downlink and uplink channels are referred to as broadcast

channel (BC) and multiple access channel (MAC), respectively. Since all data streams of K

independent users are available for a single receiver of the base station in the multiple access

channel, the multi-user MIMO system is equivalent to a single user ðK �NMÞ � NB MIMO

system in the uplink. Similar to the single-user MIMO system, therefore, it can be shown that

the uplink capacity of multi-user MIMO system is proportional to minðNB;K �NMÞ.
In this chapter, we first discuss amathematical model of themulti-userMIMO system and its

capacity. Then, we present the precoded transmission schemes, which is a specific means of

implementing the multi-user MIMO system for the downlink.
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13.1 Mathematical Model for Multi-User MIMO System

ConsiderK independent users in themulti-userMIMOsystem.We assume that the BS and each

MS are equippedwithNB andNM antennas, respectively. Figure 13.2 shows the uplink channel,

known as a multiple access channel (MAC) for K independent users. Let xu 2 C
NM�1 and

yMAC 2 C
NB�1 denote the transmit signal from the u th user, u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K, and the received

signal at the BS, respectively. The channel gain between the u th userMS and BS is represented

by HUL
u 2 C

NB�NM, u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K. The received signal is expressed as

yMAC ¼ HUL
1 x1 þHUL

2 x2 þ � � � þHUL
K xK þ z

¼ HUL
1 HUL

2 � � �HUL
K

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

¼HUL

x1

..

.

xK

2
6664

3
7775þ z ¼ HUL

x1

..

.

xK

2
6664

3
7775þ z

ð13:1Þ
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Figure 13.1 Multi-user MIMO communication systems: K¼ 4.
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Figure 13.2 Uplink channel model for multi-user MIMO system: multiple access channel (MAC).
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where z 2 C
NB�1 is the additive noise in the receiver and it is modeled as a zero-mean circular

symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random vector.

On the other hand, Figure 13.3 shows the downlink channel, known as a broadcast channel

(BC) in which x 2 C
NB�1 is the transmit signal from the BS and yu 2 C

NM�1 is the received

signal at the u th user, u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K. LetHDL
u 2 C

NM�NB represent the channel gain between

BS and the u th user. In MAC, the received signal at the u th user is expressed as

yu ¼ HDL
u xþ zu; u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K ð13:2Þ

where zu 2 C
NM�1 is the additive ZMCSCG noise at the u th user. Representing all user signals

by a single vector, the overall system can be represented as

y1
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..

.

yK

2
6666664

3
7777775

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
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|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
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zK
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3
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ð13:3Þ

13.2 Channel Capacity of Multi-User MIMO System

Based on the mathematical models in the previous section, we discuss some examples for the

channel capacity of MAC and BC in the AWGN channel.
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Figure 13.3 Downlink channel model for multi-user MIMO system: broadcast channel (BC).
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13.2.1 Capacity of MAC

Capacity region ofMACwas first introduced in [280]. LetPu and Ru denote the power and data

rate of the u th user in the K-user MIMO system, u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K. Referring to Figure 13.2, the
MAC capacity region for K ¼ 2 and NM ¼ 1 is given as

R1 � log2 1þ HUL
1

�� ��2P1

� �
R2 � log2 1þ HUL

2

�� ��2P2

� �
R1 þR2 � log2 1þ HUL

1

�� ��2P1 þ HUL
2

�� ��2P2

� � ð13:4Þ

and it is also illustrated in Figure 13.4 [254].

In this case, the received signal is given as

yMAC ¼ HUL
1 x1 þHUL

2 x2 þ
z1

z2

� 	

¼ HUL
1 HUL

2

� � x1

x2

� 	
þ z1

z2

� 	 ð13:5Þ

where xu is the transmitted signal from the u th user, u ¼ 1; 2. In order to achieve the point A in

Figure 13.4, signalx1 is detected by assuming that it is interferedwith the signal from the user 2.

Once x1 is detected correctly, which is possible as long as the transmission rate is less than

the corresponding channel capacity R1 ¼ log2f1þ jjHUL
1 jj2P1=ð1þ jjHUL

2 jj2P2Þg, it can be
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Figure 13.4 Capacity region of MAC: K ¼ 2 and NM ¼ 1.
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canceled from the received signal as follows:

~yMAC ¼ yMAC �HUL
1 x1 ¼ HUL

2 x2 þ z1
z2

� 	
ð13:6Þ

From the above interference-free signal ~yMAC, x2 is detected to achieve R2 ¼
log2ð1þ jjHUL

2 jj2P2Þ. The point C can be achieved in the other way around. All the other

rate points on the segment AC, for example, point B in Figure 13.4, can be achieved by

time-sharing or rate-splitting between the multiple access schemes in point A and point C. In

[255], it was shown that the sum rate capacity of MAC channel is proportional to

minðNB;K �NMÞ.

13.2.2 Capacity of BC

The capacity region of Gaussian broadcast channel remains as an unsolved problem. In this

subsection, we discuss an achievable downlink channel capacity for a special case of NB ¼ 2,

NM ¼ 1 andK ¼ 2, using dirty paper coding (DPC) [256–258]. In this case, the received signal

in Equation (13.3) is expressed as

y1

y2

" #
|fflffl{zfflffl}
yBC

¼
HDL

1

HDL
2

" #
|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}

HDL

x1

x2

" #
þ

z1

z2

" #
ð13:7Þ

where HDL
u 2 C

1�2 denotes the channel matrix between the BS and the u th user, u ¼ 1; 2, ~xu
represents the u th user signal, while xi is the signal transmitted by the i th transmit antenna,

i ¼ 1; 2. If the channel information is completely available at BS, the overall channel can be

LQ-decomposed as

HDL ¼ l11 0

l21 l22

� 	
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

L

q1
q2

� 	
|fflffl{zfflffl}

Q

ð13:8Þ

where

l11 ¼ HDL
1

�� ��; q1 ¼ 1

l11
HDL

1 ;

l21 ¼ q1 � HDL
2


 �H
;

l22 ¼ HDL
2 �l21q1

�� ��;
and q2 ¼

1

l22
HDL

2 �l21q1

 �

:

We note that fqig2i¼1 in Equation (13.8) are the orthonormal row vectors. Given fqig2i¼1 from

the channel information, we can precode the transmitted signal as
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x1
x2

� 	
|fflffl{zfflffl}

x

¼ QH

~x1

~x2� 1

l22
l21~x1

2
4

3
5 ð13:9Þ

Transmitting the above precoded signal, the received signal is given as

yBC ¼ HDLxþ z

¼
l11 0

l21 l22

" #
q1

q2

" #
qH1 qH2
� � ~x1

~x2� 1

l22
l21~x1

2
64

3
75þ z

¼
l11 0

0 l22

" #
~x1

~x2

" #
þ z

¼
HDL

1

�� �� 0

0 HDL
2 �l12q1

�� ��
" #

~x1

~x2

" #
þ z

ð13:10Þ

From Equation (13.10), we can see that two virtual interference-free channels have been

created. Assume that the total power P is divided into aP and ð1�aÞP for the first and second

users, respectively, that is,

E x1j j2
n o

¼ E ~x1j j2
n o

¼ aP

and E x2j j2
n o

¼ E ~x2� l21

l22
~x1

����
����
2

( )
¼ ð1�aÞP; a 2 0; 1½ �:

Then, the capacities for the first and second user are respectively given as

R1 ¼ log 1þ HDL
1

�� ��2 aP
s2
z

 �
; ð13:11Þ

and

R2 ¼ log2 1þ HDL
2 �l21q1

�� ��2 ð1�aÞP
s2
z

 �
: ð13:12Þ

If the second user is selected such that l21 ¼ 0, then its capacity becomes as

R2 ¼ log2 1þ HDL
2

�� ��2 ð1�aÞP
s2
z

 �
: ð13:13Þ

In [258–263], the duality of the uplink and downlink channel capacities was used to derive

the capacity of broadcast channel. It was also shown that the downlink channel capacity using
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DPC is the same as that of using themultiple access channel. In [264, 265], it was shown that the

sum rate capacity is proportional tominðNB;K �NMÞwhereNB is the number of antennas at BS,

NM is the number of antennas at MS, and K is the number of users.

13.3 Transmission Methods for Broadcast Channel

The main difficulty in data transmission in BC is that the coordinated signal detection on the

receiver side is not straightforward, and thus, interference cancellation at BS is required. In this

section, we consider four different transmission methods: channel inversion, block diagonal-

ization, dirty paper coding (DPC), and Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP).

13.3.1 Channel Inversion

In this section, we assume NM ¼ 1 for all users and K ¼ NB. Let ~xu denote the u th user signal
while HDL

u 2 C
1�K denotes the channel matrix between BS and the u th user, u ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K.

The received signal of the u th user can be expressed as

yu ¼ HDL
u

~x1
~x2
..
.

~xK

2
6664

3
7775þ zu; u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K: ð13:14Þ

The received signals of all users can be represented as
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ð13:15Þ

The received signal at each user terminal in Equation (13.15) is a scalar while each user’s

received signal in Equation (13.2) is a vector. Since each user is equippedwith a single antenna,

interferences due to other signals cannot be canceled. Instead, precoding techniques such as

channel inversion and regularized channel inversion can be considered [266–273]. In themulti-

user MIMO scenario, channel inversion is the same processing as the ZF pre-equalization

discussed in Chapter 12. The only difference is thatH in Equation (12.16) is replacedwithHDL

from Equation (13.15) [266–270]. As in the single userMIMO case, noise enhancement can be

mitigated using the MMSE criterion. Again HDL is used instead of H in Equation (12.19),

which is referred to as a regularized channel inversion in the context of multi-user MIMO.

Program 13.1 (“multi_user_MIMO.m”) can be used to get the BER performance of a multi-

user MIMO system where either channel inversion or regularized channel inversion can be

selected by settingmode¼ 0 ormode¼ 1, respectively. In Figure 13.5, theBERperformance of
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channel inversion is compared to that of regularized channel inversion forNB ¼ 4 andNM ¼ 1,

in which four users with the highest channel norm values are selected out ofK ¼ 20. As can be

seen in Figure 13.5, regularized channel inversion achieves better performance than channel

inversion method, thanks to mitigating noise enhancement.

MATLAB� Programs: Channel Inversion Methods for Multi-User MIMO

Program13.1 “multi_user_MIMO.m” for amulti-userMIMOsystemwith channel inversion

% multi_user_MIMO.m

clear all; clf

mode=1; % Set 0/1 for channel inversion or regularized channel inversion

N_frame=10; N_packet=200; % Number of frames/packet and Number of packets

b=2; NT=4; N_user=20; N_act_user=4; I=eye(N_act_user,NT);

N_pbits = N_frame*NT*b; % Number of bits in a packet

N_tbits = N_pbits*N_packet; % Number of total bits

SNRdBs = [0:2:20]; sq2=sqrt(2);

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB=SNRdBs(i_SNR); N_ebits = 0; rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1);

sigma2 = NT*0.5*10^(-SNRdB/10); sigma = sqrt(sigma2);

for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_bit = randint(1,N_pbits); % Bit generation

symbol = QPSK_mapper(msg_bit).’; x = reshape(symbol,NT,N_frame);

for i_user=1:N_user

H(i_user,:) = (randn(1,NT)+j*randn(1,NT))/sq2;

Channel_norm(i_user)=norm(H(i_user,:));

end

[Ch_norm,Index]=sort(Channel_norm,’descend’);

H_used = H(Index(1:N_act_user),:);
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Figure 13.5 BER performance of two channel inversion methods.
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temp_W = H_used’*inv(H_used*H_used’+(mode==1)*sigma2*I);

beta = sqrt(NT/trace(temp_W*temp_W’)); % Eq.(12.17)

W = beta*temp_W; % Eq.(12.19)

Tx_signal = W*x; % Pre-equalized signal at Tx

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Channel and Noise %%%%%%%%%%%%%

Rx_signal = H_used*Tx_signal + ...

sigma*(randn(N_act_user,N_frame)+j*randn(N_act_user,N_frame));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Receiver %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

x_hat = Rx_signal/beta; % Eq.(12.18)

symbol_hat = reshape(x_hat,NT*N_frame,1);

symbol_sliced = QPSK_slicer(symbol_hat);

demapped=QPSK_demapper(symbol_sliced);

N_ebits = N_ebits + sum(msg_bit�=demapped);

end

BER(i_SNR) = N_ebits/N_tbits;

end

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER,’-o’), grid on

Program 13.2 “QPSK_mapper”

function [QPSK_symbols] = QPSK_mapper(bitseq);

QPSK_table = [1 j -j -1]/sqrt(2);

for i=1:length(bitseq)/2

temp = bitseq(2*(i-1)+1)*2 +bitseq(2*(i-1)+2);

QPSK_symbols(i) =QPSK_table(temp+1);

end

Program 13.3 “QPSK_slicer”

function [x_sliced] = QPSK_slicer(x)

sq05=1/sqrt(2); jsq05=j*sq05;

for i=1:length(x)

if imag(x(i))>real(x(i))

if imag(x(i))>-real(x(i)), x_sliced(i)=jsq05;

else x_sliced(i)=-sq05;

end

else

if imag(x(i))>-real(x(i)), x_sliced(i)=sq05;

else x_sliced(i)=-jsq05;

end

end

end
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Program 13.4 “QPSK_demapper”

function [bit_seq] = QPSK_demapper(x)

QPSK_table = [1 j -j -1]/sqrt(2);

Nx=length(x);

for i=1:Nx

x_temp(2*(i-1)+1:2*i)=dec2bin(find(QPSK_table==x(i))-1,2);

end

for i=1:Nx*2, bit_seq(i)=bin2dec(x_temp(i)); end

13.3.2 Block Diagonalization

In the previous subsection, we have seen channel inversion methods that deal with the multiple

users, each with a single antenna. In the channel inversion methods, all signals other than target

signalxu
T
(i.e.,xu; u 6¼ uT ) isconsideredasinterference,andarecanceledfromyu

T
viaprecoding.

A similarmethodcanbeapplicable tomultiple users, eachwithmultiple antennas. Since the inter-

antenna interference in itsownsignal aswell asotheruser interferenceare canceledormitigated in

the channel inversionprocesses, noise enhancement becomesmore severe fromthe perspective of

thetargetuser. Inthissituation,ablockdiagonalization(BD)methodismoresuitable[271–273].In

the BD method, unlike in the channel inversion methods, only the interference from other user

signals is canceled in the process of precoding. Then, the inter-antenna interference for each user

can be canceled by various signal detection methods in Chapter 11.

Let NM;u denote the number of antennas for the u th user, u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K. For the u th user
signal ~xu 2 C

NM;u�1, the received signal yu 2 C
NM;u�1 is given as

yu ¼ HDL
u

XK
k¼1

Wk~xk þ zu

¼ HDL
u Wu~xu þ

XK
k¼1; k 6¼ u

HDL
u Wk~xk þ zu

ð13:16Þ

whereHDL
u 2 C

NM;u�NB is the channelmatrix betweenBS and the u th user,Wu 2 C
NB�NM;u is the

precoding matrix for the u th user, and zu is the noise vector. Consider the received signals for

the three-user case (i.e., K ¼ 3),
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y3

2
64

3
75 ¼

HDL
1 HDL

1 HDL
1

HDL
2 HDL

2 HDL
2

HDL
3 HDL

3 HDL
3

2
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3
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|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
HDL

W1~x1

W2~x2

W3~x3

2
64

3
75

|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
x

þ
z1

z2

z3

2
64

3
75

¼
HDL

1 W1 HDL
1 W2 HDL

1 W3

HDL
2 W1 HDL

2 W2 HDL
2 W3

HDL
3 W1 HDL

3 W2 HDL
3 W3

2
64

3
75

~x1

~x2

~x3

2
64

3
75þ

z1

z2

z3

2
64

3
75

ð13:17Þ
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where fHDL
u Wkg form an effective channel matrix for the u th-user receiver and the kth-user

transmit signal (u; k ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K). Note that fHDL
u Wkgu 6¼ k incurs interference to the u th user

unlessHDL
u Wk ¼ 0NM;u�NM;u

; 8 u 6¼ k in Equation (13.16), where 0NM;u�NM;u
is a zero matrix. In

other words, the interference-free transmission will be warranted as long as the effective

channel matrix in Equation (13.17) can be block-diagonalized, that is,

HDL
u Wk ¼ 0NM;u�NM;u

; 8 u 6¼ k ð13:18Þ

In order to meet the total transmit power constraint, the precoders Wu 2 C
NB�NM;u must be

unitary, u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K. Under the condition of Equation (13.18), the received signal in

Equation (13.16) is now interference-free, that is,

yu ¼ HDL
u Wu~xu þ zu; u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K ð13:19Þ

Once we construct the interference-free signals in Equation (13.19), various signal detection

methods in Chapter 11 can be used to estimate ~xu.
We now discuss how to obtain fWkgKk¼1 that satisfy the condition in Equation (13.18). Let us

construct the following channelmatrix that contains the channel gains of all users except for the

u th user:

~H
DL

u ¼ HDL
1


 �H � � � HDL
u�1


 �H
HDL

uþ 1


 �H � � � HDL
K


 �Hh iH
ð13:20Þ

WhenNM;total ¼
PK

u¼1 NM;u ¼ NB, that is, the total number of antennas used by all active users

are the same as the number of BS antennas, Equation (13.18) is equivalent to

~H
DL

u Wu ¼ 0ðNM;total�NM;uÞ�NM;u
; u ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;K ð13:21Þ

This implies that the precoder matrixWu 2 C
NB�NM;u must be designed to lie in the null space1

of ~H
DL

u . If Equation (13.21) is satisfied for the case of K ¼ 3, the received signal in

Equation (13.17) is expressed as

y1

y2

y3

2
64

3
75 ¼

HDL
1 W1 0 0

0 HDL
2 W2 0

0 0 HDL
3 W3

2
664

3
775

~x1

~x2

~x3

2
64

3
75þ

z1

z2

z3

2
64

3
75 ð13:22Þ

where the zero matrices are of appropriate dimensions.

We now discuss how to design the precoders that satisfy Equation (13.21). We note that

the dimension of the matrix ~H
DL

u 2 C
ðNM;total�NM;uÞ�NB is less than minðNM;total�NM;u;NBÞ. If

we assume NM;total ¼ NB, minðNM;total�NM;u;NBÞ ¼ NB �NM;u. Then the singular value

decomposition (SVD) of ~H
DL

u can be expressed as

1 The null space of a matrix A 2 Cm� n is defined as Null Að Þ ¼ x 2 C1� nð ÞAx ¼ 0m. If a matrix lies in the null

space of A 2 Cm� n, then all column vectors of the matrix lie in NullðAÞ.
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~H
DL

u ¼ ~Uu
~Lu

~V
non-zero

u
~V
zero

u

h iH
ð13:23Þ

where ~V
non-zero

u 2 C
ðNM;total�NM;uÞ�NB and ~V

zero

u 2 C
NM;u�NB are composed of right singular vectors

that correspond to non-zero singular values and zero singular values, respectively. Multiplying

~H
DL

u with ~V
zero

u , we have the following relationship:

~H
DL

u
~V
zero

u ¼ ~Uu
~L
non-zero

u 0
h i ~V

non-zero

u

� �H

~V
zero

u

� �H

2
664

3
775~V

zero

u

¼ ~Uu
~Lnon-zero

u
~V
non-zero

u

� �H
~V
zero

u

¼ ~Uu
~L
non-zero

u 0

¼ 0

ð13:24Þ

FromEquation (13.24), it can be seen that ~V
zero

u is in the null space of ~H
DL

u , that is, when a signal

is transmitted in the direction of ~V
zero

u , all but the u th user receives no signal at all. Thus,

Wu ¼ ~Vu can be used for precoding the u th user signal.

Let us take an example of NB ¼ 4, K ¼ 2, and NM;1 ¼ NM;2 ¼ 2:

~H
DL

1 ¼ ~U1
~L1

~V
non-zero

1
~V
zero

1

h iH

¼ ~u11 ~u12½ �
~l11 0 0 0

0 ~l12 0 0

" #
~v11 ~v12 ~v13 ~v14½ �H

ð13:25Þ

~H
DL

2 ¼ ~U2
~L2

~V
non-zero

2
~V
zero

2

h iH

¼ ~u21 ~u22½ �
~l21 0 0 0

0 ~l22 0 0

" #
~v21 ~v22 ~v23 ~v24½ �H

ð13:26Þ

From Equations (13.25) and (13.26), we have the following precoding matrices Wu 2 C
4�2;

u ¼ 1; 2:

W1 ¼ ~V
zero

1 ¼ ~v13 ~v14½ �
W2 ¼ ~V

zero

2 ¼ ~v23 ~v24½ �
ð13:27Þ
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which are used to construct the following transmitted signal s 2 C
4�1:

x ¼ W1~x1 þW2~x2 ð13:28Þ

where ~xu 2 C
2�1 is the u th user signal, u ¼ 1; 2. Then the received signal of the first user is

given as

y1 ¼ HDL
1 xþ z1

¼ HDL
1 W1~x1 þW2~x2ð Þþ z1

¼ ~H
DL

2
~V
zero

1 ~x1 þ ~V
zero

2 ~x2

� �
þ z1

¼ ~H
DL

2
~V
zero

1 ~x1 þ z1

¼ HDL
1

~V
zero

1 ~x1 þ z1

ð13:29Þ

In deriving Equation (13.29), we have used the fact that HDL
1 ¼ ~H

DL

2 and HDL
2 ¼ ~H

DL

1 . From

Equation (13.29), we can see that the received signal is composed of the desired signal only. The

received signal of the second user is found in a similar way.

Running Program 13.5 (“Block_diagonalization.m”) yields Figure 13.6, which shows the

BER performance of block diagonalization method for the example of NB ¼ 4, K ¼ 2, and

NM;1 ¼ NM;2 ¼ 2 where the average BER is taken for both users while employing a zero-

forcing detection at the receiver. Note that more advanced signal detection methods in Chapter

11 can also be used to improve the BER performance.
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Figure 13.6 BER performance of block diagonalization method using zero-forcing detection at the

receiver: NB ¼ 4, K ¼ 2, and NM;1 ¼ NM;2 ¼ 2.
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MATLAB� Program: Block Diagonalization Method for a Multi-User MIMO System

Program 13.5 “Block_diagonalization.m” for BD method using zero-forcing detection

% Block_diagonalization.m

clear all; clf

N_frame=10; N_packet=100; % Number of frames/packet and Number of packets

b=2; % Number of bits per QPSK symbol

NT=4; NR=2; N_user=2;

N_pbits = N_frame*NT*b; % Number of bits per packet

N_tbits = N_pbits*N_packet; % Number of total bits

SNRdBs = [0:2:30]; sq2=sqrt(2);

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB=SNRdBs(i_SNR); N_ebits=0; rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1);

sigma2 = NT*0.5*10^(-SNRdB/10); sigma = sqrt(sigma2);

for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_bit = randint(1,N_pbits); % bit generation

symbol = QPSK_mapper(msg_bit).’;

x = reshape(symbol,NT,N_frame);

H1 = (randn(NR,NT)+j*randn(NR,NT))/sq2;

H2 = (randn(NR,NT)+j*randn(NR,NT))/sq2;

[U1,S1,V1] = svd(H1); W2 = V1(:,3:4);

[U2,S2,V2] = svd(H2); W1 = V2(:,3:4);

Tx_Data = W1*x(1:2,:) + W2*x(3:4,:);

Rx1 = H1*Tx_Data + sigma*(randn(2,N_frame)+j*randn(2,N_frame));

Rx2 = H2*Tx_Data + sigma*(randn(2,N_frame)+j*randn(2,N_frame));

W1_H1=H1*W1;

EQ1 = W1_H1’*inv(W1_H1*W1_H1’); % Equalizer for the 1st user

W2_H2=H2*W2;

EQ2 = W2_H2’*inv(W2_H2*W2_H2’); % Equalizer for the 2nd user

y = [EQ1*Rx1; EQ2*Rx2];

symbol_hat = reshape(y,NT*N_frame,1);

symbol_sliced = QPSK_slicer(symbol_hat);

demapped = QPSK_demapper(symbol_sliced);

N_ebits = N_ebits + sum(msg_bit�=demapped);

end

BER(i_SNR) = N_ebits/N_tbits;

end

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER,’-o’), grid on

13.3.3 Dirty Paper Coding (DPC)

We already have illustrated an idea of dirty paper coding (DPC) in the course of deriving the

channel capacity of broadcast channel (BC) in Section 13.2.2, showing that an interference-free

transmission can be realized by subtracting the potential interferences before transmission. In

theory, DPC would be implemented when channel gains are completely known on the

transmitter side. Dirty paper coding (DPC) is a method of precoding the data such that

the effect of the interference can be canceled subject to some interference that is known to the
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transmitter. More specifically, the interferences due to the first up to (k�1) th user signals are

canceled in the course of precoding the kth user signal. To simplify the exposition, we just

consider the case ofNB ¼ 3,K ¼ 3, andNM;u ¼ 1, u ¼ 1; 2; 3. If the u th user signal is given by
~xu 2 C, then the received signal is given as
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whereHDL
u 2 C

1�3 is the channel gain between BS and the u th user. The channel matrixHDL

can be LQ-decomposed as

HDL ¼
l11 0 0

l21 l22 0

l31 l32 l33
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ð13:31Þ

where fqig3i¼1 2 C
1�3 are orthonormal row vectors. Let x ¼ ½x1 x2 x3�T denote a precoded

signal for ~x ¼ ½~x1 ~x2 ~x3�T. By transmitting QHx, the effect of Q in Equation (13.31) is

eliminated through the channel. Leaving the lower-triangular matrix after transmission, the

received signal is given as
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From Equation (13.32), the received signal of the first user is given as

y1 ¼ l11x1 þ z1: ð13:33Þ

From the first-user perspective, therefore, the following condition needs to be met for the

interference-free data transmission:

x1 ¼ ~x1 ð13:34Þ

FromEquation (13.34), it can be seen that the precoded signalx1 is solely composed of the first-

user signal ~x1. From Equations (13.32) and (13.34), the received signal of the second user is

given as

y2 ¼ l21x1 þ l22x2 þ z2 ¼ l21~x1 þ l22x2 þ z2: ð13:35Þ
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From Equation (13.35), it can be seen that the following precoding cancels the interference

component, l21x1 or l21~x1, on the transmitter side:

x2 ¼ ~x2� l21

l22
x1 ¼ ~x2 � l21

l22
~x1 ð13:36Þ

From Equation (13.36), it can be seen that the precoded signal x2 is now composed of the user

signals, ~x1 and ~x2. Finally, the received signal of the third user is given as

y3 ¼ l31x1 þ l32x2 þ l33x3 þ z3: ð13:37Þ

where the precoded signals,x1 andx2, are composed of the known user signals, ~x1 and ~x2, given
in Equations (13.34) and (13.36). From the perspective of the third user, the precoded signals,

x1 and x2, are interference components in Equation (13.37), which can be canceled by the

following precoding on the transmitter side:

x3 ¼ ~x3� l31

l33
x1� l32

l33
x2 ð13:38Þ

The precoded signals in Equations (13.34), (13.36), and (13.38) can be expressed in a

matrix as
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and
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2
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1

2
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3
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2
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3
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Combining the above three precodingmatrices,we can express theDPC in the followingmatrix

form:
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Using the above precoding matrix, Equation (13.32) can be re-written as
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From Equation (13.43), it is obvious that the interference-free detection can be made for

each user. We can see from Equation (13.43) that the precoding matrix in DPC is a scaled

inverse matrix of the lower triangular matrix which is obtained from the channel gain matrix,

that is,

1 0 0
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1 0
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Program 13.6 (“Dirty_or_TH_precoding.m”) with mode set to 0 can be used to simulate the

DPC for NB ¼ 4 and K ¼ 10. In this example, four best users, whose indices are denoted by

(u�1; u
�
2; u

�
3; u

�
4), are selected out of ten users by using the following selection criterion:

Select ðu�1; u�2; u�3; u�4Þ 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 10g such that

lu�
1
u�
1
	 lu�

2
u�
2
	 lu�

3
u�
3
	 lu�

4
u�
4
	 luu ð13:45Þ

where u =2 ðu�1; u�2; u�3; u�4Þ 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 10g:
Note that selection of the userswith the largest lii ensures tominimize the noise enhancement

on the receiver side (e.g., as can be justified by Equations (13.33), (13.35) and (13.37)). The

BER performance will be provided in the next section for comparison with Tomlinson-

Harashima precoding.

13.3.4 Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding

DPC on the transmitter side is very similar to decision feedback equalization (DFE) on the

receiver side. In fact, combination of DPC with symmetric modulo operation turns out to be

equivalent to Tomlinson-Harashima (TH) precoding [256, 274–276]. TH precoding was

originally invented for reducing the peak or average power in the decision feedback equalizer

(DFE), which suffers from error propagation. The original idea of TH precoding in DFE is to

cancel the post-cursor ISI in the transmitter, where the past transmit symbols are knownwithout

possibility of errors. In fact, it requires a complete knowledge of the channel impulse response,

which is only available by a feedback from the receiver for time-invariant or slowly time-

varying channel. To facilitate exposition of the idea, consider the precoding in the one-

dimensional case, in which the data symbol x is drawn from the M-ary PAM constellation,

f�ðA�1Þ;�ðA�3Þ; � � � ;�3; �1; 1; 3; � � � ; ðA�3Þ; ðA�1Þg, where A is an even integer given

byA ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
. By adding 2A �m to the data symbol x, wherem is an integer, an expanded symbol

c can be defined as

c ¼ xþ 2A �m ð13:46Þ
In order to reduce the peak or average power, m in Equation (13.46) must be chosen to

minimize themagnitude of the expanded symbol c in the transmitter. Note that the original data

symbol x can be recovered from the expanded symbol c by the symmetric modulo operation

defined as

x ¼ modAðcÞ/c� 2A ðcþAÞ=2Ab c ð13:47Þ
In order to address TH precoding for the multi-user MIMO system, we discuss the symmetric

modulo operation for M-ary QAM modulated symbols, which is an extension of Equa-

tion (13.47) to the two-dimensional case. In M-ary QAM with a square constellation, the

real and imaginary parts of a symbol are bounded by ½�A;AÞ, with A ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
. Figure 13.7

illustrates a 16-QAM constellation with A ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
16

p ¼ 4. As illustrated in Figure 13.8, the

symmetric modulo operation is defined as

modAðxÞ ¼ x�2A xþAþ jAð Þ=2Ab c ð13:48Þ
The abovemodulo operation can be interpreted as amethod to find integer values,m and n, such

that the following inequalities are satisfied:
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�A�jA � modAðxÞ ¼ xþ 2A �mþ j 2A �m <Aþ jA ð13:49Þ

Note that inequality of complex numbers x1 and x2 in Equation (13.49) is defined as

x1 <x2 , Refx1g <Refx2g and Imfx1g < Imfx2g: ð13:50Þ

Then, the modulo operation in Equation (13.48) can be expressed as

modAðxÞ ¼ xþ 2A �mþ j 2A � n ð13:51Þ

Let us take an example of TH precoding for K¼ 3. Let fxTHu g3u¼1 denote the TH precoded

signal for the u th user. Referring to Equations (13.34), (13.36), and (13.38), by the above

modulo operation, TH-precoded data symbols are represented as

0000 0100 1100 1000

0001 0101 1101 1001

0011 0111 1111 1011

0010 0110 1110 1010

Re

Im

-3 -1 1 3

3j

j

-j

-3j

A

A

Figure 13.7 16-QAM constellation.

Mod A (x)

x
AA−

A

A−

Figure 13.8 Illustration of symmetric modulo operation (only for the real part of x).
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xTH1 ¼ modA ~x1ð Þ ¼ ~x1 ð13:52Þ

xTH2 ¼ modA ~x2� l21

l22
xTH1

 �
ð13:53Þ

xTH3 ¼ modA ~x3� l31

l33
xTH1 � l32

l33
xTH2

 �
ð13:54Þ

Furthermore, the interpretation in Equation (13.51) gives the following expressions for the TH-

precoded signals:

xTH1 ¼ ~x1 ð13:55Þ

xTH2 ¼ ~x2� l21

l22
~x1 þ 2A �m2 þ j 2A � n2 ð13:56Þ

xTH3 ¼ ~x3� l31

l33
xTH1 � l32

l33
xTH2 þ 2A �m3 þ j 2A � n3 ð13:57Þ

For the transmitted signal QHxTH ¼ QH ½xTH1 xTH2 xTH3 �T , the received signal is given as

y1

y2

y3

2
64

3
75 ¼

HDL
1

HDL
2

HDL
3

2
664

3
775

|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
HDL

QHxTH þ
z1

z2

z3

2
64

3
75 ¼

l11 0 0

l21 l22 0

l31 l32 l33

2
64

3
75

xTH1

xTH2

xTH3

2
664

3
775þ

z1

z2

z3

2
64

3
75 ð13:58Þ

Since xTH1 ¼ ~x1, the signal detection for the first user is obvious. The received signal of the

second user is given as

y2 ¼ l21x
TH
1 þ l22x

TH
2 þ z2 ¼ l21~x1 þ l22x

TH
2 þ z2: ð13:59Þ

Using Equation (13.56), Equation (13.59) can be expressed as

y2 ¼ l21~x1 þ l22 ~x2� l21

l22
~x1 þ 2A �m2 þ j 2A � n2

0
@

1
Aþ z2

¼ l22 ~x2 þ 2A �m2 þ j 2A � n2ð Þþ z2

ð13:60Þ
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Defining ~y2 as a scaled version of y2, that is,

~y2 ¼
y2

l22
¼ ~x2 þ 2A �m2 þ j 2A � n2 þ z2

l22
ð13:61Þ

the second-user signal ~x2 can be detected with the modular operation

~̂x2 ¼ modA ~y2ð Þ: ð13:62Þ
If the noise component in Equation (13.62) is small enough to meet the following condition:

�A � ~x2 þ z2

l22
<A; ð13:63Þ

then Equation (13.62) turns out to be

modA ~y2ð Þ ¼ ~y2�2A
~y2 þAþ jAð Þ

2A

� �
¼ ~y2�2A m2 þ jn2ð Þ ¼ ~x2 þ z2

l22
: ð13:64Þ

From Equation (13.58), the received signal of the third user is given as

y3 ¼ l31s
TH
1 þ l32s

TH
2 þ l33s

TH
3 þ z3: ð13:65Þ

Using Equation (13.57), the above received signal is expressed as

y3 ¼ l31x
TH
1 þ l32x

TH
2 þ l33x

TH
3 þ z3

¼ l31x
TH
1 þ l32x

TH
2 þ l33 ~x3� l31

l33
xTH1 � l32

l33
xTH2 þ 2A �m3 þ j 2A � n3

0
@

1
Aþ z3

¼ l33 ~x3 þ 2A �m3 þ j 2A � n3ð Þþ z3:

ð13:66Þ

As in detection of ~x2, the third-user signal ~x3 can be detected as

~̂x3 ¼ modA ~y3ð Þ ð13:67Þ

where

~y3 ¼
y3

l33
¼ x3 þ 2A �m3 þ j 2A � n3 þ z3

l33
:

Running Program 13.6 (“Dirty_or_TH_precoding.m”) with mode ¼ 0 or 1 yields the BER

curvewith DPC or TH precoding forNB ¼ 4 andK ¼ 10 as depicted in Figure 13.9 where four

users are selected out of the ten users by using the criterion in Equation (13.45). As can be seen

in Figure 13.9, the DPC outperforms the THP. In this comparison, however, transmitted

power of DPC is higher than that of THP. Note that the reduced transmit power of THP is

attributed to modulo operations in the precoding process.
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See [277–279] for additional information about multi-user MIMO capacity. For further

information on user selection and resource allocation for multi-userMIMO systems, the reader

may consult the references [280, 281]. See [282–284] for additional information about more

advanced downlink transmission schemes.

MATLAB� Programs: Dirty Paper Coding and Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding

Program 13.6 “Dirty_or_TH_precoding.m”: DPC or THP for a multi-user MIMO system

% Dirty_or_TH_precoding.m

clear all; clf

mode=1; % Set 0/1 for Dirty or TH precoding

N_frame=10; N_packet=200; % Number of frames/packet and Number of packets

b=2; % Number of bits per QPSK symbol

NT=4; N_user=10; N_act_user=4; I=eye(N_act_user,NT);

N_pbits = N_frame*NT*b; % Number of bits in a packet

N_tbits = N_pbits*N_packet; % Number of total bits

SNRdBs=[0:2:20]; sq2=sqrt(2);

for i_SNR=1:length(SNRdBs)

SNRdB = SNRdBs(i_SNR); N_ebits = 0;

rand(’seed’,1); randn(’seed’,1);

sigma2 = NT*0.5*10^(-SNRdB/10); sigma = sqrt(sigma2);

for i_packet=1:N_packet

msg_bit = randint(1,N_pbits); % Bit generation

%——————————— Transmitter ——————————————

symbol = QPSK_mapper(msg_bit).’;

x = reshape(symbol,NT,N_frame);

H = (randn(N_user,NT)+j*randn(N_user,NT))/sq2;

Combinations = nchoosek([1:N_user],N_act_user)’; % User selection

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
10-3

10-2

10-1

100

SNR [dB]

B
E

R

DPC
THP

Figure 13.9 BER performance: DPC vs. THP.
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for i=1:size(Combinations,2)

H_used = H(Combinations(:,i),:);

[Q_temp,R_temp] = qr(H_used);

% Diagonal entries of R_temp are real

minimum_l(i) = min(diag(R_temp));

end

[max_min_l,Index] = max(minimum_l);

H_used = H(Combinations(:,Index),:);

[Q_temp,R_temp] = qr(H_used’);

L=R_temp’; Q=Q_temp’;

%————————— TH precoding ——————————

xp = x;

if mode==0 % Dirty precoding

for m=2:4 % Eqs.(13.39)�(13.41)

xp(m,:) = xp(m,:) - L(m,1:m-1)/L(m,m)*xp(1:m-1,:);

end

else % TH precoding

for m=2:4 % Eqs.(13.52)�(13.54)

xp(m,:) = modulo(xp(m,:)-L(m,1:m-1)/L(m,m)*xp(1:m-1,:),sq2);

end

end

Tx_signal = Q’*xp; % DPC/TH encoder

%—————————— Channel and Noise ——————————————

Rx_signal = H_used*Tx_signal + ...

sigma*(randn(N_act_user,N_frame)+j*randn(N_act_user,N_frame));

%—————————— Receiver ——————————————

y = inv(diag(diag(L)))*Rx_signal;

symbol_hat = reshape(y,NT*N_frame,1);

if mode==1 % in the case of TH precoding

symbol_hat = modulo(symbol_hat,sq2);

end

symbol_sliced = QPSK_slicer(symbol_hat);

demapped = QPSK_demapper(symbol_sliced);

N_ebits = N_ebits + sum(msg_bit�=demapped);

end

BER(i_SNR) = N_ebits/N_tbits;

end

semilogy(SNRdBs,BER,’-o’), grid on

Program 13.7 “modulo”: Modulo function for Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP)

function [y]=modulo(x,A)

temp_real = floor((real(x)+A)/(2*A));

temp_imag = floor((imag(x)+A)/(2*A));

y = x -temp_real*(2*A) -j*temp_imag*(2*A);

The readers who are interested in the commercial wireless communication systems based on

MIMO-OFDMmay consult the references [285, 286] for IEEE 802.11a/n, [287–296] for DAB,

DMB,DVB,DVB-H, [297] forMB-OFDM, [298–303] forMobileWiMAX, and [304–309] for

3GPP-LTE.
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3GPP MIMO channel model, 94

3GPP2 MIMO model, 99

a posteriori probability decoder, 262

above-roof-top (ART), 11

acquisition mode, 174

adaptive bit loading, 142

adaptive equalizer, 115

adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), 139

adaptive predistortion technique, 224

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), 126, 258

adjacent cell, 146

adjacent channel interference (ACI), 117, 132

advanced cellular internet service (ACIS), 257

Alamouti code, 294

analog-to-digital converter (ADC), 209

angle diversity, 282

angle-of-arrival (AoA), 20, 71

angle-of-departure (AoD), 92

angular spread (AS), 56, 72

antenna diversity technique, 281

antenna gains, 4–5, 8

BS antenna gain, 55

MS antenna gain, 55

antenna height, 8

antenna radio pattern, 92

antenna selection technique, 383

complexity-reduced antenna selection, 386

optimum antenna selection technique, 384

antenna spacing, 75, 90

arithmetic mean, 279

array steering vector, 72

arrival time, 31, 35

asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL), 117

attenuation factor, 8

autocorrelation function, 21

automatic gain control (AGC), 381

average arrival rate, 31

average cluster power, 32

average power delay profile (PDP), 96

average ray power, 32

average SNR, 284

azimuth angle, 71

azimuth spread (AS), 72

azimuth-delay spectrum (ADS), 72

azimuth-delay spread (ADS), 72

band matrix, 203

band pass filter (BPF), 119

band type, 145

band-AMC subchannel, 146, 148

base station (BS), 180

Bayes’ theorem, 362

below-roof-top (BRT), 11

bessel function, 23, 193

bit-level LLR, 358, 363–364

blind channel estimation, 206

block code, 231

block diagonalization, 404

block interleaving, 142

block-by-block operation, 204

block-diagonal matrix, 204

block-scaling technique, 224

block-type of pilot arrangement, 187
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block-type of resource allocation, 145, 148

broadband MIMO channel, 85

broadcast channel (BC), 395

broadcast control channel, 184

broadside, 71, 92

burst error, 142

Bussgang algorithm, 206

candidate value, 331

candidate vector, 340, 365

capacity reduction, 278

carrier frequency, 5–7, 9–13

carrier frequency offset (CFO), 153, 156

CFO estimation technique, 170

CFO synchronization, 173

estimation range of CFO, 172

fine CFO, 174

fractional CFO (FFO), 158

integer CFO (IFO), 158, 174

normalized CFO, 153

carrier-to-interference andnoise ratio (CINR), 181

case A Rayleigh uncorrelated, 95

case B macrocell, 95

case C macrocell, 95

case D microcell/bad-urban, 95

Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 284

CAZAC sequence, 181

cdma2000 1x EV-DO, 139

cell boundary, 147, 251

cell ID, 180

cell loading factor, 147

cell searching, 180

cell-specific interleaver, 257, 262

cell-specific scrambling, 258

central limit theorem, 21

channel capacity, 140, 263

channel coefficient, 104

channel condition, 374

channel condition number, 231

channel correlation matrix, 279

channel estimation, 187

channel gain matrix, 87

channel impulse response (CIR), 18, 203

channel inversion, 401

channel reciprocity, 374

channel state information (CSI), 268, 373

CSI feedback, 374

full CSI, 373

channel variation, 19

Chernoff bound, 291

chi-square, 22

Cholesky decomposition, 89, see also square-root

decomposition

chordal distance, 377

Chu sequence, 220–221

circular convolution, 130

circular symmetric, 266

Clarke/Gans model, 41

Clarke’s channel model, 73

Clarke’s model, 19

Classen, 173, 175–176

classical Doppler spectrum, 21, 97

clipping and filtering technique, 224

clipping distortion, 222

clipping level, 222, 225

clipping ratio (CR), 225

clipping technique, 224

closed loop control mechanism, 183

closed-loop (CL) system, 273

cluster, 31

cluster arrival rate, 36

cluster attenuation constant, 36

cluster type, 145

co-channel interference, 146, 181, 251

code division multiple access (CDMA), 143

codebook design method, 375

codebook design parameter, 378

codeword error probability, 293

codeword selection criterion, 376

coding rate, 299

coding technique, 224

coherence bandwidth, 16–17, 188

coherence time, 18, 374

coherent detection, 169

collision (hit), 147

column norm-based ordering, 324

comb type of resource allocation, 145

combining technique, 283

comb-type of pilot arrangement, 188

complex baseband impulse response, 20

complex field pattern, 72

complex Gaussian random process, 48

complex Gaussian random variable, 22, 28

complex orthogonal space-time code, 294

complex radiation pattern, 93

complex space-time block code, 301

concatenated code, 142

condition number, 345

conditional differential entropy, 267

conjugate symmetric, 41
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constant modulus algorithm (CMA), 206

constructive interference, 15

convolution operation, 130

convolutional code, 142

convolutional encoder, 308

convolutional interleaving, 142

correlated MIMO channel coefficient, 88

correlated MIMO fading channel, 84

correlation coefficient, 9

correlation matrix, 84

correlation-shaping matrix, 88

cosine function PAS model, 76

COST 207 model, 61

cost function, 190

CP-based STO estimation, 167

CQI information, 225

crest factor (CF), 211

cubic spline interpolation, 193

cumulative distribution function (CDF), 212

complementary CDF (CCDF), 212

cyclic prefix (CP), 117, 128

cyclic suffix (CS), 128, 131

decision feedback equalization (DFE), 413

decision statistic, 305

decision-aided reconstruction technique, 224

decision-directed (DD) channel estimation, 199

decision-directed EM (DEM) channel

estimation, 206

decoding delay, 148

delay spread (DS), 72

descrambling code, 257

destructive interference, 15

determinant criterion, 294

deterministic channel, 266

deterministic MIMO channel, 268

deterministic channel capacity, 278

deterministic matrix, 265

DFT-based channel estimation technique,

195

DFT-spreading technique, 224, 242

diagonal matrix, 264

difference matrix, 300

differential entropy, 267

differential space-time code, 287

diffraction, 1

digital audio broadcasting (DAB), 180, 417

digital phase locked loop (DPLL), 178

digital video broadcasting – handheld

(DVB-H), 181, 417

digital video broadcasting – terrestrial

(DVB-T), 181

digital-to-analog converter (DAC), 209

Dirac delta function, 20

direct realization, 119

direction of travel (DoT), 104, 106

direction-of-arrival (DoA), 49, 92–94

mean DoA, 92

direction-of-movement (DoM), 49, 92

dirty paper coding (DPC), 401, 408

discrete Laplacian method, 56

discrete multi-tone (DMT), 117

discrete wavelet multi-tone (DWMT), 120

discrete-frequency Doppler spectrum, 44

discrete-time oversampling, 44

distortionless transmission, 115

distributed FDMA (DFDMA), 242

diversity gain, 144, 295

diversity order, 293

diversity subchannel, 146

diversity technique, 263, 281–282

DL_permbase, 147

DMB, 417

Doppler filter, 41, 45

Doppler frequency, 157

Doppler frequency shift, 156, 178

Doppler power spectrum (PSD), 65

Doppler shift, 18

Doppler spectrum, 41, 91

Doppler spread, 2, 16, 18

Doppler-shifted Gaussian noise, 41

Doppler-shifted sinusoid, 51

double exponential delay model, 32

double sliding window, 162

down-conversion, 36

downlink channel, 397

downlink preamble, 180

downlink synchronization, 180

downsampler-filter, 119

duplexing, 150

dynamic channel allocation (DCA),

256

centralized DCA, 256

distributed DCA, 256

eigen-decomposition, 270, 292

eigenvalue, 264, 292

eigenvector, 265, 292

equal gain combing (EGC), 283, 285

equalizer, 112
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ergodic capacity, 273–274, 279, see also ergodic

channel capacity

ergodic channel capacity, 272

ergodic process, 272, see also random MIMO

channel

error floor, 137

error matrix, 376, 390

error propagation, 412

Euclidean distance, 115, 327

Eureka-147-based DAB, 143

excess delay, 15

expectation (E) step, 205

expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, 204

exponential model, 26

exponential PDP, 28

extrinsic information, 262

fading, 1

deep fading, 142

frequency-non-selective fading, 17

large-scale fading, 2, 4

log-normal fading, 35

long-term fading, 32

multi-path fading, 2

Rayleigh fading, 19

Rician fading, 91, 97

short-term fading, 2

slow fading, 2, 18

small-scale fading, 2, 15

time-selective fading, 16

fast fading, 2, 18, 188

fast time-varying, 201

feedback loop, 142

filtered multi-tone (FMT), 119

filtered white Gaussian noise (FWGN) model, 41

frequency-domain FWGN model, 44

modified frequency-domain FWGN model,

44–45

modified time-domain FWGN model, 45

time-domain FWGN model, 48

fine symbol synchronization, 169

finite impulse response (FIR) filter, 28, 48, 63, 115

FIR interpolating filter, 179

flat Doppler spectrum, 48

flat interval, 165

forward error correction (FEC) code, 142

Fourier projection technique, 224

Fourier transform, 21, 113

discrete Fourier transform (DFT), 117

fast Fourier transform (FFT), 117, 125

inverse DFT (IDFT), 117

inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), 117

fractional frequency reuse (FFR), 252

free-space path loss model, 5

free-space propagation model, 4

frequency dispersion, 16, 18

frequency diversity, 150, 282

frequency division duplexing (FDD), 150, 180

frequency division multiple access (FDMA),

117, 143

frequency flat, 2

frequency reuse factor (FRF), 181, 251

frequency-domain correlation, 192

frequency-domain equalizer (FEQ), 240

frequency-domain interpolation, 188

frequency-domain spreading, 150

frequency-hopping OFDMA (FH-OFDMA), 258

frequency-nonselectivity, 115

frequency-reuse, 251

frequency-selective fading channel, 2, 16, 61

frequency-selectivity, 29, 115

frequency-shifted sinc function, 132

Friis equation, 4

full rank condition, 301

full usage sub channel (FUSC), 146

Gaussian distribution, 216

Gaussian random variable, 6, 22

general indoor channel model, 26

generator polynomial, 309

geometric mean, 279

GI insertion, 139

GI removal, 139

Givens rotation, 346–348

Godard algorithm, 206

Golay complementary sequence, 224, 231

Gold sequence, 181

Grassmannian subspace packing, 377

guard band, 117, 132, 151

guard interval, 117, 126

guard time, 151

Hadamard code, 224

handoff, 184

handover, 181

hard-decision detection, 352

Hartly-Shannon channel capacity, 140

Hata model, 8, see also Okumura model

Hermitian symmetric matrix, 264

Hermitian transpose, 296
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hexagonal cellular configuration, 253

high power amplifier (HPA), 209

high rate space-time block code, 303

higher-order diversity, 305

hit distribution, 147

hybrid division duplexing (HDD), 150, 257

ICI-free condition, 191

IDMA multiuser detection, 262

IEEE 802.11 channel model, 28

IEEE 802.11a, 181

IEEE 802.11a/n, 48, 417

IEEE 802.16d channel model, 65

IEEE 802.16d model, 10

modified IEEE 802.16d model, 12

IEEE 802.16e, 220, 378

IEEE 802.16m, 181

IIR filter, 48

I-METRA channel model, 71, 98

I-METRA MIMO channel model, 84, 90

impinging field, 93

in-band ripple, 226

incomplete data, 205

independent and identically distributed (I.I.D), 84

independent channel, 187

indoor channel model, 25

indoor environment, 76

initial radius, 334

initial ranging preamble, 184

inner code, 143

input back-off (IBO), 209

instantaneous SNR, 283

inter-antenna interference, 404

inter-carrier interference (ICI), 115, 178, 187

inter-cell interference cancellation

technique, 251, 260

inter-cell interference coordination

technique, 251

inter-cell interference mitigation technique, 251

inter-cell interference randomization

technique, 251, 257

inter-channel interference (ICI), 153

inter-cluster arrival time, 31

interference rejection combining (IRC)

technique, 260

interference-free channel, 400

interference-free detection, 411

interference-free transmission, 405

interleaved division multiple access (IDMA)

technique, 258

interleaved FDMA (IFDMA), 242

interleaving technique, 143

interpolation, 45, 219

inter-ray arrival time, 31

inter-symbol interference (ISI), 17, 112, 153

ISI-free condition, 113

ITU-R, 15, 61

ITU-R pedestrian A model, 97

Jakes model, 50–54

Kronocker product, 88

Lagrange multiplier, 140

Laplacian distribution, 73, 81, 99–100

Laplacian Doppler spectrum, 48, 97

Laplacian PAS, 58

lattice reduction technique, 345

lattice reduction-aided detection, 344

lattice-type pilot arrangement, 189

LDPC code, 142

least-square (LS) channel estimation, 190

length reduction, 345

Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz (LLL) algorithm, 345

likelihood function, 164

linear interpolation, 193

linear pre-equalization, 381

linear processing, 305

linear signal detection, 319, 358

line-of-sight (LOS), 1, 4, 21, 104

link adaptation, 139, 145, 151

link budget, 3

link-level simulation, 98

local scatter, 86

localized FDMA (LFDMA), 242

localized type, 145

log-distance path loss model, 5

log-likelihood function, 205

log-likelihood-ratio (LLR), 353, 362

log-normal distribution, 4

log-normal random variable, 32

log-normal shadowing model, 6

lower-triangular matrix, 409

matched filter, 114, 119

maximal ratio combining (MRC), 283–285

maximization (M) step, 205

maximum a posteriori (MAP) detection, 327

maximum achievable diversity gain, 293

maximum achievable transmission speed, 264
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maximum correlation, 164

maximum delay of multipath channel, 130

maximum delay spread, 188

maximum Doppler frequency, 45

maximum excess delay, 26

maximum likelihood (ML) decoder, 294

maximum likelihood (ML) detection, 327

complexity-reduced ML detection, 364

ML signal detection, 327

modified ML (MML) detection, 328

maximum ratio combining (MRC), 261

maximum-likelihood estimation, 163

maximum-likelihood sequence detector

(MLSD), 115

MB-OFDM, 417

MC-CDMA (OFDM-CDMA), 144

mean excess delay, 15, 26, 36

mean path loss, 3

measurement-based DCA, 257

MIMO channel capacity, 269, 272, 278

deterministic MIMO channel capacity, 265

ergodic MIMO channel capacity, 279

MIMO channel model, 71

minimum chordal distance, 377

minimum ML metric, 329

minimum rank, 295, 300

minimum-squared difference, 164

MISO channel, 271

ML metric, 339

ML metric calculation, 327–328, 335

MMSE channel estimation, 191

MMSE pre-equalization, 381

MMSE signal detection, 321

MMSE-OSIC, 324

mobile speed, 41, 109

mobile station (MS), 206

mobile WiMAX, 146, 181, 378, 417

modal decomposition, 268, 381

modulo operation, 412–413

Moose, 173, 175–176

MS velocity vector, 55

M-sequence, 224

multi-carrier transmission, 111

multi-path channel, 61

multi-path delay spread, 16, 154

multipath power delay profile (PDP), 192

multi-path propagation, 15

multiple access channel (MAC), 395

multiple access interference (MAI), 144, 183

multiple cluster, 31, 90

multiple input multiple output (MIMO), 2, 282

multiple input single output (MISO), 283

multiuser demodulator, 262

multiuser detector, 258

multi-user diversity gain, 144

multi-user MIMO, 395

mutual information, 266

Nakagami distribution, 35

narrow band MIMO channel, 85

narrowband signal, 115

noise enhancement effect, 322

noise enhancement problem, 344

non-coherent detection, 170

non-Hermitian matrix, 265

non-isotropic antennas, 4

nonlinear distortion, 209

nonlinear receiver technique, 322

non-line-of-sight (NLOS), 21, 104

non-singular matrix, 89

non-square space-time block code, 300

non-synchronous sampling, 178

normal sampling, 44

n-th power of a cosine function, 76

number of clusters, 90

Nyquist bandwidth, 113

Nyquist criterion, 113

Nyquist rate, 113

OFDM transmitter, 124

OFDM-FDMA (OFDMA), 144

OFDM/OQAM-IOTA, 120

OFDM-TDMA, 144

offset angle, 56

Okumura model, 8

omnidirectional antenna, 100

one-dimensional horizontal mapping, 149

one-dimensional vertical mapping, 149

one-tap equalizer, 130, 201

open-loop system, 272

optimum codebook, 377

optimum detector, 115

optional full usage subchannel (OFUSC), 146

ordered successive interference cancellation

(OSIC), 322

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM), 117

orthogonal rotation matrix, 346

orthogonal STBC (OSTBC), 390

orthogonality, 115, 121, 154
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OSIC signal detection, 322

outage channel capacity, 273

outage probability, 273

outage rate, 4

outdoor channel model, 40

outer code, 143

out-of-band interference, 224

out-of-band power, 132, 224

out-of-band radiation, 117, 226

output back-off (OBO), 209

oversampling factor, 45, 48, 217, 225, 248

pair-wise codeword error probability, 376

pairwise error probability, 287, 376, 390

PAPR reduction code, 231

partial transmit sequence (PTS), 224, 234

partial usage subchannel (PUSC), 146

PAS model, 76

path delay, 20

path loss exponent, 5

peak cancellation technique, 224

peak envelope power (PEP), 211

peak reduction tone (PRT), 238

peak regrowth, 225

peak windowing technique, 224

peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), 209

peak-to-mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR), 210

pedestrian channel model, 15

permutation formula, 147

phase difference, 168

phase factor, 237

phase noise, 158

phase offset, 177

phase rotation, 168, 177

physical layer cell-identity, 183

pilot symbol, 169

pilot symbol period, 188

pilot tone, 174, 190

planewaves, 19

PN sequence, 181

Poisson process, 30–31

polarization diversity, 282

polyphase filter bank, 119

post-cursor ISI, 412

post-detection SINR, 323, 358

power allocation problem, 269

power angular spectrum (PAS), 72

power azimuth spectrum (PAS), 25, 54, 72, 99

power constraint, 140

power consumption, 149

power delay profile (PDP), 15, 25, 62

power delay spectrum (PDS), 72

power margin, 3

power spectral density (PSD), 21, 226

preamble period, 173

preamble sequence, 181, 220

precoded OSTBC, 375

precoded spatial-multiplexing, 381

precoding matrix, 375

pre-compensation, 151

primary synchronization channel (P-SCH), 182

primary synchronization signal (PSS), 181–182

probabilistic (scrambling) technique, 224

propagation delay, 183

pulse shaping, 248

Q-function, 136

QPSK modulation, 158

QR decomposition, 331, 339

QRM-MLD, 339

quantization noise, 222

quasi-static channel, 26

radiation pattern, 86

radio propagation, 1

raised cosine (RC) windowing, 133

raised-cosine (RC) filter, 113, 248

square-root raised cosine filter, 114

random access preamble, 180

random MIMO channel, 272–273

random subcarrier allocation technique, 260

random type of resource allocation, 145

rank, 264

rank criterion, 293

rank-determinant criteria, 310

ray, 31–32, 35–36

ray arrival rate, 36

ray attenuation constant, 36

ray-based channel model, 54, 105

ray-based MIMO channel model, 55

ray-based SCM angle parameter, 103

ray-based SCM model, 102

Rayleigh distribution, 51, 216

Rayleigh random variable, 22

real space-time code, 299

receive diversity system, 283

receive filter, 112

received signal-based ordering, 324

reciprocity, 374

reduced radius, 332
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reduced set of candidate vectors, 365

Reed Muller code, 224, 231

Reed-Solomon (RS) code, 142

reflection, 1

regularized channel inversion, 401

relative delay, 15

repetition period, 164

repetitive pattern, 172

repetitive structure, 164

resolvable path, 73

resource allocation, 145

rich-scattering, 78

Rician distribution, 21

Rician factor, 21

Rician K-factor, 23

right-singular vector, 264

RMS angular spread, 99–100

RMS delay spread, 17, 27, 36

roll-off factor, 113, 248

root-power correlation matrix, 88

rounding, 86

round-trip propagation delay, 183

Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) channel model, 30, 35

sampled Laplacian method, 58

sampling clock offset, 177

sampling frequency offset (SFO), 178

Sato algorithm, 206

scalable adaptive/advancedmodulation (SAM), 120

scattering, 1

scattering component, 21

SCM ad-hoc group (AHG), 56

SCM link-level channel model, 98, 103

SCM MIMO channel model, 97

scrambling code, 257

S-curve, 171

searching procedure, 332

secondary synchronization channel, 182

secondary synchronization signal (SSS), 181–182

second-order polynomial interpolation, 193

sector antenna, 99

segment, 181

segment ID, 181

selection combining (SC), 283

selective mapping (SLM) technique, 233

serial-to-parallel (S/P) conversion, 124

shadowing, 2

short/long preamble, 181

side information, 235

signal bandwidth, 16

signal-to-quantizationnoise ratio (SQNR), 209,222

SIMO channel, 271

sinc function, 113, 117, 132

single carrier-FDMA (SC-FDMA), 224

single input multiple output (SIMO), 283

single input single output (SISO), 2

single-carrier transmission, 111

single-user MIMO, 395

singular value, 263

singular value decomposition (SVD), 405

SINR-based ordering, 323

SISO channel model, 56

skip/duplication/interpolation, 179

sleep mode, 184

slicing function, 296

smart antenna, 151

SNR-based ordering, 324

soft frequency reuse (SFR), 254

soft output, 262, 354

soft-decision detection, 353

space diversity, 281

space-time block codes (STBC), 294

space-time coding (STC), 287

space-time trellis code (STTC), 294, 307

space-time trellis encoder, 307

sparse matrix, 201

spatial channel model (SCM), 55, 71

spatial correlation, 56, 73, 75, 105

spatial correlation coefficient, 81

spatially multiplexed (SM) MIMO, 319

spatial-multiplexing technique, 263

spatio-temporal correlation, 54

spectral efficiency, 135

specular component, 21

sphere decoding (SD) method, 329

spreading factor, 248

square space-time code, 299

squared Euclidian distance, 309

squared Frobenius norm, 265

squared singular value, 264

square-root decomposition, 89

S-SCH1, 182

standard deviation, 36

Stanford university interim (SUI) channel

model, 65

static channel, 18, 25

steering diagonal matrix, 93

steering matrix, 93

subband, 252

subblock partitioning, 235
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subcarrier, 115

subcarrier collision, 146, 260

subcarrier spacing, 157, 182

subchannel, 115

subchannel allocation type, 145

subchannel offset, 150

subchannelization, 146

subray, 56

subray angle, 56

subspace-based channel estimation, 206

sum rate capacity, 399, 401

superimposed signal, 199

symbol offset, 150

symbol period, 16–17

symbol synchronization, 163

symbol time offset (STO), 153

symmetric mapping matrix, 89–90

symmetric modulo operation, 412

synchronization procedure, 181

synchronous sampling, 178

tap adjustment, 63

tap interpolation, 63

tap re-sampling, 63

tapped delay line (TDL) model, 63, 85

temporal correlation, 109

terrestrial trunked radio (TETRA) II, 120

time dispersion, 16–17

time diversity, 282

time division duplexing (TDD), 150, 180

time division multiple access (TDMA), 143

time variation, 2, 41

time-correlated channel variation, 41

time-domain correlation, 41, 193

time-domain interpolation, 188

time-domain shaping function, 133

time-domain spreading, 150

time/frequency-domain interpolation, 189

time-varying channel, 188, 201

time-varying channel coefficient, 97

timing advance (TA), 183

timing error detector (TED), 179

timing misalignment, 183

Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP), 401, 417

tone injection (TI) technique, 224, 239

tone reservation (TR) technique, 224, 238

total power constraint, 269

total transmit power constraint, 405

trace criterion, 309

tracking mode, 174

training symbol, 163

transmission time, 149

transmit diversity, 287

transmit filter, 111

trellis-coded modulation (TCM), 142–143

triangular matrix, 345

truncated Gaussian PAS, 82

truncated Laplacian PAS model, 80

turbo code, 142

two-dimensional mapping, 148

ultra wide-band (UWB), 132

unconstrained LS solution, 370

unconstrained solution, 330

uniform distribution, 100

uniform linear array (ULA), 71

uniform PAS, 102

uniform power subray method, 56

uniform random variable, 58

uniform subray method, 56

uniformly-distributed phase, 41

unitary matrix, 264

unresolvable signal, 71

uplink synchronization, 183

uplink timing acquisition, 184

upper-triangular, 346

upsampler-filter, 119

urban environment, 86

UWB channel model, 35

virtual carrier (VC), 117, 135

virtual SISO channel, 268

Viterbi algorithm, 309

voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO), 178

water-filling algorithm, 139

water-pouring power allocation, 270

wave number, 55

wave-front, 106

well-conditioned, 349

wideband signal, 116

zero padding (ZP), 128, 132, 225

zero-mean circular symmetric complex Gaussian

(ZMCSCG), 266, 397

ZF pre-equalization, 381, 401

ZF signal detection, 320

Zipper, 131, 150

Zipper-based very high-rate data digital subscriber

line (VDSL), 117, 131–132
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